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ASSEMBLY

Tuesday, 8 October 2002
The SPEAKER (Hon. Alex Andrianopoulos) took the
chair at 2.04 p.m. and read the prayer.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
Superannuation: public sector
Mr CLARK (Box Hill) — My question is
addressed to the Minister for Finance. Have the
unfunded liabilities of Victorian public sector
superannuation funds increased as a result of falls in
Australian and international share prices since 30 June
this year, and if so, by how much?
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Finance) — As I heard
it, the honourable member for Box Hill asked a
question as to the performance of the state
superannuation funds since 30 June. As the honourable
member would know, the Treasurer has already
reported on performance until 30 June. We certainly
get, as I understand it, quarterly reports on the exact
returns. The first quarter’s has not come, but obviously
those returns will reflect equities as they apply in the
government sector, as they apply in the private sector
and as they apply internationally.

Drought: government assistance
Mr RYAN (Leader of the National Party) — Given
that new exceptional circumstances funding
arrangements proposed by the federal government and
agreed to in principle by the federal agriculture minister
would give the state a greater say in drought relief
applications, boost overall assistance to farmers and
rural communities and increase the level of
commonwealth and state contribution, will the Premier
explain why his government has refused to support
those new arrangements?
Mr BRACKS (Premier) — I thank the Leader of
the National Party for his question. I also thank the
National Party for its considered approach to the recent
drought and its comments which supported the cash
grants that have now been introduced in Victoria — as
a follow-up, of course, to the emergency measures we
released earlier on.
In relation to exceptional circumstances, the
government is now preparing a case and a submission
which will go to the federal government either later this
week or early next week for exceptional circumstances
in the 22 municipalities which were identified as having
severe drought conditions and therefore qualifying for
state assistance — and the $27.7 million package for
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cash grants in particular — for risk management and
long-term sustainability of farms.
As to the matter of the formula which is proposed to be
changed by the federal agriculture minister, Mr Truss,
we are happy to negotiate and discuss that with him, as
are other jurisdictions, but I think there is a much more
urgent matter — that is, if you look around Australia
you see that New South Wales, Queensland and
Victoria have each provided assistance before those
exceptional circumstances arrangements have been put
in place.
Could I pose this question to the house: how much
assistance has been given to drought from the federal
government? The answer is zero, absolutely zero! I
have written to the Prime Minister, and we will prepare
our case. I would urge the Leader of the National
Party — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! I ask the house to
quieten down, particularly the honourable member for
Mornington.
Mr BRACKS — I would urge the federal
government to consider very carefully the submission
which will be provided by the state for exceptional
circumstances. Whilst I welcomed earlier on the
support from the National Party for the cash grants and
the proposals we had, that is in great distinction to the
policy — or so-called policy — of the Liberal Party,
which is actually recommending in the policy from the
shadow minister — and these are the words — that the
New South Wales-type transport studies be used in
Victoria. That is what it is proposing — those things
that have been rejected by farmers as putting up prices.
Those things that are not called for by the Victorian
Farmers Federation and the farm community are the
very things that members of the Liberal Party are now
calling for. They are wrong on that, and we are right to
pick the cash grants, as every other agriculture minister
has said.

Melbourne 2030 strategy
Mrs MADDIGAN (Essendon) — Will the Premier
advise the house why the government’s metropolitan
strategy is so necessary and how it will make
Melbourne, already the world’s most livable city, an
even better place to live?
Mr BRACKS (Premier) — I thank the honourable
member for Essendon for her question. I am very
pleased that today, with the Minister for Planning, the
Deputy Premier and the Minister for Transport, we
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released Melbourne 2030, the metropolitan strategy for
Melbourne. It is a plan not just for Melbourne but for
Melbourne and the regions and also the connections
between Melbourne and the regions.
As the honourable member for Essendon quite rightly
said, Melbourne is the most livable city in the world. It
has been rated as such, and that was confirmed in a
recent edition of the Economist, which surveyed
expatriates on their preference for cities around the
world. It again rated Melbourne as the most livable city
in the world — for a second time.
This metropolitan strategy is all about ensuring that
Melbourne remains the most livable city in the world in
the years to come. Just as 30 years ago a former
Premier, Sir Rupert Hamer, had the vision and foresight
to set aside green wedges and to protect the shape and
size of the city, so 30 years later we will very soon be
bringing into the house important legislation to ensure
that those green wedges are protected in the future as
well. They will be protected for farming, protected for
open space and protecting the flight paths of the water
catchments — the very things we need to plan the city
for the future.
This is all about ensuring that we have a more compact
city and a city that is integrated with the regions. It will
identify within it those growth areas which can take
sustainable growth in Melbourne itself and the growth
areas in both the regions themselves and the corridors.
I want to congratulate the Minister for Planning on her
work. The strategy has been roundly applauded right
across the area — property groups, environment groups
and community organisations — and I congratulate her
on that. I congratulate also the former Minister for
Planning, now the Deputy Premier, who also did a great
job in initiating the process and making sure it came to
fruition with the current Minister for Planning.
I commend the policy to the house. I know that just as
30 years ago we planned for the future so now we are
planning for a sustainable and better future for
Melbourne and the regions in which we operate.

Budget: surplus
Mr DOYLE (Leader of the Opposition) — Will the
Premier confirm that the projected budget surplus
of $522 million will be achieved this year?
Mr BRACKS (Premier) — I can do even better
than that — I can certainly confirm it, but the ratings
agency Standard and Poor’s also confirms it! In fact as
recently as yesterday after examining the fiscal and
budget positions in Victoria Standard and Poor’s
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reaffirmed that Victoria would have the highest
possible rating — a AAA rating. It reaffirmed that
Victoria is one of the best jurisdictions in the world in
its budget position, its debt position and its capacity to
go forward. I have absolute confidence in the forecast
of the Department of Treasury and Finance, confirmed
by the ratings agency Standard and Poor’s as recently
as yesterday. In answer to the question, ‘Would I
believe the opposition or would I believe the ratings
agency Standard and Poor’s?’, I would believe
Standard and Poor’s every time.

Melbourne 2030 strategy
Mr CARLI (Coburg) — Will the Minister for
Planning inform the house what initiatives the
government is implementing under its metropolitan
strategy to address planning issues at the urban growth
boundaries and in our major metropolitan centres, and
what has been the reaction to these initiatives?
Ms DELAHUNTY (Minister for Planning) — I
thank the honourable member for his question.
Melbourne 2030 is a plan to manage the growth of
Melbourne. As the Premier has said, it is already the
most livable city. In the next 30 years up to an extra
million people will want to live and work in this great
city. Under this government we are attracting
population back into this state.
What will be the essence of the plan? Firstly, we are
putting an urban growth boundary around Melbourne to
stop the residential creep into our valuable agricultural
land. Secondly, we will have development on the
fringes. There will be five designated growth areas.
They will be in Werribee, Hume, Epping, Cranbourne
and Pakenham. Smarter planning in these
municipalities — —
Mr Honeywood interjected.
Ms DELAHUNTY — And Pakenham. At least the
honourable member for Warrandyte is listening! I am
glad he is listening. This is a very good plan.
Smarter planning in these growth areas will provide
communities, not just housing subdivisions.
Communities — that is what we aim to do. But that is
on the fringe. We are also looking at extra population in
our networks of activity centres right across the
metropolitan area. Over 100 activity centres have been
identified.
Mrs Fyffe — On a point of order, Mr Speaker, I
seek your guidance on this: I have been listening very
carefully to the minister’s answer. Isn’t she giving us
information from a document that is publicly available?
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Shouldn’t it be an answer to a question about matters
that are not available publicly?
The SPEAKER — Order! I do not uphold the point
of order. The question asked by the honourable member
for Coburg sought information as to what the
government was doing in relation to this particular
strategy. So long as the minister confines her remarks to
answering that question I will continue to hear her.
Ms DELAHUNTY — So we are looking at
principal activity centres which will attract the extra
population in Melbourne.
We are talking about, for example, Northland shopping
centre. We are talking about Monash University in the
south, for example, and Box Hill transit city in the east,
right through to the Werribee animal and food research
centre in the west. They are some of the examples of
the activity centres that are mapped by Melbourne
2030. We will have 10 new parks, we will protect the
Yarra River, we will protect the Maribyrnong River,
and we will share the benefits of being Victorian by
networking to regional centres right across the state.
We are working in partnership with our councils.
Clearly the councils will need to work to implement the
metropolitan strategy, and today we announce
$5.6 million of support for councils right across
metropolitan Melbourne. The councils have certainly
welcomed the metro strategy. What are they saying
about it? The Municipal Association of Victoria has
welcomed the release of Melbourne 2030.
Mr Honeywood interjected.
Ms DELAHUNTY — A Labor Party cheer squad,
says the honourable member for Warrandyte. He would
not have a clue.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The honourable member
for Pakenham will find himself on the receiving end of
sessional order 10 if he continues in that vein. I have
asked the Deputy Leader of the Opposition to cease
interjecting; I ask the minister to cease taking up those
interjections.
Ms DELAHUNTY — What is the Municipal
Association of Victoria saying? It welcomes the release
of Melbourne 2030, calling it a:
… bold vision for the way our communities can develop
sustainably.

The Housing Industry Association welcomes the state
government’s Melbourne 2030.
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Mr Plowman — On a point of order, Mr Speaker, I
believe the minister is debating the question and not
responding to the question that was put to her. I ask you
to bring her back to responding to the question on what
the government is doing, not what the response has
been.
Mr Batchelor — On the point of order, Mr Speaker,
the question was very specific. The minister was asked
to comment on the reactions to these initiatives. It could
not be any clearer that that is what was asked, and the
minister is responding appropriately. Points of order
should not be used by the opposition to prevent a
minister from answering the question. We have seen it
here today, and I guess we will see it on other
occasions. We will resist it every time!
The SPEAKER — Order! I do not uphold the point
of order raised by the honourable member for
Benambra. The minister was clearly answering the
question that was posed, and I will continue to hear her.
However, I advise the minister of the need to be
succinct and to conclude her answer.
Ms DELAHUNTY — Honourable Speaker, I am
happy to be succinct, but I think we have suffered four
points of order, none of which has been successful. I
am trying to answer the question as asked.
Honourable members interjecting.
Ms DELAHUNTY — In answering the question
that asked about the reaction to these initiatives, I point
out that the Housing Industry Association welcomed
Melbourne 2030, describing it as providing a clarity of
vision and saying:
This strategy has the potential to be the most far-reaching and
influential policy delivered by the Bracks government.

That is from the Housing Industry Association, one of
the plan’s many supporters.
What other reactions have we received? What is the
opposition saying? Two months ago, after a briefing on
Melbourne 2030, the Liberal spokesperson — —
Dr Dean — On a point of order, Mr Speaker,
despite the two points of order the minister has been
going on for an awfully long time. You have asked her
to be succinct and she is launching into another
escapade.
The SPEAKER — Order! I have heard sufficient
on the point of order. I am not prepared to uphold the
point of order. There have been a number of
interruptions to the minister’s answer. Notwithstanding
those, I ask the minister to conclude her answer.
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Ms DELAHUNTY — We do welcome the positive
support for Melbourne 2030. We also, of course,
welcome the confidential email that the shadow
Minister for Planning sent to all members of this house
on this side. I think it was supposed to go to his
colleagues on that side, but what we saw in that
confidential email was no policies, no idea, no hard
work. The Liberal Party just does not care.
Questions interrupted.

DISTINGUISHED VISITORS
The SPEAKER — Order! Before calling the
honourable member for Mildura, it gives me great
pleasure to welcome to our gallery today a
distinguished delegation from the Queensland
Parliament. That Parliament’s speed camera review
task force is with us, and the task force is led by
Ms Barbara Stone. Welcome to the delegation
Honourable members applauded.
Questions resumed.
QUESTIONSWITHOUTNOTICE

Government: four-year terms
Mr SAVAGE (Mildura) — I refer the Premier to
the statement of Labor’s campaign director, David
Feeney, in the Herald Sun of Saturday, 24 August, that
‘the Premier’s stable. The cabinet’s stable. The
Parliament’s stable’ and ask in these circumstances how
any government committed to serving its full term
could justify doing otherwise?
Mr BRACKS (Premier) — I thank the honourable
member for Mildura very much for his question and for
repeating that endorsement and support for the
government. I appreciate that very much.
Mr Richardson — On a point of order, Mr Speaker,
I submit that you should rebuke the Premier. The
honourable member for Mildura is trying to distance
himself from the government, not get pulled into it!
The SPEAKER — Order! The honourable member
for Forest Hill is clearly not taking a point of order.
Mr BRACKS — I thought it was 10 out of 10 for
the first interjection and probably 0 out of 10 for the
second one!
There is under the constitution a four-year term. The
first three years are fixed. The last year is at the
discretion of the government and the Premier of the
day. That remains the case, and those matters have not
been decided.
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Budget: estimates
Dr DEAN (Berwick) — I ask the Premier: is it a fact
that the $515 million downward revision of the
estimated 2001–02 budget outcome announced by the
Treasurer last Friday is the first time in 10 years in
Victoria since the Cain and Kirner governments that the
budget estimates have been downgraded?
Mr BRACKS (Premier) — The budget is in a sound
and strong position, and I congratulate the Treasurer on
the work he has done to make sure it is in a sound and
strong position.
Standard and Poor’s yesterday in its AAA credit rating
reaffirmed that the Victorian budget is the envy of most
jurisdictions around the country. If you look at the
heading — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr BRACKS — The budget, as confirmed by
Standard and Poor’s, has a AAA credit rating assigned
to it, not only for the past performance but also for the
projection forward. We are the envy of most other
jurisdictions around the world.
We planned in a buffer for any external shock, as
happened after 11 September, better than most
jurisdictions. If you look at the headline on the front
page of the Australian Financial Review today, as the
shadow Treasurer should have done, you will see that
$7 billion has been lost by governments across
Australia. This government has budgeted for a position
where any external shock internationally can still leave
Victoria with a substantial surplus, and that is what we
have. We have a substantial surplus currently, and in
the future we have planned for an even more substantial
surplus.

Melbourne 2030 strategy
Mr WYNNE (Richmond) — I ask the Minister for
Transport to advise the house what initiatives the
government is implementing under the metropolitan
strategy to ensure that residential development occurs
in areas well serviced by public transport?
Mr BATCHELOR (Minister for Transport) — The
metropolitan strategy represents a new direction in
strategic planning through the incorporation of transport
planning and land use planning into a consolidated
planning document. This document will provide for
Melbourne a vision for the future and a framework
under which property developers, councillors and
individuals will be able to plan where the future citizens
of Melbourne will reside.
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For far too long new residential developments in
Melbourne have taken place well away from areas that
are well serviced by public transport. This government
is trying to ensure that it is able to achieve its
20/2020 vision for public transport — that is, an
increase to 20 per cent of all motorised trips by the year
2020. The government is using the metropolitan
strategy as a long-term strategic tool to achieve that.
We will be able to deliver this project firstly through
the development of the Transit Cities program, under
which the government will encourage housing
development around existing activity centres and major
public transport nodes.
Secondly, the government will encourage new
residential developments alongside or close to public
transport corridors, particularly the existing heavy and
light rail networks. This will be targeted in areas that
have existing rail lines or the capacity to have those rail
lines extended. Municipalities and locations such as
Werribee, Melton, Hume, Epping, Pakenham and
Cranbourne are the sorts of places that have an existing
fixed rail corridor or have the capacity to have
additional facilities and capabilities built into the
network, and this is where we will be encouraging new
development to take place.
Thirdly, the government will prevent development in
those areas on the outskirts of Melbourne which are
outside the urban growth boundary and located well
away from the heavy rail network and which, therefore,
would not be appropriate for future residential
development.
The new planning framework released today by the
Premier indicates how Melbourne will achieve its target
of accommodating an additional 1 million residents by
2030 and the 620 000 dwellings in which they will be
located over the next 30 years.
It is in stark contrast to our Liberal opponents, whose
only vision is articulated by the shadow Minister for
Transport, and that is for its entire road budget to be
used in his electorate. He is so worried about his
position that he has taken $180 million out of the
opposition’s road promises to deliver to his electorate,
leaving no money for other electorates or shadow
ministers to promise for their own electorates. That
shows how desperate the opposition is, and it shows the
stark contrast between it and the government. We have
a long-term vision that will provide advantages for
Melbourne now and for our children and their children,
one that is based around a proper land-use planning
approach that understands the importance of public
transport, particularly heavy rail, in the future
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development and one that will maintain Melbourne’s
status as the most livable city in the world.

TAC: solvency
Mr CLARK (Box Hill) — I address my question to
the Minister for Workcover. Has the solvency level of
the Transport Accident Commission fallen as a result of
falls in Australian and international share prices since
30 June this year, and if so, what is the TAC’s current
solvency level?
Mr CAMERON (Minister for Workcover) — I am
surprised that opposition members have absolutely no
understanding of the way accident compensation
schemes work. If they did they would understand that
when you look at the solvency you have to look at the
liabilities and assets, which is only done each half year.
I can tell you, Mr Speaker, that when they were done in
June this year what we had with the Transport Accident
Commission (TAC) was a profit from the insurance
operation of $347 million.
In an investment environment around the world that has
been one of the worst for decades it is fantastic to have
an organisation that can do that and withstand and
weather the world storm. That is what we have been
able to do. We have been able to do that with the TAC,
and able to do it with Workcover. The TAC is solvent.

Government: financial management
Mr STENSHOLT (Burwood) — Will the
Treasurer inform the house what policies the
government has implemented to deliver responsible
financial management for Victoria and advise why it
has done this?
Mr BRUMBY (Treasurer) — I thank the
honourable member for Burwood for his question, and I
can obviously confirm to the house today that the
Bracks government is delivering responsible financial
management and at the same time strong economic
growth for Victoria. This was of course confirmed
yesterday by Standard and Poor’s reaffirming
Victoria’s AAA credit rating. This is the highest rating
that any government can achieve, and it confirms that
the Victorian budget is in a very strong financial
position.
The opposition hates to hear this, but on the ABC Drive
program yesterday Brendan Flynn from Standard and
Poor’s is reported as saying about the Victorian
government budget position:
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The net debt numbers are in a sensational position and look,
on an international basis, certainly, there’s a number of
governments out there that would kill for such numbers.

Mr Maclellan — So you can spend like mad!
Mr BRUMBY — I will come to that Robert; I will
come to you!
The SPEAKER — Order! I ask the house to come
to order, particularly the honourable member for
Pakenham.
Mr BRUMBY — No, we are not finished. He went
on to say:
AAA is the rating we gave it. It’s the highest rating that we
give out at Standard and Poor’s, so we really can’t give it
anything better than that.

Not bad, is it? Since coming to government we have
put in place a strategy. We have managed to pay down
net debt; we have managed to turn around our health
system and our education system; we have managed to
double infrastructure spending; and we have done all of
that while maintaining a healthy budget surplus. We are
one of the few governments anywhere in Australia or
around the world that have been able in the last year to
deliver a strong budget surplus position.
We hear all the whingeing and whining from the
opposition. Here’s a question: last week which
government announced a deficit of $1.4 billion, Robert?
The SPEAKER — Order! I ask the Treasurer to
address honourable members by their proper titles and
to make his remarks through the Chair.
Mr BRUMBY — I think the opposition knows the
answer to the question.
This government has been prudent in the way it has
managed the state’s finances, and it will continue to be
prudent in the future. But I am concerned about
alternative approaches. This morning at a press
conference the Leader of the Opposition confirmed that
he had not jettisoned or rejected the previous
commitments made by the former Leader of the
Opposition, which totalled some $2 billion of spending.
Dr Dean — On a point of order, Mr Speaker, on the
grounds of both relevance and debating, it surely is
important, if the minister is going to talk about his
economic performance, that he tells us what happened
to the $1.8 billion surplus. Where did it go?
The SPEAKER — Order! The latter part of the
point of order is clearly a point in debate and is not in
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order. I ask the Treasurer to come back to answering
the question.
Mr BRUMBY — So we have the $2 billion, and
then today the Leader of the Opposition announced
another $95 million worth of spending commitments;
yesterday, $240 million. The total for the new Leader of
the Opposition is over $1 billion. The total on the
spendometer is more than $3 billion of unfunded
promises.
Dr Dean — On a point of order, Mr Speaker, you
have already warned the Treasurer about debating the
question, and he is now doing what he always does —
and that is taking absolutely no notice of your rulings,
Sir. If he is going to debate the question I ask the
Treasurer to at least tell the truth.
The SPEAKER — Order! The latter part of that
point of order is out of order. In regard to debating the
question, I have already asked the Treasurer to come
back to answering the question.
Mr BRUMBY — Honourable Speaker, I was asked
about responsible financial management, and one thing
we have not done is make promises we cannot keep.
The opposition leader goes all around the state. You are
like a mobile ATM!
The SPEAKER — Order! I have already requested
once today that the Treasurer address honourable
members by their proper titles and make his remarks
through the Chair. I will not hesitate to sit him down if
he continues to disobey the Chair.
Mr BRUMBY — No PIN number required.
Honourable Speaker, I make the point that the
government has delivered responsible financial
management. It has the best-performing economy
across Australia and is one of the few governments
anywhere in Australia or across the world that are
delivering both operating surpluses and cash surpluses
and investing in infrastructure. It is paying down net
debt and investing in our health and education system,
but the government has not promised things it cannot
deliver. We have not promised $3 billion of unfunded
commitments, and we will continue to be prudent. The
opposition cannot — —
Dr Dean — On a point of order, Mr Speaker — I
think the Treasurer has to take his seat as I am taking a
point of order.
The SPEAKER — Order! I ask the Treasurer to
take his seat.

NOTICES OF MOTION
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Dr Dean — The Treasurer seems to be losing
control, as he does often as Treasurer, and he is now
debating the question yet again. He is also not telling
the truth, but let’s put that to one side.
The SPEAKER — Order! I clearly cannot uphold
the point of order in regard to debating the question.
The Treasurer had in fact come back to answering the
question, providing information about what his
government was doing. There is no point of order. The
Treasurer, concluding his answer.
Mr BRUMBY — Honourable Speaker, with
$3 billion you would either plunge the budget into
deficit or alternatively you would have to be true to
form and sack teachers, nurses and police to pay for
these unfunded promises.

NOTICES OF MOTION
Mr BATCHELOR having given notice of motion:

Mr RYAN — On the point of order, Mr Speaker, I
refer you to the first item of general business, notices of
motion, on the notice paper which runs for six and half
pages and I suggest to you, Sir, that there is no point of
order.
Mr Thwaites — On the point of order, Mr Speaker,
I refer you certainly to the ruling of Speaker Plowman,
where there was a particularly long notice of motion
and the Speaker ruled that he considered that the length
of the notice was beyond the point of what was
reasonable. He asked the member not to use the notice
of motion to give what was in effect a speech. It is my
submission to you, Sir, that this notice of motion is now
unreasonably long. The motion can be shortened. It can
clearly express the thrust of what the honourable
member wishes to say without going into this very long
exposition that the Leader of the Opposition is now
going into.
The SPEAKER — Order! I am not prepared to
uphold the point of order raised by the Leader of the
House.

The SPEAKER — Order! I ask the minister to
pause. I ask the house to come to order so that the Chair
can hear the notices of motion.

Mr RYAN continued giving notice of motion.

Ms KOSKY having given notice of motion:

Mr Batchelor — On a further point of order,
Mr Speaker, I draw your attention to Speaker
Plowman’s ruling of 1998.

Mr Honeywood — On a point of order,
Mr Speaker, could the minister give a brief explanation
of it?
The SPEAKER — Order! There is no such
requirement at this stage.
Mr RYAN having given notice of motion:

Mr Haermeyer — On a point of order, Mr Speaker,
with respect this is a speech, not a motion.
The SPEAKER — Order! That is clearly not a
point of order.
Mr RYAN continued giving notice of motion.

Mr Batchelor — On a point of order, Mr Speaker, I
refer you to previous rulings of the Chair — I recall
Speaker Delzoppo’s, but I seek your guidance on
this — that notices of motion have to be short and to the
point and are not entitled to be verbose and rambling,
which is clearly the form and manner in which the
Leader of the National Party has constructed this notice
of motion. I ask you to require him to conform to the
pre-existing forms of the house and previous Speakers’
rulings.
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Honourable members interjecting.
Mr Batchelor — This is a different point of order. I
refer you to Speaker Plowman’s requirement that
notices of motion should not exceed 250 words. The
Leader of the National Party has clearly exceeded that
limit. I would ask you to have him sit down to comply
with the forms and previous rulings of this house.
The SPEAKER — Order! The rules of this place
are that a member is entitled to give a notice of motion
on any subject he or she might choose. That notice of
motion is then examined by the Chair and a decision is
made if it is found to be not in accordance with the
rules that this house has set down. I am of the view that
the Leader of the National Party has not contravened
any rule in the giving of his notice. I will continue to
hear him.
Mr RYAN continued giving notice of motion.

The SPEAKER — Order! I have been generous
and allowed the Leader of the National Party every
opportunity to move his notice of motion, but in view
of the ruling by Speaker Plowman on 17 February 1998
I ask him to be succinct and to conclude his notice of
motion.
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Mr RYAN continued giving notice of motion.

Mr Batchelor — On a point of order, Honourable
Speaker, you have quite correctly asked the Leader of
the National Party to conclude his notice of motion. He
is not doing that; he is defying the Chair. If he will not
conclude now, I ask you to move on to the next item of
business.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! I will now read Speaker
Plowman’s whole ruling on 17 February 1998 in regard
to the length of notices:
The Leader of the Opposition raised on a point of order the
excessive length of another member’s general business,
notice of motion. The Speaker ruled that when notices of
motion exceeded 250 words in length they were deemed
excessive, as the details can be canvassed in a general motion
and should be dealt with in his speech and not in a motion.
However, the member was permitted to complete his notice
of motion and the Speaker stated that it may be looked at with
a view to abbreviating it to come within the 250-word limit.

In view of that ruling, I will continue to hear the Leader
of the National Party, but I advise him and the house
that his notice of motion will be subjected to the same
rigours as those that were imposed in 1998.
Mr RYAN continued giving notice of motion.
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traffic lights and safe crossing points for children and other
pedestrians.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

By Mr ROWE (Cranbourne) (519 signatures)

Road safety: drink-driving
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:
The humble petition of the undersigned citizens of the state of
Victoria sheweth that we —
(a) deplore the continuing influence of alcohol as a major
contributing factor and cause of death and injury on
Australian roads;
(b) believe that drinking drivers deprive motorists of the
right to safe transport for themselves and families by
endangering the life and limb of all who use the roads;
(c) believe that the drinking driver infringes the civil liberty
of the majority of the community by causing and
contributing to the death of between 25 per cent and
30 per cent of all Australians killed on our roads;
(d) note that evidence from Australian Alcohol Guidelines
published by the National Health and Medical Research
Council in October 2001, shows that the crash risk is
increased five times when the driver has a blood alcohol
level of .05. The guidelines also show that risk increases
to 25 times at .08 and 80 times at .15.

Mr INGRAM having given notice of motion:

We consider that a legal limit of .05 which carries a fivefold
risk of crashing a car is totally unacceptable.

Mr Ryan — On a point of order, Mr Speaker, at the
risk of sounding churlish could I adopt the various
points of order taken by the Leader of the House when I
was moving a notice of motion?

Your petitioners therefore pray that the government
introduces, at the forthcoming session of Parliament,
legislation to reduce the legal limit to below .05 and to ensure
that such legislation is strictly enforced.

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! Will the house come to
order! There is clearly no point of order in view of the
earlier ruling I gave on the numerous points of order
raised by the Leader of the House.
Mr INGRAM continued giving notice of motion.

PETITIONS
The Clerk — I have received the following petitions
for presentation to Parliament:

Sladen Street, Cranbourne: safety
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:
The petition of certain citizens of the state of Victoria draws
to the attention of the Legislative Assembly a public petition
for the upgrade of Sladen Street, Cranbourne, installation of

And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

By Mrs MADDIGAN (Essendon) (2994 signatures)

Moreland: Gowanbrae boundaries
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:
The humble petition of the Gowanbrae Action Group and the
undersigned citizens of the state of Victoria showeth the
municipal boundaries for the area of Gowanbrae are not in
accordance with conventions of community of interest.
Your petitioners therefore pray for the municipal boundaries
of the cities of Moonee Valley and Moreland be altered to
move the area known as Gowanbrae from the City of
Moreland to the City of Moonee Valley (Gowanbrae to be
described as the areas bounded by Melrose Drive, the
Metropolitan or Western Ring Road, the Moonee Ponds
Creek and the interstate rail line in Strathmore).
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

By Mr LANGDON (Ivanhoe) (215 signatures)
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Moreland: Gowanbrae boundaries
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:
The humble petition of the undersigned citizens of the state of
Victoria residing in Tullamarine sheweth the undersigned
petition is against the Gowanbrae Action Group requesting
the municipal boundaries be altered to move the area known
as Gowanbrae from the City of Moreland to the City of
Moonee Valley.
Your petitioners therefore pray that the undersigned residents
wish that no change be made to the boundaries, as this will
also affect us. We were never asked our opinion and we do
not support the move as the City of Moreland has served us
well with all required services.
The City of Moonee Valley has made no commitment on
what services it will provide.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

By Mr LANGDON (Ivanhoe) (38 signatures)

Belgrave–Gembrook and Selby–Aura roads:
safety
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:
The humble petition of the undersigned citizens of the state of
Victoria sheweth:
that the citizens of Selby are concerned for public safety
and users of Belgrave–Gembrook Road and the
intersection with Selby–Aura Road, Selby;
this road and intersection have a history of minor
accidents and near misses within the Selby township
that construction of a roundabout and lowering of the
speed limit to 50 kilometres an hour to achieve safety
improvements is required as an urgency for this arterial
road and intersection to reassure the safety concerns of
the community.
Your petitioners therefore pray that the Parliament of Victoria
examines the safety of Belgrave–Gembrook Road and
provides funding and works for its improvement.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

By Mr McARTHUR (Monbulk) (497 signatures)

Mountain Highway, The Basin: safety
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And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

By Mr McARTHUR (Monbulk) (389 signatures)
Laid on table.
Ordered that petitions presented by honourable member
for Monbulk be considered next day on motion of
Mr McARTHUR (Monbulk).

SCRUTINY OF ACTS AND REGULATIONS
COMMITTEE
Alert Digest No. 8
Ms GILLETT (Werribee) presented Alert Digest No. 8 of
2002 on:
Commissioner for Ecologically Sustainable
Development Bill
Constitution (Parliamentary Reform) Bill
Constitution (Water Authorities) Bill
Control of Weapons and Firearms Acts (Search
Powers) Bill
Crimes (Property Damage and Computer Offences)
Bill
Federal Awards (Uniform System) Bill
Forests Legislation (Amendment) Bill
Health Legislation (Research Involving Embryos and
Prohibition of Human Cloning) Bill
Murray-Darling Basin (Amendment) Bill
National Parks (Box-Ironbark and Other Parks) Bill
Regional Development Victoria Bill
Road Safety (Responsible Driving) Bill
Sentencing (Further Amendment) Bill
Volunteer Protection Bill
Wrongs and Other Acts (Public Liability Insurance
Reform) Bill
together with appendices.
Laid on table.
Ordered to be printed.

PAPERS
Laid on table by Clerk:

To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:

Commonwealth Games Arrangements Act 2001 — Orders
pursuant to ss 14 and 15

The humble petition of the undersigned citizens of Victoria
sheweth that the lack of a pedestrian crossing across
Mountain Highway, The Basin, is resulting in many near
misses as pedestrians cross the busy Mountain Highway.

Crown Land (Reserves) Act 1978 — Section 17DA Order
granting under s 17D a lease by Yarra Bend Park Trust

Your petitioners therefore pray that Vicroads provide funding
to provide for the urgent installation of a pedestrian crossing
at The Basin to link the shops with the car park.

Financial Management Act 1994 — Report from the Minister
for Finance that he had received the 2001–02 annual report of
VicFleet Pty Ltd
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Melbourne City Link Act 1995 — Order pursuant to s 8(4)
decreasing the Project Area
Mildura Base Hospital — Report for the year 2000–01
Parliamentary Committees Act 1968:
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Statutory Rules under the following Acts:
Adoption Act 1984 — SR No. 77
Catchment and Land Protection Act 1994 — SR No. 83
Children’s Services Act 1996 — SR No. 82

Response of the Minister for Industrial Relations on the
action taken with respect to the recommendations made
by the Family and Community Development
Committee’s report on the Inquiry into the Conditions of
Clothing Outworkers in Victoria.

Drugs, Poisons and Controlled Substances Act 1981 —
SR No. 86

Response of the Minister for Transport on the action
taken with respect to the recommendations made by the
Road Safety Committee’s report on the Inquiry into
Rural Road Safety and Infrastructure

Health Services Act 1988 — SR No. 79

Parliamentary Officers Act 1975:
Statements of Appointments and Alterations of
Classifications during the year 2001–2002 in the:

Fisheries Act 1995 — SR No. 78
Health Act 1958 — SR Nos 80, 81

Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works Act
1958 — SR No. 94
Pharmacists Act 1974 — SR No. 85
Racing Act 1958 — SR No. 87
Road Safety Act 1986 — SR Nos 88, 89, 90

Department of the Legislative Council

Second-Hand Dealers and Pawnbrokers Act 1989 — SR
No. 92

Department of the Legislative Assembly

Subordinate Legislation Act 1994 — SR No. 93

Department of the Parliamentary Library

Supreme Court Act 1986 — SR No. 91

Department of Parliamentary Debates

Tobacco Act 1987 — SR No. 84

Joint Services Department

Victims of Crime Assistance Act 1996 — SR No. 76

Statements of Persons Temporarily employed during the
year 2001–2002 in the:
Department of the Legislative Council
Department of the Legislative Assembly
Department of the Parliamentary Library
Department of Parliamentary Debates
Joint Services Department
Planning and Environment Act 1987 — Notices of approval
of amendments to the following Planning Schemes:
Boroondara Planning Scheme — No. C30
Darebin Planning Scheme — No. C19
Greater Dandenong Planning Scheme — No. C11
La Trobe Planning Scheme — No. C20
Manningham Planning Scheme — No. C11
Monash Planning Scheme — No. C7
Moonee Valley Planning Scheme — Nos C33, C34
Murrindindi Planning Scheme — No. C6
Surf Coast Planning Scheme — Nos C5, C9
Wellington Planning Scheme — Nos C14, C15
Whitehorse Planning Scheme — Nos C27, C42
Whittlesea Planning Scheme — No. C12
Yarra Planning Scheme — No. C41
Yarra Ranges Planning Scheme — No. C26

Subordinate Legislation Act 1994:
Ministers’ exception certificates in relation to Statutory
Rule Nos 76, 80, 81, 82, 85, 86, 91, 93
Ministers’ exemption certificates in relation to Statutory
Rule Nos 70, 73, 74, 77, 78, 83, 84, 87, 88, 89, 90, 94
Survey Co-ordination Act 1958 — Reports of the
Surveyor-General for the years 1999–2000, 2000–2001,
2001–2002
The Constitution Act Amendment Act 1958 — Statement of
function conferred on the Electoral Commissioner dated
1 October 2002
Victorian Law Reform Commission Act 2000 — Report on
Failure to Appear in Court in Response to Bail — Ordered to
be printed

The following proclamations fixing operative dates
were laid upon the Table by the Clerk pursuant to an
Order of the House dated 3 November 1999:
Gaming Legislation (Amendment) Act 2002 — Sections 62
and 64 on 12 September 2002 (Gazette G37, 12 September
2002)
Racing Acts (Amendment) Act 2002 — Remaining provisions
on 26 September 2002 (Gazette G39, 26 September 2002).
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Message read advising royal assent on 17 September to
Guardianship and Administration (Amendment) Bill.
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APPROPRIATION MESSAGES
Messages read recommending appropriations for:
Commissioner for Ecologically Sustainable
Development Bill
Constitution (Parliamentary Reform) Bill
Federal Awards (Uniform System) Bill
Murray-Darling Basin (Amendment) Bill
National Parks (Box-Ironbark and Other Parks) Bill
Regional Development Victoria Bill
Sentencing (Further Amendment) Bill
Wrongs and Other Acts (Public Liability Insurance
Reform) Bill

BASSLINK PROJECT
Mr RYAN (Leader of the National Party) — By
leave, I move:
That in accordance with section 38(2) of the Planning and
Environment Act 1987 this house revokes amendment C15 of
the Wellington planning scheme and amendment C20 of the
Latrobe planning scheme.

I move these motions together deliberately. Although
on a strict interpretation section 18 of the Planning and
Environment Act 1987 might suggest that they be
moved separately, for the convenience of the house I
have moved a motion which incorporates both the
planning scheme amendments which this motion seeks
to revoke — amendment C15 of the Wellington
planning scheme and amendment C20 of the Latrobe
planning scheme.
It is very important to note that the proposed revocation
of these planning scheme amendments represents an
opportunity for the people of Victoria, not a threat. I say
that because this process intends that there be a pause,
at least, put upon the development of the Basslink
project. It is not intended for one moment that this will
put an end to the Basslink project. The qualification of
that comment is that if the proponents of the project,
National Grid International Ltd, desire to persist with
the use of pylons, then the National Party will continue
to oppose this. As I say, Sir, this motion is moved on
the basis that it is not intended to be the concluding
position on the prospective development of Basslink.
This is a project of national significance. I have
supported the principle of the project from the outset,
but I trenchantly oppose the use of pylons across the
Victorian section of the proposed route where Basslink
is to be constructed. That comprises, in the broad, a
distance of about 65 kilometres, but the first
5 kilometres from McGaurans Beach going inland is
intended to go underground. It is the remaining
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60 kilometres that is the main focus of this motion
before the house today.
I need also to emphasise to the house that although I am
putting a position which is my own and which reflects
that of my party, it is not a position that is necessarily
unanimously agreed to by all people in Gippsland.
There are others who are opposed to the concept of the
project. Others are worried about the impact of the
project on fishing; they are very concerned about the
environmental damage that might be done to the reefs
as the cable comes ashore out of Bass Strait and up to
McGaurans Beach. Some people are worried about
damage to the sand dunes at McGaurans Beach and
others are worried about the electromagnetic fields and
emissions that may or may not come from the cables as
they are erected. And there are certainly people very
worried about tourism issues.
I want to make it clear at the outset that although there
is strong support for the Basslink project through
Gippsland, it is not universal. It is fair to say that the
majority of people throughout Gippsland do support it.
In the end, though, I think it is also fair to say that the
sticking point is the pylons. What is proposed by the
proponents is to build approximately 180 of these
pylons. They will each be approximately 45 metres in
height — and, by some kind of mind association, that
equates approximately to the height of the Great
Southern Stand at the Melbourne Cricket Ground.
The project was conceived back in the late 1980s and
the early 1990s. I well remember, soon after I was
elected in 1992, that I convened a forum in Leongatha.
To that forum I invited the proponents of the Basslink
project and also representatives of what was then the
State Electricity Commission. Strange as it may now
seem, having regard to what has gone on in the decade
between then and now, I can say that there were almost
literally two men and a dog attending that initial forum
in Leongatha. I am certain in my memory that more
people came to the forum for the purpose of listening to
what was being said by others associated with the
project and to get some understanding of what was
proposed than there were people who came along to
hear about it.
That is reflective of the fact that at that relatively early
stage in its genesis the project had a general form but no
firm intent to proceed with it. It was more in the nature
of a concept, although it had at that stage been reduced
to some measure of writing and material was circulated
in the broader community. Certainly, though, the
project then bore absolutely no equality with that which
we now see as having being considered over these last
three years in particular.
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That situation prevailed until about July of 1999 when
it was revitalised. The Basslink authority had been
formed in Tasmania. Mike Vertigan, who used to work
for the Victorian government, was the chair. He came
across to Leongatha and started to have consultations
with the Leongatha shire and with other municipalities
and communities. It was then that there dawned the
understanding that they were serious about developing
this project out of Tasmania. At that early stage there
were prospectively two routes. One was in the general
area of the one now contemplated and the other was
intended to come right through South Gippsland proper,
coming ashore at Cape Liptrap, up over the Strzeleckis
and into the grid at Traralgon. So at that juncture, back
in about July 1999, there were two routes under active
consideration.

for Morwell and leads a municipality which in itself is
bitterly opposed to the development of Basslink. I am
not sure how that conundrum sorts itself out, but
certainly in the case of the Wellington shire and also the
Latrobe city there is a sense of outrage.

The most memorable event occurring at that time was a
public meeting held in Leongatha in or about July or
August of 1999. I attended the meeting, as did many
other members of Parliament. About 1200 Gippslanders
came to the meeting. It was a night to remember. The
project was described by the proponents and a number
of us spoke. On that night and on every occasion or
opportunity since I have put the position from my own
perspective and that of my party that although I was in
support of the principle of Basslink I would under no
circumstances support the use of pylons inasmuch as
that would entail their being built across the Gippsland
countryside, irrespective of whatever route might
ultimately be chosen to build the project. The stance
that I took that night has been consistent to this day.

The National Party has promised the people of
Gippsland over the years that it would use every tool
available to it within the law and within the powers
available to it in this Parliament to block the use of
pylons in the construction of this project, and it is being
true to that promise today. Others in this place have
made similar promises. Today is the opportunity for
them to support this National Party initiative.

And so it is that today I move a motion to disallow the
planning scheme amendments. The minister has used
her powers pursuant to the provisions of the Planning
and Environment Act 1987 to enable these amendments
to be tabled before the house this day. By way of
confirmation of that important aspect of this whole
procedure I confirm for the purposes of this
contribution to the house that the amendments to the
Latrobe planning scheme and the Wellington planning
scheme were tabled here today a short time ago in the
Legislative Assembly. In the course of the process that
the minister undertook she unilaterally removed the
right which otherwise exists in Wellington shire and
Latrobe city to consider amendments to their respective
planning schemes.

I emphasise to the house that we are not simply saying
no to the project itself. Rather we are saying, ‘Build the
project, certainly. But you, National Grid, the
developer, have to be subject to all the protocols and
qualifications which go with all the necessary
environmental standards that have to be accommodated
here’. Those include issues to do with fishing, offshore
reefs, the electromagnetic fields that are produced by
the cables, tourism and all the other matters that are of
grave concern to many Gippslanders. All those things
have to be accommodated within the various authorities
which are given to enable this project to proceed. But
we say that the pylons cannot be used and that there is
an alternative to their use, and it is an issue to which I
will return.

That has caused, understandably, an enormous outcry
within those respective municipalities — certainly in
the case of Wellington shire. I am not so sure about
Latrobe, where we have the unusual circumstance of
the current mayor being the endorsed candidate for the
Labor Party at the next state election at the same time as
he is the electorate officer of the current Labor member

I emphasise again that there are those in this place who
have had a lot to say about this issue over the years. The
Minister for Agriculture, the honourable member for
Morwell, has had a lot to say about this project. I was at
a public meeting with him in Traralgon — I remember
it well — where he had his say. He told the crowd —
this is going back a couple of years — that he would

The amendments which the minister required to the two
planning schemes were gazetted in accordance with the
act on 19 September. As I say, they have been laid
before the Parliament today. This represents an historic
opportunity for members of this Parliament. It is a rare
event that a motion for the revocation of amendments is
passed in this place. But if ever that were to be justified,
I put it to the house that today is one such instance. It is
important that members of this place do not shy from
this.

I also want to make it clear that in proposing the
revocation of the two planning scheme amendments the
National Party is offering an option, which involves the
undergrounding of the cable across a distance of about
60 kilometres. It can be done technically, and it can be
done feasibly. They are matters to which I will return.
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never support the use of pylons in the construction of
Basslink. I think it is fair to say that various other
comments in the same vein have been accorded to him.
I see the honourable member for Narracan is in the
chamber. He is a member of the Labor government
who purports to be a Gippslander, and he has had a fair
bit to say about this project over the years.
Mr Maxfield interjected.
Mr RYAN — ‘Fifth generation Gippslander’, he
tells me across the floor. Here is the big chance for the
honourable member for Narracan to stand up for
Gippslanders, because I can tell him now that in the
course of the impending election there will be an
enormous amount of discussion on this issue. I
emphasise to him that it will not stop in the
electorates — mainly my electorate — which are
covered by this proposed route and over which these
pylons are to be built. It will go far further than that: it
will extend to those people, particularly in Gippsland,
whose parliamentary representatives in this place have
had a fair bit to say about it over the years and to whom
I will be looking for support on this motion before the
house today.
I assure the honourable member for Narracan, as I do
the Minister for Agriculture, that in the event that they
pike on it, do not have the courage of their convictions
and are not prepared to stand up here and vote in favour
of this motion, there will be plenty more said about that
right through Gippsland in the course of this impending
election. I know Narracan is already the focus of a fair
bit of discussion given this upcoming election. But by
Jove it is about to go up several levels if the honourable
member for Narracan does not get over here and vote
with us when the time comes.
Mr Maxfield interjected.
Mr RYAN — And of course there are others. What
about the government members who represent other
seats in country Victoria? What about the honourable
member for Benalla? What about the honourable
member for Seymour? What about the honourable
member for Gisborne? There are plenty of other
members of the Labor government — three of them,
anyway — who say they support country Victoria. Here
is a great chance for them, too.
Mr Maughan interjected.
Mr RYAN — I thank the honourable member for
Rodney for the interjection. The honourable member
for Ripon also has a great chance to get over here and
support the National Party on this issue, because he
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knows this is absolutely critical to not only the people
of Gippsland but also country Victoria.
Are we going see this open, honest and accountable
government stand by what it has promised the people of
country Victoria? Or are we going to see it slink away
in the night without being prepared to stand up for the
people of Gippsland in particular?
Then we have the three so-called Independents, and I
look forward to their support. I believe the honourable
member for Gippsland West will support this motion.
Ms Davies — Of course.
Mr RYAN — ‘Of course’ — I hear her interjection.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Lupton) — Order!
The Leader of the National Party will address his
remarks through the Chair.
Mr RYAN — I can say in all honesty, without
wanting to blush, that this is the first interjection in a
long time I have welcomed from the honourable
member for Gippsland West, and I welcome it very
sincerely. It will be great to have her support. I hope we
will also have the support of the honourable members
for Gippsland East and Mildura. I hope the Liberal
Party votes with us on this, because it has also had a fair
bit to say about this project over the years. I look to the
support of the Liberal Party in relation to this.
I am heartened by the fact that under general business
there appears notice of motion 100 in the name of the
shadow Minister for Planning, who has proposed
moving for the revocation of amendment C13 of the
Frankston planning scheme in accordance with
section 38(2) of the Planning and Environment Act. I
am encouraged that the honourable member saw fit to
give notice of that motion on that day, because he no
doubt regarded it as being important to his community.
I look forward to his support and that of his colleagues
for the motion that is before the house today.
The alternative, as I say, is to underground this cable. It
can be done on a technical basis, and it can be done on
the basis of commercial reality. The technology which
can be used to develop this project is of relatively
recent origin. Even as relatively recently as 1998 it did
not exist to the point it now does, where it is being used
in various projects not only in Australia but in other
parts of the world.
The best evidence of that assertion lies in the success of
the projects which have been otherwise developed, and
it is one of those to which I wish to refer. In that fine
newspaper the Sunraysia Daily there appeared on
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Monday, 7 October, an article headed, ‘Murraylink
project recognised for its environmental management’,
which says, in part:
The contract to lay cable for the Murraylink underground
interconnector has been named Australia’s foremost
environmental construction project for the year.
The undergrounding of the 177-km, 220-Mw interconnector
cable is the overall winner [of the] 2002 Case Earth award for
environmental excellence.

It says further on:
The 177-km Murraylink interconnector launched last week is
the world’s longest underground transmission line.

The comment from the project director, Mike Farr, is:
Underground cable was chosen instead of overhead
transmission lines to ensure minimal visual and
environmental impact — and a rapid means of getting the
project onto the market.
Murraylink provides a highly reliable facility as it will not be
susceptible to lightning strikes, bushfires nor impact by
foreign objects as afflicts conventional overhead transmission
lines.
This national environment award is proof positive that
communities need no longer suffer overhead transmission
cables.
Murraylink is now a working reality that proves the capability
of underground power transmission.
Three years ago this level of undergrounding was new
technology.
Murraylink proves that long-distance undergrounding is
technically and economically feasible.

Insofar as the reality of being able to underground these
cables on a technically and commercially feasible basis
is concerned, this project, which is 177 kilometres in
length with a capacity of 220 megawatts, has been
successfully completed and commissioned. The project
was developed by Transenergie US, a United States
company, but it does have a successor in Australia. It
has an important presence in Australia and has built
five of these projects. The fact is that it can be done.
Ms Delahunty interjected.
Mr RYAN — I was not going to come to the
Minister for Planning for some time, but she is now
assisting my contribution so I will jump forward.
Ms Delahunty interjected.
Mr RYAN — She says to me by interjection — this
is priceless — ‘You just have to get the facts right!’.
Coming from her that is an absolute classic, because if
we had got the facts right, Minister, I would not now be
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on my feet moving this motion. If the minister had got
the facts right this project would have proceeded on an
entirely different basis and there would not have been
the need for this motion in the first place. Do not
patronise me or anyone else by talking about getting the
facts right. The minister has bungled this in a way I will
deal with amply in due course.
Ms Delahunty interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Lupton) — Order!
The Minister for Planning should allow the Leader of
the National Party to continue without interruption.
Mr RYAN — Of course, Transenergie was one of
the original entities that lodged an expression of interest
in the Basslink project. It dropped out well and truly
before this project ever got near the stage of
determining who would ultimately be the successful
bidder. The problem Transenergie had in being able to
become engaged in this project was that at the time the
developers did not regard it as having enough presence
in Australia to justify its being included in the process,
so it was not included in the process. That is the
absolute fact. Transenergie was one of the original
15 prospective proponents who bid for the project, and
history and the facts show that its involvement in
Australia now is vastly more extensive than it was
when these bids were under consideration, back in the
late 1990s.
It is pertinent to consider the players in relation to this
project. Who are the various participants in the project?
I want to look at this issue because it is very relevant to
the consideration of the Parliament. The first and most
important are the people of Gippsland. I include in that
general description the Wellington and Latrobe
municipalities, both of which feel aggrieved at being
shut out of the process. They have mutually mounted a
case on behalf of their respective communities against
the installation of the pylons in the course of the
Basslink project. Now, at a pivotal time when the
question of the pylons is to be discussed, their capacity
to consider their own planning schemes has been taken
from them by the Minister for Planning under the
provisions of the Planning and Environment Act. They
quite rightly feel aggrieved.
It is not only they who feel aggrieved. Recently, one of
the councillors of the Wellington shire, Mr Kevin
Young, at a meeting of the Municipal Association
Victoria moved a motion which was supported by 77 of
the 78 councils in Victoria and which, in effect, gave
the Victorian Labor government an absolute flogging
for following the course the minister saw fit to
undertake. That is a message that is replete in the
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commentary by municipalities around Victoria, and it is
further evidence of the fact that this is an issue that does
not stop at the boundaries of Gippsland. I assure the
government that it will have far wider implications than
just for Gippsland.
Beyond the municipalities themselves there are
Gippslanders generally. You have to look at the map to
get a proper picture of the consideration of this project
from 1992 through until now. Over the last decade to a
greater or lesser degree Gippslanders have lived with
the prospect of this project being built. It is part of the
community identity in Gippsland. I go so far as to say
that because wherever you go this topic is discussed at
length, and that is particularly so given the history of
things — namely, that on the night of that meeting back
in 1999 two routes were being actively considered, so
vast areas of Gippsland were under consideration for
the construction of the pylons. So it was that the
principle of concern about the development of Basslink
became part of the way of life of virtually a generation
of the Gippslanders who have lived in that magnificent
part of the state for the last 10 years.
The process has been protracted, and in that sense I
have no complaint. It is a necessarily extensive process
because it is a $500 million project — I will return to
that point later. The bidding process occurred soon after
Mike Vertigan came across to see us in Victoria. A
joint advisory panel was established under the previous
government, of which I was a part, and that panel was a
sensible idea under which the three levels of
government — namely, the Tasmanian government, the
commonwealth government and the Victorian
government — determined that there would be a
common application process so as to avoid, for
example, environment effect statements being
considered within each jurisdiction as opposed to doing
it in one go. That was a sensible thing to do.
In the consideration of the development of the
environmental impact statement some 550 submissions
came from Victoria. I lodged one. Hearings were held
at which many people who had lodged submissions
went along to the joint advisory panel and gave
evidence. I went to the panel and gave evidence.
Further hearings were held after the draft report was
prepared. Those hearings were restricted. Certain
people would have loved to make further submissions
to those hearings but were prevented from doing so.
The minister made the situation perfectly clear in a
letter to the joint advisory panel when she told the
panel, ‘Slam the bag on this because I need a report
from you by the end of June!’. She made it very clear to
the panel that she wanted to shut down the process, and
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she did, which caused much grief in many Gippsland
communities.
Then there was the production of the final report. In all
of this an enormous amount of passion was generated
about this project — understandably so. An enormous
amount of passion built up over many years. That is not
even to talk about the many public meetings that were
undertaken in a variety of forums where people came
together to share their concerns, put their point of view
and make sure as best they could that they were heard.
It saw many great soldiers in the cause, if I can put it
that way, people such as Rosemary Irving, who has
devoted literally years of her life to this project and who
favours the principle of Basslink but who, like me, is
trenchantly opposed to the use of the pylons.
Others are against the project for various reasons —
people like Ian Onley, Robert Burns, Lesley Joyce and
Jeff Robbins. Over the years hundreds of editions of
newspapers in the region have given immense coverage
to this project. I speak particularly of the Giles family,
and Michael Giles in particular through the publications
of the Leongatha Star and the Yarram Standard News.
The Foster Mirror has also commented on the project,
as has the South Gippsland Sentinel-Times. It is an issue
that is regularly featured on ABC radio and commercial
stations throughout Gippsland. The television coverage
has been extensive. The net result is that the people of
Gippsland have regarded this issue with absolute
passion during the years it has been the subject of
discussion.
It is important to look at it in that context, because there
are various commentators who essentially ask: what is
all the fuss about? This is only about 22 farms. These
pylons will only be built on 22 farms. Who gives a
damn? In the end it is 22 lousy farmers; what is the
difference? They are just cannon fodder for this. You
do not worry about that; you bowl them over. Who
cares? You can build these things across their land.
There might be a drought; they might be contending
with Johne’s disease; they might have all sorts of other
problems. The fact is that they were minding their own
business when along came National Grid wanting to
build this thing across the landscape. In the end some
would say, ‘It is only 22 farms; who cares?’. The
people of Gippsland care; they care intensely.
It is not only the farmers themselves, but it is those who
live on the adjoining lands and in Gippsland generally
who are proud of one of the greatest parts of the state.
This has become a complete article of faith. Beating the
use of pylons in this project is regarded passionately
and fervently by many people throughout Gippsland.
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I refer to other players. National Grid is a huge British
conglomerate that has seen fit to want to invest its funds
in Australia, and most particularly in Tasmania in
laying the cable under Bass Strait and into Victoria. For
all the talk of the money, the dimensions of the project,
and everything that goes with it, the fact is that this is
really a very long extension cord. It will be plugged into
the grid in Victoria, run across Gippsland, into the sea,
into Tasmania, and plugged into its system on the other
side. It will have the capacity to transfer power back
and forth.
Ms Delahunty interjected.
Mr RYAN — The minister asks: do I support that?
As is her wont, the minister obviously was not listening
when I started speaking because I made it clear that for
years I have supported this project, and I still do. I
support the National Grid investment in Australia,
particularly in the context of this project. But I
trenchantly oppose the use of the pylons, particularly
when an option is available whereby the cable can be
put underground.
In many senses National Grid’s credibility is in tatters. I
refer to just a few examples. This was said to be, as we
have been told for years, a $500 million project. We
were told at the outset, ‘There is $500 million to build
this, that is it. If there is another cracker, no project’.
That was the general tenor and the actual comment that
we heard so often from National Grid. Of course a few
problems arose, and there was a bit of shuffling.
The draft report was produced in the context of a fair bit
of heat from some of the big commercial enterprises
with interests in Gippsland — for example, Esso was
worried about the prospective impact of the technology
that was to be used in the laying of the cable under the
sea, because at that juncture the Basslink proposition
was to use a monopole cable. In the face of plenty of
advice to the contrary, it wanted to use a single cable.
The problem is that when you use a single cable like
that it emits what are termed stray currents, and those
stray currents earth at the nearest available mechanism.
Esso’s worry was that these stray currents would earth
through the wells in the pipelines. In the submissions it
made to Basslink, it made it clear that if this issue was
not addressed the lifetime of their extensive pipeline
system in Bass Strait would be threatened. It was joined
by various others.
Duke Energy has a multimillion-dollar development
that spans Bass Strait. It similarly uses pipelines. It
transfers gas out of the South Gippsland fields into
Tasmania. It has pressured that up, and has started
taking gas across. It was also worried about a similar
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problem. Other enterprises, such as Gippsland Water,
were worried. They made their concerns clear during
the course of the joint advisory panel hearings.
Throughout, National Grid maintained its stance: it
could not afford any more money on this project. When
the draft report was produced, to my absolute
astonishment and that of many others there came a
day — 4.30 p.m. one Friday — when National Grid
announced without any further ado that it would use a
cable with a metallic return across Bass Strait. In its
own cost estimates, and in the view of others, there is
anything up to an additional $70 million or $80 million
involved in the use of that metallic return. But without
any further ado National Grid announced that that extra
amount of money would be spent on the installation of
the metallic return.
To this day we do not know who is paying it. We do
not know whether National Grid, Hydro Tasmania or
the Tasmanian government is paying it. But the fact is
that a project, which purportedly from a commercial
point of view would fall over if it was going to cost any
more than $500 million, suddenly had added to the cost
of its bottom line some tens of millions of dollars. To
this day we do not know precisely how much or from
whom that money is being sourced. That brought about
enormous consternation through Gippsland.
The other area where we have seen the reputation of
National Grid take several serious hits is with regard to
the issue of the undergrounding. The commentary on
this point has become more strident over time. The
original case made by National Grid was that it could
not be done, or if it could then the expense was vast and
would add anything up to — and the figures seem to
have varied over the years — $80 million or
$90 million.
Recently National Grid posted onto its web site a
document termed ‘HVDC Light would have sunk
Basslink’. This is a reference to high voltage direct
current light cable which is a relatively recent
development for projects of this size. The assertion in
the commentary is that the use of this HVDC Light
would have added $200 million to the cost of the
project. The approach by Basslink to these numbers has
been nothing less than extraordinary, having regard to
the amounts of money about which we are speaking.
Tens of millions of dollars have been bandied about by
National Grid as the proponents of the Basslink project.
Of course there was its evidence before the joint
advisory committee when it was asked repeatedly by
the panel to quantify the amounts of money required to
underground the cable. The extent of that evidence, and
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the way in which it was given — the inaccuracies
associated with it, the breadth of its content — is
nothing less than breathtaking. The panel simply could
not pin it down to get any semblance of a figure for
what it regarded as being appropriate for the
undergrounding of this cable.
There was then the issue of Transenergie and its
treatment. It has now come forward in its own defence
in the face of commentary levelled at it by National
Grid. Transenergie was one of the 15 or so
organisations indicating expressions of interest, and its
involvement stopped at that stage of the project. In its
subsequent involvement, internationally as well as in
Australia, it has done an enormous amount of work on
the use of this HVDC Light cable in the various
projects in which it has been involved.
The company has now spent something of the order of
$300 million in the development of its projects. The
Murraylink project I have already referred to has only
recently been commissioned. Directlink, crossing the
border between New South Wales and Queensland, is
another one. And interestingly this organisation, in a
worldwide sense, has vast holdings of both the old
technology — that is, the high voltage direct current
cable — as well as the new developments involving the
HVDC Light cable.
I know this will be of enormous interest to you,
Mr Acting Speaker: I have a section of it here with me.
I am not allowed to wave these things around so I will
not, but suffice to say it is a very innocuous-looking
piece of cable. It is a section taken out of one of the
cables which is used, and it is the style of cable which
can be used by Transenergie or indeed anybody else
who might want to be involved in these projects for the
purpose of its being laid underground. The general form
of it is that you need two of these cables, I am advised,
running parallel or side by side. The one I have here is
capable in its completed form of translating
330 megawatts of power in an underground trench.
This is the sort of cabling which is used and the two of
them together can translate 330 megawatts of power.
The proposition advanced by Transenergie is that you
simply double up. All you do is run them in parallel and
you have a capacity to run 660 megawatts of power on
a continuous basis — not as Basslink contemplates,
which is 480 megawatts as a set amount, but running up
to 600 megawatts as its maximum. The cable which
Transenergie is able to lay now can run up to
660 megawatts using the configuration which I have
outlined.
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This morning as a further stage of investigation of these
issues I spent about an hour and a half having a long
conversation with Mr Jeff Donahue, the president of
Transenergie US, who is in Australia for the purposes
of the commissioning of the Murraylink project, and
with him was Dr Tony Cook, the managing director of
Transenergie Australia. They had with them two other
gentlemen who are expert in all of this and they gave
me a very ample description of how, using tomorrow’s
technology, a cable can be undergrounded well and
truly beyond the scope of what is contemplated by
Basslink.
Debate interrupted.

DISTINGUISHED VISITORS
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Lupton) — Order!
While the Leader of the National Party is pausing I
would like to draw the attention of the Parliament to the
senior delegation from the Jiangsu Province, our sister
state in China, who are sitting in the gallery. They are
led by Mr Xu Guojian, senior adviser of the Jiangsu
Provincial People’s Government. Welcome to the
Victorian Parliament.
Honourable members applauded.
Debate resumed.
BASSLINKPROJECT

Mr RYAN (Leader of the National Party) — I will
take that round of applause as being directed to the
delegation rather than to myself, Mr Acting Speaker. I
am sure that developments like those I am describing
here are also happening in China, because as we know
China is a very forward-thinking nation which is
undertaking an enormous amount of development for
the benefit of its people. It is seeing huge expansion in
its industrial capacity and I am very confident it is, even
now as I speak, using the very sort of technology that I
am describing. China is a great nation and we are
delighted to have representatives of that wonderful
country here amongst us today.
In the case of National Grid things are not quite so
flash. The company has been making assertions about
the use of HVDC Light, and as it got more strident and
more concerned about where this might all be going the
efforts it has made to discredit the use of HVDC Light
have gone far and away beyond what should be
regarded as being appropriate — and it has started to
make significant mistakes. Recently it received
correspondence from a company termed ABB Australia
Pty Ltd. Let me tell you something about that company,
Mr Acting Speaker. ABB Australia Pty Ltd is a
subsidiary of an international company — Swiss or
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Swedish, one or the other — and this company builds
HVDC Light cable. It knows, obviously, by definition,
what its capacities are. When it came upon the web site
of Basslink which, to put it colloquially, was absolutely
bagging the prospect of the use of the cable which ABB
manufactures, it was, of course, concerned and
disturbed about it.
The company has provided to me a letter of 2 October
which is directed to Mr Geoff Singleton, the chief
executive officer of Basslink. Should the house so
desire I can make it available. It is headed ‘Re: Basslink
document entitled “HVDC Light would have sunk
Basslink”’, and says:
ABB has reviewed the above document dated September
2002. ABB is surprised and extremely concerned about
several statements made in that document on HVDC Light
technology.
The document states that ‘HVDC Light is not a cheap
underground option’. We strongly disagree. ABB’s customers
in the United States, Sweden and Australia have found
HVDC Light to be a cost-effective method for
undergrounding transmission. These customers evaluated
HVDC Light against conventional DC with overhead
alternatives.
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that sort of correspondence from the manufacturer of
this cable.
It does not stop there. Let’s have a look at a letter that
Transenergie Australia sent to Basslink on 3 October. It
also refers to representations regarding HVDC Light.
This is a letter again directed to Mr Singleton and
signed by Dr Tony Cook, managing director of
Transenergie Australia. It says:
I have recently been provided with copies of the following
material which has been published by Basslink and which
makes a number of representations in relation to the HVDC
Light transmission technology.
(1) ‘Questions and answers about “HVDC Light”’ —
published on Basslink’s web site —

and it provides the address:
(2) Basslink information sheet 3 September 2002 entitled
‘HVDC Light would have sunk Basslink’.
A number of the representations made in the material are
misleading and deceptive. These include the following
(among others):
(1) HVDC Light is not a cheap underground option.

The document further states that ‘It would be at least
$200 million more expensive’ when applied to Basslink. We
do not understand this statement given that Basslink Pty Ltd
has not approached ABB regarding costing data for an
HVDC Light application for Basslink. We and our customers
have found that HVDC is cost competitive with conventional
HVDC technology.

(2) HVDC Light is not designed for heavy-duty
applications.

The document also states that HVDC Light has ‘more losses
of energy in transmission’. This statement is misleading. We
are pleased to inform you that based on actual electrical loss
measurements for the Murraylink and Cross Sound Cable
HVDC Light projects, the losses are substantially less than
earlier HVDC Light projects, due to design improvements.

I am not aware of any comparative study that has been
undertaken in relation to HVDC Light and the technology
being used by Basslink. I am also not aware of any approach
that has been made to Transenergie or ABB by Basslink to
obtain information in support of the claims being made in
relation to HVDC Light.

ABB is particularly concerned regarding the fact that such a
document has been produced by Basslink Pty Ltd without
confirmation of any facts from ABB. The document in its
current form has the potential to seriously damage ABB
commercially.

Accordingly, Transenergie is very concerned about the
publication of the material by Basslink given the real risk that
Transenergie’s operations and business opportunities both in
Australia and overseas may be adversely affected by the
misrepresentations. ABB may be similarly adversely affected
and I understand that it shares Transenergie’s concerns and
will be contacting you separately in this regard.

I seek the opportunity to meet with Basslink Pty Ltd to clarify
this matter and contribute to the release of a new document
which is factually correct.

It is signed by Mr David Baker of ABB Australia. That
is an interesting read, isn’t it? This is an organisation
that actually manufactures these cables, and it is telling
Basslink, ‘Get off the case, boys. You’re out of order.
You’ve made a bad mistake’. Harking back to my days
of yore, I would have thought in the law there was a fair
case here for issues of defamation, which might get a
mention in time to come. Basslink needs to be careful
about the way it puts that sort of material up on its web
site, particularly in circumstances where it is faced with

(3) The energy losses which would result from using
HVDC Light cable for the Basslink project exceed that
which would result from using the cable as proposed by
Basslink.

And boy, didn’t it do so, as I have just read out!
A number of Transenergie’s transmission experts are
currently in Australia and I would welcome the opportunity
for them to meet with Basslink representatives on a ‘without
prejudice’ basis in order to correct Basslink’s current
misunderstandings in relation to the use and costs of HVDC
Light. I am very concerned to ensure that the publication of
the misrepresentations ceases immediately and I believe that
such a meeting may assist in achieving this objective in a
sensible and a conciliatory manner.
I look forward to hearing from you shortly.
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It is duly signed by Dr Cook. These are increasingly
desperate and baseless attacks which National Grid is
mounting on people who have the demonstrated
capacity to build this project by undergrounding the
cable. The fact of the matter is that it can be done.
Then there is, of course, the consideration of
Transenergie itself and the way it has conducted its
affairs over the course of its involvement here in
Australia and overseas. It has built five of these
projects, two in Australia. It is true that they have been
of less capacity, but there is no problem, the company
tells me, in being able to build a project of a similar
capacity over a similar length to what is contemplated
by Basslink. All you do is what I have already
described — run the cable in parallel — and you get the
result you want. Indeed, the general portability and
adaptability of Transenergie’s concept are such that you
can lay half a dozen of these cables in a trench if you so
wish and get whatever you want by way of megawatt
capacity within those trenches. It is not an issue so far
as Transenergie is concerned. The fact is that it can be
done.
The further fact is that it is very competitive. Having
met with them today, I have had a broad outline from
Mr Donahue and Dr Cook of what those competitive
costs entail. They tell me that the cost of the actual
trenching, the undergrounding, is about $65 000 per
kilometre. If you add to that the cost of the materials
and the other costs associated with permitting and the
like, the figure is of the order of $500 000 per kilometre
to build it using underground cabling. That is what
Transenergie tells me. Basslink has been running the
line that the cost is about $1.8 million per kilometre. It
is rubbish.
The fact is that Transenergie now knows, having regard
to its experience with its other projects and what it has
done in Australia and worldwide, that this project can
be built on the basis of a figure of around about
$500 000 per kilometre to enable it to happen. It means
therefore that it is perfectly feasible within the cost
parameters that are contemplated by this whole project.
As I said, we have Murraylink and Directlink complete,
and we have that environmental award I have already
read to the house. There is ample evidence that the
technology is well and truly there to be able to do what
Basslink requires.
Transenergie put its point of view to the joint advisory
panel. I have with me a letter dated 24 August 2001.
This is a letter which Dr Cook, the managing director of
Transenergie, directed to the Basslink joint advisory
panel. It is four pages in length. I will not read it all, but
I will read some relevant excerpts from it. I am only too
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happy to make it available to the house, if that is
desired. I suppose that the really pertinent point is in
relation to the conclusions. Those conclusions follow a
series of comments made by Transenergie about the
background to the project, the company’s own
comments with regard to the different aspects of what
the project contemplates and then the conclusions. The
conclusions read:
Transenergie considers that as proposed Basslink is
employing out-of-date technology that has potential for
significant adverse environmental impacts. This is
demonstrated by the fact that the proposed technology is no
longer permitted in Europe or North America.

I pause to say that at that stage National Grid was
intending to use the monopole cable and Transenergie
was making the point that that form of construction
simply is not permitted in other parts of the world at the
moment. As I have already remarked, that deficiency in
this project was cured to some degree, although not
completely, by the later addition of the metallic return.
The letter goes on to say:
Transenergie considers that the use of the latest technologies
would mitigate many of these adverse impacts. For example,
Transenergie is employing such technology to develop the
Murraylink interconnection as the longest underground
interconnection in the world at 180 kilometres in length. This
length does not represent a constraint (technically or
economically).

The company makes the point again that the length of
the project simply is not an issue; it can be done. As
these projects have evolved over the years, they are
getting longer. This one is 180 kilometres in length.
That project, which was only in the development stage
back on 24 August 2001, is now operating; it has been
commissioned. The letter continues:
On that basis Transenergie considers there are significant
environmental issues that the Basslink ‘Integrated assessment
statement’ has not addressed.

Interestingly, that letter became exhibit no. V105 in the
draft report, but there is nothing in the report which
reflects the content of the letter. One would think that
whatever might be its misgivings about the source of
material when the joint advisory panel prepared its draft
report it would have said something in considerable
detail about this. At the stage that the panel did its draft
report the joint advisory panel had received
550 submissions from Victoria and a couple of
hundred, I think, from Tasmania.
I think it reasonable to say that the broad thrust of those
submissions was in relation to the pylons. The general
theme of the submissions was to rub out the pylons and
underground the cable. Wouldn’t you think as a matter
of reason that the joint advisory panel, if it felt that the
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material being advanced by Transenergie was not
appropriate, would have at least dispelled it, that it
would have spent some time knocking it on the head?
You would have thought that to be a reasonable thing,
would you not, Mr Acting Speaker? Well, it did not
happen.
The next letter I have from Transenergie is on the
letterhead of Murraylink, which is the project
developed by Transenergie. It is dated 28 May 2002
and is directed again to the joint appeals tribunal,
Basslink joint advisory panel. It makes a number of
comments about the report which was then out for
comment by people at large. Again I will not go
through it all but I do want to refer to that element of it
which deals with the issue of costs.
The first heading to which I refer is ‘Costs’ and then I
will refer to ‘Technology’. Under the heading ‘Costs’ it
says:
The draft report states that the underground costs for the
Basslink project within Victoria would be six to seven times
the cost of an overhead line.

There is reference to the report and it goes on:
Transenergie disagrees with this proposition, as the use of DC
cabling (rather than the AC cabling proposed in the draft
report, which results in a cost of $1.1 million per kilometre)
will greatly minimise these costs.

It goes on to talk about the issue of costs:
Transenergie’s experience is that, as one would expect, the
cost of undergrounding DC cable is very dependent on the
terrain. For example, the cost can vary from as little as
$10 000 per kilometre for open terrain to as much as
$150 000 per kilometre in built-up metropolitan areas where
obstacles such as driveways and roads exist. Based on
Transenergie’s recent Murraylink experience, an average
project cost is approximately $60 000–$70 000 per kilometre.
Our knowledge of the proposed route through Victoria
suggests much lower costs than the panel appears to have
been advised of.

I pause to say that these were the issues, amongst
others, which were reiterated to me by the Transenergie
representatives this morning. They confirmed their
view that the cost of undergrounding — the actual work
associated with getting the cable underground — is
about $65 000 per kilometre. Toss in all the costs of
cable, on-costs and the like, and you get up to about
$500 000 per kilometre.
They then come to the issue of technology:
The draft report states that underground cables are more
frequently used for low power flows and ‘non-bulk’
transmission such as Directlink and Murraylink, which have
power flow levels significantly below that proposed for
Basslink. Transenergie disagrees with this proposition.
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The letter goes on to set out the configuration used in
Directlink and says:
A sister company (Transenergie US Ltd) is also proposing up
to 3 x HVDC Light systems in parallel for its Lake Erielink
project. Basslink could simply use two HVDC Light systems
in parallel, to obtain at least 600 Mw of continuous power
transfer capability in both directions between Tasmania and
the mainland.

Again, that is entirely consistent with what I have been
told this morning. In the way I have already described
to the house, you need two of the cables to make up one
unit. In that one unit you can have 330 megawatts of
power running back and forth. You put two of these
units together in parallel so that you have in effect four
cables and you can get 660 megawatts — no problem.
The letter goes on:
The draft report states that underground transmission at a very
high voltage, as would be required if HVDC Light was used
for the Basslink project, is reserved for short distances.
Transenergie disagrees with this proposition, as the
Murraylink underground cable is 180 kms long. The HVDC
Light technology would also avoid the much-publicised
environmental problems with sea electrodes that have been
referred to in the press.
The draft report also states that underground maintenance
involves extended repair times and maintenance costs.

Without reading it all, I mention that the letter goes on
to say that that simply is not the case, and it sets out
why. Then it sets out in conclusion — and this is
absolutely significant in the course of this whole
discussion — that:
Transenergie realises that these views are contrary to those
put forward to the Basslink joint advisory panel and to the
Victorian government by other proponents. However,
Transenergie believes that the Basslink project appears to be
proceeding on assumptions about cost and technology that are
outdated and uninformed.

The letter concludes that with it the company even sent
a video of the Murraylink project so that the joint
advisory panel could have a look at it.
Wouldn’t you have thought that members of a panel
charged with the responsibility, huge as it has been, of
fully investigating this whole project, including the
environmental aspects of the project, would jump at
that? Wouldn’t you think that they would initiate a
process of making sure that they had a proper look at
this? Wouldn’t you think, for example, that they would
go back to the people at National Grid and say to them,
‘Look, this is what this Transenergie crew are saying.
What have you got to say about the propositions they
advance? Come back and give some evidence before us
about the situations they advance’? Wouldn’t you think
they would do that? Wouldn’t you think it would be a
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fair question for the panel to have asked National Grid,
‘Very obviously, plain as a pikestaff, physical fact,
these projects are being built in Australia and in other
parts of the world — what have you got to say about
them?’?
This letter did not see the light of day in terms of the
final report. Nothing happened — it just went through
to the keeper — and to this day I find it astounding.
I have a third letter from Transenergie, dated 16 August
2002. It is directed to me and is from the ubiquitous
Dr Tony Cook. I will not refer to all of it. It describes
Transenergie, the entity. It talks about the projects it has
built or is in the process of building. I will read this to
be absolutely accurate:
Transenergie has completed recently or has under way five
major projects where HVDC Light technology is being
utilised and wherein the transmission cables are underground
for the land component. These are:
USA
The Cross-Sound Cable project (330 Mw);
The Lake Erielink project (325–975 Mw); and
The Harbour cable project (330–660 Mw).

It then goes on to talk about the projects in Australia,
they being Directlink and Murraylink, that I have
referred to. It describes the various advantages that arise
through using the HVDC Light technology. Again, it is
a repetition of a position which has consistently been
put to me by this company over the course of the time
that I have had discussion with its representatives.
They have produced a document — and again it is
available to the house — which talks about
Transenergie and its HVDC Light projects. It is about
14 pages long and I want to read just a bit of the last
page, which is headed ‘HVDC Light versus
conventional HVDC’. I pause to say that everybody
needs to understand that we are not talking about
conventional high-voltage direct current cable; we are
talking about the light version which has been
developed by ABB — it is a different animal.
The document says:
Transenergie has compared HVDC Light with the
conventional HVDC for each of its five projects.
HVDC Light was chosen as superior because of:
Short permitting approval times
More environmentally friendly
Considerable cost savings in the permitting process
Shorter construction times (typically one year shorter)
Reduced commissioning times
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Comparable initial capital costs
Greater operational flexibility
Comparable ongoing operational and maintenance costs
Comparable transmission losses.

That is what the document says and they have it out
there for the world to see and there has been no flak
about any of that. There is an acceptance in industry
that those matters that have raised by Transenergie in
that material are regarded as being accurate and the
fact.
Who were some of the other players? We have the joint
advisory panel. I make these comments with the
greatest respect. I appeared before the panel. I was
given a good hearing in the sense that I was able to put
my position on the whole project. I engaged the
services of a consultant, Egis Consulting, to deal with
the technical aspects and with some of the aspects of
cost. They gave evidence for me as well, so in the sense
of being treated properly, fairly and reasonably by the
panel, I certainly was. I think it is fair to say that the
general point of view expressed by people who
appeared before the panel was that they were treated
with common decency and that the panel listened to
what they had to say, or at least appeared to listen.
The fact is, though, that this panel failed miserably in its
obligations to properly examine the prospect of
undergrounding the cable. The joint advisory panel
failed to discharge its responsibilities when it addressed
this issue, and it failed miserably. It failed in a number
of ways. It did not call evidence of its own right before
the panel hearing that it could have sourced
independently for the purpose of public comment about
the sorts of issues we are now discussing. I believe it
allowed National Grid to present a case which was not
reasonably tested and which has been found to be
wanting. It did not give proper regard to the options
which I have just demonstrated at length to the house as
being representative of the technology being used in
Australia and internationally in that I believe it failed in
its duty to properly examine this option of
undergrounding.
Ms Delahunty interjected.
Mr RYAN — What it did do was seek what was
termed independent advice, and this might be the cause
of the ‘Tut, tut, tut!’ that I just heard from the minister
over the way. I readily acknowledge — and it appears
in appendix 9 of the final report — that the joint
advisory panel obtained what it termed independent
advice, so I think we are in furious agreement on that
point.
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Let’s look at that independent advice in context. This is
a half-billion-dollar project, one of the most substantial
capital developments in the Australian nation. It is a
private project which involves a huge international
investment. It has many and varied implications for
Tasmania certainly, but also for Victoria and the
Australian nation. By any standard it is reasonable to
say the sticking point, which has been brought home
consistently to this panel by people making
submissions to it, is the issue of undergrounding.
Outstandingly this was the point of emphasis.
The panel went off to get independent advice. I have
that advice in front of me. It appears as appendix 9 to
the final report. Before making specific reference to it, I
say that this advice compounds the sin. It is a farce. It
makes a mockery of the process which the joint
advisory panel purported to discharge. I believe it is a
disgraceful document in the context of a project of this
magnitude, and more particularly so having regard to
the enormous emphasis which was placed on the issue
to which this advice was supposedly directed.
In practical terms it comprises four pages. If you take
out the graphs and the headings it is about 100 lines. It
was prepared by Halliburton KBR Pty Ltd, and the
heading on the facing page is:
Independent cost estimate for the Basslink Victorian land
route development.

The opening statement — a great way to start — is
headed, ‘Limitations statement’. That is code for ‘Don’t
blame us’. I quote:
The sole purpose of this report and the associated services
performed by Halliburton KBR Pty Ltd (Halliburton KBR) is
to provide an independent cost estimate for the development
of the Basslink Victorian land route as an underground and/or
overhead transmission system in accordance with the scope of
services set out in the contract between Halliburton KBR Pty
Ltd and the Basslink joint advisory panel (‘the client’).

This is a document prepared by Halliburton KBR at the
request of the panel. It continues:
That scope of services was defined by the requests of the
client, by the time and budgetary constraints imposed by the
client and access to information.

Let’s stop there for a second. It is qualified in the fourth
line. It says that the ‘scope of services was defined by
the requests of the client’. In other words, the joint
advisory panel gave them some sort of terms of
reference, which I do not specifically have, as to what it
wanted from them by way of independent advice. There
were time constraints and budgetary constraints. I say
again, this is a half-billion-dollar project, and this was
advice which the joint advisory panel was seeking.
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Those constraints were imposed by the client, and that
is also apparent from the document.
The document continues:
Halliburton KBR Pty Ltd derived the data in this report from
the document entitled ‘Submission 1 of 3 Victorian land route
optimisation’, prepared by Basslink Pty Ltd dated 28 March
2002, technical information provided by BPL —

that is, Basslink Pty Ltd —
similar South Australian transmission line projects and budget
quotes provided by vendors of electricity supply equipment.

I will stop there for a second. What it says is that
Basslink gave them the material upon which their
independent report was to be developed. Basslink gave
them the information they were to consider in the
preparation of their independent report. The technical
information was provided by Basslink Pty Ltd. Now,
isn’t that a classic? We have the fox in with the chooks!
Here is Basslink being subjected to an independent
assessment by an organisation which is supposed to
take a clinical view of this whole project, and it is
basing its independent report upon information
provided to it by the entity it is supposed to be reporting
on.
I reckon by any standards conflicts of interests are
flying off the page. This is about the 10th line of
page 1. It then states how it looked at similar South
Australian transmission line projects. By definition that
had to be Murraylink, the one Halliburton has been
referring at length here. Halliburton based part of its
report — its independent advice — upon the very
Murraylink project which I am now using to advance
the case which is made by Transenergie that this cable
can be undergrounded. I tell you this, Mr Acting
Speaker, Halliburton did not come and talk to
Transenergie, so by whatever means it got this
information regarding the South Australian project it
was not involved in the way this would convey.
There are some other classics. The document states:
In preparing this report, Halliburton KBR has relied upon and
presumed accurate certain information (or absence thereof)
relative to the Basslink project provided by the client —

that is, by the joint advisory panel —
and others identified herein.

I wonder if this was paid on the long-term principle of
so many dollars per ‘herein’, ‘whereafter’ and ‘wherein
before’. It continues:
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Except as otherwise stated in the report, Halliburton KBR has
not attempted to verify the accuracy or completeness of any
such information.

So it received information from the joint advisory
panel, relied upon it entirely and made no endeavour of
its own to check out the validity of that information. It
states:
The findings, observations and conclusions expressed by
Halliburton KBR in this report are not, and should not be
considered, an opinion concerning the validity of the Basslink
project. No warranty or guarantee, whether express or
implied, is made with respect to the data reported or to the
findings, observations and conclusions expressed in this
report. Further, such data, findings, observations and
conclusions are based upon information made available by
Basslink Pty Ltd published in existing documentation, and
information in existence in the public domain at the time of
the investigation.

The absolute height of farce! Flipping over to the
document itself, the introduction states:
This report investigates and provides conceptual cost
estimates associated with four alternative
underground/overhead design configurations for the panel’s
preferred … route, identified in its draft assessment report of
March 2002.

That is what it set out to do. Flicking over the page we
get to the cost estimates. This seems to me to be very
important and significant. It states in the first two dot
points that the cost estimates have been based on:
KBR in-house estimating data;
technical information provided by Basslink Pty Ltd on the
proposed underground and overhead construction
arrangements …

The next dot point refers to vegetation details, and the
next refers to similar South Australian transmission line
projects. Isn’t it interesting that this advice, supposedly
prepared independently of the joint advisory panel,
regards the South Australia project, Murraylink — if
that is what it is, and it cannot be any other — as being
similar to Basslink?
The next dot point refers to budget quotes provided by
the vendors of electrical equipment, and the final dot
point refers to accepted industry relativities between
overhead and underground power transmission.
The key point in all this is that the technical information
on the proposed underground and overhead
construction arrangements was provided by Basslink
Pty Ltd. Moving to the bottom line, this document
concludes that the cost of undergrounding the cable
over a distance of 60.7 kilometres, with 3.2 kilometres
overhead — that is at the far end of it, going into the
Latrobe Valley — would be $91.1 million. Let’s call it
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$90 million between friends. It then looks at the cost of
three other options which involve overheading. They
are, respectively, $23.6 million — let’s call it
$24 million; $27.6 million — let’s call it $28 million;
and $33.1 million — let’s call it $33 million.
The interesting thing is that if Transenergie is right,
which I believe to be the case, and if the cost of
undergrounding the cable is about half a million dollars
per kilometre, over a distance of about 60 kilometres
that totals about $30 million, not the $91 million that
this crew came up with based on material supplied to it
by Basslink Pty Ltd and the joint advisory panel, as
opposed to those other figures of $24 million,
$28 million and $33 million respectively.
Transenergie has said to me — and it has reiterated it
today — that you can underground the cable in Victoria
for $30 million. From the figures set out in this
document — this so-called independent advice — it
will cost from $24 million to $33 million to overhead it.
The fact is that we can either spend a minuscule amount
of money less, or a little bit more, to underground the
cable — it just depends which figure you take. If you
take the $33 million estimate for the overheading it will
actually turn out to be more expensive than to
underground it, at a cost of $30 million. The report also
had lots to say about limitations on cost estimates,
putting all sorts of qualifications upon those. That was
the involvement of the joint advisory panel.
I now turn to the final player in all this, the Victorian
government, and I am sorry that the Minister for
Planning has left the chamber. The government’s role
in this was stipulated under terms of reference produced
by the then Minister for Planning, the Deputy Premier,
which were supplemented by further terms from him on
29 August 2001. I do not have a date for the first lot,
but I think it was early in 2001 or late in 2000. I thought
there was another set that talked about the requirement
to investigate undergrounding, but what I have with
me — appendix 2 — has been peeled off from the final
report and the additional document that I thought was
part of all this does not accompany what I have.
Nevertheless, leaving aside the formalities the issue of
undergrounding was clearly uppermost in the
consideration of those terms of reference, which were
general. The original terms refer to an obligation to
inquire into the environmental and related social and
economic impacts of the Basslink proposal and any
reasonable variations to the proposal as identified by
the joint advisory panel or put forward by the proponent
as this relates to Victoria.
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What has happened? What the Labor Party has done is
use Basslink according to the whim of the day to suit its
miserable purposes. There is no particular star
performer in this. Each minister has been appalling in
discharging their ministerial responsibilities and in
doing what their involvement entailed.
The Minister for Innovation, who is also the Minister
for State and Regional Development and the Treasurer,
is an example. But before I get to that minister I want to
make it very clear that at different stages throughout the
process I have sent material to each of the cabinet
ministers. I have certainly sent material on other
occasions to the Premier, to the Minister for State and
Regional Development and to the Minister for
Planning. The first of the letters I have in mind was sent
on 17 July to the Premier.
As I stand here today making this contribution I can tell
the house I have not received a single word by way of
response from any of the ministers to whom I have
directed correspondence in relation to this crucial issue
of alternative technology.
Mr Maughan interjected.
Mr RYAN — Yes, three months, and those three
months span a time when critical decisions were being
made.
I now turn to some individual efforts. The Minister for
State and Regional Development has used this as a bit
of a toy, and his position on it has changed as
circumstances have decreed. I have asked him
questions in this place about the capacity of the
Victorian government to get involved and lend some
financial assistance from the economic development
and environmental perspectives. His response has been
to slap me around in question time. That is fine; you get
to do that when you are a minister, and what happened
to me happens when you are in opposition. It is just the
way of the world — and it is not the issue that troubles
me.
The content of the response, however, has been that this
is a Tasmanian project, not a Victorian project. That is
what he has told this Parliament.
Mr Carli interjected.
Mr RYAN — The honourable member for Coburg
interjects to say, ‘It is true!’. We will come back to that,
too.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Kilgour) — Order!
The Leader of the National Party should ignore
interjections.
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Mr RYAN — Indeed I should. It is very poor
discipline on my part, Mr Acting Speaker. Thank you
for your guidance.
The minister has told the house that it is a Tasmanian
project and that it has nothing to do with Victoria. In
other instances we have had answers to the effect that
there is a benefit for Victoria to be derived out of this
project. The Premier has told us in question time that
there is a benefit for Victoria in it. That sentiment is
echoed in the draft report of the joint advisory panel,
and in the final report the authors make it very clear, in
either the second or the third of their initial findings,
that there will be a significant benefit to Victoria arising
from the development of the Basslink project, because
it will take the edge off our peak electricity needs and
we can take power back from Tasmania when needs
must. That point of view has been put to us in this place
by the Premier.
The circumstance that really annoyed me arose when
the Minister for State and Regional Development came
to visit beautiful Gippsland in August, only a few
weeks ago. He came down to make a very welcome
announcement with regard to funding for Port Albert
that quite properly was well received. While he was
down there, however, he was besieged by people who
put to him the position about Basslink.
Honourable members should bear in mind the timing. It
was a time when this government was yet to make up
its mind — or supposedly make up its mind — as to
what it was going to do. So the minister used the
opportunity to get himself a headline. An article
appeared in the Yarram Standard News of Wednesday,
14 August, headed: ‘We’ll listen to Basslink alternative,
says Brumby’. Specific questions were put to him about
it, and I will not go through them all now. Suffice it to
say that he distinguished himself by telling these people
what they wanted to hear and saying that he would
consider this further material.
I wrote to him soon afterwards, sending him the
material I had received from Transenergie. In my letter
I implored him to consider this information. I have
never to this day received a reply: absolutely nothing
has come back from him.
We have had issues such as $71 million being devoted
by this government to some tunnels that are needed for
the development of the Eastern Freeway. I asked the
Premier why, if it is good enough to put $71 million
into the environment of Melbourne, it is not good
enough to put some money into Gippsland to protect its
environment. That drew another bit of a thumping in
question time about how it simply was not our
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responsibility and that the money would not be
provided, and the like.
The principle that what is good for the goose is good
for the gander has completely gone under this
Treasurer. He has unfailingly ducked and dodged the
issues. He has not given this the proper consideration he
told the people of Yarram and the Gippsland region he
would when he got himself a big headline in the local
paper. He has allowed it to go through to the keeper.
I reiterate that I sent the Premier material about the
options for the undergrounding of Basslink on 17 July,
and I subsequently heard him on the radio on the day he
was going to Manchester to the Commonwealth
Games. I remember it well. I think it is a terrific thing
that he went across as the Premier of our state,
representing us at the games. It was a very proper and
appropriate thing to do. But I heard him saying on ABC
radio that morning that he did not have any knowledge
of alternate options for the undergrounding of this
cable. He did not know anything about it.
I had sent him that material from my office here at
Parliament about eight or nine days previously. I know
that he is flat out and that a lot of stuff comes over his
desk. But I fail to understand how it is that by that point
in time a letter from me was not brought to his
attention. But even more so, how can it be that to this
day I have never had a line of response from him about
that material on this critical project? I regard that as
being a disgraceful performance on behalf of the
Premier of the state of Victoria.
Then classically we had the charade through which the
Premier went on 12 September. I am not allowed to
quote from Hansard and so I will not, but suffice to say
I asked him questions that day along the lines of, ‘What
has happened to that material I sent you, since you are
coming to the point of deciding what you are going to
do about this project?’ and ‘Having regard to the
options which that material offers, are you prepared to
guarantee the cable will be put underground?’.
I think it is fair to say on a reasonable reading of what
appears in Hansard, and certainly on listening to what
was said to me and to the house that day by the
Premier, that he was misleading in his answer and that
he clearly conveyed that there was still in process the
consideration of the Basslink project, that the
government had not determined what it was going to
do, and that I was given a guarantee by the Premier that
the matters I had brought to his attention all those
weeks ago would be taken into account at the time and
prior to — I think the fair implication being prior to —
any decision being made. Of course history now tells us
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that the next day the government announced its
decision. The very next day, about 22 hours after the
Premier had given me that answer, the Minister for
Planning announced to the press that Basslink was
being approved and that the pylons would be used —
that this government was giving it a tick.
I regard that also as being an absolute disgrace. I do not
in a sense mind if you cop a hard answer in relation to a
difficult issue — that is the way of the world —
certainly when you are involved in governance. But to
get that answer, and to then have it followed by what
occurred over the following 24 hours, I thought was
conduct certainly not appropriate on behalf of the
Premier of the state, and patently misleading.
Indeed, to compound the irony of it, as I was going
home from Parliament on that Thursday night I was
receiving phone calls from people who were talking
about the prospect of the announcement on Basslink
being made the following day. From my car, heading
back to Gippsland, taking those various calls, I was
telling people that the Premier of the state had stood in
this Parliament that very day and told me, in effect, that
no, that would not be happening because the process of
consideration of the project was still under way, and
that in effect no decision had been reached.
To further compound an already ironic position, I even
made sure that I faxed the Hansard extract of the
Premier’s answer of the previous day to those many
people who are on the mailing list in my office in
relation to this grave issue. I expect that the mail I sent
out probably arrived on the Monday, after the
announcement was made by the government that the
project was approved and pylons would be used. I think
the whole conduct of the Premier on the issue has been
utterly reprehensible.
Then we have the Minister for Planning. Again, I have
sent detailed material to her in the nature of that
provided to me by Transenergie. To this day I have
received no response from her in relation to that. All
these weeks on, there is absolutely nothing. I think her
performance has been lacking terribly in this. She was
asked many times by the people of Gippsland to come
down and have a look at where the project was to be
built. She has never been there. She was asked many
times to meet with deputations. She always took the
fifth amendment over it, saying, ‘No, I can’t talk to
anybody because the process of this is such that it is
under active consideration by the government’. She
ducked any prospect of deputations every time on the
basis of that plea.
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Needless to say, the people of Gippsland regard that
conduct as being an absolute disgrace in both its forms.
The minister should at least have had the courage of her
convictions on this issue. She should have faced the
people who were going to be subject to the outcome
and at least given them a hearing on what it was they
wanted to put to her.

which it came to the conclusion that it would support
the propositions advanced by National Grid. I will read
from page 1 under the executive summary. It states:

We then had the issue of the government’s purported
consideration of the undergrounding option. This was
regarded by the government as being its big ‘out’. This
was a document which was prepared and produced for
the Department of Natural Resources and Environment
by a company called PB Power. I pause to say that I
understand in a sense why the document was sought
from DNRE because the Minister for Energy and
Resources, in her responsibility for power, simply is a
pivotal player.

So they did not have a brief delivered to them with
enough terms of reference to enable the costings to be
done and comparisons to be made. It goes on to say:

I understand that, but what I do not understand is this.
We have a Minister for Innovation who was faced with
a welter of material indicating that this project could be
put underground. Here is a man who, in his ministerial
responsibility, professes to be a leader in innovation,
particularly in technology. But in matters general, what
did he do on this project? He turned his back on it. He
ignored it. Would you not think a minister for
innovation who was fair dinkum about the task would
consider the prospect of being able to lead this debate
and make a contribution to it in a constructive way?
Would it not have been a wonderful thing for the state
of Victoria if the minister having responsibility for
innovation were to have gone about the task of properly
and conclusively examining the options? Would you
not think he would look at the fact that about four years
ago the technology in relation to this HVDC Light
barely existed, if at all? Yet in those four short years we
have seen such immense developments in the nature of
those that I have described to you today.
Would you not think that he would take into account
the fact that once we build these pylons, if we do, they
are going to be there for the next half a century?
No-one is going to pull them down. The term of this
contract, as I recall, is 40 years. Who is going to pull
them down after 40, 50 or 60 years? Would you not
think a minister for innovation doing his job would use
this singular opportunity to be able to discharge his role
in the leadership of innovation in Victoria by properly
examining this alternative mechanism of developing
this project? But no, he turned his back on it.
What we got instead was this product from PB Power.
At least this one has about a dozen pages in it. This is
the document that was delivered to the Victorian
government. This was supposed to be the basis upon

The two HVDC technologies have significantly different
technical characteristics and if a detailed total installed capital
cost estimate is undertaken a clear cost comparison could be
obtained.

Our view is that no detailed economic evaluation has been
performed for the ABB HVDC Light option. We believe that
comparing various individual components would not provide
a balanced, informed and objective assessment of the
financial viability of the two technologies. The task is outside
the scope of this report.

I pause to say they were never given the job of making
their comparisons between the use of the HVDC
technology which National Grid proposes, as opposed
to the HVDC Light technology which is now being
produced by ABB and is used by Transenergie. They
were never asked to do that. It says:
We cannot comment on or compare the overall cost of using
underground HVDC Light technology without considering all
cost components.

Therein lies a fatal flaw. On page 13 under the heading
‘Conclusions’ the paper states:
It should theoretically be able to accommodate the
requirements of Basslink —

that is, the use of new technology.
However the use of developing technology implies higher
technical and commercial risk to the owners …
ABB did not offer their HVDC Light technology during the
tender process —

that is, the tender process for the original project —
as it was not available at the time.

This report echoes the sentiment that since Basslink
originally went to tender the HVDC Light technology
has been developed. Insofar as the document is
concerned I conclude by reading this paragraph:
The two HVDC technologies have significantly different
technical characteristics and only if a detailed total installed
capital cost estimate is made, a clear cost comparison could
be obtained. Still this does not provide the true economic
picture. A proper economic evaluation needs to be performed
having taken into [account] all economic aspects such as
capital cost, losses, reliability, operation and maintenance to
ascertain which option is financially superior. We believe just
comparing various bits and pieces would not provide a
balanced, informed and objective assessment of the financial
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superiority of the two technologies. This task is outside the
scope of this report.

In terms of the value of the report I rest my case. This
government simply does not have before it anything
which justifies it having determined that it will proceed
with the project using the pylons. Rather, what it has is
a document which at best is equivocal about the
capacity of technology to deliver the sort of outcome
Basslink requires. That is putting it at its highest. It says
on the issue of cost that it would need to do a complete
and accurate evaluation of all of that before it could
usefully make any comment. The issue of cost is a
nonentity in terms of this report.
What are we left with? What we have at the end of it all
is a circumstance where Transenergie is developing
enterprises that I have described in some detail, using
technology which is being produced by ABB and the
nature of which was simply not available when the
concept of Basslink first went out to tender. It flows
from that that Gippslanders in particular and country
Victorians at large — this issue has a focus beyond
Gippsland borders — are now faced with a situation
where the state government — this open, honest and
accountable government, as it terms itself — is going to
compel them to suffer a legacy because a huge
multinational British company is too far behind the
times to do the decent thing and do what is necessary,
which is to build a project of this magnitude in a way
that tomorrow’s technology demands. I believe that to
be an appallingly sad state of affairs.
In the end the people of Gippsland will wear this legacy
because of the incapacity of this British organisation to
do its job properly; because of the failings of the
process; and because those who in many forums have
stood up and supported Gippslanders will now wimp
out when it really matters. Most particularly,
Gippslanders now find that a state government that
purports to have been elected on the basis of looking
after country Victorians is turning its back on them at a
time of enormous need. If I may say on their joint
behalf, that is an utter and unmitigated disgrace. I
commend the motion to the house.
Mr DOYLE (Leader of the Opposition) — I have
heard my friend and colleague the Leader of the
National Party speak many times in this house, and
rarely have I heard him make a speech of such calibre.
It was comprehensive and learned, and it was also
persuasive on the history of the project, the process that
was followed, the outcomes that have been reached
and, more importantly, the alternatives that are
available.
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The house may be grateful when I say that there is no
need for repetition of many of those points and
therefore no need for a lengthy speech from me, given
what we have heard in a fine contribution from the
Leader of the National Party. I was as surprised as he
that despite the importance of this project and the
government’s lip-service to transparency and being
concerned, he has not received a response from either
the minister or the Premier to his correspondence. It
smacks of a particularly cynical type of hypocrisy on
the government’s part that this was a done deal; the fix
was in and it was not prepared to look at any
alternatives.
This project goes back a long way. The concept of
linking the Tasmanian and Victorian electricity grids
has been under consideration for decades, probably
since the 1950s. It was following the establishment of
the national electricity market that the Tasmanian
government committed to join that market through an
interconnector with Victoria. As the Leader of the
National Party said, back in 1998 the Tasmanian
government established the Basslink Development
Board to facilitate the development of the project. It set
up Basslink Pty Ltd as the nominal proponent to initiate
the preliminary environmental planning and impact
assessment studies and a short list of four drawn from
14 competitive bids was announced in 1998, which was
reduced to two bidders in November 1999. The
preferred proponent was announced in February 2000
as National Grid International Ltd, which is a
subsidiary of National Grid Group. It acquired Basslink
Pty Ltd from its interim owners shortly thereafter.
One of the final points the Leader of the National Party
made, and the reason I repeat the time line is to recall it,
is that at the time the process was set up alternative
technology was simply not available. Does that mean
that we turn our backs on it or does it mean that we
need to factor it into our thinking? Again as the Leader
of the National Party said, this debate is about
60.7 kilometres, 180 pylons, and a project that we all
acknowledge is a major project of considerable
significance not just to Victoria and Tasmania but also
to Australia.
The case that the Leader of the National Party made
was a fine one, and I want to emphasise a few points
where the Liberal Party is in agreement with the
National Party. It has always been the Liberal Party’s
position that it supports the project — and it does — it
believes it should be underground, and the reasons for
that are many. There is no doubt that Gippsland-wide
opinion is galvanised against pylons. That is not some
whipped-up, frenzied political outcome; it is the natural
reaction of communities in Gippsland to the effect of
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pylons. The overhead pylons are reviled because of
their impact on the landscape and the environment and
because they devalue the amenity of the communities
through which they run.
It is no good isolating affected communities or saying
that Basslink pylons will only affect a small number of
properties: it has a much broader impact than that. As
recently as this morning there were reports in the paper
about community alarm at health risks from
electromagnetic fields associated with overhead cables.
If this project were put underground, landscape,
economic, health and social values would be preserved.
That is why the Liberal Party has said that it supports
putting Basslink underground.
The Leader of the National Party clearly outlined
several anomalies of logic in the process so far and in
the government’s reasoning. There are many reasons
why putting Basslink underground is the only viable
alternative. One is the rapid development of high
voltage direct current technology, known as HVDC
Light. Because of that advance this could well be one of
the last projects where this question is a controversy. It
may well be that we are seeing the end of that old-style
technology, the last of the major transmission projects
proposed to be constructed with conventional
technology. I will not repeat the remarks of the Leader
of the National Party, but with the commissioning of
Directlink and Murraylink — both HVDC Light
projects in Australia — we are seeing the dawning of
new technology. The question at this critical juncture is,
do we go with a conventional-type technology or
should we be looking at an alternative technology?
The Leader of the National Party also pointed out that a
different company, Transenergie US, has applied
HVDC Light technology to other projects around the
world — Cross-Sound Cable, Lake Erielink, Harbour
Cable — where HVDC Light technology with its
underground cables was commercially and technically
more attractive than the conventional HVDC
alternatives with overhead cable. That is evidence that
we stand at a critical juncture. These projects clearly
indicate trends away from conventional technology to
HVDC Light underground.
The cost competitiveness of such a project is something
around which an argument swirls. I will come back to
the cost imperative, the National Party leader made
some good points about the misapprehensions and the
misinformation about the costs of undergrounding this
particular project. At one point he mentioned — and it
is certainly a figure we have heard — that the cost of
undergrounding could be around $30 million. One
estimate — again mentioned by the National Party
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leader — was that overheading the project would cost
$33 million. But it is a discussion that has not been
appropriately developed by the relevant authorities, and
certainly not by the government. I will come back to
that also in a moment.
There are some difficulties in the approach of the
Leader of the National Party in his motion. In looking
at this whole project it seems to me that someone or
some parties are not playing by the rules. Why have we
got to the point where we have an apparently
irreconcilable position? What has led us to the point
where we have to environmentally and socially balance
a project that we all believe is a major project, a project
of national significance, certainly a project of great
significance to Victoria and Tasmania against economic
imperatives: that is, whether we go with pylons or
whether we go underground? Why have we been put in
the position where we are being told that apparently we
cannot have one without the other, that we cannot have
the project unless we have pylons? Our answer is that
we want both and we believe that can be achieved.
I will not go on much further about the Leader of the
National Party’s contribution except to say this: it was a
most eloquent exposition of the problems that we face.
Ms Delahunty interjected.
Mr DOYLE — I will come to the solution the
government has offered in a moment, but I will not
have the contribution of the Leader of the National
Party denigrated in that way because it was one of the
most eloquent and persuasive arguments this house has
heard for some time, and one based on a considerable
knowledge of this project.
My view is that we need somehow to come to an
arrangement where we can have both outcomes. That is
what this place should be about. It should not be about
butting our heads together in a political way over a
project of such national significance.
Of recent days I have written on a couple of occasions
to Basslink as it became obvious that this project was at
some risk, and that some decisions would need to be
made. Geoff Singleton, the chief executive officer of
Basslink, first wrote back to me on 26 September. I will
quote en passant from the sequence of letters I have
received, including one as recently as today, and
suggest a way forward where we can have both the
project and the appropriate environmental solution of
undergrounding it, because the Liberal Party has always
said that it supports both those outcomes; both the
project and the undergrounding.
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I refer to the letter written to me on 26 September, and I
read some parts of it because it is important that we
look at what Basslink has said, given the deliberations
we face today. In the second paragraph the chief
executive officer states to me that he is writing:
… in light of the announcement at the time of your election
that all existing policies of the Liberal Party were subject to
review. I am aware that the policy of the state parliamentary
Liberal Party has for some time been to support my
company’s Basslink project, but only if it is totally
undergrounded on the Victorian side.
My company is concerned that this policy, if followed
through in the Legislative Council by voting down the
amendments to the Planning and Environment Act necessary
for the project to proceed on the basis endorsed by the
commonwealth, Victorian and Tasmanian governments
following exhaustive examination by the joint advisory panel
set up by the three governments, will force us to abandon the
project. That of course would have significant economic,
social and employment consequences for Victoria.

There is a more telling repetition in the next paragraph:
National Grid is committed to the $500 million-plus Basslink
project, which will create 550 jobs in Gippsland.

The paragraph continues in bold type:
Should the Victorian parliamentary Liberal Party revoke the
planning amendment in the Victorian Legislative Council, we
will not build the Basslink.

Mr DOYLE — It is just incredible. It is amazing
that one of the facts is that this actually says — —
Ms Delahunty interjected.
Mr DOYLE — Well then put up your hand and be
responsible, Minister. Are you one of the three
governments — —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Savage) — Order!
I ask the Leader of the Opposition to address his
remarks through the Chair, and the Minister for
Planning to cease interjecting across the table.
Mr DOYLE — That is all I asked. The letter refers
to ‘the three governments’, and all I was asking was, ‘Is
the state government of Victoria one of those?’.
Mr Carli — Where is your backbench?
Mr DOYLE — Where is your Premier on this
critical issue? Where is your Premier on it?
Unbelievable!
I then wrote to Basslink to outline clearly the position
of the opposition, and I will quote from that letter as
well. It is quite a short letter. It reads:
I am writing to you to express the parliamentary Liberal
Party’s concerns regarding the Basslink project.

The letter goes on to spell out the three basic principles
on which Basslink had predicated its business.
Principle 1 is:

As you would be aware the Liberal Party supports the project
on the basis that the cable is underground.

If the three governments determine that in their view there is
an environmental requirement for undergrounding in a
particular location, then it will be considered …

The Liberal Party faces an imminent decision in the
Parliament given the stated position of the National Party that
they will move a revocation of the government’s proposed
planning amendments.

What I want to know is, why did this government not
make it an environmental requirement? If that is what
Basslink has said all the way through why is it that we
have now arrived at this point of the process where
Basslink itself says that is the first consideration and the
first principle? Apparently it was not an environmental
requirement of at least one of those three
governments — that is, the state government of
Victoria.
Ms Delahunty interjected.
Mr DOYLE — Minister, it is amazing. It is always
somebody else’s fault, isn’t it?
Ms Delahunty — I am asking a question.
Mr DOYLE — So you did not sign off on it,
Minister?
Ms Delahunty interjected.
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This remains our position.

I then go on to quote part of the letter of 26 September:
Your letter of 26 September 2002 states that: ‘The practical
effect of the revocation under section 38 would be the
termination of the Basslink project.’.

My next paragraph reads:
The Liberal Party seeks an undertaking that should we win
the next state election, Basslink Pty Ltd would be willing to
discuss a commercial arrangement with a Liberal
administration to underground the cable.

Basslink wrote back to me immediately. Again it is
quite a short letter, and I am happy to quote from it. It is
also dated 4 October, and it reads:
Thank you for your letter of the 4th October 2002 regarding
the $500 million-plus Basslink electricity interconnector.

I will take the paragraphs out of sequence and go next
to the final paragraph in the letter:
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I trust the Victorian parliamentary Liberal Party understands
that the effect of the disallowance of the planning scheme
amendments in whole or in part would be the termination of
the Basslink project.

I now go back to the second paragraph, in direct
response to the letter that I wrote to Basslink:
I note all your points. Basslink has always taken a bipartisan
approach to this historic and vital infrastructure project and
would therefore discuss all relevant issues with you should a
Liberal administration be formed.

I have written back to Basslink today, saying that I have
informed Mr Singleton that on the basis of his
confirmation the Liberal Party has resolved not to
support proposals for the disallowance of the planning
scheme amendment. I will explain why, with some
reluctance, we have chosen this course. I have two
letters from the chief executive officer (CEO) of
Basslink directly saying that if this Parliament
disallows in whole or in part the planning scheme
amendments, then Basslink will not be built because the
project will be terminated. In all good judgment the
Liberal Party cannot allow a major project of this
significance to be put under threat, so we will not be
supporting the revocation of the amendments moved by
the National Party. However, I can tell you, Mr Acting
Speaker, that I agreed with every word the Leader of
the National Party said. That is the difficulty that this
government has put us in.
Why is it that other projects in Australia and around the
world can use alternative technology and can go
underground and be completed but in this area this
project cannot? There is a precedent for this
government. Honourable members will remember back
to the 1980s, when cabling was to be done at Merri
Creek. It was then a Labor government which actually
said, ‘This will go underground’, and it was — —
Ms Delahunty interjected.
Mr DOYLE — Unbelievable! On a matter of this
seriousness I will not respond to that sort of low-level
flippancy from the minister, who should know better.
That project established that from time to time
governments decide that they will make sure such
things happen.
We have from the CEO of Basslink a guarantee in
writing that it is prepared to consider all relevant issues.
Let me tell you, Mr Acting Speaker, that there is only
one relevant issue for the Liberal Party, and that is
undergrounding the cable — and that is the issue we
would wish to discuss. As I have said, while it is our
position that we cannot support the revocation motion
and we wish this project to proceed — and I take the
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statements of the Basslink CEO at face value as truth,
as I should — I can say, as the Leader of the National
Party showed in excruciating detail, that there are large
question marks over the process that has been presided
over by this government
The final paragraph of the letter I have written to the
CEO of Basslink today reads:
In light of the expectation of an early election, that is, either
30 November or 7 December, could I suggest that Basslink
preserve sufficient flexibility in its planning for the project to
allow for the ready implementation of such an arrangement
should the election indeed be held this year and the result be a
Liberal administration?

I want Basslink to be under no illusion about the fact
that although we are not supporting the revocation we
wish to have that discussion — and the relevant issue is
that we want the cable underground. We want both the
project and undergrounding — and we think the people
of Victoria and particularly the people of Gippsland
deserve no less. Of course they deserve a major project
of this size, generating jobs and offering security of
electricity supply into the future. But this is about a
differentiation between two political parties, because
we have said that while that is possible we also believe
this project needs to go underground. The question of
cost needs to be resolved, and then we would enter into
a commercial negotiation with Basslink.
As the Leader of the National Party pointed out through
reference to a number of documents, what that cost
would be has never been accurately determined.
However, we have people who have delivered the
alternative technology who say that the cost of it is
$30 million.
One of the things we will be entering into straightaway
is a conversation about exactly that — what is this
going to cost? — and then as a government we will
make a decision on the basis of funding that
undergrounding through a commercial negotiation with
Basslink.
I do not think it is appropriate for the Treasurer to
simply say in this place, ‘If you make that promise you
have thrown away $91 million’, because the answer is
that we simply do not know whether it is $30 million or
$640 million, but we need to investigate that and to
have that discussion with Basslink. It is not of the order
of $91 million, as the Treasurer well knows; it is much
more likely to be of the order of $30 million or maybe a
little more than that.
We believe both outcomes can be delivered for the
people of Victoria. We believe this is a clear choice for
communities. It is a clear choice between political
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parties about what is on offer. If the people of
Gippsland wish to have those pylons, then by all means
vote Labor at the next election, because that is what it
will deliver you. Return a Labor government and
Gippsland gets pylons. If you vote for our side of
politics then you have people who will go into bat for
Gippsland; you have people who already have an
agreement to enter a commercial arrangement, a
commercial discussion of all relevant issues, with
Basslink Pty Ltd.
From the first moment this project was mooted our
party has said that it supports the project but that the
cable must go underground. That remains our position.
Ms DELAHUNTY (Minister for Planning) — With
an issue of such monumental importance to the state of
Victoria, and indeed to the national electricity system, I
am rather disappointed that both the Leader of the
National Party and the new Leader of the Liberal Party
have unfortunately strayed from the facts of this very
complex case. What we have today is members of the
National Party proposing to revoke the planning
amendments for a project they say they support but in
this place at this time they are proposing to revoke the
amendments that will satisfy the planning approvals for
that project to go on.
We have the new Leader of the Liberal Party, who
earnestly says, ‘We have always supported Basslink
and we have always had a position that it should be
undergrounded’. That is news to the people of
Gippsland and the people of Victoria. That is certainly
not borne out in the detail of the files in the Department
of Infrastructure. What we have here is
Johnny-come-lately jumping on the political
bandwagon making the political mileage out of a very
difficult decision. That is what you have to do in
government — make the tough but fair decisions on
issues of national importance as defined by the federal
government, but of course it is a federal government
composed of your political colleagues.
We now have Johnny-come-lately in the Liberal Party
announcing that members of the Liberal Party have
always supported Basslink — I shall go back to that
shortly — so they will give an open cheque to a foreign
company to implement Basslink. Suddenly that is their
decision. They do not even know what the cost is. Of
course this is the opposition that does not care about
cost. They will say whatever it takes to try to claw their
way back into government. It is a most unedifying
sight. It could be anything between $70 million and
$95 million, or if you take the calculations detailed by
the Leader of the National Party, who has spent a lot of
time looking at the detail of this — I give him credit for
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that — according to Transenergie it is $500 000 per
kilometre. The entire Basslink interconnector is
330 kilometres long. Do the calculations and you see
that that costs $165 million.
Honourable members interjecting.
Ms DELAHUNTY — We will come back to that.
You cannot just take the piece that suits you. The entire
interconnector is 330 kilometres long. If you are
looking at the total cost of Basslink you have to look at
the total cost of the interconnector. It shows that you
can pick a figure, as the Liberal Party is trying to do and
as the National Party is trying to do; there is no
agreement on what this would cost if we proposed to
use different technology. I will come back to whether
that technology has been proved.
Already we have figures all over the joint about what it
might cost. I think it is fair to say that in government
you cannot have a bit each way. You have to make the
tough but fair decisions and you have to make planning
decisions based on a planning process that is rigorous
and is supported by the three governments involved and
allows the public — whether they be local
Gippslanders, the power industry or interested
citizens — to have some degree of input into these
decisions. That is precisely what this process has
delivered.
The project represents a long mooted and important
opportunity to advance the economic and electricity
security of supply to both Tasmania and Victoria.
Mr Baillieu interjected.
Ms DELAHUNTY — Yes, it was mooted, back in
the 1950s. The shadow Minister for Planning does not
have a clue about the history of this. Back in the 1950s
it was discussed. It actually got up in 1998. The facts
speak for themselves. This project, a Tasmanian
project, was given the go-ahead by the Tasmanian
government in 1998 after a tender process that it
conducted, and Basslink was given the go-ahead. That
process began under the government of the former
Premier, Mr Kennett, who I believe was running a
government that had in the ministry and cabinet both
National Party members and present sitting Liberal
members. Honourable members opposite were silent
then in 1998, and suddenly at the last minute, in 2002,
Johnny-come-latelys are on the bandwagon trying to
discover how best they can make mischief with a
project that is offering significant benefits to the whole
of Victoria.
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This is about a $0.5 billion electricity connector that
will provide 550 construction jobs in Victoria; most of
them will be in Gippsland. Also more jobs will be
created in Tasmania.
Mrs Peulich interjected.
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What has been this process? It has been almost
defamed by the Leader of the National Party, who
diminished himself. He had a very important speech to
make, but criticising a process in the way he did just
because he does not like the outcome is diminishing
and disappointing.

Ms DELAHUNTY — But let’s be parochial, as the
honourable member for Bentleigh clearly wants us to
be. Do not look at the national electricity grid, just look
at our own corner of the canvas: 550 construction jobs
will be created. Also this project has the capacity to
improve the security of supply to Victoria, particularly
during the peak period in summer. That is an important
proposition for any government to consider, as this
government has done.

I will go through that process briefly. The investigation
of this project involved an integrated impact assessment
statement, or under Victorian terms an environment
effects statement (EES). The scope and the adequacy of
both of those statements were determined by an
independent joint advisory panel established by the
three jurisdictions. This joint panel held public hearings
in Tasmania and Victoria before finalising its report to
the respective governments.

We are talking about giving Victoria access to an extra
600 megawatts of renewable power, which will not
only provide security of supply, particularly in those
peak periods in summer, but will also boost the
development of renewable energy in Australia.
Renewable energy is supported by the Bracks
government.

I should say that this has been one of the most
consultative processes ever adopted for a major project
in Victoria, as you would expect of a government that
takes consultation seriously — that listens and then
leads. That is the difference.

The project will also create new market opportunities
for the emerging wind energy manufacturing industry.
Again we see that the wind energy industry has been
supported only by the Bracks government. But of
course that is what we are used to — the Bracks
government is used to taking the lead.

Ms DELAHUNTY — You insult the individuals
who give their time and their expertise to make these
decisions. It is a flippant remark to say that the process
and the panel — —

This project has received approval from the Tasmanian
government, the Victorian government and, under its
environmental legislation, the federal government. It
follows an exhaustive process which was agreed to by
the three governments. It was investigated through a
joint and comprehensive process established under the
Victorian, Tasmanian and commonwealth
governments. The commonwealth government — the
Liberal Party’s colleagues in cabinet in Canberra and
the National Party’s colleagues in federal cabinet — not
only supported this project but in fact fast-tracked it
while the Liberal and National parties were in
government.

Ms DELAHUNTY — The point remains the same.
You can tell us for as long as you like, but you will
have to accept that the expertise of the panel is
something you should not diminish. It has been
supported by three governments, and indeed, the
community.

The commonwealth government fast-tracked the
project by defining it as a project of national
significance. So opposition members should not come
into this place with their crocodile tears and their fake
indignation. Where were they when their colleagues
were pushing and fast-tracking this project straight
through the system and calling it a project of national
significance? I will tell the house where they were.
They were deadly quiet, gagged, silent and supine, as
always under the Kennett government.

Mr Steggall interjected.

Mr Steggall interjected.

The consultative committee of the Victorian
stakeholders provided advice on the initial route
options, which of course the opposition would know
have now been changed to a more environmentally
sensitive route — and I will go to that in a moment —
as well as other associated issues, under the Victorian
Environmental Assessment Council Act. There were
two further rounds of submissions on both the EES and
draft panel report and two rounds of panel hearings
were held. We believe this gave citizens and
stakeholders ample opportunity to put their case, as the
Leader of the National Party has said he did.
Several policies influenced the final decision the
government made, which was a planning decision.
Planning decisions, as you would know, Acting
Speaker, involve a balance between the social, the
economic and the environmental. Planning decisions
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are always a balance. What we took into account
included, not necessarily in this order, the national
competition and national electricity code, Victoria’s
state planning policy framework, Victoria’s
biodiversity strategy and Victoria’s greenhouse
strategy. Of course we examined both the Wellington
and Latrobe planning schemes, which planning
amendments this motion seeks to revoke.
In this context we examined the most effective means
of further developing the national electricity market and
contributing to Victoria’s reserve requirements and
peak load capacity. We looked to protect the landscape
amenity and particularly areas of high sensitivity for
public recreation and tourism. We looked to avoid
adverse impacts on the sites of significant Aboriginal
and post-settlement cultural heritage. I would have
thought both lead speakers for the opposition would
have acknowledged that as a result of panel inquiries
and submissions, substantial changes have been made
to this recommended project.
We want to provide overall social benefits. I think I
have outlined some of those benefits already. Let me
just say that, on the issue of improving energy supply
and enhancing the national electricity grid, the
Australian Competition and Consumer Commission
determined in November 2001 that the Basslink project
would offer significant public benefits for both
Tasmanian and mainland electricity consumers. This is
part of what the Victorian, Tasmanian and
commonwealth governments had to examine. This is
the whole canvas of this major project, not one corner
of it. We also accepted the panel’s conclusion that
Basslink would have a negligible impact on greenhouse
gas emissions.
However, changes were made to the route, and I think
they improve the route for the reasons I have just
outlined. Let me just go to the key aspects, in
consideration of time. Part of our assessment and
planning approval requires the development of an
environmental management plan for the coastal
crossing point, approval for the powerline with the
requirement that it must be undergrounded for the last
6.5 kilometres to McGaurans Beach, a change to the
original route — which was going through the very
sensitive Mullundung State Forest with a coastal
crossing at Jack Smiths Lake — to one which now
follows a much more appropriate route, that is, the
saline waste outfall pipeline to the south-east of Loy
Yang. So it is following the waste pipeline along the
Merrimans Creek valley, crossing the South Gippsland
Highway and heading to an underground crossing at
McGaurans Beach.
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We also insisted on a requirement to use steel poles as
an alternative to the lattice towers for the 4-kilometre
section where the line crosses the Merrimans Creek
valley as a technically appropriate and cost-effective
means to mitigate the visual impacts on the valley
crossing. Also, as has been mentioned — certainly by
the Leader of the National Party — we have adopted
the more environmentally sensitive metallic return. The
process has been exhaustive.
Mrs Peulich interjected.
Ms DELAHUNTY — I think that is the difference.
The honourable member for Bentleigh again makes a
foolish, flippant comment. Planning decisions require
attention to the competing arguments and an
examination of the facts, so let me go to the facts that
have been presented here today.
There has been much made of the suggestion that the
government somehow was remiss in not demanding
that this project be undergrounded for the entire route.
The Leader of the National Party — I think
representing and acting as a mouthpiece for the failed
bidder, Transenergie — was very, very limited in the
facts he presented to this house. Let me just go to them
because the facts are important. This is a complex
argument. We are talking about new and old
technologies. We are talking about a major project, the
size and capacity of which we have not seen in this
country. So it is a greenfield site.
Much was made of the claim that — I think these are
the words used by the Leader of the National Party —
the panel was a farce. That was very insulting and I
think unfair. He said the so-called independent advice
on alternative technologies was limited and
unsatisfactory. Let me go to that. The panel called for
advice on alternative cable technologies as they were
suggested as an opportunity for economic
undergrounding. The panel sought that advice from the
independent energy expert Halliburton KBR Pty Ltd.
As the Leader of the National Party said — and you see
it in the joint panel report — that expert advice to the
panel was that the new emerging technologies had not
been proven for the capacity or distance required of
Basslink. That was the advice to the panel. That was the
advice forwarded to the government from the panel.
You can dismiss that advice because you do not like it,
but the fact of the matter is that that was the advice.
However, I am very aware that since that advice was
given there has been much agitation and concern, quite
rightly, by the people of Gippsland about this project.
Certainly Transenergie, the failed bidder in the original
contract, has made some extraordinary public
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statements, so I did request further independent advice
on the emerging technologies. After we had received
the panel’s report to government, and after we had
examined the independent advice it had received as part
of that — —
Mr Steggall — What was your ‘more independent
advice’? Where did that come from?
Ms DELAHUNTY — The honourable member can
be flippant about ‘more independent’ or ‘less
independent’.
Mr Steggall — I am asking you.
Ms DELAHUNTY — I am about to answer it. You
are either independent or you are not independent. Let
me just go to this. The panel’s report found that the
alternative technologies had not been proven for the
capacity.
Mr Steggall — The second independent advice?
Ms DELAHUNTY — No, this is the first one. It
had technical limitations. So the Victorian government
sought further independent advice, particularly on the
possibility of using HVDC Light technology, the
newest emerging technology, which is the technology
being promoted by Transenergie. Of course
Transenergie did not offer this technology during the
tender process which it failed to win, a tender process
conducted by the Tasmanian government and awarded
to Basslink.
Mr Steggall interjected.
Ms DELAHUNTY — The independent advice
which examined the potential believed that HVDC, the
existing technology, is a mature, proven technology. At
that time HVDC Light technology had not been applied
anywhere in the world over the route length and the
power transfer capacity required for Basslink. It had not
been — —
Ms Davies interjected.
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Ms DELAHUNTY — I am about to get to that. We
listened to your side for, I think, an hour.
Mr Steggall — No, an hour and a half.
Ms DELAHUNTY — You could probably do me
the courtesy of allowing me to get to the point. To
make it very clear for the retiring honourable member
for Swan Hill, the second independent advice which
was sought by the government, separate to the panel’s
advice, came from PB Power. It has been described to
me as an international, independent energy expert. The
government specifically asked for an analysis of HVDC
Light and any projects both here and overseas that were
using that technology, that not only had been talked
about but had actually been commissioned and proven,
and any other projects using that technology that had
the same capacity and distance as Basslink. PB Power
was given a whole range of documents to explore and
others that it sought itself — for example, it looked at
the Basslink Feasibility Study Report of November
1991, Basslink’s Certain Claims Regarding HVDC
Light, the Basslink Joint Advisory Panel (JAP) Draft
Report, and Transenergie’s paper or statement, Basslink
and HVDC Technology. It looked at another statement
from Transenergie, Comparison HVDC Classic and
HVDC Light, and another statement from Transenergie,
State of the Art HVDC Light. Finally, it looked at
Transenergie’s comments regarding Basslink Pty Ltd
(BPL) statements.
I think it was fairly comprehensive. Its advice goes this
way. I will not read the whole document; I am sure that
would not keep honourable members entertained. It
makes the point, firstly, that HVDC Light is a recent
technology pioneered by a single company, ABB.
Other manufacturers do not appear to offer this overall
technology, and ABB did not offer this technology for
the Basslink project — that is the point. It did not offer
the technology, it was not in the race, and now it is
trying to catch up. I understand the commercial
imperative that drives Transenergie, but the point is that
we made a planning decision based on the available
facts presented to us.

Ms DELAHUNTY — Okay! Let me get to that. It
had not been demonstrated to be technically viable for
the capacity and for the distance.

An Honourable Member — You have to make the
tough decisions!

Mr Steggall — Where was this advice from? That is
the second lot of independent advice.

Ms DELAHUNTY — Yes, we have to make the
tough but fair decisions, that is exactly right. Good on
you!

Ms DELAHUNTY — Hang on to your hat!
Mr Steggall interjected.

Mr Mulder — On a point of order, Mr Acting
Speaker, the minister is obviously reading from a
document. I ask that the document be tabled.
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The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Savage) — Order!
Is the minister reading from a document?

Ms DELAHUNTY — We have made the point that
ABB did not offer this technology at the time — —

Ms DELAHUNTY — I am reading from copious
notes, over which I am scribbling.

Mr Baillieu — On a point of order, Mr Acting
Speaker, it is clear that the minister was reading from a
document. I ask her to table it.

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Savage) — Order!
The minister said she is reading from notes. She is not
required to produce that.
Ms DELAHUNTY — Thank you, Mr Acting
Speaker. Let me go to my summary of the ABB advice.
An honourable member interjected.
Ms DELAHUNTY — It is interesting that people
do not want to hear that advice because it contradicts
almost everything that you — —
An honourable member interjected.
Ms DELAHUNTY — Almost — not everything
but almost everything.
Mr Mulder — You are not reading from notes!
Ms DELAHUNTY — I am reading from notes. Do
you want to hear the facts or do you want to play silly
politics in the game? I will tell you what I will do. I am
reading from a variety of —
Mr Mulder interjected.
Ms DELAHUNTY — Okay, Mr Acting Speaker, if
they want to be silly about that. We did not play those
games while your — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Savage) — Order!
I ask the minister to address her remarks through the
Chair.
Ms DELAHUNTY — We did not interrupt when
the Leader of the Opposition and the Leader of the
National Party gave their factual information. It is
obviously unsettling for honourable members opposite,
because they know what is coming. They know what
the independent advice is saying. It is quite clear that
they become excited when they know there is evidence
that will contradict what has just been — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Savage) — Order!
The level of conversation is far too loud. It is becoming
very difficult to hear the honourable member who is on
her feet.

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Savage) — Order!
Is the Minister for Planning prepared to produce the
document she was reading from, or was she reading
from notes?
Ms DELAHUNTY — I am reading from a series of
notes. This is a very complex topic. I have a series of
notes and material here to ensure that the government is
giving accurate advice to this house. I am really
disappointed. We did not play those games with the
Leader of the Opposition or the Leader of the National
Party, but it is quite clear that they do not want to hear
the independent advice. That is what this is about —
independent advice!
Honourable members interjecting.
Ms DELAHUNTY — Can I continue?
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Savage) — Order!
I ask the minister to continue. In response to the
honourable member for Hawthorn, the minister has
indicated that she is referring to notes and not to a
document.
Ms DELAHUNTY — It is very good of the Leader
of the National Party to come in.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Savage) — Order!
I ask the minister to address her remarks through the
Chair.
An honourable member interjected.
Ms DELAHUNTY — No, no, no! This is getting to
the crux of the matter. We are referring to advice that
was given to the department and to the minister by
PB Power Systems, an independent energy expert. I
was making the point that it examined a whole range of
documents relevant to this case. It also made the point
that ABB did not offer this technology for the Basslink
project, so I asked the independent advisers to give us
advice on other users around the world or in this
country of HVDC Light.
The first one we saw was a project in Sweden. This was
commissioned in April 1997. What is its capacity? It is
rated at 3 megawatts with a route length of
10 kilometres. What is Basslink? What is its electricity
rating? Does anyone in this house know?
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Mr Mulder — Are you going to tell us?
Ms DELAHUNTY — I am because that is the key.
It is 600 megawatts of electricity. That is the capacity
we are talking about for Basslink. That is the fact. How
long is it? It is 330 kilometres from start to finish. The
first example examined in the use of HVDC Light was
3 megawatts over a distance of 10 kilometres. It is not
comparable.
Let’s go to the next example. The second one is also in
Sweden and was commissioned in 1999. What is it
rated at? It is rated at 55 megawatts. What is its
distance? It is 70 kilometres long. What is Basslink? It
is 330 kilometres long.
The third example the Leader of the National Party
referred to, Directlink, is a project here in Australia. It
was commissioned in June 2000. What is it rated at? It
is rated at 60 megawatts. What is its distance? It is
65 kilometres.
The fourth example of HVDC Light is a project in
Denmark. It was commissioned in September 2000. It
is rated at 8 megawatts. What is its distance? It is
4 kilometres long. This is what — —
Mr Ryan — What about Murraylink?
Ms DELAHUNTY — I will get to that. Don’t you
worry, I will get to Murraylink because the facts are
pretty compelling. Let’s just roll on to Murraylink.
Let’s have a look at that because it is critical.
Before I get there, another example was examined by
Parsons Brinckerhoff Power Systems, and the
government received advice on it. The fifth HVDC
Light link, the Eagle Pass project, is in USA–Mexico. It
was commissioned in November 2000. What is it rated
at? It is a massive project of 36 megawatts back to
back. There is no route length or power cable involved.
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But there is another example, the seventh HVDC Light
link. The Murraylink project, which I know both the
honourable member for Gippsland South and the
honourable member for Gippsland West have quoted
publicly and privately during this process, was the
project I sought direct advice on for the reasons I have
just outlined. This link was not commissioned at the
time the advice came to me. I believe it is now finished.
Mr Ryan interjected.
Ms DELAHUNTY — When the independent
advice was given to the government it had not been
commissioned. I do not know whether power is now
flowing through it, but that is not the point.
An honourable member interjected.
Ms DELAHUNTY — Last weekend! The point is
that this is nowhere near the capacity of Basslink, as the
Leader of the National Party knows. Murraylink is rated
at 200 megawatts. That is only a third of Basslink’s
requirement, which is 600 megawatts. Its route length is
180 kilometres. The total length of Basslink is
330 kilometres.
What decision can a government make, faced with that
independent advice? Should we sit on our hands and do
nothing? Is that what the opposition wants? Could we
possibly see, as the Leader of the Opposition
announced only 15 minutes ago in this place, the
project falling over, with $500 million worth of
economic activity lost to Victoria, with jobs lost and
with security of supply put at risk? Should we simply
let that fall over and run the risk of facing a
compensation claim by a company which has a
legitimate contract with the Tasmanian government?

We go on to another project, the Cross Sound project in
the USA. It has not been commissioned. It is expected
later in 2002. The link is rated — we are getting big
now; we are rising — at 330 megawatts. That is the
capacity of this one. The route? It is an absolute
minnow: it is 40 kilometres. That is the emerging
technology that Transenergie is now touting as suitable
for a project — a massive electricity interconnector —
that will carry 600 megawatts over a complete distance
of 330 kilometres. Basslink is a massive project.

It is not our contract, but it was our responsibility to
take the tough, hard decisions on the planning permit.
We did not have the luxury of sitting on our hands, as
the previous government did, and playing politics at
both ends of the spectrum. We were obliged under the
planning process to make a decision that balanced the
economic, social and environmental considerations
relating to this project and to examine the facts relating
to the emerging technologies. So the opposition should
not come into this house weeping crocodile tears, acting
as a mouthpiece for a failed bidder, and talking as
though there were alternatives for a government that
has statutory planning time lines to adhere to. We do
not have those options.

Why do independent energy advisers say to us that the
new technology is emerging? It has not yet been proven
at the capacity and over the distance required for
Basslink.

We know that the Liberal Party does not have a policy,
does not care, and does not do the hard work. But I
have to say I am disappointed with the National Party
for coming in here and wanting to have it both ways.
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Here you have a political party saying, ‘We support
Basslink, but we are moving amendments to stop
Basslink’. Well hello! In the real world you have to
make a decision and live with it. The National Party
cannot have it both ways. It said yes to everything the
Liberals privatised for seven long years, and it left
Victoria with a lack of electricity supplies, causing
power stoppages. We cleaned up that mess; we have
facilitated over 1000 megawatts of new generation
capacity since coming to office. Now the National Party
wants to block this important project, which, as I have
just outlined, will bring 600 megawatts of supply in
peak periods and add to the security of our electricity
supply right across the state.

opportunity but it did not happen. The National Party
members ran away and did not even have the courage
to vote against it. If the Liberals have no idea, the
National Party is totally split and duplicitous. We have
evidence of that. I will read from a press release entitled
‘McGauran undermining Basslink’.

I do not think the Liberal Party cares about our power
needs. If it did it would have stopped privatisation in
Gippsland and with it the destruction of those
communities it says it represents. No wonder we now
have Independents representing two of those seats.

The Leader of the National Party cannot run away from
it; Mr McGauran is a federal senior minister —

But it is worse than that, I am afraid, because just like
the Liberal Party the Nationals are clearly divided on
this. The Leader of the National Party argues that he
has been consistent on this. That is true; he has been
consistent on it. But what happened in the Senate last
month? Where were his colleagues — —
Mr Ryan interjected.
Ms DELAHUNTY — ‘Who cares?’, asks the
Leader of the National Party!
An Honourable Member — Labor cares!
Ms DELAHUNTY — Labor does care! Didn’t you
know that the federal government had to give this a tick
under its environmental legislation? Where was the
senator from Gippsland, Senator McGauran? He did
not even have the courage to go into that chamber and
vote. The National Party senators made themselves
scarce.
My God, what courage! There they are out on the
hustings saying, ‘We are going to stop Basslink’. They
had the chance to stop Basslink in their federal cabinet.
They had the chance to stop Basslink in the Senate.
They did not even have the raw courage to go into the
Senate and vote against Basslink. They simply
disappeared like frightened little rats up a sewer!
Honourable members interjecting.
Ms DELAHUNTY — The honourable member for
Bentleigh would appreciate the embarrassment if a
party that says, ‘We want to stop Basslink’ was in
power in the federal government and had the

… the federal Minister for Science is playing a dangerous
game in his attempts to undermine the Basslink project.
… Mr McGauran is clearly attempting to appease his local
electorate and playing to a home town audience in his
Gippsland constituency.
But the federal government, of which he is a senior
minister —

has already approved Basslink following the exhaustive joint
assessment process — —

Mr Ryan — On a point of order, Mr Acting
Speaker, I am simply asking that the minister identify
the document from which she is quoting.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Savage) — Order!
The minister has been asked to identify the document.
Ms DELAHUNTY — I am very happy to do that. I
just want to finish the line and I will then identify it for
him.
Here is a federal minister at odds with his own
government’s policy. Mr McGauran is happy to
undermine that entire process and put to death a project
of national significance. The press release is from the
Deputy Premier of the Government of Tasmania.
We have another one. We have a press release from
Senator Nick Minchin. Honourable members would
know who Senator Nick Minchin is. At the time of this
press release he was the Minister for Industry, Science
and Resources and he is still a senior minister in the
federal government. The press release states:
A proposed direct electricity link between Tasmania and the
mainland will mean more jobs and industry for Tasmania and
benefits for Victorian energy users, the Minister for Industry,
Science and Resources, Senator Nick Minchin, said today.
Senator Minchin announced that he has granted major project
facilitation status to Basslink Pty Ltd …

There you go: National Party members are supporting it
in the federal government but suddenly they have a
problem down here.
The proposed 250-kilometre link will enable peaking power
produced by Hydro-Electric Corporation of Tasmania to be
transmitted into the Victorian grid.
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Governments and planning decisions are about balance,
and they are about respecting the process — and this is
a process that has been agreed to by three governments.
It has been a process that has allowed both citizens and
stakeholders to provide their evidence and their ideas
on how they would like Basslink to proceed or not to
proceed.
Let me finish by saying that the Leader of the National
Party diminished the independent work of the panel by
describing it as a farce. He also falsely claimed that no
minister in the Bracks government had responded to his
letters or his entreaties. That is not so. On 8 May 2002 I
wrote a personal letter to the honourable member
addressing his concerns about the Basslink joint
advisory panel’s terms of reference. It is not true,
therefore, to say that there was no response from the
Bracks government, and if the honourable member is
standing up to apologise, I accept.
Mr Ryan — Mr Acting Speaker, I raise a point of
order on the question of debating the issue. As the
minister well knows, I was referring to the period after I
had sent material to her, the Premier and the Minister for
Innovation, where I set out the alternative means — —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Savage) — Order!
The Leader of the National Party knows that that is not
a point of order. He will take his seat.
Ms DELAHUNTY — We have now clarified for
the record some of the misinformation that has, I think,
been inadvertently — I will be gracious —
misrepresented by both the Leader of the Opposition
and the Leader of the National Party.
Mr Ryan — On a point of order, Mr Acting
Speaker, with the minister having admitted the
aspersion she made against me a short time ago, I ask
her to withdraw it.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Savage) — Order!
I do not recall that they were the words.
Ms DELAHUNTY — I do not believe I cast any
aspersions against the Leader of the National Party, but
if anything I said has caused offence, of course I would
withdraw.
I think we have clarified three of the main points raised
by both leaders on the opposition side. Basslink is a
Tasmanian project defined by the federal government
as a project of national significance requiring a
planning permit by the Victorian government. That
planning permit was informed by a process agreed to
by the three governments. It was a joint advisory panel,
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which provided a series of panel hearings and accepted
submissions over many, many months.
The government further sought independent expert
advice after the report was given to it on the status of
the new emerging technologies. I have outlined that
there is no emerging technology that has been proven at
the capacity or the transmission distance required of
Basslink. I have also outlined that in government we do
not have the luxury of simply sitting on our hands and
hoping that new technology will develop fast enough
and be suitable enough to provide a solution to the
Basslink concerns of the people of Gippsland. We are
obliged to meet time lines of a contract entered into by
the Tasmanian government. We are obliged to avoid,
and protect the state of Victoria from, the risk of any
compensation claims against us.
This decision has been an extremely tough one, but it
does not mean we have not made it based on the best
advice given to us at the time. While I do understand
and sympathise with Transenergie, it did not have the
technology at the time that these contracts were
tendered for by the Tasmanian government.
Transenergie is developing new technology, but the fact
of the matter is that at the moment it is not proven for
that capacity and for that distance. We are talking about
a mammoth project providing 600 megawatts of
power — three times the Murraylink project! — over a
total distance of 330 kilometres.
I therefore oppose the motion of the Leader of the
National Party and find myself in that sense in accord
with the Leader of the Liberal Party, who also opposes
this motion.
Mr MAUGHAN (Rodney) — I rise to support the
motion moved by the Leader of the National Party to
revoke these two planning amendments that have a
very important bearing on the Basslink project. In doing
so I congratulate the Leader of the National Party on an
excellent speech that canvassed all of the issues and set
out very clearly why the National Party has moved this
motion before the house today. I also commend the
Leader of the Liberal Party for his well-justified
comments about the Leader of the National Party’s
speech.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr MAUGHAN — I know he is voting against it,
and I might touch on that in a minute. Nonetheless he
acknowledged that the Leader of the National Party
spelt out the issues very clearly.
That is in contrast to the speech we have just heard
from the Minister for Planning, which contained a lot of
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rhetoric, a lot of hot air and in some cases deceit. She
said that the Leader of the National Party was a
mouthpiece for Transenergie. That is absolutely false
and something that I strongly reject. It is an insult to the
Leader of the National Party, who I think has put his
case passionately and strongly. He has been on this
issue for a long time, and his position has not changed.
I would like to say at the start that I support the concept
and the principle of the national grid because it will
provide more competitive and lower electricity prices
for the people of Victoria and Australia. Let’s get that
clear right at the start: I support the national grid and I
support this project, but not with the overhead pylons. I
think the government should have more carefully
considered the alternative, now that we have one, rather
than putting these pylons all over country Victoria.
As the minister and the Leader of the National Party
have indicated, this is a very important project for
Victoria. The National Party is not opposed to the
project. However, it is opposed to those overhead
pylons, those 180 45-metre high pylons that it is
proposed will waddle across 63 kilometres of the
Gippsland landscape. If they go ahead they will spoil
the beautiful Gippsland landscape.
I feel passionately about it because I am a former
Gippslander; I lived in Gippsland for 25 years, and my
family has had connections there for 100 years. I feel
strongly about Gippsland for two reasons: firstly,
because of the family connection; and secondly,
because they are country people and the National Party
is concerned about country people. While it is
Gippsland today, it will be the Western District
tomorrow and northern Victoria after that. The National
Party is standing up for country people, and in this case
it is standing up for the interests of the people of
Gippsland South.
The Leader of the National Party has consistently
opposed the pylons. He has argued for undergrounding
the cables — if we can put it under the sea, why the
heck can we not put it under the ground? The
technology is there to do it. The Minister for Planning
has gone through a series of projects and said the advice
was that it is not possible. However, at times one has to
take some sort of risk. I would have thought that the
Minister for Innovation and State and Regional
Development might have taken a little more interest
than he apparently has in this new technology which is
being progressively used in other parts of the world.
It is not groundbreaking to have this project use this
new technology. I would have liked to have seen this
Parliament and this government remembered for doing
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something that was innovative rather than have them
remembered as a government and a Parliament that
were the last to use the old technology. I would have
hoped that this Parliament could have been
remembered as the Parliament which carefully and
objectively considered the new technology —
technology which is successfully used in other parts of
the world — and decided to go with it and show a bit of
support for innovation, but to have a look at it and
examine it carefully.
I am not convinced that the government has adequately
considered the new technology. The minister failed to
convince me in her contribution this afternoon. If I
could be convinced that the government had adequately
considered the technology and that it is not available to
do the job, I would have no problems with what the
government is arguing — namely, that it is an
important project, that we cannot wait for ever and that
we need to proceed. However, the government has
failed to convince me, and I would argue that the
technology is there, that the government should
adequately examine it and that we should give it a go.
There has been a great deal of passionate discussion in
Gippsland and considerable interest and discussion
throughout the state. The Minister for Planning and the
government have treated the people of Gippsland with
contempt. The minister spoke today about telling the
people of Gippsland. Why does she not go down and
talk to the people of Gippsland? Why is she not
prepared to meet with them and argue the case? She has
not done that, and she has not been prepared to bring
them with her. This is a government that talks about
consultation and about bringing the community with it.
In many cases that is what the government has done,
and I support that sort of approach. However, the
government has done anything but bring the people of
Gippsland with it in this case. It has been treating them
with absolute contempt. Some of the comments the
minister made this afternoon showed she was treating
members on this side of the house with contempt for
the way we have presented our case — a case which we
feel very passionately about.
I believe the government has ignored the wishes of the
people of Gippsland, and it has ignored the wishes of
the two municipalities concerned — Wellington and
Latrobe. Over time it has become clear that the
so-called additional cost of using a cable as opposed to
pylons, which the minister referred to in her speech, is
much less than was originally suggested. We have
heard all sorts of figures, ranging from the $200 million
that was put forward by National Grid down to
$60 million and down to a little bit more than the total
cost of the project of $500 million.
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The Leader of the National Party indicated that he had
asked a question of the Premier in the Parliament and
that the Premier had assured him that all options had
been adequately considered. I do not think the evidence
supports that, and I would like the government to come
clean with evidence to show that it has objectively
considered all those options. Our evidence is that it has
not even approached some of the companies that are
able to provide this new technology.
What evidence is there that the government has
considered all the available options? What evidence is
there that the Premier did not know that the minister
was about to announce that the government was going
to go ahead with the overhead pylons when, only
24 hours before, he had indicated that it was still under
consideration?
There is some cause for at least doubting the Premier’s
answer to the Parliament that day. As I said, I thought
the Minister for Innovation would have taken a much
greater interest in this new HVDC technology than he
has. It is being increasingly used in other parts of the
world — the United States and Sweden — and
Australia — and there is no evidence that the Minister
for Innovation and Minister for State and Regional
Development has taken an interest in making Victoria
one of the leaders in this new technology.
As recently as this week there was no evidence of the
government having approached ABB, the organisation
that manufactures these cables, for their advice and
position on this new technology. The Leader of the
National Party certainly has, and in his contribution he
quoted some very interesting correspondence from
Transenergie and from ABB Australia. He argued that
there are other alternatives: that the cable can be
undergrounded; that the technology is proven; and that
the cost would be little, if anything, above the
$500 million cost of using the pylons.
The Minister for Planning and the government have
ignored the wishes of the people of Gippsland. But the
National Party is concerned about the people of
Gippsland and the people of country Victoria. This
project is going to be here for the next 50 years. We
need to get it right and not just do what is convenient at
the time. If we can satisfy the environmental
considerations at the same time as satisfying the
economic considerations, that is what we should be
doing. It is important that we get it right. It is also
important, given the information the Leader of the
National Party has provided to the house, that these two
amendments be disallowed and that this government
consult with all interested parties and make an objective
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decision after due process. I therefore support the
motion moved by the Leader of the National Party.
In conclusion I note that in other parts of the state the
government is providing money to put cables
underground. It is happening in my own area. This
government likes to trumpet its environmental
credentials. It talks a lot about consultation and bringing
communities along with it, but it has not done so in this
case. For most of this debate there has not been one
government member in the house. I notice there are
about five now, but for most of the time the Leader of
the National Party was speaking — yes, the honourable
member for Coburg was here most of the time — there
were few others apart from the minister at the table.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr MAUGHAN — Yes, there were odd members
at odd times, but there were times — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr MAUGHAN — The reality is that for much of
the time no-one apart from the minister and one
backbencher was on the government side of the house. I
note that once again it is the National Party that is
standing up for the interests of country people and
delivering on its commitment to the people of
Gippsland. It gives me much pleasure to support the
motion of the Leader of the National Party.
Mr CARLI (Coburg) — I rise to oppose this motion
because ultimately we are dealing with a very elaborate,
major and extensive planning process, and we know
that with planning processes there is always a level of
compromise because we have to balance the economic
with the social and with the environmental. Clearly that
was done in this case.
National Party members say that they support the
national grid and Basslink, they just do not support this
particular variation of it, but in fact they are not
supporting the national grid and Basslink because
clearly with Basslink there is no project unless we go
forward with what has been accepted by the minister
and recommended by the panel.
I want to defend the planning process, which has been
attacked by the Leader of the National Party. Basically
in a planning process when an environment effects
statement has to be done a panel is appointed, and in
this case, where obligations under three different
governments and three different pieces of legislation
were being dealt with, the Basslink joint advisory panel
was appointed. It is often the case with environment
effects statements that an elaborate process of
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consultation and consideration of evidence is
undertaken by the panel. Not everyone agrees with
everything and is happy with the outcome, but a very
extensive consultative process takes place.
The Leader of the National Party made some
extraordinary attacks on the panel. He claimed the
panel failed miserably to discharge its responsibility
and that it was a farce and a wasted opportunity, but
worse was his attack on the independent advice to the
panel, which he claimed was a farce, a mockery and
disgraceful. It was an attack on our planning process
and on the credibility of the highly esteemed
individuals who took part in that process.
Sitting suspended 6:30 p.m. until 8:04 p.m.

Mr CARLI — Prior to the suspension of the sitting
I was saying that the Leader of the National Party
clearly opposes Basslink and in this debate wants to use
it as an opportunity to attack the members of the
advisory panel and the panel itself. He is attacking the
planning process and the environment effects statement
process created in Victoria.
The Leader of the National Party has every right to
disagree with the public policy and the project, but the
fact that he attacks the integrity of individuals selected
by this state government, the Tasmanian government
and the commonwealth government and describes their
work as unsatisfactory and not fulfilling their true
obligations and the work of the consultants and the
independent experts as being disgraceful and a farce is
not helping the debate. All he is doing in this process is
denigrating individuals and the process itself.
Fundamentally he is denigrating the integrity of the
planning processes in the state. That is to the detriment
of the debate on Basslink. The position taken by the
National Party is ultimately a position that is designed
to terminate Basslink, a $500 million project, and does
not contribute to a debate about an important
infrastructure project for the state.
The position taken by the Leader of the Opposition was
somewhat bizarre in that he accepted everything that
was said by the Leader of the National Party and no
doubt accepted the attacks on and the denigration of the
panel members, but at the end of the day said the
Liberal Party would not support the proposal put by the
Leader of the National Party. That is an extraordinarily
bizarre position. On the one hand the Liberal Party
opposes Basslink, but on the other hand it supports
Basslink! That is an extraordinary contradiction, and is
no doubt the epitome of the political state members of
the opposition find themselves in. They are all things to
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all people and seek support wherever and whenever
they can.
In the debate I want to highlight one element: the
importance of the planning process. The Minister for
Planning asked for and established terms of reference
for an environment effects statement panel that became
an advisory panel for three governments. The
environment effects statement is an important process
in the planning system in the state, and it should not be
denigrated in the way it has been by the Leader of the
National Party. While we may not accept the outcome
of the processes, it is important that we accept their
importance and integrity, which fundamentally fit in
with a broader planning framework in Victoria.
Ms DAVIES (Gippsland West) — I support the
motion moved by the Leader of the National Party to
revoke the planning amendments that would permit
pylons to go through Gippsland. I had drawn up my
own motion that would do exactly the same thing, but
the National Party gets the call first, which I accept. As
I said, I will support the motion.
The $500 million Basslink project will join Tasmania to
the national electricity grid by an undersea cable and by
transmission lines carried by pylons marching through
central Gippsland. It is not the most economic option
for Victoria to improve its electricity generation
capacity. It may well be an important project for
Tasmania, but there are other ways of improving
Victoria’s electricity supply. The Vencorp report
commissioned by the Department of Natural Resources
and Environment, I think in 1999, proposed six
different options for Victoria to improve its electricity
supply. The Basslink proposal was the fifth most
economic option out of six. In fact, the Basslink
proposal was rated only marginally more economic
than doing nothing at all. It is a very expensive project.
I concede the theory that we should have a national
electricity market and that it is in Tasmania’s interest to
be joined up to the market. I do not necessarily believe
this is the best option for Victoria.
Gippslanders have been united since the beginning
against the notion that they should be made to pay for
this project, which will mainly benefit Tasmanians.
Gippslanders are being asked to pay by having their
landscape blighted by approximately 60 kilometres of
overhead pylons.
Contrary to the contribution from the honourable
member for Coburg, I do not accept that this planning
process as outlined was properly undertaken. I believe
it was set up by the previous coalition government, the
federal coalition government and the Tasmanian
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government in a way that was fundamentally flawed,
and I have said that from the very first public meeting
on this project.
If this is a project that is in the national interest,
government should have chosen an acceptable route for
these transmission lines. Government should have
chosen the best form for the project to take, and then
should have tendered out that choice to the private
sector. Instead the previous government and other
governments put the project out and allowed a private
developer to choose the route and the method of
transmission that that particular proponent wanted.
Government tried to avoid accepting its responsibility
by allowing the private sector to choose the method of
transmission and the route. The ultimate outcome of
that very flawed decision-making process was that the
proponent chose the cheapest option — and that is what
this proponent did and what was so fundamentally
flawed right from the beginning.
As the Leader of the National Party referred to in his
lengthy contribution, there were many public meetings
across Gippsland on this project when it was first
brought into the public arena. I, too, attended that first
enormous meeting in Leongatha, which would have to
be the biggest public meeting I have attended in
Gippsland. There were also large public meetings in
Drouin. When the original routes were being selected,
one of the proposed routes was in fact right up the
middle of my electorate of Gippsland West.
After the government changed in 1999, National Grid
International Ltd fortuitously decided that perhaps the
route would go somewhere else, which was good for
the people in Gippsland West but not so good for the
people of Gippsland South, who unfortunately are in
the position of having a safe National Party seat both in
the state and the federal arenas, and for all the crying
out of poor little Mr McGauran, he was very strong in
Gippsland against this project and absolutely pathetic in
Canberra, so he was able to do nothing for his
constituents in Gippsland.
I wrote a very detailed submission to the joint advisory
panel. I wrote my own submission, unlike the parties
who managed to pay people to do the same work for
them. I attended the hearing and made a verbal
submission as well, and I have also advised the
government, both verbally and in writing, that basically
allowing this project to go through would be a dumb
thing to do, but they have chosen to go their own way
and to allow the project to go through with these
overhead powerlines.
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As I said before, National Grid’s original proposal was
for the cheapest possible option for this interconnector.
Its original proposal involved a monopole undersea
cable with sea electrodes. That sort of cable and those
sorts of electrodes create real problems with stray
electrical currents that have the capacity to impact on
shipping and fixed infrastructure, such as the saline
water outfall and the gas pipelines, not to mention the
considerable concerns that were expressed by various
fishermen and conservation groups about the potential
impact on sharks and whales and other fisheries.
The original proposal also stated clearly that either
National Grid would do this project overhead, or it was
not interested. The original proposal also proposed
going straight up through the middle of the Mullundung
State Forest, which contains areas of national
significance. Those three aspects of the proposal had
negative potential consequences.
The draft integrated impact assessment statement was
very blunt in clarifying National Grid’s focus when it
came to this project. I quote from chapter 4, page 28 of
the main report, which states:
Economic design optimisation rather than environmental
consideration is the dominant factor in determining the
appropriate configuration —

of this project. That sort of statement is repeated right
through that particular document, that National Grid
never looked at other alternatives. It was not interested;
it was interested only in the cheapest possible model.
The joint advisory panel successfully moved the project
away from the Mullundung State Forest, which I
believe was a very necessary step for it to take. I also
understand, although I have not had this confirmed, that
the Tasmanian government has subsidised the metallic
return being put in on the cable to overcome the need
for the undersea electrodes. The undersea electrodes
would have given off chlorine and other poisonous
substances, so I am glad to see that at least that
improvement has been made as well.
The forests saw some benefit. The fixed infrastructure,
the gas pipelines, the saline water outfall and shipping
have seen some benefit, and perhaps the fisheries will
see some benefit, although I note that there is
continuing concern by commercial fishermen around
that particular area of McGaurans Beach, that there will
be an exclusion zone along the route of the undersea
cable, and they are concerned at how wide this
exclusion zone will be in an area that they find a very
good fishing ground. The commercial fishermen are
also concerned about the potential damage to inshore
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reefs as the undersea cable is laid across the bottom of
the sea.
However, the gain that has not been made is that this
proposal is still to go ahead with overhead pylons. It is
a real tragedy that the government has given in to
National Grid’s bullying approach, which meant that
the consortium was totally unwilling to consider the
prospect of undergrounding this cable. Technology has
undoubtedly moved on since this proposal was first
mooted, and I have no doubt that the project could go
underground, despite the words of the Minister for
Planning.
It is not an acceptable argument to say that the
technology is not proved, or the technology has not
been undertaken before in exactly the same format that
is proposed in this project. I do not accept that as a
reasonable or rational argument. That is why you have
engineers, so they can plan projects. If you use that as
an argument you would never have any innovation or
improvement in infrastructure, and it just does not work
as an argument.
The Murraylink connector between South Australia and
Victoria is about 180 kilometres long. It goes
underground and it uses HVDC Light technology.
There is a very clear statement that you can incorporate
Basslink’s proposed capacity of around 600 megawatts
within that HVDC Light technology just by using
several parallel cables.
One of the disadvantages of the current format of the
Basslink proposal is that it has no capacity to increase
supply. You have 600 megawatts and that is it — and
that will not be sufficient to meet Victoria’s needs in
the future. I believe the government has set a very bad
precedent by allowing a new set of ugly pylons to
march through the countryside!
National Grid has displayed arrogance and an
unwillingness to adapt to the needs of the people who
are affected and who will be affected by this project. It
has been arrogant in its unwillingness to adapt to
technological change. The Liberal opposition had the
power to push this project underground. All it had to do
was a very simple thing: vote with the National Party
and the Independents, and the government would not be
able to amend the planning scheme as would be
necessary for it to do if the pylons were to be built.
If the opposition votes this evening to refuse these
planning amendments, then all the parties to these
contracts — that is, the three governments and National
Grid — would be forced to sit down and evaluate the
project and its viability. Perhaps National Grid, just like
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it did with the cable, would suddenly decide it was able
to provide an HVDC underground cable instead. If it
really bothered to properly cost that alternative it just
might be pleasantly surprised to find that yes, perhaps
there would be a higher up-front fee, but there would be
less cost further down the track with maintenance.
It was the previous coalition government that first set
this flawed process in train. This current government
has been gutless in refusing to swerve from that path,
and at the moment it seems to me that the Liberal Party
just wants a bit both ways. It is intending to vote with
the government so that it can say to big business, ‘Look
at us, we are being responsible’ while it wants to give a
useless sop to the people of Gippsland by theoretically
talking about a donation to a multinational company
somewhere down the track. I say to the opposition that
it is time to put its vote where its mouth has been.
The opposition planning spokesman was in Yarram
badmouthing the Labor government, saying it should
put the project underground, and now he will be voting
with other members of the opposition to allow this
planning amendment to go through. Likewise, there
have been other members of the Liberal opposition
wandering around Gippsland — I think one of the
members for Gippsland Province in another place has
also gone on public record saying that it should go
underground and he too will be just letting it go
through, not being prepared to actually vote. He is a bit
like the federal member for Gippsland who is very
good at charging around big-mouthing himself in
Gippsland and is a complete wimp when he gets to
Canberra because he wants to remain a minister.
I do not support the proposal to put overhead pylons
through Gippsland. It just damages Gippsland and it is
a terrible precedent to set for other projects across
Victoria. There will be other communities which will
be harmed by this precedent. The time has passed when
we need to have this sort of ugliness across our
landscape. I support the move to disallow this planning
amendment and I truly hope as it goes through the
lower and the upper house and over the months to come
that before any attempts to build this project actually
start there will be a change of heart and National Grid
will find out that it is well within its capacity to do what
the people of Gippsland want to do and will say that it
will put this line underground.
Mr MAXFIELD (Narracan) — I rise this evening
to contribute to this debate. It is quite obvious that
honourable members opposite do not want to hear what
I am about to say. They are sitting there pretty
embarrassed on the other side of the house. We have
listened to an incredibly longwinded speech by the
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Leader of the National Party who has supposedly come
out opposing the Basslink proposal as it stands, saying
he wants it to go underground, putting himself in an
interesting position compared to his National Party
colleagues in Gippsland, people like Mr Peter
McGauran, the federal member for Gippsland, and
Senator Julian McGauran. Here we have Gippslanders
from the National Party. Have they got a constant
strong position on this?
Ms Asher — No.
Mr MAXFIELD — Before an election you have
one position and after an election you have another, and
that goes for the state members of Parliament and for
the federal members of Parliament. Look at what
happened prior to the last state election: did we see the
honourable member for Gippsland South stand up in
this house to speak about the evils of Basslink going
ahead? Of course not. He was completely and utterly
silent on the issue, a bit like the Honourable Peter
McGauran in federal Parliament. It is quite typical:
when they were in government they had to toe the
Kennett line. The now Leader of the National Party had
done a deal to become a minister in the next Kennett
government and he was not going to rock any boats. He
was quite happy to go along with pylons overhead. It
was only after the election when he said, ‘Struth, I’m
not a minister. Oh dear, the people have turned against
us. What can we do that’s popular?’.
Of course, the next cab off the rank was the federal
election. What did the Honourable Peter McGauran
say? He said, ‘Over my dead body! We are going to
oppose this all the way’. What happened when they got
to the federal Parliament? Let’s go to the Yarram
Standard News of Wednesday, 28 August, which
quotes Prime Minister John Howard’s comments from
1998:
The commonwealth is keen to see Tasmania become a full
participant in the national electricity market through Basslink.
The commonwealth, with its commitment to development
and investment in the resources and energy sector, will help to
ensure that the issues raised and approvals sought are dealt
with promptly and effectively.

What about the state coalition leader and Premier
before the last election, Jeff Kennett, the person whom
the honourable member for Gippsland South — the
Leader of the National Party — obviously stood by and
supported? What did he say? According to the Yarram
Standard News in 1998 Mr Kennett said:
The Victorian government will continue to cooperate in the
development of Basslink, particularly in the area of
environmental and planning approvals.
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We now get to Peter McGauran, the federal Minister
for Science and member for Gippsland, who I believe is
a member of the National Party. The Yarram Standard
News of 28 August quotes remarks that he made on
26 January 2000:
After the whole consultation process has been completed, it
will be up to the commonwealth government, the state
government and the Tasmanian government to sign off on it.
At the end of the day it is a political decision.

Does that mean Peter McGauran made a political
decision in Parliament? Did Senator Julian McGauran
make a political decision not to vote against Basslink in
the Senate? Apparently Senator McGauran and other
National Party members of Parliament were given the
opportunity to vote against it. Were they in the house to
vote against Basslink? No, they were not. They
hightailed it out the door as quickly as they could. If
they were in Parliament House they certainly made sure
they did not turn up to vote. They were not going to
have their vote recorded in Hansard; they just hid.
That is the sort of sad and sorry record we have here.
Honourable members opposite were quite happy to
support it prior to the state election, but it was a
different story once the election was done. We certainly
did not hear the honourable member for Gippsland
South opposing Basslink prior to the election. It was
only when he thought he may be able to save his
political skin that he suddenly adopted the position he
has.
What is happening with his federal colleagues, the
Liberal–National Party coalition in Canberra? I thought
I might read from a press release that quotes the
remarks of Dr David Kemp, the federal Minister for the
Environment and Heritage. It states:
The federal Minister for the Environment and Heritage,
Dr David Kemp, has given environmental clearance, subject
to conditions, to the proposed Basslink electricity
interconnector project.
The Basslink proposal spans three administrative
jurisdictions, requiring separate planning, environmental and
other approvals from the three governments: Victoria
(activities based on land and in territorial waters), Tasmania
(activities based on land and territorial waters) and
commonwealth (commonwealth marine waters in Bass
Strait).

That means the three governments had to make a
decision, and of course we had a Liberal–National Party
government in Canberra that backed it up. The press
release also states:
‘All the evidence before me confirms that as long as the
proposed monitoring and management arrangements are
implemented the Basslink project will not have an adverse
impact on the environment’, Dr Kemp said.
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I understand he is a member of the Liberal–National
Party coalition in Canberra. This is what they are saying
in Canberra — the opposition parties’ own federal
colleagues!

place, are saying. Today honourable members have
listened to the Leader of the Opposition saying — —

It is important to understand the positions of the
National Party and the Liberal Party, and I thought I
might quote the remarks of Senator Nick Minchin on
this matter.

Mr MAXFIELD — National Party members are
selling themselves as the Vic Nats. After this they will
all be called Vic Nuts!

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr MAXFIELD — Boy, are they feeling
embarrassed here today!
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Seitz) — Order! I
ask that we have less noise and fewer audible
conversations. Hansard is finding it difficult to hear the
honourable member for Narracan, so I ask honourable
members to control their enthusiasm in this debate and
let the house listen to the honourable member for
Narracan.
Mr MAXFIELD — Senator Minchin’s press
release states:
The proposed direct electricity link between Tasmania and
the mainland will mean more jobs and industry for Tasmania
and benefits for Victorian energy users, the Minister for
Industry, Science and Resources, Senator Nick Minchin, said
today.
Senator Minchin announced that he has granted major project
facilitation status to Basslink Pty Ltd for its proposed 400 kV
high-voltage direct current transmission link between
Tasmania and the mainland.

But it is important to note that he did not stop there; he
kept going. The press release states:
‘The introduction of Tasmania into the national electricity
market has the potential to end Tasmania’s dependence on
hydro-electricity, enabling an expansion (of) its industrial
base and providing up to 1000 new jobs’, Senator Minchin
said.
The introduction of an alternative energy supply will provide
immediate benefits to Tasmanian commercial and domestic
consumers.

What else did he say? He said:
The Basslink project will require approvals across the
commonwealth, Tasmanian and Victorian government
jurisdictions. Under major project facilitation status, the
Basslink proponent will benefit from a streamlined
decision-making process for necessary approvals. Investors
Australia, Australia’s national investment agency, will work
closely with the Tasmanian and Victorian governments to
facilitate the project.

This is what the National and Liberal Party members in
Canberra, the colleagues of opposition members of this

Honourable members interjecting.

Honourable members interjecting.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Seitz) — Order!
The honourable member for Narracan, without
assistance from the government or opposition benches.
Mr MAXFIELD — I obtained the voting list from
the Senate, and I have seen the names of all the Liberal
Party senators who voted in favour of Basslink. I
looked to see the voting position of the National Party
senators. I think they must have been all off at the pub,
because they were not there. Talk about missing in
action! Talk about representing their constituents! They
know what their government’s position is.
We have all heard that the Leader of the National Party
is trying to run through this issue as much as he can. I
believe in democracy and people’s views being heard.
Tomorrow I will present a petition signed by more than
600 people opposing Basslink that was given to me to
table in Parliament. The people who gave it to me are
from the electorate of Gippsland South, and they gave it
to me because they do not have faith in their local
member.
It is important that this petition be tabled, because we
must make sure the views of those people in the
community are heard in Parliament. We in the Bracks
government stand up for all views, and we analyse and
look after the needs of those people. What this
government aims to do is ensure that those who fish get
looked after and that as much as possible this project
will not interfere with those who engage in all
recreational activities. It is very important for the
government to recognise and acknowledge those
concerns, and it does. The government will work with
the community on this issue.
In the brief time available to me to make this
contribution I want to highlight the comments that have
been made by honourable members opposite, given that
they are members of a political party across this country
that is doing things completely differently. It was
interesting to hear the Leader of the Opposition saying,
‘We agree with everything the Leader of the National
Party said today, but we are not going to vote with
him’. Talk about having a quid both ways! Talk about
saying one thing and doing something else! There they
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are in opposition, desperately trying to straddle the
fence, trying to pretend that they are in one camp while
trying to be in another.
Why do they not show a bit of credibility and a bit of
leadership and come out and state their real position,
rather than saying, ‘We support the Leader of the
National Party, but of course we won’t vote with him.’?
Show a bit of credibility and stand up for what you
believe in!
Ayes, 9
Davies, Ms
Delahunty, Mr
Ingram, Mr (Teller)
Jasper, Mr
Kilgour, Mr

Maughan, Mr (Teller)
Ryan, Mr
Savage, Mr
Steggall, Mr

Noes, 74
Allan, Ms
Allen, Ms
Asher, Ms
Ashley, Mr
Baillieu, Mr
Barker, Ms
Batchelor, Mr
Beattie, Ms
Brumby, Mr
Burke, Ms
Cameron, Mr
Campbell, Ms
Carli, Mr
Clark, Mr
Cooper, Mr
Dean, Dr
Delahunty, Ms
Dixon, Mr
Doyle, Mr
Duncan, Ms
Elliott, Mrs
Fyffe, Mrs
Garbutt, Ms
Gillett, Ms
Haermeyer, Mr
Hamilton, Mr
Hardman, Mr
Helper, Mr
Holding, Mr
Honeywood, Mr
Howard, Mr
Hulls, Mr
Kosky, Ms
Kotsiras, Mr
Langdon, Mr (Teller)
Languiller, Mr
Leigh, Mr

Motion negatived.

Leighton, Mr
Lenders, Mr
Lim, Mr
Lindell, Ms
Loney, Mr
Lupton, Mr
McCall, Ms
McIntosh, Mr
Maddigan, Mrs
Maxfield, Mr
Mildenhall, Mr
Mulder, Mr
Napthine, Dr
Nardella, Mr
Overington, Ms
Pandazopoulos, Mr
Paterson, Mr
Perton, Mr
Peulich, Mrs
Phillips, Mr
Pike, Ms
Plowman, Mr
Richardson, Mr
Robinson, Mr
Rowe, Mr
Seitz, Mr
Shardey, Mrs
Smith, Mr (Teller)
Spry, Mr
Stensholt, Mr
Thwaites, Mr
Trezise, Mr
Viney, Mr
Vogels, Mr
Wells, Mr
Wilson, Mr
Wynne, Mr
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Honourable members interjecting.
Mr BATCHELOR (Minister for Transport) — Are
you ready to start the day?
The SPEAKER — Order! The minister, moving his
motion.
Mr Richardson interjected.
Mr BATCHELOR — Go back to sleep now.
The SPEAKER — Order! The minister shall
address the Chair.
Mr BATCHELOR — I did not mean you,
Honourable Speaker, I meant the honourable member
for Forest Hill.
The SPEAKER — Order! I have already asked the
minister to move his motion.
Mr BATCHELOR — I desire to move:
That, pursuant to sessional order 6(3), the orders of the day,
government business, relating to the following bills be
considered and completed by 4.00 p.m. on Thursday,
10 October 2002 — —

Mrs Peulich interjected.
Mr BATCHELOR — Because we are not sitting
on Friday.
The SPEAKER — Order! The honourable member
for Bentleigh shall cease interjecting. The Leader of the
House shall ignore interjections.
Mr BATCHELOR — The bills are:
Wrongs and other Acts (Public Liability Insurance
Reform) Bill
Constitution (Parliamentary Reform) Bill
Road Safety (Responsible Driving) Bill
Commissioner for Ecologically Sustainable
Development Bill
Federal Awards (Uniform System) Bill
Crimes (Property Damage and Computer Offences) Bill
Travel Agents (Amendment) Bill
Business Licensing Legislation (Amendment) Bill

This is a legislative program of some eight pieces of
legislation in a normal parliamentary sitting week.
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Mrs Peulich interjected.
The SPEAKER — Order! The honourable member
for Bentleigh!
Mr BATCHELOR — She has been out for dinner.
The SPEAKER — Order! And the minister.
Mr BATCHELOR — We are seeking for
Parliament to consider the eight bills this week. It is not
an unusual number. It is not an extraordinarily heavy
workload; it is quite a normal workload. I have already
heard in the public domain some complaints from the
opposition that this is too onerous, that there are too
many bills. I thought it would be appropriate to address
that fair and square, head-on, here tonight, in case it
was an argument that someone foolishly enough
wanted to pursue later on.
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then the consequence of that will be to sit beyond the
normal time so we can achieve the outcome of eight
bills this week.
Mr DOYLE (Leader of the Opposition) — On the
question of time on this government business program,
I have just heard the most incredible attempt at defence
before we even had an argument put. It is interesting —
and we will be looking at Hansard very carefully —
that the Leader of the House apparently thinks that a
4-hour debate on something as important as Basslink is
wasted time, in his words. We will be looking at that
very carefully.
An honourable member interjected.
Mr DOYLE — Bye-bye! Just wait for what
happens in Narracan as a result of that statement.

Mr BATCHELOR — I did not say that at all. I said
we are wasting time. The Leader of the Opposition has
already started this debate in a very untruthful way. I
said today that we have seen people wasting time here
and that we were likely to see that happening later on
tonight.

The Leader of the House puts it to us that this is not an
unusual amount of legislation. It is the amount of
legislation that he focuses on. ‘It is only eight bills’, he
says. Let’s examine that. These are eight major bills
that deal with issues such as the public liability crisis;
major and fundamental changes to Parliament itself and
the constitution of Victoria; major and controversial
changes to industrial relations; ecology and
conservation issues; road safety issues; serious issues of
crime; and two or three other matters as well. So it is
not the number of bills, it is the profound nature of the
bills — and they are profound in a legislative, social,
economic, environmental and political way. The
implications of these bills for our communities are
enormous. We have dealt with a motion of great
importance to our community today, and there is a
second motion, put by the honourable member for
Gippsland East, of equal moment which also should be
dealt with this week. Obviously this is not a normal
week.

People in the electorate expect that when
parliamentarians come into Parliament in session to
pass legislation they deal with bills. The tom-toms have
been beating, the smoke signals are already out there in
the papers, and it appears that a workload of some eight
bills this particular week is onerous and that it is
beyond the capability of the opposition to grapple with
the range of issues that are there, the enormity of these
bills, and it is just too difficult and tiresome and too
much hard work.

If you look at what we have left — and this is what the
Leader of the House is proposing — you see that we
have something like 12 hours of debate left in a normal
week. The Leader of the House would have us believe
that these eight pieces of legislation can be dealt with in
12 hours, which would mean that members of the
Liberal Party, for instance, would have about
45 minutes per bill for all of the contributions it wishes
to make. Does he seriously suggest that that is
reasonable debate on each of these bills?

We normally do many more bills than this. It was
interesting to note that on 6 June this year we passed
10 bills. In the week ending 9 May we passed 7 bills.
That is to be compared with the week ending
28 May 1999, during the period the opposition was in
government, when 13 bills were undertaken. So today
we are asking Parliament to do a bit of work. The
community expects that when members of Parliament
come into this chamber they do a bit of work. We have
seen a lot of wasted time tonight. We have seen people
making unduly long speeches.
Mr Doyle interjected.

Well, this government is not afraid of hard work: we
are not afraid to come into the parliamentary chamber
and put bills through. We will do that. If we have to sit
later because some members of the opposition are
choosing to filibuster, to unduly extend the debates,

Mr Batchelor interjected.
Mr DOYLE — The answer is yes, he says —
45 minutes on each of these bills for the entirety of the
Liberal Party is appropriate, including bills on the
issues I have referred to.
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The other possibility is that, despite the family-friendly
hours bleating of the other side, we will once again be
here until 3.00 or 4.00 in the morning tonight and
tomorrow night to get through this program because we
have had these eight bills brought into this place. That
is the only other possibility — that, despite the
complaints of the other side about family-friendly
hours, we will go until 2.00, 3.00 or 4.00 in the
morning. That is not realistic.
The proposed program does not allow proper scrutiny
of or debate on this legislation. It is not appropriate,
given the importance and weight of these bills — in
fact it is worse than that, it is an insult to the Parliament
and the people of Victoria — that we are asked to
consider bills of this moment within maybe a 12 or
14-hour debating period, unless what the government is
telling us is that it has abandoned all the principles it
held so firmly before it got into government and that we
now are going to go until 4.00 in the morning.
I also point out that this house has sat for three days
since 6 June — which the minister pointed out earlier.
Three whole days! If this is such an important
legislative program, why were we not sitting earlier?
‘Hardworking government’ is the phrase the Leader of
the House used. The upper house has not sat from
13 June until today, and that is within the government’s
control. We said, ‘Bring them back on the same day as
us’, but no, ‘This is a hardworking government. Give us
three or four months off at a time, and then when we sit
for three days give us a three-week break, and then we
must have this sort of program’.
There is no reason for this program given we have had
plenty of time to sit, to debate and to scrutinise this
legislation. If this government were serious about this
legislative program then it would have sat earlier, an
appropriate time would be made available and the
program would be reasonable. Transparently, the
government is not serious about this program. What it
offers is an insult to Parliament and to the community
of Victoria, and we will vigorously oppose the
government business program for the sham that it is.
Mr MAUGHAN (Rodney) — I wish to make a
number of points on the government business program.
The first is that it is obvious that an election is in the air;
you can smell it! The government is now trying to get
through the remainder of its promises prior to going to
an early election. That is obvious. Eight bills this week
really is ridiculous given the importance of several of
those bills, particularly the first two on the notice paper,
which are to do with changing the constitution and the
important issue of public liability insurance.
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Before getting onto that, however, I make the point that
the government is asking us to debate eight bills this
week, and as at today the National Party has been
unable to obtain briefings on two of those pieces of
legislation. I think that is absolutely appalling.
One of those two pieces of legislation is the Federal
Awards (Uniform System) Bill, and I will just go
through what happened. My colleague in the upper
house, the Honourable Bill Baxter, rang the Premier’s
office on 23 September. He rang again and was advised
that Mark Madden would get back to him. He rang
again the following day and was told that the person
who took the previous call was no longer there but
someone would get back to him. He rang the Premier’s
office again on 25 September and spoke with Asina. On
25 September Jenny Doran from the Premier’s office
telephoned and advised that the department was unable
to provide a briefing but that she would substitute. My
colleague quite rightly turned that down because the
person concerned was a political adviser rather than a
bureaucrat. So as at today there has been no briefing.
The other piece of legislation involved is the
Commissioner for Ecologically Sustainable
Development Bill. After 14 days of asking, no briefing
on it has been provided to the National Party. We have
eight bills to debate this week, including those two bills
on which we are expected to make up our minds as a
party without having had a briefing from the
government. That is the sort of inefficiency that is
happening here all the time. It is complete ineptitude.
That is the first point I make, that we are not properly
prepared because we have not been able to get those
briefings.
The second point is the importance of the legislation.
The first two pieces of legislation on the notice paper
are the Constitution (Parliamentary Reform) Bill, a very
important piece of legislation that has significant effects
for all the people of Victoria, and that debate will be
limited by time, and the Wrongs and Other Acts (Public
Liability Insurance Reform) Bill, a very important piece
of legislation to do with public liability insurance,
which the government at long last has been dragged
kicking and screaming to do something about. It was
the Leader of the National Party, yet again, that made
the running on this bill, and it was not until the
government was shamed into doing something that it
finally brought forward some legislation at the eleventh
hour. They are two very important pieces of legislation.
We need time on those two bills; I think at least 6 or
7 hours. That means we need to go through until this
time tomorrow night if we are sitting normal working
hours — and I suspect we are not.
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The third point I want to make is that there has been a
change in the government’s business program. I spoke
to David Fredericks on Wednesday of last week and we
agreed to the order of those pieces of legislation. I am
now advised that David Fredericks was trying to
contact me yesterday to tell me about changes which I
heard about for the first time after question time started
today. Clearly he has been trying to ring me on my
mobile. I have not got my mobile with me at the
moment and perhaps have not got the message; but I
advise David Fredericks that I have been in this place
since 5 o’clock yesterday afternoon.
My telephone number is in the Parliament House
directory. In case he has lost it, it is 9651 8522. That
goes through to my pager if I am not there. And in case
he does not get any of those, he can look up the
directory and find my pager number. So it is not that I
am not contactable, but in the last 24 hours I have not
heard from the government on the change in the order. I
resent that, because if we are going to cooperate — and
I am more than happy to cooperate — then we need to
keep in close contact. I ask for a little more cooperation.
The National Party is obviously not happy with this
business program and not happy with these
family-friendly hours.
The SPEAKER — Order! The honourable
member’s time has expired.
Mr MAXFIELD (Narracan) — I will speak very
briefly here tonight because I do not want to spend a lot
of time debating the issue of time; I want to get on with
debating the bills we came here to debate. I was elected
by the constituents of Narracan to debate the bills that
affect them. I was elected so that we could take up the
issues that are important to my electorate. In the three
years that I have been a member here I have seen hour
after hour wasted by members of the opposition, who
seem to have nothing better to do with their time than to
debate the matter of time. They could be debating a
whole range of important and serious issues, but will
they debate them? No, they want to debate the question
of time.
They are running around saying, ‘How can you stretch
it out?’. We have listened today to a speech by the
Leader of the National Party. He had to make it last an
hour and a half or more so he repeated the same point
over and over again. He could certainly have
concertinaed it but still got his message across.
We see a lot of time wasted in this chamber, and we do
not need to waste that time. We can be prompt and
efficient in our debates in the chamber. I certainly will
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not be speaking for too much longer on the matter of
time, because I want to get down to the real issues we
are here for.
Dr DEAN (Berwick) — Only the honourable
member for Narracan could say that a speech on a
particular topic was a waste of time when he in fact was
one of the major speakers on the topic.
Putting that aside, when I stood up here and talked
about the program for the last sitting week I said words
to the effect that seven bills were a lot of bills but we
could get through them because they were of a minor
nature and we agreed on virtually all of them. Whether
or not a program is feasible depends entirely on the
content of the bills being put up.
This week we have eight bills for debate, all of which
are major bills. Even if they were not major bills, even
if they were bills where maybe we were only moving
some amendments or were agreeing with quite a
number of them, one of those bills is to amend the
structure of the upper house and change the legislature
in this state forever. This is a bill which has been
mucked in with seven other bills and which we now
have effectively one and a half days left to debate.
One of the points the opposition has been making is
that this government is using this constitutional bill as
some sort of trigger for an election. What better
evidence could we have of that statement than that it
has put this major bill in with seven other major bills,
with 45 minutes a bill for debate, and it is rushing it
through and will probably try to make the house sit late
and do all the things it said when it was in opposition it
would never do.
Recently I came across a statement by the Premier on a
matter concerning the way debates would occur in the
house:
We will also introduce a system where the times of major
debates and legislation are fixed in advance and publicly
announced through advertisements in daily newspapers on the
Monday of each sitting week.

Like everything else the Premier has said, nothing like
that has ever happened. And where are we now? We
are here late at night, not even starting a program, one
of the bills of which, amongst another seven, is to
amend the upper house.
What about whether or not this could be done a
different way? If this session was to run its full term,
we would have about another five weeks — another
five weeks where these bills could be very easily
handled. So why is it that these major bills are all being
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crammed into one week? Could it be that this
government is trying to rush to an election?
I love the statement about how hardworking they are.
Do you know, Mr Speaker, that the commonwealth
government has already sat for four weeks? Do you
know that the Parliament in New South Wales has
already sat for four weeks in this session? How long
has this hardworking government sat? Three days. Why
was it that we had one week on and then three weeks
off? What happened in the three weeks that we were
not sitting? We now have one week to debate eight
major bills, including a constitutional amendment!
I love the bit about how the opposition has wasted time
on the previous bill. As a matter of fact, the opposition
had one speaker who spoke for 10 minutes. There were
three speakers on the other side who all spoke for
lengthy periods. What we have tonight is humbug.
Government members know this program is totally
impractical. They know it cannot possibly be done.
They know it goes against all the commitments they
made when they were in opposition. Why are they
doing it all? Because they have to rush to an election.
Why do they have to rush to an election? It is for the
same reason that Mr Cain rushed to an election in 1988.
He did not want people to know what was going to
happen after the election — he knew about the
problems the economy was in. That is the very same
reason why this mob is rushing to an election.
The SPEAKER — Order! The honourable
member’s time has expired.
Mr CAMERON (Minister for Local
Government) — Here we have a legislative program
where the government wants to make this house work.
One of the items on the government business program
is a legislative amendment to make the upper house
work, and yet here we have this mob doing anything it
can to avoid — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! I ask the house to
quieten down.
Mr CAMERON — Thank you very much for your
protection, Mr Speaker. The Liberal and National
parties detest work. They do not want the upper house
to work, and to prove the point they do not want this
house to work. No, they want to sit here and quibble
over time rather than get on with the hard business that
goes on in this house, and that is about debating
legislation.
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We have heard the honourable member for Berwick
complain and carp about the three-week interval since
this house was last sitting. Three weeks was a sensible
interval given the fact that the opposition is divided and
cannot form a position. Opposition members have had
three weeks to form a position on the legislative
program and still they cannot. Why do they not want
Victorians to know their position on these bits of
legislation? One has only to look at what occurred in
this house today with Basslink where we had Liberal
Party members running around giving impressions here
and there. Did they not hate it that they had to come in
here and declare their position? Did they not hate it that
they had to vote in this house so that the public would
know where they stood? And that is what we have in
the legislative program.
Dr Dean — On a point of order, Mr Speaker, the
Minister for Local Government is being entirely
irrelevant to the question of time. It is not a debate
about what the opposition’s policies are or are not on
Basslink.
Mr CAMERON — On the point of order,
Mr Speaker, this is not a matter involving the question
of time. This is a matter involving the government
business program.
The SPEAKER — Order! I am not prepared to
uphold the point of order at this point, but I remind the
minister that this is a narrow debate.
Mr CAMERON — The government wants to get
on with the business of debating legislation. It wants to
get on with the business where members of this house
declare their position, where they tell the public where
they stand, and if the Liberal Party and the National
Party are not prepared do that, they should have the
common decency to simply say that.
The government is not only ready, it is able, and it
wants to get on with the business of working. The
government simply says to the opposition, ‘Stop being
lazy, stop being useless and get on with the job’.
Mr PERTON (Doncaster) — That is one of the
most stupid speeches ever delivered by a minister at the
table, even on this issue of the question of time.
Members of the public are looking quizzically at this
strange business program of the government, where the
government is suggesting that it wants to get eight bills
through this week, including what it claims is the most
important bill in its entire legislative program — the
Constitution (Parliamentary Reform) Bill.
This is a bill that it says is critical to the democracy of
the state. This is a bill that this government says ought
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to fundamentally change the structure of the upper
house. This is a bill that ought to fundamentally change
the structure of government in this house. And this
government wants to allocate 2 hours to the debate —
2 hours to what is, in its words, the most important bill
in this entire Parliament. What an absurdity!
But the absurdity gets even worse than that. This
morning the Premier announced that the Crimes
(Property Damage and Computer Offences) Bill was a
crucial bill that needed to be passed by the Parliament
in this week of sitting. Do you know that this bill is
totally based on the model criminal code officers
committee report of January 2001. And do you know
that in May of 2001 there was a Parliament that treated
this legislation seriously. It was the Carr government in
New South Wales that, in a timely fashion, dealt with
the serious issues of computer hacking. It was not only
able to introduce the bill into the house in April of
2001, but was able to pass it through both houses of
Parliament by the end of May 2001.
What a joke that this government brings this bill in
almost two years after the committee completed its
report, two years after this government signed up to it,
and the government brings it into the house this week
claiming that it is an urgent bill.
I have announced that we will be moving an
amendment to this bill to deal with the question of
bushfire arson. What could be a more crucial issue in
this time of drought than the way in which we treat the
felony of bushfire arson. Of course this government
does not take it seriously, anyway. One would have
thought that setting a bushfire was the equivalent of a
terror offence, but this government has set the penalty
for that as a mere 15 years.
The South Australian Parliament, which introduced the
same bill in August this year, has a 20-year penalty. We
have a serious amendment to deliver, an amendment
that I believe the National Party will support, and
although we are still awaiting the response of the
Independents, I understand they will support it as well.
Yet this government will string out the debate on the
other bills so we will get to the trigger of 4 o’clock on
Thursday without dealing with the amendments to this
bill. This is one of the most crucial bills in the house, as
the Premier said today, which the government should
treat seriously and debate properly.
This is a government that is full of cant and hypocrisy.
This is a government that claimed in opposition it
would be transparent. This is a government that claimed
in opposition that the Parliament would sit family
friendly hours. I had a minister sit next to me during the
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last division and just look at me and say, ‘Three o’clock
in the morning!’. Even ministers think this is insane, yet
this is the behaviour of a government that said it would
raise parliamentary standards.
I believe they have taken lies to new heights. They have
reduced transparency in the house and in government,
and they should stand condemned by their business
program.
The SPEAKER — Order! The time set for this
debate has expired.
House divided on motion:

Ayes, 46
Allan, Ms
Allen, Ms
Barker, Ms
Batchelor, Mr
Beattie, Ms
Bracks, Mr
Brumby, Mr
Cameron, Mr
Campbell, Ms
Carli, Mr
Davies, Ms
Delahunty, Ms
Duncan, Ms
Garbutt, Ms
Gillett, Ms
Haermeyer, Mr
Hamilton, Mr
Hardman, Mr
Helper, Mr
Holding, Mr (Teller)
Howard, Mr
Hulls, Mr
Ingram, Mr

Kosky, Ms
Langdon, Mr (Teller)
Languiller, Mr
Leighton, Mr
Lenders, Mr
Lim, Mr
Lindell, Ms
Loney, Mr
Maddigan, Mrs
Maxfield, Mr
Mildenhall, Mr
Nardella, Mr
Overington, Ms
Pandazopoulos, Mr
Pike, Ms
Robinson, Mr
Savage, Mr
Seitz, Mr
Stensholt, Mr
Thwaites, Mr
Trezise, Mr
Viney, Mr
Wynne, Mr

Noes, 41
Asher, Ms
Ashley, Mr
Baillieu, Mr
Burke, Ms
Clark, Mr
Cooper, Mr
Dean, Dr
Delahunty, Mr
Dixon, Mr
Doyle, Mr
Elliott, Mrs
Fyffe, Mrs
Honeywood, Mr
Jasper, Mr
Kilgour, Mr
Kotsiras, Mr
Leigh, Mr
Lupton, Mr
McArthur, Mr
McCall, Ms
McIntosh, Mr

Motion agreed to.

Maclellan, Mr
Maughan, Mr (Teller)
Mulder, Mr
Napthine, Dr
Paterson, Mr
Perton, Mr
Peulich, Mrs
Phillips, Mr
Plowman, Mr
Richardson, Mr
Rowe, Mr
Ryan, Mr
Shardey, Mrs
Smith, Mr (Teller)
Spry, Mr
Steggall, Mr
Thompson, Mr
Vogels, Mr
Wells, Mr
Wilson, Mr
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Crime: Mitcham
Mr WELLS (Wantirna) — I condemn the Bracks
Labor government for its do-nothing approach to law
and order in this state. Violent crime is on the increase,
and crimes against the person are on the increase. We
need only look at the Legislative Assembly seat of
Mitcham. In the period 1999–2000 to 2001–02 total
crime went up in Blackburn and Laburnum by 11.3 per
cent; in Mitcham by 15.6 per cent; and in Vermont by
16.4 per cent.
Those figures are taken from police statistics based on
postcodes. To make it worse, in Mitcham, with the
postcode of 3132 and at the heart of the state seat of
Mitcham, crime has jumped 11.2 per cent in just one
year, or in raw figures, 1022 to 1136. This goes along
with the recent statements put out by the Liberal Party
on violent crime jumping by 24.7 per cent in three years
under this government. Homicide is up 32.9 per cent;
arson, 30.9 per cent; and aggravated burglaries, 29.6 per
cent. This is typical of a do-nothing government and the
way it treats its citizens with regard to law and order.
The SPEAKER — Order! The honourable
member’s time has expired.

Brimbank: financial management
Mr LANGUILLER (Sunshine) — I rise today to
set the record straight on Brimbank City Council.
Firstly, when the Liberal government forced local
government amalgamations in 1994 it sent many
councils to their knees by setting rate caps and forcing
staff cuts. The Liberals failed to foresee the unfunded
superannuation liability resulting from the hundreds of
redundancies. What did the Liberals do when this came
to light? They walked away with no care and no
responsibility, leaving the cash-strapped councils to
carry the heaviest of burdens.
Brimbank council’s burden was considerable. But
Brimbank council tackled the challenge head on with a
strong financial strategy. In 1997 the council had a debt
of $47 million. Five years on and the debt has been
reduced by $10 million. In 1997 the council had an
operating loss of $15 million. In 2001–02 the council
achieved its second successive operating surplus. That
is a positive turnaround of over $25 million in five
years. That is a fine performance by any standard, and it
did not need to sell off the farm and cut crucial services
like the Kennett regime did to get out of the red.
The council addresses important issues head on, as
evidenced by its implementing a zero-tolerance
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campaign in relation to cleanliness and the amenity of
strip shopping areas, developing a youth strategy and
working on a drugs strategy. I suggest to the
ill-informed Liberal member for Knox that before he
gets up in the Parliament on a subject matter of which
he has no knowledge that he further consider the
performance of Brimbank City Council — —
The SPEAKER — Order! The honourable
member’s time has expired.

Water: Wimmera–Mallee pipeline
Mr DELAHUNTY (Wimmera) — The
communities of south-west Victoria are angry with the
composition of the recently announced
Wimmera–Mallee pipeline steering committee as
highlighted by the front page of today’s Hamilton
Spectator. Personally I am extremely disappointed, in
fact appalled, with the structure of the 12-member
committee.
I congratulate Warracknabeal farmer Chris Hewitt as
chair and other members of the committee. However, I
am disturbed there is no representative in the area from
Balmoral, the start of the Glenelg River, to the sea. This
is a disastrous situation considering all the effort which
has gone into bringing the Wimmera–Mallee and
Glenelg regions together on water management.
South-west councils and the Glenelg waterways
restoration group have worked tirelessly with others in
the region on the pipeline feasibility study and
environmental flows for both the Wimmera and
Glenelg rivers. With the current drought the
Wimmera–Mallee pipeline is vital to the continued
growth and prosperity of western Victoria, and I am
fearful the structure of the committee will retard the
completion of the detailed design work and hamper the
entire project, which has lost six months due to the state
government’s inaction and procrastination.
The committee announcement highlights the
city-centric approach of this government, with the
minister and her departmental staff making this
decision over 300 kilometres from western Victoria and
not having the courtesy to consult with key
stakeholders in the region.
I strongly urge the government as a matter of urgency
to reconsider the membership of this important
committee with a view to adding representation from
the Glenelg River region. I put the country first and I
want the government to do the same thing.
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National Party: Latrobe proposal

Schools: walking bus program

Mr MAXFIELD (Narracan) — I rise to talk about
the very disturbing proposal brought by the National
Party to split the Latrobe city in half. This proposal will
create a very small Traralgon council to represent about
28 000 people within the Gippsland region, and will
obviously create a significant increase in rates. We have
already seen rate rises of up to 40 per cent in other parts
of the state where separation has occurred. The
National Party’s disgraceful proposal to separate
Traralgon from Churchill, Moe and Morwell will result
in a 40 per cent rate rise for my constituents in Moe and
Newborough.

Mr HOLDING (Springvale) — I congratulate three
schools in my electorate of Springvale that are part of
the walking school bus pilot project. Southvale Primary
School, Harrisfield Primary School and Keysborough
Park Primary School were all selected to be part of this
exciting initiative. Four councils have been funded by
Vichealth to establish the pilot walking networks in
primary schools. The project aims to increase safety
skills among young people, promote healthy lifestyles
by encouraging young people to walk to and from
school, and to reduce traffic congestion and pollution
around local schools. Essentially children walk to and
from school along designated routes with parent
volunteers acting as supervisors. Children are dropped
at bus stops by parents, and children can join the walk
at designated times and stops along the way.

This is a disgraceful and divisive proposal. The ability
for us to get businesses into Latrobe city will be very
much restricted by this splitting of the council into two.
It will be divisive, it will be anti-jobs, anti-Latrobe
Valley, and clearly anti-worker. We have a duty to
ensure that those in Latrobe city get the best possible
outcome they can; the lowest possible rates with the
best possible service provided, on top of the
$100 million task force that the Bracks government has
put in place to improve the lot of those in the Latrobe
city. I condemn the National Party.

Crime: Prahran
Ms BURKE (Prahran) — According to Victoria
Police crime statistics, crime in the suburb of South
Yarra has increased over 9 per cent while Prahran has
witnessed an increase of 13 per cent. Given that both
these areas fall under the constituency I serve, you can
imagine my concern. In July this year three youths were
killed in a series of incidents involving gangs carrying
Samurai swords. Assaults and offences involving these
sorts of weapons, even machetes, are also rising, with
171 assaults recorded in the last financial year in South
Yarra alone.
The Premier insists that crime has gone down across
Victoria, but I am afraid this is little consolation to the
people of Prahran who are still too frightened to leave
their homes or walk alone in their own neighbourhoods
at night for fear that they may be attacked. Honourable
members will forgive my cynicism when I say that the
presence of the Minister for Police and Emergency
Services under the guard of four police officers in
Chapel Street on 31 August did little to allay their fears.
The people of Prahran deserve more than a task force.
They deserve more action, and an assurance that steps
will be taken to more aggressively combat crime in my
area. More police would be a very good start.

I had the pleasure of walking with students and parents
from Southvale Primary School on 6 August for the
launch of this program in the City of Greater
Dandenong, and I congratulate the City of Greater
Dandenong, including Deborah Manning and Roopa
Umesh, Vichealth and the staff and parent volunteers
who have made this pilot project possible. Vichealth
plans to treble the number of schools taking part by
offering grants of up to $30 000 to local councils to
expand the program in 2003. I encourage schools to
apply and I understand they have until 11 October to
get their applications in. I commend the project to the
house.

Crime: South Barwon
Mr PATERSON (South Barwon) — This
government promised to be tough on crime, but we
now know that the truth is very different. In my
electorate, in Torquay, Bellbrae and Jan Juc, in the
postcode area of 3228, offences have leapt from 522 in
1999–2000 to 783 in 2001–02 — from 522 offences up
to 783 offences over a two-year period. The people of
Torquay, Jan Juc and Bellbrae can no longer believe
this Labor government, if they ever did. In Barwon
Heads and Breamlea, in the 3227 postcode, offences
during 1999–2000 leapt from 232 to 285 in 2001–02.
This government clearly is weak on crime. That is why
the Liberal Party this week has been very pleased to
announce the building of a new police station in
Torquay, and I can assure the people of Torquay, Jan
Juc, Bellbrae and surrounding areas that it will deliver a
police station in Torquay earlier than the Labor Party.
Labor has not even made a start on the Torquay
ambulance and Country Fire Authority station, so how
can the ALP be trusted to build a police station?
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Buses: Delahey–Watergardens service
Mr SEITZ (Keilor) — I rise to place on the public
record my appreciation and that of the people of Keilor
of the Minister for Transport’s providing extra bus
services in the growth area of my electorate, which is a
very important region.
In particular I note and support the work carried out by
the parliamentary secretary, the honourable member for
Coburg, who has shown a great interest in the
St Albans bus service in the Keilor electorate. In fact he
has been out there a couple of times to have a look at
the situation and listen to the people. He ensured that
the allocations were made in the budget, and now the
people have a new bus route going through Delahey
and right through to Watergardens, which the Delahey
action committee has been lobbying for for quite some
time. We will also have a new bus route going up to
Hillside, starting in November, when new buses are
built for Kastoria Bus Lines.
We will have a good service in the growth area in the
Keilor electorate thanks to the minister and the
parliamentary secretary. This government and the
Treasurer are providing the funds to look after and keep
up with the growth area in my electorate. In particular I
also mention the support of Cr Natalie Suleyman and
Marilyn Zukalski, who organised the Delahey Action
Group for a bus service there, and the principals from
the schools of — —
The SPEAKER — Order! The honourable
member’s time has expired.

Crime: Caulfield
Mrs SHARDEY (Caulfield) — In 2001–02 in my
electorate of Caulfield there were more than
8000 crimes, up 3.4 per cent on the previous year.
These figures come from the Glen Eira regional police.
As you might expect in a quiet suburban locale such as
Caulfield, car thefts and house burglaries remain the
most common crimes. What is unexpected is the
alarming growth in the number of offences against
persons, up 18 per cent to 498. This appalling figure
means that on average more than one person was
robbed, assaulted, or raped in Caulfield every day
during the last financial year. This figure is extremely
disturbing in a seat where more than a third of the
population is over 55. Vandalism, drunkenness and
street offences were up by 45 per cent to 638, while
there were 146 drug offences in the 2001–02 year. The
figures also show there were 7096 offences against
property.
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I have recently conducted a survey of the community
on offences against property which shows that the
people of Caulfield feel abandoned by the Bracks
government on law and order issues. More than 80 per
cent said the Bracks government was not doing enough
to combat vandalism; 89 per cent supported banning the
sale of spray cans to minors; 74 per cent supported the
Liberal Party’s anti-graffiti plan; and 72 per cent
believed the Bracks government is doing nothing to
support their local area. It is simply not good enough.

Oakleigh Amateur Football Club
Ms BARKER (Oakleigh) — On Friday, 4 October,
I was very pleased to attend the annual dinner and
presentation night for the Oakleigh Amateur Football
Club. I congratulate and acknowledge all the players
and volunteers of this great local football club known as
the Krushers. In particular I acknowledge Matthew
Clark, who was awarded the seniors best and fairest
award as well as the best club member award. The
reserves best and fairest was awarded to Brad Grant,
and the under-19s best and fairest award went to Sean
Earl.
The president’s award was presented to Pat Torpey,
with the special effort award going to Patrick
McKenna. A medal named in honour of the late Joan
Cosgrove, who was one of the Krushers most ardent
supporters, was awarded to Damian Britt. Life
memberships were also awarded to Patsy Keays and
Andrew Monaghan, who have given many years of
wonderful voluntary service to the Oakleigh Krushers. I
would have liked to mention more, but I have run out of
time, so I wish them the best for next season. Go
Krushers!

WRONGS AND OTHER ACTS (PUBLIC
LIABILITY INSURANCE REFORM) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 12 September; motion of
Mr BRACKS (Premier).
Government amendments circulated by Mr CAMERON
(Minister for Local Government) pursuant to sessional
orders.
Opposition amendments circulated by Mr CLARK (Box
Hill) pursuant to sessional orders.
Independent amendments circulated by Mr SAVAGE
(Mildura) pursuant to sessional orders.

Mr CLARK (Box Hill) — The public liability and
insurance crisis is one of the most serious issues
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currently disrupting community and business life across
the state of Victoria. Sporting associations, community
groups and small businesses of all descriptions have
been hit hard by massive premium increases and, in
some cases, an inability to obtain insurance cover at all.
This has gone on to threaten fundamental institutions
and activities in community life across the state. Some
of these threats have been well canvassed publicly;
other areas are facing equally serious threats but have
not received as much public attention.
To give the house some illustration of the range of
activities that are being or have been threatened in
recent times by the public liability and insurance crisis,
I will mention just a few: operators of flying-fox
playground equipment, speedway operators, basketball
centres, pony clubs, equestrian centres, the medical
profession, adventure activity operators, environmental
health consultants, railway signalling providers,
printing service providers, hirers of child safety
equipment, enthusiasts for steam engines, building
surveyors and engineers. All of these have been or are
currently threatened by the crisis in public liability and
insurance. It goes to the cornerstone of our life here in
Victoria and threatens not only community activity but
also employment and our prosperity.
This crisis has a range of causes. Some of them are well
identified and agreed upon; others are more
contentious. It is generally agreed that the events of
11 September 2001 and the subsequent stock market
downturns have taken an enormous amount of capital
out of the international insurance market, causing
insurers to withdraw from many areas, particularly
low-profit, high-risk business that they consider to be
peripheral to their core operations. On top of that, the
collapse of the HIH group in Australia and other
overseas insurers has brought to an end an era of highly
aggressive price cutting.
More contentious than those two causes is the role of
legal claims. The insurance industry and many
business, professional and community organisations
argue that we have become an increasingly litigious
society and that a rapidly rising number of claims and
increasingly pro-plaintiff judicial decisions are creating
uncertainty and incurring costs that are causing insurers
either to withdraw from offering public liability
insurance altogether or to offer it only at a very high
cost.
In response the legal profession and others argue that
the number of civil court cases has not risen
significantly in recent years, that the large plaintiff law
firms are not seeing an increase in the number of clients
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on whose behalf they are making claims and that the
High Court is increasingly taking a more restrictive
approach in its decisions, which is shifting the balance
of judicial interpretation towards defendants.
However, on balance it seems to me there is strong
evidence that unjustified or exaggerated claims are rife
and are a major contributor to the cost and
unavailability of insurance. Many claims are being
settled by insurers before court proceedings are issued
for fear of legal costs and even bigger payouts being
ordered if their cases go to trial.
When you speak to small business operators across the
state they can give you numerous anecdotes to bear out
the fact that claims of the order of $5000, $10 000,
$15 000, or $20 000 are being made against them and
that their insurers are choosing to settle those claims
before proceedings are issued because they fear the
consequences and the cost of contesting them.
It also now seems that a significant number of these
claims are being made by smaller suburban and country
law firms rather than by the big plaintiff law firms.
Although it is probably correct to say that recently there
have been somewhat more restrictive decisions by the
High Court on points of legal interpretation, it is also
fair to say that the consequences of those decisions
have not flowed through to a significant change in
judicial attitude by the courts in general and particularly
by those courts that are hearing the claims in the first
instance.
The crisis is a very serious one that has for a long time
now demanded serious and urgent action — but that is
something we have certainly not seen from this
government. The government’s response to the public
liability and insurance crisis has been yet another case
of too little, too late. In typical fashion the government
has hosted talkfests, written letters to the federal
government, blamed the insurance companies and tried
to take credit for the actions of others, but what it has
not done is taken systematic and timely action itself.
The government had the opportunity to do so a year
ago — it had an opportunity probably six or nine
months ago — to take action to provide solid and
detailed advice to community organisations and
businesses about the options that were open to them, to
put them in touch with prospective insurers and to
encourage them to develop proper risk-management
regimes and potentially available pooled insurance
regimes. It had the opportunity to make a variety of law
reforms, but it did none of these things. Instead it
waited until the last minute, when individual sectors
had reached crisis point, and then it rushed around
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trying to patch up last-minute solutions on a
case-by-case basis — and on a hit-and-miss basis.
Fortunately some other institutions in the community
took action which has proved beneficial. Full credit
should go to the Municipal Association of Victoria and
the Our Community organisation for the scheme they
developed for low-risk community groups — a scheme
they developed with very little help from the
government. The pony clubs and equestrian centres
managed to find their own insurance cover. The
government introduced, right at the death knell, a
package that offered some short-term assistance for a
limited number of operators in the adventure tourism
industry. Of course the operators who were saved from
closure were very pleased with that outcome. However,
it is also fair to say that the future of that package —
how long it lasts for, what the conditions are and how
the transition from this short-term arrangement to
ongoing sustainability will be made — remains unclear
months after the initial announcement the minister
made.
Similarly the government has made some modest grants
for risk-management studies. They have had some
benefit, but it has been a limited benefit. It also needs to
be pointed out that Victoria has been the last mainland
state to bring in legislation to address some of the vital
law reform issues that are necessary to tackle this crisis.
Governments of the same political persuasion in other
states have acted far earlier. Victoria should have
legislated in the autumn sitting, just as the New South
Wales and Queensland governments did. If the
premiers of New South Wales and Queensland, Bob
Carr and Peter Beattie, were able to get their acts
together to bring legislation into their Parliament, why
was this government unable to get its act together and
bring legislation into this Parliament?
By contrast, throughout this crisis the Liberal Party has
taken a decisive stand on public liability and insurance
issues. In February this year we released a document
entitled Time for Action, which outlined both
immediate measures to assist community groups and
small businesses to gain affordable insurance and
legislative options to help reduce the upward pressure
on premiums. I can inform the house that the Bracks
government failed to act on those measures that were
put forward in our Time for Action package. I must say
that if it had acted at that time much of the heartache
that has been experienced by community organisations
and small businesses since then could well have been
avoided.
In May this year, following continued inaction by the
Bracks government, we introduced into Parliament the
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Adventure Activities Protection Bill, which was
designed to address both the cost and availability of
insurance in the adventure tourism and related sectors.
The bill was strongly supported in the Legislative
Council, but the government refused to allow it to be
debated at all in the Legislative Assembly.
More recently the Liberal Party has released a further
document setting out reform initiatives to tackle the
public liability and insurance crisis — initiatives that
are based on its strong commitment to a range of
principles, including encouraging personal
responsibility; supporting community participation;
prevention of injuries as well as treatment of injuries;
fairness, certainty and commonsense in our legal
system; and ensuring that the seriously injured are
properly looked after.
We put forward reform initiatives that would ensure
that when people voluntarily engage in risky
recreational activities they accept responsibility for
minor injuries incurred in the course of that activity.
We proposed the introduction of proportionate liability
where several defendants separately contribute to an
injury or loss. We proposed that where law firms take
on cases on a no-win, no-fee basis they should accept
responsibility for ensuring that the other party’s costs
are paid if their client loses the case and is unable or
unwilling to pay. We proposed to require that no-win,
no-fee advertisements disclose that the client would
generally be liable to pay the other side’s legal costs if
the client loses. We proposed to allow reputable
business and community organisations operating on
state government land to obtain public liability cover
jointly with the government at an incremental cost
reflecting the risk involved, which would thus eliminate
the current existing requirement for them to provide
$10 million public liability cover in favour of the
government before they were allowed to operate.
I may say that this requirement to provide $10 million
cover before being able to operate on Crown land
continues to be a major source of difficulty to many
tourism and other operators in country Victoria and a
major obstacle which it would be readily open to the
government to overcome if it so wished. It may be one
thing in times of cheap and plentiful public liability
cover to say that operators who want to carry on
activities on state government land should obtain a
policy noting the government’s involvement, or in
favour of the government, and provide that before they
are permitted to carry on their trail-riding activity, their
kayaking or whatever else it may be on state
government land. However, following the HIH
collapse, 11 September and the other factors that have
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caused the cost of public liability cover to spiral and its
availability to shrink, there needed to be — —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Phillips) — Order!
The time has come for me to interrupt the business of
the house.
Sitting continued on motion of Mr BATCHELOR
(Minister for Transport).

Mr CLARK (Box Hill) — I was making the point
that as the cost of public liability cover rises and its
availability shrinks this approach needs to be
reconsidered. This point was put very forcefully by
many adventure tourism operators to the minister at a
gathering in Mansfield recently and the minister
responded, if I heard him correctly — no doubt he will
correct me later in this debate if I am wrong — and said
that he was willing to consider the possibility of
reducing the level of cover required from $10 million to
$5 million once a catastrophic injury compensation
scheme had been established at a federal level.
It seems to me that that response is seriously inadequate
on two fronts: one, as to timing, and two, as to its
nature. As to timing, it is not within the minister’s
control, the control of this government or of this
Parliament as to if and when a national catastrophic
injury compensation scheme is established and the time
of the commencement of any such scheme. So to hold
out to operators the possibility of reducing the
requirement from $10 million to $5 million upon the
establishment of such a scheme is to hold out a prospect
that is indefinitely and indeterminately down the track,
certainly not one that is imminent or likely to be
fulfilled in time to overcome this crisis that they are
facing, which is very pressing and very desperate.
The second flaw in what the minister said goes to the
nature of what was being proposed: to reduce the cover
from $10 million to $5 million. The proposal put
forward by the Liberal Party, as it put forward in
February this year and reiterated in September, goes far
beyond that in terms of providing an adequate solution.
It goes to the heart of the issue. It goes to the fact that
when you have a reputable operator carrying on an
activity on state government land it is a matter of
benefit to the whole community, not only the local
community but to the broader statewide economy —
and the state government has an interest in fostering
and preserving that activity.
It also goes to the fact that the risk to which the
government is exposed and to which the operator is
exposed is in many instances a joint risk — for
example, if someone is conducting a horse trail ride on
state government land and a horse inadvertently puts its
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foot in a trap — a wild dog trap or similar — and the
rider falls and is injured, the rider might well sue the
operator of the trail ride on the basis that the operator
should have had a proper lookout and should have
checked whether the paths were clear, and may well
also join the government on the basis that the
government was having its staff set traps on trails
where it should have known that rides would take
place. So both are at risk of being sued over the same
incident.
It makes sense that that risk be managed through cover
that is organised to cover them jointly. Of course if the
state is taking out that cover, not just on a one-by-one
basis for separate operators but generally for all
operators which are reputable and which it wishes to
admit to the joint management, then the sheer economy
of scale should reduce the cost. This approach should
be far superior to requiring operators to go off
individually and obtain their own cover for $10 million
or $5 million. This is not something that would be
provided free of cost to the operators concerned. Under
our proposal operators would contribute their fair share
of the incremental cost arising from their activity,
reflecting the risk involved. But even bearing that share
of the cost it would be far cheaper than the regime that
prevails at present. This is a clear potential benefit to
numerous community activities and numerous small
business operators across the state and it is one that the
government has failed to take up.
The Liberal Party has also proposed, in February and
again in September, that the government should be
providing risk management guidelines to businesses
and community organisations and it should enlist the
in-house expertise that it already has through the
Victorian Managed Insurance Authority to provide
advice to the government which the government could
then distribute throughout the community — not just
bland brochures describing some of these things in
general terms but solid, decent, well-reasoned,
well-documented and detailed kits, guidelines or
procedure manuals so that basketball court operators,
speedway operators, steam engine clubs and a whole
host of community organisations, and indeed small
businesses, would not be put through the process of, as
it were, reinventing the wheel themselves, working all
of these things out from scratch themselves, but would
be given enormous practical guidance on how to put in
place the risk management techniques that so many
insurers are now insisting on as a precondition to
providing public liability insurance.
One of the classic roles of government is to disseminate
information of general community benefit. It is a role
that this government could and should have picked up
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on a year or more ago and it is something that the
government has failed adequately to do.
In like vein, in many instances there are opportunities
for industry associations or associations of community
organisations to establish pooled risk management and
insurance arrangements. The essence of those
arrangements is that instead of each individually going
off to a public liability insurer and purchasing their own
policy at substantial cost, all those participating —
whether it be as a collection of small businesses in a
particular industry or a federation of community clubs
or societies in a particular field — would pool the
money they would otherwise expend in purchasing
their separate public liability cover.
Out of that pool of money two things would be done.
Firstly, risk management arrangements would be
implemented so that the collective organisation was
able to certify to an insurer that all of its members had
met the standards the insurer needed in order to show
that each of them was properly managing risk.
Secondly, out of that pool the first level of any claim
that was made against any of the member organisations
would be met. So in effect the balance of the pool
would then be used to purchase insurance cover for
only the excess above the amount that could be met
from the pooled arrangement.
In other words, the organisations collectively would be
taking on far more of the responsibility for managing
their risk and therefore not only improving safety,
reducing the number of accidents and better managing
the claims but also reducing the costs to the member
organisations. That is something about which there is
little dispute. The principle was used by a number of
the participants in a forum the government floated in
September last year. What was missing was the
translation of the principle of the concept into effective
action, and that was something the government was
well placed to play a lead role in but something it failed
to do.
The final measure the government could and should
have taken months ago was to help put in contact with
reputable and relevant potential overseas insurers those
industry associations and associations of community
organisations that are unable to find affordable
insurance within Australia. The point needs to be made
that a range of insurers of different standing offer
insurance in Australia. Some are registered within
Australia and come under the federal Australian
Prudential Regulation Authority. Others are not
registered in Australia but are still able to write business
in this country, and they may be based in foreign
jurisdictions including the Philippines, the Cayman
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Islands and others. It is a lot harder for potential clients
to judge the credit worthiness of those insurers. It is
often a much lower cost product, but the great
uncertainty is whether the insurer will be there to pay
up if the claim is made and how difficult will it be to
actually lodge the claim and have the claim fairly and
properly assessed and the litigation properly managed.
On the other hand there are many reputable insurers
overseas who are willing to look beyond their own
shores. They are insurers who may be attracted to this
country and who may be specialists in particular
products or particular industry sectors, and what is
needed is someone to help put the different parties in
touch. Again it is a matter of avoiding the situation
where a wide range of community organisations and
small businesses that do not have expertise in the areas
concerned have to individually go through the process
of tracking down these insurers — the multiple
desperate calls, emails and faxes to overseas insurance
offices, pleading for cover, pitching the case, trying to
persuade and solicit an insurer to write cover in the
sector concerned.
A lot of that angst could already have been eliminated
had the government, which was speaking to insurers
overseas, been prepared to play that matchmaking role
and make the information available. That would have
prevented many community organisations from taking
out policies with insurers about whose credit rating or
other operational standing the clients concerned were
unsure, possibly in some instances having policies that
will not prove up if a claim is made or, equally serious,
having policies that were written for one year but will
not be available in future as the insurer is no longer
willing to continue to write the business.
These were all actions that could have been taken by
the government but were not, and the crisis in Victoria
is thus far more serious than could have been the case,
and far less assistance has been provided by the
government. Now, very late and, as I said, well after all
other mainland states the government has come to this
house with the bill now before us.
The bill has a wide range of measures in it, and I will
address each one, but as an overview I have to say that,
while some of the measures are of limited benefit,
many of these provisions are of negligible or benefit or
indeed may prove to be counterproductive. The bill is
certainly not an adequate legislative response to help
effectively to bring to an end the public liability crisis
we are facing.
Before moving on to canvass these particular provisions
I will acknowledge the input that the opposition has
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received from a wide range of parties, both individuals
and representative organisations. In particular I
acknowledge the inputs of the Insurance Council of
Australia, the Australian Plaintiff Lawyers Association,
the Law Institute of Victoria and the Australian
Medical Association.
Turning to the various provisions of the bill and taking
them roughly in the order in which they appear in the
bill, the first provisions amend the Wrongs Act in two
different respects in relation to intoxication and being
affected by drugs. These provisions require that the
intoxication of a claimant by alcohol or by drugs is to
be considered in determining liability or breach of duty.
They are provisions that flow from clause 3 in the bill
and from proposed section 14G to be inserted in the
Wrongs Act by clause 5 of the bill.
The key point to be made about these provisions,
provisions the government has included in media
releases on several occasions as being a significant
reform and improvement to the law, is that basically
they restate the existing law. It is already the position
that under the existing law whether a person entering
premises was intoxicated by alcohol or drugs and the
level of intoxication or whether they were engaged in
an illegal activity are matters that are to be taken into
consideration in determining occupiers’ liability.
Again, in determining whether or not there has been a
breach of the duty of care that is owed to a claimant it is
already the law that a court must consider whether or
not the claimant was intoxicated, the level of
intoxication and whether they were engaged in illegal
activity.
So what does this purported reform achieve? Basically
nothing further than to put into print in an act of
Parliament provisions that courts would ordinarily take
into account. In this respect these provisions are to be
contrasted with those in the New South Wales
legislation, which attempt to change the substantive
law. Whether or not the New South Wales provisions
are the right way to go is something that could be
subject to separate debate. The point I make here is that
there is very little to be gained by the provisions
proposed to be inserted by this bill. The government
may say it provides greater certainty to have these
things set out in black and white, but as always when
you replace common-law provisions with provisions in
legislation the question arises whether or not the statute
is intended to be a direct codification of the common
law or whether it is intended to say something different
to what the law already is. That is a point which can
vex lawyers and litigants and take time to resolve.
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The next matter to which I refer is a set of provisions to
be inserted by clause 6 of the bill in relation to
apologies, and there are further provisions later on in
the bill which have a similar effect in relation to the
Coroners Act. Those provisions state that apologies or
reductions or waivers of fees on their own do not
constitute admissions of liability. The intention of this
is clear: that the government wants to not have people
clam up and feel they cannot express a normal human
emotion of sympathy or condolence in the event of an
accident for fear that whatever they say might be taken
down or memorised and subsequently used against
them in court proceedings.
As I said, the intention is clear. The problem with these
provisions is that they do not seem to achieve that
intention, because while they provide that an expression
of sorrow, regret or sympathy falls within the definition
of an apology, they go on to qualify that by stating that
it does not include a clear acknowledgment of fault.
Further on in the legislation it says in several places that
nothing in the relevant section affects the admissibility
of a statement with respect to a fact in issue or tending
to establish a fact in issue.
To summarise, if you say to someone ‘I am sorry’, that
is not a clear acknowledgment of fault, but if you say to
someone ‘I am sorry. It is all my fault’, then the
apology provision is rendered inoperative. The
Australian Medical Association, amongst others, has
expressed the view that this sort of highly qualified,
highly restrictive drafting is not calculated to encourage
the outcome the government seeks to achieve. The
AMA believes doctors, amongst others, are going to be
very cautious in trying to take advantage of these
provisions because of their limited nature.
The next set of provisions to which I will refer are those
that limit the damages payable for loss of earnings to
three times average weekly earnings. Those provisions
are set out in clause 7 of the bill in proposed
section 28F(1), which is to be inserted into the Wrongs
Act. Those provisions will not apply to awards of
damages in proceedings commenced in a court before
the commencement day of the legislation, which is the
day on which it comes into operation. The provisions,
as I say, will limit the maximum amount of damages
that can be paid in respect of loss of earnings to three
times average weekly earnings.
This will not have a major impact in reducing
premiums, as it is only going to be relevant where the
plaintiff is earning currently or is expected to earn in the
future more than three times the average weekly
earnings, which currently amounts to around $2700 a
week. However, the provision reflects the proposition
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that the defendant should not be held responsible for an
unusual level of loss above the cap level, and of course
it has the consequence that people will have to take
their own steps to protect themselves against loss of
earnings greater than three times average weekly
earnings.
The Liberal Party agrees in principle with this measure.
I should point out, though, for the minister’s
consideration, one aspect on which I think there might
be a problem with the drafting of the bill. It is in
proposed section 28F(2), in which reference is made to
the court being required to disregard the amount by
which the claimant’s gross weekly earnings would, but
for the death or injury, have exceeded an amount that is
three times the amount of average weekly earnings at
the date of the award. The issue I raise is whether the
reference to the claimant’s earnings is accurate in a case
where the claimant is not the person who was killed but
is a dependant of the person who was killed.
In that instance — for example, if it is a child or widow
of a person killed in an accident — the question is
whether it is the dependant’s gross weekly earnings to
which regard is had or whether it is the earnings of the
person who has died and on whom they were
dependent.
The next measure to which I refer limits non-economic
loss damages to an amount equal to the limit set under
the Transport Accident Commission legislation, which
is currently $371 380. To avoid the confusion that some
media reports showed, it is worth making the point that
this restriction does not apply to damages for economic
loss, such as loss of earnings, or to medical or
rehabilitation costs and therefore applies primarily, if
not exclusively, to pain and suffering.
This is a cap that was recommended by the authors of
the Trowbridge report, who reported to the Insurance
Issues Working Group of the Heads of Treasuries on
13 May 2002. It is another measure with which the
Liberal Party agrees in principle, because it is a
measure that sets a community standard for what is
reasonable in terms of pain and suffering damages.
However, it is worth making the point that the general
damages to which this provision applies are a relatively
small component of the multimillion dollar payouts that
attract headlines. The cap is not going to have a
dramatic impact on those payouts. It does, though, set a
standard in terms of what is appropriate for pain and
suffering damages. Pain and suffering is, of course,
something that is not as quantifiable as loss of earnings,
and it is therefore appropriate to set a community
standard.
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The next measure to which I refer is changing the
discount rate for future economic loss from 3 per cent
to 5 per cent, with a power to vary that discount rate by
regulation. This is a complex area that is complicated
by issues of taxation and whether or not calculations are
made in real or nominal terms. I should say that the
discount rate to which the legislation refers is in effect
the rate of earnings on a damages payment which the
court is required to assume the plaintiff will be able to
obtain in order to produce, over time, a series of
payments equal to the loss of income or other future
costs which they are expected to suffer.
When the courts calculate those future earnings losses
and other costs, as I understand it, and as the opposition
was informed at the briefing provided to us by Treasury
officers, they ignore the expected growth through
inflationary pressures and wage growth pressures in
earnings over time. Courts also calculate earnings
losses in after-tax terms, which, I may say as an aside,
meant that when income tax rates were reduced in
recent times as a result of the introduction of the GST,
one of the consequences was that the damages
payments that injured persons received increased.
However, the earnings on lump sum compensation
payments that plaintiffs receive are subject to taxation
in the normal way.
The consequence of all that is that the discount rate
specified in the legislation is in effect a real after-tax
discount rate, in that the plaintiff’s earnings must factor
in both inflation and tax on top of the 5 per cent in order
to obtain net payments equal to his or her future losses.
In most instances in Victoria the discount rate is not
fixed by legislation, although 6 per cent is fixed as the
discount rate for motor accidents. In other instances, the
common law applies. The High Court has held that
3 per cent is an appropriate discount rate, and that is the
rate, therefore, that Victorian courts apply. Many other
states have changed this in the past, and 5 per cent is a
common discount rate in many other jurisdictions.
Five per cent was also the discount rate that was
recommended by the Trowbridge report to the
insurance issues working group. However, the Ipp
report, which was made public on 2 October,
recommended a 3 per cent discount rate based on
advice that that group had received from the
commonwealth actuary to the effect that a real discount
rate of between 2 per cent and 4 per cent was
appropriate in Australia. The Ipp report gave several
numerical examples showing that in the case of a totally
and permanently incapacitated 25-year-old plaintiff,
moving the discount rate from 3 per cent to 5 per cent
would reduce the lump sum that that person received
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for loss of earnings by 25 per cent. For a totally and
permanently incapacitated 45-year-old plaintiff, the
reduction would be 15 per cent. So of all the measures
in the bill, in accordance with the advice that the
opposition has received from several sources, it is this
alteration to the discount rate that is likely to have the
biggest impact in dollar terms.
That imposes a particular responsibility on the
government to make sure it gets the discount rate
correct. It is welcome that in this provision there is the
power to prescribe a different discount rate to the 5 per
cent, because the principle that should apply in setting a
discount rate is not to use an artificially high discount
rate so as to undercompensate the victim. The principle
should be that the discount rate is based on a fair
estimate of what lump sum is needed to provide the
relevant future returns to the injured person, particularly
in light of the findings of the Ipp report, which became
available only in the last few days, after the government
had brought the legislation to Parliament.
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is going to live or, if there are injuries, how long into
the future a particular severity will last. Because at the
time a court determines its judgment it has to make a
best estimate about all of those factors and that estimate
may prove to be an overestimate or an underestimate.
Under lump sum payments, and indeed under the
structured settlement arrangements as they are most
likely to be introduced, there is not a great deal of
adjustment for that. There is adjustment in the sense
that one of the ways in which the periodic payments
can be funded is by an annuity, which by definition
may be for the lifetime of the plaintiff, but there are still
a lot of uncertainties for the future that are not
addressed by the regime established by the bill. That is
not a criticism of the government. The legislation
responds to matters discussed by various Australian
governments, but I simply make the point that this is
only a step down the path that may need to be followed.

It would be appropriate if some careful thought were
given to the operation of inflation and to the operation
of taxation consequences to make sure that the
government is satisfied that the discount rate of 5 per
cent is fair and appropriate, because it is very easy to
assume that the 5 per cent discount rate in the bill
corresponds with a 5 per cent rate of interest on money
that one might put on deposit. For the reasons that I
have explained, and given the tax effects and the
inflation effects, that is not the case.

There is a further aspect. There is often concern about
what is sometimes called the pot of gold effect of the
potential of large lump sum payments in terms of
distorting incentives and also the way in which those
lump sums are managed and paid. The question has to
be asked whether as a matter of public policy there
should be circumstances in which the court should be
either authorised or possibly even required to award
compensation in the form of periodic payments, even if
one or both parties do not agree. Again that is
something to which we should all be giving further
consideration.

The next provisions to which I refer are those relating
to structured settlements, which are contained in
clause 8. These allow structured settlements, which are
agreements between the parties for compensation by
periodic payment, to qualify for income tax relief,
which the commonwealth government has agreed to
introduce to facilitate those sorts of structured payment
arrangements.

The next area of the bill on which I comment is the
provision relating to good Samaritans. Those provisions
remove liability from good Samaritans for actions done
by them in good faith to prevent death or injury or to
help injured persons. The point should be made that
corresponding provisions for volunteers do not apply to
Country Fire Authority or State Emergency Service
volunteers.

The use of these payments is a good thing in principle,
because it has the potential to allow a better matching
between the needs of the injured person and the timing
of the receipt of payments. When payments are
received as a lump sum it is not necessarily easy to
manage that lump sum in a way that will produce a
stream of income that meets the needs of the injured
person going into the future, so structured settlements
are one step towards that.

There is a further omission in relation to good
Samaritans that they do not apply to good Samaritans
who act voluntarily to protect property or livestock in
bushfires, flood or other emergencies. These provisions
only apply to people who act in good faith to prevent
death or injury or to help injured persons. The question
may be asked as to why these provisions do not go
further. The principle underlying them is that if you do
not have legislation that makes it clear that people who
act gratuitously in these circumstances are protected,
people will be disinclined to render assistance and that
is obviously not a good thing.

I should say although they are a step in the right
direction there still remain important issues to be
resolved, particularly the issue of managing the
uncertainty about how long into the future the plaintiff
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I next comment on the provisions relating to volunteers,
which in a sense mesh in with the provisions relating to
good Samaritans. Those provisions transfer the liability
of volunteers doing community work from the
volunteer to the organisation for which they are
working. As I said before, these provisions do not apply
to volunteers under the Country Fire Authority Act
1958, the Emergency Management Act 1986 or the
Victoria State Emergency Service Act 1987, nor do
they apply to a person complying with a direction under
the CFA act or to a volunteer who has statutory
immunity under other legislation.
It should also be said that these provisions will not
commence until a date to be proclaimed or 1 July 2003,
whichever is the earlier. This is a delay introduced
apparently, as the opposition understands, in case the
government decides that regulations are needed to
implement these provisions. There are some aspects of
these provisions that provide for regulations, for
example, in relation to whether there are small levels of
remuneration that a volunteer can earn without being
disqualified as a volunteer. I make the point to the
minister that there are community organisations that are
looking forward eagerly to the commencement of these
provisions. Indeed the decisions they have to make
about directors and officers insurance are vitally
dependent on the commencement of these provisions.
A delay through to July next year may be sufficiently
long that they are faced with the inability to obtain that
insurance and potentially a decision that they may cease
operation as a result. Having been contacted by one
individual associated with a voluntary organisation
faced with that dilemma, I assure the minister that it is
not theoretical but actual. I urge the minister to ensure
that this provision will be brought into force rapidly,
that a decision is made quickly as to whether
regulations are needed and that, if possible, the
provisions will be brought into operation before the
making of regulations.
I should comment on the scope of these provisions.
Some of them limit the protection that appears to be
given to volunteers. Other aspects of the provisions run
the risk of leaving injured persons without any effective
remedy. The limitation contained in the bill is that the
immunity given to volunteers does not apply if the
volunteer knew or ought to have known that he or she
was acting outside the scope of community work or
contrary to the instructions given by the community
organisation, or if their ability to provide the service
which they are providing in a proper manner was
significantly affected by drugs or alcohol.
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While one can see the objectives of the government in
drafting the provisions in this way it does seem to me
there is a significant risk from the point of view of the
volunteer that if it is being alleged against them that
they have been negligent one of the aspects of the
allegation will be that they acted contrary to the
instructions given by the community organisation
concerned — for example, if they were given direction
where to place barricades or how to handle safety
equipment, handle hoses or deploy cranes or other
equipment and if the accident which gives rise to the
litigation was caused because they failed to carry out
the instructions given by the community organisation,
the immunity which they were told they had will not
apply. That seems to be a serious potential weakness in
the scheme being set up by the act. It will go to defeat
what is a laudable objective — namely, to give
confidence to volunteers that they are unlikely to be
sued.
The other problem with the provision is the handling of
the removal of immunity from volunteers. The bill says
that the liability that would otherwise attach to the
volunteer will instead attach to the organisation for
which they are volunteering. The question that arises is
what happens if that organisation does not have public
liability insurance or does not have adequate assets? I
think the answer has to be — I will be interested to hear
the minister’s views later in the debate — that in such
circumstances the plaintiff is unlikely to be able to
recover damages for the injury they suffer because
there is no party with the assets from which those
damages can be paid.
It is one thing to say that this immunity will apply to
community organisations that have a given and
specified level of public liability insurance which is
considered to be adequate to the circumstances, but the
bill runs the risk that over time community
organisations will draw the conclusion that they do not
really need to bother to obtain public liability insurance
cover and that it would be in their interests not to have a
great deal of assets. In some respects that would be
perfectly logical from the point of view of the
community organisation concerned, but it would have
the public policy consequence that persons who were
injured through the activities of those organisations
would be left without any form of redress.
I certainly hope that most community organisations will
be sufficiently public spirited and will recognise, in
taking into account their overall interests, that not
having proper cover is likely to be a factor that will
deter people from taking part in their activities. You
would hope that those incentives and their public
spiritedness will ensure that most organisations have
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public liability insurance. Nonetheless, the risk remains
that some will not and some will allow their policies to
lapse, and people who are injured will therefore be left
without any redress.
The next provision I mention says that people who
donate food for charity are not liable provided that the
food they donate is safe when it leaves them and
provided also that they tell the recipient of the food
about any required food-handling procedures and any
applicable use-by dates. I understand this measure has
been introduced into the legislation to address the fact
that many people who produce food commercially and
who have available surplus food that would otherwise
go to waste would dearly like to donate it to charity for
distribution at no cost to the people who are in need but
that they are deterred from doing so by fear of potential
liability in relation to food handling.
It is not clear to me whether under the existing law
people who donate food in the circumstances specified
in the legislation could incur liability, but this provision
makes the situation clear. However, it is worth noting
that the food donor will still have to make sure that they
give proper food-handling instructions and use-by-date
information to the recipient, and if they do not do so
they will still be potentially exposed.
In instances where the food donation is not made on a
one-off basis but is a regular arrangement, again some
thought will have to be given as to whether the same
instructions, or the same information about food
handling and use-by dates, will have to be given time
and time again with each donation or whether some or
all of that information can be given on a one-off basis
on the understanding that it will apply to all subsequent
donations of similar food. Hopefully those sorts of
protocols can be readily worked out.
The next provisions of the bill on which I comment
allow waivers excluding liability under the mandatory
conditions in the Goods Act 1958 in relation to
recreational services. These provisions, which are
contained in part 5 of the bill in clauses 14 to 17, only
apply to the contracting out of liability under the
mandatory conditions that are imposed by the Goods
Act. If parties want to contract out of the provisions
imposed on their contracts under the commonwealth
Trade Practices Act, they will need to do so in
accordance with the Trade Practices Act. If they want
to contract out of legal liability under the common law
or under the other statutes that allow contracting out,
they will need to do so in accordance with the general
law or in accordance with any specific provisions of the
statute concerned.
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Under the bill any contracting out of the mandatory
conditions in the Goods Act will have to be done in the
prescribed form envisaged by the bill, assuming that a
form is prescribed under the regulations, and it will
have to be signed by the purchaser of the recreational
services in respect of which the contracting out is to
apply. There are some limited restrictions on the ability
to contract out. The contracting out will not apply to
acts or omissions done with reckless disregard and, as
the bill says, with or without consciousness —
whatever that might mean — for the consequences of
the action.
The opposition has serious concerns about these
provisions. They are simultaneously too loose and too
uncertain to give the operators of recreational services
the certainty they and their insurers need in order to
reduce the cost and increase the availability of
insurance, which is one of the key objects of the
exercise. On the other hand, under these provisions
people can be asked to give up all their legal rights to
sue, even for the most serious injury caused by the
clearly negligent conduct of the operator of the facility
or activity concerned, subject only to the proviso that it
not be reckless. In legal terms recklessness is a pretty
extreme form of conduct, and there can be gross
negligence without recklessness being involved.
Furthermore, there is no way in which the availability
of these contracting-out provisions can be withdrawn
from any operator of a recreational service, however
unsafe the history of their operations might be. Under
these provisions an operator with an appalling safety
record can still ask clients, many of whom are unlikely
to know of the safety record of the operator concerned,
to sign a piece of paper giving up their rights to sue in
virtually any event of negligence that causes them an
accident, however grave the injuries they suffer might
be.
These provisions are likely to bring about the worst of
all worlds and not the certainty that is needed by the
operators and their insurers. The risk with these waivers
is that in any particular incident of negligence, or in any
particular set of circumstances in which someone is
injured, the injured party will take the contract,
including the waiver clause under this bill, along to
their lawyer, who will go over the waiver clause in fine
detail and find some way in which to argue to the court
that the waiver is inapplicable in the circumstances of
the particular injury concerned, and therefore they are
likely to recover. That is the risk the operator and the
operator’s potential insurer continue to face.
There is a well-established principle of law that courts
should seek to read down these sorts of exclusion
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clauses in favour of the consumer and against the
person providing the service who is getting the
consumer to sign.
So for all of these reasons, insurers, adventure activities
operators and others are saying that these clauses are
likely to have very little beneficial effect in increasing
the availability and reducing the cost of public liability
insurance.
One of the consequences is that when someone goes
along to undertake a recreational activity they are
likely, before they are able to commence their trail ride
or bush trek or whatever, to be asked to sign a
massively long legal document with one set of waivers
under the Goods Act, a different set of waivers under
the Trade Practices Act and a third set of waivers to
cover common law and any other liability. There will
be plenty of work around for the legal profession in
drafting these contracts for the operators, but not much
practical benefit at the end of the day. That is the
message that is coming through loud and clear from just
about anybody who has had a look at those provisions.
By contrast, the approach the Liberal Party has put
forward in the past and is putting forward again today
in the form of the amendments I have had circulated is
based on work that was undertaken by the Mansfield
Public Liability Task Force, work that was put forward
in the opposition’s Adventure Activities Protection Bill
and work that was extended in our 9 September
initiatives. It is an approach that is far superior because
it excludes liability for all minor injuries where
voluntary recreational activities with a known element
of risk are undertaken with a properly accredited
organisation. No contracts need to be signed; the
provisions can apply to sporting and other competitions
which do not have a commercial operator or a
commercial contract such as is needed for these Goods
Act waivers.
On the other hand, legal rights to sue for serious injuries
will remain unaffected under the proposal contained in
our amendments. You will not need extensive legal
drafting of waivers, nor will you need to rely on the
effective drafting of those waivers to obtain any benefit.
On the other hand, the exemption will apply only if the
recreational activity concerned is undertaken with a
properly accredited organisation, so that there is the
quid pro quo that in exchange for giving up one’s right
to claim for a minor injury when one knowingly
undertakes a voluntary recreational activity, there is the
accreditation regime which will offer an assurance that
the organisation with which one is carrying out that
activity has gone through proper processes and has
proper risk-management procedures in place. It offers a
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win-win outcome, rather than the lose-lose outcome
under the waivers model contained in the legislation.
Once again I congratulate the Mansfield Public
Liability Task Force members on the enormous amount
of work they have put into developing and refining this
concept, and also I congratulate Senior Counsel
Mr Peter Clark, who prepared the first drafts on which
the Adventure Activities Protection Bill is based, and
from that the amendments I have had circulated. This
package is not only something that the Mansfield group
and the Liberal Party are advocating. The Trowbridge
report made it clear that it favoured protection being
provided by statute rather than by contractual waiver,
and it also recommended that accreditation by a
government or industry body be a condition of such
protection. Furthermore, it recommended that the
activities eligible for protection be explicitly listed by
regulation or otherwise, which is one of the features of
the amendments we are putting forward.
Further, in relation to those amendments I believe many
of the arguments the government put forward
previously in response to our Adventure Activities
Protection Bill remain unfounded. They were
unfounded at the time, and nothing has changed since
then. In response to one of the criticisms made by the
government previously about the specification of the
threshold between minor injury and an injury for which
legal action can be brought and in an attempt to
persuade the government to accept the amendments we
are putting forward, the amendments specify that a
claim is not a minor injury — in other words, a claim
can still be brought for an injury — if that injury either
meets a threshold level of 15 per cent impairment under
the American Medical Association guides or if it meets
what is known as the narrative test. The narrative is the
definition of serious injury which is drawn from the
Transport Accident Act.
In anticipation that the government might repeat the
argument it raised previously — that these amendments
cannot be constitutionally effective — the structure of
the amendments is exactly the same as the structure that
operates under the Transport Accident Act to prevent
claims for injuries that do not meet the criteria specified
in that act. So if there is any question of the validity of
the amendments we are putting forward, exactly the
same question arises in respect of the Transport
Accident Act. It has never been seriously put forward
that those provisions are ineffectual or constitutionally
invalid. I certainly commend those amendments to the
Parliament and hope they will win support from around
the chamber.
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Before concluding I should also touch briefly on two
other sets of provisions that are contained in the bill.
The first is to allow the Essential Services Commission
to collect information from insurers and, if requested by
the minister, also to provide advice on some premiums
proposed to be charged by the Victorian Workcover
Authority or the Transport Accident Commission.
In conjunction with those provisions the government
intends to appoint an additional commissioner to the
Essential Services Commission who will be a specialist
insurance commissioner. The appointment of a
specialist insurance commissioner and giving the ESC
the power to collect information from insurers that is
contained in the bill is intended, as I understand it, to
allow the government to monitor the activities of
insurance companies and satisfy itself that they are not
profiteering or otherwise abusing their power and
ensure that information that the government believes is
adequate is available to them.
However, the risk that the government runs by
introducing these provisions and appointing this
specialist insurance commissioner is that they will be
duplicating the work of the Australian Prudential
Regulation Authority (APRA); and by introducing this
additional commissioner and this additional state-based
information gathering regime it will put up yet another
deterrent to insurers from continuing to carry on
business in Victoria or re-entering the market in
Victoria.
The government has not put forward a particularly
strong case, if any case indeed, to demonstrate that the
information-gathering powers that are being put in
place for APRA and the arrangements that have been
made among various jurisdictions for the gathering and
publication of information will be inadequate and that
therefore there is a need for this provision. Certainly
until recent times there was some lack of information
about insurance matters; indeed there was a
considerable lack of the sort of information that
governments and the community would like to have
from a policy-making point of view in order to make
decisions, but that is not the question. The question is
whether that shortage of information is already being
overcome and therefore whether it is necessary to bring
in this additional layer of regulation and bureaucracy at
a state level and run the risk that insurance companies
will not to want to have this duplication, repetition and
crossover between regulators and that this will put them
off from carrying on business in Victoria.
I understand the government is at pains to say this is
simply an information-gathering power being given to
the Essential Services Commission and not a power to
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actually regulate what insurers do, but simply demands
for information and demands to access documents
et cetera can be onerous, as many who are subject to
regulation can testify. The government really has to ask
whether the gain of these provisions is worth the
potential pain.
Let me say also in relation to that aspect of the
provisions that allows the Essential Services
Commission to review Victorian Workcover Authority
and Transport Accident Commission (TAC) premiums
that the power that is being given to the Essential
Services Commission is one that will be triggered only
if the relevant minister — the minister responsible for
the Transport Accident Act or the minister
administering the Accident Compensation (Workcover
Insurance) Act — actually requests the commission to
carry out a review of the charges or premiums that are
proposed to be made. In other words, the government
should certainly not be going around saying to the
world, ‘Aren’t we good people because we have
established this independent scrutiny of the level of
charges that we impose via the Transport Accident
Commission or via the Workcover system?’, because
this review by the independent ESC can be undertaken
only if the responsible minister asks it to do so. But so
far as I am aware the government has made no
declaration of its intentions in that regard.
Perhaps later in the debate the minister can address this
point of when the government intends that TAC
charges and Workcover premiums be referred to the
commission for review. Honourable members on this
side of the house can certainly make very strongly the
point that some of the changes to Workcover premiums
that have been made under the current government
have been draconian not only in their quantum but in
the manner of their implementation and execution; they
have been arbitrary in their nature, in that they have
failed to fairly and reasonably match premiums to risk.
There have been all these manifest flaws that we saw
inflicted on Victorian employers from the 2000–01
premium order and then from the subsequent freeze that
prevents small employers obtaining any benefit from
improved safety performance.
We can point to all of these serious problems with the
Workcover premium regime in particular, and if the
government is fair dinkum about the provisions that it is
including in this bill it needs to make some
commitments as to when in future it intends to subject
premium orders to the scrutiny of the independent
commission, because if it is not prepared to make such
commitments the provisions contained in this bill are
pretty hollow.
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The government may say there is no point in sending
proposed charges or premiums to the commission when
there is going to be no change in the regime. There is
probably a bit of a question mark even over that
proposition, but even granted that there may be some
point in that, the fact is that it remains a purely
voluntary action on the part of the government to refer
these premiums and charges to the commission. As I
said, if the government wants to give any solidity to this
mechanism it needs to spell out the circumstances in
which it will refer those charges and premiums to the
commission and it needs to give some commitments
about its intentions in that regard.
The final provision to which I refer is one that will
allow the Country Fire Authority and the Metropolitan
Fire Brigades Board to require information from
insurers in order to reconcile the fire service levy
collections by insurers from customers with the
amounts that are paid to the CFA or to the MFBB and
also gives the power to those boards to disclose that
information.
It is reasonable to seek to protect consumers against
false claims by insurers that part of the amount being
charged to them is ostensibly for the fire service levy if
that amount being charged is not in fact being charged
for that purpose. So far as I am aware the government
has not put forward any evidence to show that this is
actually occurring, but the government wants to have
the power to satisfy itself that customers are not being
overcharged.
There is a complication in this, and that is that the way
in which contributions to the fire services are imposed
on insurers does not directly correspond with the way in
which insurers raise from their customers the funds that
they need to pay those amounts to the fire brigade
services. The contributions that the insurers have to
make are imposed on them as lump sums. Each
insurer’s contribution to the total amount that has to be
raised is set equal to their proportion of the total fire
insurance premiums that are being collected from
insurers; and insurers then translate the required
contributions into a percentage of premiums, which
based on the assumptions which are made about the
premium rates and about the volume of business that
are to be written will raise in total an amount equal to
the contributions that insurers are required to pay.
What that means is that there is the potential for
overcollection and undercollection on a purely
unintentional basis on the part of the insurers, simply
because without perfect foresight you cannot get an
exact match every time between the percentage rate that
you strike and the amount that you need to hand over. It
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is important that the government not draw the
conclusion that any discrepancy between those two
amounts is necessarily evidence that the system is not
being administered fairly and properly.
There is a further aspect to this provision, too, in that
the bill will authorise the fire brigade boards to disclose
on a selective basis the information that they obtain. In
other words, although the bill refers to the publication
of that material it is clear that the publication can be
made selectively to particular persons rather than made
available to the public as a whole. For example, the
information may be provided to the minister, who
might make some public announcements which might
not necessarily be made in good faith.
I should also query with the minister whether the
reference to section 10A in proposed section 5A(b) of
the Essential Services Commission Act 2001, which is
inserted by clause 21, is in fact correct when it would
appear on the face of it that the reference should be to
10B — in other words, to the functions of the
commission in relation to statutory insurers rather than
to the insurance industry generally. I hope the minister
can address that point.
In conclusion, this is a bill that has many separate
components, each of which I have attempted to address
and each of which raises its own particular issues. At
the end of the day the overall position remains, as I said
at the outset, that this is a bill that comes to Parliament
too late and with too little in the way of effective
provisions to tackle the public liability insurance crisis
that Victoria is currently experiencing, too little to
improve the availability and lower the cost of insurance
and certainly too little to address not only the problems
that have emerged to date but also a further wave of
problems that appears to be developing.
We have had the public liability insurance crisis for
some time. What is increasingly developing is a
problem with professional indemnity insurance. Some
of the issues being raised by professional indemnity
insurance are different from those being raised by
public liability insurance, but many of the factors
driving the crisis there are similar. Indeed professional
indemnity insurance flows through to medical
indemnity insurance, which is another serious and
unresolved issue.
The minister should know, because people have been
beating a path to his door, that professionals such as
building surveyors and engineers will very soon face
the expiry of existing insurance arrangements. In the
case of building surveyors, many of their policies either
expire at the end of this month or are subject to recision
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or cancellation as at 31 December this year. There are
issues relating to run-off cover and the long tail of
cover, so if the minister and the government are hoping
that the insurance crisis has peaked and is subsiding,
that would be a false assumption.
The issue has perhaps not been in the eyes of the media
as much in recent weeks as it was some time ago, but
people out there are continuing to be hurt very badly by
the unavailability of insurance in various forms. Over
the weekend I attended a meeting of speedway
operators, who are members of one of the latest
organisations to face very serious difficulties because of
the cost and limited availability of insurance. I gather
that they have seen or are about to see the minister. I
expect they will impress on him the difficulties that
they are facing.
This is a serious crisis that is eating away at the fabric
of community and business life in this state. It is a crisis
to which the government’s response to date has been
too little and too late. I very much fear that unless the
government dramatically changes its attitude and
approach, its response to the crisis will continue to be
inadequate, and Victorians will suffer as a consequence.
Mr RYAN (Leader of the National Party) — It is
my pleasure to join the debate on the Wrongs and Other
Acts (Public Liability Insurance Reform) Bill. The
name is interesting, because it suggests that public
liability is the principal focus of the bill, whereas in fact
on my reading of it this legislation has a much broader
application. It will apply to medical negligence claims,
for example, to product liability, to claims that
generally fall outside the Transport Accident
Commission scheme or the Victorian Workcover
Authority scheme, and to those otherwise exempted by
the legislation. It has a wider application than the public
liability insurance area.
This is legislation to which the government has again
been dragged kicking and screaming. It is panic
legislation in some senses. One only has to have regard
to some of the principles that senior members of the
cabinet have been reciting over the past few months to
see that such is the case. For example, I have before me
an article from the Herald Sun of Wednesday, 10 July,
headed ‘Snub to insurers’ demand’. It contains
commentary by the Attorney-General, the venerable
first law officer of this state, as he likes to term himself.
The article states:
Attorney-General Rob Hulls said he had seen no evidence of
the blow-out in claims the insurance industry says is
responsible for the public liability crisis.
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And he has slammed the door on the industry’s demand for
tougher laws for personal injuries, saying there would be no
NSW-style clampdown on claims in Victoria.
‘Until I am presented with cold hard evidence, as chief law
officer of this state I am extremely reluctant to take away
people’s rights’, he said.
Mr Hulls said insurers had run a sophisticated PR campaign
but had produced no evidence of a blow-out in claims and
court payouts.

That was on 10 July. On a rough calculation that would
be about 90 days ago — and here we are.
A media release dated 12 July from the Minister for
Finance and the office of the Premier is headed
‘Brumby calls for cooperation from insurance industry’.
It refers to the acting Minister for Finance, as he was at
the time, so therein lies the explanation of why he
appears in the media release. I say to the minister, this
is what happens when you go away — and let it be said
that the Minister for Finance is at the table.
The media release states:
Treasurer and acting Minister for Finance, John Brumby,
today called on the insurance industry to demonstrate further
legislative reforms in Victoria would have a significant
impact on the availability and price of insurance premiums.
‘The Bracks government has a major legislative package
going to Parliament in the first week of the spring session that
will help make insurance more affordable over the longer
term’, Mr Brumby said.
‘We remain open to further legislative reforms, including
caps and thresholds on payouts, but the insurance industry
needs to prove there is a direct link between the cost of
insurance in these reforms’.

It states further:
‘Before we could consider measures that restrict people’s
right to compensation, we need a clear understanding from
the insurance sector that there is an economic benefit from
this move and it will be passed on to the general community
in the form of lower premiums.
‘We are not in the business of constraining people’s rights
without a clear and demonstrable public benefit.
‘We are cautious on tort reform because there is little
evidence of caps driving down premiums in the United States
during the “insurance crisis” in [the] mid-1980s’ —

and so on and so on. Again that was about 90 days
ago — and here we are.
It is interesting to reflect on those commentaries when
you in turn consider what has been produced by the
Insurance Council of Australia. I have before me a
memorandum from Mr Peter Jamvold, the group
manager of the southern division of the Insurance
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Council of Australia, which discusses the topic of
Victorian proposed insurance reforms. This is a
document dated 7 December 2002. Without going
through it all, Mr Jamvold makes various incisive
comments in his own well-known style — the very
competent man that he is. He concludes by stating:
While the Victorian government has been successful in
introducing a number of useful relief measures to address the
liability issue, the major part of the current proposals is
unlikely to be effective in reducing liability costs.
Accessibility and affordability of liability insurance are not
likely to improve as a result of these reforms. They need
careful review and reformulation before they can be effective
in realising the Premier’s stated objectives.
It is imperative that effective steps are taken to reduce general
damages in small claims and legal costs across the full range
of claims. This is likely to offer the greatest longer term
improvement in accessibility and affordability of public
liability insurance.
Furthermore, the reforms must apply with immediate effect if
they are to have any benefit for the Victorian community.

It is interesting to contrast the comments of the two
ministers, Messrs Hulls and Brumby, with the
commentary from the Insurance Council of Australia
and its views as to the anticipated benefit, or more
particularly the lack of it, which will accord to
Victorians as a result of the measures contained within
this legislation.
The National Party does not oppose the legislation.
Were other things equal we would seek to amend it in
some respects, but we will not attempt to do so, because
in terms of our preferred position over this the structure
of this legislation is effectively beyond redemption in
the sense of being incapable of being amended to give
effect to what we at least believe to be the appropriate
structures.
We have produced some legislation which we have
circulated in the community. We have termed it the
Civil Liability Damages Bill 2002, and I will briefly
outline its principal features to the house. They are the
introduction of a threshold of $36 000, that being a
monetary threshold that is unrelated to any figure to do
with American Medical Association tables or
otherwise; it is simply a financial threshold of $36 000.
We have also proposed a cap of $4.5 million which in
Victorian terms we believe would accommodate
virtually all claims in this state. Yes, we have perhaps
half a dozen a year in excess of that figure, but they are
much more the exception than the rule. That is not to
say the same situation applies in New South Wales,
where an art form has been made of future economic
loss and claims regarding future care in particular. The
Victorian Court of Appeal has been much more
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conservative on these issues, so we believe a cap
of $4.5 million will accommodate the vast proportion of
claims, the upper levels of claims, in this state.
Within those two parameters the bill proposes a range
of measures pertaining to the calculation of damages.
They include the establishment of a discount rate of
6 per cent. That accords with the Transport Accident
Commission (TAC) figure. Of course that is different
from the Victorian Workcover Authority (VWA) figure
of 3 per cent. Historically the issue of discount rate has
always been extraordinary difficult to explain to juries.
I have briefed barristers over the best part of 20 years,
and I have the great fortune — —
An honourable member interjected.
Mr RYAN — No, I lost six cases in 20 years, and
when they bury me I will be buried with a part of each.
But apart from all that I had the good fortune to brief
some terrific barristers over the years and they were
successful in being able to explain this principle of a
discount rate. But it is challenging to put it to a jury in
terms that can be easily understood. In essence it entails
the concept of providing to someone a lump sum of
money today which is reflective of an amount of money
that they would otherwise be paid over a period. As a
very broad, rough, generalist summary, that is what we
are talking about. The issue then becomes to what
extent do you discount the amount of money which is
being paid to someone now to allow for the fact that
they have the present benefit of that lump sum — for
example, to take a simple illustration, if you wanted to
pay someone an amount of money today which equated
to what would otherwise be $1 a week over the next
year, you would not give them $52 as a lump sum
because they could take $52, invest it, draw it down
at $1 a week and still have money left over at the end of
that week. Rather, the issue is to what extent you
discount the $52 to allow for the fact that they can draw
down their $1 and at the end of the 52 weeks there is no
money left.
Debate has ranged over this issue of discount rates from
time immemorial. Eventually the High Court
intervened to make determinations in relation to it.
Before the High Court did so it used to be the custom in
these cases to call actuaries to give evidence about these
sorts of issues to try to establish what the discount rates
rate should be. Those practices — the High Court’s
intervention and the understanding that there needed to
be an element of pragmatism brought to this — induced
various legislative endeavours to introduce a discount
rate which would have application across different
forms of legislation. In Victoria we have the position
where the TAC discount rate is 6 per cent, the Victorian
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Workcover Authority discount rate is 3 per cent and the
general common law discount rate is also 3 per cent. In
other states such as Tasmania it is 7 per cent. As I have
said already, the bill that the National Party has
advanced prescribes 6 per cent, and the proposals
contained within the legislation now before the house
are 5 per cent. So I suppose if nothing else it just goes
to demonstrate how this issue remains, in a clinical
sense, the subject of a fair deal of discussion.
The bill proposed by the National Party incorporates
that discount rate of 6 per cent and prescribes that there
be no interest payable upon damages for personal
injuries claims, and again that picks up provisions
contained within the TAC and VWA legislation. It also
provides that there be no award for what I term
Griffiths v. Kirkemeyer damages. These are moneys
payable in an award made to a plaintiff which are
reflective of benefits which that plaintiff receives when
the person who is the provider of those benefits is
contributing those on a voluntary basis. So it relates to
the circumstance of a young person who is injured, for
example, and his or her parents contribute their efforts
voluntarily to the care of their child.
Historically the state of the law has been that the
plaintiff is entitled to recover an amount of money as
part of his or her award which reflects the extent of that
voluntary contribution. In today’s world, harsh as it
may seem, we believe the time has come where the law
needs to be changed in that regard. Historically it was
derived from the fact that a defendant should not enjoy
the benefit of voluntary contributions being made to
assist an injured plaintiff, but we believe it is artificial
in today’s world that a plaintiff should be entitled to
enjoy an award of money which relates to voluntary
services provided by others. Therefore our legislation
prospectively removes the Griffiths v. Kirkemeyer
element of damages awards.
Our bill proposes to delete the concept of double
dipping. This is intended to relate to situations where
people are able to obtain benefits from other sources
which we say ought necessarily to be taken into account
when calculations of damages are being made,
particularly with regard to future economic loss or
future care. For example, there are many instances
where superannuation or personal insurance policies
provide lump sum or annuity benefits to plaintiffs, and
we say that in this day and age, although the historical
position has been that a defendant should not enjoy the
benefit of a reduction in damages because of the
presence of these forms of compensation, nevertheless
they need to be taken into account in assessing the
amount of damages a plaintiff receives.
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So, for example, if there is a claim for future economic
loss it would have to be offset by the amount of money
that is derived by a plaintiff from a personal insurance
policy. On the other hand, we have allowed in our bill
for the fact that any person in that circumstance is
entitled to recover the extent of his or her contributions
by way of premium payments or their own
contributions to superannuation schemes. That should
be a set-off against the amount of money that is
otherwise deleted from the award of damages they
receive. They are returned, if you like, the benefit of the
contribution they have made by way of those payments.
We have also proposed that the commencement date
for the legislation be prospective, not retrospective.
Again that is intended to be on the basis that it is a
fairer approach than might otherwise be the case if you
simply have the scheme applying from a nominated
date.
What the National Party did was to address the issue,
which the government has failed to do. I went to
Sydney with the Honourable Roger Hallam, my
colleague in another place. We went to meet with the
Insurance Council of Australia, and we did that in the
first week of August. We met with Mr Dallas Booth,
who is the deputy chief executive of the ICA, and with
another gentleman whose name now escapes me. We
had about an hour and a half looking at the legislation.
Before going to Sydney we had provided the ICA with
the terms of our bill, which centre around the pivotal
issue that members of the National Party have
emphasised since we started this whole debate on
public liability insurance in the middle of last year —
namely, that you have to be very careful about
introducing legislation that impacts on people’s rights
unless you know with a fair deal of confidence that the
insurance industry is going to pass on the benefit of
those reduced premiums and that the outcome, for our
country communities in particular, will be achieved.
Even more particularly, those involved in adventure
tourism should be able to have a reduced level of
premium obligations.
If you do not do that you risk introducing these
measures in their various forms only to find that they
become an insurers’ benefit and that any reduction in
premiums goes straight through to the shareholders’
funds and the poor old punter out there who is having to
pay the premiums does not get the benefit of the
reduction. Therefore, we went to see the Insurance
Council of Australia, the peak body for the insurance
industry.
Having had the discussions with council members I
invited them to write to me with their views as to the
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content of our bill. What follows is what they had to say
in a letter they wrote to me on 9 August:
I refer to our discussions in relation to the draft Civil Liability
Damages Bill 2002. The desire to make public liability
insurance more affordable and available for policyholders in
Victoria is welcomed by the insurance council, and we
appreciate the opportunity to discuss the bill with you.
I confirm that the Insurance Council of Australia is
consistently calling for a uniform approach to the reform of
negligence and related areas of the law in Australia. Our
major concern is that if an injury occurs to a person or to
property there should be a consistent approach from the law,
no matter whether the claim or any associated legal
proceedings are brought under federal or state law, whether it
involves tort or contract, or whether there is a claim under
common law or an alleged breach of a statute.
The uniform approach should ensure that a single incident
gives rise to a single and predictable result, regardless of the
cause of action or the nature of the liability that may be
present.
In relation to the draft bill, our analysis indicates that the bill
is likely to result in significant savings to the overall cost of
claims for personal injury damages under public liability and
similar policies. The actual impact in premiums, however,
would need to be determined by individual insurance
companies having regard to the nature of the risks they
underwrite and their own assessment of the likely cost of
claims they may incur.
Thank you for giving the ICA the opportunity to examine this
proposal.

To my knowledge at least, that is the first time the
insurance industry has indicated that a particular policy
approach as represented by draft legislation is going to
achieve the end we are after. We have now gone to the
insurance industry — to the actual insurers — to talk to
it about the content of this proposed legislation, and we
will see what it has got to say and report to the house
about it in due course.
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make some comments about some elements of it. It is
of broader application than simply for public liability
insurance. That is fine, although I think that needs to be
recognised by the government for the sake of its general
commentary about this to the public at large.
The Trowbridge report gets a mention in the
second-reading speech, but the bill picks up some
elements of the Trowbridge recommendations while
others are missing.
As to some of the specifics, there is the provision which
talks about intoxication and illegal activity which must
now be taken into account by the court. In reality this is
no real departure from the current law. Indeed, any
barrister for an insurer who did not explore the facts of
an accident in such a way as to put to a plaintiff the
prospect of any influence of drugs or alcohol giving rise
to the facts of an accident would be sacked, I would
have thought. Therefore whilst this motherhood sort of
stuff has, I suppose, generalist appeal, that is exactly
what it is in reality, and these issues are in practical
terms taken into account in the court process now.
Then there is the issue of the apology. It will be
interesting to see how the pragmatics of this apply over
the term of its operation once it passes into law,
presuming this legislation does get through. But suffice
to say that we believe there are going to be some very
interesting discussions as to whether the form and
content of an apology should be treated in one way or
another, having regard to the content of this legislation.

The overall position with our bill, though, is that it is
intended to be based on strong principles as opposed to
being related to who is actually paying the money, what
the cause of the action is or how the proceeding got
before the courts in the first place. Rather, we have
looked at a principled approach to amending existing
schemes of legislation and compensation in a way that
can have a broad application irrespective of how it is
that the injury in question may have occurred. We think
there is an irresistible benefit associated with that sort of
approach as opposed to what we have before us in the
context of the legislation now under discussion.

The issue then of the calculation of damages has
various elements. There is the question of past loss
being capped at three times average weekly earnings. I
might say the same provision applies to future loss
calculations. They are also capped at three times
average weekly earnings. This is at May 2002, so the
figures will not be accurate but the principles will
remain accurate, and I think they are deserving of a bit
of clarification from the government. I refer to the
Australian Bureau of Statistics figures on average
weekly earnings. In Australia we have three categories;
full-time adult ordinary time earnings in May 2002 was
shown as $868.50 per week; full-time adult total
earnings was shown at $906.80; and all employees total
earnings was shown at $689 per week. Then there are
various components for private sector, public sector,
seasonally adjusted estimate and so on, with all sorts of
variations on the theme.

Turning to some of the provisions in the bill, the
honourable member for Box Hill went through them
very comprehensively, so I do not intend to review the
bill in its entirety by any stretch. I do, however, want to

I would like from the government while the bill is
between houses some definition as to what precisely we
are speaking of out of that range of figures when there
is reference in the legislation to the calculations
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pertaining to average weekly earnings. I appreciate
there is a definition shown there, but again the practical
application of that definition would seem to be doubtful
at least in the sense of establishing a figure which is to
be worked upon.
Then there is the further element of the capping of
non-economic loss at $371 380. That figure is indexed.
It is intended to reflect the current cap in the Transport
Accident Commission. Interestingly, I would have
thought, speaking to barristers involved in practice
now, that the maximum payment for general damages
in this state is probably about $450 000, or something
of that order — the absolute maximum. If you are a
quadriplegic with no movement, the actual general
damages component of your award would be about
$450 000. To have this capped at this figure, while I
understand it reflects the TAC situation, I wonder as to
the reality of what the cap will represent in the sense of
seeking to make savings. Mind you, I am not urging the
government to make it tougher and tighter. I understand
recently there have been discussions about the figure
becoming $250 000 in a nationwide sense. I freely
confess I would be more concerned about that
representing a penalty to seriously injured people than
the figure of $371 380 which is presently prescribed by
the legislation.
There is then the issue of the discount rate. I have
already dealt with that. While we are on this question of
figures for the future, one of the elements that this bill
simply does not touch upon at all is the issue of future
medical care, which is by far the most significant
component of any damages claim. If you have people
who are seriously injured and involved in multimillion
dollar proceedings, that element which attracts by far
the greatest award of damages pertains to future care.
This legislation does not touch upon that issue at all.
Again, it is where I believe the proposition advanced by
the National Party does have merit in that that cap of
$4.5 million is all-encompassing, wraps up all the
aspects of damages and gives certainty as to highest
level outcomes. With the position in terms of trying to
make some sort of assessment of the insurance risk, I
think this bill will be lacking in being able to deliver
that certainty to insurers.
There are provisions for structured settlements. They
are to apply only if everybody agrees to them. I will be
interested to see in practical terms how often that
applies. My experience of it is that people prefer to take
the money and go and do what they will with it. But
with changes having been made to the commonwealth
taxation regime, it may be that it is more attractive than
it has historically been. Time will tell.
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We have the good Samaritan legislation being
introduced. That has been in other jurisdictions for
many years. We support the introduction of it.
I pause to say that I have received correspondence from
Mr Alex Hooper, who is a volunteer and community
worker of some 60 years standing, having held every
position within the Country Fire Authority available to
a volunteer, including CFA board member and most
particularly being one of my constituents and a very
able, competent and capable man. Alex has sent me a
fax with a comment that I contribute to this debate. He
says:
This piece of legislation part VIA good Samaritan protection
and part IX volunteer protection are excellent pieces of
legislation that are urgently needed in today’s society and
world.
However, the legislation extends protection to an individual
from civil proceedings when ‘acting in good faith’, yet whilst
in the words of Premier Mr Bracks it encourages ‘members of
the Victorian community to continue to act in a socially
responsible manner without fear of litigation for negligence’
does not intend any compensation for injury or losses due to
their ‘good Samaritan’ or voluntary actions.
This must be addressed, as in practice it will cause much
trauma to the individual concerned, their families and
dependants. The community must provide compensation and
avoid any traumatic monetary consequences from actions of
individuals going to the assistance of an individual
community member or a whole community during an
emergency.

Mr Hooper goes on to make a number of very good
points about how the legislation could perhaps be
amended to give better effect to its basic purposes. He
says in support that he nominates a new provision
which would generally provide that there be
compensation provisions similar to that provided under
the CFA legislation and regulations. This is already
provided to individuals who act as casual firefighters
under direction. He goes on to mention:
Administration of claims to be carried out by the Workcover
authority.
Funding of the new scheme to be provided by the
government, TAC, Workcover and CFA on a shared basis.

He then advances various arguments in support of these
proposals. I would urge the government to have regard
to what he has to say. These are matters that the
minister might care to consider while the bill is between
houses because Mr Hooper is a very able man and
really does have much to offer in these important
issues. I might say he is a veteran of the Ash
Wednesday fires and he has also made some
observations on those calamitous times. Again, I will
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make that letter available to the minister, and I would
urge him to consider it.
There are provisions regarding food donor protection. It
will be interesting to see their interpretation with the
passage of time. Also, questions as to whether the food
was safe in terms of the Food Act at the time when it
left the premises of the donor and whether the donee
obeyed the instructions which are said by the legislation
to be an element of whether indemnity is available will
be interesting aspects of how all this unfolds with the
passage of time.
We will watch this with much interest. The principle
behind it is a good idea. We all want to avoid the
ridiculous circumstance where in a major chain store
food is disposed of wantonly simply because it is
midday on the last day of trade and it has got to go
because there is no better way to deal with it
constructively. We would all welcome anything that
better addresses this so that people in need are the
beneficiaries of the product. By the same token it will
be interesting to see how these provisions unfold.
The bill contains provisions relating to volunteers who
are exempted from civil action for negligence. It is a
qualified exemption, and it will be interesting to see
what happens in practice. The National Party
introduced a private members bill in the other place that
accommodates these issues. I am pleased to see that the
legislation now before this house reflects in large part
the intent and content of the National Party bill.
Members of the National Party strongly support these
initiatives being taken to protect volunteers. Again it
needs to be highlighted that the organisations for whom
those volunteers are undertaking the work remain
vicariously liable for the activities of the volunteers.
That is something, in the broad sense, the government
needs to advertise so that there is not a misplaced sense
of security in those organisations.
There is the question of the waivers. Again this is a
difficult issue of balance. While amendments are being
made to the Goods Act in anticipation that the federal
government will do likewise with trade practices
legislation, it will be interesting to see how it pans out
in the fullness of time. There will be no benefit to a
provider of services or product if there is what is
described as reckless disregard, which equates to gross
negligence. Fortunately the law has an understanding
and acceptance of how these terms are defined. It will
make the interpretation of these provisions easier in a
way, but there is always a sense of unease about
whether the potential liability of a provider of services
could in some way be unfairly diminished in favour of
that individual against the interests of the innocent
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participant when the person providing the service
knows full well there are elements of risk associated
with whatever he or she is looking to do and tries to
rely on the waiver to exempt themselves from liability.
Just to take a simplistic example, the organisation that
runs a business involved in canoeing has people sign up
as they get into the boat knowing full well that the
vessel is not up to scratch and has weaknesses, yet it
will try to rely on the waiver. There will be discussions
about whether the activities of the provider amounted to
reckless disregard or gross negligence. These are the
sorts of issues the waiver provisions will throw up. For
all that, I think it is better to have a go at it rather than
not to have a go at it, and if the trade practices
legislation is amended appropriately it is probably
reflective, as much as anything else, of the current view
of the general population that this is an issue that needs
to be addressed.
The bill contains provisions regarding the Essential
Services Commissioner, who has been given a general
advisory role over and above that presently enjoyed. On
one reading of the bill the minister has the capacity to
directly influence the premium levels fixed by the
Transport Accident Commission and the Victorian
Workcover Authority. That is a first. The minister will
have the capacity to have a direct impact in that regard.
It will be interesting to see how that unfolds over the
passage of time. I do not immediately understand why
that has made its way into the bill, but it appears on
page 36 among the general provisions of proposed
section 10B to be inserted in the Essential Services
Commission Act 2001. I will be interested to see how
that comes into effect from a practical perspective.
The Country Fire Authority and Metropolitan Fire
Brigade acts are amended in like manner to ensure the
fire service levy returns are provided on an appropriate
basis and the penalties are increased. That is basic stuff.
The National Party has serious concerns about whether
the legislation will do what the government avows it
will. For all the reasons I have put to the house this
evening members of the National Party believe the
option contained in the legislation we have prepared is
a better alternative. We also believe, as I said before,
that the government’s legislation is beyond redemption
in the sense of our being able to amend it to give it the
sort of effect that we think is appropriate, so with some
misgivings we do not oppose the bill.
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Finance) — I support
the bill, and I do so with a great deal of pride. The bill
was introduced in this place by the Premier three weeks
ago, and I am absolutely serious in saying that this is a
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bill that comes out of a government that listens and then
acts. The fact that the Premier introduced the bill is a
sign of its importance to the government. It covers a
range of ministerial areas and is very important to us.
The government has gone out to the community, has
listened to the community, has worked with industry
and other governments and has acted with industry,
other governments and the community to come up with
this bill. It is important legislation for all the reasons the
Premier outlined in his second-reading speech three
weeks ago.
In my opening remarks it is worth reading an extract
from the report entitled Review of the Law of
Negligence by Justice David Ipp and his committee
which was tabled at a ministerial council meeting in
Sydney last week. I refer to paragraph 1.38, which is a
worthwhile paragraph to quote:
Many different changes could be made to the current law of
negligence to further the objectives stated in the first
paragraph of the terms of reference. Many bodies and
individuals with differing interests and objectives have made
submissions to the panel as to the changes that should be
made. Such changes were often recommended on the basis of
assertions about their likely effects; but typically they were
not supported by reliable and convincing empirical evidence.
The vast majority of the assertions were based merely on
anecdotal evidence, the reliability of which has not been
tested.

I read that quote because it is an incredibly important
context in which to open my remarks. That is not in any
way to reflect on what has been proposed by the
honourable member for Box Hill or the Leader of the
National Party. They both come to the debate, as every
person in this Parliament should, with the view of
asking, ‘What can we do to fix the problems within the
insurance industry?’. We may differ on the emphasis,
we may differ on the timing and the approach, but I
believe everyone in this house shares the view that we
need to find a solution to the problem.
The second point I draw out of the report is that we in
this state and all the other states and territories in
conjunction with the federal coalition government have
come a long way to arrive at a uniform national
approach to the problems we face.
That is best illustrated by going through the Ipp report,
particularly tables 1 to 9. People will be pleasantly
surprised at how far we have come towards a uniform
national approach to this situation. Commentators like
the Insurance Council of Australia and others will focus
on the areas where there is a difference. But the Ipp
report shows, and tables 1 to 9 in particular, how far all
nine jurisdictions in this country have come in getting a
uniform approach to the law of negligence — and
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obviously with it, the Wrongs and Other Acts (Public
Liability Insurance Reform) Bill.
I refer to the ministerial statement that I made earlier
this year about this government’s approach to dealing
with the looming issues of public liability insurance. As
the Leader of the National Party correctly said, this
cannot be confined to public liability insurance issues
but must also be broadened to general professional
indemnity issues. The approach the government has
taken leads us to a second wave of provisions to deal
with professional indemnity issues, and that is a logical
flow on.
In the ministerial statement we outlined the historical
basis of the issue — where we had come from and
where we were going, and our whole approach. Our
first approach, and this from a government that listens
and acts, has been to go out there and fix the problems,
whether they be with builders warranty insurance,
not-for-profit groups, the equestrian industries or
adventure tourism. The government has dealt with
those problems, and on that basis I reject the assertion
from the honourable member for Box Hill that we were
basically sitting and waiting for the world to go by. We
were leading the country with a hands-on approach to
solutions to these problems.
Secondly, we were dealing with the macro-national
issues in conjunction with other governments through
three meetings of the ministerial council on insurance
under the federal Minister for Revenue and Assistant
Treasurer, Senator Helen Coonan, and numerous
discussions in our community on a range of areas. In
the macro area we dealt with the hard economic issues
of insurance, discount rates, waivers, caps, thresholds, a
review of the general law of negligence and,
importantly, the collection of data. That was the
government’s approach, going right back to the
ministerial statement and through three ministerial
council meetings, and it has now come up with
legislation that deals with those hard economic issues.
The Mansfield community was one of the first to come
to the government. The community said initially, loudly
and clearly, that we needed to address the law on
waivers. We have not wavered in our support of the
Mansfield community in sticking to what it asked us to
do. The people of Mansfield also asked us for a number
of other things, which we have not accepted, but we
think we have addressed the issues through the
legislation.
The government has got advice, particularly from the
Insurance Council of Australia, on the important hard
economic issues. We have also spoken to individual
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insurers and to large sections of the community.
Interestingly our advice from the insurance council has
varied almost from month to month as to the critical
areas to address in public liability insurance. We have
certainly taken that on board, but as a government we
have been looking to make decisions that will result in a
reduction in premiums and in a greater availability of
them. They are the things we have consistently and
vigilantly followed. We have also intervened in the
sector and have insisted on exit strategies where we can
assist and then go forward.
The second part, and the legislation also addresses this,
concerns not just the hard economic issues but also the
cultural changes which are necessary in our community
and which need to be reflected in our legal system not
only to support and enhance those economic issues but
also to reflect the views coming through loudly and
clearly to the government from the Victorian
community. The views coming through from the
Victorian community — and I have travelled around a
large part of this great state, whether in my own
electorate and in the cities of Monash and Greater
Dandenong or in regional areas — are that there needs
to be a cultural change in the legal system as it applies
to standards of care and to how we as a community
value volunteers and good Samaritans. How do we feel
about issues like apologies? How do we feel about
illegal activity and people’s capacity to sue in those
circumstances? These issues are reflected in much of
the bill. A change in the culture and in how we deal
with these situations, in addition to addressing the hard
economic issues, is what Victorians want.
I now comment on a number of the issues to which the
honourable member for Box Hill and the Leader of the
National Party alluded. As I said, the honourable
member for Box Hill, like everybody in this place,
wishes to find solutions to public liability insurance
issues, and I commend him on his willingness to
discuss and understand these issues. But I say to the
honourable member for Box Hill, who is critical of the
pace and direction of the government, that we have a
very good working relationship with the
commonwealth government on this, and we are
remarkably in step with other jurisdictions.
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adventure tourism. The honourable member for Box
Hill, with his colleague the honourable member for
Kew, was at a public meeting in Mansfield which I
addressed on this very issue. I am not sure if they were
there to learn something or to keep an eye on me —
probably a combination of them all!
Ms Asher — Did they boo?
Mr LENDERS — No, they did not boo. They were
polite and listened. The government rejects their
amendments, which I will call the Mansfield
amendments. I have no doubt that they are well
intended, and we will deal with these in more detail in
the committee stage, but the government’s view is that
they will cause more angst than benefit. They would set
up different categories of recreational services and other
things that would make the system more complicated
and create more legalisms, when again the initial call
from the people of Mansfield was for waivers. In this
legislation there are other things that will assist.
The government has also directly assisted the
community with an adventure tourism package, so we
cannot support those amendments for those reasons. I
understand the emotional commitment the Liberal Party
has to the Mansfield proposals, which is partly good
intentioned and partly to do with how that party is
positioning itself against the National Party in their bid
to try to take the seat of Benalla off the excellent
current member. I urge the Liberal Party to get over the
political objectives in Benalla and support the broader
objectives, which are very critical. The first step is to
continue this national approach to dealing with the
issues.

I invite him to read — I am sure he has already, as he is
a thorough reader of these sorts of documents —
tables 1 to 9 in the Ipp report, a copy of which he has. If
he does he will find again a remarkable convergence
between jurisdictions on how to deal with these issues.

Also there are a number of issues about public liability
thresholds and about a range of other things such as
fees on Crown land. While they are all worthy
objectives for the honourable member for Box Hill to
pursue, I do not need to remind him that if governments
are not vigilant about what happens on Crown land, in
the end they start underwriting the commercial
activities of individual operators. That has potentially
enormous cost consequences for governments of
whatever political persuasion. I certainly spoke about
this in Mansfield, and I had this discussion with many
members of the adventure tourism community there.
This is an issue the government is looking at, but I
caution the honourable member for Box Hill not to be
too frivolous in promising taxpayer relief in areas
where there are no decent exit strategies.

The honourable member for Box Hill spent a lot of time
talking about the Mansfield proposals, which we have
looked at closely. We are acutely aware of the issue of

There are a number of other reasons why we should be
extremely cautious about the amendments of the
honourable member for Box Hill. We do not want to
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put Victoria out of kilter with the nation, because we
have worked hard to get the nation working in the one
direction. The Liberal amendments would put us out of
kilter and also expose us to a massive risk of litigation
on what are or are not recreational activities.
They would bring in the bureaucracy when dealing
with these issues, whether they be issues of new
accreditation, state risk as to definition, and added
workload for insurance companies. It dabbles in a lot of
different pieces of legislation. While we are clearly
supportive of anything that assists adventure tourism —
and again we welcome the goodwill of the opposition
in a lot of these areas — we could not support the
amendments, which for those and other reasons we will
go through in the committee stage.
The honourable member for Box Hill also raised some
concerns about the role of the Essential Services
Commission and the extra legislative powers the
government wishes to give it. I can assure the
honourable member for Box Hill that the last things this
government wishes to do are to take on a prudential
requirement through the Essential Services
Commission, or to ask it to do things that we already
have the data for. This is an option for the government
to extract data so it can make informed decisions if the
need arises. We know that the Australian Prudential
Regulatory Authority was asleep on the job during the
HIH collapse. APRA has absolutely got its act together
now. We wish to have it for circumstances where the
government is not satisfied that it is getting sufficient
data to make informed decisions. We do not wish it to
be a duplication; we do not wish to put any extra
burdens on industry but we do wish to keep that option
alive.
It is worth noting that one of the main things that has
arisen out of the ministerial council — I met with
Justice David Ipp last week — was a desperate need by
all nine governments to find the data that allows us to
make informed decisions on issues of insurance. We do
not want to go frivolously frolicking down any of the
sort of paths that were alluded to before, which Justice
Ipp mentioned. We want to be sure that decisions we
make have an economic impact before we take away
people’s rights. That is information that all
governments need and this is part of that issue.
The honourable member for Box Hill mentioned a
number of specific clauses, and I will deal with those
separately with him because I have limited time now.
However, I will certainly get back to him on those
issues.
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I will briefly go through some of the remarks by the
Leader of the National party who as always is a very
entertaining speaker. He has dealt with this issue with
some passion and belief for quite a long period and
certainly we would be churlish not to acknowledge it.
He spent a lot of time talking on the bill that he is
separately proposing so I will not go into that. I agree
with one of his concluding statements — that we need
to be mindful that these changes can impact on people’s
rights and that we need to be careful if we are reducing
rights. Again, this totally reiterates the point I have been
making — governments need to act on information and
data and to act decisively when they have them. We
need to be careful in balancing that, but this legislation
goes down the path where it does deal with people’s
rights. In some areas it varies them, but it does so on the
basis that it will bring results to the community and it is
informed deliberation that gets us there.
My final point on the comments of the Leader of the
National Party is that part of the reason this legislation
brings in the Essential Services Commission is that in a
number of those areas we were required to do so under
national competition policy. That is the answer to one
of his queries.
To conclude: where to next? The government thinks
this is a very good piece of legislation that brings
Victoria and the other jurisdictions into line. It is a very
important first step and one where we have drawn a line
in the sand, have brought together the things we need
for economic and cultural change and have presented
them to the Parliament saying, ‘This is the first part of
our package which deals with the critical areas that will
make public liability insurance both more affordable
and more accessible. But it is only the first step’.
The ministerial council last week dealt with the report
by Justice Ipp. It was a very interesting time, in a sense,
when the ministers spent almost 4 hours going through
that report bit by bit, discussing different jurisdictions’
views as to where we were going as a community and
where the law on negligence could lead us. As a finance
minister, my responsibilities were for areas that had a
direct economic impact in Victoria. Many of the other
areas in that report, fascinating as they were regarding
the law on negligence, were far more appropriate for
the Standing Committee of Attorneys-General to deal
with. However, the insurance ministerial council has
now commissioned urgent information and we are
getting Justice Ipp back on to this, for his
recommendations of which one would have significant
economic impact. He will be coming back in
mid-November to a further meeting of insurance
ministers which will report at the end of November to a
heads of government meeting. We are now at the cusp
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of rapid action where the second wave of legislation
from all jurisdictions will come into being.
I urge the honourable members who are contemplating
amendments to this legislation to reflect that even a
New South Wales government, which most will
acknowledge is probably the most radical government
in dealing with these issues, has varied and adjusted a
number of its second-wave proposals — three in
total — to take into account some of the
recommendations from the Ipp report, and also to take
into account methods of keeping greater uniformity
between jurisdictions. New South Wales has had to act
far more quickly than most other states because by any
measure the problem was probably twice as bad in New
South Wales as it was in Victoria and other
jurisdictions. Having said that, the government is
rapidly coming to a national approach and it is critical
for it to take a balanced approach. We now have very
good legislation in place and we need to work from this
to the second wave of legislation which Justice Ipp is
dealing with. Most of the amendments that are being
proposed in this house tonight, or this morning as it is
now, are far more appropriate to be dealt with so that
we can work in a coordinated national response, with
that further economic information, within a matter of
weeks, which is a good way for us to keep on moving.
We need to continue to keep the balance between the
rights of individuals to sue, as they can under a legal
system, and also the rights of our community to survive
in an insurance regime that is both affordable and
accessible. That is a very hard balance but this act
would be a fantastic start, the first of two parts, to
getting it to happen. I urge the house to support it and
give it a speedy passage.
Ms ASHER (Brighton) — I would like to make a
small contribution at this unseemly hour of the
morning, on the Wrongs and Other Acts (Public
Liability Insurance Reform) Bill currently before the
house.
The bill is a timid and late attempt to address a crisis. I
want to direct my comments particularly to the tourism
industry given that I am shadow Minister for Tourism,
although I obviously acknowledge that the crisis
impacts on community groups, professional groups and
so on.
The bill is a late response. In fact, it represents all the
characteristics that we have seen for the past three years
of this government — a deferral of responsibility, a
deferral of decision making and a shifting of the blame.
It was initially the commonwealth government’s fault.
Initially we were told we were waiting for the
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commonwealth government to act; it was in part
because of the HIH collapse and it was in part because
of the 11 September terrorist attacks. Rather than a
desire by this government to make an early contribution
to solve a crisis in tourism and business, the
government set out on its usual pattern of spin, press
releases, meetings, a ministerial statement in March and
a summit prior to that, and only tonight do we finally
see legislation before this house. The government was
told in 2000 that there was a crisis in public liability
insurance, and indeed in 2001 the cries got louder and
louder from the business community, and from the
tourism industry in particular.
The bill before the house is very limited in scope. It is
late, as I said earlier, and scarcely earth shattering. I
shall briefly run through the components of the
legislation honourable members are debating tonight.
Others have run through it so I shall try to be as brief as
possible. The legislation calls on courts to consider
intoxication, drug or alcohol use and engagement in
illegal activity by a plaintiff in determining whether a
breach of the duty of care of a defendant has been
established. Those with legal qualifications tell me that
this is largely window dressing, but those in favour of
the inclusion of this clause argue that it clarifies the law.
The bill also provides for an apology — that is, a
general expression of sorrow — to not be an admission
of liability or guilt. It also provides for fee waivers —
for example, particularly in a health context — not to
be an admission of guilt. I understand this is
particularly levelled at health registration boards, and
the Health Services Commissioner has made a number
of recommendations to government to encourage more
openness between health practitioners and clients.
The bill caps the amount of damages for loss of
earnings, fixes damages for non-economic loss and
allows for structured settlements — that is, periodic
payments by agreement to take advantage of some
commonwealth tax law changes. The bill also provides
protection for volunteers and good Samaritans. I
believe those two components are particularly
desirable, but why on earth they could not have been
enacted in the autumn sitting of Parliament is quite
beyond my understanding.
The bill also provides for protection of food donors and
provides for waivers for recreational services. Indeed,
the bill defines recreational services. I was a bit at a loss
to understand the Minister for Finance’s criticism of the
Liberal Party in relation to recreational services when
he himself, in the Premier’s bill — if he has read it —
defines recreational services as meaning:
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… services that consist of participation in —
(a) a sporting activity or a similar leisure-time pursuit; or
(b) any other activity that —
(i)

involves a significant degree of physical exertion or
physical risk; and

(ii) is undertaken for the purposes of recreation,
enjoyment or leisure.

This bill sets up that definition and allows for waivers if
people opt to sign waivers.
The opposition was advised during its briefing on the
bill that a plain English document is being developed,
but I ask the minister to ensure that relevant trade
associations, community groups and tourism groups are
involved in the drawing up of that particular plain
English document.
The Essential Services Commission has been given a
number of powers in relation to the collection of
material, which have been touched on by other
speakers. I recall that some time ago in this debate the
previous Minister for Finance actually blamed the
inaction of this government on the failure of the
industry to have passed over sufficient statistics. So the
government obviously is ensuring that it has at a state
level statistics available to it to look at the insurance
industry.
There is an element of this bill which I am particularly
interested in which has elicited very little comment —
that is, the fire services levy. The bill provides for the
Country Fire Authority and other groups to also provide
data. In fact, it specifically requires insurance
companies to provide data on the collection of the fire
services levy. At the moment insurance companies can
collect fire services levy amounts in excess of what
they are required to collect. The bill will require
insurers to report to the government on what they are
doing. As I said, insurers could be collecting more than
is actually required. Interestingly enough there are no
penalties in the bill for overcollection, although there
are penalties for failing to provide information.
I am also particularly interested in the fact that the
government has simply called on the Secretary of the
Department of Justice, the Secretary of the Department
of Treasury and Finance or the Emergency Services
Commissioner to publish in any manner the authority
sees fit this particular information relating to the fire
services levy. This could mean that under the bill in the
form currently available before the house the public
would not know. I seek an assurance from the minister
that should it become apparent through these statistical
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collections that insurance companies are overcharging
the public and businesses in the area of the fire services
levy the public have a right to know that. I seek an
assurance from the minister that that would be
examined in what he has called his second wave — I
would probably prefer to call it a trickle — of reform in
this particular area.
The bill before the house is not earth shattering. We
have waited an awfully long time for it, but it is not
earth shattering. Much has been omitted. It is seven
months since the ministerial statement, since the
Minister for Finance came before this house in March
2002 telling us there was a problem. Small business
knew it years beforehand, and the tourism industry
knew it years beforehand. The minister told us in
March there was a problem, and today we are debating
a limited bill. There is no doubt that there are many
causes of the problems faced by the tourism industry,
business and the medical profession. One is human
greed. However, I think this government has been
particularly slow to act, and what it has done is limited.
The key deficiency of the bill before the house is that
the style of remedy suggested by the Liberal Party in
the Adventure Activities Protection Bill 2002 — a bill
that the government would not allow the Liberal Party
to debate in the Legislative Assembly — has not been
picked up in this bill. My colleague the honourable
member for Box Hill has gone through a range of
deficiencies in the bill, but from my point of view,
given that I wear the shadow Minister for Tourism hat,
it is this deficiency that I think key groups will be most
disappointed with.
Basically the Liberal Party has argued, based on the
advice to it by the Mansfield public liability insurance
task force, that an individual in our society should
assume minor risks. Individuals should not assume the
risks if operators, for example, or businesses are
negligent, but minor risks which are an inherent part of
any sporting activity or adventure tourism activity
should be assumed by the person themselves.
Unfortunately the Labor Party has stopped debate on
the Adventure Activities Protection Bill four times so
far. That is scarcely an honest, open, transparent and
encouraging debate in our society. On 29 May the
Minister for Finance asked the leader of opposition
business in the Legislative Council to withdraw the bill.
Of course the bill was not withdrawn. Secondly, the
Labor Party voted against the bill in the upper house. A
reasoned amendment was moved to have the bill
withdrawn, and the Labor Party supported that reasoned
amendment. Thirdly, in the Legislative Assembly it
was the Minister for Tourism himself who refused to
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allow the second-reading speech on that bill to be
given; and, fourthly, again in this place, the Labor Party
would not allow debate, even though the Liberal Party
asked if it could debate the Adventure Activities
Protection Bill during the time allocated to it for matters
of public importance.
Despite the ‘reasonable’ approach taken in this chamber
by the Minister for Finance, on four occasions the
Labor Party has tried to knock out a debate on
something that would substantially reduce premiums by
having individuals assume minor risk. Individuals
themselves would take on responsibility for minor
risk — and again I reiterate not for negligence but for
minor risk.
The key benefit that would have flown from this is the
fact that — again, on figures provided to the Liberal
Party by the Victorian Tourism Operators
Association — 81 per cent of claims in the tourism
industry can be classified as being minor, and that is
defined as less than $50 000. Those claims absorb
87 per cent of the dollar value of claims. If individuals
were provided with the mechanism to assume their own
risk, the main part of the dollar value of claims would
be obliterated.
There are additional concerns by the industry in respect
of the fact that insurers settle claims without
notification to businesses and obviously there is a
general view that human greed has played a significant
role in the fact that now unfortunately about 70 tourism
businesses have had to close because they cannot get
public liability insurance. Indeed, other businesses are
still operating but struggling to operate on a
year-by-year basis as they try simply to get cover to
keep going. I hope the bill does result in reduced
premiums, but I suspect the remedies suggested by the
Liberal Party — if we were allowed to debate them in
this place — would go significantly further to achieving
the premium reductions that we are all seeking for
businesses operating in this particular area.
Unfortunately, Victoria has been the last state to act on
these particular issues. I draw the minister’s attention to
the fact that in New South Wales Labor Premier Bob
Carr made a ministerial statement on 27 March 2002.
On 7 May he released the consultation draft of the New
South Wales government’s Civil Liability Bill and after
three weeks of consultation — that is what I call a more
concentrated form of consultation that perhaps this
government should look at — on 28 May the bill was
second read by Premier Carr. So New South Wales
managed to have a bill in the autumn sitting of
Parliament but Victoria did not.
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I also refer to data provided to the New South Wales
Legislative Assembly by its Premier in relation to the
estimate of Pricewaterhousecoopers of the possible
premium reductions as a result of the New South Wales
legislation:
There will be a 17.5 per cent reduction in the cost of personal
injury claims. There will be a 14 per cent reduction in the cost
of public liability claims as a whole. Most importantly, there
should be a reduction of some 12 per cent in public liability
premiums.

That is what the New South Wales government was
able to put to its legislature in the autumn sitting of
Parliament, unlike this government which was unable
to provide anything in the autumn sitting and has
provided something only now.
Indeed, the New South Wales government, according to
an Insurance Council of Australia briefing paper of
September 2002, already has a second bill ready to go,
which will look at supporting personal responsibility
for risk — which is precisely what members of the
Liberal Party have been talking about for months now:
the principle of contributory negligence and limits on
damages.
So that is the contrast of Labor in New South Wales
operating at a much speedier pace and Labor in Victoria
operating at its usual slow pace. Indeed, I note that the
Minister for Tourism released in February Victoria’s
Adventure Tourism Action Plan 2002–04. The minister
acknowledged the value of adventure tourism to
Victoria’s tourism and in fact in a strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities and threats analysis
recognised the problems with premium increases in
public liability insurance. Notwithstanding the fact that
the Minister for Tourism put out a glossy talking about
the importance of Victoria’s adventure tourism industry
and the development of a plan for that industry, it has
taken until now for any legislative attempt to be made
by this government to address some of the problems
facing industry.
I refer also to VECCI’s Business Forum dated July
2002, where the Victorian Employers Chamber of
Commerce and Industry reports on having surveyed its
own members. Again, with some regret it reports that
the survey, which was conducted prior to June this
year:
… shows that 88 per cent of businesses reported an increase
in the cost of their PLI policy in the previous 12 months, and
the average increase in PLI premiums across all industries
was 74.2 per cent.
The largest increase reported by an individual business was
1200 per cent. In dollar terms, the average PLI premium
increase for small business (1–19 employees) was $3860,
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while the increase for medium-size business (20–99
employees) was $10 507.

These business cost increases are unsustainable in the
short term and they are certainly unsustainable in the
longer term. It is why we are so disappointed, not with
the content necessarily of the bill before this house but
with the length of time it has taken to put it together and
the things that are missing from the bill. What is more
important in this debate is what is not in the bill. The
government should have gone much, much further.
I also refer to a press release issued by VECCI on
14 August 2002. Again, VECCI — which has been
disinclined to criticise this government — actually
points out that Victoria was:
… falling well behind other states in addressing the public
liability insurance (PLI) crisis.

Given the comparative timetable in New South Wales,
it is irrefutable that the Victorian government is falling
behind the more aggressive approach we are seeing in
Queensland under a Labor government and in New
South Wales under a Labor government in relation to
this particular problem.
I am delighted that the breakdown of the influence of
the legal purists appears finally to have occurred in this
particular debate. One of the things we as a society
have to grapple with is that sometimes we may have to
give up rights for the overall benefit of society. Some of
the ‘solutions’ put forward in this bill represent a
significant switch. There was a time in this Parliament,
given the influence of the legal profession both in the
Labor Party and in the Liberal Party, when I would
have been surprised to see legislation like this which
does restrict some rights being debated in the
Parliament. I am delighted to see that break down.
The challenge for us as a community is the issue of
personal responsibility. On our side of politics we talk a
lot about personal responsibility. That is the great
cultural change that will provide a real solution to the
public liability insurance problem in Victoria and
across Australia. Individuals must assume more
personal responsibility for their own actions. The
government should look at the sorts of solutions that the
Liberal Party has advanced in its papers and in the bill
before the house to ensure that individuals assume their
own personal responsibility for their own risky
activities rather than blaming other people and resorting
to the courts, and rather than trying to make a quick
buck out of an accident.
Mr SAVAGE (Mildura) — I indicate my support
for the bill. The measures contained in it go some way
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towards resolving the insurance crisis, but except for
the issue of the increase in the discount rate it does not
deal with the major drivers of claims.
I understand the suggestion and the discussion about
issues such as thresholds and proportionate liability.
These ought to occur in an environment in which
alternatives can be weighed up and the consequences of
adopting particular proposals analysed exhaustively.
The time for such suggestions has long passed and we
need to do more about solving the problems with some
political will rather than continuing to talk about the
difficulties. The fact is that we are twiddling our
thumbs in some respects while peoples’ lives are being
affected. Small businesses are closing down and even a
small country golf course in my area has had a
significant increase in its public liability policy and only
has 40 or so members. It is beyond its capacity to find
that sort of money.
Despite the government’s efforts many voluntary
organisations and sporting groups are still finding
significant difficulty in obtaining public liability
insurance at an affordable price. I understand why there
is some hesitation in making hard decisions but they are
necessary — for instance, there should be a rigorous
threshold similar to that of the Transport Accident
Commission. If it works for the TAC why can it not
work for public liability?
I understand the reluctance to take this issue on because
the plaintiff lawyers have certainly run a very vigorous
campaign against this concept. They subjected me to a
rather unfair and spurious attack last Saturday in the
Sunraysia Daily. The fact is that all Victorians will be
the losers unless we stand up to that type of
intimidation and blackmail. Much of the opposition for
more effective measures focuses on the rights of
individuals being restricted and the possibility that
savings and cost flow-ons will go to insurance company
profits instead of making it more possible to achieve
public liability. That is a relative simplistic and cynical
view. It is not possible to demand that insurance
companies guarantee to reduce premiums before
substantial changes are made. Unless we make some
changes the current level of premium will certainly rise.
We cannot talk about the declining cost of premiums.
We can say that if we achieve something it will be to
keep the premiums at the current levels.
We also have to look in some detail at the cost of
underwriting losses which for 2001 were $750 million.
This was down from $2 billion in 1999 and the net
claims expense appears to be about 80 per cent of total
expenses. Nor can we forget that underwriting losses
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were offset by a rate of return on investments which we
cannot assume will again be possible in the foreseeable
future.
Statistics indicate that while insurers incurred
$500 million-plus in underwriting losses on public
liability insurance over the last three years, they
reduced their employers liability losses from
$470 million to $77 million and compulsory third party
losses from $146 million to $87 million. By 2000,
121 per cent of liability insurance premium collected in
1994, 124 per cent of premium collected in 1995 and so
on — all of that had been expended. Professional
liability losses are down from $281 million in 1999, but
they were still $139 million last year.
The immediate challenge is to slow down the rate of
increase in the premiums and to increase access to
liability insurance, which means addressing
underwriting expenses. The argument about individual
rights must be balanced against the rights of people to
be able to conduct businesses and even have jobs and
the need for the communities to undertake those
activities necessary to sustain the social fabric. We have
seen plenty of situations and heard plenty of anecdotal
evidence that suggests that our ability to maintain a
solid social fabric and enjoy good social activity is
being diminished.
The main drivers of liability insurance costs are the
discount rate, joint and several liability and the cost of
small claims, a reminder of which is the report that
Western Australian councils are paying $70 000 a week
for slip-and-fall injuries on footpaths. Social reasons
rather than economic ones drive the promotion of caps.
There is insufficient evidence to conclude that the
no-win, no-fee arrangements have impacted
significantly on the cost of claims.
In limiting small claims it is necessary to choose
between monetary and non-monetary thresholds.
Monetary thresholds have two weaknesses. One is that
the threshold includes medical expenses and loss of
earnings as well as pain and suffering, so that anyone
who falls below that threshold may not be able to
recover any of their financial losses. The other is that
over time the threshold erodes as plaintiffs find ways of
making claims which exceed them. For example, a
30 per cent impairment test was introduced into the
workers compensation scheme in Western Australia in
1993, but a second gateway of $100 000 loss of
earnings was allowed to cover the harsh effects of this
test. It was expected that this gateway would generate
100 claims a year, but it was closed in 1999 because by
then it was generating 2000 claims a year.
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To maintain consistency most states have based their
responses to the liability crisis on their current
compulsory third-party schemes. One exception is New
South Wales, which has adopted an approach it rejected
after four years in its compulsory third-party system in
favour of the 10 per cent impairment test. The other is
the Victorian government, which has the compulsory
third-party system based on the 10 per cent permanent
impairment test to qualify for compensation for pain
and suffering. Instead of adopting a threshold it is
proposing to adopt a system which attempts to restrict
the recovery of legal costs and which has been
introduced in Queensland.
I think it is too early to make any definitive statements
about the Queensland model, but there are some
disturbing early signs. Favourable comparisons have
been made between sets of claims arising from injuries
sustained in the March quarters of 2000 and 2001.
However, the first claims settled are generally simple
and easy claims for out-of-pocket expenses. While
there have been some claims for pain and suffering or
non-economic loss, they would not have been many.
More significant is the continued increase in claim
frequency from around 0.42 per cent in 2000 to 0.48 in
the December 2001 quarter and the significant increase
in the average payment for general damages in minor
claims from around $9000 for claims finalised during
1996 to around $17 000 for claims finalised during
2002.
Consequently I will be seeking to amend the bill to
apply the same provisions in the Transport Accident
Act which prevent the obtaining of compensation for
pain and suffering unless the injury causes 10 per cent
of whole body impairment. This system is based on the
assessment by the fourth edition of the American
Medical Association guides, except for psychiatric
illness. The main criticism of this is that they are
arbitrary, inappropriate and unfair. I accept that on a
few occasions they could produce an unfair outcome;
however, my amendments will address that, and they
have a narrative to provide an alternative for serious
long-term impairment or permanent serious
disfigurement which does not constitute 10 per cent of
whole body impairment under the AMA guides.
I am conscious of the opposition’s view that, while the
need for a threshold for pain and suffering has not been
demonstrated, a 15 per cent impairment threshold to
protect adventure tourism is essential. I am aware of the
plight of adventure tour operators, but I do not believe
they are in a different position from, for example, a
small security business which has to stop functioning
because of its inability to obtain liability insurance or
Steamrail Victoria, a voluntary group, which has
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suspended its operations because of its inability to
obtain insurance.
The panel chaired by Justice Ipp, which has reviewed
the law of negligence, has recommended the adoption
of a threshold for general damages in terms of 15 per
cent of a most extreme case, which is the threshold
being adopted in New South Wales. In addition it
recommends the restraint on the recovery of legal costs
as proposed by the Queensland government. However,
the panel does not believe this to be the ideal threshold.
Rather, its view is that of all threshold options, one
based on a system of independent assessment of
impairment using objective criteria is the best because it
is likely to produce the most reliable and consistent
results. It is clear that the political judgment of the panel
was that there seemed to be little prospect of a
recommendation based on such a system being
supported and implemented by the various states.
The arguments for moving to proportionate liability in
the area of professional indemnity has been known for
some time. To date, law reform bodies that have
considered this question have opposed such a measure
in cases involving personal injury or death.
Consequently I shall not seek to amend the legislation
to take it beyond what appear to be the current
acceptable limits. Rather, I shall seek to support the
measures being proposed in New South Wales.
Finally, I am concerned that the proposal to expand the
powers of the Essential Services Commission could
create unnecessary administration for insurance
companies and could constitute a disincentive to offer
insurance in Victoria. I am aware that that is not the
intention of the government, but it should be made clear
that the ESC should collect only information that is not
available from the Australian Prudential Regulation
Authority, and I will seek to amend the relevant part of
the bill to clarify when the ESC can exercise its powers.
I do not pretend that the model I am proposing is
perfect, and I would be happy to seek further
amendments from other sources to improve this
legislation in either house. However, if we do not
continue to be vigorous in our changes of public
liability I challenge everybody in this place to predict
what the future will be. Unless we can draw down the
current high cost of public liability, the situation will
get worse.
The medical insurance issue will have a significant
impact in the next few months, not because of predicted
losses but because the insurance companies have failed
to actuarially assess what their needs are for the past.
Add to that the high cost of public liability and the
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actuarial inefficiencies or deficiencies of the past, and
we will see some more significant problems in the
medical insurance field, as with all public professional
liability.
We have seen the scenarios that have been well
presented in the newspapers. One in the Herald Sun had
the heading ‘$750 000 bunny-bit-me case’. A kid who
had the top of its finger nipped off got $750 000 in
damages. That is hardly a 10 per cent impairment! And
there was the case of the young drunken teenager in
New South Wales who broke into premises above a
nightclub and was awarded $50 000 damages and his
mother $18 578. Those are probably the extreme cases
to call upon, but they do exist and they are creating in
people’s minds a very bad impression that there is a
system of rorting out there when it comes to public
liability that has an impact on the costs we pay for on a
daily basis.
I urge honourable members to give consideration to the
amendments that introduce a TAC threshold on the
basis that if it is good enough for people who drive
motor cars I cannot see why in this crisis — and it is a
crisis — we cannot extend the same set of principles so
that we apply them in all forms of public liability
assessment. I commend the bill to the house.
Mr VOGELS (Warrnambool) — The public
liability crisis that has gripped our lives rages like a
cancer destroying the fabric of life as we have known it.
It is generally agreed that 11 September and the
collapse of HIH tipped the balance, but there is no
doubt that it was happening anyway and has been
slowly building up.
Most of us have grown up in Victoria in the midst of
communities that have always banded together with the
full support of government, which made Crown land
available for the benefit of the public to build such
things as swimming pools, golf clubs, halls, recreation
reserves, pony clubs, guide and scout halls, and camp
sites for community progression and leisure. We saw
volunteers offer their services to form committees of
management that would organise and oversee working
bees that regularly maintained our public reserve
buildings and swimming pools by mowing lawns,
fixing spouting and doing whatever else it took.
Then came the scourge, like a plague that would slowly
envelop our society: to blame somebody else if
something goes wrong. If an accident occurs it has got
to be someone else’s fault. We started seeing
advertisements in papers and hearing daily on the radio
and TV, ‘Do you know all your entitlements if you
have been injured at work or at play?’, and the lawyers
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proclaimed no win, no fee. There is a goose out there
that will lay a golden egg and we can all get on with life
and everybody will be happy ever after.
As this started to progress we noticed diving boards
disappear from swimming pools and the monkey bars
and seesaws vanish from our playgrounds. Even the old
steamroller or locomotive sitting in a park somewhere
which as kids we used to play on was fenced off or
taken away altogether. It has now got to the stage where
adventure tourism has been destroyed, equestrian
events cancelled and even surf lifesaving clubs
threatened with extinction. In Warrnambool we have
the Premier Speedway, which the new member for
South-West Coast will shortly elaborate on.
The crisis is now spreading from public liability
insurance to professional indemnity insurance. Building
surveyors, engineers, environmental health
professionals and the medical profession are all at risk.
I will read from a letter from Mr Neil Povey, a building
surveyor and civil engineering consultant working in
Warrnambool, and also from a letter from Mr Barry
Wilson. I do not know if other honourable members
have received letters from building surveyors and
engineers. It is an interesting and sad letter. There must
be hundreds of building permit-holders out there in
rural Victoria at the moment in the same situation. The
letter states:
As background, our company provides both building
surveying and civil engineering services and has been
providing this service to the district for the past seven
years …
To date I have been unsuccessful with applications to Dexta,
CGU, Royal Sun Alliance and I am awaiting consideration
from Planned Professional Risk Services.
Each refusal has primarily been based on the government
requirement for Building Act compliance which is the need to
supply the 10-year run-on insurance provision. They also
claim to be wary of engineers who undertake project
management as we do and also that we are now part time
(although I still manage to work 70 hours per week!).
… my biggest concern is that I have 10 ‘live’ building
permits and a further 5 permits with directions in place which
cannot be completed because I am the relevant building
surveyor.

So there are 15 houses just from this one building
surveyor which are either half-finished, three-quarters
finished or nearly finished and where building has
completely stopped. The letter continues:
I have written twice to the Building Commission (the
registrar) and to date have not received a reply, although I
have been told verbally the following:
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To be relieved as the building surveyor I need to comply with
three actions:
1.

Write to the Building Commission and request that I no
longer be the relevant building surveyor for these
projects.

2.

Write to my clients and request that they agree to me no
longer being the appointed relevant building surveyor.

3.

Arrange for another building surveyor to take over these
‘live’ projects.

Items 1 and 2 can be achieved but item 3 is not achievable as
no building surveyor would want to increase their workload
when they will most likely not be able to get insurance also. I
have requested this assistance from other building surveyors
but to no avail.
The builders associated with these permits will not be able to
complete the projects and their owners will not be able to
occupy the buildings without certificates of occupancy.

I know the honourable member for Gippsland East also
has letters from building surveyors because I have seen
some of them. Something has to happen; this cannot go
on.
Getting back to public liability, I listened very carefully
to the honourable member for Box Hill, and I agree
with what he said. There are four issues that I would
like to expand on.
The first is that we need to allow reputable
organisations operating on state government land which
are an established and important part of tourism,
economic activities, or community activities the option
of acquiring, at a price reflecting the risk involved,
public liability cover in conjunction with the insurance
or self-insurance cover which the state government
already has for its own public liability. If taken up by
the organisation concerned, this would be in lieu of
requiring it to obtain a $10 million public liability cover
before it was allowed to operate on state government
land. That would be a great start. Surely if you are
operating on Crown land the government, through its
Victorian Managed Insurance Authority, could help
take this public liability insurance risk.
Issue no. 2 is to insist that a law firm pursuing legal
action on a no win, no fee or similar basis is responsible
for ensuring the other party’s legal costs are paid if its
client loses a case and is unable or unwilling to pay.
This will stop lawyers taking no win, no fee cases for
clients with few assets, knowing the insurers cannot
recover their costs even if their defence is successful.
The responsibility of the loser to pay the winner’s costs
is the greatest protection, stopping Australians going
down the American path.
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No. 3 is to ensure that where people voluntarily engage
in a recreational activity they accept responsibility for
minor injuries incurred in the ordinary course of that
activity.
No. 4 concerns the protection of volunteers and good
Samaritans from the risk of being sued. For volunteers,
liability should be passed from the individual volunteer
to the organisation for which they work. This might
slightly increase the cost for the organisation, but it
ensures its volunteers are not deterred by the fear of
legal action.
In conclusion, there is no doubt that the issue of
insurance needs to be addressed urgently by all levels
of government. According to the Insurance Council of
Australia, which has assessed each state’s reform
packages, Victoria’s reform package is among the
worst in the country and has largely failed to tackle the
main issues that are driving up costs. The state
government’s response has been too little, too late. It
has fiddled while Rome burnt, as the old saying goes.
Although this legislation goes part of the way, it is
nowhere near strong enough to address the issues now
confronting Victoria.
I am very concerned that, as the honourable member for
Mildura and others have said before me, unless very
strong action is taken the country will grind to a halt. It
is absolutely outrageous. I have seen some of these
houses. People who have a house nearly finished
cannot move in. It is absolutely ludicrous. Something
desperately needs to be done.
Mr INGRAM (Gippsland East) — It is a pleasure to
make a brief contribution to debate on this bill today.
The Wrongs and Other Acts (Public Liability Insurance
Reform) Bill in my view is probably the most important
piece of legislation that has come before this Parliament
in the short time I have been here.
Some people might find that a strange comment, but it
is one of those pieces of legislation that attempts to
address a major problem that has been evident in the
community from well before 11 September, and I also
believe it was there before the HIH collapse. It was
growing.
The ongoing, rising costs of insurance and the cyclical
nature of the insurance industry have caused a great
deal of impact on a whole range of community groups,
businesses and adventure tour operators — the list goes
on and on. It really is about a conflict between the duty
of care of an organisation, individual or provider and
the acceptance of personal risk or the responsibility for
your own actions.
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In the middle of that we have the insurance industry,
lawyers, courts and Parliament trying to deal with the
problems. But we have got to the stage now where
there is that need to have insurance, and to have that
protection for your personal and business assets is
causing a really major cost on a whole range of
communities. It has broken down the social fabric of
our communities to the extent that a whole range of
things that we took for granted only a very short time
ago are now becoming very nearly impossible to do, so
the enjoyment that we had in the community and the
activities we used to be able to conduct in the
community, because of the cost of insurance have
become basically unavailable to us.
That is a very sad thing. Everyone has horror stories
from their electorate, I am sure. I think the classic one
from my electorate is a group of mainly elderly ladies
who get together once a fortnight to do machine
knitting. Because they operate in a facility that is owned
by the local council, they are required to have public
liability insurance. These people are a group who do
not want to do fundraising. They do not want to have to
pay for the pleasure of what they are doing; it is just for
their social enjoyment. But because they need public
liability insurance because they operate in a council
facility and the cost has gone through the roof — and
for this group if it is $800 a year, that means they have
to dip into their kitty to pay that — it really has stopped
that activity.
We can go right through a whole range of different
activities that have been either stopped or limited and
businesses that have closed down. There have been real
impacts on the community. It is not a new thing. How
long ago was it that we raised this issue first? It first
came to my attention in July 2001 when some
adventure tour operators came into my office. They
were getting to the stage then where their insurance
premiums, if they could get insurance, were going to be
exorbitantly high and probably cause their businesses to
close down.
At that stage I raised it with the government and
publicly and put up what I thought was a proposal to
deal with it. We had to start the public discussion at that
time. A whole range of different actions have taken
place in the ensuing 12 to 18 months. Where are we up
to now? We still have the same problems evident in the
community. I acknowledge the work the Minister for
Finance has done on individual aspects in dealing with
issues as they arise. Some have been slow and
frustrating for the particular businesses, industries or
groups of people.
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Unfortunately, some of the answers have not come
anywhere near fast enough, and businesses have been
lost. We need to look at what the changes in the bill will
do. There are some good points. Soon after I was
elected a group of volunteers from emergency services
in my region were strongly supporting the need to have
the good Samaritan legislation introduced to provide
protection for volunteers. It has taken a while, because
that was before this issue came about, but they are
grateful that finally they will see good Samaritans being
protected. They are people who go out and do
something they believe is right in good faith and they
are pleased that volunteers will have some protection.
The honourable member for Mildura raised a couple of
issues in relation to previous cases that have reached the
front pages of the newspapers and prominence in other
media. The classic example of what can happen with
volunteers is that in New South Wales and Queensland
volunteer surf lifesavers have put flags out on the basis
of their best knowledge and someone has had an
accident that is entirely their own fault but it appears
that sometimes the courts see it differently.
That brings me to an interesting statement by a retiring
Queensland judge that appeared in the Australian some
time ago. It is interesting because he said in his
retirement speech:
Some judges have enjoyed playing Santa Claus, forgetting
that someone has to pay for our generosity.
We have allowed the test of negligence to degenerate to such
a trivial level that people can be successfully sued for
ordinary human activity.

I am not singling out judges. Part of the problem is that
the definition of negligence has been watered down
through court cases over time. What we are doing here
is saying, ‘We have to put a stop here because the
inherent nature of our society to sue and not take that
personal responsibility has caused major problems and
someone has to pay’. In the end it is basically the
community that pays through increased insurance
premiums.
The honourable member for Warrnambool raised the
matter of professional indemnity problems in relation to
the building industry. This is a real issue. We are being
forced up against a brick wall, so to speak, very fast. In
a whole range of professional fields in the building
industry — architects, engineers and building
surveyors — there is a problem in providing services in
most country areas because of the distances involved
and the lack of qualified people in the area. You then
put on top of that the incredibly high premiums they are
expected to pay if they can get insurance at all.
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One of the factors is that the insurance companies will
not cover them because of the nature of the regulation
the building industry operates under in Victoria.
Because we have strong regulations insurance
companies are saying, ‘We will insure you for public
liability insurance, but we will not cover you because of
the provisions in the building industry acts’. We need to
address these matters. To do them one at a time is a
problem because we always seem to be chasing our
tails, so to speak.
The way it has been introduced for adventure tourism
operators is a good start. It is good that we are trying to
deal with this across all governments, both
commonwealth and state. Both governments have been
too slow to react. The problem was there, and it should
have been evident long before it was dealt with, but at
least we are now doing it.
I will take up one issue. A very well-run organisation in
my area provides adventure-type holidays for young
people, school groups and a whole range of people. It
provides horseriding, abseiling, large swings and so on.
It managed to get insurance. Because of its risk
management, although the premiums were increased
quite significantly, the company was able to be insured
because of the nature of its business. One disappointing
thing was that the insurance company had a form of
waiver that it required the organisation to meet. It was
interesting that a public school on a visit there refused
to sign the waivers because that school had been
directed by the education department that departmental
policy was not to allow the school or any students or
parents to sign a waiver for the students. This will be an
issue if we are now passing legislation in this place to
basically honour and recognise those waivers and the
education department then turns around and says, ‘No,
we will not allow any parents or students to sign a
waiver for them to participate in activities’, when they
are essential for the personal development of those
young people.
If you look at some of the aspects, particularly in my
area, there are a number of children right across
Victoria, particularly in some less privileged areas, who
need to be got back on track. One of the ways to do that
is to challenge them and put them to the test, to have
them abseil, go rock climbing and whitewater rafting,
as well as horseriding, riding mountain bikes and things
like that. If we do not have a system that allows the
waivers to be recognised, and if schools are advised by
the education system not to accept them, we are really
failing. Fortunately that business was able to reinsure
without the need for the waivers, but we are going to
run into this situation down the track and we need to be
dealing with it.
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Another point I would make is that Australia is an
extremely small insurance market. We are getting into
some problems with the market because of the small
number of people within particular professions or
groups. There is a limited supply of insurance products
available, which causes problems, and that is part of the
difficulty with the building industry. The actual pool is
very small.
I have spoken to a number of members of Parliament
from other states about this issue. It appears that
Victoria has a greater problem than some of the other
states with manufacturing businesses, particularly in my
area, and with the building industry, as well as a wide
diversity of problems in public liability and
professional indemnity. Some of the other states do not
have that. They have a clear problem with some small
businesses, but that has mainly been with adventure
tourism operators.
We have to ask why our state has had a higher increase
and why it has more businesses that have had problems
gaining insurance. Obviously the insurance industry
believes that in some industries in our state there is a
greater risk of being taken to court or sued and that
therefore there is a greater risk in insuring here. That
needs to be addressed, and it means we probably have
to go further than some of the other states.
Some of the business operators that have had
problems — I know the Minister for Finance is well
aware of these, because we keep raising them with
him — are the road surfacing and road construction
contractors. Some contractors’ insurance premiums
have gone from less than $10 000 to well over $60 000
and up to $80 000 in some instances. Obviously there
are some real problems there.
I am pleased to speak in the debate. There are not too
many members of Parliament who do not recognise that
this is something that desperately needs to be
addressed. It is probably not the last bill on this issue
that will be passed. We will need to keep a close eye on
it, because there are some real concerns out there. A
number of speakers have said that this legislation will
not reduce premiums, and I think that is where we need
to go in many cases. The community cannot afford to
continue paying premiums at the current level. We have
to try to reduce them.
If we still had a handle on the insurance industry
through the former State Insurance Office or the
Government Insurance Office we might not have got to
the stage where we could not recognise we had this
problem. It should have been recognised long before it
became a major problem. We may end up having to
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consider putting some pressure on the insurance
industry and on the lawyers to ensure that where real
negligence occurs people have access to the courts.
That access will have to be limited to ensure that the
cost to the community does not blow out in the way it
has. We need to reduce that cost.
Mr LUPTON (Knox) — This legislation probably
affects more people than any other legislation with
which I have had to deal. There would not be one sector
in our community that has not been affected by the
steep increases in insurance premiums. I refer to
builders, construction engineers, sporting clubs,
councils, electrical engineers, golf clubs, tennis clubs,
doctors, specialists et cetera.
In my electorate builders who have been in the
construction industry for a number of years have tried
to get insurance so they can continue to build. While
they may have one block of land with six units on it,
they can only get insurance to cover three or two, so
they have to go back for more — and of course the cost
of the building goes up. One electrical engineer who
employs about 25 people makes very detailed and
specialised electrical equipment. He cannot get public
liability insurance to install that equipment in other
factories.
In the City of Knox the honourable member for
Bayswater and I are faced with the situation where
tennis clubs have introduced a fee — something like
$40 — for Joe Blow to go and have a game of tennis.
So it means that I can no longer rock up one Sunday
and have a game of tennis. I have got to apply about
five days before with my $40 so that I can have a game.
This is getting ridiculous. It is absolutely stupid to think
that nowadays a person cannot go and have a game of
tennis, golf — or whatever it is — on a council
property because the council is frightened somebody is
going to sue it.
I had a person come into my office the other day. She
had fallen over on the footpath and broken her ankle.
When she rang the council the first thing she was asked
was, ‘How much do you want?’. All she wanted to do
was ring up and tell them about the footpath. As I said,
golf clubs have insurance policies for everything. If you
fall over and hurt yourself on the sprinkler heads, you
cop it.
There is also the issue of doctors, particularly
specialists. Specialists are getting out of the business
because they cannot pay the public liability insurance
just in case something goes wrong. I read an article the
other day about gynaecologists who are talking about
bailing out altogether. The federal government will
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have to pay an enormous levy to keep them practising
because of the concerns they have.
At the playgrounds I played on many years ago the
equipment has been pulled out because somebody
might get a splinter or slip off the monkey bars. It has
all changed. Now you have to have playground
equipment children will not get a splinter or rash from
or skin themselves on.
I am very fortunate to have the help of the honourable
member for Box Hill, who as opposition spokesperson
on this effort in relation to public liability insurance has
been very helpful in obtaining such insurance. In one
case he helped obtain it for a firm that manufactures
train signal equipment. It got to the stage — and it has
got to that stage again — where some months ago it
was going to have to shut its doors because it could not
get public liability insurance. As of yesterday it has
until 8 November to obtain its public liability insurance
or else close the doors, with enormous repercussions.
Tourism has already been mentioned, as has the
concern about the effects when people on a holiday are
injured doing something we would have expected to
take on as a matter of course. If I hurt myself I had to
wear it. We had that ridiculous situation the other week
where a person had gone to a holiday place, taken their
dog out into the bush and the damn dog was bitten by a
snake. People were sued and had to pay. This is getting
to the ridiculous stage. As I said earlier, I do not believe
there is anybody in this state of ours who is not
affected. Whether they are young people or old, they
are all affected.
When you have to go to a football club and say to the
young kids that the rates for the public liability
insurance needed for them to play football have gone
up fourfold or fivefold it is a little bit hard for them to
understand.
You can look at some of the payments that have been
awarded. I think it was the honourable member for
Mildura who mentioned a derro up in Sydney who
under the influence of alcohol broke into a pub, had a
fight with the owner, got done over and copped
$50 000 because of trauma et cetera. I had a situation
some time ago where a burglar fell through a factory
roof and damn well sued the owner of the factory. This
is becoming ridiculous, yet we have allowed it to
continue.
Back in about March the honourable member for Box
Hill introduced a paper entitled Public Liability — It’s
Time for Action. It is regrettable that that paper was not
taken up and acted on back in February, because I
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believe it addressed a number of the issues which were
raised at that time. Had action been taken in relation to
that I believe we would not be standing here today
some seven or eight months later trying to bring in
legislation.
With a degree of concern I note that if you look at what
the states are doing you find that each state is
attempting to do something different. In New South
Wales damages payouts are to be capped at $350 000.
In Western Australia legislation is before the
Parliament to cap economic loss awards to three times
weekly earnings. Queensland plans to limit damages for
people injured while intoxicated. South Australian
legislation proposes to cap damages payouts at
$241 500. Victoria is going for $360 000.
There is no consistency between the states and whilst I
congratulate the government on acting, I am concerned
about the fact that the proposal was put to it back in
February and nothing was done. I also refer to an article
in the Australian of 3 September which indicates that
both Victoria and New South Wales were going it alone
and introducing legislation at about the same time as
the federal government had just released a report on
insurance. Maybe it would have been opportune to have
awaited that report and then looked at introducing the
legislation, because, as I have said, we have five states
all doing something different. There is no consistency
between the states.
I support the concept of the good Samaritan legislation;
that is extremely important and it is well and truly
overdue. I really and truly think this is about a situation
where if you apologised to the person who was injured
you were accepting liability. It was absolutely
ridiculous. The legislation before us is good; I support
it. I also support the amendments of which the
honourable member for Box Hill has given notice. I
emphasise again that had the paper the honourable
member for Box Hill introduced in February been acted
upon at that stage, we would not be standing here today
trying to fix this up some nine months down the track.
Mr THWAITES (Minister for Health) — I am
pleased to join the discussion on this very important bill
which introduces reforms into the insurance and
liability area in Victoria. Of the two areas I wish to
touch on, the first relates to food donations by
businesses to charities and the second relates to issues
touching on medical indemnity.
As a result of this legislation many needy Victorians
will benefit by the provision of legal immunity to those
businesses which, in good faith, donate food to
charities. In the past there has been a reluctance on the
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part of a number of businesses to donate food to
charities because of the fear they may be held
responsible if a consumer of the food fell ill. These new
laws protect those businesses and individuals who act
in good faith in donating safe food that would otherwise
go to waste. There is a great deal of this food; in fact
there is an estimate that 280 000 tonnes of food is
thrown out each year in Melbourne alone so we could
expect that at least some of that food that would
otherwise be thrown out would be put to good use.
This legislation provides that a donor of such food is
exempt from liability to a negligence claim if the food
is donated to a not-for-profit charity distributing it to
those in need and where the donor acted in good faith.
This is Australian-first legislation, based upon a model
from overseas. I congratulate those organisations that
put forward the proposals, principally the charitable
organisation One Umbrella, which uses donated food to
make pies for distribution to the needy, and also the
Law Institute of Victoria, in particular the Young
Lawyers section of the institute, which had not only
lobbied for the changes but has prepared a great deal of
information which the government and other interested
parties could rely on in preparing this bill now before
the house.
I now turn to the other important issue of medical
indemnity. The government acknowledges that medical
indemnity insurance is a key issue for doctors, hospitals
and the community. In recent years there has been a
significant rise in premiums for doctors in order to
protect themselves from claims for negligence. These
premiums have risen particularly for some specialists
like obstetricians, and it is estimated that the premiums
they now pay can be in the range of $63 000 a year.
Premiums for general practitioners are much lower by
comparison, but even in that area the increase in
premiums in recent years has been significant.
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depressed equity market; the need to set aside
additional capital reserves in anticipation of potential
regulatory requirements; increased claims costs in
certain areas; and particularly the risk of very large
claims in cases of what are termed catastrophic injuries.
Most notable in Australia the Colanda Simpson case in
New South Wales set a benchmark for those very high
claims. Other factors influencing the size of the claims
include the long-tail nature of the medical indemnity
business, where some claims might be made up to
24 years after the incident leading to the claim. The
final issue is the small size of the market and the small
size of particular sections of the market — for example,
obstetricians or other specialists — so when the
premium is calculated it is calculated on the basis that
the risk is shared by a small number of people.
Given all that, there is a serious problem that needs to
be addressed. The bill is an important initiative in
commencing to address those problems. The
government certainly agrees that in coming years much
more will need to be done both at a national and a state
level to fully address the problems associated with the
rising costs of medical indemnity insurance.
I will briefly canvass some of them. They are matters
that have been partly dealt with by the Ipp inquiry at the
national level. They have also been dealt with by the
report of the so-called Marcia Neave inquiry, which
was set up under the auspices of the Australian health
ministers. Some of the key issues that those reports deal
with are limitation of actions, which I will come back
to; catastrophic claims and a statutory scheme in
relation to those; premium regulation and
cross-subsidisation; and finally Medicare rebates and
the cost that doctors have to pay for insurance
premiums by comparison with the medical rebates they
get.

It is worth pointing out that in recent years in Victoria
the increase has not been as significant as it has been in
New South Wales and Queensland. In those states, as I
am sure all honourable members are aware, the medical
defence organisation United Medical Protection has as
a result of financial problems made a major call on its
members. That has led to very high premiums and to
the financial failure of that organisation. Over the years
the medical defence organisations in Victoria have
better managed their financial situation and set aside
funds for future liabilities.

I shall just touch on the issue of the limitation of
actions. Currently in Victoria there is a six-year
limitation of actions period for adults and for children
there is a six-year period after they reach the age of
maturity — that is, 18. That is why there is a very long
tail. The government is currently considering the
recommendations of the Ipp review and the Neave
report in relation to limitation of actions periods.
Certainly the government agrees that we need to look
carefully at some way of ensuring that the very long tail
does not lead to a very high call on premiums for
doctors.

However, there are a range of pressures on premiums,
and these come from a range of factors. They include
the decreasing availability of and increasing price for
reinsurance; low returns on investments in the

The health ministers nationally have sought to further
investigate a national scheme for catastrophic claims.
Although the number of these claims is small in
percentage terms, the quantity of the claims in dollar
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terms is very large. A number of proposals have been
examined which would take those catastrophic injuries
outside the common-law system into a more managed
system, where people who are injured can have their
attendant care and other needs met but where the risk of
those very large claims is not added to the premiums of
obstetricians and others. Work is being undertaken
there which is very important.
The Attorney-General has previously announced that in
addition to the measures in this legislation he is
preparing further measures which will introduce a cost
threshold into personal injury claims. That also will be
an important way of limiting the number of cases that
are brought and thereby reducing the overall cost of
premiums.
The package of measures before the house is important.
Firstly, it includes the protection of volunteers and good
Samaritans; secondly, it ensures that saying sorry does
not represent an admission of liability; thirdly, it
establishes a cap on loss of earnings of three times the
average weekly earnings; fourthly, it creates a cap on
non-economic losses; fifthly, it increases the discount
rate from 3 per cent to 5 per cent; and sixthly, it enables
substantial amounts of damages to be paid in regular
instalments — that is, structured settlements instead of
one lump sum.
They are all important measures which will help to
make the medical indemnity scheme more affordable.
Just that one initiative of increasing the discount rate
from 3 per cent to 5 per cent makes a considerable
difference. That has been estimated to be of significant
benefit to the medical defence organisations, so I am
sure that provision would be widely supported. But as I
have indicated, there are other matters that the
government and I are considering.
I have set up a medical indemnity working party which
has representation from the medical profession, the
medical defence organisations and the legal profession.
I thank all members of that working party, who have
been providing important advice to the government. It
is fair to say that it is difficult in an area where there are
quite different views to reach an entirely consistent
view. However, the fact that those people have been
prepared to work together and endeavour to make
sensible suggestions to the government is
acknowledged, and I thank them for it.
I look forward to continuing to work with the medical
profession and others involved in coming up with
solutions to what is a very complex and difficult
problem.
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Dr NAPTHINE (Portland) — It is with some
disappointment that I rise at 1.40 a.m. to debate what is
a very significant issue right across Victoria. It is a sign
of total mismanagement by the Bracks Labor
government that the Parliament is debating this
significant issue at 1.40 in the morning. The fact that
this legislation is being rushed through the house in the
early hours of the morning after months and months in
which the government should have done something is
an indictment of this government and an indictment of
the responsible minister.
This is clearly an important issue which affects all
aspects of community life and everything we do in our
business, social and sporting activities to ensure that we
retain a high quality of life in the state of Victoria and
in our communities. It is interesting that we are
debating this bill at 1.40 a.m. when this house has sat
for three days since the middle of June — an absolutely
slack, lazy workload from a do-nothing, lazy Bracks
Labor government. This is a classic sign of a
do-nothing, lazy government simply not being able to
manage its agenda in Parliament and not being able to
manage its agenda in the community. The consequence
is that we have not had adequate debate on this bill in
Parliament, with all members being given the
opportunity to raise their electorate issues of concern.
I congratulate the honourable member for Box Hill on
his detailed and comprehensive analysis of this
legislation. I also congratulate him on the wise advice
he has given Parliament on this legislation and in
particular the thoroughness with which he has analysed
the legislation and put forward constructive
amendments which I believe the house ought to
consider and adopt in the interests of providing a better
outcome for the community.
The honourable member for Box Hill concluded his
speech with some words which I felt summed up the
legislation before the house tonight. The legislation
with respect to this very important issue is too little, too
late. The government has been dragging the chain on
this issue. It initially refused to even accept that there
was a problem. The Leader of the National Party
highlighted the fact that, while the community was
expressing concern about increasing public liability
insurance costs and the increase in professional
indemnity insurance costs as early as two years ago, the
Attorney-General said there was no problem; the
Treasurer and acting Minister for Finance at the time
said there was no problem; the government put its head
in the sand and was finally dragged kicking and
screaming and forced into having a public liability
insurance forum in this house. At that forum the
government said it would take some action. The former
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Minister for Finance said action would be taken. As a
consequence of that forum we had a typical Bracks
government response: another talkfest, another place
where people aired their concerns, but no action was
taken.
The Liberal Party put out a policy position in February
this year, and if the government had adopted that policy
at that time we would have been much further advanced
in terms of delivering more affordable and accessible
public liability insurance premiums and insurance
policies across the state. The Liberal Party brought
forward private members legislation on which the
government prevented any debate. If it had adopted that
legislation we would have more businesses still
operating in adventure tourism in Victoria today. The
government has also been dragging the chain in respect
to its Labor colleagues in New South Wales and
Queensland.
Public liability insurance affects the entire fabric of our
community. The cost of this insurance is threatening the
viability of some of the important events that make our
local communities great — events like the Heywood
Wood, Wine and Roses Festival, the Casterton Kelpie
Festival, the Warrnambool Fun for Kids event, local
shows, community fundraisers and school fetes. All of
those events are being impacted upon by the increasing
cost of public liability insurance. In fact some of them
have had to be cancelled or are not able to continue
because they could not get public liability insurance. It
is an absolute shame that in a number of communities
across Victoria Carols by Candlelight could not be held
simply because the organisers were unable to obtain
public liability insurance. Those that could attract
public liability insurance were hit with such high
premiums that the whole event was seemingly being
run to raise enough money to pay the insurance to run
the event. That defeats the purpose of many fundraising
community events.
Public liability insurance costs are reducing the capacity
of the community to deliver basic activities like scouts
and guides and the management of our local halls and
local playgrounds. These are activities people
participate in for recreation or for the community good,
let alone the activities of our sporting clubs. We should
be trying to encourage the development of junior sport
to help our young people understand about teamwork,
fitness and working together to achieve a goal. Junior
sport builds some of those characteristics which are
very important in young people and adults, but people
are being forced out of sport simply because of the cost
of public liability insurance.
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One of the growth industries in country Victoria has
been adventure tourism. Some 70 businesses have
closed, largely in country Victoria, and hundreds more
jobs and businesses are at risk, yet this government
refused to support the Adventure Activities Protection
Bill.
Ms Allen — Codswallop!
Dr NAPTHINE — The honourable member for
Benalla says that is codswallop. Her Labor colleagues
voted against that legislation in the upper house and
prevented it being debated in this house. The
honourable member for Benalla did not stand up for
adventure tourism businesses in Mansfield. They
brought forward this very positive suggestion, and the
Labor Party slammed the door in their faces. The
honourable member for Benalla treated them with
contempt. She deserves to be condemned for it, and she
will be.
The Adventure Activities Protection Bill was a very
positive step in providing protection for those
industries. I would have allowed participants to assume
their own risk for minor injuries. The opposition’s
amendments to the legislation before the house pick up
that concept and extend it further across Victoria.
In business we have had public liability problems
because of the cost to business and problems with
professional indemnity insurance and builders warranty
insurance. Many builders right across the state are still
having difficulty in obtaining warranty insurance given
the cost involved. I recently received representations
from local builders. Mr Gavin Carr gave me some
letters, one of which was from Mr Tony Arnel, a
commissioner, advising him that:
The Victorian government has confirmed that its reinsurance
support for the provision of builders warranty insurance by
Dexta Corporation will cease on 30 September 2002.
The Building Commission advises builders that they should
urgently review their current eligibility for obtaining builders
warranty insurance to ensure that their current arrangements
will remain in place beyond 30 September.

They need that warranty insurance because they cannot
operate without it.
Mr Lenders — Every single one of them had it
extended.
Dr NAPTHINE — The minister should sit down
for a minute! Mr Carr also received a letter in July from
the Master Builders Association of Victoria, which
states:
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Following the recent difficulties surrounding domestic
warranty insurance, I wish to advise that Dexta are presently
unable to offer any annual renewals post 30 June 2002. As a
result I have enclosed a new application form from (AHW)
Australian Home Warranty Pty Ltd, underwritten by Reward
Insurance Ltd, for completion and return.
AHW are only able to offer job specific policies and I have
set out the following points to assist you with completion.

It is interesting to note that Mr Carr is a self-employed
business person who has been operating in the building
industry since 1961. That is a very long time, and his is
a very successful business. He has been involved in the
construction of multimillion-dollar projects such as
building wind towers at Codrington and the Target
Country store in Portland. After 40 years of success in
the industry he is having difficulty obtaining builders
warranty insurance to do renovations and minor house
building. He has been offered insurance for projects of
a maximum value over a 12-month period of $500 000,
for a single dwelling of $250 000, and for
improvements of $25 000. That is not sufficient for him
to operate his traditional business.
What we are saying to the minister, if he would listen,
is that right across Victoria successful business
operators like Mr Carr are being denied access to fair
and reasonable builders warranty insurance at a proper
price. That is a problem we need to address.
The other issue I wish to address in the remaining
minutes I have is what I believe is a real crisis facing
country Victoria. It affects a recreational sporting
activity that is worth many millions of dollars to
country Victoria and involves many thousands of
people as spectators or participants on the track.
Speedways right across country Victoria are facing a
real crisis through public liability insurance. I am told
that many tracks across country Victoria could close
within the next few months, including Southern 500 at
Portland and tracks at Mildura, Bendigo, Hamilton,
Stawell and Simpson, and that even the Premier
Speedway at Warrnambool, which is one of the state’s
largest, is at risk. I refer to a letter from Southern 500
Speedway at Portland, which says:
Speedway’s future is very much in doubt of going ahead for
season 2002–03 due to our predicted cost of public liability
insurance being $28 000 this season for seven events only,
compared to last season which cost $14 000 for the same
number of events.

So it has doubled in the last 12 months.
Victoria alone stands to lose an estimated $28 million plus …
into the economy if Speedway should collapse due to public
liability insurance increases.
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The letter states that speedway is the second highest
attended spectator summer sport in Australia. I would
say that right across the state in country Victoria it is
the highest attended spectator sport in the summer.
Figures I have from the speedway industry show that it
is indeed a $28 million industry for the rural economy.
With attendances of 2000 to 5000 fans at meetings and
their estimated expenditure — if you look at travelling
to and from the speedway, accommodation, food and
miscellaneous shopping, plus gate attendance and so
on — you are talking about $28 million a year involved
in speedway. There are also the costs of the
participants.
While many honourable members may be under the
misapprehension that speedway is a sport for young
people who are so-called petrolheads, the reality is —
and I have had the pleasure of attending a few
speedway events in recent years — that it is very much
a family-based activity, with many families involved
both as spectators and participants. They are all
no-alcohol functions and they are very family friendly.
Some of the demographics show that 55 per cent of the
people involved are married, a significant number have
children, they are generally low-to-middle income
earners and 50 per cent plus are blue collar workers. So
it is very much for the working person and has working
family support.
It is a very popular sport and is worth many millions of
dollars. It would be an absolute tragedy if speedway
tracks right across country Victoria were closed, not
only for the people who enjoy the speedway and those
who participate but particularly for those country
communities that would lose the benefit of that
$28 million in economic activity.
Speedway is also very positive in providing a
constructive and positive outlet for young people who
are interested in speedway activities and racing
vehicles. It has a Teen Safe program which works
specifically with young people so they can learn about
the risks involved in driving vehicles, particularly at
speed. It shows them how to be safer drivers on the
road and aims at three key points: change behaviour,
hazard perception and risk evaluation. It certainly helps
those young people to be better drivers when they do
participate on the roads.
Speedway has done all the right things. It works on a
national level with a national insurance policy to give
$30 million worth of cover, but the premium for that
policy is $1.7 million. If the insurance levy is applied to
all tracks it means there has to be an average of $4000
per meeting. That is an extraordinary amount for
speedways at Portland, Hamilton, Mildura, Bendigo
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and Simpson to raise. They have to pay it off up front
before the meeting starts, and for every track that closes
or every meeting that does not take place those costs
have to be passed on to other meetings. So if three or
four tracks close, the costs go up for the remaining
tracks. Even Premier Speedway at Warrnambool,
which is one of the most successful speedways in the
state and has crowds of 15 000 to 20 000 for its major
events during the summer, would be at risk of closing if
its public liability insurance premiums increased to that
sort of level or even higher.
Pre-2000 the Southern 500 Speedway at Heathmere
paid $620 per meeting for $30 million of public liability
cover; in 2002–03 that has risen to $4000 per meeting.
It makes the Southern 500 Speedway unfinancial and
unviable, and it is now considering not running any
meetings this year. If it does not run meetings then 8,
10 or 15 other speedways across the state will have to
close.
This is a serious problem across a whole range of
activities. The example of speedways is simply one
instance that particularly affects country Victoria that
shows the impact of massively increasing public
liability insurance premiums.
Unfortunately this legislation brought forward by the
government is too little too late. The Insurance Council
of Australia has already said that it will have little or no
impact on insurance premiums or the availability of
public liability insurance. It is disappointing that on this
issue the Bracks Labor government has failed the
people of Victoria and particularly the people of
country Victoria.
Mr MAUGHAN (Rodney) — I wish to make a
brief contribution on this important piece of legislation.
Noting that it is close to 2 o’clock in the morning I will
keep my remarks brief.
Because so many of my constituents over the last
12 months have contacted me and my office about
public liability insurance it would be remiss of me not
to make some contribution. Those representations have
come from a wide cross-section of the community
including pony clubs, which for quite some time were
looking at going out of existence. Pony clubs are an
important part of the fabric of country Victoria.
Likewise with lots of other community groups, and one
could go through the various sporting clubs including
football clubs, tennis clubs, swimming clubs and the
large carnivals. In Echuca we have the Southern 80
Club Marine Water Ski Race, which is a significant
event which almost closed this year. It deferred and was
able to get insurance at the last minute, so it went ahead
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and will probably be able to proceed next year, but that
large event for Echuca was at real risk.
Other organisations include trail ride groups. There are
a number of operators in the Rodney electorate that
have gone out of business because of the cost of public
liability insurance. Small charitable fundraising groups
that have raised $2000, $3000 and $5000 for charities
have now decided that it is not worth working their
butts off to pay more than double what they pay to the
charities in order to pay their public liability insurance.
All of those and many others have written to local
members and have certainly contacted my office. Many
of those organisations have either considered closing or
have closed.
Turning to junior sport, I was at a premiership
presentation in Echuca only recently. A group of
volunteers who are doing a marvellous job in fostering
junior football are now faced with an increased public
liability premium of $8000 per annum. That group of
volunteers is working incredibly hard doing a
marvellous job in providing junior sport throughout the
Echuca, Kyabram and Lockington area, but it is now
faced with another $8000 per annum public liability
insurance premium.
Scouts, guides — the list goes on and on. I do not want
to canvass all the issues that have already been so
adequately canvassed and to go through all the costs. I
simply want to say that this issue became evident well
over 12 months ago. The government was dragged
kicking and screaming yet again by the Leader of the
National Party, who again took the initiative on this
issue and organised a forum that was to be held here at
Parliament House in Queens Hall. At long last that
shamed the government into doing exactly the same
sort of thing, so the Leader of the National Party
cancelled his seminar and let the government go on
with its seminar. It was quite a good talkfest, but
nothing happened. That was some 12 months ago.
The Leader of the National Party took the issue to a
national level. The National Party obtained legal advice
and has put forward a private members bill. There has
been a great deal of activity. At long last, at 5 minutes
to midnight, the government has come in here this week
when we have eight pieces of legislation, including a
very important piece of legislation to do with reform of
the upper house, and we are debating it at 2.00 a.m.
That gives some indication of how serious this
government is about this issue — as serious as it is
about the other related issues of medical negligence
insurance and builders warranty insurance. The latter is
causing a great deal of anxiety to a range of builders in
the Echuca and Kyabram areas at the moment.
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I rise to simply express my concern at the way this has
been handled, at the inactivity of the Bracks Labor
government in dealing with this issue and at its bringing
it on for debate at this time in the morning. I hope that
we get on with it and that the outcome is better than it
has been. I am not assured that is the case with this
legislation, as the honourable member for Box Hill and
the Leader of the National Party clearly pointed out
earlier this evening.
Mr ASHLEY (Bayswater) — The last time I rose
here was on 5 June or something like that. On that
occasion I made a rather important point in a silly hat,
and that important point was in part to do with the
reform of the way we do things, including the way we
handle legislation. Here I am at 2 o’clock in the
morning at the beginning of October, dealing with a
profound issue which has been badly dealt with in the
sense that this kind of legislation is really in the nature
of emergency legislation, and you cannot get
emergency legislation absolutely correct. You put it
down and get running with it so that it is in place and so
the community can have some confidence. I think that
has been the failure over the months.
There are times when legislation should happen
slowly — it should brew — but this is not that kind of
legislation. I doubt that the government would like to be
compared in any way or sense to Margaret Thatcher,
but this much is true: if we go on the way we are going,
if we fail to deal with matters of liability — personal
injury liability, matters of public insurance and the
rest — we will have no such thing as society, as
Margaret Thatcher once wrongly said.
Back on 30 March this year, before the issue had come
to this house — in a structured form, at least — the
Australian Financial Review made a few telling
remarks on life being a risky business. It said:
It used to be taken for granted that life is a risky adventure.
These days, when life is probably safer than at any time in
history, we look for complete safety. And if even small
accidents happen, we look for someone to sue. No, not all of
us do, but enough to make children’s playgrounds boringly
safe, to have council swimming pools facing closure and
sporting clubs cancelling events, to have a primary school
establish a policy of not putting sticking plaster on skinned
knees in case children turn out to be allergic to the plaster and
the school is sued.
Lawyers and the insurance industry blame each other for the
high cost of liability insurance, which has risen by 30 per cent
since last September —

that is, since September 2001. The editorial concludes:
Warnings of the dangers of high-risk sports should be enough
to absolve the operators of responsibility, unless there is
concomitant negligence. We should not want to become the
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kind of society in which children can no longer have billycart
races.

If the issue affects leisure and sport, it also affects work
and voluntary activities. A few months ago, in about
March or April, an elderly lady rang me and said, ‘I
think the government should put some investment into
small businesses so they can replace their ladders with
lifts’. I said, ‘What is the problem?’, and she said, ‘I
had a man come in to clean the gutters on my roof, and
he said, “I can’t do it all for you because I can’t reach
some of the guttering without using a ladder, and I can’t
use a ladder”’. Being good at getting leaves out of
gutters, I asked her if she needed some extra help and
she said, ‘No, no. In a couple of weeks my son will be
around and he’ll clean the rest out’. So it was okay for
her son to come and clean out what could not be done
by the person who had the job of cleaning the gutters
out in the first place.
A few months later I had a call from the proprietor of a
company called Nifty Lifts in Bayswater, who said that
if he did not have insurance by 25 May he would be out
of business. On 25 May there would be no more
business for him. The reason was that the insurers
believed that his lifts — his scissor lifts and his cherry
pickers — were too dangerous in situations where they
were used by emergency services.
The consequence of his business and businesses like it
coming to an end would be that no-one could provide
emergency services. They could not repair overhead
lines, for example. The situation goes from bad to
worse: it goes from a business not being able to provide
a facility to society not being able to provide
emergency services. That is how crazy the whole thing
has become. Fortunately with a bit of help from the
honourable member for Box Hill we were able to put
this man on to a broker who got him his insurance for a
400 per cent increase.
Where does all this come from? In part, it occurs
because a lot of unhappiness gets into the lives of
people who are injured. Another lady in my electorate
could not get any help because she fell off her own
settee.
Mr Hulls — She should have gone to see Peter
Lockwood.
Mr ASHLEY — She would not get any help from
Peter, either. She fell off her own settee and injured
herself, and she could not get any help because it
happened in her own house. Had it happened in a
neighbour’s house, she would have been okay.
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The problem with this kind of culture is that it breeds a
sense of humiliation and a sense of unfairness, so
people want to pursue it to get something out of it. This
has created what the Royal Australasian College of
Physicians has said is a culture of seeking to get some
advantage out of a system of compensation. The
problem is that people do worse under compensation
systems than they do on their own, and the reason for
that is that they become dependent and they enter that
vortex where even some of the courts seem to have an
antisocial attitude in the way they give excessive
benefits to people to the disadvantage of the
community.
A few months later we have reached this point of
dealing with it at the time that the federal government is
coming up with a new response, which it hopes will be
a national response to this whole issue. It plans to call
it, probably, the Civil Liability Personal Injuries and
Death Act. I trust that out of that we will get
consistency as we come together to introduce a national
uniformity of laws, instead of the mishmash we now
have.
Mr BAILLIEU (Hawthorn) — ‘Too little, too late’
has been said of this Wrongs and Other Acts (Public
Liability Insurance Reform) Bill. It is particularly late
now so this will be very brief.
Insurance is difficult at the best of times for any
government, but this government seems to have made it
all but impossible in this state. The reality is that the
issues are not over, and they are certainly not over for
the tourism industry, the building industry, the
construction industry and the professionals who service
those industries.
I briefly endorse the remarks of the honourable member
for Box Hill, who has so eloquently put the case for the
amendments he has proposed and so well raised the
issue back in March when he issued the paper Public
Liability — It’s Time for Action. It is only a shame that
the government has not acted before.
Whether you are running a rugby club, a horseriding
business, a fishing charter, swimming events — I have
been involved in a number of those things — the issues
are real and the expenses are dramatic. We have known
about a lot of these issues for some time. The
government has obviously been hamstrung by its
relationship with its lawyer friends and we all know
about that sort of ambulance chasing that goes on.
I mentioned the building industry. The government
unfortunately believes it has resolved the insurance
crisis in the building industry. That is not the case; there
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are still builders who cannot get insurance, whose
capacity has been halved and whose premiums are
subject to unprecedented conditions. Similarly
plumbers had an issue, and the government had itself
believing that that had been resolved. It has not been
resolved, and there are still plumbers struggling with
the transfer of their insurance. They are being subjected
to the fact that their run-off cover on a transfer is not
picked up and, equally, on the termination of their
business, that the run-off cover is terminating as well
under the new arrangements.
For professionals in the building industry, be they
surveyors, engineers, architects or valuers, the
professional indemnity insurance issues are very real at
the moment and I urge the government to get on with it.
The honourable members for Box Hill and
Warrnambool have raised these issues already. I have
had countless letters from building surveyors, engineers
and architects, and I know from the architectural
practice with which I am still associated that the
premium rises have been extraordinary despite the
continuing basis for many of these professionals where
there are no claims histories. The reality is that the
insurance issue is not over. The government has done
far too little and acted far too late. It has a lot more to
do with a lot of other industries that it has not even
touched yet.
Mr WILSON (Bennettswood) — It is unfortunate
that we are debating a major policy issue that impacts
on so many businesses, professionals and individuals
throughout Victoria at 2.15 a.m. In my very brief
contribution I wish to place on record that I have had
detailed representations from both the Australian
Medical Association (AMA) and the Australian Dental
Association (ADA). These submissions have been of
value to the opposition and I have provided the same to
the honourable member for Box Hill, the shadow
Minister for Finance.
The AMA and the ADA have made representations to
the opposition on the issues of expressions of regret,
caps on damages, the discount rate, structural
settlements, protection of volunteers and an effective
threshold system, the statute of limitations, long-term
care costs and, finally, professional negligence. At this
late stage of the debate, and given the hour, I will not
canvass these issues as both the AMA and the ADA
have provided their submissions to the government and
to the opposition alike, and I presume that those
submissions were also forwarded to the National Party
and the Independents.
I place on record the final concerns of the AMA as
detailed in its submission to the opposition:
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The Wrongs and Other Acts (Public Liability Insurance
Reform) Bill 2002 … does not reflect an adequate response
by the government to the concerns of doctors practising
medicine in Victoria …
An extensive survey of Victorian doctors confirmed that the
medical indemnity crisis is just as much an issue for
Victorians as it is for the people of New South Wales. Of the
2000 Victorian doctors who responded to the survey
conducted by AMA Victoria in August this year, 10 per cent
said they would stop work altogether by 2003 and 40 per cent
said that they would effectively withdraw from undertaking
higher risk practice and procedures (e.g. obstetrics) by 2003.

Mr LENDERS (Minister for Finance) — The
government will not support this amendment. We
certainly have no problem with the intention, but given
the process that has been set up through the Ipp inquiry
in the national area which deals with these things, we
think this is too soon. In a few weeks time all
governments will be discussing a considered position
on this. We think it would be more appropriate for it to
be dealt with then, so we do not support the
amendment.
Amendment negatived.

…
The critical drivers of medical indemnity costs must be
adequately and urgently addressed by the Victorian
government. Unless there is significant strengthening of the
provisions currently proposed in the Wrongs and Other Acts
(Public Liability Insurance Reform) Bill 2002, uncertainty
and escalation of medical indemnity premiums will continue
and medical services will be lost, particularly in rural
Victoria.

With that brief contribution, I urge the government to
take heed of the warnings of both the Australian
Medical Association Victoria and the Australian Dental
Association, Victorian branch.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Savage) — Order!
As this bill is required to be passed by an absolute
majority and there is not an absolute majority of the
house present, I ask the Clerk to ring the bells.
Bells rung.
Members having assembled in chamber:
Motion agreed to by absolute majority.
Read second time.
Committed.

Committee
Clause 1

Mr SAVAGE (Mildura) — I move:
1.
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Clause 1, page 2, after line 6 insert —
“( ) to limit claims for pain and suffering arising from
personal injury to claims relating to serious injury;
and
()

to provide for proportionate liability in relation to
certain actions involving negligence; and”.

This limits claims for pain and suffering arising from
personal injury to claims relating to serious injury and
provides for proportionate liability in relation to certain
actions involving negligence.

Mr CLARK (Box Hill) — I move:
1.

Clause 1, page 2, after line 24 insert —
“( ) to provide for approval of operators of certain
recreational activities and to limit the
circumstances in which proceedings may be
brought for compensation for death or injury
arising from those recreational activities; and’

This amendment adds an additional purpose provision
to reflect the proposals that we have put forward to
prevent claims for minor injuries incurred by people
undertaking recreational activities with approved
operators. I canvassed the merits of these provisions
during the second-reading debate, and I seek the
committee’s support for them.
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Finance) — Again the
government cannot support these amendments. We
understand where the opposition is coming from on
this, but we think, firstly, that the issue of the threshold
is one we cannot accept and, secondly, that the
targeting of these amendments is not well done. We
think the definition of ‘recreational activity’ in itself
will cause more administrative angst to the insurance
industry and more costs, so we cannot support these
amendments either.
Mr CLARK (Box Hill) — Briefly in response to the
Minister for Finance taking exception to the definition
of recreational activities, the provisions in this scheme
of amendments that the opposition is proposing are far
more detailed than those adopted by the government in
its waiver provisions. Our regime expressly provides
for an explicit listing of the recreational activities to
which the amendments apply and for that list to be
added to.
We believe our set of amendments are targeted,
comprehensive and fair in that they apply only to those
activities which are recreational in nature and which are
voluntarily undertaken. They extend only to minor
injuries, whereas the government’s waiver provisions
allow operators of recreational activities to ask
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participants to give up all their rights to claim.
Furthermore our provisions apply only to those
operators who have been approved and who have
therefore demonstrated an ability to have proper risk
management arrangements and to minimise accidents
and injuries, whereas the government’s waiver
provisions have none of those protections.
Amendment negatived.

Mr SAVAGE (Mildura) — I move:
2.

Clause 1, page 3, after line 2 insert —
“( ) to amend section 85 of the Constitution Act 1975
to limit the jurisdiction of the Supreme Court in
relation to certain matters under the Wrongs Act
1958; and”.

This relates to an amendment to the Constitution Act
1975 to limit the jurisdiction of the Supreme Court.
Amendment negatived.

Mr HAERMEYER (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services) — I move:
1.

Clause 1, page 3, lines 7 to 15, omit all words and
expressions on these lines and insert —
“( ) to amend the Country Fire Authority Act
1958 —
(i)

to allow the Country Fire Authority to make
adjustments in respect of contributions made
under section 80A of that Act; and

(ii) to enable information about fire insurance
levies under that Act to be obtained from
insurers and made available; and
()

to amend the Metropolitan Fire Brigades Act
1958 —
(i)

to allow the Metropolitan Fire and
Emergency Services Board to make
adjustments in respect of contributions made
under section 44A of that Act; and

(ii) to enable information about fire insurance
levies under that Act to be obtained from
insurers and made available.”.

The Metropolitan Fire Brigade Act and the Country
Fire Authority Act both provide the fire services with
the power to collect funding contributions from local
property owners or their intermediaries — that is,
insurance brokers who obtain insurance from overseas.
These provisions mirror similar provisions which
enable the fire services to collect funding contributions
from local insurance companies. However, an anomaly
has been identified which prohibits the fire services
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from adjusting contributions from overseas-insured
property owners.
The amendment would allow the fire services to adjust
the contributions from overseas-insured property
owners in the same manner in which they can already
adjust those collected from locally insured property
owners. The amendment is designed to allow the fire
services to repay property owners or their
intermediaries who insure overseas if they make a
contribution in excess of the required amount.
Failure to make this adjustment would allow a number
of problems to arise. The first is equity in terms of
enhancing the already emerging gap between the
contribution rates for offshore and domestic insurance
holders, which is difficult to justify in principle. Also
the very high contribution rate for offshore insurance
could ensure that some major corporations move back
onshore for insurance to take advantage of the reduced
contribution rate applying in the domestic insurance
market, and hence that might reduce the overall level of
fire service funding.
I think the amendment attempts to address the anomaly
and the potential consequences of that anomaly.
Mr WELLS (Wantirna) — The opposition will not
be opposing the amendment. We are disappointed that
we were only given the amendments moments before
the bill was debated. We thank the Minister for Police
and Emergency Services for the effort that he took to
ensure that the shadow Minister for Finance and I were
briefed. It is a sincere thanks.
The reason we do not oppose the amendment is that it is
obvious that we need to ensure that people paying the
fire service levy who choose to insure with an offshore
insurance company are paying the same rate as
someone insuring with an onshore company.
This bill will give a refund power which will fix an
inequity that has developed over the years, especially
with the massive increase in premiums with the
overseas insurance companies. It is for that reason we
do not oppose the amendment.
The CHAIRMAN — Order! Before calling for
voting on that amendment, I am required to ask the
honourable member for Mildura to move his
amendment.
Mr SAVAGE (Mildura) — I move:
3.

Clause 1, page 3, line 15, omit “available.” and insert
“available; and”.
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Mr HULLS (Attorney-General) — The purpose of
the amendment is to enable the honourable member for
Mildura to move a further amendment in relation to
advertising. In relation to that matter, firstly there is a
Standing Committee of Attorneys-General (SCAG) that
is looking at a national legal profession, including
advertising and consistency of advertising around
Australia. That is the first thing I would like to point
out.
The Victorian context is totally different to that in states
like New South Wales — particularly New South
Wales. In Victoria solicitors advertising is subject to the
practice rules of the Law Institute of Victoria, which as
we all know is the recognised professional association
for solicitors.
The rules state that a law firm can advertise but only if
the advertising is not false, misleading or deceptive.
Further, practitioners are not entitled to claim that they
are specialists in an area of law unless they are actually
accredited specialists. They need to go through a whole
range of qualifications to become accredited specialists.
To breach these advertising rules is professional
misconduct, and law firms can be dealt with harshly for
professional misconduct.
To go down this path of restricting advertising is, I say,
unnecessary for a number of reasons: firstly, because of
the stringent regime that already applies in Victoria,
which is different from New South Wales; and
secondly, because this matter has been referred to
SCAG for it to have a look at in the context of the
national legal profession. To go down this path now
will simply entrench the market power, if you like, of
those already substantial, well-known law firms to the
detriment of smaller firms, in particular small country
firms. We do not believe this amendment is
appropriate.
Further to that, and I understand the honourable
member does have some concerns about advertising of
no win, no fee, it is true that the concept of no win, no
fee — I am certainly in favour of no win, no fee work
being done because it ensures that many people who
would normally be disenfranchised can get access to
our justice system — does not implicitly state that if a
person loses their matter they could be liable for the
legal costs of the other side.
The Law Institute of Victoria is introducing an
amendment to its regulations that will ensure that in
future advertising of no win, no fee will incorporate a
statement that if a person were to lose their case or
matter they could be liable for the legal costs of the
other party. That would address the concern that I
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understand is going to be raised by the honourable
member. On that basis, we oppose this amendment
because we do not believe it is necessary. It has been
dealt with in the national legal profession by SCAG,
and indeed we believe it would certainly have the
potential to entrench the market power of the larger
firms to the detriment of the smaller firms. It is not
warranted.
Mr Savage’s amendment negatived; Mr Haermeyer’s
amendment agreed to.

The CHAIRMAN — Order! The honourable
member for Mildura’s amendment 4, which is
consequential on his amendment 3, automatically fails.
There is no need for the honourable member to take any
action on it.
Amended clause agreed to.
Clause 2

Mr SAVAGE (Mildura) — I move:
5.

Clause 2, after line 16 insert —
“( ) This Part and sections 7 and 20(1) are deemed to
have come into operation on 31 August 2002.”.

If these amendments were to be introduced they would
commence on 31 August 2002, so it is retrospective to
that date.
Amendment negatived.

Mr SAVAGE (Mildura) — I move:
6.

Clause 2, line 17, omit “This Act (except sections 8 and
11” and insert “The remaining provisions of this Act
(except sections 10 and 13”.

It is a consequential amendment.
Amendment negatived.

The CHAIRMAN — Order! As amendment 6 has
been lost, the honourable member for Mildura cannot
move amendments 7 to 14, 16 or 19, which are
consequential.
Clause agreed to; clauses 3 to 19 agreed to.
Clause 20

Mr SAVAGE (Mildura) — I move:
15. Clause 20, after line 34 insert —
“( ) The Commission may only exercise its powers
under section 37 to request information in relation
to insurance if the Commission is unable to obtain
the information from another State regulatory body
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or from a regulatory body of another State or
Territory or of the Commonwealth.”

I ask for a verbal amendment to that amendment.
Where it says in the second line ‘request’ it should be
‘require’.
This relates to the Essential Services Commission
seeking information from other sources like the
Australian Prudential Regulation Authority, and if it is
unsuccessful then it will come back to the insurance
industry, but it should use other areas first.
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Finance) — The
government accepts this amendment.

under sub-section (3) to be paid by that
insurance intermediary or owner.”.’.

It is consequential to the amendment that has already
been carried, so it requires no further explanation.
New clause agreed to.
New clause BB

Mr HAERMEYER (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services) — I move:
3.

Insert the following new clause to follow clause 26 —
‘“BB.

Mr CLARK (Box Hill) — The opposition considers
this a worthwhile amendment and supports it.

At the end of section 45 of the Metropolitan
Fire Brigades Act 1958 insert —

Amended amendment agreed to; amended clause agreed
to; clauses 21 to 27 agreed to.

“(2)

Despite anything in this Act, if the Board is
satisfied that, because of exceptional
circumstances, the contribution to be paid by an
insurance intermediary or the owner of a
property calculated under section 44A exceeds
an amount that the Board determines to be
equitable, the Board may, at its absolute
discretion, determine an amount of contribution
for that insurance intermediary or owner that is
less than the contribution calculated under
section 44A.

(3)

If a new amount of contribution is determined
under sub-section (2), the Board may —

New clause AA

Mr HAERMEYER (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services) — I move:
2.

Insert the following new clause to follow clause 23 —
‘ “AA. Adjustment of contributions by owners and
insurance intermediaries
At the end of section 81 of the Country Fire Authority
Act 1958 insert —
“(2)

(3)

(b) if the contribution under section 44A has
been paid to the Board, refund to the
insurance intermediary or owner the
difference between the contribution paid
under section 44A and the new amount.
(4)

If a new amount of contribution is determined
under sub-section (2), the Authority may —

(b) if the contribution under section 80A has
been paid to the Authority, refund to the
insurance intermediary or owner the
difference between the contribution paid
under section 80A and the new amount.
(4)

(a) if the contribution under section 44A has
not yet been paid, require the insurance
intermediary or the owner to pay that new
amount instead of the amount payable
under section 44A; or

Despite anything in this Act, if the Authority is
satisfied that, because of exceptional
circumstances, the contribution to be paid by an
insurance intermediary or the owner of a
property calculated under section 80A exceeds
an amount that the Authority determines to be
equitable, the Authority may, at its absolute
discretion, determine an amount of contribution
for that insurance intermediary or owner that is
less than the contribution calculated under
section 80A.

(a) if the contribution under section 80A has
not yet been paid, require the insurance
intermediary or the owner to pay that new
amount instead of the amount payable
under section 80A; or

It is sufficient compliance with section
80A(3)(b) if an insurance intermediary or the
owner of a property pays an amount required

Adjustment of contributions by owners and
brokers

It is sufficient compliance with section
44A(3)(b) if an insurance intermediary or the
owner of a property pays an amount required
under sub-section (3) to be paid by that
insurance intermediary or owner.”.’.

In speaking to it I simply say ditto.
New clause agreed to.
New clauses A and B

Mr CLARK (Box Hill) — I move:
2.

Insert the following new clauses to follow clause 11 —
‘A.

New Part X inserted
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Before the Schedule to the Wrongs Act 1958 insert —

(a) a serious long-term impairment or loss of a
body function; or

‘PART X — RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES
PROTECTION

(b) permanent serious disfigurement; or

Division 1 — Introductory
‘43.

Definitions

(1)

In this Part —
“A.M.A. Guides” means the American Medical
Association’s Guides to the Evaluation of
Permanent Impairment (Fourth Edition) (other
than Chapter 15) as modified by this Part and any
regulations made under this Part;
“approved recreational activity”, in relation to
an Operator, means a recreational activity
specified as an approved recreational activity in
the Operator approval of that Operator;
“damages” include pecuniary and non-pecuniary
damages;

(c) severe long-term mental or severe long-term
behavioural disturbance of disorder; or
(d) loss of a foetus.
(2)

In this Part a reference to a recreational activity
includes a reference to —
(a) providing facilities for participation in or
training for the recreational activity; or
(b) training a person to participate in the
recreational activity or allowing a person to
use facilities to undertake that training; or
(c) supervising, adjudicating, guiding or
otherwise assisting a person’s participation
in a recreational activity.

“injury” means physical or mental injury;

44. Objects of the Part

“Insurer” means the person or body that is the
public liability insurer of the Operator at the time
the relevant recreational activity is conducted;

The objects of this Part are —

“medical practitioner” means a registered
medical practitioner (within the meaning of the
Medical Practice Act 1994) and, in relation to
anything done for the purposes of this Part in a
place outside Victoria, includes a medical
practitioner who is lawfully qualified under a law
in force in that place to do that thing;
“medical report” means —
(a) a statement in writing on medical matters
concerning the person, made by a medical
practitioner; and
(b) includes any document which the medical
practitioner intends should be read with the
statement, whether the document was in
existence at the time the statement was
made or was a document which he or she
obtained or caused to be brought into
existence subsequently;

(a) to approve operators of recreational activities and
to impose conditions on those approvals in order to
improve the safety of participants in recreational
activities; and
(b) to ensure that the costs of compensation for injuries
arising out of or in the course of certain
recreational activities are contained so as to
minimise the burden on Victorian community
organisations and businesses; and
(c) to reduce the social and economic costs to the
Victorian community of compensation for injuries
arising out of or in the course of certain
recreational activities; and
(d) to entitle only those persons (or the dependants of
those persons) who die or suffer significant injury
or serious injury (within the meaning of Division 3)
to bring proceedings for compensation for death or
injury arising out of or in the course of their
participation in certain recreational activities.
Division 2 — Recreational Activity Operators

“Operator” means a person approved as an
Operator under Division 2;

45. Application for approval as an Operator

“Operator approval” means an Operator
approval granted to a person under Division 2 as
that approval is in force from time to time;

(1) A person may apply to the Minister for an Operator
approval for the conduct or provision of creational
activities in Victoria.

“participant” means any person who takes part,
or agrees to take part, in an approved recreational
activity conducted or provided by or under the
supervision of an Operator, whether or not the
person provides any consideration to the Operator
in exchange for his or her participation in the
activity;

(2) An application under sub-section (1) —

“serious injury” means —

(a) must be in writing; and
(b) must describe the nature of the proposed
recreational activities; and
(c) must be —
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in the prescribed form (if any); and

(ii) accompanied by the prescribed
information (if any); and
(iii) accompanied by the prescribed fee (if
any).
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47. Conditions of Operator approval
(1) An Operator approval is subject to the prescribed
terms and conditions and to such terms and
conditions as the Minister determines from time to
time.

(a) grant the Operator approval; or

(2) Without limiting sub-section (1), the Minister may
grant an Operator approval subject to a condition
that the applicant obtains public liability insurance
in respect of the approved recreational activities in
an amount not less than the amount prescribed
from time to time.

(b) refuse to grant the Operator approval.

48. Operation of Operator approval

46. Approval as an Operator
(1) If an application is made under section 45, the
Minister may —

(2) The Minister must notify the applicant in writing of
the decision within 28 days after receiving an
application under section 45.
(3) The Minister must specify in each Operator
approval the Operator’s approved recreational
activities.
(4) In determining whether it is appropriate to grant a
person an Operator approval or to specify a
recreational activity in that approval, the Minister
must have regard to the following matters —
(a) the nature of the proposed recreational
activity offered, or proposed to be offered by
the applicant; and
(b) whether the proposed recreational activity is
an activity listed in Schedule 2 or a prescribed
activity; and
(c) whether the proposed recreational activity
involves inherent risk of injury to the
participant including, but not limited to, a risk
arising from —
(i)

the forces of nature;

(ii) the behaviour of animals;
(iii) the terrain, location or environment in
which the activity is to be conducted;
(iv) the physical ability of the participant;
(v) the equipment to be used by the
participant;
(vi) the degree of physical contact or
exertion involved; and
(d) the experience, training and qualifications of
the person or persons who are to conduct or
supervise the conduct of the proposed
recreational activity on behalf of the
applicant; and
(e) the risk management procedures which the
applicant has in place, or proposes to put in
place, in respect of the proposed recreational
activity.

(1) Subject to sub-section (2), an Operator approval
takes effect on the date the approval is granted.
(2) An Operator approval —
(a) may take effect from a date after the approval
is granted that is specified in the approval;
and
(b) may specify that it is to only take effect after
compliance with a condition precedent
determined by the Minister, including a
condition required under section 47(2).
(3) Subject to this Division an Operator approval
remains in force for the period of 5 years following
the granting of approval.
49. Application for variation of approval
(1) An Operator may apply to the Minister to vary an
Operator approval to —
(a) add one or more recreational activities to the
Operator’s approved recreational activities; or
(b) remove one or more recreational activities
from the Operator’s approved recreational
activities; or
(c) otherwise vary the terms and conditions on
which the Operator approval is granted.
(2) An application under sub-section (1) —
(a) must be in writing; and
(b) in the case of an application to add a
recreational activity, must describe the nature
of the proposed recreational activity; and
(c) must be —
(i)

in the prescribed form (if any); and

(ii) accompanied by the prescribed
information (if any); and
(iii) accompanied by the prescribed fee (if
any).
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(1) If an application is made by an Operator under
section 49, the Minister may —
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whichever is earlier.
Division 3 — Damages in Respect of Death or
Significant or Serious Injury

(a) vary the Operator approval; or

53. Actions for damages

(b) refuse to vary the Operator approval.

(1) A person is not entitled to recover damages in any
proceedings in respect of the injury or death of a
participant arising out of or in the course of an
approved recreational activity conducted or
provided by or under the supervision of an
Operator except in accordance with this Division.

(2) The Minister must notify the applicant in writing of
the decision within 28 days after receiving an
application under section 49.
(3) In determining whether it is appropriate to vary an
Operator approval, the Minister must have regard
to the matters set out in section 46(4).
(4) A variation of an Operator approval —

(2) This Division does not apply where the participant
participated in that recreational activity before the
commencement of section 12 of the Wrongs and
Other Acts (Public Liability Insurance Reform)
Act 2002.

(a) takes effect when notice of the decision is
given to the Operator or on any later date that
may be specified in the notice; and

(3) This Division does not apply to proceedings for
damages of a kind referred to in section 28C(2).

(b) continues to have effect for the term of the
existing Operator approval under section
48(3), subject to any further variation under
this section.

(4) For the avoidance of doubt it is hereby declared
that all the provisions of this Division contain
matters that are substantive law and are not
procedural in nature.

51. Revocation of approval

54. Application to Insurer for determination

(1) The Minister may revoke an Operator approval by
notice in writing given to the Operator or by
publication of the notice in the Government
Gazette if —

(1) Subject to section 56(1) and (2), a participant may
not bring proceedings in accordance with this
Division unless a determination of the degree of
impairment of the participant has been made under
section 55(1).

(a) the Operator, by notice in writing given to the
Minister, requests that the Operator approval
be revoked; or
(b) the Operator has failed to comply with this
Part or the regulations or with any terms or
conditions to which the Operator approval is
subject.
(2) The Minister must not revoke an Operator approval
under sub-section (1)(b) unless —
(a) the Minister has given not less than 7 days’
notice in writing to the Operator of the
intention to revoke the Operator approval
together with the reasons for that revocation;
and
(b) has stated in the notice that the Operator may,
within 7 days after receiving the notice, make
a submission to the Minister.
52. Time revocation takes effect
The revocation of an Operator approval takes effect
from and including the day after the day on which —
(a) the notice of the revocation is given to the
Operator; or
(b) the notice is published in the Government
Gazette —

(2) A participant may apply to the Insurer for a
determination of the degree of impairment.
(3) An application under sub-section (2) —
(a) must be in writing in the prescribed form (if
any); and
(b) must be accompanied by —
(i)

a copy of all medical reports; and

(ii) affidavits attesting to such other
material —
existing when the application is made
and of which the participant or his or her
legal representative is aware and on
which the participant intends to rely, or
the substance of which the participant
intends to adduce in evidence, in
proceedings in accordance with this
Division or in any related proceedings.
55. Determination by Insurer
(1) Subject to sub-section (3), the Insurer must make a
determination of the degree of impairment of the
participant as a result of the injury assessed in
accordance with section 57 within 120 days of
receiving an application for a determination from
the participant under section 54.
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(2) If the participant unreasonably refuses to comply
with a request by the Insurer that the participant
submit to a medical examination, to be paid for by
the Insurer, or in any way hinders such an
examination, the period between the date on which
the participant so refused to comply, or hindered
the examination, and the date of the examination
must be disregarded in calculating the period of
120 days referred to in sub-sections (1), (4) and (6).
(3) Despite sub-section (1), if the application is
received during the first 104 weeks after the injury,
the Insurer may refuse to make a determination if
the Insurer is not satisfied that the participant’s
injury has stabilised.
(4) The Insurer must, within 120 days of receiving the
application, advise the participant in writing —
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either of them, was aware of it, before
the date by which the advice of the
Insurer is required to be given under
sub-sections (4) and (5); and
(ii) it had not been disclosed to the
participant in accordance with
sub-sections (4) and (5); or
(b) on behalf of the participant if —
(i)

it was in existence, and the participant or
the participant’s legal representative was
aware of it, before the expiration of
28 days after receiving the advice under
sub-sections (4) and (5); and

(ii) it had not been disclosed to the other
party in accordance with sub-section (7)
or section 54(3).

(a) of the determination; or
(b) of the refusal to make a determination under
sub-section (3).
(5) The advice referred to in sub-section (4) must be
accompanied by —
(a) a copy of all medical reports; and
(b) affidavits attesting to such other material —
existing when the advice is given and of which the
Operator or the Insurer or the legal representative
of either of them is aware and on which they intend
to rely or the substance of which they intend to
adduce in evidence in proceedings brought by the
participant in accordance with this Division or in
any related proceedings.
(6) If the Insurer fails to advise the participant in
writing within 120 days of receiving the
application —
(a) of the determination; or
(b) of the refusal to make the determination under
sub-section (3) —
the participant is deemed to have suffered a
significant injury.
(7) The participant, within 28 days after receiving the
advice referred to in sub-sections (4) and (5), may
give to the Insurer an affidavit attesting to such
further material (whether or not existing before the
participant made the application under section 54)
in rebuttal of the material (other than medical
reports) attested to in affidavits accompanying the
advice.
(8) In proceedings in accordance with this Division, a
medical report or other material is inadmissible in
evidence —
(a) on behalf of the Insurer if —
(i)

it was in existence, and the Operator or
Insurer, or the legal representative of

(9) If the Insurer determines that the degree of
impairment of the participant as a result of the
injury assessed in accordance with section 57 is
15 per cent or more, the injury is deemed to be a
significant injury within the meaning of this Part.
(10) If a participant makes an application for a
determination under section 54 of the degree of
impairment of the participant, the participant must
not make a further application for such a
determination unless it is the first application made
after the Insurer has refused to make a
determination in accordance with sub-section (3).
56. Entitlement to bring proceedings for damages
(1) A participant may bring proceedings to recover
damages in respect of an injury if the injury is
deemed to be a significant injury in accordance
with section 55(6) or section 55(9).
(2) If the Insurer has —
(a) advised the participant of its determination in
accordance with section 55(1) and its
determination is that the degree of impairment
of the participant is less than 15 per cent; or
(b) advised the participant of its refusal to make a
determination in accordance with
section 55(3) —
the participant may not bring proceedings for the
recovery of damages in respect of the injury
unless —
(c) the Insurer —
(i)

is satisfied that the injury is a serious
injury; and

(ii) issues to the participant a certificate in
writing consenting to the bringing of
proceedings; or
(d) a court gives leave to bring the proceedings,
on application of the participant.
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must be served on the Insurer and on each person
against whom the applicant claims to have a cause
of action.
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impairment, the Assessor must make the
determination in accordance with those methods
rather than in accordance with the A.M.A. Guides.
58. Where no Insurer

(4) A court must not give leave under
sub-section (2)(d) unless it is satisfied that the
injury is a significant injury or a serious injury.
(5) A dependant of a person may recover damages
under Part III in respect of the death of a
participant.
(6) A court must not, in relation to an award of
damages in accordance with this section, order the
payment of interest, and no interest shall be
payable, on any amount of damages, other than
damages referable to loss actually suffered before
the date of the award, in respect of the period from
the date of the death or injury to the participant in
respect of whom the award is made to the date of
the award.
(7) Except as provided by sub-section (6), nothing in
that sub-section affects any other law relating to the
payment of interest on any amount of damages,
other than special damages.
57. Assessment of impairment
(1) In this Division, a reference to the assessment of a
degree of impairment in accordance with this
section is a reference to an assessment —
(a) made in accordance with —
(i)

the A.M.A. Guides; or

(ii) the methods prescribed for the purposes
of this section —
and in accordance with operational guidelines
(if any) as to the use of those Guides or
methods issued by the Minister; and
(b) if the Minister has approved a training course
in the application of those Guides or methods,
made by a medical practitioner who has
successfully completed such a training course.
(2) In assessing a degree of impairment under
sub-section (1), regard must not be had to any
psychiatric or psychological injury, impairment or
symptoms arising as a consequence of, or
secondary to, a physical injury.
(3) For the purposes of assessing the degree of
psychiatric impairment, the A.M.A. Guides apply,
subject to any regulations made for the purposes of
this section, as if for Chapter 14 there were
substituted the Clinical Guidelines to the Rating of
Psychiatric Impairment prepared by the Medical
Panel (Psychiatry) Melbourne, Victoria
October 1997 and published in the Government
Gazette.
(4) If methods are prescribed for the purposes of this
Division and apply to a determination of

If there is no Insurer, this Division applies, with any
necessary modification, as if the Operator were the
Insurer.
Division 4 — General
59. Delegation
The Minister may, by instrument, delegate to any person
any function or power of the Minister under this Part,
other than this power of delegation.
60. Regulations
(1) The Governor in Council may make regulations for
or with respect to prescribing —
(a) forms to be used for the purposes of this Part;
(b) fees for the purposes of this Part;
(c) the activities which may be specified as
approved recreational activities;
(d) the terms and conditions which apply to
Operator approvals granted under Division 2;
(e) any matter which is authorised or required to
be prescribed for carrying out or giving effect
to this Part.
(2) Without limiting sub-section (1), the regulations
may —
(a) modify the A.M.A. Guides in their
application under this Part; and
(b) fix the methods to be used for the purpose of
determining the degree of impairment in
respect of an injury.
(3) Regulations made under sub-section (2)(b) —
(a) must specify the methods to be used and any
modifications of those methods that are to
apply; and
(b) can only apply for the purpose of determining
the degree of impairment of a person who
suffers an injury on or after the date that the
regulations are made or on or after a later date
specified in the regulations.
(4) Regulations made under this Part —
(a) may be of general or of specifically limited
application; and
(b) may differ according to differences in time,
place or circumstance; and
(c) may apply, adopt or incorporate, with or
without modification, any matter contained in
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any document as existing at the time the
regulation is made or at any time before the
regulation is made; and

B.
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Third reading
The SPEAKER — Order! As there are not
45 members present, I ask the Clerk to ring the bells.

(d) may impose a penalty not exceeding
10 penalty units for any contravention of the
regulations.’.

Bells rung.

New Schedule 2 inserted

Members having assembled in chamber:

After the Schedule to the Wrongs Act 1958 insert —
“SCHEDULE 2”

Motion agreed to by absolute majority.
Read third time.

Recreational Activities

Remaining stages

Section 46(3)
For the purposes of section 46(3), activities which may be specified as
approved recreational activities include, but are not limited to —

Passed remaining stages.
Remaining business postponed on motion of Mr HULLS
(Attorney-General).

(a)

abseiling;

(b)

canoeing and kayaking;

(c)

cattle drives and musters;

(d)

fishing;

(e)

four wheel drive tours;

Mr HULLS (Attorney-General) — I move:

(f)

hang gliding;

That the house do now adjourn.

(g)

hiking or bush walking;

(h)

horse riding and horse trail riding;

(i)

hot air balloon flights;

(j)

light aeroplane and ultra light plane flights;

(k)

mountain bike riding;

(l)

rafting, including white water rafting;

(m) rock climbing, whether indoors or outdoors and whether on a
natural or man-made surface;
(n)

snow skiing, snowboarding, cross-country skiing and snowplay
with the aid of toboggans, ski-bobs or inflatable devices;

(o)

trail bike riding;

(p)

sporting competitions and sporting activities;

(q)

motor car racing, motor bike racing and motor boat racing;

(r)

any activity designed to simulate any of the activities listed
above and the environment in which that activity is usually
conducted, for the purposes of teaching the skills necessary to
undertake that activity.”.

These are the substantive clauses that implement the
regime on recreational activities to which I referred
earlier, and I again commend them to the house.
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Finance) — For the
reasons outlined before, the government does not
support these amendments.
New clauses negatived.
Reported to house with amendments.
Report adopted.

ADJOURNMENT

Brimbank: union fees
Mr McINTOSH (Kew) — I wish to raise with the
Minister for Industrial Relations the issue of union
bargaining fees. The action I seek is for the minister to
intervene or to use his good offices in a specific
problem that occurs in the City of Brimbank. I have
been contacted by five employees of the City of
Brimbank who are not members of any union;
however, they have received a letter of demand from a
firm of solicitors purporting to act on behalf of the
Australian Services Union. As the minister is a current
member of the ASU it would be very interesting if he
could intervene on behalf of these five employees. They
received this solicitor’s letter demanding the sum of
$500, apparently for the participation of the union in
negotiating an enterprise bargaining agreement.
The most important thing is that these five employees
are not members of the ASU — indeed, not members
of any union. They do not want the ASU to act on their
behalf, nor are they interested in having anything to do
with the ASU. They do not even want the ASU to use
their money and donate it to the Australian Labor Party,
because the ASU is an affiliate of the ALP.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr McINTOSH — This demand has no legal
standing and all you people over there yelling at me are
complicit in extortion. What the union is doing is trying
to extort money from innocent people, disadvantaged
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workers — and that is what you people talk about,
doing the right thing. Do that and ensure that this sort of
illegal activity, this sort of extortion, is prohibited.
Indeed why do you not come out and publicly
support — —
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Victoria. The dentist at the Wangaratta service was
keen to see some action on this additional incentive for
more people to be trained as dentists, not only in
Victoria but in all country areas.

Mr McINTOSH — Deputy Speaker, I call upon the
Minister for Industrial Relations to support the federal
government in its efforts to introduce a bill to prohibit
these thieves.

If we can get additional services we will be able to
reduce the waiting time for people who are crying out
for this service. There is no doubt that there are specific
people who do require the service and who are not in a
position financially to pay for it. We need stronger
support. I ask the minister what can be done to assist in
providing additional services by having additional
incentives for dentists to operate in country Victoria.
There is a range of ways in which this can be done.

Dental services: Wangaratta

Consumer affairs: builders

Mr JASPER (Murray Valley) — I raise a matter for
the Minister for Health and in his absence the minister
at the table. I wish to bring to the attention of the
minister my concerns about the community dental
clinic provided in the Rural City of Wangaratta. The
house will be aware that services are being provided in
country areas for people who are not in a position to get
appropriate dental work done by practising dentists
apart from visiting these clinics.

Ms GILLETT (Werribee) — I raise a matter for the
attention of the Minister for Consumer Affairs
concerning some less-than-scrupulous builders who
have been operating not just in the City of Werribee but
across Victoria. These builders seem to have been
operating in some shonky deals, offloading these onto
consumers, particularly in my patch in Hoppers
Crossing. I ask the minister to act to protect
unsuspecting consumers against unscrupulous builders.

The dental service was originally operated by the
Wangaratta District Base Hospital and prior to the last
election there was a lot of controversy about it and
many representations were made. I had some funding
provided by the previous government which extended
the service and there had been an indication that
waiting lists would be reduced in country areas.
However, with the change of government we saw a
change in the provision of the dental service at
Wangaratta, which was taken over by a Melbourne
organisation. There is no doubt that there has been
some improvement in the provision of this service and
the waiting times are not as long as they had been in the
past, but there is certainly concern about the continued
waiting time for people seeking a range of dental
services.

As the minister would be aware, Werribee is in a
growth corridor — though it is well protected and
nurtured by the metropolitan strategy announced today
by the Minister for Planning. As such many members
of my community are in a particularly vulnerable
position when it comes to building new homes. They
need the protection of a fine Minister for Consumer
Affairs such as the one we have to make sure that
people who are building homes in growth corridors are
acutely aware of their rights and that builders are
acutely aware of their responsibilities. It is terribly
important that the minister take action in this area so
that people can be protected in making the major
investment of their lives.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The
honourable member will address his comments through
the Chair.

I have had brought to my attention cases of people who
require services and are waiting for extended periods.
We have seen extended times for dental work, with
between 12 months and two years and beyond for
specific work. The difficulty at present — and I took
this up with the dentist who is operating the service at
Wangaratta — is the shortage of dentists who work in
country Victoria. So what we are seeing is a situation
where although there is funding provision, there are no
appropriate dentists in country Victoria. I believe that
what the government needs to do is look at providing
additional incentives for dentists to operate in country

I ask the minister if she will take immediate action to
make sure that people in this vulnerable position are
informed of their rights and responsibilities and that
these shonky builders who are damaging vulnerable
people are called to account.

Wombats: disease control
Mr McARTHUR (Monbulk) — I wish to raise an
issue for the Minister for Environment and
Conservation, who seems to be missing this evening. It
relates to a serious wildlife problem in the Dandenongs,
wombat mange. I do not know if any honourable
members understand what mange is and what effect it
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has on animals. Mange is caused by a parasite which
burrows into the skin and causes ulcerations which in
turn cause pus and scabs, and that can lead to blindness,
starvation and the eventual death of the animal. Sadly
this is left to wildlife volunteers to deal with. Recently
when a wildlife volunteer in my area raised this issue
the local media contacted the Department of Natural
Resources and Environment. A spokeswoman said that
the government had no role to play in dealing with
mange in the local wildlife population. That is a
disgraceful attitude to take, because the animals have an
appallingly slow and painful death, and the
government’s hands-off attitude means that that is left
for volunteers to deal with.
Those volunteers generally do not come into contact
with the wombats until it is far too late to treat them,
and that means they have to put them down. Putting
down a wombat is a difficult matter if you do not have
a firearms licence, which most of these volunteers do
not. They have to catch the wombat, which is
difficult — they are heavy and diseased and are covered
in pus and scabs — and then they have to take them to a
vet and ask the vet to put them down. The hands-off
attitude of the government is simply not good enough.
It is something the government must deal with, because
it has responsibilities under the Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals Act. I call on the minister to empower some
officers in her department in the Dandenongs to deal
with this issue and to treat and where necessary put
down the animals suffering this dreadful disease.

Strathbogie: council structure
Ms ALLEN (Benalla) — I raise with the Minister
for Local Government the very important issue of good
governance for local councils. I want the minister to
take action to ensure that the people of the Strathbogie
shire can be assured of fair and equitable representation
by their local councillors.
In 1996 when the previous government amalgamated
shires around Victoria a very interesting little shire was
set up in the north-east. As everyone in the Benalla
electorate knows, it was set up to satisfy the ego of the
previous member for Benalla — who just happened to
be Deputy Premier and Leader of the National Party —
so he could have his own shire to control. In accordance
with his demands he was granted the Strathbogie shire.
However, over the past six years the people of the
Strathbogie shire have felt powerless to have their
rights considered in council elections and decisions.
Council elections were stacked with tickets so that
those existing councillors or candidates who wished to
be elected to provide the people with good governance
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were guaranteed to lose. With the advent of the Bracks
government’s Local Government (Governance) Act the
people of the Strathbogie shire mounted a concerted
campaign to ensure that the people’s wishes would not
only be heard but listened to, and not only by me but
also by the minister.
The communities of Strathbogie have campaigned long
and hard for a better electoral structure for their council.
I can remember having many meetings with concerned
citizens from Euroa, Violet Town and Nagambie in my
mobile offices in Nagambie and Euroa and
empowering them to take ownership of their issue,
encouraging them to organise well constructed
campaigns to inform their fellow residents of the
importance of changing the structure of the council so
that all the towns get fair and strong representation and
a councillor who will have the communities’ best
interests at heart.
Despite the current council’s best efforts to go against
the will of the people, the majority of people in the
major townships — Nagambie, Euroa and Violet
Town — who responded to the survey wanted
single-member wards. The council’s own consultant
got it right when he wrote that the council would find it
very hard to go against the people’s overwhelming
support for seven single-member wards. The
performance of some of the Strathbogie councillors in
this escapade underlines the importance of the reforms
that the Bracks government wants to make to the Local
Government Act. The government wants more
transparent and open local government that responds to
community desires, not ignores them. I ask the minister
to take action to ensure this happens in the Strathbogie
shire.

Electricity: wind farms
Ms DAVIES (Gippsland West) — I raise an issue
for the attention of the Minister for Planning. I ask the
minister to undertake further consultation and
investigation of issues relevant to the establishment of
wind farms along the coast. I do not believe yet that the
government has adapted to the consequences of
substantial new energy infrastructure being established
not by government for community good but by private
industry for private profit.
We need only witness the ongoing community trauma
surrounding the Basslink project in South Gippsland,
the Bassgas project in the Bass Coast and Cardinia
shires and now wind farms right up and down the coast.
A common feature of all those private projects is the
absence of immediate local and community benefit to
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those actually wearing the cost of the intrusion of these
facilities into their landscapes.
Some of the issues which need to be explored include
finding ways to establish a clearer community benefit
for these new infrastructure projects; establishing a
clear recognition in the wind farm guidelines of the
requirements and objective of the Victorian coastal
strategy, which is not there at present; recognising that
large projects over 30 megawatts will have very
significant impacts on communities and therefore
require more direct community involvement by those
communities and not less; ensuring that proper work is
done to investigate suitable inland sites for wind farms;
and encouraging and facilitating more significant
landscape overlays in local planning schemes.
Each time I flick a power switch on I am acutely aware
that this convenience is available to me at the expense
of the amenity of those who live in the Latrobe Valley,
very specifically. More broadly, we will all feel the
negative impact of climate change brought about by
unsustainable and unsound energy generation.
However, it is very clear that there are unresolved
issues around the generation of clean wind power
which must be dealt with better. I ask the minister to
demonstrate a genuine willingness to tackle this detail
to a greater degree than has been shown so far.

Roads: black spot program
Mr HONEYWOOD (Warrandyte) — The issue I
raise for investigation and action by the Minister for
Transport relates to the discriminatory funding or lack
of funding for black spot programs in the outer east,
particularly on major roads. I need only point to
Springvale Road in the electorate of Mitcham, where
for $130 000 of proposed black spot funding supported
by the local council and residents we could have had a
major alleviation of the very difficult logjam effect of
traffic going into and out of Springvale Road.
Mr Robinson interjected.
Mr HONEYWOOD — The honourable member
for Mitcham, who interjects, should recall that
Mr David Mayor received an email from him in which
he claimed there was no more money because the black
spot program had been fully spent. Yet what do we
find? Instead of spending $130 000 on his constituents,
the honourable member for Mitcham supported a
$20.5 million underspend in the total black spot
program in the past 12 months.
In addition, in my own electorate, whether it be
Plymouth Road in Croydon Hills, which requires an
amount of $140 000 to duplicate the laneways around
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two roundabouts, or whether it be Glenvale Road in
North Ringwood, where we have had a traffic road
safety audit done and the local council is pushing the
Minister for Transport to inspect this dangerous road —
I have made two speeches on the subject in
Parliament — three years down the track the Minister
for Transport will not do anything about alleviating
those road safety issues.
Whether it be Wonga Road in Warranwood or whether
it be Yarra Road in Croydon North, all of these projects
were supported by local councils, each one of these
projects was nominated as a high priority and every one
of them missed out because this government prefers to
string the outer east motorist along by saying, ‘Don’t
you worry, we are going to build you the Eastern
Freeway and the Scoresby freeway’. For three years the
government has conned the outer east motorist into
believing that real money would be spent on main roads
in the outer east. Not a dollar has been spent, and in the
meantime the outer east has missed out on black spot
funding because of this discrimination.

Lynbrook primary school
Mr HOLDING (Springvale) — I wish to raise a
matter for the Minister for Education and Training
relating to the establishment of a primary school in the
suburb of Lynbrook. I ask that the minister ensure that
plans to develop a primary school at Lynbrook are
progressed as urgently as possible.
The suburb of Lynbrook on the South Gippsland
Highway in the City of Casey is growing rapidly.
According to a survey conducted by the Lynbrook
Schools Action Group, in April 2002 there were
336 children aged 0–12 years living in Lynbrook.
Approximately 166 of these children were aged from
0–4 years and the number of those already attending
primary school was about 170. These figures are
already out of date as families are moving into
Lynbrook very rapidly. In fact I understand that more
than one family moves in every week.
According to the Urban and Regional Land
Corporation, which is responsible for the Lynbrook
development, a further 400 to 500 blocks of land will
be released for sale in 2003. Australand will also
commence development of land on the west side of the
railway line, but in the catchment area for any proposed
Lynbrook primary school. Essentially the case for the
establishment of a primary school in that area is
overwhelming. I have contacted the southern region of
the Department of Education and Training and it has
informed me that it is monitoring student numbers in
Lynbrook in consultation with the City of Casey.
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The advice I have received is that for approval to be
given for the commencement of a primary school a
demonstrated potential opening enrolment of
300 students is required. This is coupled with an annual
student growth rate of 50 students, an actual held
enrolment in the submission year of 200 students and
an actual held enrolment in the planning year of
250 students. I have also written to the minister and
apprised her of the acute need for the commencement
of the approval and subsequent construction of a
primary school at Lynbrook. I understand discussions
have already commenced between the Department of
Education and Training and the Urban and Regional
Land Corporation regarding the purchase of suitable
land for a primary school.

The Wray Crescent intersection with York Road is
dangerous. The junction of the two roads is at quite a
steep incline with heavy, continuous through traffic on
York Road. Wray Crescent is a de facto main street of
Mount Evelyn with shops and access to the Warburton
trail. Where Wray Crescent comes into York Road
there are service roads, again with shops and heavy
traffic. The intersection is very dangerous with poor
visibility, heavy traffic and a narrow roadway. The
residents have called for traffic signal works and an
extra lane in each direction of York Road. The council
applied for black spot funding in the amount of
$457 000, but the application was not successful.
Traffic volumes on both roads are increasing daily and
the situation is urgent.

I congratulate Debbie Pike and the other members of
Lynbrook Schools Action Group on the work they have
done in identifying the need for a school amongst local
families and advocating on their behalf. Lynbrook is an
area that is very deprived in relation to infrastructure. It
does not yet have a commercial zone or a shopping
centre; it lacks a proper rail crossing, and this is being
worked through with the Department of Infrastructure
and the local council; and it even lacks a post box
because Australia Post refuses to provide basic facilities
and infrastructure for the community.

I urge the Minister for Transport to take action before
we have more accidents. There is a severe risk of
fatalities. There is a roundabout at the top of York
Road, only a few hundred metres from Wray Crescent
and cars speed down there. The traffic is increasing and
it is becoming more and more dangerous every day.

I ask that action be taken as soon as possible to progress
this important project for all the families that have
chosen to make Lynbrook their home.

York Road–Wray Crescent, Mount Evelyn:
safety
Mrs FYFFE (Evelyn) — My request for action is
directed to the Minister for Transport. It concerns Wray
Crescent and its junction with York Road in Mount
Evelyn. I received a letter from the minister on
1 August 2002 in response to my letter to him dated
27 August 2001 in which I wrote about community
concerns regarding the intersection of Wray Crescent
and York Road. I had also included a copy of a petition
that I had tabled in Parliament.
In his letter the minister said that he apologised for the
delay in responding to my letter of 27 August 2001. I
am pleased about that because it took him 12 months to
answer a simple letter.
He also said that he understood that the Shire of Yarra
Ranges was reviewing a number of options to improve
safety at the intersection of York Road and Wray
Crescent and he expected the council to submit a
suitable proposal for consideration by the government
in future programs.

Housing: smoke alarms
Mr ROBINSON (Mitcham) — The matter I wish to
raise for the attention of the Minister for Housing is a
very serious issue which has been raised in this
chamber on a number of occasions in the past few
years. It relates to smoke alarms, in particular smoke
alarms fitted with a strobe light for people with a
hearing impairment. I am seeking an assurance from
the Minister for Housing that strobe light appliances
will be installed as a matter of course in public housing
units occupied by tenants who suffer a hearing
impairment.
My interest in this matter was raised some time ago by
Mrs Simons of Blackburn who pointed out, as I think a
number of Melbourne residents have pointed out to
their local members, the inadequacy of standard smoke
alarms for people who suffer hearing impairment. A
significant hearing loss can mean that a person will not
respond to an activated smoke alarm even when they
are in close proximity to it.
A while ago I noticed an old Herald Sun article of
12 June 1999 which details the very real problem
created in these circumstances. The article talked about
a Frankston resident who died in a house fire. The
individual’s son said that an acute hearing problem had
probably prevented his father from hearing the smoke
alarm until it was too late — a very tragic situation.
Smoke alarms have been mandatory in this state for
three years; I think that is the case right around the
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country. However, there is a real need to ensure that we
adopt best practice, particularly in public housing which
is the state’s responsibility.
In the time she has been in the position the Minister for
Housing has done a wonderful job with public housing
and there is a great deal of new resourcing going into
that sector. I congratulate the minister for her work but
call on her to ensure that we provide public housing
tenants with smoke alarms and strobe lights where
appropriate for tenants with hearing impairments.
Further, I seek consideration of the development of a
program which would allow for the subsidisation of the
cost of smoke alarms with the strobe appliance for
Victorians who are not public housing tenants. Such a
program would allow the cost of installing those alarms
to be reduced; it is somewhere in the vicinity of $250 at
the moment.

Police: Brighton station
Ms ASHER (Brighton) — At the ridiculous hour of
10 past 3 in the morning, I ask the Minister for Police
and Emergency Services to intervene to stop the Labor
Party’s unacceptable plan to close the Brighton police
station.
I have obtained documents under freedom of
information (FOI) which show there is a Department of
Justice and Victoria Police feasibility study that has
been put together by the Cox Group. The plan shows a
mega police station to be built in Abbott Street,
Sandringham, and, as part of that plan, the closure of
the Brighton police station and the criminal
investigation unit, also located in Brighton. Under the
Labor Party’s grand plan these two facilities will be
relocated to Abbott Street, with a plan to sell the
valuable Brighton land in Carpenter Street and Asling
Street to part-fund this process.
As an outrageous sop to the Brighton community we
are being offered a shopfront in either Bay Street or
Church Street. A briefing note obtained under FOI
shows that Commander Gasner from region 1 on
6 December 2001 notes that there will be no police
response at all from this shopfront. This is
unacceptable. The Brighton community at the moment
has a 24-hour stand-alone police station, which we
want. We do not want, when our homes are burgled, for
police in Sandringham to be looking up streets in
Brighton in the Melway.
In Brighton we pay tax, too. Indeed, on a median-value
home in Brighton we pay $40 000 tax — we pay a huge
amount of tax in Brighton. We want a basic level of
service in our community. If the Labor Party is going to
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use the argument, ‘The real estate is valuable, therefore
we will sell it’, that will therefore mean that this
community will have no services at all. We demand a
24-hour stand-alone police station, which we have now,
and we will fight to retain it. I went to the 1999 election
on a platform — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The
honourable member for Melton!
Ms ASHER — I have written to the Minister for
Police and Emergency Services on 16 September and
obtained no response. I might put on the public record
that offences by postcode show that in 3186 — that is
Brighton, for the members opposite — 1940 offences
took place in 2001–02 and another 612 in 3187, which
is Brighton East.
It is unacceptable for the Labor Party to seek to remove
a basic and fundamental service from a community
simply to flog off high-value real estate. I will fight for
the retention of this police station and I ask the minister
to give an assurance that Brighton will retain its police
station.

Consumer affairs: clairvoyants
Ms BEATTIE (Tullamarine) — The matter I raise
is for the Minister for Consumer Affairs. I ask her to
investigate various scams that are going around,
particularly as they relate to clairvoyants. At this late
hour of the night I suppose we could all claim to be
clairvoyants and say we are going to finish in half an
hour or so.
These are very shrewd operators and they make all sorts
of outrageous claims by mail promotion: that they can
tip Tattslotto wins, bring good luck — no such good
luck for the opposition, though — that they can feng
shui cosmic breath, restore people’s health to them, and
tip big wins. I understand that search warrants have
actually been issued. These people make lots of money
from unfortunate people who perhaps are quite
desperate to believe that somehow good luck is going to
come upon them or good fortune is going to smile upon
them. I understand that about $32 000 — —
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The
honourable member’s time has expired. The time for
raising matters on the adjournment has also expired.

Responses
Ms CAMPBELL (Minister for Consumer
Affairs) — The matter raised by the honourable
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member for Werribee related to builders that
inappropriately preyed on consumers in this state. It is
really important that through the service of Building
Advice and Conciliation Victoria consumer affairs
investigates any claims about inappropriate builders
and their practices.
I want to let the honourable member for Werribee know
that through Consumer Affairs Victoria a Guiseppe
Spatari, of Hoppers Crossing, was recently fined $1500
without conviction in the Sunshine Magistrates Court.
He was an owner builder who then sold his house. He
failed to provide the purchasers with building warranty
insurance and a certificate to prove that insurance cover
existed, and he failed to set out the warranties implied
in the contract. That is just one example of many where
Building Advice and Conciliation Victoria has acted to
protect consumers.
The honourable member for Tullamarine raised a
matter relating to clairvoyants. Consumer Affairs
Victoria has acted, and at this hour of the morning I
would recommend that not only the honourable
member for Tullamarine but others look at the
Consumer Affairs Victoria web site to see the work that
has been done on clairvoyants. After listening to
consumers the government has acted and has retrieved
around $10 000 for 824 consumers in Victoria who
have been duped by clairvoyants.
I will pass on to the Minister for Planning the matter
raised by the honourable member for Gippsland West
about unresolved issues in relation to wind farms.
The honourable member for Warrandyte raised a matter
for the Minister for Transport in relation to black spot
funding in the east, and I will refer that to the minister.
The honourable member for Evelyn raised a matter for
the Minister for Transport in relation to safety concerns
at the Wray Crescent and York Road intersection, and I
will pass that on.
I will also pass on to the Minister for Education
Services a matter raised by the honourable member for
Springvale about the establishment of a Lynbrook
primary school.
The honourable member for Mitcham raised a matter
for the Minister for Housing relating to public housing
tenants who are hearing impaired and the need for them
to have strobe smoke alarms.
The honourable member for Brighton raised a matter
for the Minister for Police and Emergency Services
about the Brighton police station, and I will refer that to
him.
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The honourable member for Kew raised a matter for the
Minister for Industrial Relations that referred to the
federal government, and I will pass that on.
The honourable member for Murray Valley raised a
matter for the Minister for Health relating to
community dental clinics around Wangaratta. I note
that he congratulated the government on the fact that
services have improved under its stewardship. Waiting
times have decreased, but he wants more funding. I am
sure the minister will listen attentively to his concerns.
The matter raised by the honourable member for
Monbulk for the Minister for Environment and
Conservation relating to mange in wildlife, particularly
wombats, will be referred to the minister.
The honourable member for Benalla raised a matter for
the Minister for Local Government in relation to the
people of the Strathbogie shire requiring strong
representation and good governance through a better
structure of their wards. I will pass that on.
Motion agreed to.
House adjourned 3.18 a.m. (Wednesday).
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Wednesday, 9 October 2002
The SPEAKER (Hon. Alex Andrianopoulos) took the
chair at 9.35 a.m. and read the prayer.

PETITIONS
The Clerk — I have received the following petitions
for presentation to Parliament:

Hospitals: Sunbury
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:
This petition of certain citizens of the state of Victoria
deplores the suffering experienced by communities in
Sunbury and throughout the Macedon Ranges as a result of
the Bracks government’s decision not to proceed with a day
hospital and after-hours emergency service in Sunbury
planned by the previous government. It further sheweth deep
concern at the imminent crisis in health care facing residents
in those communities.
Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that the state
government will:
(a) immediately reverse its decision not to provide a day
hospital and after-hours emergency service for Sunbury
and the Macedon Ranges; and
(b) in future, show proper consideration for the health care
needs of people living in the Sunbury/Macedon Ranges
region.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

By Mr DOYLE (Malvern) (9672 signatures)

Glen Eira: rates
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:
The humble petition of certain residents of the Bentleigh
District sheweth that the Glen Eira council’s 2002–03 28 per
cent rate increase:
1.

is unjustified and places an unacceptable burden on
ratepayers, including the elderly, small business and
families;

2.

is discounted this year by a funny money rebate scheme,
hiding the full magnitude of the rise from ratepayers;

3.

is opposed by the Glen Eira communities, local
politicians and even the mayor of Glen Eira especially as
Glen Eira is debt free.

Your petitioners therefore pray that the state government and
the Minister for Local Government take immediate action to
ensure that the outrageous rate increase is revoked, and the
Glen Eira council’s rate increase is at or below CPI.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

By Mrs PEULICH (Bentleigh) (143 signatures)
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Melbourne 2030 strategy
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:
The humble petition of the undersigned citizens of the state of
Victoria sheweth that the state government and the Minister
for Planning release the overdue Metropolitan Melbourne
Strategy to protect local streets and suburbs in the Glen Eira
area, and specifically the suburbs of Bentleigh, Bentleigh
East, McKinnon, Ormond and Moorabbin, from high-density
developments.
Your petitioners therefore pray that Premier Bracks will take
action to ensure that state planning policies secure our
suburbs from inappropriate development, especially residents
of:
Bentleigh, including Arthur Street, Bendigo Avenue,
Bent Street, Blair Street, Bleazby Street, Brewer Road,
Burgess Street, Bruce Street, Campbell Street, Cairnes
Grove, Centre Road, Coates Street, Dickens Street,
Gilbert Grove, Godfrey Street, Hamilton Street, Horsley
Street, Jasper Road, Loranne Street, Mavho Street,
Mitchell Street, Morres Street, Robert Street, Ward
Street, Nicholson Street, North Avenue, Oak Street,
Patterson Road, Phillip Street, Railway Crescent, Rose
Street, Todd Street, Uonga Street, Vickery Street and
Wheatley Road;
East Bentleigh, including Chesterville Street, Wingate
Street, South Road, Highview Road, Brady Road,
Bignell Road, Matthews Road, Tucker Road, McKinnon
Road, Shanahan Court, East Boundary Road, North
Road, Melva Street, Poet Street, Parkmore Road,
Orange Street, Mackie Road, Richards Street, Centre
Road, Box Court, Gray Street, Alexander Street, Becket
Avenue, Browns Road, Allanby Grove, Benina Street,
Deborah Avenue, Omeo Court, Hill Street, Wards
Grove, Gardiners Road, Larman Street, Quinns Road,
Theresa Street, Bardolph Court, Maron Street, Lydia
Street, Evelyn Street, Duckmanton Court, Filbert Street,
Agnes Street, May Street, Ellen Street, Charles Street,
John Street, Daphne Street, Laurel Street, Quinns Road,
Street George Avenue;
McKinnon, including Lees Street, McKinnon Road,
Foster Street, Claire Street, Wattle Grove, Elm Grove,
Graham Avenue, Penang Street, Malacca Street,
Wheatley Road, Jasper Road;
Ormond, including Queen Street, Anthony Street,
Glenorme Avenue, Cadby Avenue, Wheeler Street,
Carlyon Street, Dunlop Avenue, Lenster Street,
Wicklow Street, Oakleigh Court, North Road, Wheatley
Road, Jasper Road;
Moorabbin, including North Avenue, South Avenue,
Plym Street, Barry Street, Gilmour Road, Fairbank
Road, Castles Road, Werona Street, Jasper Road, South
Road.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

By Mrs PEULICH (Bentleigh) (114 signatures)
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Basslink project
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:
The humble petition of Basslink Concerned Citizens
Coalition sheweth the Basslink proposal is unacceptable on
environmental, social and economic grounds.
Your petitioners therefore pray that the Basslink project not
proceed.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

By Mr MAXFIELD (Narracan) (576 signatures)
Ordered that petition presented by honourable member
for Malvern be considered next day on motion of
Mr DOYLE (Malvern).
Ordered that petitions presented by honourable member
for Bentleigh be considered next day on motion of
Mrs PEULICH (Bentleigh).

PAPER
Laid on table by Clerk:
Auditor-General — Report of the Office for the year
2001–02.

MEMBERS STATEMENTS
Box Hill Hospital
Mr WILSON (Bennettswood) — A number of
people have raised with me the fact that the honourable
member for Burwood has often associated himself with
so-called good news stories at the Box Hill Hospital.
The honourable member for Burwood has journeyed
outside his electorate to be the face of the Bracks
government at the hospital. However, the honourable
member has been conspicuously quiet about the
performance of the hospital as detailed in the most
recent Hospital Services Report for the June
quarter 2002.
The report shows that when one compares the June
quarter 1999 to the June quarter 2002 on every major
indicator Box Hill Hospital’s performance has
deteriorated significantly under the Bracks government.
In June 1999, 486 patients were on the waiting list for
semi-urgent elective surgery compared to 553 patients
in June 2002. In the same category the number of
patients waiting longer than the clinically ideal time
increased from 12 in June 1999 to 89 in June 2002.
Mr Stensholt interjected.
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The SPEAKER — Order! That level of interjection
by the honourable member for Burwood is
unacceptable.
Mr WILSON — Over the same period the number
of patients waiting on a trolley in the emergency
department increased from 205 to 553 — a staggering
170 per cent increase. The honourable member for
Burwood should explain to his constituents why his
government’s policies are failing the Box Hill Hospital.

Drought: government assistance
Mr MAUGHAN (Rodney) — I bring to the
attention of the house the devastating effects of the
drought in northern Victoria, in particular its effect on
dairy farmers who are supplied with water from the
Goulburn irrigation system. While welcoming the
government’s recently announced relief package, I
advise the house that the personal costs of these most
unusual circumstances are now starting to become
evident. Much more needs to be done. I refer to the
increased levels of domestic violence, disturbance
among schoolchildren and stress in the community.
Farmers and people in business who rely on farming
industries, particularly the dairying industry, are under
enormous pressure. There is a great deal of pressure out
there in the community. The dairying industry has been
a major contributor to Victoria’s exports and economic
activity and to employment.
Given that current water allocations are only 41 per
cent and there is only an 8 out of 10 chance of
achieving 60 per cent of water right, I again call on the
Treasurer to give serious consideration to paying the
difference between the amount of water actually
delivered and the amount of water the irrigators are
required to pay for as a gesture to the farming
community that the government considers the industry
to be important, that it supports the industry and will
support it in the longer term.

Lara Sporting Club
Mr LONEY (Geelong North) — I wish to
congratulate the Lara Sporting Club on its fantastic
trifecta on Geelong Football League grand final day.
The club not only won the senior football and netball
premierships on that day but also took out the GFL
administrator of the year award. The senior football
team, under captain-coach Paul Lynch, a former
Geelong star, won a hard-fought grand final from
St Joseph’s with Lynch himself being inspirational in
the game.
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The effort of the team over the year was even more
impressive when it is realised that it did not play a
single game on its home ground for the season — an
effort that perhaps the Adelaide Crows and Mike Rann
might like to have a look at.
The senior netball team under coach Nicole Traynor
and captain Bec Faulmann reversed its semifinal loss to
North Shore, due in no small part to the sensational
goal shooting by their coach, who barely missed a shot
all day.
Well-known long-time administrator Konrad Vinken,
chairman of Lara’s football section, was awarded the
GFL’s administrator of the year award at the league’s
grand final breakfast — a thoroughly well-deserved
reward for a man who has put years of effort into the
club.
My congratulations also go to the runners up,
St Joseph’s, under captain-coach Mick Atkins, and in
the netball, North Shore, under coach Sonya Howard
and co-captains Carolyn Keast and Sarah Birch.

Monash Medical Centre
Mrs PEULICH (Bentleigh) — Three years ago
when the Bracks Labor government came into office it
promised to improve access to health services.
Immediately it took the Sandringham and District
Memorial Hospital out of the Southern Health Care
Network, which has dramatically affected access to
health services for people of the Bentleigh district.
Now the Monash Medical Centre shows every quarter
that it is buckling under the pressure, with many more
people waiting for surgery each quarter. The Minister
for Health has failed to resolve the crisis of the ailing
Monash Medical Centre. I call on the Premier to
directly intervene to sideline the Minister for Health, to
sack him and to replace him with someone who is able
to resolve the issues and make sure that the sorts of
figures that have been coming out are reversed. For
example, in June 1999 there were only 14 bypasses of
the Monash Medical Centre, and now there are 106.
Anecdotal evidence indicates that in fact there has been
a redefinition of ‘bypass’ to mean that you bypass all
the hospitals in the cluster, not just one.
The number of patients staying at the Monash Medical
Centre for longer than 12 hours has increased from 341
to 829. The number of patients waiting for semi-urgent
elective surgery has increased from 527 to 1366, which
is an absolute disaster for the people of the Bentleigh
district. Waiting times for semi-urgent patients at the
Monash Medical Centre — —
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The SPEAKER — Order! The honourable
member’s time has expired.

Roads: Preston
Mr LEIGHTON (Preston) — Preston is a safer
place as a result of the completion of a number of black
spot funding works. On 20 September I had the
pleasure of turning on two sets of traffic lights: firstly at
the corner of High Street and Wood Street in Preston,
and secondly in Edwardes Street in Reservoir.
The intersection of High and Wood streets has been a
danger to the community for years, with eight casualty
crashes involving 35 people occurring between 1 July
1995 and 30 June 2000. These $285 000 traffic lights
will control traffic in the area to improve pedestrian
safety. The $107 000 pedestrian signals in Edwardes
Street will similarly improve safety at a location where
nine casualty pedestrian accidents occurred between
1 July 1995 and 30 June 2000.
In addition, funds totalling $76 000 have been spent on
installing pedestrian signals on Spring Street between
Viola Street and Cleeland Street in Reservoir, which
will replace an existing school crossing near
St Gabriel’s primary school. Three pedestrian crashes
have occurred at this location, including, sadly, one
fatality involving a teacher, and this set of lights will
make the crossing much safer, especially for the
schoolchildren in the area.
Road trauma can devastate local communities, and the
improvements to these intersections will increase
safety, reduce the potential for further crashes and help
make Preston and Reservoir safer places to travel in.
I congratulate the Bracks government on its support of
my community through its $240 million black spot
funding program.

Timber industry: restructure
Mr INGRAM (Gippsland East) — I rise to inform
the house of the continuing disappointment of the
timber communities and industry representatives about
the uncertainty and community dislocation that has
been generated and exacerbated by the government’s
failure to finalise the timber industry restructure and the
funding packages that go with that.
A number of contractors in my area are facing major
economic hardship because of the failure to finalise
those packages. This really causes great distress to
those businesses because there is no incentive for them
to invest in the upgrading of their equipment. Basically,
if they have equipment that needs replacing or
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upgrading they will not make the investment in doing
that. The government needs to come out and finalise
this restructure.
The government also needs to announce what is
happening with the job replacement packages that were
announced as part of the industry restructure, because
the community is greatly concerned about what the
final impact of the restructure will be, as there are some
major problems associated with it.
I am disappointed that the government has yet to say
that it will implement resource security legislation,
because that is the one thing that the industry can see
would give it some certainty and incentive to invest in
the future of the sustainable — —
The SPEAKER — Order! The honourable
member’s time has expired.

Hospitals: Mornington Peninsula
Mr DIXON (Dromana) — This government has a
woeful record on orthopaedic waiting lists on the
Mornington Peninsula. The lesson is that buckets of
money do not equal better service.
I will cite two examples. Mr Reid, one of my
constituents, needed a knee replacement and was told
he would have to wait 90 days. After five months he
had not heard anything from the hospital and when he
rang he was told he would have a two-and-a-half year
wait. Mrs Kurle, another constituent, wrote to me this
year because she had been on the orthopaedic surgery
waiting list for two years for a hip replacement. It took
my intervention and a whole lot of media intervention
for some action to take place. However, the operations
were to occur in another hospital outside the area.
Surgery by media intervention is not a meaningful way
of managing a health system.
Another emerging problem in the area is cancer
treatment. A local mother of five children aged under
six cannot access an isolation ward due to her
radioactivity resulting from her cancer treatment, and
she has to go to another facility way outside the
Mornington Peninsula, which is incredibly traumatic
for her and for her young family.
Another constituent wrote to me saying that he has been
told he has a 16-week wait for radiotherapy at the
nearest facility to the Mornington Peninsula, which is at
Moorabbin — almost impossible to get to by public
transport. That is just not good enough.
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Preschools: Burwood
Mr STENSHOLT (Burwood) — I pay tribute
today to the dedicated work of the parents and teachers
of preschools and kinders in my area. They all do an
excellent job laying the foundations of our children’s
education. Many of them have this year received
support from the state government for erecting ground
safety works including fencing as well as buildings.
These great preschools include Estrella Preschool,
Rowan Street Kindergarten, St Dunstan’s, Summerhill
Park Kindergarten, St Scholastica’s Kindergarten,
Surrey Hills Preschool, Burwood Preschool, Fordham
Avenue Kindergarten, Wattle Hill Kindergarten,
Hartwell kinder, Ashwood Children’s Centre, Ashwood
Memorial Kindergarten, Box Hill South Preschool,
St Paul’s kinder and the St James Wattle Park kinder.
The $130 000-plus in extra state government support
from the Bracks Labor government this year has been
more than welcomed by all these kinders; it has been
put to very good use by them to upgrade to meet the
new standards. The parents and teachers at the
preschools and kindergartens put in many hours of
voluntary work and do an excellent job.
We are very proud of the kinders in our area because
they are first-rate institutions. On behalf of the many
communities in my area I thank them for the excellent
work they do and for the great contribution they make
to ensuring our society is a really good society.

Frankston Hospital
Ms McCALL (Frankston) — Mr Speaker, you may
well recall a program called Rubbery Figures. Well, we
have had some really rubbery figures coming out of the
Frankston Hospital recently based on the view that the
current member for Frankston East said he was going to
fix the hospital. The general view in the community is:
if that is fixing the hospital, stay away from anything
else! We do not want anything else fixed!
Let me tell you about people on waiting lists longer
than ideal. In June 1999 there were 121, in June 2002,
1440. It does not matter that you might be treating more
people; it might not matter that the population on the
Mornington Peninsula grows; but the government is
rubberising the figures to suit its own ideals. The people
of Frankston are sick to death of waiting for more than
two years for a hip replacement or six months for a
cataract operation or of having to go to the city for
cancer treatment. This is not about fixing the hospital
system; this is about the government rubberising figures
and fudging figures for the press and making people
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forget in order for the government to try to recover
from the position where it ostracised the hospital and
the hospital staff. It frightened the community into
believing that their hospital was in dire straits. Three
years on, this government has failed to fix the
Frankston Hospital.

Blackburn Football Club
The SPEAKER — Order! The honourable member
for Mitcham has 1 minute.
Mr ROBINSON (Mitcham) — I pay tribute this
morning to the achievements of the mighty Blackburn
Football Club, which achieved a rare double in the
Eastern Football League (EFL), emulating the Box Hill
Football Club last year by this year winning — —
An honourable member interjected.
Mr ROBINSON — There is light at the end of our
tunnel over here. There is no light at the end of the
tunnel over there — none whatsoever! Hopeless,
hopeless, hopeless! They should take a leaf out of the
book of the Blackburn Football Club, which won both
the seniors and the reserves premierships. That is a
fantastic achievement.
It is 22 years since the mighty Panthers won a senior
year EFL flag, and never in their 100-year history have
they managed to win two premierships in the same
year.
Congratulations are in order to Paul Breen and Steve
Cochrane, the captain and coach. The final score line
was: 13.10.88 to the hapless Knox Football Club’s
9.10.64.
The SPEAKER — Order! The time set down for
this debate has expired.

MATTER OF PUBLIC IMPORTANCE
Melbourne 2030 strategy
The SPEAKER — Order! I have accepted a
statement from the Minister for Planning proposing the
following matter for discussion as a matter of public
importance today:
That this house commends the Bracks government on its
metropolitan strategy, Melbourne 2030 — Planning for
Sustainable Growth, a strategy which will guide
development, protect Melbourne’s suburbs, network our
regional cities and share growth across the whole of the state
over the next 30 years to ensure Melbourne remains the
world’s most livable city.
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Ms DELAHUNTY (Minister for Planning) — It is
with very great pleasure that I rise to speak on this
matter of public importance, particularly after I listened
to the radio and watched television last night and after I
read the extensive coverage in our daily newspapers
and saw the way this vision of the next 30 years of
Melbourne has been welcomed by stakeholders and
citizens right across the city.
Melbourne is the world’s most livable city. Over the
next 30 years our population will grow by up to a
million people. We are attracting a net migration
increase into this city — —
An honourable member interjected.
Ms DELAHUNTY — No, they are coming back in
droves!
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The honourable member
for Mordialloc!
Ms DELAHUNTY — We are attracting what we
call the footloose global knowledge worker in
particular. Both interstate and overseas Melbourne is
seen as an attractive destination in which to live and
work.
Over the next 30 years the projections show that
Melbourne’s population will grow by up to a million
people — that is another Adelaide. Now it will not be
as boring as Adelaide, I hasten to add, but that is the
magnitude we are talking about. It is about three
Canberras — and I make no comment on Canberra.
That is why the Victorian government has developed a
plan to guide our growth, to protect our suburbs, to
build safer neighbourhoods, to offer more transport
choices, particularly across the city rather than just into
the central business district, and to safeguard our
precious environment. It is a plan to protect what we
love about Melbourne for the next 30 years and beyond.
Mr Leigh interjected.
Ms DELAHUNTY — Well, there is a fair chance
we will be, because you won’t be, that’s for sure!
The SPEAKER — Order! The honourable member
for Mordialloc!
Ms DELAHUNTY — Melbourne 2030 is a plan
that starts now. What we propose is that we work with
our stakeholders — our citizens — to begin the
implementation of this vision for Melbourne. It
involves 80 000 ideas, 2 forums for mayors and chief
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executive officers, 34 public forums, 226 initiatives,
50 policies, 9 clear directions: welcome to Melbourne
2030. Yes, the department and the government have
done very rigorous work and I thank the opposition for
their applause for Melbourne 2030.
Mr Honeywood interjected.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Deputy Leader of
the Opposition!
Ms DELAHUNTY — I wonder if the honourable
member could ever get a question up. Get a question
up!
What is in Melbourne 2030 and why has it been so
welcomed by our citizens and stakeholders? Managing
Melbourne’s growth for tomorrow requires us to make
tough and clear decisions today. This is a government
that listens to the community, and then acts; and this is
precisely what we have done with Melbourne 2030.
We know that cities around the world value growth and
value the opportunities that a larger population brings,
but unless urban expansion is handled responsibly and
with an eye to sustainability it can quite quickly reduce
livability and devalue what we love so much about the
city. This is a strategy to maintain that reputation and
not only to leave this city the way we love it now. It is
all about protecting this city and this state for the future
and taking the tough, hard decisions.
Melbourne 2030 is a plan to accommodate this growth
and protect the things we love — our parks and
neighbourhoods. It is a plan to protect and enhance our
lifestyle opportunities and ability to compete in the
global marketplace. It is a very extensive document,
and that is why this house is commending the Bracks
government on its Melbourne 2030 strategy.
Accordingly, we are focusing on revitalising our middle
and outer suburbs by consolidating development in
100 nominated activity centres — vibrant multipurpose
hubs that already exist as activity centres in their own
right because they are close to public transport and they
are places where people want to live, shop, work and
play and where they have access to the services —
whether they are health, education, or community
services — that they require.
But we are also going to do something else. We are
going to provide the services in a targeted way, in
partnership with the private and the public sectors. We
are going to target our infrastructure spending where it
is needed, around those activity centres, but also, in
particular, in those detailed and designated growth
centres which Melbourne 2030 highlights — not
sprawling out into our valuable agricultural land and
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our precious green wedges, the lungs of Melbourne,
that are so prized by this community. That is a notion
that was proposed by a very forward-thinking previous
Liberal government. Sir Rupert Hamer was the man. I
thought he was the leader of that party. He was a man
who also had a vision for this state. He had a vision for
the green wedges.
We are inviting the tame and limited followers of
Sir Rupert Hamer to tell the public: are you going to
support the legislation to protect those green wedges?
Are you going to support the legislation in this house to
protect those green wedges? Suddenly the boys on the
opposite side are silent. When it comes to the hard
policy decisions — —
Mr Honeywood — On a point of order,
Mr Speaker, the minister is inviting a lot of comment
on the green wedge legislation, of which she gave
notice yesterday. I know she is still a newcomer to the
rules of Parliament and probably would not be aware
that you cannot anticipate debate on legislation before
the house, particularly when the opposition has not
even been briefed by her government on it. She may
like to concentrate on the aspects of her matter of public
importance that do not relate to the legislation before
this house, which she is putting forward as though
opposition members would know what she is talking
about when she has not even offered the shadow
minister a briefing on the legislation yet.
The SPEAKER — Order! I do not uphold the point
of order. I am not of the view that the minister was
contravening the rule of anticipation.
Ms DELAHUNTY — Just to clarify a few of the
inaccuracies caused by the excitement of the Deputy
Leader of the Opposition, the shadow spokesperson for
planning, who now has only one portfolio to manage,
was given a briefing on Melbourne 2030, which
included — —
Mr Honeywood interjected.
Ms DELAHUNTY — Excuse me. After the death
of my husband I asked to be released from that
portfolio, so let’s just get the facts right.
Honourable members interjecting.
Ms DELAHUNTY — You can make those claims,
but we did give — —
Mr Wynne interjected.
The SPEAKER — Order! The honourable member
for Richmond!
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Ms DELAHUNTY — We invited both the
National Party and the Liberal Party, along with
councils and stakeholders, to a briefing on
Melbourne 2030, I think it was a couple of months ago.
While the stakeholders and other parties were very
interested to receive this detailed briefing, the shadow
Minister for Planning wrote back, after I invited his
comments and suggestions saying, ‘There is nothing in
it’. That is not what Professor Dimity Reed says
about — —
Mr Baillieu — On a point of order, Mr Speaker — —
Mr Wynne interjected.
The SPEAKER — Order! The honourable member
for Richmond shall cease interjecting forthwith.
Mr Baillieu — On a point of order, Mr Speaker, I
would not want the minister to mislead the house. The
briefing that was offered to the opposition at that time
was a cursory briefing of about 10 or 20 overhead
slides, and that was about it. There was nothing in it.
The SPEAKER — Order! The honourable member
for Hawthorn is clearly not taking a point of order. If he
wants to make a point in debate, I will call him next.
Ms DELAHUNTY — While the shadow planning
minister says there is nothing in it — what did I say,
226 initiatives? — Professor Dimity Reed, an eminent
architect and urban planner, wrote in the Age yesterday:
This is the most ambitious and comprehensive exercise in
strategic planning undertaken in Victoria since 1929, when
the Town Planning Commission sought, with some success,
to ‘bring about order in urban physical development’ in a
series of reports to government that shaped the city for
decades.

This is the most ambitious and comprehensive exercise
in strategic planning undertaken since 1929, and the
shadow minister says there is nothing in it. That is not
what our councils, who also received exactly the same
briefing, said. That was exactly the briefing — —
Mr Baillieu interjected.
Ms DELAHUNTY — I think you should withdraw
that.
The SPEAKER — Order! I ask the minister to
address the Chair.
Ms DELAHUNTY — I ask the shadow minister to
withdraw that offensive remark.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Chair is in a difficult
position. It did not hear any offensive remark.
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Ms DELAHUNTY — I am sorry, Honourable
Speaker. What I heard was, ‘You are lying. It is a lie’,
from across the chamber. I ask the honourable member
to withdraw.
Mr Honeywood interjected.
Ms DELAHUNTY — I further ask the member for
Warrandyte to withdraw that as well.
The SPEAKER — Order! The minister has taken
offence at an interjection by the honourable member for
Hawthorn.
Mr Baillieu — I am happy to withdraw, but it is not
what I said.
Ms DELAHUNTY — Let’s go to what
Professor Dimity Reed and other stakeholders believe.
Mr Wilson interjected.
The SPEAKER — Order! The honourable member
for Bennettswood!
Ms DELAHUNTY — Who is out of his place.
Mr Wilson — No, he is not. I am allowed to sit at
the front.
Mr Leigh interjected.
The SPEAKER — Order! I ask the honourable
member for Mordialloc to cease interjecting. I ask the
minister to cease responding to interjections.
Ms DELAHUNTY — So what is the content of
metro strategy Melbourne 2030 and why has it been so
well received by stakeholders and citizens? It is an
integrated plan to manage the growth of Melbourne. It
has nine key directions. What are the nine key
directions? The overarching plan is to protect what we
love about Melbourne while absorbing up to an extra
1 million people. It is a great place to be. It will be a
greener city. It will have better transport links. It will be
a more compact city — a city that brings shops,
services and opportunities to your doorstep rather than
seeing subdivisions out on the fringes struggling for
those services that many others take for granted.
We will encourage better management of metropolitan
growth by applying an urban growth boundary to
Melbourne, again to protect our green wedges and our
valuable agricultural land, and also to protect economic
assets like our airports, which are detailed in the
strategy, and our water catchment centres, which are
also identified in those precious green wedge areas.
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We will also be networking with our regional cities.
This is about sharing the benefits of being Victorian
right across the state. We know the previous
government referred to regional Victoria dismissively
as the ‘toenails of Victoria’. I know members of the
opposition are embarrassed about that, but I think it
shows that in its particular vision for Melbourne this
government sees it as networked with our regional
centres. I think that is part of the genius of Melbourne
2030. It is not about a spoke-and-wheel approach, it is
about networking with our regional cities through the
road and fast-rail network. We will network the benefits
and opportunities, both in jobs and lifestyle, of
Melbourne with the benefits in jobs and lifestyle in our
regional centres like Bendigo, Ballarat and the Latrobe
Valley, and up to Seymour as well.
We want to build a more prosperous city. We know that
Melbourne is rapidly being seen as a premier
destination for business to — —
The SPEAKER — Order! The honourable
member’s time has expired.
Mr BAILLIEU (Hawthorn) — It is always good to
have a plan, but this plan depends on quite a lot. It
depends on community support, and the government
has to acknowledge that members of the community do
not really even know about this plan. They certainly do
not know the detail of the plan.
This strategy depends on the government’s capacity to
deliver infrastructure, and it has been clearly
demonstrated over three years that nothing could be
further from the truth. It depends on funding, but there
is precious little about funding in this document. It
depends on a response to the Infrastructure Planning
Council proposals, and there is precious little response
from the government on that. It depends on a minister
who knows what she is doing, and there is plenty of
evidence to suggest that she does not. We only have to
look at what she said last night when she suggested that
the Basslink cable would require 330 kilometres of
undergrounding, forgetting the fact that 270 to
280 kilometres of it was already underwater.
It is three years since the last election, and the minister
is asking us to celebrate her announcement after three
years. The announcement was made just yesterday.
Interestingly, no opposition member has received a set
of the documents, despite a request, yet less than
24 hours later we are invited to discuss the detail. We
have to wonder why.
I refer to page 17 of the principal document, which
details the process. At the end of that time line there is a
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huge gap between April 2001 and October 2002. Why
is there a big gap? Because this document has been
deliberately concealed from the public. This has been
delayed intentionally by a government that did not
know what it was doing.
Originally it was to be released in April last year.
Issue 2 of the metropolitan strategy publication said
there was to be a change, and it would be released late
2001. Then on 18 July in a media release the previous
minister said it would be later that year. Just a week
later the previous minister said that a third round of
public forums would be held early this year after the
release of the draft. On 16 November the previous
minister said that the release for public comment would
be in early 2002. The current minister then took the job
and we have had a series of delays since — February,
June, July, August and September — and on 18 June
last the minister dumped the third round of
consultations.
The reason for this delay is that the government wants
to conceal this document. It wants minimum exposure
of the document. It wants the gloss, the pictures, the
maps and the motherhood statements. The outcomes
can be summed up by the simple message: from the
review we have been able to undertake, this strategy
means for metropolitan Melbourne high rise, high
prices and high density. It is not just me saying that. It
was actually confirmed ever so sheepishly by the
Premier yesterday on 3AW in answers to questions
from Neil Mitchell.
This is not just a benign proposal full of motherhood
statements. There are many things in this document that
the community does not want to hear, and the
government does not want it to hear them. The
government is seeking a licence to do whatever it wants
after an election. The document can be read in a variety
of ways. There is a lot of motherhood in this document,
and the detail is lacking. It can be summed up by an
article in the Melbourne Times:
Ms Delahunty has inherited some major unfinished business,
including the troubled metro strategy … that encourages
suburban high-rise development. This might be why some
have unkindly suggested that Mr Thwaites’s biggest
achievement is leaving the whole mess to someone else to
clean up.

The reaction from the industry has been similar.
There has also been confusion over who has been
responsible for this document and confusion over the
aims of the document. The minister described this delay
as a virtue to a Public Accounts and Estimates
Committee hearing and said that nevertheless it would
be a beautiful baby. Originally it was the responsibility
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of the Minister for Transport — and where is he? —
and the previous minister. Then we found that the
previous minister lost his way and the current minister,
who was sent down into planning, took responsibility.
The reality was that the previous minister advised
everybody in the industry not to worry because he was
still responsible. The Royal Australian Planning
Institute (RAPI) commented that way, as did
metropolitan media such as the Melbourne Times. I
quote from an article in the Melbourne Times of
20 February:
In an apparent admission of the serious problems faced in
developing the metro strategy, the Deputy Premier John
Thwaites will retain control over it despite losing the planning
portfolio to Mary Delahunty.

This matter was raised with the media. The media
inquired of the government and a journalist from the
Age was told that there was a specific letter from the
Premier to the current Minister for Planning saying that
she was responsible. We requested a copy of that letter
under freedom of information. What did we get back
from the Premier? ‘No such letter exists.’
The reality is that there has been confusion about
responsibility for this, as there has been about the
document itself. It was originally a 20-year plan, then a
30-year plan. There has been confusion in the target
increase in households. The minister in her press
release of 18 June said that there would be an increase
of 1 million households in metropolitan Melbourne.
That is from her own release. Then in a promotion in
the RAPI magazine on 3 February it was
730 000 households; now it is down to
620 000 households. During the briefings, such as we
got a couple of months ago — and there was never a
more appropriate word than ‘briefing’ — the minister’s
representatives went through giving us a cursory glance
at some headings. Even at that briefing the projections
were questioned.
What does this document entail? It now targets
1 million additional people and 620 000 new
households. There are 31 councils. There is no further
breakdown of where those households would go, so as
a benchmark targeting point we can say 20 000
households per council. The Premier says there will be
some councils with more, but he will not say which,
and he will not say which will have less. Where will
these households go? Which councils will have more?
Which councils will be protected? Why is the
government hiding this detail?
As a consequence of this document there will be a
reduced land supply. The reality is that land prices will
rise, and consequently house prices will rise. In
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addition, this document anticipates high-rise housing,
and the reality is that housing over three storeys
becomes the province of the Construction, Forestry,
Mining and Energy Union, and we can expect increased
house prices as a consequence of that.
Is it any wonder that just a few weeks ago the
government announced that there would be — there are
not, but it said there would be — new guidelines for
high-rise residential developments? This document
anticipates high rise, high prices and high density, and
the Premier has said as much on 3AW. The reality is
that the high prices are likely to be aggravated by
development levies that some councils will seek on
some of these high-rise properties. So first home
owners, particularly young families, are likely to face
increased property prices as a consequence.
The introduction of an urban growth boundary, from
what we have been able to learn in the past 20 hours,
suggests that there will be a range of anomalies and
inconsistencies which will have to be resolved.
Disputes are likely to occur in many areas where land
which is already zoned residential has been excluded
from the urban growth area, and I give the examples of
Werribee, Somerville and Sunbury where there are
disputes.
A number of other issues are involved, but I want to
take up the minister’s comments about consultation.
The government’s claims about consultation have been
greatly exaggerated. The consultation that was
undertaken elicited this response in the planning
institute magazine, the Victorian Planning News, of
May 2002:
There seems to be more interest in body counts than in
promoting fresh thinking. Bland motherhood statements
abound, accompanied by a general rehashing of well-worn
planning strategies. With regards the body counts, these are
depressingly small. Some 1200 have apparently attended the
information sessions. This number represents a tiny, tiny
percentage of our population … The true figure once all those
paid to attend are subtracted is even more depressing.

It goes on:
The exercise places a question over the whole process of
public consultation …

It further states:
It is a depressing outcome given the potential in this subject
and the fact that the intellectual credibility of the metro
strategy relies upon such documents. There is little in the way
of fresh thinking. One is left wondering is this the best that
can be achieved.
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These consultations consisted of very small groups
dominated by one or two individuals, and the input is
recorded.
The interesting thing is that you can interpret that
consultation whichever way you want. Among the
questions asked were, ‘What do you like least or most
about Melbourne?’. Many said they liked least the
monoculture urban sprawl, many said they liked least
the medium and high-rise density, and many said they
did not like football and that that was the worst thing
about Melbourne. There were those who liked most the
gardens and backyards and detested most the medium
density and the high-rises. You can interpret that
consultation whichever way you want, and that is the
reality. Others have been tougher, as I have said.
The question then arises as to where the funding is
coming from. Where is the money for the proposals that
have been put into this? As we have seen with the
Infrastructure Planning Council, there is $5.6 million
for local government to promote this, but there is no
funding for many of the significant initiatives that are
included.
Ms Delahunty interjected.
Mr BAILLIEU — There are other nasties hidden in
this document, which we have discovered only from
those who were involved in its preparation. We are told
by some of those who were involved that some of the
freight and transport initiatives include a proposition
that tramlines in metropolitan Melbourne are to be used
as access routes for container freight. If that is to be the
case — —
Mr Nardella — Who says this?
Mr BAILLIEU — A mayor — one of your
reference group. And we have the Tram 109 project,
which has the potential to have a huge impact.
Honourable members interjecting.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Loney) — Order!
There is far too high a level of interjection in the
chamber. I request all honourable members to reduce
both the frequency and the volume of the
cross-chamber interjections. It is becoming far too
great.
Mr BAILLIEU — One of the things in this glossy
document — that is what it is, and there are a lot of
sweet statements in there — that Melburnians and
Victorians need to take account of is the anticipated
increase of 1 million people — an additional 620 000
households. That means in simple terms 1.6 persons per
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household. The 1996 average across metropolitan
Melbourne was 2.86, and the government, through
Professor Lyndsay Neilson, suggested that by 2021 it
would be 2.34, a decline. But this document is
suggesting that the figure will be 1.6. No wonder we
were told at the briefing that 90 per cent of the new
housing would be one and two-person households. That
is what this document is anticipating.
The minister herself said at the Public Accounts and
Estimates Committee hearing earlier this year that there
is a social revolution behind this document. She can
only mean that this government is planning to force
Melburnians, particularly young Melburnians and first
home buyers, into high-rise, single-bedroom flats and to
force those who live on their own in single housing into
apartments.
Where will those apartments be? The reality is that they
will be where this government says, but where they will
be this document does not say. We want to see the
government explain the details. How many additional
households will there be in each council? Why has that
information not been provided? The information has
been prepared, but the government will not provide it. It
is great to have a plan, but the reality is that this is high
rise, high price and high density, and the process has
been in many cases high farce.
Mr DELAHUNTY (Wimmera) — On behalf of the
National Party I will comment on this matter of public
importance today, which is about the strategy entitled
Melbourne 2030 — Planning for Sustainable Growth.
We in the National Party support planning in relation to
these things. But what I see in a lot of cases today, in
particular with this Labor government, is that we are
doing a lot of talking and we have a lot of consultants, a
lot of plans and a lot of reports, but at the end of the day
we are getting very little action.
An honourable member interjected.
Mr DELAHUNTY — No action! I do not think
anyone would disagree that we need a strategy to guide
development, so in many ways this is a good basis for
moving forward in this state. This matter of public
importance refers to sharing:
… growth across the whole of the state over the next 30 years
to ensure Melbourne remains the world’s most livable city’.

I would love to see that to refer to Victoria being the
world’s most livable state. That is why I highlight the
fact that again this is a very city-centric approach to
government.
An honourable member interjected.
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Mr DELAHUNTY — I would love to see it
included — ‘Victoria, the world’s most livable state’ —
and it is a pity they did not listen. All the time I keep
hearing the word ‘sustainability’. At the end of the day
if we do not have productivity we will not have
sustainability. A lot of that is impacting on our country
areas.
In researching for today, with the support of the
parliamentary library staff I looked through quotes and
editorials following the release of this report. One I
have here is from the Age of 2 October 2002. An
editorial entitled ‘Preserving a livable city for the
future’ says that ‘fair implementation presents a
challenge’ to this government.
It goes on to say:
On current trends, urban development in Melbourne would
have consumed another 25 000 hectares of rural land within
20 years.

As a minister has said and as others have mentioned in
the media, a lot of this is highly productive land and it
would mean again taking away productivity from
country Victoria. It continues:
Now the Bracks government has announced legislation to
clearly define 12 green wedges, as well as a second category
of rural conservation zones …

I will come back to those conservation zones later.
Although Melbourne will benefit from this the article
goes on to say there will be some losers:
Farmers are entitled —

and I agree —
to be concerned, despite Premier Steve Bracks’s claim to
have crafted ‘right to farm’ legislation.

I cannot see anything that links this to right-to-farm
legislation. The reality is that this legislation will take
away the rights of some of the landowners and farmers
in those areas. Will those people be compensated for
the devaluation of their properties? I have not heard any
discussion about that. For some of these rural
landowners their land is their retirement fund — this is
their superannuation — and to take that away with
legislation is wrong, wrong, wrong without putting in
some sort of compensation to support them. As I said
and as highlighted in the editorial:
… much of the land is degraded and lack of management is
eroding its value as open space. Weeds and pests such as
rabbits spread if left unchecked.

Many concerns were raised not only in Melbourne but
right across Victoria about the fact that the Department
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of Natural Resources and Environment has dropped the
ball in relation to being a good neighbour with public
land. Landowners come into my electorate office
saying, ‘We’ve got DNRE tapping on our shoulders,
saying, “Get rid of the weeds and the vermin such as
rabbits”, and yet they are not doing anything on their
own public land’. To highlight the concerns I shall
quote from a letter that the Leader of the National Party
has received about the compensation issue and
concerns of some land-holders. This is from Mr J.
Webster, who says:
Thank you for accepting the following comment.

The letter is much too lengthy to read in full, but I shall
read just a couple of paragraphs:
… not only primary producers but quite large numbers of
small land-holders who may be deeply upset and are
financially disadvantaged if as yet to be seen legislative
arrangements become law.

This is talking about taking away the opportunity for
some of these land-holders in these conservation zones
to obtain compensation.
Mr Nardella — Where does he live?
Mr DELAHUNTY — All right, I shall read it out.
He lives in — —
Mr Nardella — Where does he live?
Mr DELAHUNTY — I will let the interjection go.
If the honourable member does not want to have
anything to debate, we will not listen to him.
The letter continues:
… the question ‘Does the minister intend evaluating the loss
in financial terms to every land-holder in the proposed ‘spine
conservation’ areas by their not being able to negotiate
disposal of property at a fair price?’.

I think that highlights the concern of some of these
people who have been overrun by this legislation.
Mr Nardella — It is not going to affect the
Wimmera.
Mr DELAHUNTY — I have to help the
honourable member by pointing out it is Wimmera —
W-i-m-m-e-r-a.
Mr Nardella — Where do you come from? Which
town?
Mr DELAHUNTY — I come from Horsham.
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The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Lupton) — Order!
Interjections are disorderly, and I ask the honourable
member for Wimmera to address his remarks through
the Chair and not by a direct response.
Mr DELAHUNTY — Thank you for your
guidance, Mr Acting Speaker.
In looking through the strategy document the National
Party was very concerned about some of the statements
in it. I heard the minister in her presentation this
morning talking about maintaining the flight paths for
airports. Upon reading the press release and some of the
strategy, I note it talks about maintaining flight paths
for Moorabbin and Melbourne airports and Avalon
airfield, but there is no mention of Essendon. Why not
when it is one of the most important airports? We know
there is a lot of pressure on Moorabbin Airport. Any
livable city in the world would be making sure it
protected those airports which gave direct or quick
access into the city.
We have the fantastic City Link network that provides a
link to not only the major metropolitan airport but also
Essendon Airport to service the rural community
coming in by air and, more importantly, the air
ambulance and the emergency services. It is one of the
most vital airports in Australia, and I think most cities
around the world would love to have an airport like
Essendon. As I said, that is one of the concerns that I
had when reading the strategy.
The strategy document is fairly lengthy. I do not want
to highlight too many of those things here this morning,
but it talks about greater energy efficiency. Again that
is to be commended, but importantly we have problems
in country Victoria with energy. Many communities do
not have natural gas. The National Party has put
forward a policy for the next election to connect
country towns to natural gas which would give them
the opportunity to compete. We need better transport
links. This government has talked about the fast rail,
which has failed to materialise. Reports have been
produced, but the benefits are very minimal.
I shall finish on one key point. We have problems in
country areas that are mainly to do with water. We have
talked about and looked through the document to see
what the government will do to service the water needs
in the metropolitan area. There is hardly a mention of it.
Is it going to steal water from country areas, as it has
been doing for many years from the Latrobe Valley and
Shepparton. Every megalitre of water you take from
country Victoria takes $3000 of economic growth out
of country Victoria. The National Party has been calling
for a cap on water use in Melbourne. One of the ways
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of using water better is to build major infrastructure that
can help save water.
The Wimmera–Mallee pipeline was one of those key
projects. I want the government to stop procrastinating
and mucking around with this. It has taken six months
to get a community committee up to do some detailed
design work. The pipeline is vital to the continuing
growth of western Victoria, yet the government has
dropped the ball in relation to that.
Mr Nardella interjected.
Mr DELAHUNTY — You have not spent $1.
Since Labor has been in government it has not spent $1
on the Wimmera–Mallee pipeline. Let’s see this Labor
government roll up its sleeves and do something in
country Victoria to make Victoria the most livable state
in the world.
Mrs MADDIGAN (Essendon) — I have much
pleasure today in supporting the motion moved by the
Minister for Planning which supports the Melbourne
2030 — Planning for Sustainable Growth document. I
congratulate her and the staff of the Department of
Infrastructure for having the intestinal fortitude to
produce this bold plan for Victoria. It is significant that
in the seven years of the previous government the only
planning policy we were given was the failed and
terribly misnamed Good Design policy.
I am disappointed with the response of the Liberal
opposition today. I congratulate the National Party
because its spokesman showed at least that he had read
the document. I was very disappointed and I must say
surprised by the remarks of the honourable member for
Hawthorn, who started off as though he had something
useful to contribute by saying he agreed with having a
plan. That was the only sentence he uttered during the
whole of his speech that actually referred to the
document.
From some of the information he gave, people could be
well within their rights to believe he has not read the
document. That is very disappointing because it is a
very complex document. It provides great opportunity
for Melbourne to grow in a planned and sustained
manner rather than in the ad hoc way in which it has
grown before, and it can really develop an excellent
strategy for councils to use in the development of their
planning schemes in the future.
It is really sad that the opposition has spent the whole
time talking about the process and not actually
addressing what is in the plan. It has probably left
people listening to the speech today wondering what
exactly the Liberal Party’s view is in relation to the
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strategy, because in fact the Liberal Party did not
actually get to that during the 15 minutes allocated to it
in this debate. That is a shame because there are some
terrific things in the document. Obviously it is very
difficult to put in place a plan that meets the needs of
suburbs as diverse as perhaps Werribee, Essendon,
Carlton and Oakleigh.
For my inner area of Essendon I see great assistance to
improve the planning process under which we work. It
is true that inner urban areas such as Essendon have had
severe planning problems over previous years. Areas
such as mine, which have little vacant land, suffered
very badly from the policies espoused in the Good
Design Guide. The previous government’s planning
process, because there was no prescription or certainty
in it, led to huge numbers of ad hoc developments,
which caused huge concerns to residents.
In fact it changed the whole process of planning in our
state. People who lived in their houses had to become
planning experts to protect their houses from the effects
of developments. They had nothing to do with the
developments and they were not going to make money
out of them, but often they were forced to expend huge
amounts of money to try to protect their own living
area. A planning system that does that fails. That is why
the Good Design Guide spawned such groups as Save
Our Suburbs — it failed the people of Melbourne.
The Bracks Labor government has now brought in two
policies that will reverse that trend which became so
apparent and caused so much distress to so many
people during the seven years of the previous
government. The first policy was, of course, Rescode,
which was introduced some time ago. Now we have the
overall strategy, Melbourne 2030, which gives councils
and local government units the opportunity to devise a
planning scheme that suits their residents.
For areas such as mine, which has had problems in the
past with higher density developments in the residential
areas, Melbourne 2030, with its identification of major
activity centres, allows for high-density development to
be contained in a small area, thus protecting the
residential areas. That is what my residents will be
extremely pleased to have. They are sick to death of the
provisions under the previous government’s guidelines,
which gave no certainty and allowed developments to
grow higgledy-piggledy and all over the place in a way
that was disastrous to the look of the suburbs and
destroyed parts of my suburb. I am very pleased that we
do not any longer have to put up with that.
It is unfortunate that members of the opposition do not
appear to have read the specific parts of the strategy. I
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would like to refer to some of the sections and
strategies which are particularly useful for my suburb. I
refer particularly to 157, which provides protection for
the Maribyrnong River. We know that the previous
government ignored the Maribyrnong River — it was
over in the west, so it did not worry about it very much.
I remember an occasion when the then Minister for
Conservation and Environment found her way — with
some difficulty, I might add — to the Maribyrnong
River. When she got there she said, ‘Oh well, I’ve
never been here before. It’s not too bad, is it?’.
Honourable members can imagine how impressed my
residents were with that view of the Maribyrnong
River! It is a beautiful river, and one that certainly
deserves to be given protection by the government.
That is encompassed in this document and will be very
well received by my residents.
Mr Wynne interjected.
Mrs MADDIGAN — Indeed, the other significant
river in our state — not quite as significant as the
Maribyrnong, but not a bad river — is the Yarra River.
I know the honourable member for Richmond will be
very pleased about the protection that is given to the
Yarra River as well. They are two very significant
initiatives.
The other initiative my residents will be particularly
pleased with is policy 5.6, which relates to the
parklands code and the protection of open space.
Honourable members will recall that members of the
previous government thought open space meant land
for development. Unless something was a formal park
it was considered a prime building block. We saw them
selling off parks all over the place.
Ms Beattie — In Lily Street, North Essendon.
Mrs MADDIGAN — Lily Street in North
Essendon is a prime example. It had a beautiful bit of
open space, overlooking the river. Members of the
previous government wanted to build units on it
because, they said, ‘It’s not a formal park. It’s open
space. Therefore it is not of any value’. This document
recognises the value of public open space, and once
again that will be very strongly supported by my
residents.
The honourable member for Wimmera was a bit
concerned that Essendon Airport does not get a mention
in the strategy. I can assure him it does. If he would like
to look at policy 4.3, Transport, he will see that it
confirms the Labor government’s view that the aviation
activities should be relocated from Essendon Airport.
Mr Leigh interjected.
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Mrs MADDIGAN — It reaffirms the importance of
Tullamarine airport as the major airport for this city,
and the government will be working in the future to
ensure that Tullamarine operates as a most efficient
airport for all users in this state.
Mr Leigh interjected.
Mrs MADDIGAN — The honourable member for
Mordialloc asks whether that means more aircraft for
the airport in his electorate. I have heard the honourable
member for Mordialloc in here significantly support the
airport in Mordialloc. I presume he wants to see it
operating efficiently, so I cannot see quite what his
problem is there.
Policy 5.4 relates to heritage, which of course is of
much importance to my electorate. Some of the
heritage buildings have been destroyed — I refer
particularly to a well-known church in Mount
Alexander Road that was destroyed by ministerial
intervention under the previous government. They are
matters that are well remembered by people in my
electorate, and they will be very pleased to see that
strategy.
Paragraph 5.5 refers to neighbourhood principles and
supports the neighbourhood character aspects of
Rescode, which has changed the whole focus of
planning in deciding what developments are
appropriate in a residential area.
Paragraph 1.1 is a major policy in relation to activity
centres. It is one way of protecting our residential areas
from overdevelopment. Unfortunately I do not think
members of the opposition quite understand that
councils are working with the government — in fact
there is an allocation of $5.6 million to assist local
governments in drawing up the changes in their
planning schemes, which I think the honourable
member for Hawthorn was perhaps not aware of.
The strategy provides councils with the opportunity to
work with their communities to put in planning
schemes which allow their councils to run in the way
their residents want them to run. What a contrast with
the previous government! I found it rather humorous
when the honourable member for Hawthorn said, in a
disparaging way, ‘Well, this policy’s here, but it
depends on community support’ — as though that were
really quite an outrageous concept. As members of the
Liberal opposition may have realised, members of the
government actually welcome community input. We
believe communities have the right to make planning
decisions about the areas in which they live.
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We do not support the interventionist state government
policies that were so beloved of the former Minister for
Planning. We will continue to work with our councils
and our residents because what members of the
opposition still do not understand is that this document
provides local councils and communities with the
opportunity to draw up the planning schemes that
protect their residential areas and also support them in
major activity centres.
Instead of members of the Liberal opposition
misunderstanding the document — in fact not reading
it — and coming in here and complaining about the
process, how nice it would be if they came in here with
some policies, with something strategic, and told us
about what parts of the policies they like and what parts
they might like to change. At least we could then
understand whether they have any idea of how the
community wants planning to proceed in this state or
any idea of how this state can develop in the future.
Mr LEIGH (Mordialloc) — The honourable
member for Essendon said that she would like to hear
members of the opposition say what they stand for and
what they believe in. The fact is that, other than some
minor briefings provided to the opposition at which the
government would not even provide some
documentation for the shadow minister, we got one
copy of the documents yesterday — and that is it. We
are supposed to come up with a comprehensive plan
one day later. Members of this government spent seven
years in opposition bagging everything across the
planet, and never said one thing of any positive note on
anything. Then they got into government and did a
giant somersault. They expect us in one day to tell the
world — or them — how they can save themselves
from this mess.
Some interesting comments appear in today’s Age. I
would like to start with three points. First, it is reported
that the Minister for Transport said he wants to increase
public transport use from 9 per cent to 20 per cent by
2020. The fact is that currently under this government,
given how it has botched the franchising arrangements,
public transport is going backwards. That is why the
government hides the Victrack results showing what is
going on.
On the second point, I do not want to quote someone
from my side of politics so let me quote someone who
is not necessarily on my side of politics. The secretary
of the Public Transport Users Association, Vaughan
Williams, is reported in today’s Age as having said:
… the report contained no new funding commitments, and
was not a 30-year blueprint.
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‘After three years … there’s nothing of any substance in the
report’, Mr Williams said.

That is not being said by us but by the Public Transport
Users Association, which has been both critical and
praising of the government. What the government has
come up with is a set of nice glossy documents that say,
‘This is wonderful. Let’s have some motherhood
statements’.
Then we have reference to our old friend Mike Hill, a
Labor Party branch member:
Victorian Local Governance Association executive officer
Mike Hill said: ‘The inner city has borne the pain of urban
density over the last decade … but I think some of that pain is
now going to be transferred out into these major activity
centres, with people saying they don’t want some of these
developments’.

That is what this is all about. Southland and the
surrounding area will be high-rise, Chelsea will be
high-rise and Mordialloc will be high-rise. In fact the
government has done it so well that in the map showing
who’s who and where is where, Chelsea is under the
Greater City of Dandenong. The honourable member
for Carrum may care to look at the documentation.
What has the government done? It said it would do the
trains. Well, let’s look at the trains. The government
made an election commitment of $80 million for
regional rail which blew out to $810 million, and when
it could not get anyone to do it for $260 million the
figure has gone back to $550 million. Three years later
and not one rail spike has been put into the ground
anywhere. In fact there is a tree on the Ararat line that is
about 4 feet bigger than it was when the government
came to office. Nothing has happened. Even the people
of Ballarat are wondering what is going on with this
bunch, let alone Bendigo or anywhere else. Farmers in
that region are now being told they have to pay for the
guard rails for the train passing through the region. A
concept put in place by the former Liberal government
which this administration opposed has been botched
since Labor has come to office.
Let’s go to the trams. What happened to the Knox
tramline? Nothing.
Mr Stensholt interjected.
Mr LEIGH — The honourable member for
Burwood says it is coming. It certainly is, because three
years later nothing has happened and now the
government will be stopping it at Vermont South. Even
Yarra Trams does not want to build it. Nothing has
happened. Let’s go to route 109, which is so proudly
talked about in this glossy document. What has
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happened? Nothing. They are changing the tram stops!
Yarra Trams has sought $3 million per kilometre from
the government but cannot get a decision out of it.
Yarra Trams wants to turn it into one of the prime tram
routes in the state. David White, the head of Yarra
Trams, someone who is well known to the honourable
member for Melton, has gone to the government, but
three years later there is still no action.
Let’s go to freeways! Craigieburn sat on the desk of the
then Minister for Planning for two years before the
government made a decision. The federal government
is paying for it. In my community the honourable
member for Carrum and the Bracks government
cancelled the local bypass and moved the money to the
Burwood tramline. In opposition the Labor Party
opposed City Link for seven years, but in government it
now thinks it is wonderful. It wishes it thought of it.
Nothing happened with that. Let’s go to the Scoresby
freeway, now renamed the Mitcham-Frankston — —
Ms Lindell interjected.
Mr LEIGH — What has happened to
Mitcham-Frankston? After seven years of opposition
the government has mucked up. Nothing has happened.
The Prime Minister has allocated the federal
government’s share of the money but this government
could not even get the figures right; it was $400 million
out. As for the all-famous Eastern Freeway tunnel, this
document is so up to date it is listed on page 154 as a
freeway under construction! Nothing has happened
three years later! Now the government is negotiating
with the three tenderers to pay them up to $40 million
to get it out of the mess as they couple it with the new
Mitcham-Frankston freeway. Nothing has happened.
Where are we now? Let’s look at Spencer Street, which
the government should be ashamed of. Spencer Street
was a deal put together by the former Liberal
government, and three years later the best this
government can do is send the Premier down after
14 announcements from his office and the minister —
they have a competition as to how many times they can
announce this — to finally turn a sod. He ought to be
ashamed. Why has it taken three years to turn a sod to
commence construction on a supposedly intricate
railway station.
Over its life this deal will commit taxpayers to
$1000 million. In talking to the company we discover
this is about a deal for four apartment blocks costing
$100 million to $150 million with no height limits
specified but which will range from 28 to 35 storeys.
The planning panel has not made a deal about the
height limits of those apartments, but I guarantee that in
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the end the planning panel will say, ‘You can have your
28 and 35 storeys’ because the government has
accepted money from the developer, but it does not
want to talk about that. Tragically, Spencer Street
should have been the hub of what should happen to
regional rail, but instead it is four apartment towers and,
gee whiz, it must include a railway station. That is of
great concern to the opposition.
I can go on further. I can talk about the Smart Bus trial,
which is another Liberal Party plan. It has taken three
years to get it from the stage of a plan to actually
operating on Springvale Road. We will all be dead by
the time the Scoresby freeway, the Eastern Freeway
tunnel or the Dingley bypass are built. We will all be in
our graves if this bunch opposite stay around in
government.
We have the old favourite, the Treasurer promising the
upgrading of the ports while at the same time he has an
environment effects statement inquiry into whether the
Rip can be blasted or we can dredge the bay — but he
says we should do all the work for ships drawing up to
14 metres. The honourable member for Carrum knows
full well that in our area the drains are fairly low and
that if the water in the bay increases to any significant
degree we will have backwash up the drains. The flood
plans the council put on our citizens was just a rubber
stamp on everyone’s house. They said, ‘This is what is
going to happen’.
All the houses are now covered by a floodplain, which
is devaluing properties, yet there has been no
consultation. The government has just done it. I give
the honourable member credit for turning up to the
Chelsea meeting that I attended.
Ms Lindell interjected.
Mr LEIGH — Rubbish. There were 30 people
present, and the honourable member did not say
anything.
Ms Lindell interjected.
Mr LEIGH — At another meeting there were
14 people present. This is a nice glossy document, but
Victorians want more. They are sick of paperwork, they
want action. They want freeways built and money spent
in the right way.
I conclude by indicating that on the Neil Mitchell
program the then Acting Premier, the Minister for
Health, when asked about a blow-out of $500 million
said it did not matter because the government had
$700 million for the next year. It does matter, because
that $500 million could be spent on all sorts of things.
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This government is made up of a bunch of pen pushers
who have no idea of how to deliver projects for
Victoria. Bring on the election, because you lot are a
disaster!
Mr CARLI (Coburg) — I must say firstly that
Victoria has a long and proud history of vision in terms
of planning. At different times there has been a
different emphasis and there have been different
priorities, but if you look back over many years, going
to the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works
plans from the 1920s onwards, you discover that
Victoria is about vision. It looked at the city and
ensured infrastructure was in place, sewers and roads
were constructed and planning was occurring for the
growth of the city. Over time that changed. Initially it
was making sure land use was designated and we did
not have industrial areas infringing on private areas and
that services were in place. Later on it was about
growth corridors, satellite cities and activity centres. It
was about vision.
The opposition has demonstrated no vision. It has no
sense that what we are dealing with today is a 30-year
vision of where the city ought to be and trying to tackle
what is seen globally as the single most important issue
facing modern cities — sustainability. It is the single
biggest issue. Every major city in the industrialised
world is trying to confront the issue of sustainability.
We have sought to do that in this document through the
process of consultation and discussion with the
community in Victoria. I have attended many meetings
and have met with and had serious discussion with
members of the community and professionals. The
keystone of those discussions is the issue of
sustainability.
We have two major frontbench opposition speakers
who have demonstrated no vision, because all they
have done is prove they have not read the document.
Therefore for the first time in Victoria one political
party in this house has no longer a sense of the urban
form as part of a vision. It has no sense of where the
city should go and how it should develop.
Historically in Parliament there has been consensus on
urban development, and historically the Melbourne
Metropolitan Board of Works documents have shown
agreement between the political parties. Why? Because
these are visions that involve the long term — and not
just one or two governments but numerous
governments.
Mr Leigh interjected.
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Mr CARLI — We have tried to engage your party
in this process, but you have been absolutely hopeless
because you have not had the courtesy to work on
issues of sustainability!
I want to cover sustainability, because as I said it is the
single biggest issue in urban planning, and I want to
demonstrate how this document is fundamentally
tackling it.
Mrs Peulich interjected.
Mr CARLI — The honourable member for
Bentleigh calls it ‘a wanky left position’. It is the single
biggest issue in the urban system. It has been promoted
as much by conservative governments as by left-wing
governments, and for very obvious reasons. We cannot
sustain the cities as they are at the moment. We cannot
sustain them in terms of urban growth for future
generations.
What do we mean by ‘more sustainable urban form’?
The Brundtland report of 1987 defines sustainability as:
… development which meets present needs without
compromising the ability of future generations to achieve
their own needs and aspirations.

It is about our generation ensuring that we leave for
future generations the same ability to experience the
lifestyle and the prosperity of this great city that we
have, and that involves a whole raft of issues from
water to financial disparity and social and physical
infrastructure. That is a very important position to take.
Central to that is the nature of the urban form, which, as
it has been envisaged for sustainable cities, is about
conserving energy, minimising pollution and improving
liveability and amenability. It is about increasing
accessibility to various parts of the city without
necessarily increasing the need for cars, resulting in
greater congestion.
That is why a city built around activity centres is central
to the idea of a sustainable, contained urban form. It is
about developing areas for activities where people can
walk, where they can move in and out and where they
are not totally dependent on box stores in the
suburbs — that is, the 1970s model of a store that is
surrounded by a car park. It is about liveability.
We should be proud of the notion of building around
activity centres, because much of the theoretical
work — the ideas behind this — has come from
Australians. In particular I would nominate Peter
Newman and Jeffrey Kenworthy, who in 1989 did
some comparative work about the use of energy and
cars in various cities. They found that North American
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cities use considerably more energy on transport than
Australian cities, which in turn use more energy than
European cities. The variables that made the big
difference were the use of public transport and city
densities.
This document is primarily about trying to build those
densities around activity centres so that we can have the
same sort of lifestyle we have come to expect in inner
Melbourne in other, larger parts of the city, where
people can walk to shops, where jobs are close at hand
and where recreation is available.
I have lived in inner Melbourne long enough to know
what Brunswick Street and Sydney Road used to be
like. They were dying strips, areas that were in chronic
decline. They were revived by a lot of public policy
measures and private investment. That is what we are
talking about.
I want to highlight in particular the importance of
transit cities, which I saw last year when I visited
Vancouver. Transit cities are higher density and very
much about building around transport modes,
recreational areas, jobs and a raft of other activities.
When we talk about Dandenong as a transit city we are
talking about a major urban centre which has a
transport interchange, jobs, shopping, community
infrastructure and public and private investment. Box
Hill is another one. It is probably the closest thing we
have at the moment to a transit city. It can only get
better in terms of what can be done by deliberate
government policy.
We have a vision, and we are proud of it. We would
like to share it with the opposition, but in seven years in
government the opposition had no vision for the
metropolitan area. Worse than that, the previous
government asked every local council to do its own
local metropolitan statement and to set its own vision
for its municipality while providing absolutely no
leadership. Everybody on our side who was involved in
local government knows there was absolutely no
leadership.
The honourable member for Hawthorn comes in here
and says it took us three years to do this document. It
took us three years — —
Mr Baillieu interjected.
Mr CARLI — Yes, it did take us three years,
because it involved 80 000 submissions and discussion
with individuals. Eighty thousand people contributed to
it directly, and a raft more indirectly, when we held
discussions with all the associations and organisations
on building this policy. We are proud of it.
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To the honourable member for Hawthorn I say, ‘You
had seven years — —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Lupton) — Order!
The honourable member for Coburg should direct his
remarks through the Chair and not across the table to
another member.
Mr CARLI — The previous government had seven
years to build a vision for the state, and it did not. It
allowed the market to rip into it. Members opposite
complain now about high density, high cost — —
An honourable member interjected.
Mr CARLI — I know the damage that was done by
the Good Design Guide in my area — including the
inability to plan for development. It was basically left to
the whims of developers and, to some extent,
speculators. We are saying we want to provide
certainty. We want to make sure we know where those
developments will go. We are on about the sorts of
things that make for good planning. In his contribution
on a document dealing with planning the honourable
member for Hawthorn never once spoke about good
planning and about planning as a source of vision. The
great urban plans have all come from visionaries. We
have visionaries on our side right through our ranks,
and in particular I refer to the Minister for Planning and
the former Minister for Planning.
In the case of the honourable member for Hawthorn
there is no vision and no plan. All he could do was
lament the fact that he had not been briefed often
enough, and lament the fact that everything he could
possibly — —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Lupton) — Order!
The honourable member’s time has expired.
Ms BURKE (Prahran) — I wish to make a
contribution to this matter of public importance on the
metropolitan strategy. Melbourne is a very large city,
and both sides of the house are aware of that. It is nine
times the size of Paris, and its growth has been a
concern to everyone since the 1929 Melbourne report
on metropolitan town planning. The great visionaries of
the past like Robert Hoddle, who in 1837 did a plan for
Melbourne which we now look at with great pride,
showed a foresight that certainly has left an impression
on this city. They gave us a very good guide from the
beginning.
The important thing about these documents is whether
they can be implemented. Our shadow Minister for
Planning has talked about this high-rise, high-price,
high-density — and I have to include in that
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‘high-pollution’ — plan, because the government has
not taken into account a lot of those issues. It talks
about transport, but when you look at the densities and
where they will be you see they will be in areas where
there are all cars — not a great vision for transport.
The biggest issue we face in planning today involves
the communities that do not understand what all this
actually means. In fact they are very rarely included in
future plans, and all they have to be concerned about is
their local patch. Many of them are not particularly
happy with one day having to look out at a blue sky and
the next having to look out at a brick wall. Local
government has to deal with that at a local level every
day, and this process is obviously going to be a lot
harder for local government.
Although the document comprises eight books and it is
difficult to read it all in the space of 24 hours, there are
a number of areas that clearly have to be looked at. In
the context of a 30-year vision it must be borne in mind
in making any critical examination of a report or major
planning scheme that three years is a relatively short
time for major changes. That is particularly true with
the rapid growth of Melbourne under the different
policies that are in place at the moment. We have seen
it in the rapid growth of housing in Melbourne through
the federal government’s home ownership scheme,
which influences the growth of properties and changes
the way households are created. People now want one
and two-member households rather than three or
four-member households — sometimes back in the
1960s they were seven and eight-member households.
It is all very well for honourable members on the other
side to talk about how clever they were to do this in
three years. When we were in government over the
seven years we changed every single planning scheme
in the whole state, and we looked at it in an entirely
different manner to the way it had been looked at
before. We put some scientific analysis into land use.
Whenever you change the way people are going to live
you have to consider a number of other issues as well.
John Burns, the author of the English Town and
Country Planning Act, said that you have to look at
your modest objectives. In the past they have been
things like:
Comfort in the house; health in the home; dignity in our
streets; space in our roads; and a lessening of the noises, the
smoke, the smells, the advertisements, the nuisances that
accompany a city that is without a plan, because its rulers are
governors without ideas, and its citizens without hopeful
outlook and imagination. Industry is the condition of a city’s
being; health, convenience and beauty the conditions of its
wellbeing.
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One of the big issues for anyone with a new vision or
new ideas for a city is that the vision has to not only
bring in the businesses and the citizens but must also be
achievable at the council level. It concerns me that this
document is all about what minority groups want. We
have been hearing that for as long as planning has
existed; but how do you achieve it? How do you
implement it? That has always been the problem.

how the area is going to take it, and it has very little
public transport too.

In my area of Stonnington, for example, I have
estimated that the number of households is going to
increase by 45 per cent. I have one of the smallest
electorates — 12 square kilometres — with one of the
highest populations. I wonder where those people are
going to go. The document tells me that Toorak Road,
Toorak, needs more entertainment! The biggest issue
we are facing in Chapel Street, South Yarra and Toorak
is the fact that entertainment does not mix with
residential living. Twenty-four hour entertainment
venues and licensed nightclub venues are not suitable
close to residential living areas; they suit a central
business district.

I spoke to the house earlier about the whole issue of
bringing the community with you. It is all very well for
two officers of the planning division — and particularly
good ones — to come up with this vision, but it has to
be achievable. At no time did I see a local government
committee of mayors or planners involved in working
out the implementation of the strategy. The issues the
coalition government raised when preparing its
municipal strategic statements and planning schemes
included actually letting people know that they were
living on contaminated land instead of hiding from the
fact, letting them know they were in a flood zone and
could not develop, and making sure they understood
that the scientific value of land certainly increased the
possibilities of what you did with it and that we could
no longer build houses on agricultural land and leave
the poorer soils for agriculture. In closing I wish to say
that there is more to a document of this sort than this
one seems to provide.

As is commonly known, everywhere in Europe and
America they are looking at 24-hour venues and
bringing the hours back to 2 o’clock and 3 o’clock.
America has 2 o’clock; Europe is bringing the hours
back to 1, 2 or 3 o’clock. To get a document like we
have today that is so out of date and out of touch with
global feelings and local feelings is staggering. I
wonder how much real thought has gone into it.
On another matter, the biggest issue we face in
planning is aged care. Where do you put aged care units
that accommodate the ageing population we have?
They have not even been included in the planning
scheme, yet every suburb is going to have some form of
aged care facility to look after our ageing population —
which is going to include a lot of us in this house. That
is not even taken into consideration.
Then there is the whole issue of high-density living and
bodies corporate. We have so many high-rise towers,
how will we ever deal with them when they are tired
and old and are owned by 145 different people and we
have to renovate them? So many of the major issues
relating to the future that we must face do not even get
mentioned in the document. Transport issues and
interface councils — we have built-up municipalities
that know nothing other than the car. From the day they
were born people have used the car and nothing other
than the car. Transport is vital out there before you
make any difference. Look at areas like Nillumbik.
Nillumbik is a green area, and it will have an increase
of 104 per cent in households! I honestly do not know

The big issue in a planning scheme is to have a vision
that is actually achievable. We have seen documents
going way back to the 1929 plan for Melbourne giving
great ideas, but the problem is to make them actually
achievable.

The other matter that is absolutely vital is the whole
issue of how your business is functioning. We all know
that in the inner Melbourne area there are many
businesses occupying high capital-increased land
whose uses are non-conforming. They are now
struggling because of the lack of telecommunications,
Internet services and so on to run their businesses in old
factories. That is not even considered in determining
how we work with these communities to get them out
of the residential areas — they are old industrial
estates — and move them to where the transport and
infrastructure is sitting, waiting to help those
businesses.
It is not only about the way business works and how we
can improve that but also about people’s quality of life
and making sure that the mixes in each suburb are
compatible with living a good, healthy and wholesome
life. I am concerned that this document has left a lot of
those things unsaid.
Ms LINDELL (Carrum) — Melbourne 2030 sets
out a plan which for my electorate will be very
important. The electorate of Carrum is a special place in
Melbourne: on the west we have Port Phillip Bay and
on the east we have the south-eastern green wedge.
There has been a lot of community unrest, probably
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over a decade, about continuing encroachment into the
green wedge and what that will mean for the
Ramsar-listed Edithvale–Seaford wetlands.
Melbourne 2030 does some very significant things for
Carrum. It will introduce legislation to protect the green
wedge and ultimately protect the Ramsar-listed
wetlands. If you talk to people who live in Chelsea,
Carrum, and Paterson Lakes one of the amazing things
you learn is that if they want to drive down to
Frankston they can go along the Mornington Peninsula
Freeway, where there is actually open space as they do
so. If you drive up Springvale Road and head out
towards Dandenong on a nice, sunny day, driving past
the flower gardens and small farms, it is just open space
with roads that get you to where you want to go. If you
speak to the people who live along the beach you learn
that one of the things they cherish most is their ability
to leave their homes and, within a couple of minutes, be
driving in what could be the countryside but which of
course is just one of the magnificent green wedges that
the visionaries who went before us in this place set
aside for Melbourne.
With the introduction of Melbourne 2030 we take
another step forward to make sure that we preserve
those green wedges for future generations. It is not
something to dismiss easily. We should not ever think
that the green wedges are not cherished by the people
we represent, because they are.
The priority action of interim legislation to protect the
green wedges will be — and has been — resoundingly
applauded by my electorate. We also have plans for a
chain of parks that will link open space through
Frankston and into the Mornington Peninsula — a step
that will once again be absolutely welcomed by the
people of Frankston and Seaford in my electorate.
The other initiatives included in Melbourne 2030 are
future investments in public transport. We are very
lucky in my electorate, because we are serviced by the
Frankston train line. It is a great commuter line that zips
people up into town — and there are a few express
trains that make the journey reasonably short. We can
always improve public transport — we know that —
and we must aim to always improve it.
This document gives us a way forward to do that. We
also have to link the people that now live in the growth
corridors, particularly the Wells Road growth corridor,
into train stations. If you live in Patterson Lakes, up
until very recently you had no access to public transport
after 6 o’clock on a Friday night. If you lived in
Aspendale Gardens, until very recently exactly the
same thing happened.
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We now have the extension of the Smart Bus down
Springvale Road, which provides weekend and evening
public transport for people living in Edithvale, Chelsea,
Chelsea Heights and Aspendale. That is a great step
forward and one that gives people an opportunity to go
to the movies and come home on public transport or to
go Southland and shop, using public transport, on the
weekends.
The improvements foreshadowed in Melbourne 2030
show a great commitment to increasing and improving
our public transport service. I think we all know that we
have to make public transport more attractive to the
community. As I have said, the improvements to public
transport services on the Frankston line and the
improvement in bus services into the Southland
shopping centre are all welcomed, and they are outlined
in this report.
The government has the aim of increasing public
transport use to 20 per cent of all motorised trips by
2020. With the expansion of bike tracks, many of
which are now connecting to the Bay trail, many of the
on-road bicycle lanes that lead down Station Street and
Edithvale Road are linking people into the wonderful
open spaces of the Edithvale wetlands. Increasingly
large numbers of people who go cycling down to
Frankston on weekends are stopping on the way at
Mordialloc and Chelsea and having a coffee. This is
changing the face and economic climate of our outer
suburbs.
One of the issues of great concern to the people of
Chelsea, Carrum and particularly Seaford is the
increasing number of multi-unit developments. I have
two children, whom I think I have spoken about before
in this house. They both desperately want to stay living
in Chelsea. They cannot bear to think that they might
one day have to live somewhere where they cannot go
to the beach after school or work or where they cannot
go for a run down along the beach during the winter
and just enjoy that wonderful environment. But how do
we preserve the best of what we love, at the same time
allowing its use by more and more people who want to
enjoy those wonderful spaces that Melbourne is so
terribly proud of and renowned for, whether it is along
the foreshore around Port Phillip Bay, the hills in
Dandenong or some of those wonderful areas of the
inner city?
We have a great challenge before us. But we now have
a plan that can lead us in trying to hold on to what is
best while delivering additional housing for the
projected population increase of 1 million people that
Melbourne will see in the next three decades.
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In Melbourne 2030 Chelsea is identified as an activity
centre. I recently surveyed my electorate, and one of the
very strong things that came back was that residents
wanted a more vibrant, safe and responsive shopping
centre within Chelsea and Carrum. This plan makes
that possible. Thinking that we could reinvigorate the
Chelsea shopping centre right there on the train line,
with access to the foreshore and all our sporting
facilities, is a terrific step, and I am delighted to see it in
this document.
We need open spaces to enjoy, and we need safe
neighbourhoods. This is what Melbourne 2030 delivers.
Mrs PEULICH (Bentleigh) — This is not a 2030
vision, it is a current nightmare. I say that very much
from a local perspective, with one of my local councils,
Glen Eira, forging ahead with the state government in
piloting and preparing an amendment designating
something like 117 streets in the Bentleigh electorate
for high-density development. We are not talking about
something 30 years into the future; we are talking about
an imminent threat to local amenity, local residences,
our suburbs and our local streets — and the aggravation
of local parking problems, which are already severe.
Currently an independent panel in the City of Glen Eira
has been put together to hear objections. There have
been 150 very substantial submissions made to the
independent panel. Today I tabled a petition collected
within only seven days and signed by over
100 objectors to the state government’s plan. It is not a
metropolitan strategy with a vision.
This is a nightmare that is to be imposed upon the
suburbs, and the suburbs will not wear it. Quite clearly
this is going to make the medium-density housing
policy of the previous coalition government look like
an open space policy, because the definition of
high-density development in the City of Glen Eira,
which has been guided and advised by and has been
working closely with the Department of Infrastructure,
is that high density is one storey higher than the height
of existing buildings. Given the local streets which have
been designated and which I have listed in the petition
that I am currently circulating, it means the entire
electorate is going to be crisscrossed by high-density
development. That obviously includes secondary roads
such as Brewer Road, Wheatley Road — I also mention
that I live on Tucker Road, which is one of these
roads — Chesterville Road, South Road and Bignell
Road, as well as all the surrounding local streets within
400 metres of activity centres.
Some of these are close to railway stations or railway
lines, but many of them are not. The government has
devised this plan even around bus routes. The whole
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concept is ludicrous, especially when you have a look
at the significantly ageing demographic profile of my
electorate, which has the third highest number of
over-65s. These people catch a taxi to go to the doctor
or to the local supermarket. They do not walk
kilometres in order to get to their destination.
This is an absolutely outrageous plan, and the suburbs
will rebel. Yes, we all want a vision for the
development of Melbourne and we all want plans that
preserve open spaces, but the government at the same
time is fostering and taking action that is going to see a
further diminution of open space for the suburbs.
Mr Nardella interjected.
Mrs PEULICH — You will hear about the plan.
We are not going to provide you with the solutions; we
are not going to let you get off the hook. We will
provide you with our ideas during the election
campaign so that the voters in the suburbs which have
been targeted will have a clear choice.
If you thought the town halls filled by objectors to
medium-density housing in your Brightons, your
Stonningtons and your Bentleighs were well attended,
let me make a forecast. There will be wall-to-wall
objectors in the suburbs!
I note the Premier’s own suburb of Williamstown,
where he has purchased a $1.4 million home, is not
singled out for this high-density development. Neither
is Northcote, which is where my opponent at the next
election lives. Honourable members should look at
where these plans will be implemented and where loss
of amenity will be suffered by residents, where we will
end up with three-storey houses in local streets, where
there will be many more cars cluttering the streets and
where there will be far less open space than there is
currently.
On the one hand the government talks about its
commitment to open space, but it was very quick in
moves to sell off University of the Third Age land in
Caulfield. We have seen local councils selling pocket
parks. Many residents in the City of Glen Eira, in the
Bentleigh electorate, do not have huge tracts of open
space around them. We treasure every little bit of open
space we have. What is more, the government is
funding a plan for the redevelopment of the Linton
reserve, Moorabbin, which will see the sale of public
land. Where, then, is the government’s commitment to
open space in the suburbs, in our local streets?
I will make a forecast. This is the honourable member
for Albert Park’s creation. The surrogate mother is the
honourable member for Northcote, and substantial
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aspects of this strategy or vision will be orphaned in the
near future.
As I said before, the local suburbs will not wear it. I
have called on the Minister for Planning as well as the
Premier to scrap plans to open up 20 per cent of my
local electorate to high-rise and high-density
development. Based on the definition, in secondary
roads where there are already three-storey
developments, we are looking at four-storey
developments. It is an ever incremental plan. In local
streets where there are two-storey developments there
will be three-storey developments. If we thought — and
the government argued — that the infrastructure and
the drainage system were inadequate to cope with the
increased density of our suburbs, what will it be with
this strategy?
Mr Nardella — Where would you put a million
people?
Mrs PEULICH — The buffoon from Melton
continues to interject.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Lupton) — Order!
The honourable member for Bentleigh will not use that
language within the Parliament.
Mrs PEULICH — Mr Acting Speaker, the
honourable member has been incessantly barraging
opposition speaker after opposition speaker. It has been
difficult to hear the contributions on this important
issue which is very close to the hearts of a lot of people,
certainly many people in the Bentleigh district.
The controversial C25 planning amendment of the City
of Glen Eira in fact shows this is not a vision, a 2030
vision; it is a nightmare. It is here and now. It is a
threat, it is being fast tracked, and it is being
implemented quickly by this government. I asked
myself why the City of Glen Eira was so keen to go
down this track. Quite a few of its councillors opposed
it, including the mayor. The answer came to me the
other day, when I found out that the chief executive
officer had for some time worked for a former federal
housing minister and Deputy Prime Minister, the
Honourable Brian Howe — as did the Bentleigh Labor
candidate, Rob Hudson. Clearly the two are
fast-tracking this plan to increase housing density in
local streets. The Labor candidate for Bentleigh does
not give a hoot about the loss of amenity, the increased
density, the increased clutter of cars in our local streets
and the stress to drainage, because he lives in
Northcote. His suburb is not listed for higher density,
and neither are those of a substantial number of
government members.
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I am calling on the Premier and the Minister for
Planning to protect our local streets. We all understand
there has to be some consolidation, but it should not be
at the expense of our local streets. It should not be at the
expense of open space even in the suburbs — it counts.
The strategy will have a profound and negative impact
on my community. It is a timely illustration of what
will happen in so many other areas that are listed for
high-density development, including Bentleigh,
Carnegie, Caulfield, Elsternwick, Glenhuntly, Clayton,
Oakleigh, Moorabbin, Brighton, Hampton and
Sandringham — they are just some of the surrounding
suburbs that are being targeted by Labor. Let me tell
you, Mr Acting Speaker, the south-eastern suburbs will
not be railroaded by the likes of this strategy or this
government.
I finish with a quote from Mike Hill, the Victorian
Local Governance Association executive officer, who
is also a card-carrying member of the Labor Party. He
is reported as saying:
The inner city has borne the pain of urban density over the
last decade … but I think some of that pain is now going to be
transferred out into these major activity centres.

It is not going to happen in the Bentleigh district.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Lupton) — Order!
The honourable member’s time has expired.
Mr WYNNE (Richmond) — I rise to contribute to
the debate following some excellent contributions from
previous speakers, particularly my colleague the
honourable member for Coburg who by any measure
would be regarded as a person highly qualified to speak
on urban planning matters, not only in terms of his own
academic record in this area, but also his long
association with planning and transport issues.
This plan will go down in history, along with the 1954
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works plan, as
one of the landmark documents of this state. The plan is
visionary and sets a way forward for this state in its
urban development for the next 30 years.
I listened carefully to the shadow minister’s
contribution to this debate. While it was long on
rhetoric, it was very short on detail as to how the
opposition would seek to address sustainability, not
only in a suburban context, but in a context of the state
and the country. The shadow minister dismally failed
that test. As the honourable member for Coburg
indicated, this is the great urban debate which has to be
had. We have to understand how we can sustain our
cities long term.
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This government has put forward a framework
document that clearly indicates in great detail how it
proposes to have a sustainable and more livable city
and metropolitan region. One of the key elements of
that is the containment of growth. We no longer can
sustain suburbs burgeoning willy-nilly and
uncontrolled, out onto the urban fringe. It is incredibly
costly to provide the physical infrastructure required,
and it is costly in terms of the social outcomes for
people. If we cannot provide public transport, hospitals
and the core infrastructure that people need, then we are
a lesser community for that.
We are seeking containment on the fringe, and a
recognition of those incredibly important environmental
areas through the protection of the green wedges. We
recognise that over the next 30 years we will have to
accommodate approximately 1 million extra people,
which equates to about 620 000 households if you
accept the current population projections of 1.6 people
per household. I want to look at that within the context
of the area I represent. In doing so it is important to
look at it firstly within the broader planning framework.
The government is establishing here a vision and
direction for urban development over the next 30 years.
The key aspect is in fact that it is not prescriptive upon
local councils; it is a document that sets a direction so
that in all municipalities local planning schemes already
put in place by councils would be the key planning
framework.
Heritage overlays of course would be fundamental to
any decisions councils make about any residential
development. Rescode is the residential planning
framework within that context, and local
neighbourhood character clearly informs the decision
making, both by the planners within councils and
ultimately by our elected representatives, so there is no
prescriptive element in it for local councils. We would
argue that we seek to form a partnership with local
councils to achieve this result.
For my own area, which is essentially covered by the
City of Yarra, we are blessed by what planners call
locational advantage. We are also blessed with some of
the best public transport in the inner city. In that
context, we surely would all applaud the ambition of
the Minister for Transport to change people’s mode of
transport to the 20/2020 vision — that is, to have a
modal change of 20 per cent of people out of vehicles
and onto public transport by 2020. That is a fantastic
goal that we should all be working towards.
Locational advantage is important not only for transport
but also in terms of where people work. As we know,
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employment outcomes have rapidly changed for inner
city areas like the electorate of Richmond. The old
smokestack and noxious industries that were there
some 20 or 30 years ago have become high-tech
industries where research and development is on the
cutting edge and many employment opportunities are
being created in the IT, retailing and commercial
sectors.
Activity centres have been identified, and not
surprisingly they are in major areas that are well known
to us: Swan Street, Bridge Road, Victoria Street, Smith
Street and Brunswick Street. In that context we know
that the subdivision of the inner city has been extremely
tight and the opportunities for redevelopment are
relatively limited, as is the case within the City of
Yarra, which is a very popular destination. It is
important to indicate that the metropolitan strategy
suggests that over the next 30 years 90 000 new
households will be housed within the inner core
municipalities of Melbourne, Port Phillip and Yarra and
parts of Stonnington.
What does this actually mean? If the predictions of the
metropolitan strategy are correct each year about 3000
new dwellings would be approved within those
municipalities. Some 24 000 dwellings were approved
in those municipalities over the last five years, an
average of about 4800 dwellings per year. The
predictions in the metropolitan strategy indicate that the
figure would be approximately 3000, so for an area like
the City of Yarra, which over the last five years has
averaged 580 dwellings per year, clearly it would be a
figure somewhat less than that. We have the capacity to
contain growth to areas that are well serviced by public
transport. There are areas within the City of Yarra
where we can provide some extra residential capacity,
but it is not going to be a massive drain on the ability of
municipalities such as Yarra to manage this predicted
growth.
The test of public life is not only to have the capacity to
have a vision but also be able to articulate it. This
government has put forward an extraordinarily
comprehensive and integrated package which looks at
land use, public transport and open space and protects
some of the major facilities in this state which are so
much loved by the people of Melbourne. It is a
visionary document.
I am delighted that the minister has been able to further
enhance public open space, particularly in my own
municipality around Trenerry Crescent and the Merri
Creek, and most importantly to prevent through
planning controls inappropriate development upon the
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much-loved Yarra River. I commend this report; it is
going to be a visionary document for Melbourne.
Ms McCALL (Frankston) — In the wee small
hours of this morning when we were here, not
necessarily by choice but by design, I read some of the
metro strategy documents on the Internet. I have to say
I was reminded of the nightmare on your street rather
than the Nightmare on Elm Street.
Let me explain a little bit to the house about the
municipality of Frankston. The people of Frankston
have never considered themselves part of metropolitan
Melbourne. We are outer urban, regional, rural
Victoria. We are also considered regional in the sense
that many of us have 59 telephone numbers, which to
me does not sit very comfortably with a strategy that
talks about metropolitan Melbourne. We would also
argue that we are at the end of a train line and we are
not in zone 1 for travelling, we are in zones 2, 3 and 4. I
suggest that the community of Frankston would have a
bit of difficulty in understanding how we fit so neatly
into what is referred to as a metropolitan strategy for
the year 2030.
I found some of what was written in the document very
interesting. One of the activity centres designated in the
document is the area of Karingal, an issue very close to
my heart at the moment. I will explain to the chamber a
little about the community of Karingal, which is part of
the new electorate of Frankston.
It is made up of a large number of smaller houses,
predominantly built in the 1950s and 1960s and
occupied by a large influx of predominantly United
Kingdom-born people who moved to the Frankston
area. They were families — husband and wife and
probably two to three children — who grew up in the
Karingal area. I ask why they moved to Karingal. I was
told they moved because the properties were reasonably
priced.
For many of those United Kingdom-born people who
migrated to Victoria in the 1950s and early 1960s, that
was country Victoria. They were people who came
from very urbanised environments such as the north of
England, where there were tenement buildings,
back-to-back housing and high urban density. They
chose to come to Karingal, where they could buy a
house within their financial means and where they
could live on a block of land with a little bit of garden
at the front and back — and many of them chose to
work locally. Small business is the lifeblood of the
Frankston area. Tourism is also part of our life, because
we are at the beginning of the Mornington Peninsula.
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As the population has aged many of the children have
grown up, started families of their own and moved on.
Many of the people who now live in houses in Karingal
are part of an ageing population. Certainly I am aware
that in the Frankston area in particular I reflect and am
part of the ageing population. I think ‘ageing’ now
refers to anybody over 45, which includes most of us
here in Parliament! But it is an ageing population
nonetheless.
As I said, those within that ageing population who
remain in Karingal live in brick veneer houses built in
the 1950s and 1960s, with a little bit of land at the front
and the back. They walk their dogs on the limited open
space that is available to them. Their grandchildren
come and practise their cricket on that little bit of open
space. What schools there are in the area benefit greatly
from that open space.
From what I have read in the strategy document, and I
would welcome the Minister for Planning correcting
me if I am wrong, it seems that within the city part of
Frankston — in other words, within the Karingal
area — we will lose the open space we already have.
There is already an argument about the Karingal school
site and oval. I am concerned about losing that and
then, as is proposed in this document, having
potentially 20 000 more households moving into the
municipality. I am supportive of the protection of a
green wedge and of the proposal of a Cranbourne
parkland, but concentrating this housing in what
remains of the Frankston municipality fills me with
absolute horror.
What will happen is that when those single dwellers
move on and their properties are sold those houses that
were built in the 1950s and 1960s will be knocked
down and lots of two or three units will be built in
exactly the same place. I see a dangerous
encroachment, therefore, on the old quarter block,
which people have defended fiercely in mowing their
lawns and walking their dogs.
I am also concerned that with this high-density housing
will come an increase in prices. The average price in
the Karingal area is about $135 000 or $140 000, which
is not cheap but still affordable for many people. This
encouragement of development will result in
high-density housing and what we called in England
infill. The one thing that most people got more upset
about than anything else was the loss of open space
next to them when their next-door neighbour’s house
disappeared and the gap was filled in. There is also the
danger that we will look to spread not only sideways
but also upwards, and then we will end up with
high-density, high-rise housing.
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Those of us who are fortunate enough to live on the
gorgeous beachside in Frankston dread the thought that
it will end up resembling the Gold Coast if you try to
get an extra 20 000 residences somewhere within that
close bit of the municipality.
Mr Maclellan — Let alone the sorts of people who
might come!
Ms McCALL — And the sorts of people who might
come. What a strange suggestion from the honourable
member for Pakenham!
Let me reassure the people of Frankston that the
problem with this metropolitan strategy — into which
Frankston is not comfortable being lumped as part of
metropolitan Melbourne — is the suggestion that a lot
of the decision making will stay in the hands of the
local council. That does not instil a great deal of
confidence in those of us who currently live in the
municipality of Frankston. We have a council that is at
this stage virtually dysfunctional, with an absent
councillor, one who refuses to come back because she
is intimidated during council meetings. It is a fairly
hopeless situation.
I say to the community of Frankston, which may not be
too comfortable about being included in a Melbourne
metropolitan strategy, that I will defend to the letter
their right to defend their open space, and I will do
everything I can to ensure they will not end up with
high-density, high-rise developments that will push
lower income families out of the city of Frankston and
elsewhere merely for the desires of the developers.
Mr NARDELLA (Melton) — What honourable
members have just heard in the continuum of this
debate, if you can call it a debate, is an extremely lazy
opposition that does not understand what has been
placed before it. Its members have not read the
document, and they are too lazy to go out and find out
what it is all about. Shadow ministers have not gone to
the consultations out in the suburbs as honourable
members on the government side have done. The
opposition is now in the process of putting together a
scare campaign. It is lazy, it cannot understand what is
happening and it wants to scare local residents about
this strategy.
The strategy is about a vision and a plan for the future.
It is about how to deal with population growth —
1 million extra people in the Melbourne metropolitan
area — without destroying its character, the places and
townships we cherish and the green belts that have been
developed.
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The opposition has no understanding of the effects on
Melbourne of an extra 1 million people. It could not
give details on or talk about the strategy plan. The
shadow Minister for Planning, the honourable member
for Hawthorn, had no understanding of what this
strategy is about. It took him more than 24 hours to
actually get a copy of the strategy document. All he
needed to do was go to the Minister for Planning and
ask for one. It was so difficult for him — he is so
lazy — that he cannot even ask the minister or the
department for a copy or get his electoral officer,
parliamentary secretary or policy adviser to go to the
minister, who is absolutely accessible, and ask for a
copy. So he did not read it and has no idea what is in it.
The government put some very nice photographs in the
strategy document for him so he might get a better
understanding of what is in it. But this architect still
cannot comprehend and has no understanding of what
this strategy is all about.
What did Liberal Party members do? We should
compare current members of the Liberal Party with
Labor Party members both in government and in
opposition. And we should compare them with the
visionaries, the people in the Victorian Liberal Party
who had an idea of where they wanted this community
to head. I am talking about people like former premiers
Rupert Hamer and Lindsay Thompson and some of the
former ministers of the time — including the
honourable member for Pakenham, Rob Maclellan,
who was in his heyday 25 years ago, not now. Those
visionaries put together a strategic plan. They
established bodies like the Environment Protection
Authority and had a vision of the direction that
Melbourne and Victoria would take.
This mob in opposition now has no understanding. All
opposition members can put together — we have just
had it from the honourable member for Frankston — is
this scare campaign. They are going to go out there and
frighten everybody by talking about high-rise flats,
high-density living and people not being able to park
their cars out on their roadway.
What is their alternative, what is their policy, what is
their vision for Victoria and the metropolitan area? I
will tell you, Honourable Acting Speaker: it is zip.
There is no vision and there is no understanding by the
opposition Liberal Party of the strategy before the
house today.
The honourable member for Wimmera read out a letter
from one of his constituents — probably from
Horsham, where he comes from — who complained
that he will not be able to subdivide and said that
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because the strategy will affect him he needs
compensation. Let me inform the honourable member
for Wimmera that this strategy is not about the
electorate of Wimmera. It is a metropolitan strategy. It
is about the metropolitan area; it is not about country
Victoria. There are other strategies dealing with country
Victoria; this is about the metropolitan area.
One of the things that the honourable member for
Wimmera raised was the green wedges. We need to
deal with some issues in the green wedges. In the
north-east corner of the Shire of Melton in my
electorate, in the Blackhill Road area of Toolern Vale,
we have a number of farms that are not making enough
to pay even their rates every year. People are looking to
rural living by subdividing the 10-acre blocks in an
environmentally sustainable way so they can actually
do something with their land. There is not a lot of
rainwater there and the farms are unviable. People have
sustained those properties whilst they have been
working but are not able to do so now. They can see
that people in the Shire of Macedon Ranges, just next
door and across the road, have rural living. They really
need a solution to their problems. I will continue to
work with the Melton shire, the Department of
Infrastructure and the residents to work through the
issues. It does raise a very important point.
As my colleague the honourable member for Werribee
said, for Werribee, Melton and Bacchus Marsh this
strategy is extremely important. It means we can
actually look at what is going to happen in the future.
Earlier the opposition transport spokesperson was
talking about roads. If he had actually read the strategy
document — I know it is a bit difficult for him, because
he probably cannot read — he would have seen that
there will be 14 stations, as provided by the transport
strategy that is encompassed in this document. Places
like Caroline Springs in my electorate need a railway
station. Other places around the metropolitan area
absolutely require that infrastructure. As a long-term
vision the government will provide that infrastructure
for those growing areas.
I will guarantee one thing: if the government is not
re-elected at the next election, whenever that may be,
none of this will be implemented because opposition
members do not have a vision and they do not have an
understanding of the growth that is occurring in places
like Caroline Springs. The system will go back to the
bad old days and things will be developed in a
laissez-faire way in the metropolitan area and
throughout Victoria.
Mr Wynne — They’ll get the minister to call it in!
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Mr NARDELLA — As the honourable member for
Richmond says, the minister will call it in. That is what
used to occur. That was how the vision was developed
in the seven years of the previous government. The
Minister for Planning used to get a planning application
and he would make on-the-spot decisions about
planning matters usually without any reference to
residents or other people or organisations that would be
affected.
Members of the government have consulted. We have
gone out and talked to residents, developers, cities and
shires. There have been 80 000 submissions. One of the
most innovative parts of the consultation was working
out tomorrow’s headline, whether it be in transport,
economic sustainability or environmental sustainability.
They were really important ways to understand and to
get people to think about what the strategy is all about.
The really sad thing about it is that the opposition,
instead of taking part in this debate and trying to grasp
what the strategy is about, cannot and will not engage
with the government. The debates are about issues that
are too complex. It is very hard. It is something they
have to think about, and unfortunately they cannot
think!
Mr CLARK (Box Hill) — This metropolitan
strategy presented to us is a misleading and deceptive
presentation of the government’s plans and is based on
a consultation process which has been truncated and
has treated participants with contempt. I went to the
first two rounds of consultation at the Box Hill town
hall. The first looked at the potential for Melbourne into
the future — strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and
threats. The second took comments in general terms on
issues such as housing, the economy and public
transport. Nowhere were participants given the
opportunity to have a say about the detail of what was
to take place in their neighbourhood and community.
All of that was promised in the third round that never
came and has been superseded by the government’s
strategy as released today — without the local input
that was promised to participants.
This less-than-frank presentation of the government’s
intentions has used shifty and evasive words to try to
fudge these intentions. The government talks
throughout about proposals for higher density housing.
At page 48 of implementation plan 4 on activity centres
they define ‘higher density’ as being housing units on a
given area of land that are more numerous than the
average in the surrounding locality. I am sure they
would like people to believe higher density housing is
basically synonymous with medium-density housing
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and basically means a continuation of the status quo
under Rescode.
However, when you look at the detail you see that is
not what they have in mind. When you look at the
minister’s news release of 7 September, talking about
new guidelines for higher density development, the
minister makes clear these higher density guidelines are
to complement — to use her word — Rescode
provisions. We know that Rescode applies to up to
three storeys, so clearly the new guidelines are focused
at developments of four storeys and higher.
Furthermore, in the same news release the minister
refers quite clearly to ‘more intensive residential
development’.
When we look again at the activity centres
implementation plan, we see at page 37 a diagram on
how a centre can be transformed under the plan. That
diagram quite clearly shows proposals for at least
four-storey apartment blocks as part of the redesign.
Let me just make some further points about the
deceptive nature of the presentation. The design shows
the transformation of a car park, ugly and bare, into
relatively attractive residential accommodation. Of
course we are not talking about transforming car parks;
we are talking about transforming existing suburban
areas, with existing houses being demolished and
replaced with these four-storey tenement blocks.
Furthermore, in the real world if people wanted to
remove car parking of this magnitude there would be
outrage. We all know that car parking is in short supply
out in the suburbs near activity centres. If, as this
diagram might imply, the car parking were to be put
underground it must be asked whether that would be
affordable with only four storeys built on top or
whether you would need to go much higher to pay for
the car park underneath.
All of this is misleading, deceptive and evasive in the
way the issues are presented to people. Furthermore,
the government is giving the impression that the plans
for high-density housing in activity centres apply only
to some of the major activity centres. It talks about
them as principal activity centres. In going through the
list on pages 7 and 8 of implementation plan no. 4 you
see that principal activity centres are locations for
high-density housing. Going down the list you find that
major activity centres are also a location for
high-density housing. For neighbourhood activity
centres — the strip shopping centre in the local
community — it says the policy is to ‘encourage higher
density housing in and around neighbourhood activity
centres’. It goes on to talk about fitting it into the
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neighbourhood context. It is clear the government has
included neighbourhood activity centres — suburban
strip shopping centres — for higher density housing.
Indeed, the minister’s news release of 7 September says
that activity centres can range in size from a local
neighbourhood strip shopping centre to a major
regional mall. That is the reality when we get behind
the nice words and carefully chosen phrases.
To illustrate how this shapes up and will operate in
practice I refer to my own electorate and to a housing
study released in July 2002 by the City of Whitehorse.
At page 77 the housing strategy identifies precinct no. 5
in Box Hill as being an ideal location for developments
up to three or four storeys. At page 80 it identifies in
precinct no. 6, central Box Hill, that there is some
potential for development up to three or four storeys,
and later on in its recommendations at page 102 it refers
to the council’s expectations of higher density precincts
being included as part of a housing policy in clause 22
of the Whitehorse planning scheme by way of a
planning scheme amendment process. While other
aspects of the housing study may be worthy, and I
make no comment on them, it is clear that in respect of
identifying potential higher density development areas
the council is very much fitting in with what is now
revealed as the government strategy. One must suspect
that this aspect has been driven by the Department of
Infrastructure.
As I have said, these plans will open the way for
multistorey apartment buildings in large areas of Box
Hill. The proposals reflect the new government policy
that has been confirmed in recent days. I believe it is a
heavy-handed policy that threatens to turn Box Hill and
its surrounds into tenement ghettos. This is an outcome
that I will certainly oppose vigorously.
I also make the point that on the government’s plans as
disclosed this week, this is likely to be just the
beginning for the suburb of Box Hill and other suburbs
in my electorate and in the electorates of other
honourable members. As I referred to previously, the
minister is intending to establish guidelines for higher
density housing in all activity centres, including in
neighbourhood activity centres. It will only be a matter
of time before the guidelines are completed and we can
then expect that the government will want to extend this
drive for higher density housing away from the major
regional activity centres such as the Box Hill activity
centre and out into the local neighbourhood shopping
centres — in my instance out into strip shopping
centres such as Surrey Hills, Greythorn and Kerrimuir.
This government is trying to sneak up on people in
established, well-regarded, prized, valued and loved
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suburbs with a strategy of high-density, high-rise
development of four storeys or more and try to impose
that on communities by driving it through local
councils by means of this metropolitan strategy.
Whatever the bigger picture issues and whatever the
genuine debate that we really ought to be having about
the mix between growth and consolidation, this is an
ill-conceived, heavy-handed policy that has been snuck
out to be imposed on the community without it being
taken into the government’s trust. The potential
consequences of this policy should be vigorously
opposed.
Mr MAXFIELD (Narracan) — I rise to speak on
the metropolitan strategy Melbourne 2030, and I
congratulate both ministers involved in the preparation
of the document: the former Minister for Planning, now
the Minister for Health, the Honourable John Thwaites,
who clearly initiated what can only be described as a
far-reaching document of tremendous foresight, and the
current Minister for Planning, the Honourable Mary
Delahunty, who has clearly seen this through to what
we have today. It makes impressive reading and it
makes me proud to be a member of the Labor
government, which is not a government comprising just
politicians who are desperately searching for the next
month or 12 months but a government that is looking at
the long-term future plans and needs of our community.
As a rural member of Parliament whose electorate is
only 100 kilometres away from Melbourne, I can say
that the growth of Melbourne is already having an
impact on my electorate. Obviously planning decisions
are significant in regard to that. Page 74 of the strategy
plan indicates the development around regional centres
and the focus those regional centre developments and
the transport corridors will have on the policy for the
growth of Melbourne.
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new developments in Melbourne. It makes a lot of
financial and economic sense as well as social sense for
the government to support the development of areas
such as the City of Latrobe and the Latrobe Valley and
to encourage people to live where infrastructure is in
place because it stops us having to build infrastructure
elsewhere and certainly gives a far better outcome for
the state and the community.
Of course, there is a good transport link into Gippsland
with the early completion by the Bracks government of
the Hallam–Narre Warren bypass, and we are waiting
for federal funding to start the process for the
Pakenham bypass. We urge the federal government to
come on board with that project.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr MAXFIELD — They are dragging their feet,
but the Bracks government has the planning under way
and is doing the design work. It is ready to go as long as
the federal government will join Victoria in that project.
It is not just a matter of a road network; the issue of
regional rail is critical. The charts on page 73 of the
document indicate the different corridors — Seymour,
Bendigo, Ballarat, the Latrobe Valley and Geelong —
and what four of those corridors have in common is the
upgrading of the fast rail system. This is something that
will be a driver for developing the regions as per this
strategy. I congratulate the Bracks government on its
focus on rural Victoria and upgraded rail services. It
will mean more frequent, comfortable and faster
services delivering a better transport network not only
to the larger towns but also to the small towns that are
currently being served and will continue to be served.
This regional focus in the plan looking forward to 2030
is something we strongly support.

In looking at the growth of Melbourne we do not want
to have a policy — this was basically the previous
government’s policy — of winding back infrastructure
spending and support for rural Victoria and as a result
funnelling more people into Melbourne without proper
planning. We want an extension of what we are
currently doing, that is to encourage regional centres
and rural Victoria so that people are attracted to live
where infrastructure is already in place and to improve
and maintain that infrastructure.

To give an example of what the government is doing
with the Latrobe Valley task force, $100 million of
funds is going into revitalising and rebuilding that
community. That task force and the model we have
created is starting to deliver significant dividends from
the tendering out of the coal fields, the $17 million
urban renewal development and the rebuilding of our
public housing stock. All that is creating far better
communities and revitalising those communities that
have suffered under privatisation and the economic
rationalism of the previous government.

In part of my own electorate in the Latrobe Valley with
the restructure of the former State Electricity
Commission we saw the loss of jobs and a reduction in
the population. It meant empty houses and
infrastructure being underutilised while at the same
time significant taxpayer funds were being spent on

That model which we have used in the Latrobe Valley
and which is outlined on page 72 of the document is
one that can be used across other regional centres as
well. The lessons we have learnt in the Latrobe Valley
can be used in the future growth of the other corridors
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as well. It will take pressure off growth in Melbourne
and it will help us to plan a better growth structure for
Melbourne, but certainly this is about growing the
whole state.
An honourable member interjected.
Mr MAXFIELD — The honourable member
opposite is keen to ensure that I do not stray from the
document, but I can assure him that the basis of
everything I am talking about is here. That is an
example of how well thought out this document is.
My last point concerns the issue of the impact of green
wedges on farming. As someone who comes from a
rural area and has a close affinity with farming — the
farming industry certainly supported me as a child — I
say that although we will ensure correct farming
practices in the green wedges, we cannot also expect
farmers to foot that bill. As a community we have to
accept some of the cost of maintaining those green
wedges. We cannot just tell the farmers to farm those
green wedges; we have to provide the support and
assistance they and their communities need. In
conclusion, this is a welcome document not just for
Melbourne but for regional Victoria as well.
Mr SMITH (Glen Waverley) — This is really a
triumph of bureaucracy over a celebrity minister who is
not concerned very much about detail. In the future we
all know there will be an average of 20 000 extra
residents in every municipality throughout
Melbourne — —
An honourable member interjected.
Mr SMITH — I will come to that. Melbourne will
have to accept widespread high density. The previous
government was on a path of Save our Suburbs. This
Labor lot is for high density. It wants these high-density
housing commission-type buildings all over
Melbourne — that is what we have to look forward to.
It is interesting that we are led by a celebrity minister. I
have a cutting from a local newspaper which I would
like to share. It states:
It was community consultation kindergarten style when the
state government last week finally let its own community
liaison committee in on the mysteries of the top secret metro
strategy.
The document, meant to be the blueprint for Melbourne’s
transport and urban planning for the next 30 years, has
already had a tortured history.
The government has spent $3 million and two years
consulting the public on the document. Despite this,
academics canned an early draft for failing to fight urban
sprawl and car dependency … even a hand picked group of
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‘peer reviewers’ could not find many nice things to say about
it.
Last week, the government finally showed the draft document
to its community consultative committee. Members were
sworn to secrecy, locked in a room and given 1 hour to read
the hefty tome.
… things got entertaining when feedback time came. Sheets
of butcher’s paper, one for each section of the strategy, were
stuck on the wall and each person was handed two pads of
sticky notes. The assembled group were then told to write
positive comments on the green slips and negative comments
on the yellow ones and attach them to the paper.
After the initial incredulity wore off, participants apparently
took to the task with gusto. Soon those sheets were literally
plastered — with hundreds of yellow notes.
The bureaucrats were momentarily excited when three
positive green slips appeared. But while one participant
damned the document with faint praise (saying its objectives
were good), closer inspection apparently revealed that the
other two green tags were actually grumbles penned by
people who had run out of yellow notes.
Downcast officials were last seen peeling their
sticker-festooned butcher’s paper off the wall and perhaps
contemplating their next taxpayer-funded workshop on
creative stationery use in the consultative process.

This is a local community newspaper having a go at
what this is all about. As I said earlier, it is a triumph of
bureaucracy over a celebrity minister who is not
concerned about detail. This minister has never been
concerned about detail, and we are going to have to
accept it if, of course, this ever gets to reality. Like most
things the Labor Party puts up, great announcements
are often made.
Mr Nardella interjected.
Mr SMITH — The honourable member for Melton,
who is making that noise over there, said that this is a
scare campaign. It is not a scare campaign; it is just
letting the community know what this is really about —
that 20 000 extra people are planned for every
municipality in Melbourne. Many of these communities
will be able to resist it. They will not get the 20 000 but
others will. Others will have to put up with 30 000 and
40 000! Can you imagine what it will be like in various
communities with these high-rise buildings going up all
over the place! What a Melbourne we are in store for, a
Melbourne that this minister has opened up to the
community.
As I said, it is a triumph by the bureaucracy over the
minister. The minister is not interested in detail; she
never has been. The bureaucrats make all the lovely
noises; they get it all right for her. She then runs along,
makes the nice noises, and people think they are in for
something really good. What we have to be careful of is
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the devil in the detail. We have to get it right. It is
getting it right and letting the community know, and we
will make sure it is.
Business interrupted pursuant to sessional orders.

TRANSPORT (HIGHWAY RULE) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Mr BATCHELOR (Minister for Transport) — I
move:
That I have leave to bring in a bill to amend the Transport Act
1983 and for other purposes.

Mr BAILLIEU (Hawthorn) — I ask the minister to
give a brief explanation of the bill.
Mr BATCHELOR (Minister for Transport) (By
leave) — This is a bill to amend the Transport Act of
1983 to reinstate on an interim basis what is known as
the highway rule to provide a process for establishing
road standards and to deal with the issues flowing from
the High Court’s decision.
Motion agreed to.
Read first time.

TRANSPORT (TAXI DRIVER STANDARDS
AND OMBUDSMAN) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Mr BATCHELOR (Minister for Transport) introduced a
bill to amend the Transport Act 1983, the Rail
Corporations Act 1996 and the Public Transport
Competition Act 1995 and for other purposes.
Read first time.
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GAS INDUSTRY (RESIDUAL PROVISIONS)
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Mr BRUMBY (Treasurer) introduced a bill to amend the
Gas Industry (Residual Provisions) Act 1994 and for
other purposes.
Read first time.

PLANNING AND ENVIRONMENT
(METROPOLITAN GREEN WEDGE
PROTECTION) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Ms DELAHUNTY (Minister for Planning) introduced a
bill to amend the Planning and Environment Act 1987 to
require ratification by Parliament of amendments to
subdivision controls in planning schemes applying to
green wedge land in certain metropolitan fringe areas
and for other purposes.
Read first time.

DANDENONG DEVELOPMENT BOARD
BILL
Introduction and first reading
Ms DELAHUNTY (Minister for Planning) introduced a
bill to establish the Dandenong Development Board and
for other purposes.
Read first time.

VICTIMS OF CRIME ASSISTANCE
(MISCELLANEOUS AMENDMENTS) BILL
Introduction and first reading

RETAIL LEASES BILL
Introduction and first reading
Mr BRUMBY (State and Regional Development)
introduced a bill to provide a new regulatory scheme for
retail leases, to repeal the Retail Tenancies Reform Act
1998, to amend the Retail Tenancies Reform Act 1998
and the Retail Tenancies Act 1986, to make minor
amendments to certain other acts and for other purposes.
Read first time.

Mr BATCHELOR (Minister for Transport) — On
behalf of the Attorney-General I move:
That I have leave to bring in a bill to make miscellaneous
amendments to the Victims of Crime Assistance Act 1996
and for other purposes.

Mr BAILLIEU (Hawthorn) — I ask for a brief
explanation.
Mr Batchelor — A brief one or a long one?
Mr Baillieu — Whatever you want.

CRIMES (STALKING AND FAMILY VIOLENCE) BILL
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Mr BATCHELOR (Minister for Transport) (By
leave) — This bill deals with changes that flow from
the victims of crimes report, Review of Services to
Victims of Crime. It relates to the Victims of Crimes
Assistance Tribunal and will improve the current
processes of that tribunal, make it more responsive to
the needs of victims of crimes and fix anomalies in the
legislation regarding specific financial assistance for
victims of childhood sexual assault.
Motion agreed to.
Read first time.

CRIMES (STALKING AND FAMILY
VIOLENCE) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Mr BATCHELOR (Minister for Transport) — On
behalf of the Attorney-General I move:
That I have leave to bring in a bill to amend the Crimes Act
1958 with respect to the offence of stalking and the Crimes
(Family Violence) Act 1987 with respect to consent orders
and for other purposes.

Mr LEIGH (Mordialloc) — I would like an
ever-so-brief explanation from the minister, if that
would be possible.
Mr BATCHELOR (Minister for Transport) (By
leave) — This proposal seeks to expand the current
definition of stalking to include the previously
unregulated area of online stalking and the associated
offences that should flow from that.
Motion agreed to.
Read first time.

COURTS LEGISLATION (JUDICIAL
PENSIONS) BILL
Introduction and first reading
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EDUCATION AND TRAINING
LEGISLATION (MISCELLANEOUS
AMENDMENTS) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Ms KOSKY (Minister for Education and
Training) — I move:
That I have leave to bring in a bill to amend the Children and
Young Persons Act 1989, the Education Act 1958, the
Teaching Service Act 1981, the Victorian Institute of
Teaching Act 2001, the Victorian Qualifications Authority
Act 2000 and the Vocational Education and Training Act
1990 and for other purposes.

Mr LEIGH (Mordialloc) — I would like an
explanation.
Ms KOSKY (Minister for Education and Training)
(By leave) — The bill concentrates on ensuring
consistency between the Children and Young Persons
Act and a number of other acts, including the Teaching
Service Act and the Victorian Institute of Teaching Act.
It also focuses on the deregistration of teachers in
certain instances and allows for the introduction of
technical and further education degrees and associate
degrees.
Read first time.

MELBOURNE CRICKET GROUND
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS (Minister for Gaming)
introduced a bill to amend the Melbourne Cricket
Ground Act 1933 and for other purposes.
Read first time.

MAJOR EVENTS (CROWD
MANAGEMENT) BILL
Introduction and first reading

For Mr HULLS (Attorney-General), Mr Batchelor
introduced a bill to amend the Constitution Act 1975, the
Supreme Court Act 1986 and the County Court Act 1958
with respect to the recognition for pension purposes of
certain prior service of persons appointed as judges.

Mr PANDAZOPOULOS (Minister for Gaming)
introduced a bill to promote the safety and enjoyment of
participants and spectators at certain venues and major
events and for other purposes.

Read first time.

Read first time.
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COUNTRY FIRE AUTHORITY
(VOLUNTEER PROTECTION AND
COMMUNITY SAFETY) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Mr HAERMEYER (Minister for Police and Emergency
Services) introduced a bill to amend the Country Fire
Authority Act 1958 to improve protection for volunteers
and to enhance community safety.
Read first time.

OUTWORKERS (IMPROVED
PROTECTION) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Industrial Relations)
introduced a bill to improve the protection of outworkers
in the clothing industry, to establish an Ethical Clothing
Trades Council of Victoria and for other purposes.
Read first time.

CHILD EMPLOYMENT BILL
Introduction and first reading
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Industrial Relations)
introduced a bill to reform the law relating to the
employment of children under the age of 15, to repeal
division 9 of part III of the Community Services Act 1970
and consequentially amend that act and the Education
Act and for other purposes.
Read first time.

ROAD SAFETY (RESPONSIBLE DRIVING)
BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 12 September; motion of
Mr BATCHELOR (Minister for Transport).
Government amendments circulated by
Mr BATCHELOR (Minister for Transport) pursuant to
sessional orders.

Mr LEIGH (Mordialloc) — The Liberal Party has a
long and proud history on road safety. The first real
initiative on road safety issues that came out of Victoria
in modern times was the original seatbelt legislation.
When you consider that at the time some people
thought that was an infringement of people’s civil
rights, you realise that it was a big step to take, and it
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was ultimately supported by all sides of this Parliament.
Indeed, at that time and up until recent times there has
basically been a spirit of cooperation and bipartisanship
on road safety issues. Sadly, in the last couple of years
that has deteriorated, and it has deteriorated because the
current administration — and I will explain why — is
more intent on revenue raising than it is on looking
after people.
From our point of view as a party, the Liberal Party
certainly does not intend to oppose this piece of
legislation. There is one aspect of it that I am not happy
about, but given the threat by the government that if the
opposition sought to amend the bill the government
would withhold the legislation, the opposition will not
oppose the bill. Indeed, if you discuss it with the Royal
Automobile Club of Victoria or other motoring bodies
you find that because of the one substantive measure in
one clause of this bill nobody wants to hold it up.
The intention of this legislation is to introduce measures
to deter excessive speeding, to expand the
circumstances of immediate licence suspension of
learner permit or probationary licence holders for
alcohol offences and to clarify the scope of failing a
breath test. Minor amendments to the Marine Act 1988
are also made to clarify the scope of failing a breath test
there. The bill reduces the speed over the limit at which
you lose your licence from 30 kilometres an hour to
25 kilometres an hour. The length of the licence
suspension is increased; the number of demerit points
withdrawn is increased; and fines for excessive
speeding are also increased.
Tragically, in the last three years this government has
become addicted to speeding fines, almost as much as it
has become addicted to gambling revenue. It is far
worse than what it used to accuse the former
government of. Whatever material I have is freely
available to the house, so hopefully no-one will have to
get up and object to my quoting. I will start with
speeding fines. The figures show that there is little, if
any, correlation between speeding fine offences and the
number of people who are killed on the roads. We have
been lucky in the last few days that there have been no
deaths. For that we can all be thankful, because clearly
none of us wants to see any member of our community,
wherever they may live, having to go through the
trauma of a loved one dying on the road through either
their own mistakes or the unfortunate mistakes that
somebody else may make.
Of course there are still injuries. One of the good things
about modern technology has been that even with a
standard Holden you can now get safety air bags in the
whole of the front area of the car. Increasingly these
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and other devices are being installed in cars to benefit
people involved in a crash. That does not take away
from the fact that the average age of a car on Victorian
roads is about 12 years, so there are many vehicles still
on the roads that do not have those safety devices, and
the people driving these vehicles are perhaps more at
risk because they are driving older vehicles. People
have indeed come to rely on the technology involved
with motor cars, because anti-skid brakes and the like
are certainly a great advantage on bitumen. They are
something of a disadvantage if you are on gravel, but
the point is that the general technology has advanced as
much as the technology available to the police.
I think at least a good part of the fewer number of
deaths on our roads has to be due to the improving
capacities of our cars. It is not just about the police and
not just about what parliaments do, it is also about the
technology we are able to use to protect people. The
opposition released this information late last week, and
when I looked at it initially I was staggered. I would
like to quote from statistics from the Transport
Accident Commission (TAC) and also from some
budgetary papers. These figures are all simply taken
from the budget papers, so it is not the case of an
opposition adding up figures here and there. This
information is simply in the documents.
In 1993 the number of deaths on our roads, according to
the TAC, was 436. Road fines for that year were
$95.8 million. In 1994, 378 people were killed, and the
road fines that year were $96.8 million. Road deaths for
1995 were 418, and $93.9 million was collected in fines
for speeding offences. In 1996, 418 people were killed
on our roads, and $91.5 million was collected that year.
In 1997, 337 people were killed; the road fines
collected were $93.5 million. In 1998 the number of
people killed was 390, and the speeding fines collected
that year were $99 million. In 1999, 384 people were
killed, and the fines collected were $99.5 million. In
2000, 417 people were killed, and the fines collected
were $177.5 million. In 2001, 444 people were killed;
the revenue collected was $206.1 million.
Obviously I do not have the statistics for this year, but
we all hope they are lower than last year. The revenue
to be collected, according to the budget, is a whopping
$336.6 million. That equates to a very interesting set of
figures. It shows that between 1997 and 2000, the last
three years of the former coalition government — once
again these are simply figures taken from the budget —
a total of $292 million was collected. From 2000 to
2003 the government will have collected, including its
budget forecasts this year, $720.2 million.
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The interesting thing about that set of statistics — we
know the road toll has gone down a little this year,
which is good — is that they show there is very little
correlation between what this government is doing on
road safety, with its revenue raising, and what
happened under the last Liberal administration. Indeed
in 1999 I understand Victoria’s figures for deaths per
100 000 were the second lowest in the country, the
Australian Capital Territory being the lowest.
According to the Transport Accident Commission
figures, in 2001 Victoria was the fifth lowest.
I believe there are a number of causes. No matter what
this government says, if in three years there is a
difference in excess of $400 million, it clearly means
there has been an emphasis on speeding fines. Given
the position of the current government’s budget, where
would it be without what it is collecting from speeding
fines?
Today we are more interested in seeking remedies at
the time. It is not good enough to simply get a piece of
paper in the mail days or even weeks after the event
saying that you have been booked. On most New South
Wales freeways — and I have driven on a few of
them — speed cameras are well signposted. Secondly,
if you drive on other roads which may well have bends
that have not been fixed, you will notice that they put in
cameras and that those cameras are clearly marked. If it
is a black spot road and it has not been improved
because of the cost there are signs leading up to it, and
the cameras are there to encourage you to slow down
and not to collect money.
That is what this government has to understand. If it
wants the bipartisanship that existed for years, then it is
time it looked at what it does, certainly in revenue
raising. I am not the only one saying this. The Royal
Automobile Club of Victoria believes the government
has become addicted to revenue raising. Many people
are saying it. Tragically the government has made it
worse by changing the design tolerance of the
Australian design rules for speedometers. I understand
this has not happened in any other state, and I checked
that the other day with road safety experts. They could
not identify one that has this government’s policy.
Australian design rule 18.5.1.1.2 states:
Speedometers must indicate the actual vehicle speed for all
speeds above 40 km/h to an accuracy of plus or minus 10 per
cent.

They are the Australian design rule standards, yet this
government has, in some arrangement with police
command, decided to lower the tolerance to effectively
3 kilometres an hour. It is interesting that last Saturday
morning as I was walking out of a shop — I had been
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involved in an argument with the government about
speed cameras on the Friday night — three people
came up to me and said, ‘I got booked last week and I
was actually 3 kilometres over the speed limit. I was
driving at 63 kilometres an hour and I was booked!’.
The speedometer in your vehicle could be out that
much if your tyres are not what they should be or if the
road surface is different. There are many and varied
reasons why a speedometer might show that reading.
Increasingly there are signs that people will fight these
narrow-based speeding fines. I have been involved in a
couple of cases with the camera office, and when I have
challenged them they have been removed, so I give the
office the credit for doing the right thing in those
instances.
Mr Steggall interjected.
Mr LEIGH — Perhaps you should become shadow
Minister for Transport. Maybe that helps — but I hope
not. I hope it was for the right reasons.
We have to be careful, because I suspect a lot of people
pay for the 63 kilometres an hour simply because if
they go to court it will cost them more than the cost of
the fine. That is not how we should be thinking about
road safety. We should be thinking about it from the
point of view that we have one aim, and that is to make
sure the least number of people are killed or injured in
any one year in our community and that we do the best
we can. One of the Premier’s heroes, English Prime
Minister Tony Blair, has taken to painting the cameras
on his freeways yellow. He has decided the time has
come when they should not be cash registers. In
Victoria they are increasingly becoming cash registers.
We know that freeways are basically the safest roads to
drive on, and we ought to encourage people to use them
rather than going off onto side roads. I want the book
thrown at people who deliberately go out and break the
law. They deserve what they get; I have no sympathy
for anybody who does that.
But I am starting to worry that an attitudinal change is
about to take place, even in how people think about the
police. I have spoken to local police officers who tell
me they are not happy about booking people at
63 kilometres an hour. They are not sure either, but they
have been instructed that that is what they have to do. It
could start to change people’s attitude to police. We
always need to ensure that members of the community
have nothing but the highest regard for the police force.
Currently it is obvious that they do.
The time has come to put an end to revenue raising
from this and to spend the time and the effort on road
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safety. The government said that over the life of its
four-year term it was going to reduce the road toll by
20 per cent. That is in its Arrive Alive strategy, but I do
not believe it can achieve that.
The government’s first failure was the appointment of
former police minister the Honourable Mal Sandon,
whose job was to implement a road safety strategy. It
was so bad it was torn up and thrown away — and
$88 000 was wasted. Currently he is the chairman of
the TAC’s black spot road funding committee, which is
a good initiative and is supported by everybody. There
are a few problems about who decides what and how it
is going, but we know that the best thing for road safety
is to improve the black spots — the real ones.
Business interrupted pursuant to sessional orders.
Sitting suspended 1.01 p.m. until 2.03 p.m.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
Public sector: employment
Mr DOYLE (Leader of the Opposition) — I refer
the Premier to the increase of more than 17 000 extra
bureaucrats employed over the last three years, none of
whom include teachers, police or nurses, and I ask:
what do they do for the more than $950 million they
cost taxpayers each year?
Mr BRACKS (Premier) — I thank the Leader of
the Opposition for his question. I am very proud of the
fact that we have rebuilt public services in Victoria.
When we came to office we found a lack of support and
staff in the community service sector. We found a lack
of staff and support in unit services — —
Mr Thwaites interjected.
Mr BRACKS — As the Deputy Premier
mentioned, in child protection. I will examine the exact
numbers that are mentioned here, but what I can say is
that we have a much better public service in this state,
much better community services in this state, a better
education system and a better health system. We have
had a distinctive approach from the previous
government. The previous government had a view that
the state sector could never do it well and that it would
need to reduce it. Our view is that the state has a role.
We are very pleased to have rebuilt public sector
services in this state, and Victorians should know that
we will continue to do that in the future.
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Insurance: public liability
Ms ALLEN (Benalla) — Will the Premier inform
the house what initiatives the government is
implementing to address the current problems in public
liability insurance and advise what recent success the
government has had in this regard?
Mr BRACKS (Premier) — I thank the honourable
member for Benalla for her question. I think the house
realises that last night was a landmark sitting of the
Parliament. Whilst it was very late, it implemented
significant legislative reforms which will make a
difference to public liability insurance in this state, not
only to the coverage of public liability but also to the
premium level in the future.
From the outset we have had a two-stage approach, a
two-pronged approach. The first has been to target
assistance to severely affected groups. They include the
not-for-profit community organisations which this state
led in the arrangements we had to cover those
not-for-profit organisations, to adventure tourism
operators and horseriding clubs to make sure we kept
those activities going. Last night we took part in a wave
of legislative reforms which were about waivers, caps
on payouts, structured settlements as well as protection
for volunteers and good Samaritans and food donors.
I thank all members of the house for the passage of that
legislation. It will make a difference not only to
coverage but to the level of increase of premiums. We
now have in place both a legislative package and also a
government that is committed to making a difference to
ensure we have proper public liability insurance in the
future.

Hospitals: rural
An honourable member interjected.
Mr RYAN (Leader of the National Party) — You
might think it is time wasting talking about Basslink,
but I can tell you that Gippslanders don’t!
The SPEAKER — Order! The Leader of the
National Party, asking his question.
Mr RYAN — Can the Minister for Health confirm
that numerous country hospitals are in serious financial
difficulty because they have not been properly funded
by the government and that at least eight of those
hospitals will be involved in emergency meetings with
the department tomorrow to avert possible cuts to
services?
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Mr THWAITES (Minister for Health) — I thank
the Leader of the National Party for his question. I have
to say he would have to be joking. These are the Vic
Nats members that sat on their hands while 12 hospitals
were closed right around the state. Twelve hospitals!
What were they doing when hospital after hospital was
closed in Ripon and Beeac and Birregurra, all around
the state? Not only did they close hospitals, they took
all the staff out of them, so their idea of a hospital is a
hospital with no nurses. By contrast this government
has funded more than 800 extra nurses across country
Victoria. We are seeing country hospitals perform
across Victoria — 800 extra nurses.
Mr Ryan — On a point of order, Mr Speaker, on the
issue of relevance, the question related to current
funding arrangements and the fact of an impending
emergency meeting with eight country hospitals. Is it a
fact? That is the issue to which I ask you to direct the
minister.
The SPEAKER — Order! I ask the minister to
come back to answering the question.
Mr THWAITES — Country hospitals have been
funded for 800 extra nurses; they have been funded for
extra equipment; they have had boosts in their budgets
right around the state. Indeed, in the Leader of the
National Party’s own seat we see a very substantial
increase in funding and in nursing. The country
hospitals are doing very well indeed under this
government. They are being funded in a way they have
never been funded before — that is, they have been
given adequate funds, more nurses and more
equipment. For the Leader of the National Party, who
sat on his hands while nurses were sacked at his local
hospital, to ask this question is the height of hypocrisy.
As a government we will continue to work with country
hospitals.
Mr Ryan — I renew the point of order, Mr Speaker.
This is not a debate. I have asked a question about
whether there are meetings tomorrow at eight hospitals,
and I ask you, Sir, to have the minister answer it.
The SPEAKER — Order! The requirement is that
the minister remain relevant in the answer that he is
providing to the question that was posed. I found the
minister was being relevant. I will continue to hear him.
Mr THWAITES — The question related to the
funding and budgets of hospitals. I just point out to the
Leader of the National Party that in the Barwon region
funding for those country hospitals under the Bracks
government has increased by 31.6 per cent. In the
Grampians region funding has increased by 32.2 per
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cent. In the Loddon Mallee region funding has
increased by 36 per cent. In Gippsland, which the
Leader of the National Party is meant to represent,
funding has been increased by more than $33 million,
or some 31 per cent. That demonstrates a government
that cares, unlike the opposition.

Students: literacy and numeracy
Ms BARKER (Oakleigh) — Will the Minister for
Education and Training inform the house what initiative
the government is implementing to improve literacy
and numeracy standards for our year 7 students and
explain why this has been necessary?
Ms KOSKY (Minister for Education and
Training) — I am very pleased to announce to this
house today that in 2003 statewide literacy and
numeracy testing, or the achievement improvement
monitor (AIM) testing, will be extended to all year 7
students in government schools. The full
implementation of the AIM test at year 7, along with
the continuation of literacy and numeracy testing in
years 3 and 5, will now provide a very solid research
and data provision for the government in order to assess
where we need to focus attention and where further
improvement needs to be made. Of course, the results
are speaking for themselves. We have improved
literacy and numeracy results here in Victoria since
coming to office. Our year 12 completion rates are
improving under this government. They were going
down under the previous government; they are
improving under this government.
I am also pleased to announce that from 2003 we will
also provide national benchmark data reporting to
parents so they can look at their child’s performance in
years 3, 5 and 7 not only in relation to the state
benchmark but also in relation to the national
benchmark. The national benchmarks will describe
minimum acceptable standards for students in the areas
of literacy and numeracy and also provide parents with
a point of national comparison.
This government is very serious about literacy and
numeracy standards in this state. The previous
government only talked about testing; it never put the
resources in that were needed in order to see the
improvements that we are now starting to see as a
government in this state. The students are happy, the
parents are happy and the teachers are happy.
Also, one of the major themes of this government in
relation to literacy and numeracy results and other
programs in our schools is access, innovation and
excellence. We need to make sure that all students have
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access to educational success within our schools, but
excellence is a critical element. I read with interest
advertisements on education that were run last weekend
and previous weekends by the Liberal Party which
quoted the Leader of the Opposition as saying:
Labor governments seem to think that excellence and merit
are dirty words …

I refer him to our previous education budget kit
released in May of this year, where almost every page
has the word ‘excellence’ on it. If we thought it was a
dirty word we would not be investing $550 million in
the last budget in order to achieve access, innovation
and excellence. How can the opposition hope to run the
state if it cannot even read budget papers!
We are also very much focused on adult literacy
because we know that some adults did miss out on
learning literacy skills when they were young students
at school. We have a whole array of literacy programs
for adults. We certainly aim to help adults with their
literacy. I should say that we will offer some of the
programs to the Leader of the Opposition as well. The
Sunday Age saw fit to correct the Leader of the
Opposition on his comments in the newspaper: there
were quite a number of typos, spelling mistakes and
literacy mistakes. However, we will provide a very
special exemption for him from the literacy testing
because he would bring the state average down too far!
The government is also making a major commitment to
numeracy in this state. It is not only putting the testing
in place, but it has put in, through the last budget,
150 early years numeracy coordinators who will assist
those students who are not improving enough in
relation to numeracy within our schools. The Leader of
the Opposition might like to avail himself of some of
these programs as well, because the opposition has
made promises of $3 billion but it just does not add up.
Here is a numeracy test for the opposition: how many
schools will it close and how many teachers will it sack
to fund its promises?

ALP: parliamentary levy
Mr McINTOSH (Kew) — I refer the Premier to the
Australian Electoral Commission funding disclosures
that show the Victorian Labor Party received donations
from the Department of Treasury and Finance. These
donations total more than $400 000 over three financial
years. Will the Premier explain the nature and rationale
of these donations?
Mr BRACKS (Premier) — I shall examine this
properly, but my impression would be that we have a
system on this side of the house where a parliamentary
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levy is taken out of the payroll and salaries of members
of Parliament to contribute as a donation to the Labor
Party itself.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr BRACKS — Big question! Well done!
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! I ask government
benches to come to order so that I can hear the
Premier’s answer.
Mr McIntosh — On a point of order, Mr Speaker,
the disclosure records show the payment was made by
the Department of Treasury and Finance, not the
Parliament of Victoria.
The SPEAKER — Order! The honourable member
for Kew is clearly not taking a point of order.
Mr BRACKS — This would relate — I will get some
exact and clear answers for the honourable member for
Kew — to the levy which is voluntarily — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr BRACKS — Every MP on the Labor side loves
to pay this levy. They enjoy paying this levy. There is
overwhelming support.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! I ask government
benches to come to order.
Mr BRACKS — This levy, which is supported by
MPs who are Labor Party endorsed, goes as a
contribution to the Labor Party. It is done with great
goodwill. I take it from the chorus behind me that they
are examining whether that should be increased in the
future — although I will not be taking a plebiscite on
that matter!

Police: stations
Ms DUNCAN (Gisborne) — Will the Minister for
Police and Emergency Services update the house on the
government’s progress in rebuilding Victoria’s police
stations, particularly in country Victoria, and explain
why this has been so essential?
Mr HAERMEYER (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services) — I congratulate the honourable
member for Gisborne because she has been a very
ardent advocate of the interests of police in her
electorate. I think she has scored about five police
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stations in her first term in government, so she is doing
an absolutely sensational job. This government has
under way the biggest police station building program
and the biggest police assets program in the history of
this state. We started off upon election committed to
building 16 police stations. As of the last budget, we are
actually committed to 65. It is a $125 million building
program. That includes 22 large 24-hour stations.
Mr Honeywood — What about Croydon?
Mr HAERMEYER — Croydon is well under way,
my friend.
Mr Honeywood interjected.
Mr HAERMEYER — It is one you refused to
build.
The SPEAKER — Order! The minister, addressing
the Chair. The Deputy Leader of the Opposition should
cease interjecting.
Mr HAERMEYER — That also includes
43 smaller police stations that were previously in the
gun. So we are providing reassurance to those small
country communities about the future of policing in
their area. Five of those I think have been opened
relatively recently: at Lavers Hill, Eildon, Kaniva,
Romsey, and Kinglake is very near completion also.
We have new 24-hour stations which have already been
completed at Mordialloc and Boroondara.
Mr Leigh interjected.
Mr HAERMEYER — I will come to that in a
second, my friend!
Work on stations at Preston, Moe, Kilmore, Croydon
and Eltham, amongst others, is well on the way. On
Friday the Premier and I went down to Ocean Grove
and turned the sod on construction for the new 24-hour
police station to service the Bellarine Peninsula.
Construction on that station is commencing this week
and is due for completion around mid-2003.
I have to say that some of the local members,
particularly the honourable members for Barwon South
and Bellarine and Mr Cover, an honourable member for
Geelong in another place, have been a little bit tardy.
Cr Michael Crutchfield, one of the councillors in that
region, has been a very ardent advocate for the Torquay
community and he has taken up the cudgels on behalf
of that community. The Premier and I were able to
commit to a new police complex for Torquay to
accommodate the growth in that particular community.
That will be built to 24-hour specifications.
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While I was down there I was given a leaflet which is
actually put out by somebody called B. Loughnane
from 104 Exhibition Street, Melbourne. It does not
have a Liberal Party logo and does not put any of their
names to it, but we know where it came from! It is
headed ‘Police stations to close’ and makes the
allegation that Queenscliff, Portarlington and Drysdale
police stations will close. Despite the fact that we have
on numerous occasions indicated and the Chief
Commissioner of Police has given assurances that that
will not occur, they still put it out. They got somebody
at some Liberal Party rag by the name of the Geelong
Independent to write this, without bothering to check
their facts. They did not bother to check with anybody
and then they ran that out with the heading ‘Police
stations to close’ as if it is proof.
I will say quite categorically: Queenscliff, Portarlington
and Drysdale police stations under this government will
not close, will not be shopfronted and will not have
their profiles reduced. The only party that ever planned
to close those police stations was that of the members
opposite. They were the only ones who ever planned to
do that. None of the lazy Liberal Party members in the
area stood up once against the closure of police stations
or the reduction of police services in that area.
I have to say that after this government committed to
establishing a new 24-hour police station in Endeavour
Hills, Ms Luckins, an honourable member for
Waverley in another place, came out and said that we
were going to rob Peter to pay Paul. That is also denied
by the acting assistant commissioner who covers that
area. It is just an absolute nonsense! When they were in
government these people opposite were not robbing
Peter to pay Paul. They were robbing Peter, they were
robbing Paul — and they murdered Mary just for good
measure!
Mr Perton — On a point of order, Mr Speaker, not
only is the minister now engaging in inappropriate
humour given his position, but he has now exceeded
your guidelines for succinctness by about 2 minutes. If
he wants to have a debate about this we will
accommodate him. I ask you to sit him down.
The SPEAKER — Order! The honourable member
for Doncaster raises a point of order and infers that I
have imposed some specific time limit in defining
succinctness. I have not done so. However, I am of the
view that the minister does need to be succinct and is
not being succinct, and I ask him to conclude his
answer.
Mr HAERMEYER — Just to sum up: this
government is building 65 new police stations and is
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putting on 800 additional police. When you compare
that with the 1000 the Liberal Party promised, the 800 it
cut, the 40 police stations it put in the gun, the 34 police
station contracts it cancelled upon coming into office
and the fact that it took away the binding right of appeal
for police officers and their entitlement to legal fee
reimbursement and refused to give them any indemnity
against prosecution, Liberal members ought to hang
their heads in shame! They talk about law and order,
but at the end of the day it is what you do, not what you
say.

Superannuation: public sector
Mr CLARK (Box Hill) — I refer the Premier to the
fact that Australian share prices have fallen 6.5 per cent
between 30 June and 30 September this year and United
States share prices by more than 17 per cent — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The honourable member
is entitled to be heard.
Mr CLARK — Given the $515 million budget loss
revealed last Friday, will the Premier immediately
release the latest monthly report on the unfunded
liabilities of public sector superannuation funds, and the
September quarterly report showing the exact returns as
confirmed by the Minister for Finance yesterday as
soon as it is available?
Mr BRACKS (Premier) — Unlike the previous
administration the government will report quarterly as it
said it would, whereas the previous government
cancelled those reports. The honourable member for
Box Hill was the parliamentary secretary to the
Treasurer and was complicit in withdrawing those
reports in the past. There is a bit of hypocrisy in the
question asked. I am very pleased that we have had
reconfirmation of its AAA credit rating, which has been
described by Standard and Poor’s as a sensational set of
figures. I can only agree with that assessment.

Hospitals: waiting lists
Mr HOWARD (Ballarat East) — Will the Minister
for Health advise the house of the effect of the
initiatives taken by the government to reduce elective
surgery waiting lists in country Victoria, and will he
explain why these initiatives were necessary?
Mr THWAITES (Minister for Health) — I thank
the honourable member for his question. The Bracks
government is committed to repairing the damage done
in the seven years of the Kennett government to country
health care. Mr Speaker, as you know, unlike the
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Liberal Party, the Bracks government will grow the
whole of the state. We see country Victoria not as the
toenail but rather as the lifeblood of Victoria.
We have employed 800 extra nurses in country Victoria
to improve the quality of care right around the state. We
have had to do that because of the cuts to nursing in
country hospitals under the previous government when,
of course, the current Leader of the Opposition was the
parliamentary secretary.
I am pleased to advise the honourable member for
Ballarat East that in Ballarat we have employed
96 extra nurses. I am sure the honourable member for
Narracan is pleased that the Latrobe Regional Hospital
has an additional 49 nurses. The Leader of the National
Party is obviously interested in country Victoria. No
doubt he would be very pleased that in his hospital in
central Gippsland we have employed 23 extra nurses. I
am sure he will do what the shadow health minister and
former adviser to the former Minister for Health did
and admit he got it wrong.
In country hospitals right round the state the
government has engaged 800 extra nurses. Additional
funds have also been put into ensuring that we can
reduce elective surgery waiting lists in country Victoria.
Together with the Eye and Ear Hospital in Melbourne
the government has instituted a special initiative
involving 14 country hospitals to target long waiting
lists in orthopaedic and ophthalmic surgery because of
the shortage of ophthalmologists in some country
regions. This initiative has been very successful. I am
pleased to advise the house of the benefits of our
waiting list strategy.
Mr Speaker, no doubt you will be aware that in the last
two years of the previous Kennett government waiting
lists rose by 7000, or more than 22 per cent. Since the
Labor government was elected waiting lists have fallen.
That is because we have strategies like the country
initiative. The benefits are there to be seen. The
honourable member for Ballarat asked about waiting
lists, so we should look at the official figures. In June
1999 the waiting list at Ballarat was 2151, whereas in
June this year it was 1305. The honourable member for
Narracan is a strong advocate for the Latrobe Regional
Hospital, where the waiting list has been reduced from
714 in June 1999 to 588 in June 2002. Similarly the
same story is seen in the Goulburn Valley Hospital and
other hospitals around the state. That is because this
government has employed the extra nurses that are
needed to treat more patients and reduce the waiting
lists.
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The government is choosing to invest in country health
rather than make the wild and unsustainable tax-cut
promises that the opposition has made. If the policies of
the opposition to reduce taxes and spend more than
$3 billion were implemented, as it has indicated, there
would be nothing left for hospitals. In the three years
that the opposition has been in opposition we have not
heard a single health policy. We have heard policies on
tax cuts but not one health policy. That demonstrates
that the opposition does not care about health.

Hospitals: waiting lists
Mr WILSON (Bennettswood) — I refer the
Minister for Health to his media release when shadow
Minister for Health in September 1999 in which he
claimed Victorian hospital emergency departments
were in crisis due to the number of patients waiting on
trolleys for more than 12 hours, a figure of 2245 for the
June quarter 1999. Given that nearly 7000 patients
waited on trolleys in June 2002, more than three times
the number in June 1999, will the minister finally admit
to a crisis in Victoria’s hospitals under the Bracks
government — using your own criteria, Minister?
The SPEAKER — Order! The latter part of the
question addressed directly to the Minister for Health
was not in the correct form that is used in the house.
Mr THWAITES (Minister for Health) — I thank
the shadow minister for his brief, precise and
devastatingly tough question. I also thank the shadow
minister, who was, of course — —
Mr Bracks — What did he do?
Mr THWAITES — The honourable member was
chief adviser to the previous Minister for Health at a
time when ambulance bypasses went up by 360 per
cent, when waiting lists went up by more than 7000,
when five hospitals were closed in Melbourne,
including a hospital in his own area, the Burwood
hospital. It included the privatisation of the Austin
hospital, another great move!
Mr Perton — On a point of order, Mr Speaker,
regarding relevance, the question was quite clear and
referred to patients waiting for over 12 hours in
casualty. I ask you to bring the minister back to the
question.
Mr Thwaites interjected.
Mr Perton — Relax, John!
The SPEAKER — Order! I ask the Minister for
Health to take a seat.
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Mr Perton — The minister might have been saving
up a speech for the occasion but I think today he can
answer the question, and if he wants a ministerial
debate he can set one up.
Mr THWAITES — On the point of order,
Mr Speaker, in fact the question did relate to 1999 and
the situation then and a comparison with today, which I
am getting to. But I am now advising the house in
relation to the first part of the question, which was
1999, and the disastrous state which we inherited.
The SPEAKER — Order! I am not prepared to
uphold the point of order at this time.
Mr THWAITES — The honourable member was
asking about 1999 and the comments that I made in
1999, and I was referring to the fact that he was at the
time the chief adviser to the then Minister for Health,
who had closed five hospitals, including Burwood, and
who also had a secret plan to downgrade the
Maroondah and Angliss hospitals — —
Mr Perton — On a point of order, Mr Speaker, I do
not think there is any tortured interpretation that could
say that this current set of statements is relevant to the
question, and I ask you to rule the current answer of the
minister as being irrelevant to the question asked.
The SPEAKER — Order! I ask the Minister for
Health to come back to answering the question.
Mr THWAITES — In relation to the question that
was asked, everything in the press release that I issued
at the time and to which the honourable member
referred was entirely correct. That is why we have had
to spend the last three years undoing the damage that
this member brought upon the health system. I point out
of course that the ambulance bypass in that year rose
385 per cent. The last figures indicate that it was 29 per
cent lower in June of this year than when we came to
government. I have already referred to the waiting lists
and to the fact that for the last two years under the
former government waiting lists went up and that for
the first time under this government they are going
down as we put in more nurses, open more beds and
put more resources into our health system.

Rural and regional Victoria: infrastructure
funding
Mr MAXFIELD (Narracan) — I have a question
for the very successful Minister for State and Regional
Development. Will the minister update the house on the
government’s progress in delivering new and better
infrastructure in rural and regional Victoria through the
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Regional Infrastructure Development Fund and explain
why this is necessary?
Mr BRUMBY (Minister for State and Regional
Development) — I am delighted to advise the house
that the Regional Infrastructure Development Fund has
now provided more than $100 million in funding for
capital projects across country Victoria. This has geared
up in excess of $200 million in total new investment in
country Victoria. Under the $180 million of Regional
Infrastructure Development Fund funding we have
provided grants to every local government area in
country Victoria bar one — the Borough of
Queenscliffe, which has not applied for a grant. This
fantastic program — $100 million, $225 million of
activity — is driving opportunities and new investment
and growth right across country Victoria.
The honourable member asked me why this program
was necessary. The answer to that is simple: it was
necessary because the former Kennett government
absolutely decimated country Victoria. We remember
the record — it closed country rail services. We
remember all of those.
Dr Dean — On a point of order, Mr Speaker, the
minister is now entering into debating the question
when he says, ‘We remember about the past’. He is
about to start doing what he is not meant to be doing —
that is, debating the question in relation to previous
policies and policies of the opposition.
The SPEAKER — Order! I am not prepared to
uphold the point of order that the minister was debating
the question.
Mr BRUMBY — I think they need to bring back
Monbulk, don’t they? That is what they need — they
need to add a bit of commonsense.
The SPEAKER — Order! The minister, on the
question.
Mr BRUMBY (to Dr Dean) — Are you taking
responsibility for question time strategy as well? It has
been a great strategy today.
The SPEAKER — Order! I ask the minister to
return to answering the question and to desist from
responding to interjections.
Mr BRUMBY — We remember the closed country
rail services — Ararat, South Gippsland, Bairnsdale
and Mildura. Needless to say we are putting all of them
back. We remember the 12 country hospitals and the
150 country schools that were closed. We remember
the scuttled relocation of the former Department of
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Agriculture to Bendigo and the thousands of staff who
were taken out of the Department of Natural Resources
and Environment. We remember the attitude of the
former Premier who referred to country Victoria as the
toenails of Victoria. It was a city-centric government,
and so we had to change that. But I guess the question
remains about whether the attitude of the Liberal Party
to country and regional Victoria has changed. I have a
quote about Geelong, which I will read.
Mr Perton — On a point of order, Mr Speaker, the
question related to the expenditure of the government’s
development funds. The minister is now entering into a
debate about the Liberal Party. You have constantly
ruled that this minister is not to use question time as an
opportunity to debate the question, and I ask you to
bring him back to answering the question.
Mr BRUMBY — On the point of order,
Mr Speaker, I was asked why it was necessary for the
government to introduce the Regional Infrastructure
Development Fund, and I am answering that. At this
stage I have not attributed the quotation to any
person — I will in a moment, but not at this time.
The SPEAKER — Order! I ask the minister to
come back to answering the question.
Mr BRUMBY — The quotation is this:
I have great affection for the place — —

Mr Perton — On a point of order, Mr Speaker, as I
interpret your ruling you have asked the minister to
move back to the question. As is typical with this
minister, he is now proceeding beyond the point that
you have ruled that he is being irrelevant. I ask you to
call him to order.
The SPEAKER — Order! I made a ruling on the
honourable member’s previous point of order. The
minister has hardly uttered two words since then and a
further point of order has been taken. I will continue to
hear the minister and make a judgment.
Mr BRUMBY — The quotation is:
I have great affection for the place, but I’m not sure whether I
would recommend it.

That is the Leader of the Opposition talking about
Geelong.
The SPEAKER — Order! Will the minister make it
clear to the Chair and to the house — —
Mr BRUMBY — I was asked why we introduced
this policy. Policies of the former government
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decimated country Victoria, but there was also an
attitude. It was about being city centric.
We put in place a different attitude and a different set of
policies, but on that side the attitude has not changed.
The attitude to Geelong and country Victoria is exactly
the same. It is the old toenails attitude — ‘I would not
recommend it’.
We will continue to get on with the job of rebuilding
country Victoria. It has the lowest unemployment in
more than 12 years, record job growth — nearly 50 000
new jobs — a 65 per cent increase in building
approvals and upward movement in capital prices for
people’s homes. Country Victoria is going forward. We
will keep it that way. The opposition would send it back
to the toenails days!

ROAD SAFETY (RESPONSIBLE DRIVING)
BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed.

Mr LEIGH (Mordialloc) — Before the lunch break
I was raising some of the concerns I have about the
government’s current road safety campaign. When
governments are in trouble and have no agenda they
latch onto road safety and claim they are doing
marvellous things. As I said earlier — —
Mr Nardella interjected.
Mr LEIGH — For Foghorn Leghorn up the back
there, the honourable member for Melton, the fact is
that in three years under Labor revenue from speeding
and other traffic fines has gone from $292 million to
$720.2 million expected in the budget. You can say
what you like, but the fact is that that is revenue raising
and this is a government that, if it went its four years,
would I suspect, with its speed cameras, fines from the
police and the like, be heading for $1 billion. Where
would this government be financially if it were not
trying to rip off the motorists who are 2 or 3 kilometres
over the speed limit, which this government changed.
Mr Nardella — They are breaking the law.
Mr LEIGH — The honourable member for Melton
interrupts and says they are breaking the law. If he
knew anything about the Australian design rules he
would know there is a 10 per cent tolerance. This
government is the one government in the country that
has moved to penalise drivers travelling 3 kilometres an
hour over the limit and is not observing the Australian
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design rules. The tyres can make the difference between
a vehicle being booked or not.
There is a lot of evidence around to suggest that poorer
people in the community are doing it even harder under
this government as a result of this revenue-raising
campaign. The Minister for Police and Emergency
Services is an example. This is one of the men
primarily responsible for breaking 30 years of
bipartisanship in road safety. They have torn it up. They
have decided, despite the Cain government, the Kennett
years and the Hamer years when people worked
collectively for road safety, to stoop to revenue raising.
I have no objection to taking it out on people who are
setting out to break the law at the higher speed levels.
Mr Haermeyer interjected.
Mr LEIGH — The minister says I have got blood
on my hands. I get a number of people complaining to
me who have gone 3 kilometres over the speed limit.
This is the minister who, I suspect, did a deal with the
police to raise funds so he could pay the police more if
they wanted more money. I reckon he did a deal.
Mr Haermeyer interjected.
Mr LEIGH — You did a deal with them, and a
grubby deal you did. Let me assure you that there are
many motorists out there. I say, ‘$720 million; shame
on you!’. If this minister bothered to read the statistics I
set out before the luncheon break he would see that
despite all those increases in revenue from speeding
fines the road toll has not changed much. What has
changed is the money the government is getting. He
thinks it is just a joke. It is not a joke. I think it is
important to grab the speedsters who are doing the
wrong thing, but when it is 3 kilometres over it is a bit
rich!
We sat in this house until 3 o’clock this morning
because those clowns could not get their act together
about what they wanted to do, yet this is the same
political party that in opposition was going to advertise
when the Parliament sat. ‘We are going to sit
family-friendly hours.’ They were going to do all those
things, but what did they do? They made sure that we
have to rush through eight pieces of legislation in two
and a half days, one of them dealing with the people’s
voting rights in this state. I would have thought that was
a very significant piece of legislation. I know the
Minister for Transport thinks it is significant from some
of his actions in the past. The fact is they are treating
road safety as a revenue raiser.
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When I talk to ordinary police officers, the guys on the
beat, I find many of them are upset about chasing
people travelling at 3 kilometres over the limit. As I
said earlier in debate, on Friday night I was on a couple
of TV channels having a go at the government. The
minister could not refute the evidence of $720 million.
He said, ‘I have got the evidence’ but when asked
where the evidence was he was not able to come up
with it.
Mr Nardella interjected.
Mr LEIGH — People like the honourable member
for Melton have said they are breaking the law. Sure!
Throw the book at people who are breaking the law; but
if you are going at just over the 60 kilometres an hour
speed limit is it your car’s fault that you are over the
limit or is it your fault? I do not know.
Let’s dig a bit deeper into what the government has
done as part of its campaign of reducing speed limits. I
remind the minister of a terrific article published in the
Age of 27 January 2001 and headed ‘50k change
botched’.
That’s what it said — it was a banner headline that day.
Why was it botched? This is one of the reasons the
government is making money out of this, and it is going
to make more money out of it, because some of the
speeding fines are going up. What happened was that
when it was supposed to introduce the 50 kilometre per
hour limit it did a big stunt and got wonderful TV
coverage and all of that stuff — but the signs were not
up. Virtually every council around the state — Labor,
Liberal, you name it — criticised the government
because Vicroads itself, to quote the article:
… has conceded that more speed signs are needed in some
areas to spell out a different limit from the 50 km/h limit but
denied this was the reason for the confusion. It said councils
were slow on deciding the speed limits on so-called collector
roads.

The minister created his stunt because he was more
interested in getting TV coverage that night than in
good policy on road safety.
The government wonders why the state opposition
says, ‘You’re breaking the bipartisanship; you are the
ones who have wrecked it’, because its concept of
bipartisanship is, ‘You agree with us or you’re not
right’. My concept of bipartisanship is that when the
government is going to do things like this it should
come to the opposition, as it said it would on these
things, and say, ‘What do you guys think about that?’.
Do we get that? No, we do not. What we get is a
government desperately seeking revenue.
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I would advise the minister to read the Age of that day,
because it demonstrates how the government has got it
wrong. I also advise the minister to take a trip to New
South Wales, because if he did and he got on some of
the freeways he would see all the cameras up there —
but he would also see the signs identifying them. He
would go to a black spot and see the black spot camera
with three or four signs leading up to it saying, ‘There
is a speed camera here’. But the government does not
want to do that; it wants the money. It is so grubby for
money that that is what it wants to do.
In relation to the current fines and the proposal in this
bill — —
Mr Haermeyer interjected.
Mr LEIGH — I spend more time on the legislation
than you ever did when you were in opposition, and
you know it.
Let’s take the example of the current and proposed
fines for excessive speeding. For breaking the speed
limit by 15 kilometres an hour the current fine is $125
and the demerit penalty is one point. The proposed fine
is $200, with three demerit points — so the fine is up
60 per cent. For breaking the speed limit by
25 kilometres an hour and over the current fine is $200,
with three demerit points. It will go up to a $265 fine
and four demerit points — so the fine is up 32.5 per
cent. For driving 35 kilometres per hour over the speed
limit the fine is currently $265, with four demerit
points. It will go to $360 and six demerit points, up
35.8 per cent. For being 45 kilometres over the current
penalty there is currently a $360 fine and six demerit
points; that will go to $430 and eight demerit points, up
19.4 per cent.
I do not know why the government is doing it like that,
but if you are caught doing 25 kilometres per hour over
the speed limit I would be happy if you had the book
thrown at you; I would not have a problem with it.
Mind you, I recall that the Treasurer was caught driving
at excessive speeds when he was alleging the former
Premier was doing it. So everybody gets caught — or
can be caught — speeding on some occasions.
Mr Haermeyer interjected.
Mr LEIGH — One of your members was driving
through country towns at 40 kilometres per hour over
the speed limit — 100 kilometres an hour through local
towns!
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The
honourable member for Mordialloc and the Minister for
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Police and Emergency Services will cease entertaining
themselves across the table!
Mr Haermeyer interjected.
Mr LEIGH — If you want me to name names I will
be happy to do it, so I wouldn’t push your luck.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr LEIGH — You want me to name who it is? I
was chairman of the committee. I do not want to do it,
but if necessary I will. There is more than ample
evidence as to who it was. Go and ask the former health
minister, Caroline Hogg, who it was, and she will tell
you. It is a current Labor member serving in this
Parliament.
Let’s take a further example. What do other people
think of the Bracks government’s road safety policies
and legislation? Ken Ogden, the public policy director
of the Royal Automobile Club of Victoria (RACV)
says:
The Bracks government have placed too much emphasis on
low level speeding offences.

That’s from Australia Associated Press of 8 September
2002.
That is exactly the point I have been making that this
minister has been attacking me over. Ken Ogden from
the RACV says the same thing. David Cumming, the
government relations manager from the RACV, in a
press release of 26 March 2002 said:
The public will lose confidence in speed cameras as a
deterrent.

I am saying exactly the same thing. It is revenue
raising. Everyone else is saying it, including David
Cumming. A Herald Sun editorial of 9 September 2002
on the 3 kilometres an hour tolerance change states:
… the exercise smacked of revenue raising … [and] lacked
total public support …

A Herald Sun editorial of 12 April 2002 states:
It threatens to erode support for the law. The government
must reconsider this ill-considered initiative.

This is the minister who just said that I have blood on
my hands. So he is saying that the Herald Sun, David
Cumming, Ken Ogden and everybody else have blood
on their hands because he breaks the bipartisanship of
road safety policy. He is the one who decides to
revenue raise, and I am the one who has blood on my
hands. I reckon all the others have too. You are saying
that Ken Ogden — —
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Honourable members interjecting.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! Through the
Chair, please — and I ask the minister to cease
interjecting.
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section of the legislation is that despite that you will
still be able to be involved in some form of driving of a
vehicle at .07. The fact is — —
Mr Haermeyer interjected.

Mr LEIGH — No wonder the bipartisanship has
ended with the sort of behaviour of this minister. Other
than Mal Sandon, he would be close to being probably
the worst police minister in modern history from my
recollection of this place. And let me tell you, it took a
lot to beat Mal Sandon, but the minister is really
working at it.

Mr LEIGH — On-the-spot loss of licence for
learner permits and probationary licence with a blood
alcohol content of .07, is that right?

Let’s go to another example. This is one of the bills that
the opposition has been told if it makes any
amendments to it at all the government will rush off
and cry in the corner and use one of its phoney triggers
to go to an early election because it is hiding the
economic facts from the people of Victoria. This is
John Cain and company all over again doing the same
nonsense. The government, the Minister for Transport
and now the Premier are saying, ‘Move any
amendments and we pull the bill’.

Mr LEIGH — The point is there is a campaign by,
I guess — —

I do not wish to do that, and it is not my intention. But
let me come to one of the more appalling levels of what
is currently going on. I for one do not want to be
responsible for damaging a court case, so I have no
intention of being involved in making comment on the
individuals concerned. The minister will know there is
currently a case before the courts in relation to the
deaths of some people that affects the tougher penalties
on drink driving.
I have to say I am deeply concerned by the attitude and
actions of the government in this area. For the life of
me, despite having the departmental briefings and
asking questions of the department and seeking
answers — and I know others who have sought
answers from the department as well, including people
who have had family members die on the road from
those responsible for drink driving — nobody can get a
clear answer as to why the government is doing this. I
understand there is a problem in respect of dealing with
people who are involved in culpable offences, and what
may happen when they lose their licence and when they
do not. But in respect of this area of on-the-spot loss of
licence for other drivers — and we are talking about
other than learner permit and probationary drivers —
currently it is .15, but it can be delayed through legal
complications.
In respect of a probationary driver, the problem we
have is that in those three years you are not supposed to
have alcohol in your blood. The problem with this

Mr Haermeyer interjected.
Interjections from gallery.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! I ask the
gentleman in the gallery to cease interjecting.
Interjections from gallery.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order!
Mr LEIGH — There was not and is not any
reasonable explanation as to why the government has
taken this particular approach. I am not going to get
involved in it in the house today for the simple reason
that there is a court case, and it may well direct the
issue too close to the circumstances of that case. My
concern is that I have been forced to alter my
contribution to Parliament because of that case. That is
not a healthy thing to be taking place in this Parliament.
However, it is basically because of the incompetence of
the government that this bill has been lying around for
at least 18 months and has not been dealt with. The
Labor Party has decided in the last minutes of the dying
days of this government to pull its stunts to make it
look like it is doing things, so it has introduced it as part
of this legislation.
What I can say — and I have written to the minister
about this — is that if there is a change of government
the Liberal Party will come back and have a look at this
zero aspect, because while sitting in those briefings
listening to the departmental people I did not think they
had any understanding. I do not think the minister’s
office has any understanding. I think the way they have
dealt with some of the people on this is also a bit
callous. I am prepared today to say on behalf of the
Liberal Party that if there is a change of government,
one of the first actions the Liberal Party will take is to
look at this area and see what changes should be made
to make it fairer.
I know in the case of at least some instances that this
legislation will pick them up. I am not sure it does it in
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everybody’s case. As I said, I think if zero means zero
for those three years, that is what it ought to be, and I
do not think in this aspect it is clear enough.
Mr Haermeyer interjected.
Mr LEIGH — No. The minister asks whether I am
going to make it zero. Let’s get it right. This is the
government that was going to be open, honest and
accountable, and behind the scenes it makes threats to
opposition politicians, ‘If you play around with this we
will pull the bill’. That is exactly what the government
is doing. I do not regard that as good policy for road
safety or for the people who are concerned about it. I do
not regard it as even good policy on how the Labor
government should act about things.
Mr Haermeyer interjected.
Mr LEIGH — I do not want to get involved in the
case for that reason. It is before the courts, and you as a
minister — —
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order!
Mr LEIGH — This minister knows that the
government is looking to play games for the sake of
playing games. I am not interested in games. I have
three sons — —
Mr Haermeyer interjected.
Mr LEIGH — If you want to play Trivial Pursuit as
an incompetent minister, that is your — —
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! I ask the
honourable member to address his comments through
the Chair, and I ask the minister to cease interjecting.
Mr LEIGH — I am fortunate. I have three sons,
and my sons are all alive, healthy and all the rest of it.
When politicians say, ‘Look, I understand how you
feel’ when someone else has lost a child or a family
member in an accident or whatever, unless you have
been through those circumstances yourself I do not
think you can relate to it personally. None of my
children has been in those circumstances so I personally
do not think I can relate to it. I am fortunate. As a
parent I cannot think of anything worse than to outlive
your children. I think you would always hope it is your
children who are the ones who would be there after you
have gone and not the other way around.
I have had to deal with the people involved in this issue.
Some of them are upset with me because I will not
move an amendment to the bill. I can understand their
frustration and some of the anger they may have
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towards me because I will not do it. But I am also
cognisant of the fact that, as the opposition transport
spokesman, I am not willing to give the government
one of the triggers for its games. It is one of those
classic examples where the spirit of bipartisanship of
road safety has been destroyed in this Parliament. I
think that is very sad. If I am ever fortunate enough to
be a minister I hope I will never behave like that. I think
it is churlish, cowardly, dangerous and bad policy. I am
really sorry that I cannot do what the families I have
spoken to want. I can understand their anger towards
me and their anger towards the government.
Mr Haermeyer interjected.
Mr LEIGH — I will not bother responding to the
interjections; it is not worth it.
Mr Haermeyer — I want to know what you are
going to do. You have an opportunity, put an
alternative.
Mr LEIGH — The fact is I am not getting involved
in court cases for a start, and you should know better as
minister. The opposition will revisit this at a point when
the Premier has called the election and the Victorian
people realise and are a wake-up to a government that
does nothing.
Mr Haermeyer interjected.
Mr LEIGH — The minister asks whether I will
have a review. I will not have a review, I will take some
action.
Mr Haermeyer — What action will that be?
Mr LEIGH — I will take some action. The minister
should not worry about it. I have put my propositions to
the Minister for Transport in the past, and to his
departmental people, and they know that. I asked more
than a few questions about what happened.
I will close my argument by saying that the opposition
will look at this in the very near future if it is fortunate
enough to be the government. By that I mean within the
first months of government. I understand the
frustrations of family members. It is time we got better
road safety policies in this state and it is time the
government stopped doing what it is doing — that is,
just milking motorists for money. An increase to
$720 million from $292 million over three years is
nothing other than — —
Mr Haermeyer interjected.
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Mr LEIGH — My concern is that I want to see the
police chasing the real problems out there in some of
the back streets, those who are doing the hoon things,
who are doing 15 and 20 kilometres over the speed
limit. I am not interested in a car’s speedometer being
out by 10 per cent, which is the figure according to the
Australian design rules. Obviously this minister knows
better than the ADR standards; he is an expert in
everything. When elected the Liberal government will
adopt, as have other states, the Australian Design Rule.
The Liberal government will put it back in place. It is
another thing that will be done early on in our
administration, as it should be. We will not be revenue
raising like the government.
In conclusion, the other day the government announced
its scheme for better drivers — and I congratulate Ford
and the other sponsors on their involvement; they
deserve great credit for wanting to do that. If the
government were really serious about road safety policy
people would not have to go to a web site to register to
become involved in good driving skills. The
government should simply have the form out there so it
can be filled in by the police, the fire brigade and the
ambulance and sent in, so that if they see someone has
done the right thing they can involve them in the
program. But no, that is not what the government
wants. It is after names and addresses, and you have to
have a sticker. Presumably the police are running
around with binoculars looking at the backs of cars to
find the stickers.
This is a stunt-making program rather than anything
else — particularly when the government is not putting
the funding in, the sponsors are. It is an appalling
reflection on the government that the very people who
are out there doing the right thing day after day, year
after year, are the ones who probably will not put in for
these schemes. This is about getting people on a
mailing list for the minister to write to at some point. It
is sad that the government has to resort to that.
The opposition does not oppose the legislation. I have
made other comments that I have followed up, and I
have also followed up personally with the minister. I
am not happy that the government has made threats in
the way it has. It is a sad reflection on the standards it
promised three years ago, and it is disappointing.
Hopefully they are not the standards I would ever lower
myself to.
Mr STEGGALL (Swan Hill) — The debate has
been rather sombre and strange for this place, with the
house getting involved in areas where it probably did
not need to go today. Road safety is of interest and
concern to us all. I look at it a little differently from the
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discussion we have heard. Over the last few years
political parties seem to have entered into a bidding
contest to see who can introduce the next harsh round
of penalties. I know the honourable member for
Mordialloc mentioned a couple of times the attitude in
the community towards the law.
Country people have different problems and different
issues with the laws, particularly with the impact of the
present changes in tolerance for speed cameras and the
like. While I hear all the arguments, I know there is no
argument against any policeman or minister who stands
up and says, ‘100 kilometres is 100 kilometres, and
60 kilometres is 60 kilometres’. Out in our country
regions we sometimes have difficulties in those areas.
Most people in the country have been well up with
demerit points from time to time.
Tolerance levels are of concern where we get down to
really testing out the margins. What worries me most is
the attitude that is afoot now towards driving. There is
no argument with drink-driving; it is straightforward.
We have some trouble with speeding.
Interjections from gallery.
Person escorted from gallery.

Mr STEGGALL — We have a very good record in
Victoria with regard to the law, with the introduction of
seatbelts, breath testing, speeding penalties and the
demerit point system. As each of the changes occurs we
seem to be at the margin with those changes.
One of the areas I have mentioned before, and the
parliamentary secretary would be aware of the
discussions we have had in this place, is driver
education and driver education programs in our
schools. I refer to the Charlton driver education
program which we battled to get settled during our
seven years in government, and before that in the Cain
years. During those seven years of conservative
government we tried to get that training program
accepted by government and by communities. It has not
been; it has been patched up. We have patched it up
every year from about 1988. It is still going strong in
the country. This year there are record numbers of
students going through it from schools in north-western
and central Victoria, and it is a successful operation.
The program gives an understanding of the
responsibilities of driving. It is a beginning on the skill
requirement for driving and a recognition of the
responsibilities that go with driving.
We have done everything in this state. The former
chairman of the parliamentary Road Safety Committee
for many years is in the chamber. We have put in place
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most steps that can be taken with penalties, introducing
new rules, different ways of penalising and demerit
points, but we have not as a society really had a crack at
education. The education programs conducted at the
Charlton Driving Training Centre were rejected by the
police. They were rejected by other so-called academics
and experts around the world, yet they have kept going
for some 15 years. They are run by parents, schools and
teachers.
On Monday next week the police at Charlton are
running an open day for students and other people to
have a look at what we do at the Charlton Driving
Training Centre. When in government we were
working on introducing a concept — which I never
succeeded in implementing, but I was getting close
towards the end — of pre-driver education training
programs. There would be three or four of them around
Victoria and we would contract with the schools to
achieve that level. It is to get people before they start
driving to understand what the responsibilities involved
in driving a motor car are all about and to really get to
that level.
I still believe — I am still a very strong supporter of the
Charlton training centre — that maybe someone might
have another look at it. The Road Safety Committee, I
am assured, is going to visit Charlton this year to have a
look, and I would hope that some members would
come for the open day on Monday next week.
This bill is one of a series we have had on road safety,
but as I said, unfortunately it still focuses on more
penalties. If we keep going down the penalty line I just
wonder whether it is going to be effective. As I said,
anything we do now to change the demerit points
system is going to seem to be at the margin. The
mindset that politicians and bureaucrats seem to have
is: ‘What is the next penalty we can impose that might
magically resolve some of the problems we have?’. We
are getting to the end of that approach, because it is
getting to be very difficult. When I say ‘getting to the
end of that approach’ I mean that in a lot of areas
people are not seeing the law as being as important as it
was because it is getting too harsh and intolerant in
some aspects.
The bill is set to discourage excessive speeding by
providing for automatic licence suspensions for driving
25 or more kilometres an hour over the limit. This is a 5
kilometres an hour reduction in the trigger point of
30 kilometres an hour for automatic licence suspension.
The bill imposes longer suspension periods for
high-level speeders exceeding the limit by
35 kilometres an hour or more. That is, 35 to
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45 kilometres an hour over the limit equals 6 months
suspension, and 45 kilometres or more an hour over the
limit will equal 12 months suspension.
The object of these amendments is to deter driving
behaviour that has a very high risk of causing injury
and death and to remove dangerous drivers from the
road for a time in the interests of public safety. We
probably uttered exactly the same words when we
introduced that 30 kilometres an hour level some time
ago. We are just bringing it back. It is a means whereby
members of Parliament, ministers and bureaucrats can
feel good. But it is not the way we are going to resolve
some of those important issues on road safety.
The bill proposes to introduce on-the-spot suspensions
of driver licences for drink-drivers, who represent
unacceptably high risks to public safety because of past
patterns of behaviour and because of the very large
amounts of alcohol they consume before driving.
No-one is going to argue with that. Currently there are
interim licence suspension provisions in the Road
Safety Act, but they can only be activated where a
driver is charged with a drink-driving offence involving
a blood alcohol content of 0.15 per cent or above or
where repeat drink-drivers are charged with exceeding
the legal limit. The object of these provisions is to get
high-risk individuals off the road as soon as possible.
However, the requirement that the person be charged
with a drink-driving offence before an interim
suspension may be imposed can delay such action by
several weeks and sometimes longer.
Where a person is charged with the more serious
offence of culpable driving the interim suspension
provisions do not apply. New provision will enable
police to suspend licences on the spot when high-level
or repeat drink-driving is detected. In essence this is a
timing change designed to remove the person from the
road immediately. No-one is going to argue with that. It
is a fair and acceptable approach that the police would,
in a reasonable society, be expected to take. One of the
things that frighten us most is the people who drive
without licences. Although they are repeat offenders,
they are driving illegally in the first instance. For most
drivers the blood alcohol levels at which interim
suspensions may be imposed will stay the same.
However, the combination of inexperience and
impairment makes probationary and learner drivers
who drink and drive a high risk group.
The bill therefore proposes on-the-spot suspensions for
probationary and learner drivers before their blood
alcohol content exceeds .07 per cent, which is the point
over which some discussion took place earlier.
Procedural safeguards including appeal rights for
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on-the-spot suspensions will be included in the bill.
Maximum limits for on-the-spot suspensions will also
apply, ensuring that they are no longer than the relevant
minimum disqualification period.
The bill follows other states in introducing a limit to the
amount of demerit points a probationary or learner
driver can accumulate in any 12-month period. A
novice driver will risk suspension if five or more
demerit points are incurred within 12 months. They also
remain subject to the 12-points-in-three-years threshold
that currently applies to all drivers.
The aim is to discourage the novice driver from
adopting dangerous driving behaviour. We have all had
young families that have started driving, and we all
thought we could teach our children to drive and all the
rest of it — though in my case I shunted them off to a
driver training school because I did not want to teach
them the bad habits I had. The point I made at the start
is that before they begin driving and before they have
the responsibility of being in charge of a car we must
try to get most of our children to understand what is
expected of them, what society expects of a person in
charge of a car and in particular what responsibility
young people have in getting into cars where that may
be unsafe.
These proposed amendments will also lengthen the
demerit point suspension periods of probationary
licence and learner permit holders by changing the
conversion rates before the period of suspension. Once
again we are just building on the penalties; we are
bringing them back, shortening the periods. If you do
that long enough you run out of room. That is why I
suggest to the minister and the parliamentary secretary,
who I know has a fair bit of interest in this area, that it
might be a good idea to look at some other areas.
The changes to the demerit point scheme in relation to
probationary or learner drivers will be partly offset by
removing the requirement for the automatic suspension
of probationary licences and learner permits for other
offences. The bill will enable police and Vicroads to
send warning notices to drivers who have incurred
demerit points. I am always pleased when they do that;
it is very helpful. The purpose of this is to give people
at risk of licence suspension fair warning and to
encourage them towards more responsible driving
behaviour. To get back to the start, we do not seem to
have any way to teach people responsible driving
behaviour before they get behind the wheel of a car.
The bill also makes several minor amendments to the
Road Safety Act 1986 and the Marine Act 1988. The
main one of these removes any doubt that if a first
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breath test does not produce a result for any reason and
a second test is required, the result of the second test
can be used as the basis for a drink-driving prosecution.
This is already the intention of the act, but the
amendment will remove any doubt. Long live light
beer! I think one of the great things that has happened
with driving has been the introduction of low-alcohol
beer. And the second test is very handy when it comes
to that.
Some of the views I hold here are not held only by me;
there are other people who believe we need to do more
work to get away from penalties and more towards
responsibility. We need to give people the wherewithal
to learn what is expected as a responsible attitude on
our roads and then try to bring our community along.
As the Minister for Transport knows, in my
electorate of Swan Hill in northern Victoria we have a
trial section for 110 kilometre an hour zones from
Wycheproof to Mildura. There is a lot of demand in
northern Victoria for 110 kilometre limits on those
wide roads. There is a lot of strong argument against
them as well, and the statistics have not led those of us
in public life to be strong advocates for the introduction
of 110 kilometre speed limits through that area. But I
would like a little more tolerance when it comes to
speed cameras. When you are travelling the distances
we travel you can wander 5 or 6 kilometres over that
100-kilometre limit very easily.
Mr Batchelor — Use cruise control.
Mr STEGGALL — You can be clever and you can
be smart, but people who drive the distances we drive
and who drive the Mildura–Melbourne or Swan
Hill–Melbourne routes regularly basically keep within a
reasonable margin, but when you bring in close to zero
tolerance — —
Mr Batchelor interjected.
Mr STEGGALL — I know there is no argument; I
cannot argue logically against it, and you will win every
time. But what happens with people in my electorate is
that they start losing confidence in the rules and the
law. It is important if we are going to be the people who
make the legislation of this state that we make sure that
our people come along with that legislation. We have to
make sure it works. Bad legislation is ignored by the
population.
Mr Batchelor interjected.
Mr STEGGALL — Leadership is very much part
of that. The legal industry here will thrive on all those
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points and make a mockery of anyone who gets caught
wandering outside the limits.
I just point out that if we are going to approach road
safety by continuing to tighten the penalties we will
start to run out of room to move. I would dearly like to
see future governments really considering what we
might do with regard to driver training and education. I
am not talking about teaching a person how to drive a
motor car; they get experience in driving a motor car.
What the education is about is the responsibility a
person has when they are in charge of a vehicle, their
responsibility to other people in that vehicle and to
other people on the roads and the impact things like
alcohol and drugs have on their body — what drugs do
to them and to their reactions and the extra dangers they
pose. That could also apply to speed, the conditions of
the road and all those types of things.
I know people here get a bit sick and tired of hearing
country politicians talking about roads, but in our
electorates the safety of roads and the money that needs
to be spent on roads is one of the key areas of road
safety. It is what we want. It is not sexy for political
people or treasurers to put a lot of money into roads,
which is a pity because that is our no. 1 need. You can
have all the other things you like in the country, but if
you do not have a decent road to get to it, it is not much
good to you. The condition of roads is a key part of
road safety. These penalties do not operate to help with
the condition of roads. There is no legislation
stipulating that the government must provide roads to
certain standards. We understand that. We also
understand that we argue from a very weak point from
time to time when we try to get more money put into
the road networks.
I have to say that the federal government’s introduction
of its local roads program was the first time in my
20 years in Parliament that we had a big benefit for
country roads and the improvement of country roads.
That will be reflected in a lot of those areas. I know
from the minister’s discussion that road deaths are up in
the country and about level or down in the city. I just
say to the house that maybe it is time that we really
considered some of that other stuff and put a little bit of
the effort that we put into other things into educating
our people, not about literally how to drive but about
the responsibility our citizens need to have and
understand when they get behind the wheel of a car.
Ms Asher — On a point of order, Madam Deputy
Speaker, I waited until the honourable member for
Swan Hill had finalised his speech to raise this matter
with you. You may perhaps wish to refer it to the
Speaker.
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During this debate we have seen a visitor ejected from
the gallery after some fairly abusive language, which I
understand in the end was directed at my political
opponents. I just want to run through the sequence of
events and ask you to perhaps get some guidance from
the Speaker as to consistency for when visitors who
may or may not know the rules need to be ejected from
the gallery.
As we all know, if people come to Parliament — and I
want people to come to Parliament to observe the
proceedings — they cannot interject on proceedings
and as a matter of course they are ejected from the
gallery if they do so. What just happened, for the
information of the two ministers, one of whom was the
recipient of the abuse in absentia, was that the
honourable member for Mordialloc was speaking and
an aggrieved man — from what I heard, a man who had
every reason to be upset about life’s lot — started
interjecting. I certainly thought he was making some
directly abusive comments to the honourable member
for Mordialloc. You indicated to him, Madam Deputy
Speaker, that that was unsatisfactory.
I am wondering whether there could be a protocol that
simply explains to people like that that they cannot sit
in the gallery and continue to abuse. I am unaware of
what the attendant said to the man, if indeed the
attendant said anything, because I could not see from
here. But it seemed to me that action should have been
taken at that point.
The gentleman continued to abuse during the
honourable member for Swan Hill’s speech, when it
became apparent that he wanted to direct some of his
abuse to the Minister for Police and Emergency
Services and also the Minister for Transport, whom he
mentioned by surname. He also used some fairly bad
language — obviously swearing and abusive
language — and was ejected from the gallery.
I am genuinely concerned about the safety of members
in this chamber. I am also genuinely concerned about
the lack of consistency in dealing with people who
break the rules. I have seen young children, for
example, hanging over the upper balcony. They are
ticked off, if you like, for doing so, but they are only
showing interest in looking at the proceedings of
Parliament.
However, today — and on other occasions, I must
say — I have seen people who are upset — I am not
saying they are not genuinely upset — being allowed to
abuse members of Parliament from the gallery, which is
after all against the rules. I am not complaining about
the way you have handled the circumstances. They
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were difficult, given what the gentleman indicated he
had experienced in his life. I do not think it is
appropriate — even though I am not the closest friend
of the Minister for Transport or the Minister for Police
and Emergency Services — for people to abuse
ministers of the Crown for the way in which they carry
out their duties.
I would ask you to confer with the Speaker and perhaps
work out a protocol for informing people of the rules of
this place and for taking early action where it is quite
clear that someone is particularly upset. I am genuinely
concerned for the safety of members. I think we are
lucky sometimes that it is only abuse. I have actually
seen objects thrown onto the floor in the other place. I
would ask that you — in conjunction with the Speaker,
should you wish — examine the broader issue of
handling transgressions by members of the public, no
matter how legitimate their concerns are.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! I thank the
honourable member for raising that matter. There is in
fact a policy in place, which was adhered to today. The
person who made the comment did not refer to the
Minister for Police and Emergency Services. I believe it
was the honourable member for Brighton who said he
was speaking to the Minister for Police and Emergency
Services. There is a procedure in place, which the
clerks followed.
Mr CARLI (Coburg) — In these debates, I am
always pleased to follow the honourable member for
Swan Hill. I recognise his commitment to teaching
responsible driving behaviour. It is certainly a theme
that he has often expressed in this house.
The deterrents either to excessive speeding or to learner
or probationary drivers not having a blood alcohol
content over .00 are not about responsible driving. They
are about the fact that we have people who deliberately
disobey the law: they know the rules and how to drive,
but they deliberately disobey. That is why we have
these deterrents.
I want to use my brief opportunity to speak to clarify
some of the issues that were raised by the honourable
member for Mordialloc. He suggested that after this bill
becomes legislation a learner or probationary driver
who has a blood alcohol level lower than .07 will not
face the suspension of their licence.
Mr Plowman — I am sorry to be interrupting on a
point of order, but I do not believe the honourable
member for Coburg should have unrestricted time. He
has been speaking for 3 or 4 minutes without the clock
being switched on.
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Mr CARLI — We need to clarify what happens to
learner or probationary drivers who have blood alcohol
readings above .00 per cent. The effect of the changes
to be made by the legislation will be that a learner or
probationary driver who has a blood alcohol content
of .07 per cent or above will lose their licence on the
spot. A learner or probationary driver who has a blood
alcohol content above .00 per cent will receive
10 demerit points. Given this legislation, a P-plater who
has five demerit points within a year faces a suspension
of four months. A P-plater who is over .05 per cent
faces a suspension of six months, and for every. 01 per
cent above that there is a further period of suspension.
So we have a system which suspends P-platers and
learners with blood alcohol levels. The honourable
member for Mordialloc did suggest that that was not the
case in Victoria. That is absolutely wrong, and it needs
to be put on the record.
The reason that .07 has become the figure for the
on-the-spot suspension is not about punishment. It is
about road safety. It is about taking away people who
are clearly disobeying the law and who are clearly a
hazard and getting them off the road as quickly as
possible. What we are dealing with here is public
safety. As I said, they are still susceptible and will lose
their licences for a period of time.
The honourable member for Mordialloc referred to a
case that is sub judice, so obviously I will not enter into
discussion about that. While I clearly feel for any
family who has lost a loved one as a result of culpable
or drink-driving, it is also true that we have a court
system to punish people who are culpable, who have
disobeyed the law and who have made people suffer
through either injury or death on the roads.
It needs to be really emphasised that the on-the-spot
suspension for a .07 blood alcohol level is not only a
deterrent but also very much an issue of public safety.
We have to accept that in our legal system the question
of the necessary punishment for people who cause
injury and death as a result of culpable driving is in the
realm of the courts, not in the realm of on-the-spot
suspension.
I conclude by re-emphasising the fact that any P-plater
who is over .00 per cent faces receiving demerit points
and hence faces suspension in this state. It is an element
of our law. The honourable member for Mordialloc is
wrong to suggest otherwise.
Mr VOGELS (Warrnambool) — The Road Safety
(Responsible Driving) Bill should be seen for what it
clearly is — that is, another revenue-raising exercise by
the Bracks government. Since this government came to
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power it has managed to increase camera fines more
than threefold while it has presided over the largest
percentage increase in road deaths in the last 10 years.
Once again I will quote the figures: 1993 — 436 deaths,
$95 million raised; 1994 — 378 deaths, $96 million;
1995 — 418 deaths, $93 million; 1996 — 418 deaths,
$91 million; 1997 — 337 deaths, $93 million; 1998 —
390 deaths, $99 million; 1999 — the last year of the
Kennett government — 384 deaths, $99 million;
2000 — 407 deaths, $177 million; and 2001 —
444 deaths, $206 million. We do not know what the
figure is going to be this year, but the projection in this
year’s budget is $336 million worth of revenue. Those
figures speak for themselves.
The really sad part about all this in country Victoria is
that where our police were once part of the local
community and were looked up to and really
appreciated, there is now a real issue out there in the
towns, given the cynicism. They have lost their rapport
with the young people. In fact many of our officers are
treated with contempt, which is very sad.
Why is this happening? I often drive along country
roads, because that is where I live. Often you will come
down the embankment of a local road and find the
police car is hiding behind the bushes with a speed
camera sticking out the side. Even if you have your
vehicle on cruise control and you are sitting on
100 kilometres an hour, you will find that sometimes it
creeps up to 105 when you are travelling down a steep
incline. I know you are not supposed to be doing that
under the 3 kilometres an hour threshold, but people get
caught. When you are coming into a town, the speed
limit goes from 100 to 80 and then 60. If you are doing
64 as you come into the 60 zone — bang, you are gone,
even though you are slowing down.
I find it very sad, especially in rural Victoria, where
local police officers and the community have had a
great rapport but now they are seen as cash registers for
the government or tax revenue collectors. I do not
blame police officers for this. No doubt the government
has spoken to police command and said to it, ‘You
wanted 800 extra police, so now get out and raise the
revenue to pay for it’. I think this is what has happened.
No revenue is raised by police chasing burglars or
people who assault other people; that costs money. The
easiest way to raise revenue is to do exactly what is
being done — collecting speed camera fines.
In looking at the figures for the last 10 years it is tragic
that probably 4000 people have died on our roads. If the
government’s policy was working, the number of fines
would be increasing but the number of deaths would be
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decreasing. We have not seen that trend so far. I often
travel along the Geelong Road. It has been in the
process of being built ever since I have been a member
of Parliament, since late 1999. There is no way the road
will be finished this year, almost three years later.
Mr Trezise interjected.
Mr VOGELS — I remember that prior to the last
state election the former Kennett government signed off
with the federal government, at a cost of $270 million. I
have no idea how much it will finish up costing, but I
would estimate $350 million.
Mr Trezise — You are wrong.
Mr VOGELS — We will wait and see. The
government is being shrewd. It does not believe in road
tolls, so it says, but it puts up speed cameras. The end
result is the same. It will cost approximately
$270 million to build the Geelong Road. Speeding fines
are about $90 million, but are projected to be about
$270 million, exactly the same cost as the Geelong
Road. I know that is drawing a long bow, but I am sure
that if the Scoresby freeway ever gets built it will have
enough speed cameras on it over the 10 years it will
take to finish construction to pay for the cost of its
construction with fines. It is another way of introducing
tolls.
The average motorist will not be fooled by this
high-taxing, high-spending government. As motorists
cop the fines for being just over the limit they should
remember to vote Liberal and they will get back the
10 per cent tolerance, which is clearly defined in the
Australian design rule 18.5.1.12, which states:
Speedometers must indicate the actual vehicle speed, for all
speeds above 40 kilometres an hour, to an accuracy of plus or
minus 10 per cent.

Who could argue with that?
Mr TREZISE (Geelong) — As the member
representing the Legislative Assembly seat of Geelong I
am pleased and proud to speak in support of the Road
Safety (Responsible Driving) Bill. I am pleased to
support the bill because it adds to previous initiatives of
the Bracks government in reducing the carnage on our
roads. I am also pleased to support the bill as a member
of the Road Safety Committee. Through my work on
that committee I am well aware that speed kills — a
message that the opposition clearly cannot comprehend,
especially as it relates to the Geelong Road where
approximately 56 people have been killed in the last
decade.
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The shadow Minister for Transport and the opposition
advocate for a speed limit of 110 kilometres per hour
plus the 10 per cent leeway, which means
120 kilometres per hour and no speed cameras. That is
a disgraceful attitude when one considers the carnage
on the Geelong Road. The opposition does not
comprehend the message that speed kills, especially as
it applies on the Geelong Road. I put on the record that
I am more than happy and committed to saving lives
before saving time on that road. The bill is responsible
and addresses safety issues on our roads and as such it
has my full support. I wish it a speedy passage through
this house.
Mr PHILLIPS (Eltham) — I will speak briefly on
the Road Safety (Responsible Driving) Bill and
comment from my perspective about the inquiries I
have received about speed cameras and the perception
in the community that they are used for revenue raising.
We can all admit that we do not support the principle or
concept that people should be permitted to speed or
exceed the speed limit. At the end of the day, with any
legislation or application of the law, commonsense
must prevail. Police officers are often placed in a
damned if they do, damned if they don’t position. They
have to administer the law and they have an obligation
to be responsible, but at the end of the day they also
have to apply commonsense. Sometimes commonsense
is not applied but in the majority of cases the men and
women in the police force are responsible and
considerate.
The difficulty that we all have is that from time to time
members of Parliament or people close to them, family
members or friends, have been caught for allegedly
doing 1, 2 or 3 kilometres over the speed limit. We
often hear about a person allegedly doing 62 kilometres
an hour in a 60 kilometre per hour zone or
53 kilometres an hour in a 50 kilometre per hour zone.
They feel the regulations or legislation are unfair in
their case. It requires a balanced attitude to stop people
speeding which increases the opportunity to cause
serious accident or death, whether it is by education or
by using the stick approach, which is introducing
penalties such as demerit points, loss of licence or fines,
or by using both approaches.
The legislation increases demerit points and penalties
for those drivers who are caught exceeding the speed
limit. Am I happy? Absolutely not because I am
probably one of those mugs who will get caught at
some stage. Some people travel a lot more kilometres
than the average driver, who might do between 15 000
and 20 000 kilometres a year. Salespersons, people who
live outside Melbourne and who travel to Melbourne or
the northern, western or eastern suburbs to work and
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members of Parliament, especially country members,
travel many kilometres. The honourable member for
Murray Valley probably travels 10 times the distance of
the average driver, perhaps 100 000 kilometres or more
a year — and I note the honourable member is nodding
his head in agreement.
These people are placed in a more difficult position and
have to be more responsible than the average person
who jumps in his car to go and purchase the milk and
bread. There is a balance, which is whether we are
being fair or perceived to be fair by increasing penalties
and fines. I think there is a perception in the community
that this is revenue raising and that speed cameras are
being placed in positions that are not obvious. Police
members sometimes do themselves a disservice by not
appearing in the open, but hiding on bends or where a
car might go a bit faster.
Today we have heard that even though motorists may
use cruise control, if their speedometer is not accurate
they may be travelling at 103 or 105 kilometres an
hour. Sometimes car tyres might not be appropriate for
the car — which can happen to members of
Parliament — or the speedometer has been inaccurate
since the car was purchased.
So it is a balance. We heard members talk briefly about
a tragic accident in the area that I represent, when two
young people were killed. I have had contact on
numerous occasions with the parents, and I understand
that they have contacted the shadow minister, probably
the minister and other people who are concerned about
the aspect of this legislation which is to do with alcohol.
Should learner and P-plate drivers be permitted to drink
and drive? The answer is no. Do they? Obviously they
do, because some are caught. In this case two young
people tragically lost their lives and the driver of the
vehicle had alcohol in his blood. We know ‘zero blood
alcohol’ means just that. I am not convinced that this
legislation, although it endeavours to address the
problem, is going far enough.
I believe a zero blood alcohol limit for P-plate and
learner drivers should be exactly that — zero blood
alcohol. We should be sending a very clear message to
our young drivers about drinking and driving and about
the use of drugs or any instrument that is going to
interfere with what is already a very difficult situation.
Those of us who are parents would have all gone
through what I call the nervous Nellie years when their
children first get a licence and are out in motor cars for
the first couple of years. You lay awake in bed hour
after hour, waiting for your child to come home. When
you know the car has pulled into the driveway, the child
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is in the car and everything is okay, whether it is 1
o’clock or 3 o’clock in the morning, you then go to
sleep.

the Road Safety Committee is to look at the problem of
roadside objects that seem to jump out in front of cars!
It will be an interesting exercise.

We do not need our young people to have any
additional pressures over drink-driving, so we should
be sending a positive message. This legislation
mentions .07 and an automatic loss of licence. I believe
zero tolerance means zero tolerance, that mums and
dads should be able to say to their sons or daughters,
‘You understand that if you are going out to have a
good time someone within your group has to be
prepared to be the driver, and that person should not
drink. You have to understand that one glass means one
glass. Any alcohol means that potentially you will be at
risk not only of losing your licence — which you
should treat with a lot of pride and respect — but also
of maiming or even killing someone who is a close
friend’.

The government has had no alternative but to say that
people continue to be downright stupid in the way they
drink and drive and in the way they speed. They are the
two major issues that are causing our road toll to remain
high. As a member of that committee I have been very
proud, as I am sure the honourable member for
Bellarine and others on that committee have been, to be
in other parts of the world such as Europe and hear
people say, ‘Why are you Victorians over here talking
to us, because you lead the world in road safety
situations? You have led the world in seatbelt
legislation, you have lead the world in blood alcohol
content legislation’.

In conclusion, we do not oppose the bill. But does it go
far enough? No. Is it an improvement? One would
question that, and I have talked about commonsense.
We are talking about increasing demerit points and
fines, and I am not convinced it is not about revenue
raising. I am sure the average person out there is not
convinced it is not only about revenue raising — but
what else should there be? There should be a
combination of driver education and the stick approach,
which is about demerit points and/or fines for people
who continually break the law. We do not oppose the
bill, and in government I would hope our party would
be a lot tidier with the legislation.
Mr KILGOUR (Shepparton) — I stand in this in
place both as a proud member of the Victorian
Parliament’s Road Safety Committee and to say that I
very much support what the government is doing with
this piece of legislation. I say to my learned colleague
the honourable member for Eltham that I did not think I
would hear somebody who I thought would be more
thoughtful about the road toll mention the words ‘just
revenue raising’ in talking about these measures.
As a member of the Road Safety Committee, along
with the honourable members for Bellarine, for
Benambra and for Ivanhoe, I am constantly frustrated
after speaking with senior police. We receive the
Transport Accident Commission numbers each week
on the deaths on our road, and it is a very frustrating
thing to be a member of the Road Safety Committee
and still see, weekend after weekend, the results in the
newspapers of those who run off country roads into
trees, those who continue to treat life with gay abandon
and greatly increase their speed and then run off the
road and into roadside objects. One of the next tasks of

For heaven’s sake, in Europe they still cannot decide
whether you should have any alcohol in your blood or
.05 or .08, or whatever, because they cannot come to an
agreement across the continent. They are struggling
with that problem too, but we have got it pretty right.
Yet with all the work we have done and with all the
millions of dollars that have been paid in fines, we still
see people exceeding the speed limit to a greater extent
than they should.
I am the first to admit that I have a couple of demerit
points I am not proud of. I think it is more than a
couple — it is probably five — and I am waiting for a
letter.
An honourable member interjected.
Mr KILGOUR — I would be very pleased if the
Attorney-General would check, because I am waiting
on a letter just to find out what has gone wrong. I am
not proud of it. I lost a couple going down a hill when I
did not realise what speed I was doing. However, it was
not as if I was trying to go too fast. I suppose being a
teetotaller it is easy for me to stand in this place and say
that nobody should ever drink and drive. I understand
that these things happen after certain events have
occurred, but we have to come to grips with this
subject.
We have to support our police and the TAC, who are
trying to do as much as they can to get the road toll
down. While we have over many years brought the
road toll down to a level that, while it is not acceptable,
is certainly a lot better than it was, I am hopeful that
these measures will prove a deterrent so people think
when they get into a car that having a drivers licence is
not a right but a privilege and that in using their licence
they should drive to the rules of the road.
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The Road Safety Committee was involved in a couple
of driver training exercises, and I know the Minister for
Transport has been there and done the same thing. One
drives towards a group of obstacles on the road and is
told when to hit the brakes and stop within a certain
time. One does it at 65 or 60 kilometres per hour —
whatever the case may be — and then at 55 or 50
kilometres per hour. One then realises why we had to
reduce the speed limit in residential areas to
50 kilometres per hour. That has been very
successful — not that a great majority of motorists are
sticking to it — and people will learn to come to grips
with it.
So it annoys me when people like the honourable
member for Eltham talk about this as only being about
revenue raising. There is not much more governments
can do than to say to these people that if they do not
control themselves when they are on the roads and if
they will not remember that road users and others will
be affected by the way they drive, then they have to
come up with tougher penalties. While these measures
are raising a lot of revenue, I wonder when the people
of Victoria are going to wake up to the fact that the
government has to do this to ensure that speeds are kept
down.
I know what the Western Ring Road is like. I found
myself one day doing 125 kilometres an hour on the
ring-road and suddenly cut back to the speed limit.
Maybe I am getting older and wiser, and maybe my
involvement with the Road Safety Committee has given
me a better understanding of speed limits and of what
we should do. But I want to congratulate the
government on bringing in this legislation and say that
those of us on road safety committees and those of us
who talk to the police and to people who have lost
loved ones on the roads should see this legislation for
what it is. We should hope that it will be a deterrent,
that people will not drink and drive or speed as much
on our roads and that the legislation will make for a
safer Victoria so the rest of the world can continue to
look at this state and say we are doing the right thing
with road safety.
Mr HAERMEYER (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services) — I will commence by
commending the honourable member for Shepparton
on his contribution, not just to this debate but also on
his contribution to the Road Safety Committee. He has
just shown the sort of bipartisanship that has driven the
road safety debate in this state for many years. He has
also shown a great deal of care and consideration and
compassion in the contribution he has made.
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It is unfortunate that people come into this house and
try to score political points by referring to revenue
raising in relation to important road safety initiatives.
Let’s make it very clear: a reduction of 5 kilometres on
the road adds up to 95 lives. Some people suggest that
if the sign says 60 kilometres an hour, you should be
able to drive at 70, or if the sign says 100 kilometres an
hour, you should be able to drive at 110; anyone who is
giving people moral comfort by doing that is putting
lives at risk. Let there be no mistake about that. The
Monash University Accident Research Centre has said
to us, ‘Wipe off 5, wipe 95 off the road toll’. That is
95 people who might otherwise die. That is what the
government is seeking to do.
We have had a few contributions to this debate on the
Road Safety (Responsible Driving) Bill. The
honourable member for Swan Hill lamented the fact
that there is too much emphasis on enforcement. That is
not quite the case. The Minister for Transport devotes
considerable resources to improving the safety of our
roads. Considerable resources go out of the Transport
Accident Commission to improve driver education,
driver awareness and driver attitudes, and considerable
resources go into making cars safer. At the end of the
day, however, the reason people are dying on our roads
is that people are breaking the road rules.
Why are they breaking the road rules? Not because they
do not know the road rules but because they choose to
ignore them. That accounts for the vast majority of
people who die on our roads — and I do not count in
that the people who are maimed. That enforcement
effort is necessary for those people who refuse to learn
and to obey the road rules.
I have recently been in overseas countries where when
the sign says 100, people drive at 100, where people
stick to the rules. You might say, ‘We think the limit is
too low on this road’, but you cannot really start
revising those speed limits on particular roads until you
can actually be confident that people are going to drive
at the speed that the sign says. That is the point we are
trying to get to. We want to get people to adjust the way
they drive, to get their mind set on driving at 60 when
the sign says 60 and at 100 when the sign says 100, not
‘and then some’.
The honourable member for Mordialloc said he was
getting inundated with phone calls from people who are
getting pinged for driving 3 kilometres over the limit. I
ask him to bring into this house one infringement notice
showing that someone has been pinged for doing 62 or
63 kilometres an hour. I do not think he can.
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He then went on to do one of the saddest things I have
seen in my 10 years in this house: he referred to a court
case that was sub judice. He danced around that very
skilfully — as someone with his length of tenure in the
house would — but he then played on the issue of the
zero blood alcohol limit for the P-plate drivers and
implied that someone under .07 who is a P-plate driver
would get off scot-free. That is not the case. The
legislation simply says that in future if you are over
.07 you will lose your licence automatically, and if you
are under .07 you will go to a court where, if you are
proven to have a blood alcohol level over the limit, you
will lose your licence. However, he sought to play on
the grief of a relative of someone who had died in a
road accident, someone who was quite understandably
extremely distraught. I have never seen anything like
that in this house in the 10 years I have been in it.
He was then asked if, were he the transport minister, he
would propose legislation in this house that said ‘.00’,
that if you are found with any alcohol in the blood
whatsoever as a P-plate driver you would lose your
licence. He was asked five times whether he would do
that. He had the opportunity to reply but chose not to.
The problem is that he is making promises to grieving
relatives who understandably want to take the toughest
possible measures, whose attitudes are fully
understandable. He wants to play on their attitudes but
at the end of the day he is offering them nothing. It is
the most cynical and disgraceful piece of politics I have
ever experienced in this house.
Mr SPRY (Bellarine) — I have pleasure in rising to
speak briefly on this subject, particularly as I am also a
member of the all-party Road Safety Committee. The
Liberal Party, it must be said, has a proud tradition and
record in the road safety area, particularly with its
involvement in the introduction of seatbelt and
drink-driving legislation — and I think you yourself,
Mr Acting Speaker, in your former role as chair of the
Road Safety Committee, had some input into these
efforts. One of my distinguished constituents, Dr John
Birrell, was formerly the police surgeon, and I
commend him for his efforts along this line as well. We
tend to forget, as the decades roll on, that he had a
tremendous involvement in those two aspects of road
safety. I put it on the record that we appreciate what he
did.
The purpose of this bill is to amend the Road Safety
Act 1986 to tackle, amongst other things, excessive
speeding and the treatment of alcohol-related offences
for learner and probationary drivers in particular. I do
not think anyone in this house could argue with the
direction in which this legislation seeks to take drivers.
For that reason we on this side of the house will not be
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opposing this legislation. However, we do have some
misgivings.
I appreciate the passion and fervour for road safety of
the honourable member for Shepparton because he,
along with the Honourable Elaine Carbines in another
place, the honourable member for Ivanhoe, the
honourable member for Benambra, the honourable
member for Geelong and me, led of course by the
Honourable Andrew Brideson — I do not think I have
forgotten anyone — comprise the road safety
committee, and we have spent a lot of time and effort
investigating these issues. We are without exception
passionate about trying to drive the road toll down.
Regarding what the honourable member for Shepparton
said earlier, I believe he took the remarks of the
honourable member for Eltham slightly out of context.
If he re-reads Hansard tomorrow, I hope he realises
that is the case.
Whether we like it or not, enforcement procedures —
fines and so on directed at road offenders — are a
matter of balance, and if the public refuses to
acknowledge the level of fines imposed in particular
cases, then the legislation loses its effect completely.
That is the point the various speakers from this side of
the house have been trying to make as this debate
progressed through the afternoon.
I do not want to labour the point any further than I have
to, but I want to point out again that our misgivings
about public acceptance were reflected in our own
consultation process when this bill was introduced. I
refer in particular to some of the comments made by
leading stakeholders such the Royal Automobile Club
of Victoria — through the voices of Ken Ogden and
David Cumming — and a couple of remarks in
editorials in the Herald Sun. I will refer to just one
editorial, on 9 September, which branded this
legislation as an exercise smacking of revenue raising
which lacked total public support.
As I said earlier, I am privileged to be a member of the
Road Safety Committee. It tends to focus the mind and
raise the awareness of this issue right across the board.
Last year members of the committee had the
opportunity to visit foreign countries on one particular
subject. It is worth noting that in the European Union
the annual road toll is up around the 40 000 mark.
In America the same sorts of figures apply. It was
estimated that nearly 1 million people a year lose their
lives globally. That figure is horrific in anyone’s
language. We are quite right here in Victoria to be
focusing on these issues.
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We had the opportunity to take a couple of driving
instructor courses throughout the year.
Mr Leigh — How did you go?
Mr SPRY — It was very interesting. You begin to
realise what your shortcomings are. I will mention two
things in particular. So far as I am concerned, there is a
need to slow down and to observe road speed signs. I
do not think it has been mentioned this afternoon in
debate, but it is necessary to leave a gap between your
car and the vehicle you are following. That gap should
ideally be about 3 seconds. The honourable member for
Mordialloc asked how I went. I was a bit remiss about
leaving a gap between my car and the one I was
following. If there are a couple of lessons to be taken
away from this debate today, I hope that is one of them.
Let me reflect for a moment on the Geelong road. The
honourable member for Geelong sang the praises of
that road — a $270 million project that will
undoubtedly run way over budget and is already well
over time. But the interesting factor about the Geelong
road is that the speed limits lack credibility. They lack
public acceptance. I do not know the number of
constituents who have come to me and said that the
speed limits that are imposed on that road are just not
acceptable: 40 kilometres an hour in some places, 60 or
80 kilometres in others, where there is not a workman
in sight to justify those sorts of speed limits.
Sad to say, this is not a government project any more. It
is not even a Vicroads project any more; it is a
Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy Union
project, quite obviously, and those speed restrictions are
driven not by the government, not by Vicroads, but by
the CFMEU, and they are not accepted. The number of
cars that go whizzing past me on that road when I am
observing the speed limit has to be seen to be believed.
The point I would make to the honourable member for
Shepparton as he leaves the chamber is that speed limits
have to have public acceptance to be believed and be
stuck to. It is just that one point that I would ask him to
consider.
I make one remark in conclusion. It concerns a
telephone call from one of my constituents, Thomas
MacDonald from Leopold. He talked about the
Geelong road and the acceptance of the speed limits
imposed on it. He has got to the stage now where he
says, ‘I hate driving’. That is a sad indictment of the
sorts of limits that are imposed on some areas; they are
unacceptable.
I put it to you, Mr Acting Speaker, and to members in
the chamber that if the public does not accept the
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commonsense of speed limits, it is an invitation to
speed. I will close on that note.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr LANGDON
(Ivanhoe).
Debate adjourned until later this day.

CONSTITUTION (PARLIAMENTARY
REFORM) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 12 September; motion of
Mr BRACKS (Premier).
Government amendments circulated by
Mr BATCHELOR (Minister for Transport) pursuant to
sessional orders.

Mr DOYLE (Leader of the Opposition) — I think it
is regrettable in this week when we are either going to
be sitting until very late at night or the guillotine is
going to come down at 4 o’clock on Thursday that we
are debating one of the most important pieces of
legislation to come before this house in this session or
any other session. We are dealing here with proposed
changes to the very institution in which we now stand.
We are dealing with changes not just to the Parliament
itself but to our constitution.
Just under a month ago the Premier introduced his
so-called Constitution (Parliamentary Reform) Bill into
this Parliament. Reform in this case is a euphemism of
the highest order, because this bill seeks to
fundamentally alter the structure and operation of the
Victorian Parliament, and on this side of the house we
believe it is also a bill which will remove safeguards
from government.
The truth behind this bill is that it is motivated not by
any desire to reform in the true sense of the word this
Parliament, but rather by spite and cynicism. The Labor
Party wants to change the fundamental parliamentary
structure. It wants to change the rules under which our
democracy operates because it believes it cannot win
control of the upper house in a fair and square electoral
fight. I hope to demonstrate that during the course of
this contribution by looking at the flaws and holes in
Labor’s arguments for the changes proposed by the bill.
The Premier has said we need a democratic house of
review, a genuine house of review, but the truth is that
of the 286 bills that have been put before the
Legislative Council only six have been opposed. If he is
complaining that opposing six bills is inappropriate,
then what he is after is not a house of review but a lap
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dog or a rubber stamp. I will come later to the argument
that the upper house is obstructionist. One can see quite
quickly by looking at that very simple statistic about the
number of bills that have been opposed and the number
of bills that have been presented that it could hardly be
called obstructionist. One would wonder about the
necessity of removing such a house of review as it
exists now if the government feels that that is an
inappropriate number of bills to be opposed.
In the rhetoric we have heard so far I have yet to learn,
despite the government telling us that it will improve
country representation to make the changes he suggests,
how stripping country Victoria of direct parliamentary
representation is more democratic or how placing the
fate of the entire state in the hands of small,
single-issues or minority parties is more democratic —
because make no mistake, Mr Acting Speaker, that is
what this bill if passed would do.
If I could quote the Premier for a moment, he claims his
proposal would ‘enhance the effectiveness,
accountability and representativeness of the Parliament
as a whole’. Yet he cannot outline any flaw with the
current system other than the inability of the Labor
Party to win a majority of seats under a system put in
place when the Labor Party itself was last in office. The
Premier has decided he cannot win by playing by the
rules, so the response is through this bill to change the
rules. The Premier spoke also of the measures in this
bill allegedly being supported by the Victorian
community, yet he provides no evidence of that other
than a report of a commission set up by the government
to reach a predetermined outcome.
The fix was in from the start, and the report of the
commission in no way reflects the views of the
Victorian community or a way forward for this
Parliament and this democracy.
Mr Hulls interjected.
Mr DOYLE — Let me tell the Attorney-General
that we firmly believe what I just said, and if that
reflects on those people then so be it. I think we
understand perfectly well that although they may once
have carried the tag ‘Liberal’, their more recent history
has indicated that they have found a whole new bunch
of friends.
Mr Hulls interjected.
Mr DOYLE — I certainly hope so. If the
Attorney-General wishes to take that up, let me tell him
that I will win more friends on my side than he will
gain on his. I am happy to contribute.
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I refer to the other word the Premier uses without a
touch of irony. The Premier talks of implementing the
concept of a mandate, as if at the last election the Labor
Party won a clear and outstanding majority of seats and
then had them sit on that side of the house. That is not
so. It is amazing to me that the Premier can utter the
word ‘mandate’ and keep the smile off his face. He has
no mandate, and he knows it, for heroin injecting
rooms; he has no mandate for legalising street
prostitution; he has no mandate for gutting our
constitutional safeguards and country representation.
Throwing around words like ‘mandate’ does not hide
the true nature of this bill. It is one more way in which
the Labor Party — and we understand the way it does
it — bends the language for itself so the word ‘reform’
is used when it simply means ‘change’, ‘wreck’ or
‘remake in our own image’. The word ‘mandate’ is
used when the government simply means it wants to do
what it wants to do. That is not a mandate.
This bill is nothing more than a cynical grab for power
by the Labor Party. It wants a government that can
avoid scrutiny, and it wants carte blanche to implement
a radical social engineering agenda — and it wants both
those without any support from the Victorian
community. As I said, it used the word ‘reform’ in the
most euphemistic sense possible to hide its true
agenda — that is, the removal of checks and balances
on the power of this Premier and the Labor Party.
The only place Labor wants decision making is in the
Labor party room or through the secret negotiations it
may have with minority parties; but any outside
scrutiny, any transparent scrutiny or any public or
parliamentary scrutiny must be avoided, and that is at
the heart of this bill’s philosophy.
Without a mandate the Labor Party is seeking to alter
the very fabric of our constitutional arrangements. The
evidence in this bill is that the Labor Party holds this
institution in contempt, because it believes Parliament
can be remade in an image that suits itself.
Mr Hulls — The upper house is a joke!
Mr DOYLE — ‘The upper house is a joke’, says
the Attorney-General. It has actually provided, if the
Attorney-General recalls, Labor leaders such as Jim
Kennan, Joan Kirner and John Brumby. If the upper
house is a joke it seems remarkable to me that these
candidates continue to be put up by the Labor Party. To
say that it is a joke is interesting, given that one
member of its front bench is actually bound for the
upper house. Is the government saying its own finance
minister is a joke or the parliamentary secretary for
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health, if he is still that, is a joke? That is their
destination apparently if they win their seats after the
next election.
Mr Hulls — We are going to fix it.
Mr DOYLE — Again, a wonderful Labor
euphemism: ‘We are going to fix it’. But the interesting
part is they have not yet shown how it is broken. I do
not believe it is, and I will come back to the thread of
that argument.
The only place Labor wants decision making is in the
Labor party room. That is where this comes from. It
does not have a mandate to alter the fabric of our
constitutional arrangements, and it does not have carte
blanche to alter this institution. At a time when
institutions in our society are declining in prestige and
in authority, it would seek to have this institution be one
of those that is minimised. That is what this bill would
do. The government has decided that if you cannot win
the seats then what you do is change the system.
To the Liberal Party, and I certainly hope our
colleagues from the National Party, this institution is
more important than any individual who sits in here,
and it is certainly more important than any political
party that is represented here. This is not a change that
has its basis in the institution. Make no mistake about it:
this is a change which has its basis in Labor Party
philosophy. Such is the contempt which they show.
Mr Mildenhall interjected.
Mr DOYLE — I will not take up that interjection; it
is a little too easy. The institution is more important
than an individual or any party.
But this approach by the Labor Party illustrates the
contempt it has for open and transparent processes and
for democratic institutions like this Parliament. When
we think about what it tells us about transparency and
accountability, two of the key planks that the
government says underpin this legislation, we should
look at its record. If it is to be believed about wanting
changes to the institution of Parliament, what has it
done with other such institutions like freedom of
information (FOI)? Under the Labor Party freedom of
information requests have been intentionally delayed in
record numbers. That has been found by the
Ombudsman, and it is an indicator of the way the Labor
Party thinks about mechanisms like FOI. But it is not
just about that.
It is ironic that we are debating this bill this week. If
there could ever be an example of the contempt with
which Labor treats this Parliament it was the farce we
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had in here yesterday, when in opposing the
government’s business program we were told that it
was appropriate that we deal with seven pieces of major
legislation, including this one, in effectively a day and a
half. Take out the matter of public importance debate
this morning, which was a piece of government
propaganda and no more, and you have half of one
sitting day and up until 4.00 p.m. tomorrow to deal with
seven further pieces of legislation of enormous weight
and moment. The government says that is an
appropriate way to deal with legislation in this place.
If any one example could demonstrate the contempt the
Labor Party has for this institution, I cannot think of
one more apt than the way it rammed through the
government business program with, I may say, the
collusion of the Independents. These are people who
have told us for the last three or more years that they
believe in family-friendly hours and Parliament
operating efficiently and behaving appropriately, yet
the three Independents chose yesterday to vote with the
government to allow this ridiculous and contemptuous
business program. They stand condemned for that,
because if the three Independents had followed the
principles they have espoused since they have been in
this place they would have voted with this side of the
house, the government business program would have
been defeated and we could have come to a more
appropriate arrangement for debate. In that instance we
would have had this debate over an appropriate period
of time, not squashed in, as it is, between six other
major pieces of legislation, each of which should be
accorded appropriate debate.
Labor’s attempt to destroy the Legislative Council is
aimed at furthering its ability to act in exactly the same
way that it has behaved this week in this house. That is
what it is all about. What we have seen this week is the
mask coming off. We have seen what a Labor Party
would do if it were to get this legislation through. Let’s
not forget that under this party one of the other
mechanisms it said it wished to enshrine — freedom of
information — has been treated worse than at any time
since the legislation was enacted.
For decades Labor has wanted to abolish any checks
upon government in the lower house when it is in
government at both the state and commonwealth levels.
This contempt for Parliament, this running away from
scrutiny, is entirely consistent with the history of the
Labor Party in this country. Let’s make no mistake
about this; this is a charade to give the Labor Party carte
blanche to behave in exactly the same way that it has
behaved this week and to ensure that it does not face
public or parliamentary scrutiny of its agenda.
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That is its problem. The upper house in the Victorian
Parliament has for the last three years stood in the way
of Labor’s grand social engineering plan. Labor has a
hatred of our Legislative Council. To understand that,
all one needed to do was look at the reaction of the
previous Attorney-General. Members of the Labor
Party hate the institution of the Legislative Council.
Mr Steggall — Look at the people they put in it.
Mr DOYLE — Well, I must take up that
interjection. An elegant interjection, if any
demonstration were needed of the hatred of the Labor
Party for the Legislative Council. My esteemed
colleague from Swan Hill tells me one need look no
further for evidence than the people Labor has put in
there. I will not take up that interjection any further, but
if I may say so it was a very astute and amusing
observation.
That hatred is driven by the fact that the Legislative
Council has acted as a dam, not against every piece of
legislation, not against most pieces of legislation, in fact
against very few pieces, but it has acted against Labor’s
most radical agenda. What Labor wants to dismantle is
the safeguard. Presumably, because every other piece of
legislation got through, its logic must be that the reason
the upper house does not work is that these six pieces of
legislation did not get through. These six pieces of
legislation are so critical to Labor that what it must do
is dismantle the institution of the upper house,
presumably so it can introduce heroin injecting rooms,
punish employers by enshrining industrial
manslaughter, legalise street prostitution and, seeing the
Minister for Senior Victorians at the table, I presume
also allow supervised chroming.
These are issues of great social import and divide, and
members of the Labor Party want to legalise and
enshrine them. The only thing that stood up against
them is the upper house of the Victorian Parliament.
The Liberal Party does not want to legalise those things.
It will not let Labor dismantle the upper house so it can
have its way with its social engineering. Drugs, heroin,
chroming, employers as murderers — these are issues
that Labor would support if it were not for the
safeguard of an effective upper house. Now members
of the Labor Party want to nobble that house. We will
oppose them implacably and coherently, with every
fibre of our philosophy. We will oppose them.
Let me look at some of the myths that have been put
forward during this argument — reasons, Labor
suggests; myths, I would have it — about their desire to
change the upper house. The first is as I have said: the
upper house is obstructionist. I am delighted to see the
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honourable member for Melton in the house, given that
earlier the Attorney-General told us the upper house
was a joke and given that he started his career in the
upper house — an incubator for the talent the Labor
Party wishes to bring to the lower house.
I am sure, given that they have moved the honourable
member to the lower house, this is indicative of the
talent that it wishes to bring to that great breeding
ground of Labor talent, the upper house.
Mr Nardella — Where’s Bulleen?
Mr Steggall — He’s leaving now.
Mr DOYLE — I was just paying you a
compliment, Don.
Let’s take the first reason they give, which is really a
myth: that the upper house is obstructionist. Since the
Labor Party took office six bills have been defeated.
What were those six bills? The creation of heroin
injecting rooms; Labor’s radical industrial agenda that
would have seen unions given the right to enter the
family home and farms; Labor’s home detention
program that would have placed community safety at
risk; Labor’s radical legislation creating the crime of
industrial manslaughter that would have labelled
employers as murderers and threatened national and
international investment in Victoria; and the other two
were two prior attempts to destroy the Legislative
Council.
Two hundred and eighty Labor bills have been passed
in the upper house. If the Labor Party wants to start a
public debate about whether we have been
obstructionist about those issues and whether we really
should have let through heroin injecting rooms or
industrial manslaughter, bring it on! We are happy to
have that debate openly in our community, and believe
me we will, because that is the message the government
is sending: the reason Labor is doing this is because it
needs these six bills through.
I am more than happy to stand by our rejection of
Labor’s social engineering and its radical social agenda.
I am delighted to challenge the Premier to make those
issues the core of debate in the next state election
campaign. If the Legislative Council is being
obstructionist, he will make those the centre of his
campaign because they are so important to him that this
legislation is being brought in so that those bills can be
passed. If he does not make those issues the core of his
election campaign, he is being hypocritical. People are
entitled to see this as just another political stunt by the
Premier and another excuse to centralise more power in
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the hands of the executive of the Labor Party and the
secret processes of the caucus.
The second myth: the government says that the
Legislative Council is not an effective house of review
and claims that it has not been a house of review at all.
The facts tell us otherwise. During the time of the
previous Liberal government the Legislative Council
passed nearly 500 separate amendments to government
legislation, so the answer to the argument that Labor
often throws at us — ‘What about when you were in
power?’ — is, ‘Yes, the Legislative Council did operate
effectively as a house of review, and it passed 500
separate amendments’.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr DOYLE — Again it is tempting to pick up
interjections and I cannot, but I may just retrospectively
do so and say there may have to be, as I think the
honourable member for Mornington said — I think I
detected his wit in that — that the usual terminology of
‘oncer’ may have to be revised if indeed the member
serves only three-quarters of a term, which we believe
will be the case for the honourable member for
Burwood.
The honourable member for Burwood asks how many
were Labor amendments. If that is his complaint, in the
10 years of the Cain and Kirner governments and the
three years of this government how often have the
Labor Party members of the Council moved to defeat
their own government’s legislation? In those 13 years
how often did the Labor members of the Council move
to defeat or amend the government’s own legislation?
The honourable member has suddenly gone very silent.
In contrast to this place — where this week the
government is once again using the guillotine to restrict
the time available for debate — one of the beauties of
the Council is that there are no time limits on debate.
That allows much greater scrutiny of legislation and
government administration. It is an interesting thing
that the Council is expeditious in getting through its
workload without time limits. Yet why is it in this place
that the government feels it necessary to guillotine
debate by 4.00 p.m. this Thursday on bills of such
importance and weight as the one we are now debating.
In the Council any bill can be taken into the committee
of the whole to consider it line by line and to allow
detailed questioning of ministers. Again, because of the
government ramming legislation through in a hurry this
rarely occurs in this place, unless, of course — and I
may be cynical in this — a deal is done with
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Independents to make sure they can take their particular
hobbyhorses into committee.
Mr Nardella interjected.
Mr DOYLE — I am very cynical, but then maybe
politics makes you so when you see the voting patterns
of Independents, particularly with the government
business program yesterday.
Mr Robinson interjected.
Mr DOYLE — It may be uncharitable, but that is
not a defence against the truth. I notice the honourable
member did not suggest it was untruthful, just that it
was uncharitable. I will plead guilty to that! The idea
that the Legislative Council is not an effective house of
review is simply not right.
The third reason that the Labor Party gives — the third
myth — is that somehow the Legislative Council is not
representative. Earlier today at the start of this debate
the Attorney-General called the upper house a joke.
That is typical style for our Attorney-General. He
makes personal and vitriolic attacks which are later
found to be completely wanting in accuracy.
On 30 May this year he was quoted as saying the
Legislative Council was an irrelevant retirement
village. The facts say otherwise. I wonder what he
would say about this house. A greater proportion of
members of the Legislative Council — indeed, more
than double the proportion of this place — are younger
than 40; and less than half the proportion of the
Council, as opposed to this place, are aged over 60. So
how does the Attorney-General’s claim stack up? It just
does not. Once again his personal slurs are found
wanting. It would be different if he had said, given the
actual facts, ‘Never let the facts get in the way of a
good line’. If the Attorney-General thinks the Council
is an irrelevant retirement village, given the facts of the
situation, I wonder what his comments would be on our
house. Is he suggesting that changes therefore should be
brought in our house in the same way?
The other furphy which is raised, the other reason that
is given, the other myth which I wish to explore, is that
somehow the Legislative Council terms are too long.
That is one of the great lies propagated by the Labor
Party — that our Legislative Council is the only
chamber with a term of eight years. Firstly, New South
Wales Legislative Council enjoys fixed eight-year
terms. Under six and a half years of Labor governments
in that state they have not seen fit to change that in their
upper house — and their upper house members have
fixed eight-year terms; it is not as in Victoria where if
we run to an early election this year, as it is now
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looking increasingly likely that we will, the Victorian
term would be far shorter than the New South Wales
one. Why is this Premier so out of step with Bob Carr,
his senior colleague in New South Wales? There has
been no move from — —
Mr Nardella — This is not New South Wales.
Mr DOYLE — I thank the honourable member for
Melton. He is always useful with such encyclopaedic
knowledge when he tells us that this is not New South
Wales. I thank him; I do appreciate that. I know it is
very difficult for the honourable member for Melton to
resist showing off his encyclopaedic knowledge, but in
this case I thank him for his contribution.
The reason I mention New South Wales to the
honourable member for Melton is that New South
Wales is the direct comparison most often used and
most appropriate to Victoria. Given that New South
Wales has had a Labor government in power for six
and a half years, and that they have fixed eight-year
terms, why is it that that has not been the argument put
forward by the Labor government in New South
Wales?
We should never forget this: when honourable
members opposite say it is too long they are denigrating
their own party’s heritage. It was the Cain Labor
government that legislated for eight-year terms in the
1980s. That is what happened. I heard the Premier refer
to eight-year terms and only half the Council being
elected at every election. If that is a criticism I think it is
ill founded. It is common for upper houses in bicameral
parliaments to have longer terms than in the lower
house. That is common throughout the Westminster
system of democracy, but that institution seems to mean
absolutely nothing to the Labor Party.
The New South Wales Legislative Council, the
Australian Senate, the United States Senate, many state
upper houses in the United States and many others that
I could name all ensure that their upper houses have
longer terms than their lower houses, and it is that
independence of the upper house that ensures that it can
effectively function as a house of review, independent
of the government of the day. That is the beauty of that
term and, properly used, that is what you get — you get
a corporate memory, an understanding of the
institution, and the mechanism by which you can have
an appropriate house of review. So what lies behind the
government’s fairly populist argument about longer
terms? The truth of the agenda is this: what it wants to
do is remove independent checks on executive power,
eliminate independent scrutiny and centralise further
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power in the hands of the executive and those secret
processes of the Labor caucus room.
The other interesting myth, or reason, that is given is
that somehow the Legislative Council — this is again a
wonderful misuse of language, just as Labor misuses
the words ‘reform’ and ‘mandate’ to turn them into
words of their own meaning — is undemocratic; that is
another term that it throws around. In fact I think it was
Tuesday when I heard the Premier refer on radio to the
gerrymander in the Legislative Council. It is one of the
greatest myths.
The simple fact is that Legislative Council electorates
are based on electorates for this chamber, drawn by the
same independent Electoral Boundaries Commission.
The current boundaries were actually implemented
under the previous Labor government and the
boundaries for the upcoming election were
implemented under this government. It is nothing to do
with us. There is no gerrymander, unless Labor is
admitting to overseeing a gerrymander over the
boundaries in the previous Labor administration as well
as this one.
The Legislative Council is elected on the principle of
one vote, one value. That is the fact. There is no
gerrymander. Again, we see that misuse of language,
which is almost Orwellian — turn words into what you
want them to mean; throw them out into the public and
hope they have resonance — ‘reform’, ‘mandate’,
‘gerrymander’ and ‘undemocratic’. None of them have
any foundation in truth, yet still the Premier and Labor
insist on the use of these terms and they know — and
that is the cynicism — that that meaning is wrong. Why
is that the case?
Let’s go back again to history and extrapolate from
Labor’s past a continual, relentless and ongoing
hostility to upper houses, public scrutiny and checks
and balances on the power of the executive. They are
the myths that have been out in the public debate. Let’s
look at what Labor proposes and what that would
mean. In short what it would do is destroy the
Legislative Council. That would be the impact of what
Labor wishes to do. If you are a country Victorian
Labor’s agenda will take your voice away — it will
strip away your voice and strip you of direct
representation. Labor’s proposal would see electorates
stretching from Frankston to Mallacoota and see both
Geelong and Ballarat in the same electorate. Wouldn’t
that make a great electorate?
Multimember electorates, also a proposal, will strip
regional towns of their own dedicated representatives.
Multimember electorates will also see local problems
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overlooked, because what happens then is that you get
buck passing and blame shifting, and they are
substitutes for debate between MPs. The honourable
member for Doncaster describes it quite clearly: what it
becomes is a feeding frenzy for factional hacks. There
would be debate between members of Parliament
elected from huge swathes of country Victoria, but
responsible only to their Labor Party masters. Labor’s
proposal is about decentralising more power in the
hands of political parties. When members of Parliament
are removed from local communities and placed on
party lists we lose local accountability and responsive
democracy.
Mr Nardella interjected.
Mr DOYLE — We actually stand for that.
Mr Nardella — Not really.
Mr DOYLE — The honourable member for Melton
says, ‘Not really’.
Mr Nardella — Not at all.
Mr DOYLE — He has moved his firmly held
opinion in the last 15 seconds, which shows it has been
a carefully considered stand. But the Liberal Party
actually stands for local representation.
Under the Labor Party proposal people will not have
the option of changing a local member, because
proportional representation virtually guarantees most
positions to both major political parties. Unless, of
course, representatives of minorities or single-issue
candidates are elected.
We believe you have to keep the connection between
individual members of Parliament and their
constituents. That is true of both upper house members
and lower house members. Despite our good-natured
banter, I suggest the honourable member for Melton felt
no less keenly about his constituents when he was an
upper house member than he does now as a lower
house member — and I mean that sincerely. He is the
sort of person who would go to work for his own
constituents tirelessly, regardless of whether he was an
upper house member or a lower house member. It is
true of most members in this place that they will go in
to bat for their constituents. It is nonsense to suggest
that in some way our upper house members do not
represent their own constituencies as effectively and as
passionately. They do.
We would be the first to admit that our democratic
system is not perfect. But it is a great deal better than
any alternative, where faceless men and women decide
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closed party lists of candidates who deliver little real
accountability to the community. In New South Wales
we have actually seen it occur, and that is why it is a
good example for us. The number of rural-based MPs
has been reduced as more and more have moved to
Sydney.
The Liberal Party stands for local representation drawn
from right across this state. Labor’s proposals would
see representation centred on Melbourne and, as a
second tranche, the major regional centres. It would be
a direct trade-off: Melbourne and the major regional
centres at the expense of country Victoria. People in
country Victoria would lose their voice and their
country community representation.
Let me go back to the constitution commission, which
was a matter the Attorney-General raised before with
some humour. It was a sham inquiry, and let’s be blunt
about that: it was nothing more than another one of
Labor’s attempts to bypass independent scrutiny.
Labor’s understanding of the role of the commission
was made clear by the Premier when he pre-empted the
commissioners report. Before the commission had even
conducted its deliberations, the Premier referred to its:
… recommendation to say we need proportional
representation.

That is what the Premier said on Stateline on
23 November 2001.
Mr Stensholt interjected.
Mr DOYLE — The honourable member for
Burwood interjects unbelievably inanely. He has
probably just made his major contribution to good order
and debate in this house by leaving the chamber.
That was what the Premier said on Stateline. He
referred to its:
… recommendation to say we need proportional
representation.

That was before the commission even commenced its
deliberations. Are we to believe that this commission
was really sent out to communities to listen to them, to
take on board their concerns, to weigh those up and
then to make independent recommendations to the
government to be enshrined in legislation to be brought
before the house? Of course not. The fix was in from
the start, because that is the way Labor governments
work. That is the way they work appointments like that
of Jim Reeves to the Urban and Regional Land
Corporation: you put the fix in at the start and then you
just bend the processes and make it happen.
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If yesterday’s government business program was an
example of the contempt in which Labor holds this
house, the Reeves affair — the report on which was
again tabled in the upper house, so without the upper
house that inquiry would never have happened —
demonstrates Labor’s contempt for process. When you
do not get the answer you want, change the process, get
your fingerprints all over it, make sure you get the fix
right, deliver the outcome the Labor Party wants and
never mind propriety or the process.
It could not be more clearly ironic. The day before this
debate the business program was rammed through,
showing contempt for this place and for proper debate,
and the Reeves inquiry report was brought down,
providing a clear demonstration of Labor’s inability to
understand propriety and process.
Worse than that, it is not just about the Premier telling
us the fix was in. The members of the commission
made their own view known before they even started
work. How can members of a so-called independent
commission inquiring into our parliamentary
arrangements place advertisements saying ‘Victorians
are saying the upper house is not working’ halfway
through its work? This was the second advertisement
widely run by the commission following the release of
its discussion paper. It was advertising what they
actually wanted to find, not what they were hearing. It
was not just the Premier and the government who had
pre-ordained the outcome, the commission knew the
score. It knew what it was expected to find, and then it
actually took out advertisements to make sure that other
people knew as well.
Mr Cooper — It did what it was told to do.
Mr DOYLE — The honourable member for
Mornington again, if I may say so, wisely interjects, ‘It
did what it was told to do’. It did so admirably, so I
suspect members of the Labor Party think it did a great
job. We will hear enormous praise for the commission
and its work, when in fact all it needed to do was sign
off at the end of a list of recommendations that had
clearly been transmitted to it. How can a so-called
independent commission inquiring into our
parliamentary arrangements take out ads that tell
Victorians what they are supposed to be listening to? I
assume the advertisements refer to the only people to
whom it intended to listen — that is, the Labor Party
and the Premier.
We on this side of the house consider the so-called
commission to have been fundamentally compromised,
and we consider its recommendations to be nothing
more than the government intended them to be — an
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affirmation of Labor Party policy and the Premier’s
predetermined views. If that requires criticism of some
of the members of that commission, I can promise the
Labor Party that we on this side will not shirk from
making that criticism.
In conclusion, the Labor Party has tried to run every
possible line it can against the Legislative Council in
order to remove the checks upon its own power.
Members of the Labor Party say it is not democratic,
despite the fact that its members are elected on the same
basis as those in this chamber: one vote, one value.
They say it is not effective, but it has opposed six of
Labor’s most radical bills which were not supported by
the whole community and which otherwise would have
passed into law. They say it is not representative,
despite it being arguably more representative of
younger Victorians than even this chamber.
Labor’s proposal would gut country Victoria of its
representation. I am sure my National Party colleagues
will take that up as a recurring theme — and certainly
country Victorians on the Liberal side will as well. I
hope many others will turn their minds to this,
including members of the Labor Party. There is no way
around that. These proposals would strip country
Victoria of its voice.
In desperation it has been claimed — and this is a
desperate claim — that the Council is too expensive,
despite the fact that under Labor’s proposal it would be
more expensive because of the complexity of the model
that is being proposed.
What is the agenda here? Why are we debating this? Is
it some highly principled debate about what the Labor
Party wants to do for the democratic institutions of our
state? Members can see the Labor Party’s response to a
debate of this moment: in the chamber we have one
member of the party as well as the necessary minister at
the table.
The agenda is to remove scrutiny of the government,
because that removes any barrier to the government
legislating for its radical agenda. If the Premier wants to
make an issue of those Labor proposals that are blocked
then let him make those the subject of debate at the next
election. We will welcome that; in fact we will fight on
that basis.
What Labor wants is a compliant upper house that
negotiates in secret and a chamber that does not stand
up to a government with a radical agenda but without a
mandate. In fact, I admit to a slight queasiness every
time I hear a member of the government mention that
word ‘mandate’. You feel nauseous hearing that word
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coming from the mouths of members of the Labor
government. Their smirking self-satisfaction at the
thought that somehow they might change one of our
most respected institutions and mould it to their own
view is just hypocritical.
Mr Mildenhall interjected.
Mr DOYLE — It is interesting. The honourable
member for Footscray is actually a member of this
institution. If he is not proud to be so, as indeed I am,
let him say so.
Mr Mildenhall — It’s perfect, is it? No need to
change!
Mr DOYLE — What a wonderful, elegant
argument. In fact I covered that before. This is not
about change; this is about destruction.
Mr Mildenhall — We should be happy with the
1860s.
Mr DOYLE — This is not change, this is
destruction. I am looking forward to the contribution of
the honourable member for Footscray, and I am sure it
will be of his normal calibre.
The Labor government has no mandate for this bill, and
the opposition will not hear that as an argument. The
opposition will not allow a radical transformation of our
constitution and democratic arrangements simply
because the Labor Party feels it cannot win control of
the upper house. That is not the way these institutions
work. You do not remake them in your own image
because you cannot win by the rules of the day. This
debate should be appropriate and weighty after a
lengthy and proper process. It is not. It is a sham. The
Labor government knows that. Hence its sniggering
and carrying on. Honourable members opposite know
this is not a serious debate about reform. They are
treating it as a joke because they know in their own
hearts that they are duplicitous. They know this is not a
serious debate about democratic reform, but about
remaking the Parliament to suit their own processes.
This bill, like other bills we have faced in the
Parliament, is one that does not deserve the support of
this side of the house or the support of the government
side. The bill will not get the support of the Liberal
Party. We will oppose it in this house; we will defeat it
in the upper house; and we will go out to the people of
Victoria and in a real conversation explain to them why
we vehemently oppose this bill. I believe after the
honest conversation that we will have with the
Victorian public the people will understand the
hypocrisy of the Labor Party in even proposing the bill,
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especially when you wrap around that the way the
debate is being conducted this week — something we
will make abundantly clear.
The Labor Party should make no mistake about our
position on this bill. We will oppose it in this house and
we will defeat it in the upper house, because that is all
this bill and this sham deserve.
Mr STEGGALL (Swan Hill) — I acknowledge the
contribution from the Leader of the Opposition as a
very genuine speech and a good summary of the
position we find ourselves in with this debate today.
Supposedly we are debating one of the government’s
vital bills, introduced by the Premier of the state and
responded to by the Leader of the Opposition, yet we
have two Labor members present, the most junior
minister in the government and the honourable member
for Footscray. The Premier was present at the start of
the contribution of the Leader of the Opposition but left
before his contribution got going. I wonder why
members of the Labor Party bother. They are the
masters of selling one story and doing another. This is
one of the vital bills on which the government said just
a few days ago it would go to an election if it did not
pass. I can assure the members of the Labor Party, who
do not seem to be present today, that the National Party
will also oppose the legislation.
You only need look at this major piece of legislation
that the Labor Party is presenting to this place and look
at the Premier’s second-reading speech — take your
time to read it, because it will not take you very long —
to see how silly this whole thing is. The National Party
wants to join in a full discussion on improvements to
the upper house to make that house of review function
even better than it does now, but this is not the means
of doing it. This is a cynical political exercise that the
Premier has embarked on and he is now not in the
Parliament to hear the Leader of the Opposition
respond to his case. How stupid can you be!
A similar situation occurred back in the 1980s with the
then Premier, the Honourable John Cain, who tried to
do the same thing. At least he sat at the desk and fought
his way through it and lost, which is fair enough. This
Premier has presented a lightweight speech on a major
constitutional change and is not even in the Parliament
to hear the response to the case he put.
One of the things that has made me wild about this is
that the Premier continues to say that the people of
Victoria want this change. He said there was a
groundswell of support for changes to the upper house.
He said he would bring about this change that everyone
wanted. When the constitution commission visited
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country areas of Victoria its biggest meeting was
attended by seven people, and on some occasions only
one person attended. They were well-advertised
meetings. This proposal is not welcome in the country
at all. There is not even a thought about this type of
approach in country areas. Even the Labor Party’s
supporters in the country do not support this legislation.
Please understand that.
When members of the government say in the
Parliament or through the media that the upper house is
undemocratic and is not representative of the people,
they should consider what they are saying. When you
look at the proposals in the legislation — proportional
representation and three country regions, which I will
go through in detail later — and consider the spread of
representation that you have in the operation of the
upper house today, you realise that the one we have
today is the one you would pick every time. We are all
experienced politicians, and we know how the numbers
work, where we get votes and how we get power —
and sometimes we have to share that power. If you look
at the three country regions set out in the bill you see
that in region 2, the western region, the power will be in
Geelong and Melton. The other areas may as well
whistle Dixie. In the northern region it will be Sunbury
and Bendigo; forget about the rest, they will not count.
In region 6 it will be the Mornington Peninsula and the
western edge of the eastern side of Melbourne.
Don’t kid yourself that this has anything to do with
country representation and will mean that people in
Mallacoota, Mildura, Portland or Warrnambool will
have a hope in hell. They will not. You might say,
‘Where is your evidence?’. Look at the representation
in the Senate of Victoria. Victoria has 12 senators, and
not one lives outside Melbourne.
Mr Delahunty interjected.
Mr STEGGALL — No, he does not live in
Benalla. Members of the Senate in Victoria operate
from Melbourne. In New South Wales, which has a
statewide upper house and a proportional representation
system, all the upper house members operate out of
Sydney. I work with some members of the New South
Wales Parliament, and I have never seen a member of
its upper house in southern New South Wales. It does
not happen. Please, do not think that country people
will say, ‘Isn’t this new proposal the government is
putting up wonderful’. It is not acceptable in the
country. It is not what we are interested in.
I would have thought the Premier would have put a far
better case than he has put. I thought he would have put
the argument for what we think he strongly believes in,
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although I do not think he does now because he has not
bothered to be present for the response to his bill. The
Labor government said this is a vital bill and if it is not
passed it will be off to an election. That suits me. I
guess it could be taken the wrong way. If ever country
people wanted an issue on which to fight an election,
this is one of them.
I wonder whether the Treasurer would say in this place
the things he said at question time about the regional
development fund in relation to the election of
representatives through the proportional representation
system proposed in this bill. I am sure he would not. I
have been a great advocate of our system of democracy.
We have had many battles in this place about the
concept of proportional representation.
One of the arguments that the Labor Party has put to
us — it is in the Premier’s speech — is that minority
parties will be represented in the upper house. That is
interesting, because the Labor Party, the Liberal Party
and to a lesser extent the National Party have those
minority groups represented in their numbers. It is not
like in Tasmania where there is a Greens party. There
are Greens members in the National Party, the Labor
Party and the Liberal Party. In this state it is necessary
to bring people with you to get anything through. It
happens — not always the way we like it, but it
happens.
Tasmanians, God rest their souls, rely on the power of
the numbers to achieve those results. We do not have
that here. If you were to have the proportional
representation process in our Parliament, it would mean
that you could have 86 per cent per cent of the
population voting against you — voting you out, not
wanting you — and you will still get elected. Under our
process every member who is in this place and is in the
other place needs to get 50 per cent of the vote plus one,
somehow. We have a system by which we do that and
it works pretty well. Proportional representation in a
place like Victoria would not be in our interest, nor
would it lead to good government.
Recently I was in Scotland and Wales. They have
single-house parliaments where some members are
elected first past the post as single-member
constituencies and other members are voted for on a
proportionally represented basis. Discussions with the
proportional representation (PR) members of that house
were interesting because it is all new — they are in their
first Parliament. The regional MPs there all said, ‘We
don’t feel like we belong. The other members have
single-member constituencies and they have a local
base. We do not have that local base’. Those who
represent country Victoria in this place would know if
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we had a PR operation in this place that no-one would
spend the time and effort that we do in the small county
towns. The honourable member for Gippsland East
would recognise that and acknowledge it. He will argue
against me on this and he knows that the basis on which
he will put these arguments today is a little strange, to
say the least, and has been around a while.

those who understand proportional representation, the
most common and the best proportional representation
boundary is one that returns seven members. The seven
multimember constituency is regarded in the PR world
as the model. This one returns five, so it lifts the quota
that much higher and defeats some of the arguments
that the Labor Party has put in place.

Let’s look at some of the things in the bill. The Leader
of the Opposition did not go through those in detail, but
I thought he gave an absolutely first-class address on
this bill. I will take us through some of the detail. One
purpose of the bill is to recognise and accept the
principle of government mandate. He mentioned the
mandate, remember that? It is in the bill. It does not say
what it means or what happens if the Council or the
Assembly or all of the Parliament disregards this. It
does not say what might be the penalty.

The firming of casual vacancies is also interesting. It is
important to remember that this amends the
constitution. It tells us how the party list system will
come in and do the job. If there is a casual vacancy, the
next person on the list of the party will be elected. In
the case of an independent, three-fifths of both houses
will be required as a majority to elect someone, and it
does not tell us what happens if the three-fifths
mechanism does not achieve a result. This is, once
again, the constitution of Victoria we are talking about.

Let’s look at what the mandate means — and the
minister might be interested in this. It means that we
would have had uniform electricity tariffs in Victoria, a
fast rail link to the airport, and Waverley Park as a
football oval — not changed or chopped around. All
those great little single things that were in the mandate,
so-called. I do not believe the Labor Party received a
mandate at the last election because of the close result;
but apart from that, had Labor been elected in its own
right, the concept that having that government mandate
meant it was somehow mandatory to carry everything
out bears some consideration. The problem is just how
on earth you would do it.

Removing power to block annual appropriation is in the
bill. It is an old one, it has been around, and in a
genuine debate it would be part of the discussion about
the operation of the upper house. I think of the House of
Commons and the House of Lords at Westminster
where there is no power to block appropriation. The
Lords will send back to the house a message of
contentment or non-contentment with the legislation. It
is a bit quaint for our terms. Where the Lords are not
content the legislation will go back three times, and at
the end of that it is deemed to have passed. It draws to
the attention of government and the population that
there is strong disagreement over something, that it
should be reconsidered, and time is given for that to
take place.

The principles of the democratic process are that the
policy put at election time is the way in which the
group will generally govern if elected. You cannot have
it written down that you must then go ahead and do
whatever it was that the election policies and arguments
were all about — because they change. There are
provisions in this legislation to entrench freedom of
information, the Ombudsman and several other things,
all of which are in other acts of Parliament. I do not like
the concept and, apart from that, it is a very poorly
thought out process and does not mean anything
anyway. The four-year fixed term is there. People
around the world have those, and they work. It is a
choice similar to the one we have. Our system has its
good points and its flaws and so has a four-year fixed
term, but the Labor Party is looking at changing that.
That has already been debated this year.
The Council is to consist of 40 members —
8 electorates by 5 members. That starts to become a
huge problem for us in the country. When you get into
that you just lose us completely and there is no way you
could go back. The electorate process is strange. For

I have dealt with the issue of proportional
representation so I will not go over it again. For those
of us in the country, PR is not much good. In
Melbourne it is a little different because the members of
Parliament, even those in the single constituency seats,
are more influenced by the popularity or non-popularity
of the party structure than they are in the country. In the
country that move is not always as strong and there is
more of an individual base in many of the areas, hence
we sometimes get some strange results. And I can
speak of that on a personal basis.
Let’s look at what the House for Our Future — the
report — talks about as being generally agreed that a
house of review should be able to do.
If you can tell me why this cannot happen with our
present structure and why we should not look at
improving the operation of our upper house to achieve
some of these things in a better way, let me know; but I
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do not think it has got anything to do with what is in the
bill before us.
The report says that a house of review should be able
to:
… effectively scrutinise and report on government activities,
policies and legislation, both direct and delegated …

I have for a long time been an advocate in this place of
using the upper house far more for committees. We
have seen some instances lately of the upper house
using its committees, and I think that is a healthy and
good way to go. Governments and the Parliament
should use it more so that legislation coming into this
place could go through some of those committee
structures.
Other Parliaments have parliamentary committees that
really tear legislation apart after it has been introduced
and before it gets fully debated. Our upper house would
be capable of doing that in its present structure. We do
not give it that role, but we could.
The next point is that it should be able to:
… review and, where appropriate, amend legislation in the
immediate and long-term interests of the community …

There is no argument about that; it does and is capable
of doing that. The Leader of the Opposition went
through examples of its record over the last 10 or
12 years. It should also:
… ensure time and opportunity for community
consultation —

here again the committee structures would be handy —
review and, where appropriate, disallow subordinate
legislation —

a function that is not a problem to carry out —
identify areas of concern requiring further consideration or
action;
require the government to justify or reconsider policies,
programs or actions …

Once again I am looking more at committee structures
from within. It should also:
… provide checks against overbearing or arbitrary exercise of
power, on the part of the government —

that is its role today —
[and] initiate legislation or policy on issues of importance
neglected by the government.
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If anyone can tell me that any of those things cannot be
done, carried out and properly presented under the
methods we have today then I’ll go ‘he’.
This Labor government has not been good at
consultation or even attempting to have a genuine
discussion in this place on the upper house, what it is
and what it could do.
Mr Mildenhall interjected.
Mr STEGGALL — You have not tried to do that at
all. Read your Premier’s second-reading speech.
I will say one thing about John Cain, Jr. As Premier in
the 1980s he went over and over the changes he
achieved with all the parties and all the groups
involved, some of which the Labor Party today is
critical of. He worked really hard to achieve them, and
he showed us that there is a desire amongst politicians
to work through issues when there is a genuine desire to
achieve an outcome.
The bill has another little quirky bit I think is
interesting, and that is the cooling-off period of eight
days for a vote of no confidence in the government.
That is not just for the upper house but for our house as
well. An eight-day cooling-off period, for God’s sake!
Can you imagine what a government would be like
during those eight days before the vote of no
confidence? That would be a silly and a stupid way to
go. Our Parliament is a bit more rigorous and a bit more
vigorous than that. That concept is very poorly thought
out.
The National Party, as I said at the start, will oppose
this legislation. When you analyse the operation of
democracy in the state of Victoria you find it is not in
bad shape. I believe it can be better. Apart from during
the early days with John Cain back in 1983–84, I have
not seen anyone really tackle parliamentary reform or
upper house reform in a genuine way. Changing the
electoral base and the representation base is a silly way
to start if you want to achieve the aims that the
Constitution Commission of Victoria sets out as things
that should be achieved by an upper house.
The council is a house of review, and it could be made
a far better house of review through the use of its
committee structures — if the government and the
members of the Victorian Parliament wanted to do it.
The committee system is there to be used. Attempts to
change by legislation the way our Parliament operates
can only be seen as an attempt by the Australian Labor
Party to win an advantage for its own base and
structures, not for anyone else.
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As I have said, this is, to use the Premier’s own words,
a vital bill — yet only two members of the Labor Party
and not one member of the Independents group — not
one! — were in the chamber to listen to the Leader of
the Opposition respond. I am very sorry that the
Premier would not come and defend his stand and
respect the Leader of the Opposition by listening to his
response. I think the Premier did not do that because of
the very poor quality of his own second-reading speech.
Any words from the Premier and the ministers of this
government to the effect that this is a vital piece of
legislation that we just have to get through come hell or
high water are very hollow, because the government
has a very hollow argument.
I trust this legislation will go down, and go down very
severely, in the upper house.
Mr MILDENHALL (Footscray) — Again it has
happened: we have had another shameful episode of the
Liberal and National parties shrinking from the
opportunity for reasonable reform of this Parliament.
This is another shameful, self-centred defence of the
status quo and of structures that date back to the 1860s.
The defence of a less accountable, protected,
complacent and self-indulgent upper house is one of the
less savoury features of the Victorian Parliament.
This was another reasonable opportunity to bring
Victoria into line with the rest of Australia, with the
principles that govern the structure and operation of
upper houses around Australia and the rest of the world.
We have to put up with the reputation of the upper
house in this state. I turned on the radio this morning
when I got in here, and two commentators on state
parliamentary matters were having a chat — Michael
Magazanik, the TV reporter for the ABC, and Jon
Faine. Michael Magazanik said, ‘The Victorian upper
house is indefensible. It is a total joke; it is a farce. It is
not a brake on government except in opposition’. Jon
Faine said, ‘Yeah, I used to think it was, you know, a
reasonable part of the system — I used to support it —
but then I recently observed it. It is just a rubber stamp.
Abolition is a good option’. He was profoundly
disappointed at the experience of witnessing it in
operation.
Unfortunately for us — and members opposite might
try to deny it, might hope it is not the case — the
overwhelming majority of Victorians either do not
know about our upper house, or if they do know about
it are profoundly disappointed and disenchanted with its
structure and role.
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We have before us a considered, well-thought-out,
well-researched and balanced set of propositions which
have been extensively developed by the constitution
commission for the restructuring of the upper house and
its powers and operation. The commission looked at
sensible issues, like what happens with deadlocks. Our
Parliament has an unfortunate history of the blocking of
supply and governments falling as a result of capricious
activity by the upper house, on many more occasions
than the infamous 1975 sacking of the Whitlam
government because of that upper house. The
commission also looked at sensible propositions like
the entrenchment of a number of our values and powers
and the concept of a mandate. A number of these
outstanding political issues have not been able to be
manifested in the structure of Parliament in any way
until these proposals came up.
I had the opportunity to visit the United Kingdom when
the House of Lords reform debate was taking place. I
came away with a fundamental understanding of the
structural difficulty that we have in Victoria. The
overwhelming international and interstate experience is
that if you want to have a wasteful duplication of the
same sorts of structures and powers — as we have in
Victoria — then it is incumbent upon you to at least
make it electorally sensitive. If you are going to have
extraordinarily strong powers — like our upper
house — then at least it ought to be responsive and
accountable to the changes in voting patterns. If not, if
you want to have a longer term, you should try to
establish it as a genuine house of review with a
different type of structure and with different powers.
It is interesting that the Leader of the Liberal Party was
talking about the comparison with New South Wales
and saying, ‘Hey, they have an eight-year, locked-in
term. What’s wrong with an eight-year, locked-in
term?’. As I was just describing, if you are going to
have an eight-year term, it is important to have a
different sort of role for the upper house, a genuine
house of review, not one that is a wasteful duplication
without the electoral sensitivity of going to the polls on
the same cycle as the lower house. So it is with the New
South Wales upper house that you do not have the
ability to block supply and you have a proportional
representation model. You have a range of groups able
to be represented with a different sort of perspective, a
different type of analysis, a different sort of role for the
upper house than just the wasteful duplication that we
have in Victoria.
That is the fundamental structural issue. You will be
hard pressed to find any other examples like the
Victorian position where you have essentially a
duplication of the powers without the sensitivity and
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without the accountability. That is what we mean when
we say that the upper house is not democratic, because
the membership does not change according to the
wishes of the people. If we were fair dinkum about
what democracy means in this place, we would
acknowledge that the Parliament needs to be
representative of the views of the people and not have a
stale mandate, and not have people elected at a different
time, at a time of different preferences, different issues,
different voting strengths and different personalities.
We have people elected in the upper house who were
there to follow the leadership of Premier Kennett and to
be part of that particular program. That is what the
community understood when they elected them, and
they were the aspirations of those members. How that
situation has fundamentally changed!
Those who have taken part in the constitution
commission’s processes, and those in the media who
have observed them, have broadly and generally come
to the view that reform is indeed necessary. The Age
stated in a editorial of 14 July 2002 that it believes the
Victorian Legislative Council ‘is the least
representative chamber of any mainland Parliament’.
Eight-year terms are ‘too long to maintain
accountability’. There is an ‘unresponsiveness to
change in the mood of the electorate’ and ‘the
composition of the Council never catches up to the
electoral cycle’. This is a widely held view.
The Herald Sun in an editorial of 12 June 2002 referred
to:
… the somnolent Legislative Council, which is a barely
relevant in this day and age … MLCs enjoy their red velvet
seats unchallenged for eight years before answering to an
electorate which could be forgiven for having forgotten that
they exist.
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broader experience, a range of perspectives on the role
of the upper house in government, in opposition, in
leadership, in executive responsibility, and now as an
analyst?
It ill behoves senior members of the opposition to make
gestures that he did it for the money. It ill behoves that
sort of reaction, and it ill behoves the reaction we got
from the Leader of the Opposition who said, ‘Alan
Hunt may have been a Liberal once, but now he has
new friends’. If the government wanted to challenge the
opposition to criticise him, it would well and truly take
up that opportunity.
I would have thought there is a reasonable argument to
be had about the types of structures and reforms that the
government is proposing, but I think it is a bit rough
when the Liberals treat their own like that. It is a bit
rough when they use that as an argument for opposing
this legislation, that Alan Hunt is no longer the person
that they once thought he was, that his record that they
once admired and were proud of, that his stature that
they once looked up to is all rubbish. I think it shows
the calibre, integrity and human qualities of members of
this opposition who would use those sorts of arguments
to say that our legislation is no good, because they now
do not like Alan Hunt, and they will take up the
opportunity to give him a real rubbishing and a bagging
in here. They will elect his son and put him in the
federal Parliament. Well, Greg — I think his name is
Greg — watch out when you are retired, mate. Don’t
have a good record of leadership of and contribution to
the Liberal Party. Its members will not treat you with
respect.

We can pretend that those are ill-informed attitudes or
opinions, but they are the only people who are looking
at the upper house. Those who look at it, those who
analyse it and those who think about it, unless they are
there to protect it and unless they are part of it,
generally come to that view.

I would have thought there would be a bit of thought
going on in the Hunt family to say, ‘Did I actually give
my career to this mob? Were we all part of the same
team, all supporting each other, going into battle
together?’ My goodness! You know who your mates
are when there is a bit of self-centred protection to look
after a bit of luxury, a few privileges and a lack of
accountability. This mob that we call the upper house is
a pretty rough turnout. It ill behoves the opposition to
use those sorts of arguments.

I think it is a bit sad the way some people have treated
Alan Hunt, a member of the constitution commission. It
would be a dangerous occupation to be an elder
statesman of the Liberal Party, to have the
extraordinary record of leadership, contribution and
stature within the party that Alan Hunt has, and then to
get the treatment that he has. The government was
interested in having him on board for the following
reasons: can you think of a better qualified person; can
you think of somebody else who would have had a

I too thought it was odd for the Leader of the
Opposition to argue, as the Leader of the National Party
did, that having proportional representation was not a
democratic form of representation. I think that also flies
in the face of international experience, that there is a
place and a role, and the Parliament is strengthened by
having the two different types of representation in the
same institution. It gives you different perspectives. It
causes different arguments to be put forward. I think,
rather than fearing that diversity, of fearing minority
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groups, that a mature chamber and a mature democracy
like ours ought to be able to embrace it and make it
work. So I disregard that criticism. I would also
challenge the other criticism from the National Party
that the consultation process was faulty.
It has been pointed out that we had more participation
in this review of the upper house in Victoria than
occurred with the House of Lords process in England,
and when you consider the size of that you can see it is
of a vastly different scale. Nobody could criticise the
constitution commission for its efforts to go out to
different parts of Victoria and offer the opportunity for
a range of views to come forward. The report is
enriched by the various observations that are contained
within it.
This is reasonable legislation. It is a more mature
version of the previous legislation that came before this
house. I am disappointed that there has been such a
knee-jerk reaction to it, with the Leader of the
Opposition saying that the fix went in before the
constitution commission started. I encourage opposition
members to read the report. It is a useful and thoughtful
analysis of our institution, but if the fix went in it was
the automatic opposition to the thought of a constitution
commission and any of its activities and the automatic
rejection of its conclusions. That is the disappointing
part of the opposition’s attitude.
In the committee stage I am sure honourable members
will take up many of the specific criticisms made by
opposition members around things such as the location
of offices in country areas and those sorts of things, but
in the broad the legislation warrants much more
detailed analysis and consideration than it has
obviously been given. I will wait with some interest to
see the reaction of other honourable members,
particularly non-metropolitan members, and their
expanding on some of those themes.
I congratulate the constitution commission on its report.
The legislation is good, and I only hope that during the
course of the debate the Liberal and National Party
members who were so active in their criticism of the
commission will look at the details of the proposals and
have a genuine think about them. There are some good
ideas in the report about the structure and processes of
this most important institution.
Mr HONEYWOOD (Warrandyte) — The Labor
Party constantly underestimates the considered
views — —
Ms Delahunty interjected.
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Mr HONEYWOOD — The minister would not
know even one half of Victoria; she never leaves her
ministerial office!
Labor constantly underestimates the considered views
and democratic ideals of Victorian voters. Just as the
ALP should not have taken for granted the outcome of
the referendum on the republic, so too it is out of touch
with the issue of so-called upper house reform.
Victorians are constantly perplexed by attempts to
overturn our constitution, and they do not want to do it
lightly. For example, one has only to look at the voting
patterns for upper house seats in Victoria compared
with those for the four lower house seats in each upper
house electorate to see the differences. How does Labor
explain away the fact that even authorities as eminent
as Malcolm Mackerras have to admit that there is a
safeguard factor when it comes to the differentiation
Victorian voters make when they vote in the lower
house and when they vote in the upper house? That
safeguard factor is something that Victorian voters
regard as part of their constitutional rights.
Malcolm Mackerras occasionally gets it wrong, as can
be witnessed in the Geelong Advertiser today, but when
it comes to his overall analysis of theoretical and upper
house voting patterns he has got it right when it comes
to highlighting the safeguard value of different upper
and lower house voting patterns.
Over the years the ALP’s platform has consistently
been to abolish the upper house entirely. That is its real
agenda, and this legislation is just one step along the
pathway to that outcome. Let’s never forget the
experience of the only state in Australia not to have an
upper house. We have only to refer to the former
Bjelke-Petersen government to see the pitfalls of having
a unicameral legislative system. What was delivered
there, for example, was a situation in which one of the
major heritage buildings in Queensland and the most
historic hotel in Brisbane was demolished overnight by
the stroke of a pen because a law was passed to amend
the Queensland Heritage Act. Of course that went
through overnight, and the bulldozers were there
waiting, ready and primed to demolish that building
before anybody knew about it.
We know that would suit the ALP in Victoria very
well. It wants to hide behind its so-called constitutional
reform agenda, but we know it is all about the
centralisation of power. It is all about its modus
operandi, which is to control entirely the leverage that
goes with democratic institutions.
Of course when it comes to our upper house we now
have a committee system that is well and truly in place.
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Would we have got to the bottom of the Jim Reeves
affair if it had not been for the upper house being able
to generate a committee to inquire into a scandal of
massive proportions, a job-for-mates scandal which
overrode all the independent interview processes that
are supposed to go with any democracy? Do not
suggest that such independent and objective scrutiny
could have or would have occurred through the
all-party parliamentary committees. While many MPs
take their membership of these all-party committees
conscientiously, too often the government of the day
dictates the references for inquiries with its political
agenda at the forefront. The power of these all-party
committees to self-generate inquiries and references is
all too often compromised by the government of the
day.
Our state is one of the few to have regionally based
upper house electorates. This has real and genuine
benefits compared to one statewide electorate with a
party shopping list of centrally endorsed and imposed
members of Parliament. Our current regionally based
system of upper house electorates often provides
constituents with a variety of parliamentary
representatives.
Ms Delahunty interjected.
Mr HONEYWOOD — Mary, unlike you we write
our own speeches. You have to rely on others to do
your speech making for you, and even then you read
the wrong speech, as Hansard shows.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Seitz) — Order!
The Deputy Leader of the Opposition will address his
remarks through the Chair.
Mr HONEYWOOD — The minister is the first
minister in the record of this Parliament to read the
same second-reading speech twice and not know what
she was doing at the time — but she wants us to forget
that.
At the start of this debate today, in his typical bellicose
and bucolic manner, the Attorney-General stated that
the upper house is a joke. This type of thuggery or
bullyboy talk belittles the outstanding contributions of
longstanding party statesmen and women from all
parties. That includes the Honourables Evan Walker
and Caroline Hogg from the ALP, two individuals who
made remarkable contributions to this Parliament over
the years and who time and time again put the interests
of the Victorian Parliament and the people of Victoria
ahead of party politics.
Be it a very young Robert Gordon Menzies in the upper
house or a very young-at-the-time Honourable Mark
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Birrell, still in another place, each of these individuals
time and again put their respect for the institution of
democracy in Victoria ahead of party political
considerations to ensure that we got legislation right
before we rushed it through.
Never let us forget, Mr Acting Speaker, when the party
opposite had control of the upper house. Look at the
legislation it shoved through — the worst workers
compensation legislation on record! What did it
achieve? It was designed — —
Mr Nardella — That’s rubbish!
Mr HONEYWOOD — We hear from the other
side it is rubbish. It was designed, according to former
Premier Cain, to ensure that the lawyers were taken out
of workers compensation. Friends of mine and people I
know in the legal profession said it was the greatest
lawyers’ picnic that has ever been devised in any piece
of legislation in the history of Victoria. It provided
loopholes so large you could drive a truck through
them, so that everyone, be they defendant or plaintiff,
was required to hire barristers and queen’s counsel to
deal with the supposedly watertight workers
compensation legislation. Former Premier Cain rushed
it through knowing that he had control of both houses
of Parliament.
At the time the Liberal Party quite objectively and
genuinely tried to point out that there were major
problems with the legislation, but what happened? They
ignored us, of course, and took their control of the
central institution for granted — and the lawyers
cleaned up on the deal. There are those who say,
hopefully in a more considered manner than the
Attorney-General, that if you were starting all over
again as they have done in Scotland — as we heard
from the Deputy Leader of the National Party — you
may not necessarily have an upper house today. But
what you would undoubtedly do is provide genuine
checks and balances within your legislature in any
number of ways. Our particular legislature’s
mechanism of check and balance is our Legislative
Council. It is not, of course, a perfect creature of human
imagination or the implementation of pure democratic
precepts, but it is a structure that, like all democratic
institutions, reflects the peculiarities of the community
it serves and represents.
It is also open to evolution. The Minister for Planning
would not have a clue about some of the evolutionary
reforms in the upper house, but I will mention them to
her because she still has her L-plates on when it comes
to parliamentary procedures. Some of these reforms
have included questions on notice. How would we as
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an opposition ever get answers from ministers without
the mechanism of questions on notice? In the upper
house a 30-day rule was put forward by the Honourable
Mark Birrell to ensure that ministers of the Crown had
to answer within 30 days genuine questions from the
party in opposition.
Mr Acting Speaker, you are a veteran of many
adjournment debates. How often do we get any answer
from a minister — —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Seitz) — Order! It
is disorderly to involve the Chair in the debate.
Mr HONEYWOOD — How often, Mr Acting
Speaker, do we ever get answers, particularly from the
minister at the table, when it comes to adjournment
debate matters? Contrary to the openness and
transparency commitments the government gave and its
commitment that this place would meet more often, we
find only one minister at the table every night on the
adjournment debate. All they do is refer questions on,
and we never hear anything again. We never get a
response. We never hear an answer to our constituents’
genuine concerns.
The honourable member for Brighton raised a genuine
concern last night about a 24-hour police station in her
electorate which is about to be closed. Who did she
hear back from? She heard back from the half-minister,
as we call her, the Minister for Senior Victorians. And
what did that minister have to say? She said she would
refer it on. The honourable member for Brighton
knows, as I do, that that means we will never get an
answer. But whether it be under Jeff Kennett or under
the current Premier, the upper house requirement that
questions on notice be answered within 30 days is the
only mechanism in this legislature to ensure we get
answers.
When we go to freedom of information —
An honourable member interjected.
Mr HONEYWOOD — Mary knows all about it
because she sits on them for seven months and then she
sends you back a response that says ‘Too much
information required; try again’ or ‘Confidential
information’. For seven months she sits on them, and of
course we know that often it is because her in-tray is
piling up or she has not found her way to the office in
the morning, but at the end of the day, instead of 45
days at maximum, this minister takes seven months to
send non-answers to freedom of information requests,
answers which under the laws of this Parliament are
required in 45 days maximum.
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So we should thank our colleagues in the upper house,
because they provide the only device by which we can
get answers to questions, given that the adjournment
debate is a complete farce and that the whole
mechanism of freedom of information, which the
Bracks government promised would be open and
transparent, takes seven months on average to send any
answer back on education, and not 45 days maximum
as per the law. Therefore we should thank the evolution
that has occurred in another place.
An honourable member interjected.
Mr HONEYWOOD — The answer is usually ‘Too
much information’ or ‘Confidential information’
because you want to hide behind it. You don’t want the
truth to come out.
As I said, as part of the evolutionary process in the
upper house we now also have a much stronger upper
house committee structure, which will also get to the
bottom of the Seal Rocks $60 million lawyers’ picnic.
Again the good old ALP has to farm out money from
the taxpayer to have its select band of Labor lawyers
look into things on its behalf to get it out of sticky
situations. In the process the taxpayer signs a blank
cheque as a result of this ridiculous government being
hooked on process and not outcomes.
In summary, you do not throw institutions away lightly,
particularly those that have so often met and delivered
on the needs and aspirations of the community they
serve. The current Labor government’s performance on
this bill has been so ambivalent and so lacking in
passion and conviction that it does not deserve this
bonfire for its vanities.
Mr STENSHOLT (Burwood) — I rise to support
this bill, for which the Bracks Labor government
clearly has a mandate. Before it was elected to office
the Labor Party specified the reform of the upper house
and general constitutional reform as a priority.
This bill provides reform. As honourable members can
see it is a parliamentary reform bill. The government is
looking at making genuine reforms that come out of the
recommendations of the Constitution Commission of
Victoria. I note that the Leader of the Opposition called
it a sham inquiry. Does that mean the Liberal Party is a
sham? Does it mean that previous Liberal ministers are
shams? That is the only conclusion we can draw from
the words he used about the commission, which
includes two former Liberal ministers and leaders.
This reform bill has many key provisions. It aims to
reconstitute the Legislative Council and put in fixed
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four-year terms. Among a range of other measures it
provides for proportional representation and
accountability, which of course is a strange notion for
the Liberal Party and the National Party as well. It is
about genuine reform that seeks to modernise the upper
house, make it more representative and allow for wider
representation. It means we will get better
representation. We will get five members rather than
two in a province, making them closer to the people.
People will be able to choose their representatives every
four years to ensure currency. It will be good to see
members actually out there meeting and doing
something for their constituents. In my own electorate I
am well aware of the lack of involvement of the upper
house members.
Mr Nardella — Who are they?
Mr STENSHOLT — One of them has barely raised
any issues of concern to local constituents over the last
two years. Of course he did take one of two
taxpayer-funded trips overseas. The other one was
taken by the former Leader of the Opposition, who
unfortunately got stabbed in the back when he returned.
The other upper house member spends his time
masquerading as a parliamentary secretary, which is an
office of profit under the Crown. He actually wrote to
school principals the other day, signing the
correspondence ‘parliamentary secretary’. This is what
Liberal members of the upper house currently do —
masquerade as parliamentary secretaries. Who are they
kidding? They still think they are in office. They are so
arrogant in the upper house that they still think they run
the state. They do not. We have an excellent
government here, supported by some superb
Independents, and we do the best thing possible for
Victoria.
Under this bill upper house electorates would be better
represented. As I said, there would be five members
instead of two for each province. In my area we would
probably have a couple of Liberals and a couple of
Labor members, and the fifth might even be from a
third party. At least the voters would have a choice so
they could have some change from time to time. I
should also mention that one of the benefits of this
reform would be a saving of over $1 million a year.
This met with commendation from the press. The
editorial in the Herald Sun of 12 June referred to:
… the somnolent Legislative Council, which is a barely
relevant in this day and age … MLCs enjoy their red velvet
seats unchallenged for eight years before answering to an
electorate which could be forgiven for having forgotten that
they exist.
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Quite frankly, most of them do not know who they are!
The Age editorial of 14 July said the Legislative
Council:
… is the least representative chamber of any mainland
Parliament.

It says eight-year terms are:
… too long to maintain accountability.

This bill will make sure that democracy returns to
Victoria after 150 years. I am proud to support it.
Ms ASHER (Brighton) — This bill introduces
proportional representation to the upper house. It sets
up an upper house of 40 members, 5 from each of eight
regions. It removes the upper house’s power to block
supply, it fixes four-year terms, and it sets out the
process for filling of casual vacancies. It sets out a
mechanism to deal with deadlocked bills, which is
something the government did not do in its first run at
constitutional reform, and it sets out a system for
optional preferential voting. It refers to a government
mandate, which raises the question of what happens
when there are two conflicting mandates, as this
government had in the run-up to the 1999 election. It
entrenches in the constitution certain provisions such as
those affecting freedom of information — of all
things — and other statutory offices of Parliament.
Labor says the trigger for the bill is the report of the
Constitution Commission of Victoria entitled A House
for Our Future. This commission was established in
March 2001, and it has produced a consultation paper, a
discussion paper and a report. In short it represents
$2 million of wasted taxpayers money. But even more
terrifying is the commission’s predetermined outcome.
I refer to the Premier’s comments on 23 November
2001 on the Stateline program which clearly indicate
that this commission came to a predetermined, if not
directed, outcome. The Premier said:
There’s two courses of action. One is to make it a very
important central plank of the election campaign, and we as a
government did that last time and we’ll do it again. We’ll do
it with the full force of a constitution commission
recommendation to say we need proportional representation
because we want a true house of review and not simply a
rubber stamp and we want four-year fixed terms so that we
don’t have a stale mandate.

The unfortunate element of that interview on Stateline
is that it was given on 23 November 2001, way in
advance — significantly in advance — of the
constitution commission’s report to this Parliament and
to the people of Victoria.
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In fact it is this statement of the Premier’s that shows
the real trigger for this bill before Parliament tonight: in
very simple political terms — let us not beat around the
bush — the ALP wants to control the upper house. This
is not about any nonsense about democracy or
high-mindedness; very simply it is about the ALP
wishing to have the numbers in the upper house. The
ALP has a track record of attacking the upper house as
an institution. It attacked the Council in 1987, 1988,
1990, 1999 and 2000, and now it has attacked it in
2002.
Mr Ingram interjected.
Ms ASHER — That was before I was born — you
might be older than me!
The ALP is using three arguments in its defence of this
bill, and all three arguments are fallacious. Labor’s first
argument is that the upper house is undemocratic. If the
upper house is undemocratic the lower house is as well,
because both houses are elected by exactly the same
method — that is, compulsory preferential voting,
established under independent boundaries.
The second fallacious argument used by the ALP is that
the upper house is obstructionist. It is not. Of the
286 bills considered by the upper house in the term of
the Bracks Labor government, 6 have been defeated.
Mr Nardella — Talk about the Kennett
government.
Ms ASHER — I will. That is scarcely
obstructionist. The upper house has amended 25 bills. It
appears to me what the Labor government is concerned
about is the scrutiny exercised upon it by the upper
house. Again, the Cain and Kirner governments did not
have an upper house majority — except for a very brief
time — and 97 per cent of bills were passed. Likewise,
Sir Henry Bolte managed to govern from 1955 to 1970
without an upper house majority.
The third argument used by the Labor Party to advance
its cause is that the Kennett government used the upper
house as a rubber stamp. I refer to the Premier’s press
release dated 12 September 2002 which states:
Under the former Kennett government, the upper house
proposed 480 amendments — and every single one was
defeated.

That is wrong. You would expect the Premier of this
state to get his facts right. In fact, 57 amendments
presented during the Kennett government were
accepted by the upper house, and a total of 795 bills
were passed. It is fallacious for the Premier to argue
that no amendments were accepted.
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Mr Nardella — Not one of our amendments was
passed.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Seitz) — Order!
Ms ASHER — The key sticking point of the
opposition’s attitude to this bill is the changes to the
method of voting proposed within the legislation. The
proposal is for 8 provinces, electing 5 members each —
that is, for 11 lower house districts to be contained
within each upper house province or district. Four
models were put forward by the constitution
commission, so the following question arises: of the
four that were presented or suggested by the
commission, why was this particular model chosen by
the government? The answer is very simple: this is the
one the government wanted all along. The model is in
fact exactly the same model as that proposed in the
Constitution (Proportional Representation) Bill which
was debated in this place on 6 September 2000. So the
government has gone through a whole $2 million
process to simply arrive at the same point we were at in
terms of the government’s desire as evidenced by the
legislation it presented in September 2000.
There are a number of significant problems with this
particular model. The first problem is that it will result
in a decline of rural and regional representation. I refer
honourable members to the schedule to the bill, set out
in clause 45, and I ask: in terms of region 1, what has
Nepean got in common with Gippsland East and
Gippsland South? Where is there any community of
interest between those areas?
In terms of regional representation, again the model
proposed is exactly the same model proposed in 2000,
where the same members of Parliament would represent
both Geelong and Ballarat. There are many examples
where these regional cities have conflicting interests and
yet the Labor Party’s proposal, as set out in the schedule,
is for one member of Parliament to represent both
Geelong and Ballarat. I suspect, given some measure of
acquaintance with the parochialism — —
Mr Nardella — There will be five. You’re wrong
again!
Ms ASHER — The idea of proportional
representation is they cover it all; they do not divide it
between them. Individual MPs will represent both
Geelong and Ballarat. Given the parochialism of the
cities, I find that to be extraordinary.
Again, in terms of region 6 I would ask: how can an
individual MP — albeit multiplied by five — possibly
represent Benalla, Benambra, Bendigo East, Bendigo
West, Macedon, Mildura, Murray Valley, Rodney,
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Seymour, Shepparton and Swan Hill? It is hard enough
to represent four regional or city electorates, let alone
spreading yourself right across that particular amount of
territory.
Again, if honourable members look at office allocations
in Sydney, given the New South Wales system, it
would be absolutely impossible for rural and regional
Victoria to get the sort of good quality
representation — on both sides of the house — in terms
of the individual attention that it receives now. This is
recognised by the constitution commission. On page 31
the report states:
Country voters expressed the view strongly to the
commission that they would prefer to vote for a candidate
who understood issues relevant to them, whether confined to
the region or wider issues with a specific aspect in the region.

So the first fundamental flaw of this bill in terms of the
PR system set up by it is the diminution of
representation for rural and regional Victoria. The
second fundamental problem with the bill is the
proportional representation system itself. There are, of
course, varying views on this. There is no perfect
electoral system, but generally the PR system will
throw up an overrepresentation of minorities. The quota
for this model is just over 16.66 per cent. I note it is
slightly higher than the Senate quota.
The more significant issue, as I see it, is accountability.
Now there is a direct relationship between upper house
members with four seats and their constituents. I am the
member for Brighton. Clearly if you live in Brighton I
am your MP; if you have a problem you come to see
me. There is a very direct relationship of accountability.
It is very easy to define in the lower house and at the
moment with four lower house seats it is identifiable in
the upper house.
There is some significant academic evidence which
raises questions about the accountability set out in
proportional representation. I refer honourable
members to an article in the Australasian Political
Studies Association Journal 1975 Vol. X by a learned
academic in this area, Dr R. A. Herr, with
W. J. Hemmings and others, entitled ‘Accountability
and PR’. These particular academics have studied the
PR system. I am obviously familiar with the arguments
in favour of PR but these are arguments I want to put to
the house to actually note the point that under PR
accountability is not the same as, for example, the
system we have with direct representation with one
member. The article states:
… under a single-member system because of the one-to-one
relationship between voter and elected representative, the
lines of responsibility are clearer and more direct whereas
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with a multiplicity of members the voter may legitimately
wonder which one is his or her ‘real’ representative and who
can or will adequately deal with his or her individual
problems.

I refer to another article on that very important issue of
accountability within our democratic system. Again the
article is written by Dr Richard Herr. It is from For and
Against — An Anthology of Public Issues in Australia,
edited by Richard Giles. The article is headed ‘Will
proportional representation achieve a greater degree of
democracy in Australia?’ and states:
Opponents of PR argue that the multiple membership of PR
constituencies disguises the responsibility of parliamentarians
to their electors. A representative from a single-member
district … has no doubts as to who are his or her electors, just
as they have no doubt regarding who is their MP. The same
cannot be said for PR systems. In a survey in Tasmania,
which has PR for the House of Assembly, I found that
electors do not know who ‘represents’ them or whom to
approach if they have a constituency problem. A parallel
survey showed that MHAs were almost equally perplexed on
their relationship to their electors.

So I do not automatically accept the general view being
thrown around this chamber that PR results in some
sort of magical representation.
The bill also has provision for above-the-line voting. I
note the honourable member for Gippsland East in a
paper dated 2 February 2002 described above-the-line
voting as ‘an affront to intelligent and thinking
members of the community’. I look forward to his
opposition to this particular aspect.
Fixed four-year terms are something that the Liberal
Party, unlike the Labor Party, has supported and voted
on in this chamber in the past. M. Fitzherbert of
Sandringham says:
This is fairer and means that neither party has an
advantage — it is more democratic.

I agree with M. Fitzherbert of Sandringham, who
happens to be my electorate chair. I have voted for
four-year terms in this house, which would indicate to
the Labor Party that there are elements of this bill that
are acceptable to the Liberal Party but which in the
current package are not acceptable.
Sitting suspended 6:31 p.m. until 8:03 p.m.

Ms ASHER — I turn now to the more vexed issue
of the blocking of supply. The Labor Party’s real wish
was revealed in the Constitution (Reform) Bill 2000,
which was withdrawn. Not only did the Labor Party in
that bill want to remove the Legislative Council’s
ability to block supply, it wanted to remove the upper
house’s capacity to have any debate at all on supply.
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This is the real Labor Party agenda. That bill embodied
the Labor Party’s desire to move the budget from the
Legislative Assembly straight to royal assent, with the
real possibility of the guillotine of the budget. That is
Labor’s no. 1 desire, and that blank cheque is what the
Labor Party has always wanted.
This proposal before the house tonight is a modified
proposal, but it is at odds with other jurisdictions such
as the Australian Senate, South Australia, Western
Australia and Tasmania. Supply has been blocked in
only six episodes in the state of Victoria, and I have
spoken on the detail of this on previous occasions. They
occurred in 1865, 1867, 1877, 1931, 1947 and 1952.
There has been very limited use of that capacity.
I also look forward to support from the honourable
member for Gippsland East on this proposal. In his
paper Upper House Reform — An Independent’s View
he said on 2 February 2000 that the blocking of supply
would:
… give a government unfettered power for four years no
matter what outrageous action it may take.

He went on to say:
It is essential to retain the power for the Legislative Council to
reject supply.

Not only that, his recommendation states:
That the Legislative Council retain the power to reject the
annual appropriation bills. Consideration should be given for
the Council to be given power to amend the allocation of
funds but not to increase the overall budget expenditure.

So the member of this house who argues for the
capacity of the upper house to reject the budget to the
greatest degree possible is the honourable member for
Gippsland East. I look forward to his continuing to
articulate a position that is way in excess of anything
the Liberal Party has ever argued in terms of supply and
the powers of the upper house. I welcome his
contribution on this.
In conclusion, what would Victoria be like now if we
did not have a Liberal-controlled upper house? What
would Victorians have got if we had not had a
Liberal-controlled upper house? We would have had
heroin injecting rooms; we would have had home
detention for criminals; we would have had a fair
employment bill and industrial manslaughter
legislation; we would have had 40 000 jobs lost in
Victoria as a consequence of having a Labor
government in control of the upper house.
I strongly favour genuine reform of the upper house; I
am in favour of a genuine committee system; I am in
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favour of a genuine house of review, but many of the
features of the upper house that the Labor Party claimed
as reforms of that house have been incorporated into the
sessional orders here — for example, 10 questions in
question time and matters of public importance. It will
be interesting to see how the Minister for Finance votes
on this issue as he runs from a very dicey seat for the
protection of the Legislative Council, the house of
retirement. Is the Minister for Finance going to retire? I
think he wants to knock off the leader in the upper
house and lead that so-called retirement village. Do not
think for 1 minute that the Labor Party is serious about
this bill.
I am strongly in favour of reform of the upper house. I
want to see a better working democracy; I want to see a
better working Parliament. I do not want to see the
things that happened in this chamber last night where
we stupidly sat until well into the morning.
The Liberal Party will oppose this bill in this house and
in the other place. It is a piece of nonsense; it is a stunt;
it is electoral claptrap — something that we have come
to expect from the Labor Party. I wish the Minister for
Finance good luck in his political career in the upper
house.
Mr LONEY (Geelong North) — It is a pleasure to
enter this debate following an honourable member who
is so passionate in her commitment to the value of the
upper house that she walked out on it! A number of
things have been said during this debate, but I wish to
pick up on what the honourable member for
Warrandyte said. He spent some time extolling the
reputation and credibility of Malcolm Mackerras.
He told us that Malcolm always gets it right. Given that
very fine testimonial, I thought it would be worth
noting that in today’s Geelong Advertiser Malcolm
Mackerras not only projected a Liberal Party
clean-sweep loss in Geelong but also added that there is
a perception in Victoria that the Liberals are hopeless.
So I agree, Malcolm does get it right!
This is an important debate because it is about
something significant in Victoria. The Labor Party went
to the last election with a policy of reforming the upper
house. That policy was put to the people and it was
voted on, and there is a mandate for the legislation
before us tonight.
Mr Plowman interjected.
Mr LONEY — If a mandate is more than 50 per
cent of the vote, we have a mandate. We got more than
50 per cent of the votes, as the honourable member for
Benambra well knows. What we know, not just from
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that election but from numerous other polls, is that the
Victorian community is looking for change in the upper
house because it regards upper houses as the outmoded
relic of an era of privilege — roughly the same as the
Liberal Party!
We heard an argument put in this debate — again I
think it was from the honourable member for
Warrandyte, who raises interesting arguments — that
this legislation is a mechanism for the centralisation of
power. The Liberal Party would probably not go along
with that. In seven years of government we saw the
ultimate mechanism for the centralisation of power in
Victoria, and it was called Jeff Kennett. There was no
greater centralisation than his.
Those who want to examine that centralisation of
power can look at what occurred in this bastion
upstairs, for which the honourable members for
Brighton and Warrandyte want to argue passionately. In
that seven years of Kennett government not one
opposition or backbench amendment was passed in the
upper house — not one in seven long years — yet we
are told that this is a house of review.
Not only that, tonight we have heard extolled the upper
house’s virtues as a house of inquiry. How many
inquiries did it hold there in seven years? When
Victoria’s assets were being flogged off left, right and
centre, did we see an upper house inquiry? Not a one!
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr LONEY — When Victoria’s electricity industry
was being flogged off — as the honourable member for
Benambra knows — was there an upper house inquiry?
No! When the Premier of this state flouted this state’s
constitution was there an upper house inquiry? No,
there was not.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Phillips) — Order!
The honourable member for Geelong North knows that
the Chair needs to be involved. He should go through
the Chair and allow him to vibrate through to the
honourable members who are interrupting.
Mr LONEY — Thank you for your advice,
Mr Acting Speaker. When we had things like the
neutering of the Auditor-General, did we have an upper
house inquiry? Did we have an amendment? Not a
thing. There was not a whisper, a whimper, an inquiry
or an amendment in those seven years. For the
opposition to come in here and suggest that what we
have upstairs is a house of review is nonsense, and the
people of Victoria know that. The Labor Party and I
suggest that Victorians deserve better than that. I will
go further and suggest that the members of the upper
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house deserve better than that, that they are entitled to a
better deal than the Liberal Party wants to give them.
The members of the upper house deserve better, and so
do the people of Victoria.
We just heard arguments about the rejection of
supply — raising one of the old myths that somehow
this would bring down the fabric of democracy.
An honourable member interjected.
Mr LONEY — The upper house of Westminster
does not have the power to block supply. The
Australian Senate — —
An honourable member interjected.
Mr LONEY — Are they appointed? Where is their
power?
An honourable member interjected.
Mr LONEY — And why don’t they have the
power? Because the Australian people said they did not
want upper houses to have that power! But once again
the Liberal Party does not want to listen to the people. It
did not listen when in government, and it does not want
to listen now. It just keeps on going down this same
path.
The Constitution Commission of Victoria sets out very
well what this legislation is about. It states on page 6
that the changes it recommended are in the interests of
good governance in Victoria and will enhance the
effectiveness, accountability and representativeness of
Parliament. They will also help to diminish the distrust
of the political process that is evident in the community.
Who could possibly oppose those aims? You would
think that only the hopeless could oppose them — and I
guess I have gone right back to Malcolm Mackerras. As
he said, there is a perception in Victoria that the
Liberals are hopeless.
Mr Spry interjected.
Mr LONEY — I will just say this for the interest of
the honourable member for Bellarine. In the Geelong
Advertiser today Malcolm Mackerras and Nick
Economou tip the Libs to lose every seat in Geelong.
That is what this legislation is about — the
democratisation of an upper house that is now a vestige
not of the last century but of the century before last.
Mr Ingram interjected.
Mr LONEY — That is right. The honourable
member for Gippsland East, who has an interest in this
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subject, knows only too well that the upper house
requires reform. That is what this is about — giving
Victoria and Victorians an effective, accountable and
representative upper house, as the constitution
committee said. The bill should be supported by all
members. It obviously will not be, and we know
why — because as Malcolm Mackerras said, the
Liberals are hopeless.
Mr ROWE (Cranbourne) — We have heard a
number of eloquent speeches tonight from both the
defenders of the upper house and the Whelan the
Wreckers of the Labor Party. But we have to look at the
bill — someone has to start talking about the bill, I
suppose — seeing that we are here to debate legislation.
Certainly the purpose of this bill is to reform the upper
house in line with the Victorian constitution
commission report entitled A House for Our Future.
Before looking at the legislation one has to have regard
to the background of the commission, because I do not
think the two are related in any way whatsoever. The
box-ironbark consultations got more submissions than
the Constitution Commission of Victoria. I understand
that at least one of the commission’s public hearings
was attended by five people, all members of the Liberal
Party. Claims that there were working consultations far
and wide are fallacious. They are completely false.
The people of Victoria, and certainly the people of my
electorate of Cranbourne, are absolutely totally bored
and not interested at all in this piece of legislation. It is
a farce in its entirety, because it has been set up by the
government purely to be knocked back. The
government never had any intention of having this
legislation considered seriously.
To say that the commission should be listened to by the
Liberal Party because it had Alan Hunt and Ian
Macphee as two of its members is again not an
argument that holds water. Alan Hunt has always been
a proponent of proportional representation and Ian
Macphee unfortunately lost preselection and did not
leave the party the happiest of men. The constitution
commission was a $2 million farce. That money could
well have been spent on other issues.
The bill amends the Constitution Act 1975, the
Electoral Act 2002 and the Electoral Boundaries
Commission Act 1982. It also seeks to entrench certain
provisions in the state constitution so that they can be
amended only by referendum, these being: the number
of members of Parliament of both houses; the new
regions for the Council and the Assembly districts;
local government; the offices of the DPP and the
Auditor-General; the Supreme Court; removing the
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ability of the Council to block supply; a process for
removing deadlocks between houses; fixed four-year
terms for both houses; the Ombudsman and the
Electoral Commissioner to be officers of the
Parliament; the functions of the Freedom of
Information Act; and that there be an act requiring that
the electoral boundaries function be conducted by an
electoral boundaries commission. The last is something
that I believe does not need an act of Parliament to
implement.
The bill also puts in place two methods of
entrenchment, being a three-fifths majority or an
absolute majority. It also introduces a voting system of
proportional representation for the upper house, with a
model of eight regions, each with five members. In
addition, the bill amends the Electoral Act with
consequential reforms and some amendments that were
requested by the Electoral Commissioner.
Members of the Labor Party have sought for decade
upon decade in every state of Australia and in the
commonwealth to bring down the upper houses of
Parliament — simply because they do not like to be
reviewed, to suffer the scrutiny of an upper house.
Labor members do not like someone looking over their
shoulder and bringing them to account for things like
heroin injecting clinics; home detention; the so-called
fair employment bill; and industrial manslaughter
legislation. Those are the only pieces of legislation that
have been stopped — —
Mr Ingram interjected.
Mr ROWE — And constitutional reform, that is
correct. Those are the only bills that have been stopped
by the upper house during the life of this government.
Why does the Labor Party want proportional
representation? Labor members say they want
proportional representation to allow for minority groups
and others to have representation in the upper house. Is
that something that is good for Victoria? Even the
Herald Sun of 31 May 2000 questioned why we might
want minorities in the upper house, reporting that
introduction of proportional representation would allow
minority interest groups the balance of power, which
could paralyse a government in this state.
Certainly we have seen in the Senate examples of good
government being stopped by minorities, and by the
Labor Party. To look at the immigration debate just
briefly, we would not have the situation we have now,
and we never would have had Tampa, had the minority
parties and the Labor Party members passed the
amendments to the Migration Act that would have
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stopped and made unnecessary the compulsory
detention of immigrants. That would certainly have
speeded up the process of handling people’s claims for
asylum. But those amendments were stopped by a
minority upper house.
I understand the New South Wales government finds it
difficult at times to deal with the religious far right wing
that controls that state’s upper house. The gun lobby
holds a position — —
Mr Ingram — They represent a percentage of the
population.
Mr ROWE — A very small percentage of the
population. If it was truly an attempt to bring in
proportional representation the quota would be nowhere
near what it will be under this proposal. Under this
proposal the Labor and Liberal parties would still get a
majority of the positions in the upper house.
In addition to the National Party you may get the
Greens. There is no guarantee because they need to get
15 per cent of the vote to even look like getting a seat in
the upper house, so it is not truly proportional
representation. It is another farce, another lie, another
grab for a vote in the upcoming election by trying to
woo the minor parties with this misconception that they
may be able to obtain a seat in the upper house of the
Parliament of Victoria.
Effectively the Labor Party wants a blank cheque. It
wants the ability to be able to pass whatever budgetary
positions it may choose, or spend without anybody
having the right to question, alter or amend anything
that it does, without questioning the need for a
state-based industrial relations system and without
questioning the need for some of the social engineering
that has been attempted to be undertaken by this
government over the last three years. Social
engineering has been the basic platform of the Labor
Party for more than 10 years.
One of the biggest problems with this piece of
legislation is the size of the regions and the number of
regions that have been chosen by the government. This
was not the recommendation of the commission. It was,
I think, its second preference. But if we look at the
schedule in the bill in relation to the regions, we see that
region 1 takes in the lower house electorates of Bass,
Frankston, Gembrook and Gippsland East. I would be
in the same electorate as the honourable member for
Gippsland East. We would have to get on!
Mr Ingram interjected.
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Mr ROWE — It also covers Gippsland South,
Hastings, Monbulk, Mornington, Morwell, Narracan
and Nepean. There is absolutely no relationship
between Frankston and Gippsland East. Certainly the
quality of representation is far better in Frankston.
Mr Ingram — That is a bit harsh.
Mr ROWE — The representation in Hastings will
certainly be of a very high calibre, being Neil Burgess.
The representation in Mornington is of the highest
quality, being the Honourable Robin Cooper, and, of
course, we have Martin Dixon down at Nepean, and
many other good members. There is absolutely no
relationship between those communities, but what it
does say is the electors in Frankston, Hastings,
Monbulk, Mornington and Gembrook would have the
greatest say in who the five elected representatives
would be in region 1.
The people of Gippsland East, Gippsland South,
Narracan and Morwell would have very little say. They
will lose their local representation. The same occurs
when you look at all the regions. You have a loss of
rural and regional representation. That is something that
the current upper house provides. It provides true
democracy in one vote, one value. That is what
democracy has always been based on — one vote, one
value. A simple majority gets you across the line.
If you were really going to consider electoral reform,
maybe you would look again at first past the post. On a
first-past-the-post basis we would be in government.
On a first-past-the-post basis we would not have any
Independents. That would be heaven sent! But this
weak, feeble attempt by the government to put up a
piece of legislation purely for political purposes as
legislation of critical importance to the governance of
Victoria for the future, so much so that if this legislation
is not passed the Premier threatens to hold an election,
well, bring it on, because if you have not got the guts to
stand up and say to the people of Victoria, ‘I want to go
to the polls’, you have not got the guts to govern the
state. You need to stand up there and say, ‘I am going
to the polls because I want to go, because it says in the
constitution of Victoria that after 30 November I am
able to go, so I am going’. What is there to hide from?
There is absolutely nothing to hide from.
To put up eight pieces of legislation this week to give
us a farcical 1 hour and 25 minutes, or whatever it is, to
debate — —
Ms McCall interjected.
Mr ROWE — One hour and 17 minutes — I thank
the honourable member for Frankston for the
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correction. A farcical 1 hour and 17 minutes to debate
each piece of so-called essential legislation is an
absolute disgrace.
This is a government that is lazy and has not made any
decisions of note for Victoria, that has not done
anything other than make promises and threats — a
threat to go to the poll and promises to spend money
and bring on projects. You only have to look at my
electorate to see that the promise of the extension of the
electric train was in the budget for the first two years of
the Bracks government, but not this year. It has dropped
out. It has gone into oblivion. It is not going to happen.
You look at the Scoresby freeway — a project that is of
vital concern to Frankston, Cranbourne and all the
south-eastern suburbs. No, it is not going to happen
because they have absolutely bungled the tendering on
the extension of the Eastern Freeway. Labor does not
really want to go ahead with the Scoresby freeway, so it
has put them all together and put them out to tender
again.
What company would want to deal with Victoria
having spent hundreds of thousands of dollars putting a
tender together only to have it thrown out and be told,
‘Start again, boys, we have made a mistake’. No
wonder Labor buggered up Seal Rocks totally. The
government had an opportunity to get out of that for
$20 million or thereabouts. It is now going to cost over
$60 million to get out of a mistake that it made. Mistake
after mistake, a project that is not starting, projects that
have been promised and not delivered.
This government can make all the threats it likes. We
are ready to go to the polls any time it likes. It does not
need this farcical performance this week. It should just
tell the people of Victoria what it is going to do and not
go on with the garbage of putting up a piece of
legislation that means nothing, that changes nothing,
that really does not mean that mandates are entrenched
because the mandate does not have to be adhered to; it
only has to be taken into account. That is something
that the upper house does all the time — takes into
account the fact this government does not have a
mandate to govern at all and was not given a mandate
by the people of Victoria at the time of the state election
in 1999. It has no mandate. As I have said previously,
we are ready to go. Bring on the election.
Mr INGRAM (Gippsland East) — It is a pleasure to
speak in this debate. At the outset I would like to say
that we have heard much mention from both sides of
this place about democracy. We have had both sides
using the argument about democratic institutions and
democracy to basically prop up their arguments in this
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case. I would like to put on the record what I believe is
the meaning of democracy. Democracy is government
by the people — a form of government in which the
supreme power is vested in the people. It may be
exercised through their elected agents.
This is an interesting concept that we are looking at
here. We are saying that the upper house is currently a
democratic institution; yet when you ask the voters how
many people know their upper house members, most of
them would not know. There have been a number of
surveys recently that indicate that very few people in
the population know who their upper house members
are.
It is usually better in country areas than in a lot of the
city areas because the members of the current upper
house, and in most upper houses around Australia, are
there to work for the party machine. They spend most
of their time working for the party machine and not
working for their constituents. It should be noted that
when honourable members come into the Parliament
and say that we cannot change because we will lose
regional or country representation, the majority of those
members spend most of their time working for the party
machine.
Recently I had dinner with a number of members of
Parliament from both sides of this chamber, and the
discussion turned to how many people could identify
the 12 Victorian senators. Considering the 12 Victorian
senators are there to work for Victoria, they are there to
put Victoria’s interests first, it was an interesting
discussion because neither side, Labor or Liberal, could
name all the Victorian senators. That says a lot about
the democracy of our upper houses.
Members of the political parties in this place would like
to have us believe that democracy happens once every
three or four years, or in the case of the upper house
democracy only happens once every eight years. It is an
untenable position. We really have to ask what is the
role and function of the Parliament, and more
importantly what is the role and function of the upper
house. The upper house is not there to represent areas.
We have area representatives in the lower house; we
have area representatives in the House of
Representatives federally; we have area representatives
in local government. We are overrun with local
representatives. We need a check and balance house of
review, a house that looks at legislation and is a check
on rampant executive governments.
That is the role of the upper house at both state and
federal levels. It is there to look at legislation
differently. It is there as an independent review of how
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government is performing, the function of government
and whether the government is managing its finances
with the highest level of probity, and also to make sure
the government is behaving in the best interests of the
community. That is the upper house role. I argue
strongly that our upper house works like that, but only
when the Labor Party is in power. We need a house that
works all the time as a house of review.
The role of a government member in this place — and
you see this too often, and it is where we get down to
the partisan and winner-takes-all nature of politics — is
to defend the government. Their role is to make the
government look good. On the other hand, the role of
opposition members is to make the government look
bad. When you fill an upper house with either
government or opposition members and when the
power in the other place is dominated by the
government, then it protects the government. It is not a
house of review, it is not a check. It is not performing
its proper function.
The same goes for the committee system. When a
committee system is dominated totally by the political
parties it has the same role. The committee system is
too often clogged up with references, and if the
committee is dominated by government members it
rarely criticises the government. On the other hand,
when it is dominated by the opposition it is not treated
with the respect with which it should be treated. I argue
strongly that the reason some of the upper house
inquiries that have been conducted recently have not
been given the credit they in some cases deserve is that
they are deemed by the public to be partisan political
stunts. It is not in the best interests of the Victorian
public, the Parliament or the people we are supposed to
represent that the role and function of our committee
system is not treated with the respect it duly deserves.
I refer to the actual performance of the Legislative
Assembly. You hear both sides of the argument from
either side of this place. I look back to the Cain and
Kirner governments. The coalition had control of the
Legislative Council for the whole period, except for
three months — the only three months Labor has had
control of the Council since its formation. The fact that
the Council was not controlled by the government of
the day did not prevent any of the calamities that were
to be inflicted on the state. Nor did the Council conduct
inquiries into the causes of one of these events.
We hear much about the mismanagement and the
whole range of events that caused much of the financial
damage that had to be repaired by the Kennett
government, but not one inquiry was conducted into
what happened during that period. If an inquiry had
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been held we may now have known how to make sure
we do not get into that situation again.
According to the honourable member for Brighton,
during the Cain and Kirner governments the Legislative
Council passed 97 per cent of the legislation presented
to it. Given the severity of the action the coalition felt it
had to take to put Victoria back on track, it seems
extraordinary that the house of review did not make
major changes to legislation, block legislation or really
take the time out to protect the interests of their
constituents.
We hear much about the claim that changes to the
upper house would lose country representation. The
biggest impacts of the Kennett era were in country
areas, yet although we had a Liberal and National
Party-dominated upper house during that period never
once did those people stand up and protect us. During
the Kennett era when those changes really did bite, the
same thing. When we had area representation in the
Council, they did not stand up and protect us.
I also point out that I am here because of the failure of
my local member. If the upper house had protected the
interests of my constituents, maybe I would not be here
and maybe the conservative government would have
been in power. It is an interesting point.
Independents and minority groups normally run for
upper houses and influence the house of review, they
do not run for the chamber where government is
formed. If we had a proportional representation system
in Victoria the last state election may have had a
different outcome. That is something we really should
consider here.
I recognise the effort that the constitution commission
put in. It did a good amount of work. It got out and had
some lively discussions. One of the hearings in
Bairnsdale was an extremely lively discussion. A lot of
good points were brought out. I believe we had a good
hearing. I had a number of discussions with the
commissioners. I am a strong supporter of
parliamentary reform. We need to achieve real changes
to the democratic nature of our parliaments. As I said, I
recognise the work of the constitution commission.
Sadly, I think the government’s commitment to genuine
parliamentary reform has been undermined by the
introduction of this legislation. It was obviously a
political stunt, and from the public comments from the
Liberal and National parties it comes as no surprise that
they will not support it. More active consultation should
have been attempted to reach some type of consensus
position.
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I acknowledge that it is unlikely that a party that
dominates the upper house would give up that power.
Political parties are very unlikely to surrender the
power they have. It is a fundamental flaw in our system
that when you do have that power you are very unlikely
to make a change until the population becomes so
cheesed off and cynical about the process that it rebels.

The clear things that also came out of the report were
that the rigid party discipline that was not evident when
our political institutions were established has caused a
fair amount of that disillusionment with the political
system. It is that rigid party discipline where members,
whether they believe in something or not, will always
vote for it.

One of the outcomes that I read with most interest in
the final report A House for Our Future was the level of
cynicism and distrust in the population. All members of
Parliament should acknowledge that there is a big
portion of the population out there that has very little
faith in the political system. One of the most
disappointing aspects at the last state election, when
handing out how-to-vote cards at the polling booth, was
that a large number of young people in particular are
very alienated by the system and do not believe they
can have a real influence over it.

I will get on to a major point. I gave a notice of motion
the other day which was very lengthy and I know it
drew some raised eyebrows from honourable members
in this place. That was an attempt to divide this bill, to
single out the fixed terms of elections. That party
discipline is an interesting point here because I have
had discussions with a whole range of members across
this place and the interesting thing is that if we asked
honourable members in this place to put up their hands
if they support set dates for elections in the Legislative
Assembly I think most honourable members here
would do so. It would be interesting. We have tried it.
Originally a bill was introduced in this place for
four-year fixed terms and it was withdrawn. Another
bill was introduced; it failed. A private members bill
was introduced — I introduced a private members
bill — and that failed as well.

We have a good democratic system where governments
can change without violence and all the rest of it, but
not everyone feels they have some power of influence
or representation or real avenues to change the will of
rampant executive governments. That is when
communities rebel and have distrust and little faith in
the democratic institutions. It is a disappointing aspect
and it is very clear from the commission’s report that
there is a whole range of things that cause
disenchantment. They are:
Planning, policy and programs are directed predominantly
towards the next election rather than the longer term;
governments are indebted to the vested interests that support
them;
politicians are unduly partisan, adversarial, confrontational
and divisive;
governments seem unable to weigh economic, social and
environmental ends fairly in both short and long terms;
politicians lack, or seek to avoid, accountability by keeping
parliamentary sittings as short as possible —

tearing up Parliamentary sitting dates! —
and not allowing Parliament to do its job;
governments fail to meet community expectations;
governments fail to honour election promises;
governments resist mechanisms designed to provide checks
on their power.

These are issues that were identified in this report and I
think they are pretty well right, because there is that
level of cynicism and distrust out there.

Here again today we have another attempt. Supposedly
all parties agreed after the 1999 election that they
supported fixed dates for elections — four-year set
terms. I have had discussions with honourable members
in this place, even members of the National Party, who
have privately confirmed to me that they support fixed
dates for elections because of the existing uncertainty
created within the community. The business
community, the bureaucracy and most honourable
members in this place want fixed dates for elections. I
know that the population out there wants fixed dates for
elections, and yet —
Mr Cooper — How do you know that?
Mr INGRAM — I should not take up interjections,
but when I go around my electorate and other areas it is
one of those issues that is very strongly expressed.
There is a lot of cynicism about politics and the endless
speculation about the election date is not good for the
certainty —
Mr Cooper — Never. I have never heard anyone
say that.
Mr INGRAM — That is probably because the
honourable member has not actually raised it with
anyone.
Mr Cooper — I speak to a lot of people.
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Mr INGRAM — I would like to think members in
this place will support the motion that will be put
forward during the committee stage to split this bill,
because I believe the four-year fixed terms are a
separate issue to constitutional upper house reform.
That is why I have separated it out because it is
theoretically something that all sides of this place do
agree on and I would like to think we would get that
support.
In conclusion — and I know everyone is very glad that
I am concluding — one argument in favour of the
current system against proportional representation of
the upper house is that the upper house electorates are
smaller and people are more likely to know their upper
house member, but as I stated before, very few know
their upper house members. That was raised in the
report A House for Our Future and also a recent Herald
Sun survey found that of 300 voters polled in five
provinces, only three knew the name of their
parliamentary members and what role they filled. This
is an age in which many people right across business
and bureaucracy and government and in all sorts of
walks of life have to demonstrate that they add value to
their organisation.
They have to justify the work they do. I think the
challenge for the Legislative Council in this debate is to
demonstrate how it adds value to the democratic
process in Victoria.
Mr COOPER (Mornington) — I was not expecting
the honourable member for Gippsland East to sit down
so quickly. I thought he would wind up in a more
vigorous way. I have been fascinated with his
contribution to the debate on this bill. I was particularly
fascinated with his assertion that upper house members
spend most of their time working for the party machine.
I am not quite sure on what grounds the honourable
member bases that assertion, but I put it down as
nothing more than wild and irresponsible
generalisation. Certainly the upper house members I
work closely with — and there are quite a few of
them — do not spend any time working for the party
machine; they spend time working for their constituents
and working in close cooperation with the members
who represent the Legislative Assembly electorates in
their provinces.
It seemed to me that the honourable member for
Gippsland East thought that statement seemed like a
good one to make, so he stood up and made it. But he
does not cover himself in glory in making it. If that is
his justification — and it seems it is pretty well his only
justification — for changing the way the Legislative
Council is elected he needs to think again. The
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honourable member for Gippsland East needs to reflect
on the fact that the upper house, the Legislative Council
in this state, is elected on the basis of one vote, one
value. This may be a foreign concept to him, but it is
not foreign to the electors and those people that actually
believe in the definition of true democracy.
In his opening words and in the latter part of his speech
the honourable member mentioned democracy and said
that democracy to him was the power of the people, that
the people were controlling it. In fact, the people who
are sitting over there in the Legislative Council at the
moment have been elected by the people of this state in
the various provinces, and they have been elected on
the basis of one vote, one value.
If the honourable member for Gippsland East wants to
swallow hook, line and sinker the arguments that have
been put by the government to try to prop up this bill,
that is his business. But the fact is that commonsense
and reality do not support the arguments he has put in
saying, by implication, that the upper house is
somehow or another an unrepresentative body. It is a
very representative body. It is elected on the basis of
one vote, one value. It is elected on boundaries that
have been established by the Victorian Electoral
Commission, and it is elected on the basis of a system
that was put into place by a Labor government back in
1984.
The Cain government, with a redistribution, changed
the boundaries of upper house provinces, brought in
88 lower house seats and had 22 provinces with 2
members in each as representatives of those provinces
in the Legislative Council. It is very clearly a
democratically elected house, and it is very clearly a
body that is responsive to the electorate because, as I
and others from this side of the house have said, it is
elected on the basis of one vote, one value.
The other thing I just want to mention to the honourable
member for Gippsland East, because his sense of
history is completely out — I do not know who gave
him this advice — but he said, and I hope I have
understood him correctly, that the coalition, as he put it,
has controlled the upper house for its entire life except
for three months in 1985. I think that is what he said.
That is how I remember what he said. He is absolutely
wrong. Either he needs to go back and look at history or
he needs to get his staff to do it, because between 1955
and 1970 the Bolte government was in power and it had
a hostile upper house; there has not been a coalition in
this state except between 1992 and 1999. If the
honourable member for Gippsland East had done just a
modicum of work he would have had his facts right, but
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when he gets his facts wrong on such a simple matter
you really have to question the rest of his contribution.

books, and the three commissioners put their hands up
and said they would go along with it.

I want to address very briefly a few matters relating to
this bill. I want to deal with the issues that have been
raised by the so-called Constitution Commission of
Victoria (CCV), which comprised three people. Of
course the government was absolutely delighted to be
able to say at the time they were appointed and
constantly since that two of them are members of the
Liberal Party — Alan Hunt and Ian Macphee. I do not
believe Ian Macphee is a member of the Liberal Party, I
think he resigned after he lost preselection some years
ago, but Alan Hunt is certainly a member of the Liberal
Party. He is a person I have known for a great many
years. He lives in Mornington, and I regard him as a
friend. He is somebody I have worked with closely over
the years both inside and outside Parliament.

For the government to say that this is a bill that is based
on a report that has had significant community input is
simply ludicrous. We all know because we saw the
written reports and heard from the few people who
attended them that these community input discussions
that were held around the state were the most poorly
attended meetings that have been held over probably
the past decade.

Alan was an outstanding Minister for Local
Government and an outstanding Minister for Planning.
I think his contribution to the Legislative Council both
as Leader of the House in opposition and in
government and as President of the Council needs to be
recognised and applauded. I find it difficult, therefore,
in dealing with the Constitution Commission of
Victoria, to understand why Alan Hunt would have not
only been a party to the recommendations that came
down in that report but also would seem to have been
the leader in pushing those recommendations publicly,
because they are absolutely contrary to the views Alan
Hunt held back in 1984 and the views that he held all
the time that he was a member of this Parliament and
publicly espoused both inside and outside this building.
It would seem to me that what we have here is a report
that has been preordained. As was said earlier today by
the Leader of the Opposition, certain decisions were
announced by the Premier prior to the CCV even
having a meeting. Therefore it would seem to be
preordained. It seems to me — it is very sad that I have
to say this — that this $2 million farce was in fact
simply just a bit of window-dressing to gather around a
whole bunch of recommendations that had been
worked out in advance by the government and the three
people who formed the commission. That is something
that cannot be escaped.
The honourable member for Richmond shakes his head.
Just like this bill, it is a phoney shake, a farcical shake,
because he knows full well that this is what it was all
about. It was all about getting a position and then trying
to find the means by which to railroad it through. That
is what we have here today: we have a bill based on a
report that was a complete farce. It was preordained.
The position on what would happen was already on the

As the honourable member for Bellarine said earlier,
the submissions on and the number of people who
responded to the document about firewood collection
were far in excess of the submissions received on this
so-called parliamentary reform. What does that say
about the impact this whole matter has had out in the
community? You can cover it in one word: yawn. They
are not interested, and they have shown that lack of
interest by not turning up at meetings and not making
submissions. They are simply bored with the subject; it
does not register with them at all.
Of course it is a very important matter, because this is
the bill the Premier will be using as the trigger or the
vehicle to say that he must go to an early election. If
that is what the Premier wishes to do, we on this side
will be quite happy to see that early election called. If
this is an issue out there in the electorate we will be
more than happy to have it as an issue in the election
campaign, because the community knows this bill is, as
was said earlier, a farce. The extraordinary push poll
advertising that was conducted by the Constitution
Commission of Victoria, with the members all being
precommitted and the little community input, simply
shows that this is not an issue that will register in the
way the government believes it will.
Let’s look at the Legislative Council, this so-called
unrepresentative body that members of the government
like to denigrate because they say it does not do the job
it is supposed to do. Firstly, of course, this bill is a vote
of no confidence, not in the Legislative Council so
much as in the Cain Labor government, which actually
set this up. That is a fairly extraordinary step by this
government. The Legislative Council was established
in its present form in 1984 and elected on its present
boundaries in 1985, and during that time, unfortunately
for the Labor Party, it has remained under the combined
control of the Liberal and National parties or, as it is at
the present time, under the control of the Liberal Party
in its own right.
The Labor Party had control of it for three months
during 1985, which shows that if they put in the effort
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and do the work they could win the seats to control the
upper house. But no, that is all too hard. They say,
‘Let’s do it a different way. Let’s manipulate the
system. Let’s tweak it and twitch it; let’s move it
around. Let’s shunt it about a bit and see if we can do it
the easy way. Let’s not go out there and try to win an
election. Let’s see if we can tweak this whole thing in a
different way. Let’s see if we can firstly get control out
of the hands of the Liberal Party’. Then they will move
on to the next step, no doubt, which will be either
abolishing it or alternatively tweaking it again to ensure
that the boundaries somehow or other make it possible
for the Labor Party to get the numbers up.
What do we have with this particular proposal before
us? We have a system that will effectively remove rural
representation from the Legislative Council. It will
mean that people from the larger populated areas in
these huge proposed provinces will in fact dominate the
vote. The people out in the bush will not get the
representation that they wish.
Despite the fact that the honourable member for
Gippsland East believes the rural representatives in the
Legislative Council work only for the party machine, he
is wrong. It does not matter whether he talks to Labor,
Liberal or National Party upper house members, he
ought to talk to them and look at their diaries and see
what they do on a day-to-day basis, week after week.
He might get a surprise, as a lot of people would,
because he would see people who are active, effective
and keen to ensure that they give their constituents the
best possible vigorous representation, both in the house
and to government — and in all the other ways that
members of Parliament, whether they are members of
the Legislative Assembly or the Legislative Council,
represent their constituents.
We have a situation where this government wants to
change the whole process because it says the present
Legislative Council is obstructionist. Yet during the
time of the Cain and Kirner governments 97 per cent of
the bills put before the Legislative Council were passed.
The Bolte government, as I said earlier, governed
without an upper house majority. From 1955 through to
1970 it had a hostile upper house with a coalition of
Labor and the then Country Party, yet it managed to do
its job, as did the Cain and Kirner governments, too.
In the life of this Parliament the Legislative Council has
considered 286 bills presented by this government, 6 of
which have been defeated and 25 of which have been
amended. That is not the record of an obstructionist
house. When you look at the record of the Legislative
Council on the legislation that it has defeated, you
would certainly find that the vast majority of people in
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this community would say, ‘Thank God they did what
they did’. Because if it had not defeated those bills we
would have heroin injecting rooms, we would have
government-sanctioned street prostitution in St Kilda,
and we would have government inspectors going into
people’s houses under their Fair Employment Bill
demanding and being able to take the books out of
private homes.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr COOPER — These bills were defeated. Of
course that gets all the donkeys braying on the other
side of the house. These bills are sacred to them. These
bills show why this government is so determined to try
to seize control of this upper house for itself — so it can
put this kind of social engineering legislation through
Parliament and inflict it on the people of Victoria. That
is what this is all about. It is nothing to do with
democracy or parliamentary reform.
I understand the genuineness of the honourable member
for Gippsland East in wanting to see parliamentary
reform. He has his ideas about what he wants, and that
is fine. Unfortunately for the honourable member his
views are not shared by members of the government.
They are not on about parliamentary reform, they are
on about parliamentary power. They are on about trying
to ensure that they have control of both houses so they
can get the kind of legislation I have just mentioned
through this Parliament. I am sure the honourable
member for Gippsland East would not find that to be
welcome news to his constituents. They would not like
to see that kind of legislation go through this
Parliament, just as mine would not like to see it, either.
Clearly there are a lot of people on the government
benches who are saying, ‘Thank God we have an upper
house that we do not control’, because in that way this
government can be kept in check and under control, as
it was in the years of the Cain and Kirner governments,
so that the worst excesses of a Labor government are
not allowed to be inflicted upon the people of Victoria.
Finally, the government also wants this bill to go
through to institute proportional representation, which
would allow minority groups to hold all governments to
ransom. I doubt very much whether even members of
the Labour Party, in their more sane moments, would
see that as a reasonable proposition. Do they actually
believe that the Senate and the New South Wales upper
house are operating as reasonable houses of
Parliament? I do not believe they do. The members of
the New South Wales government that I have spoken to
in recent times have said, ‘Oh my God, I wish we had
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what you have’ — because they are nothing but trouble
to the government.
This is what we have here. The government is
hypocritical. It is trying to couch this bill in the guise of
parliamentary reform when it is really about
parliamentary power. Many members of the Labor
Party want the bill to fail and indeed it will.
Mrs MADDIGAN (Essendon) — I have pleasure in
joining the debate on the Constitution (Parliamentary
Reform) Bill and in supporting a bill that contains some
excellent reforms to this Parliament that are well
overdue. Honourable members have put a number of
arguments in the debate tonight that are peripheral to
the main question about whether this bill should stand
or fall. An important question is whether the upper
house is a house of review. Does it operate as a house
of review? I can find no evidence that suggests it does.
On the contrary, there is evidence that it is not a house
of review and has not operated in that way for a long
time. It is not fulfilling the role that it is expected to fill
in this Parliament and must be reformed. It must be
changed in a way that does have an effective role rather
than it being a rubber stamp of governments in the
lower house, as has occurred in previous times.
In the last few years there has been significant evidence
to indicate that the upper house has not been a house of
review. Between 1992 and 1999, under the former
Kennett government, when the upper house was
controlled by parties of the same flavour as the lower
house, not one government backbench member moved
amendments to a single piece of government
legislation. It is not a house of review. The opposition
sought to amend 185 pieces of legislation and moved
480 amendments, all of which were unsuccessful. This
is not reflective of a house of review.
Since October 1999 the coalition parties have defeated
or obstructed 10 complete bills and forced through
158 amendments to Bracks government legislation. If
honourable members compare the behaviour of the
upper house over that period they can see it is not
operating as a house of review.
Under the previous Kennett government the Legislative
Council refused to investigate matters that should have
been investigated by a house of review. I refer to such
things as the then Premier’s KNF conflict of interest in
1993, moonlighting by the Honourable Bruce Atkinson,
an honourable member for Koonung Province, in 1997,
credit card abuse by government employees in 1998,
the casino contract, Intergraph, share trading by the
then Minister for Police and Emergency Services, the
Honourable Bill McGrath, the honourable member for
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Mornington’s Troughton Swier rort and the Council’s
failure to support the independence of the
Auditor-General. In all these cases, which were well
known and well reported at the time, the upper house
failed in its duty as a house of review.
It did not give much time to reviewing the previous
Liberal government’s legislation either. It passed
739 bills, sitting 141 500 minutes, an average of
191 minutes to pass a bill. That has been extended to
269.40 minutes per bill under the Bracks government,
an increase of 41 per cent in the time to pass a bill. In
addition, as found by the constitution commission,
members of the other place are not called on to deal
with local issues as much, if at all, as members of the
Legislative Assembly. In that case they should be
spending more time in parliamentary debate, as the
Council does not sit as often or as long as the
Legislative Assembly. Again, it is not fulfilling its role
as a house of review.
It is hardly surprising that the people of Victoria are not
aware of its role. The honourable member for
Sandringham referred to the number of people who
presented at public hearings. The fact that the numbers
were not as high as expected is an indication that the
upper house is totally unsuccessful. People do not
understand that it has a different role from that of the
lower house. There is no debate about what the upper
house does because it does not do anything. If the upper
house operated as a house of review, if it had
committees in the way the Senate has committees, if it
had an independent review of the way legislation is
passed in its house compared with the lower house and
if it had a voting system that allowed smaller parties to
be represented in that house, it could make some claims
about being a house of review and would be better
understood and appreciated by the people of Victoria.
The electoral distribution as it relates to the upper house
clearly demonstrates that it is unrepresentative of the
people of Victoria. If you look at the voting pattern in
Victoria for the Senate, we returned one member who is
not a member of the main parties. Victoria returned a
Democrat, but it was almost a member of the Greens
Party. It means that 17 per cent of the population of
Victoria wished to be represented by a party other than
the Labor Party or the Liberal and National party
coalition. Those 17 per cent of people cannot be
represented in the Victorian Parliament in the way we
vote for representatives of the upper house. We are
denying a significant number of Victorians the right to
elect a representative that suits them best. That is
clearly demonstrated by the vote that is obtained by
minor parties in federal elections. For the opposition to
refuse to acknowledge that, and to refuse to allow
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Victorians to have that freedom of choice and elect the
party of their choice clearly shows that they have only
one interest, maintaining the power they have in the
upper house and to be in a position to frustrate
legislation from opposing parties and rubber-stamp
legislation from the conservative parties as they did
during the period of the Kennett government.
The fact that the community of Victoria does not show
a great deal of interest in the upper house is an
indictment of the fact that the house does not operate in
the way it should. If the bill were passed it would give
the upper house a real role as a house of review. It
would allow fairer representation for the people of
Victoria and allow the house to be respected as a real
house of review. It is a great shame that the Liberal and
National parties are not happy to support that and the
people of Victoria will see their opposition to a bill
which would provide a much fairer electoral system as
nothing more than a desire to hang on to power in the
way that the upper house was first established as a
house representative of the upper class. While the
Liberal Party persists in maintaining that discriminatory
role for the upper house it will continue to remain
irrelevant for most people in Victoria.
This is a great opportunity to make the upper house
work so that it is an important part of the parliamentary
process in Victoria. I am pleased to support the bill and
I hope the other parties in this Parliament adopt a fairer
position, not taking their power only into account but
looking at it as a bill that will give much fairer
representation for all the people of Victoria.
Ms McCALL (Frankston) — Most of us in this
chamber would recognise that any legislation or any
construction within democracy has sometimes a need to
change, has a time to grow, has a time to alter. But the
need for that to happen is when in the overall view of
the community something does not work. If it is not
broken, why are we fixing it? There is a view that
differentiates both sides of Parliament fairly clearly.
Members of the current government believe the upper
house does not work, and that belief is based purely and
simply on the view that it does not work for them. It is
not that it does not work, it is that it does not suit them.
It would be naive of anyone in the house not to say that
people come into government because they want to
control, because they want the power, because they
want the authority. But they also have to recognise that
we live in a democracy that entitles every single person
in the state of Victoria who is of voting age to have one
vote that carries one value, and that is how the upper
house works, exactly the same as the lower house.
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I have no difficulty, as I know members of the Liberal
Party have had, in supporting the proposal of the
honourable member for Gippsland East for fixed
four-year terms for the lower house. It is a perfectly
reasonable idea. However, I do not support the concept
of fixed four-year terms for the upper house. His
concept that eight years means that they are in for too
long fails to recognise that every four years half of the
upper house, having served its term, changes over. So
the composition of the upper house, democratically
elected by the people of Victoria, enables it to change at
least 50 per cent of its members every four years. It
enables it to have continuity through those who stay, a
level of experience and understanding of the system —
all of which we recognise is just as important in this
house for members who continue from one term to the
next — but at the same time enables younger people
and less experienced people to come in as a result of the
direct democratic process.
I recall something the honourable member for Malvern
said. He talked clearly about the comments made by the
Attorney-General. It is a cryogenic chamber, I think he
said on the news this evening. He said something about
them all being a bunch of old fossils from a retirement
village. Saying he considers the upper house to be a
retirement village for village idiots does not say a great
deal for his own parliamentary colleagues who are
members of the upper house. He clearly did not
differentiate; he made a very nasty, cruel assertion. I
point out that the average age of those in the upper
house is lower overall than the average age of those in
the lower house, so to suggest that it is a retirement
village and that the age of members of that chamber is
somehow related to their ability is unfair.
It is also interesting that the constitutional convention
that went on the whistlestop bus tour around Australia
and cost the Victorian taxpayer in excess of $2 million
rated nowhere on an interest scale of from 1 to 10 for
most members of the community. As the honourable
member for Mornington remarked, attendance at the
meetings was negligible; responses to articles in
newspapers, advertisements from local members of
Parliament and levels of interest were nothing. This is
not an issue that rates highly in the community of
Victoria.
What rated far higher in the community’s psyche was
the fact that the upper house stopped heroin injecting
rooms, something this government had no mandate to
introduce. Thank goodness the upper house recognised
that the community did not support that idea and
rejected it on that basis. It is important that the pieces of
legislation that were rejected by the upper house were
bills that in the main the community did not support.
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They were the fair employment bill; the home detention
bill, which did not take into account the impact of home
detention on issues such as domestic violence and
community safety; the industrial manslaughter bill,
which referred to employers as murderers; and the two
previous constitution bills that were really a total
mishmash.
So I have absolutely no hesitation in supporting my
colleagues on this side of the house. I have no difficulty
in supporting the Legislative Council in the role that it
undertakes. I support my colleagues in the upper house.
I recognise the democratic right of all parties to be
present in that upper house, and I hope this bill fails, as
it rightly should.
Mr HARDMAN (Seymour) — It is a pleasure to
join this important debate on the Constitution
(Parliamentary Reform) Bill 2002. This important bill
will bring about true representation for all Victorians
and also a genuine house of review. The bill covers two
areas. I wish to talk about both.
Firstly, having lived in safe conservative seats through
times of my life, it was always a pity to go to state
elections knowing that whether I voted Liberal or Labor
it would not affect the outcome. Under proportional
representation people will know that their vote counts
in the upper house at least. I know what it is like to
know that no matter what, after the election I will have
a conservative member who represents interests that
certainly are not mine.
Federally at present no matter where you live you know
that your vote counts. Whether you vote for a
Democrat, a Green or an Independent, you know that
your vote will count and will make a difference. In
Victoria under our constitution when you vote in a safe
Labor seat for a lower house electorate, in the upper
house you will end up with a conservative representing
your interests, which is very unfortunate; or if you are a
Liberal or a National Party person living in a safe Labor
area you will end up with a Labor member. This bill
addresses that issue and means you will be able to have
true representation for your thoughts and ideas.
We know that at present we do not have a genuine
house of review. Under this government everything
done in the upper house has no credibility and has been
recognised by the community as a farce. The Reeves
review came out last night — big deal! No-one cared
because we all knew there was an upper house
witch-hunt to which there was absolutely no point
whatever.
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Under the Kennett government what did the upper
house do? It sat in silence and passed all legislation, no
matter how much it hurt members’ communities, and
let it go through. As a result we saw devastating effects,
especially in country Victoria. I find it absolutely
insulting that the Liberals and members of the National
Party get up and say that because you might get a Labor
Party person representing you in country Victoria you
are not getting true representation in country Victoria.
That is the logic that is being thrown at us tonight. I
represent country Victoria, and I know the Seymour
electorate, and no matter whether you live in
Healesville, Yea, Seymour, Heathcote or Kilmore, you
are getting true representation. Those people have a
local member who is being listened to by the
government and is delivering for them.
Over the past three years we have seen members of the
upper house, with an increasingly stale mandate,
abusing their power to protect their positions for their
own sake by blocking this bill. A genuine house of
review would aim to improve the bill to create a fairer
system. It would not spit the dummy in the way we
have become so used to over the last few years.
This system might also make conservative MLCs more
accountable, because at the moment I do not think they
really are. Tonight we have seen conservatives
attacking two of their own members who are respected
by the whole community in order to save their own
skins. The constitution commissioners are unarguably
decent and respected people who have had to suffer
from the self-interest of the Liberal Party tonight in
trying to protect its own position.
If this bill fails tonight it will be a shame for all of
Victoria. I commend the bill to the house. I would like
the Liberal Party and the National Party to consider it
more seriously, to stop protecting their own self-interest
and to vote for the bill tonight.
Mr SMITH (Glen Waverley) — I am delighted to
be able to speak on this bill tonight. I did some research
on one aspect of it, proportional representation, when I
was in the UK and Israel a couple of years ago, and I
have written a report on it, so some of the material in
my speech tonight will come from the report I prepared
in 2000.
As we know, all political parties with control of the
lower house naturally want control of the upper house
to allow the speedy passage of legislation. As I said, I
intend to talk on the proportional representation, or PR,
aspect of the bill, and it is interesting that what the bill
proposes is contrary to the lessons learnt by most
democracies that have PR in operation. In every
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country that uses PR there is a growing dissatisfaction
with its outcomes — namely, uncertainty, compromise
and its inability to maintain stable legislative programs.
The person who was most opposed to proportional
representation is former Prime Minister Paul Keating.
His hostility to PR in Australia is reflected in his
answer to a question on loan council arrangements in
November 1992. In referring to his decision to prevent
the Treasurer from being cross-examined by the Senate,
Paul Keating said:
I would forbid him going to the Senate to account to this
unrepresentative swill over there.

He later made a major attack on PR on 3 March 1994 in
response to a question from Ted Mack, who reminded
the house that it was the Chifley Labor government that
introduced the proportional voting system into the
Senate. Keating’s reply was:
Italy, amongst other countries, is moving away from PR.
Let us not mix words about the Senate. It is not a states house;
it is a party house.
Worse than that, it is now a party house which throws up
members who cannot get themselves more than 2, 3 or 4 per
cent of the vote. I would not have thought, if you put yourself
up as a democrat, you would have found something alien
about the concept of getting 50 per cent plus one somewhere,
even if it was through preferences.
The notion is that somebody can try to usurp executive
authority with 3 or 4 per cent of the vote. Remember that
governments are formed in the representative chamber, the
House of Representatives.
The Senate is unrepresentative, and because it operates as a
party house and now a spoiling chamber, it is in fact usurping
the responsibility of the executive drawn from the
representative chamber, the House of Representatives.

Gareth Evans also took a great swipe at the proportional
representation (PR) system operating in the Senate. He
said on 17 March 1994, when he was Leader of the
Government in the Senate:
There is something a little unhealthy about that degree of
power being concentrated in people with that little claim to
represent any kind of democratic mandate in the sense of a
major democratic mandate. It is very well for minorities to
have their voice.
…
Getting on with the business of governing is what the
population wants governments to do.

In other words, there is frustration at the inability of
governments to get their programs through. The last
time the federal government had a majority in the
Senate was when Malcolm Fraser was Prime Minister,
and he lost it in the election of 1982.
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The honourable member for Footscray was earlier
curious about the reaction of the Leader of the
Opposition to the people making up the constitution
commission. He talked about how wicked it was for the
Leader of the Opposition to be making accusations in
the way he did. Fascinating again!
Getting back to the Labor Party, the defection of
Senator Mal Colston for whatever reason resulted in the
greatest tirade ever heard in the Senate from Senator
Ray. What we heard tonight from the honourable
member for Footscray was mere mildness in
comparison to what his own lot can deal out when
things do not go their away.
Mr Mildenhall interjected.
Mr SMITH — We know all about that, and we are
not trying to justify him in the slightest. The point I am
making is that what we heard from the Leader of the
Opposition this afternoon was gentlemanly by
comparison with the way Senator Ray handled former
Senator Mal Colston.
Other countries that have proportional representation
systems include Israel. I got quite a bit of material from
that country when I was there that I would like to share
with honourable members. This was when Ahud Barak
was the Prime Minister, before the time of Ariel
Sharon. Israel, with its proportional representation
system, had 17 parties filling 120 seats. The Labor
Party, which over there is called One Israel, had 26 of
the 120 seats, giving it 20 per cent of the vote. Likud,
which was the second party and the main opposition
party, had 19 seats and 14.1 per cent of the vote.
Seventeen parties vied to make up a government in that
unbelievably crazy system.
In the United Kingdom I spoke with the Labor member
for Burnley in the House of Commons, Peter Pike, who
is considered by the people there to be an expert in the
area of proportional representation. He said he felt that
the PR system being considered by the UK would not
give a fair say but a controlling say to minorities. The
point is that the Labor Party, even over there, has not
got itself into a position where it is prepared to go with
it, because hard-nosed Labor people are not going to
fall into the trap of losing control.
You might get control of an upper house for a particular
period, but the point is what happens once you have it. I
go back to Paul Keating’s statements, which I have
already read out but which were missed by the minister
at the table. Paul Keating’s statements were very
representative of what the Labor Party in government
really felt.
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Mr Hulls interjected.
Mr SMITH — No, we would not do that for the
minister!
Another country that has proportional representation is
Romania. PR encourages party fragmentation, so
Romania has 47 parties as opposed to Israel with its 17.
In Romania one party has a clear majority — —
Mr Perton interjected.
Mr SMITH — No, this was after Ceausescu, when
stability was the order of the day!
It is very difficult for governments to ever get a
majority without giving in on many issues. A cynical
view would be that countries with weak governments
usually have stronger economies — but we will not go
through that one, because it does not come into the
argument tonight.
Business confidence rises when the threat of
government intervention is furthest from business
operations. That is, the economy is a powerhouse when
there is confidence, and fragmenting government to the
degree seen in the examples I have given concerning
Israel, the British Labor Party and Romania does not
make for stable government and does not lead to
governments eventually getting their own way.
When an upper house operates as the Senate does, from
time to time it runs inquiries that you would never be
able to get up without having a majority in that house. I
refer to inquiries such as the Frankston council inquiry
that we had here in Victoria, where a former Labor
mayor in Frankston was charged under the Local
Government Act. The Reeves inquiry implicated the
Deputy Premier — —
Mr Hulls interjected.
Mr SMITH — It is usual when the
Attorney-General is backed into a corner to hear that
idle giggle. It is usually an indication to me that you
have struck the nail on the head. Inquiries into matters
such as Seal Rocks are the sorts of things that can come
out of the work of the upper house. We heard it before,
almost using the words of Paul Keating when he was
attacking the federal upper house, but these are the sorts
of things that can occur when an upper house is
working as it ought to be working similar to the way the
Senate runs its inquiries.
The point I am trying to make is that we have a system
that was brought in by John Cain after the landslide of
1982 and before the 1985 election, which in turn set up
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the current system. For a three-month period, I think it
was, from May through to August, Cain had control of
the upper house. He brought in the 22 seats of the upper
house with two members, one of them going for two
terms and the other for one term until the next election.
Members were then up for alternate elections. The point
is that this system was brought in by the Labor Party.
Interestingly enough, in the 1988 elections when Cain
scraped over the line the upper house went the other
way, so people do differentiate in how they vote in the
upper house and in the lower house.
What we have is a system that was set up by the Labor
Party. I think the Liberal Party may have opposed it at
the time, but it was backed by the National Party which
got it through. Premier Cain got what he wanted, and
that is the system that we have today. The fact that the
people have voted the way they have over the years for
the upper house is to me part of the justification for
looking at the arguments that the Leader of the
Opposition put up this afternoon. The system was set
up by Labor. When I hear the Premier talking about a
gerrymander, I think he misunderstands some of the
terminology he uses because his own side set it up.
How can you run a gerrymander unless someone has
had control of the Victorian Electoral Commission?
Again, I do not think anyone in their right mind
believes the electoral commission run by the
Auditor-General, the Surveyor-General and some
bureaucrat that they have is in any way influenced by
the political parties. I think the way they set it up and
they way they eventually come up with their findings is
above board and I have perfect confidence in them. I
have seen the way they operate over the years. It does
not always suit the political parties, but it in turn is the
system that works and is working with great integrity.
What we have seen with this particular bill in the area
of proportional representation is an attempt by the
government to get itself in a position where it is able to
win the seats. I think if people read the arguments that
John Cain put up in 1982–83 when the bill was coming
before the house and the commission was set up, they
would see that he thought at that time it was the fairest
system. It is something that has worked exceedingly
well, to my way of thinking, as someone who has been
here for much of that time.
We heard the honourable member for Mornington
before extolling the virtues of many of the upper house
members. I did not hear anyone from either side
making any comment on that one.
Mr Hulls — We’d never heard of them!
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Mr SMITH — You may not have heard of them.
That is your problem. But the point is that what we
have is a system that has worked. The fact is that the
upper house since this government has been in power in
Victoria with the help of the Independents has only
knocked out six bills. We have heard what those bills
are, and I am not going to repeat ad nauseam what we
have already heard, but they are the sorts of bills that at
the time wiser heads thought were bills that were not
for the benefit of the community. That will be tested at
an election and we will see which way it goes. That is
what it is all about.
I believe the introduction of proportional representation,
on overseas experience and that of the Australian
Senate, particularly when you listen to the words of
Paul Keating — someone not from our side of politics
who has thought clearly about what he believes is a
system that does not work, a system that frustrated him
in government, and a system which has frustrated most
governments in power — can only ever get through as
a result of deals. To my way of thinking, to bring
proportional representation into a system that is
working well is folly.
I have pleasure in supporting the contribution of the
Leader of the Opposition tonight. I believe by opposing
this bill that Victoria will continue to have a form of
government that is not only fair but is probably the best
we can possibly have at the moment.
Independent amendments circulated by Mr SAVAGE
(Mildura) pursuant to sessional orders.

Mr SAVAGE (Mildura) — My commitment to
parliamentary reform is well known. I indicated a
position at the last state election. It certainly figured
quite significantly in the charter that the three
Independents signed. One issue that we have vigorously
pursued during that period of time was four-year terms.
It is an imperative that could be described as good for
Victoria. It gives us some certainty and would certainly
wipe off the uncertainty and speculation that we are
enduring at the moment.
I am often concerned when I read certain articles in the
newspaper. The heading of an article in Tuesday’s Age
was ‘Bracks sets the scene for early poll’. It referred to
several pieces of legislation that would be debated in
this place and said that if they were obstructed it may
trigger an early election. That concerns me because I
can see no pressing reason at all for an early election.
Mr Feeney at campaign headquarters for the Labor
Party is certainly indicating a stable government, a
stable Premier and a stable Parliament.
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I can see no reason why we should change from the
current policy of four-year terms, and I am hoping that
at some point tonight this bill will be split, and therefore
the four-year aspect will be enshrined as part of this
reform package, but one that has a greater deal of
achievement than if it is put through as a single item.
I have to say that it is a frustrating process to get to this
point. I think reform is undermined by political stunts.
There has been some very critical opportunism on the
report that was looking into the upper house reform. I
think we do need reform. I am not sure that I want to
see any upper house that is controlled by one party.
That would concern me, and I have some grave
reservations about that. I do not see that it is desirable
that we move from control by one side of politics to
control by the other. I do not see that we get any benefit
from that. The upper house, in the observations that I
have made of it in the last three years, has been
performing as an upper house. It has been reviewing
legislation, making observations and generally doing
what it is paid to do.
Unfortunately there has not been a consistent outcome
for the total time that I have been in this place. I
certainly cannot support the bill in its current form. I
know there are some issues where I can see that a
referendum should be extended to parts of the bill —
for instance, to abolish the positions of the Director of
Public Prosecutions, the Ombudsman and the Electoral
Commissioner, but not the Governor and the
Lieutenant-Governor or the administrator. Why not
enshrine that part of the bill so that it is part of a
referendum. I will move amendments along those lines.
The bill allows a political party to nominate a person to
fill a casual vacancy created by a member of the
Legislative Council who is elected as a member of that
party. It also provides that in the event of a casual
vacancy created by a person elected as an Independent,
a joint sitting of the Parliament would decide on an
Independent to fill that vacancy. That is a very difficult
problem. I cannot see how this Parliament under any
circumstance, joint sitting or otherwise, could make that
observation.
The amendment I propose is for a countback of the
votes cast at the last election to determine the person
with the next quota, who would be entitled to fill that
position. If you cannot get that quota, then it has to be a
joint sitting of the Parliament. The idea that a political
party should be able to nominate some faceless seat
warmer is anathema to the parliamentary process,
whether or not it is an Independent or a member of a
political party.
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The bill also establishes a disputes resolution process
which favours the government of the day and
consequently undermines the concept of fixed four-year
terms, even though it was recommended by the
constitution commission. The government has indicated
that it would accept amendments concerning these
issues.
In addition, because of the rulings about what
constitutes an appropriation, it would not be possible to
promote an alternative model to the government’s
proposed eight regions, with 5 members in each, even if
the alternative creates less than the current 44 members.
I consider the government’s decision to adopt a model
precluding the promotion of alternatives to be
unfortunate. If the bill was amended it would fail,
because the Liberal and National parties have made
clear their opposition to the proposals contained in the
report.
The fact remains that Labor and the coalition parties
have signed an agreement that supports fixed election
dates. While the government claims its commitment to
a total package, fixed election dates were a stand-alone
item in the charter. I believe the case for reforming the
upper house is both overwhelming and urgent. I also
believe in settling what can be achieved and what
cannot be achieved. At the moment fixed election dates
would appear to be achievable, but not much else.
Consequently I strongly support my colleague the
honourable member for Gippsland East and his attempt
to split the bill, which will occur upon the bill being
committed. It is unfortunate that both the government
and the opposition have refused to support this motion.
If that occurs I will certainly be voting against the bill.
The major parties are not prepared to adopt measures to
achieve the precious little on which they purport to
agree, so it tends to be a charade which is lacking in
meaningful reform. The election dates are one thing
that could be promoted in the community and would
have overwhelming support. As time marches on there
are many people in this place who secretly or not so
secretly support the certainty of knowing when an
election will be called.
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(Parliamentary Reform) Bill. As honourable members
know, the bill seeks to amend the Labor government’s
John Cain model of the upper house. I want to cover a
few issues within the bill, the purpose of which is to
introduce proportional representation into the
Legislative Council, to change the definition of an
appropriation and to provide a cooling-off period after a
vote of no confidence has been passed in the
Legislative Assembly. On behalf of the Wimmera
electorate, which I strongly and proudly represent, I am
proud to say that I will be opposing this.
Ms Allan — That is such a shame!
Mr DELAHUNTY — I am sure you were waiting
for that with bated breath. The legislation came about
because of the recommendations of the Constitution
Commission of Victoria. I have heard the Premier and
others on the other side talk about how this group
gallivanted around country Victoria. The week it came
to Horsham I was unable to attend because we were
sitting in Parliament, but I sent along one of my staff
members to see what went on. There was supposed to
be enormous interest in the Wimmera in the proposed
changes to the upper house. It was advertised in the
paper, and they were expecting to need police to control
the traffic and the people who turned up.
The reality is that not even a dozen people turned up. A
couple of those were schoolchildren who had been
invited by the government to attend. The reality is that
there was very little interest in the constitution
commission’s trip around Victoria.
The bill picks out a proposal from the commission
which suits the Labor government. It does not pick up
all the commission’s proposals but includes a host of
other issues which were not canvassed by the
constitution commission. For example, it widens the
definition of ‘appropriation’ so far that virtually any
expenditure would be encompassed by this legislation.
This would mean that almost any bill knocked back,
held up or deferred by the Legislative Council for one
month would be deemed to be passed. The reality is
that that is nonsensical. Why would we have the upper
house?

That reform process has been rather tortuous. It is not
the first time we have stood in this place and promoted
change. If we cannot achieve a change that is reflective
of looking after the community interests as a primary
objective, then I will not be supporting it.

The bill also introduces an eight-day cooling-off period.

Mr DELAHUNTY (Wimmera) — On behalf of the
Wimmera electorate I am pleased to make a
contribution to the debate on the Constitution

Sitting continued on motion of Mr HULLS
(Attorney-General).

The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Davies) — Order!
The time appointed under sessional orders for me to
interrupt business has now arrived.
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Mr DELAHUNTY (Wimmera) — As I said, the
bill also introduces an eight-day cooling-off period
before a successful no confidence motion can take
effect and thus trigger a dissolution. One can imagine
what would go on in that eight days. I am sure the
cheque books would be running around, and I am sure
there would not be a stay of any operation of
government. Government members would be doing as
much as they could. There would be enormous pressure
to reverse the vote.
I refer to a couple of the key parts of the bill, which as I
said introduces proportional representation to the upper
house. From my discussions, consultation and research,
this is not in the interests of Victoria. We often hear
members of the Labor Party talk about the Senate and
other upper houses, but I do not ever hear them
criticising the way the election process operates. The
Senate is controlled by the Democrats, who do not have
one member in the House of Representatives. The
federal government is formed in the House of
Representatives, just as in this place the government is
formed by a majority in the Legislative Assembly. The
reality is that the government is controlled by the
Senate, yet there is not one member of the Democrats in
the House of Representatives.
Under proportional representation, as highlighted by the
honourable member for Swan Hill, the reality is that
someone with 82.5 per cent of the people voting against
them could be elected.
The reality is that where the National Party has very
proudly won the seats, we have won 50 per cent
plus 1 at least to get over the line, the same as I am sure
the honourable member for Bendigo — —
Mr Nardella — After preferences.
Mr DELAHUNTY — That is correct. That is what
you mean — with preferences you get 50 per cent
plus 1; in a two-party preferred vote you will get across
the line. Thank you for your assistance.
This proportional representation clause also refers to
continuing candidates, quotas, surplus votes and
transfer values. It cannot be good for the democracy of
this state if the voting system is beyond the
comprehension of everyone except academic experts —
and I think even some of them have difficulty
understanding it.
Ms Allan interjected.
Mr DELAHUNTY — No, I will be glad; I will be
waiting for your input, because I am sure you do not
totally understand it.
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The regional model proposed makes a farce of the
Premier’s claim of increased country representation. I
will talk about what would happen in western Victoria.
At the moment we have four Legislative Council upper
house members — two in Hamilton, one in Mildura
and one in Maryborough. Can you imagine what would
happen with — —
Mr Hulls interjected.
Mr DELAHUNTY — They are there. Three of
them are very good.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Kilgour) — Order!
The honourable member for Wimmera should ignore
interjections, and the Attorney-General knows that
interjections across the table are disorderly.
Mr DELAHUNTY — This is better than a game of
football.
The reality is that we have four upper house members
in country Victoria in the western part of the state. With
the model proposed by the Premier we would have
eight regions with five members in each area. That
would mean western Victoria would go just about
along the Powercor lines. In other words, we would see
that western Victoria would go right into Werribee and
places like that. Could you imagine any members living
outside those areas, whether it be Werribee, Geelong or
Ballarat? We would take representation away from
country Victoria. You would take the voice of country
Victoria out of the area. I would like to hear what the
honourable member for Bendigo East is going to say to
that.
If we look at the New South Wales model, we see that
not one member of the upper house lives or has their
offices outside Sydney. It is a different system, but the
principle is the same. They live where the population is.
The population is there. That is what would happen.
I will talk about the redistribution we have had. At the
moment we have 88 members in this chamber. Of those
88 members 18 come from country Victoria, outside
Melbourne, Ballarat, Bendigo and Geelong. After the
next election there will be only 16, so we lose two
country seats.
Ms Allan interjected.
Mr DELAHUNTY — The reality is the size of the
electorates. I represent the largest electorate in the state
now — 27 308 square kilometres.
Honourable members interjecting.
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Mr DELAHUNTY — The smallest is Prahran,
which is about 13 square kilometres. After the next
election the seat I will be putting my hand up for will be
26 per cent bigger than Wimmera. It goes to 34 500
square kilometres, and guess what? The seat of Prahran
goes from 13 back to about 12 square kilometres.
Ms Allan interjected.
Mr DELAHUNTY — That is correct. And we have
got to cover those areas. Where would we see the
members of the Legislative Council in such a big area,
half the size of Victoria, covering that area and giving
representation to those people? Their constituents
would never see them. I do not want to look them up on
a monitor or on a TV screen. Country electorates are
made up of a collection of communities, and those
people want to see their elected representatives in their
towns and communities. They are looking for personal
representation; they are not looking to vote for a
member of a party. They are voting for personal
representation, which they get from the National Party.
Mr Hulls interjected.
Mr DELAHUNTY — I am glad the
Attorney-General was listening to that one.
The honourable member for Swan Hill has also given
great personal representation, and that is why he was
elected at the last election: because he got 50 per cent
plus 1 or more. That is democracy at work. The
members of the Legislative Council now have to win
50 per cent plus 1 to be elected to their seats. That is
why they are there, to represent their communities.
I was really amazed that in this proposal we also talk
about candidates being required to place their residence
on the ballot paper to assist the selection of candidates.
The reality is that they would eventually come from the
larger centres. I could not imagine someone who was
putting up their hand for one of the two country
provinces — I reckon there are only two country
provinces — putting Patchewollock on the form against
someone from Werribee or Geelong; it would make it
very difficult. That highlights the fact that we would see
a shift of representation from country areas to the larger
centres around Melbourne, and that is not good for
country Victoria. As I have often said in this place, if it
is not good for country Victoria and the Wimmera, then
I will not support it. That is why I will be opposing this
bill tonight.
Ms ALLAN (Bendigo East) — I am very pleased to
contribute to this debate. It is always a pleasure to
follow the honourable member for Wimmera on
matters to do with the upper house. This bill is very
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simple; it is about Labor wanting to modernise and
reform the upper house. The Liberal and National Party
members in this chamber want to keep the upper house
in its present archaic, irrelevant form, not because it is
working as an effective parliamentary chamber but
because the numbers fall their way and they want to
keep in place their century and a half of
protected-privilege control of the upper house.
Through the constitution commission and the debates
we have had it is very clear that Labor is endeavouring
to bring democracy to the upper house. At the same
time it is very clear that the conservatives are
endeavouring to keep their house of privilege. Labor
wants to make the upper house a genuine house of
review. The Liberal and National parties are more than
happy to sit back and allow the house to be used as a
rubber stamp when they control both houses of
Parliament and to act as a road block to legislation
when Labor is in government. This is not radical reform
in this bill. Labor simply wants to introduce an upper
house that reflects the wishes of electors at each
Victorian election.
The house should consider that the conservatives kept
women out of the Parliament in Victoria, and
particularly out of the upper house, until 1923 — well
after many other Parliaments in this country allowed
women to vote. Now the Liberal and National Party
members, particularly in the upper house, are resisting
the push to share their comfortable red velvet seats with
representatives from minor parties like the Greens, the
Democrats and other Independents.
The upper house in its present form is irrelevant to
many Victorians. The Constitution Commission of
Victoria report found that four out of five Victorians do
not even know who their upper house members of
Parliament are. Why would they when that house and
its members do not play a truly participatory role in
Victoria’s parliamentary democratic processes?
It is always interesting to note the National Party’s
argument, which is hanging its hat on the pretext of the
changes in this bill somehow reducing country
representation. This is quite a laughable argument. In
the seven years from 1992 to 1999, when the former
Kennett government had control of the upper house, did
the National Party ever represent the interests of
country Victoria? Not once! When the former
government was closing 176 country schools,
12 country hospitals and 5 country train lines, and while
the upper house supported the privatisation of
electricity, resulting in people in my electorate — —
Honourable members interjecting.
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The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Kilgour) — Order!
The honourable member for Wimmera has had his
opportunity to participate in the debate, and the
honourable member for Murray Valley is interjecting
out of his seat and is disorderly. The honourable
member for Bendigo East, without assistance.
Ms ALLAN — Certainly the National Party did not
represent the interests of its country constituency when
it supported the closure of 176 country schools,
12 country hospitals and 5 country train lines and when
it supported the privatisation of Victoria’s electricity
industry, which is resulting in country people paying
the highest prices for electricity in Australia. What the
National Party does is grab votes from country
Victorians, but it cannot wait to get into the upper
house in Spring Street and vote against the interests of
country Victorians.
Victoria’s upper house is in desperate need of a
makeover. This bill would bring fair representation for
all Victorians in the country and the city and would
make it a representative chamber. I commend the bill to
the house.
Mrs PEULICH (Bentleigh) — I shall make some
fairly brief comments given that we have had this
debate before. Of course we all know why we are
having it again — that is — —
An honourable member interjected.
Mrs PEULICH — Coming from a working-class
background and having been born in
Bosnia-Herzegovina under a Communist regime, let me
say to the honourable member that I do not take
democracy as lightly as he does. In fact, I am able to
appreciate both the political stability and the economic
prosperity that this system has been able to deliver not
only to people born in Australia and Victoria but also to
migrants such as me. So while the honourable member
may be flippant about it and while he has the luxury
and freedom of being cynical about our political
system, let me tell him that I am not.
We all know the reason why we are having this debate.
It is to manufacture a trigger to justify an early election.
This government is scrambling to an election one year
before the expiration of its four-year term — something
to which it theoretically committed in the Independents
charter — as a way of avoiding scrutiny.
Honourable members interjecting.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Kilgour) — Order!
The Minister for Finance is out of his place and is
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disorderly. The honourable member for Bentleigh,
without assistance.
Mrs PEULICH — We all know that scrutiny will
lead to the undoing of this government, so it is
desperate to get to the polls as soon as it possibly can. It
needs to clock up a few more refusals in the upper
house before it can even try to justify an early election
to the public — and of course a level of uncertainty has
been caused by speculation about an early election.
I shall briefly comment on the explanatory
memorandum and the purposes of the bill. First and
foremost is the government’s so-called principle of a
mandate. We all know why Labor has been able to
occupy the government benches — because of the
support of the three Independents, based on an
agreement which has been shredded and cast aside and
which has really proved to be quite meaningless.
Nevertheless that is why the government is there. If the
government calls that a mandate it is using a different
dictionary from the one I have been looking at, because
mine has a very different meaning.
The Labor government wants to reshape an institution
so that it serves its purposes rather than those of the
Victorian people. If by some chance the government
had come to this house following a plebiscite, broadly
based discussion and a vote by the Victorian people for
a particular position, then it could claim to have a
mandate. Then we as members of Parliament would
have a moral obligation to support the decisions that
had been made by Victorians about the shape and
nature of their parliamentary institution. This has not
occurred. Anyone who votes for this bill is selling short
every single Victorian voter.
This bill supposedly provides for fixed four-year
parliamentary terms. I guess that in theory most people
would probably agree with fixed four-year terms in the
lower house. I am sure that perhaps there are members
in this house, especially perhaps a couple of the
Independents, who would love to make that
retrospective. We are also looking at a proposition to
make it fixed four-year terms in the upper house. What
a ludicrous proposition! That would fundamentally
change its purpose as a house of review. There can be
debate about whether or not it is or whether or not it
could be more effective as a house of review, but
nonetheless it would be a fundamental change. The
Victorian people have not been involved in that.
The Constitution Commission of Victoria has been run
by basically three people — three men, the majority of
whose use-by dates have passed — and quite obviously
given the attendance figures and the number of
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submissions received the involvement and engagement
of the Victorian community have been minimal. What
is more, the engagement and involvement of people
from multicultural backgrounds have been virtually
non-existent.
Ms Beattie interjected.
Mrs PEULICH — And the 12 attendees!
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Kilgour) — Order!
The honourable member for Bentleigh should ignore
interjections.
Mrs PEULICH — In terms of the structure of the
upper house, the bill proposes eight regions with five
MPs in each. Goodness me, what a nightmare! Is the
Labor Party trying to tell me that the people of
Bentleigh would rather have five upper house MPs
representing Bentleigh, Brighton, Burwood, Carrum,
Caulfield, Clayton, Malvern, Mordialloc, Mount
Waverley, Oakleigh and Sandringham than two upper
house MPs representing four lower house districts?
Mr Hulls — No, they’d rather have Robbie Hudson!
Mrs PEULICH — That is not so. Robbie Hudson
would rather have Northcote, and Robbie Hudson
would rather have Richmond! Let me tell the
Attorney-General that I am waiting, and so are the
people of Bentleigh, to send Labor a very loud
message. Of course Robbie Hudson, being a resident of
Cunningham/Northcote, will find it really hard to cast
his own vote in Bentleigh — and cast his own vote for
an upper house MP. In fact, his upper house MP would
represent region 2, covering the districts of Albert Park,
Box Hill, Brunswick, Essendon, Hawthorn, Ivanhoe,
Kew, Melbourne, Northcote, Prahran and Richmond —
a very different world to the modest and humble
suburbs of the Bentleigh district.
The honourable member for Mildura suggested that
having the eight regions with five MPs each would be
more democratic. Every aspect of the proposal means a
reduction in voter power and a diminution of
democracy, apart from the obvious fact — the
honourable member for Wimmera put a very
convincing argument earlier — that the larger
provincial cities would dominate and that there would
be a drain of voices from the smaller rural areas of
Victoria. There is no doubt about that.
The proposal that there could be a countback which
may occur three years after the vote when there could
be a change in the whole political scenario and there
could be a range of different issues is an absolutely
absurd proposal that quite clearly means a diminution
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of voter power and a diminution in the meaning of the
vote. It would mean less democracy. The proposal is to
remove the power of the Council to block supply.
Honourable members know why Labor wishes to —
could I use the word? — castrate the power of the upper
house. We all know what Victorians would have ended
up with if members of the Labor Party had had their
way. The people of Bentleigh and the people of
Victoria would have ended up with heroin injecting
rooms; 40 000 jobs would have been lost with the
introduction of a state-based industrial relations system
under the Fair Employment Bill; we would have had
state-based inspectors who could have romped into a
home-based business, perhaps run by a single female at
home, and big, burly union members demanding entry
into that home-based business; we would have ended
up with home detention of burglars; and the issue of
marine parks and compensation would never have been
resolved.
I do not have much more to say, except that this house
had a three-month recess. It then sat for three days and
had another three weeks recess. Most of the members in
the upper house have continued to work on their
various committees, as we have. The argument that the
upper house members are less well known is a
fabrication. Would the alternative system that is being
put forward mean that the upper house members would
be better known? I suggest very strongly that that
would not be the case.
The loss of accountability, the loss of geographic
representation and the diminution of voter power all
mean that this proposal is a farce. It is a manufactured
trigger for an early election. It is an attempt by Labor to
reshape an institution by itself, without the fair and
comprehensive involvement of the Victorian people. I
have great pleasure in speaking against it.
Mr HOWARD (Ballarat East) — I am pleased to
add a few words to the debate on this bill, which is a
very significant piece of legislation. It is obviously late.
The words of the honourable member for Bentleigh did
not bear much sense of logic and demonstrated that
some members in this house are clearly tired.
The key thing about the legislation is that the
government is looking to ensure that the Parliament
continues in a contemporary way to provide good and
effective democratic opportunities for the people of
Victoria. As all honourable members know, no matter
what arguments people want to put forward, when you
have the same dynamics operating in the upper house
as in the lower house it means you essentially have no
more than the three parties represented in the upper
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house. When there is no different dynamic you have, as
we have now, a house that acts as a rubber stamp on the
legislative process, as it did under the former
government, or as a house of frustration, as has
happened on other occasions and is happening under
the current government. It does not serve the people of
this state very well at all.
Members of the government want the same process that
applies in the federal Parliament and the other states
with upper houses where a different dynamic of
proportional representation is added. That means that
after legislation is passed by the lower house it will be
reviewed on a different basis in the upper house,
providing an opportunity for the conservative versus
Labor system to have some different dynamics thrown
in and thus providing some useful benefits to the people
of the state.
As honourable members are aware, through the
constitution commission extensive consultation took
place across a range of centres throughout the state over
the past six months and longer. One of the things that
has come out is that large numbers of people did not
become involved or attend the hearings. As honourable
members know, many people do not have an
appreciation of the upper house at all. However, those
who did wish to make a contribution have clearly
looked at the system and seen that it is not working and
that we need to make some significant changes. Those
in control of the upper house at the moment need to
recognise the reality of that and say, ‘Okay, we’re
prepared to accept a new system rather than just
wanting to hold on to our power base there’.
A range of things have been said about the proposed
eight new regions. A very negative view has been
expressed by some of the rural and regional members
from the other side of the house, who said there would
be a loss of rural representation. In fact there is a great
opportunity for increased rural representation. Three of
the regions have a significant rural base, and the others
have some parts of rural Victoria in them. In each
region, where five members would be elected, the
major parties would be looking to gain perhaps three
seats, and therefore they would put forward a range of
candidates. I imagine those candidates would be
selected with some demographic view in mind, but the
selection would also be based on the strengths and
capabilities of those candidates. I believe that under that
system rural candidates would stand a good chance of
demonstrating their ability to be good candidates, and
there would be an excellent opportunity for them.
The proposed system offers a great deal to the people of
Victoria. They would like to see a different dynamic,
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something that actually works, and maybe there would
be a greater recognition of their upper house members.
They would see that their upper house was doing
something to contribute constructively to the
democracy of this state. It would give the upper house
an opportunity to be really respected by the people,
rather than their not knowing what upper house
members are doing or, when they see what is
happening, seeing it as either a house of frustration or a
rubber stamp.
It is a pity if members of the opposition simply wish to
again maintain their power base and not accept the
opportunities for truly democratic contemporary
change, but that appears to be the case. I would like to
think that we will still see opportunities for genuine
reform of the upper house to take place, whether it is
through this bill or bills in the future. Certainly, the
people of Victoria would be far better off if that could
be the case.
Mr THOMPSON (Sandringham) — At the outset I
would like to make a number of comments about the
disparity between promise and performance on the part
of this government. I thought the Constitution
(Parliamentary Reform) Bill might have been an
opportunity for the government to address one of the
statements made by members of the Labor Party on a
number of occasions between 1996 and 1999.
I refer more specifically to statements made at a
president’s luncheon at the Law Institute of Victoria.
The honourable member for Northcote, now the
Minister for Planning, is reported to have said that the
then government:
… had restricted the legal right to appeal to the Supreme
Court in about 200 bills and acts …
This is absolutely unprecedented in Australia and, no doubt,
in most of the Western World.
It is a savage and cynical attack on the democratic notion of
judicial review.

She was alluding in general terms to the operation of
sections 18 and 85 of Victoria’s Constitution Act,
which require that any variation of the jurisdiction of
the court be passed by an absolute majority of both
houses and an express statement in the act of the
intention to vary section 85 and notification of the
reasons for the variation to be outlined usually in the
minister’s second-reading speech.
Accordingly attention is clearly drawn towards each
bill, perhaps indirectly creating the impression that such
bills are unique to Victoria. However absent such
constraints may be, other states similarly vary or limit
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the jurisdiction of their supreme courts without
generating the same publicity.
The now Leader of the Labor Party and Premier of
Victoria, when Leader of the Opposition, stated that a
future Labor government would scrap more than
200 pieces of legislation that stopped Victorians from
appealing against government decisions in the Supreme
Court.
I was also interested to note in the letter I wrote to the
Law Institute Journal whether the Labor Party’s plans
included scrapping legislation supported by their own
members, together with approximately 300 pieces of
legislation introduced by the Cain and Kirner
governments varying the jurisdiction of the Supreme
Court. These remarks were relevant because one of the
objects of parliamentary reform, the importance of
which is alluded to in a paper prepared by a former
Speaker, together with an academic, and circulated to
honourable members tonight on the Internet, was the
disparity between promises and performance on the
part of members of Parliament and the reduced standing
they have in the wider community.
If in opposition the Labor Party was prepared to make
statements regarding the jurisdiction of the Supreme
Court and the removal of the right of appeal, one might
have thought the Constitution (Parliamentary Reform)
Bill 2002 would have provided the platform for the
fulfilment of their pre-election statements between
1996 and 1999. If the government were fair dinkum
about parliamentary reform it might look at the
disparity between the statements it has made and what
it has achieved or fulfilled in office. I do not see those
issues being addressed in the predominant number of
cases during this term in office.
The next matter I turn to is the issue of the removal of
the right of the upper house to block supply bills. The
Labor Party has often had a keen interest, in theory, in
pointing out the importance of removing this power
from an upper house. I note that from 1955 to 1975 the
Labor Party cast a negative vote on supply bills on eight
different occasions. Furthermore, the last occasion
when a supply bill was defeated in the Legislative
Council was in 1952 with the Labor Party voting in the
negative. That led to an early election in that year.
It is important to quote for the parliamentary record
regarding the blocking of supply the disparity between
the public statements of members of the Labor Party
both federally and in Victoria and the reality of what
has taken place. I have some classic examples by
former leaders of the Labor Party in both the House of
Representatives and the Senate. In my contribution on
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this bill I will refer to some of those quotes. In the
reflection by Sir David Smith in a paper entitled
1975 Revisited Senator Lionel Murphy is quoted as
saying:
For what we conceive to be simple but adequate reasons, the
opposition will oppose these measures. In doing this the
opposition —

it was a Labor opposition —
is pursuing a tradition which is well established, but in view
of some doubt recently cast on it in this chamber, perhaps I
should restate the position. The Senate is entitled and
expected to exercise resolutely but with discretion its power
to refuse its concurrence to any financial measure, including a
tax bill. There are no limitations on the Senate in the use of its
constitutional powers, except the limitations imposed by
discretion and reason. The Australian Labor Party has acted
consistently in accordance with the tradition that we will
oppose in the Senate any tax or money bill or other financial
measure whenever necessary to carry out our principles and
policies. The opposition has done this over the years, and in
order to illustrate the tradition which has been established,
with the concurrence of honourable Senators I shall
incorporate in Hansard at the end of my speech a list of the
measures of an economic or financial nature, including
taxation and appropriation bills, which have been opposed by
this opposition in whole or in part by a vote in the Senate
since 1950.

At the end of the speech Senator Murphy tabled a list of
169 occasions when Labor oppositions had attempted
to do, unsuccessfully, what the Liberal–National
opposition were to succeed in doing five years later. I
refer also to the Hansard report of a speech made in
1970 which states:
The Prime Minister’s assertion that the rejection of this
measure does not affect the commonwealth has no substance
in logic or fact. My party believes that the crisis which would
be caused by such a rejection should lead to a long-term
solution. Any government which is defeated by the
Parliament on a major taxation bill should resign. This bill
will be defeated in another place. The government should
then resign.

These were not the words of the then Leader of the
Opposition, Malcolm Fraser, in 1975, but the words of
the then Leader of the Opposition, Gough Whitlam, in
1970.
I now turn to the issue of fixed four-year terms for both
houses. One of the great strengths of the Victorian
Parliament has been the continuity of tradition in the
parliamentary process, and one element of that process
has been the use of parliamentary committees. If every
member in the Legislative Assembly and the
Legislative Council were required to face the electors
on a four-year basis there may not be the opportunity
for the detached level of reflection which a longer term
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in the upper house otherwise affords — that is, without
the need to return to the people within a shorter period.
One example is the work of the Law Reform
Committee, which received a reference earlier this year
about the collection, use and effectiveness of forensic
sampling and DNA in crime detection and prevention.
It was an upper house reference and we have a number
of members of the upper house on the committee. The
ability for some of those members to do additional
personal research regarding that topic and to review
comparative best practice in other jurisdictions around
the world is one of the great strengths of the
parliamentary system. I believe it is anomalous to
contemplate that the two parliamentary chambers
would be under the same electoral cycle, which is in
contrast to most of the other Westminster model
parliaments around the world.
The next issue I comment on is the introduction of a
proportional representation voting system for the upper
house with a model of eight regions, each with five
members. One of my concerns about this proposal is
that in the case of my electorate an upper house area
would comprise Bentleigh, Brighton, Burwood,
Carrum, Caulfield, Clayton, Malvern, Mordialloc,
Mount Waverley, Oakleigh and Sandringham. It would
be very hard for any individual member who
represented that electorate to actively advance the
interests of his constituents where the local constituents
knew who their local member was.
In country Victoria there is the example in region 1,
which encompasses the districts of Bass, Frankston,
Gembrook, Gippsland East, Gippsland South, Hastings,
Monbulk, Mornington, Morwell, Narracan and Nepean.
You would need to own a printing press to
communicate properly and appropriately with
constituents in that particular area. In 1899 in the other
place, according to my understanding, there were
multimember electorates and they changed to
electorates where there was a more limited allocation of
members, which allowed for a stronger relationship
between the elected person, the servant of the people,
and the people they represented.
In the Victorian Parliament today we have the examples
of electorates which cover a large land mass that is
nobly covered by those members who serve vast
geographic regions and the people in those regions
know one or two people who represent or advance their
particular interests.
The bill has a number of provisions which are sought to
be amended. I will not go through those amendments
per se other than to indicate that as part of the debate a
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number of claims have been made that I argue are
incorrect. They include: Labor claims that the
Legislative Council obstructs the government’s agenda;
Labor claims that the upper house was a rubber stamp
for the former government; Labor’s perpetuating the
myth that only the Liberal Party has blocked supply;
Labor claims that the Council is an exclusive men’s
club; Labor claims that the Council is a retirement
village for MPs; Labor claims that the Council has
longer parliamentary terms than anywhere; Labor
claims that reforming the Council will save money;
Labor claims that its hand-picked constitution
commission is independent; and Labor claims that the
Council is not a genuine house of review.
An analysis prepared by the Leader of the Liberal Party
in the other place highlighted how Labor’s plans will
stifle the voice of rural Victoria; how the outcome of
the Constitution Commission of Victoria was
predetermined; that Labor’s plans are a dubious
necessity; that Labor’s plans could result in cover-ups
of ministerial incompetence; that Labor’s plans are
mainly about introducing proportional representation;
that they are also ultimately about the abolition of the
upper house; that Labor’s plans seek to remove a vital
parliamentary safeguard; and that Labor does not have
a mandate and its actions were purely politically
motivated.
I now turn to a number of specific issues relating to the
bill and to the myths that have been raised — firstly,
that the Liberal opposition has been obstructionist in the
upper house. This was raised in the Herald Sun on
27 February this year, reporting a quote by the Premier:
The upper house is becoming not a house of review but a
house which wants to block and block and block and stop
legislation getting through.

The facts are that at the time this document I am
referring to was prepared the upper house had
considered some 286 bills, defeating only 6; it had
amended 25 bills; 51 bills were being scrutinised at the
committee stage; and the upper house had initiated
35 bills, including 9 private members bills. The bills
that were defeated included legislation relating to
heroin injecting rooms, the Fair Employment Bill, the
proposed home detention program bill, the Crimes
(Workplace Deaths and Serious Injury) Bill, and two
bills that would have effectively removed power from
the upper house.
The second issue I take up relates to the upper house
having been a rubber stamp for the former coalition
government. The fact was that upper house members
passed nearly 500 separate amendments between 1992
and 1999 contained in 60 different pieces of legislation
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to government bills. During the Cain and Kirner years
Labor upper house members never once moved to
defeat government legislation. Similarly, neither have
the Bracks government upper house members moved to
do so.
The next myth I allude to is that only the Liberal Party
has blocked supply in the Legislative Council. Earlier I
indicated that the Victorian Labor Party had on eight
prior occasions blocked a finance bill in the upper
house, bringing down a government in 1952. There is
also the example in the commonwealth arena, where
both Lionel Murphy, who was I think the Leader of the
Opposition in the Senate, and Gough Whitlam, who
later became an Australian Prime Minister,
unequivocally reinforced the right of the Labor Party to
block supply in the upper house.
The next myth relates to the upper house being a men’s
club. There is a raft of information relating to the
diverse backgrounds of members of the upper house,
who include people with training in business, in
agriculture and in many other occupations, which are
readily discernible from the parliamentary handbook.
The next myth is that the upper house is a retirement
village. There is a breakdown of the ages of Legislative
Council and Legislative Assembly members, and I
draw the following contrast. Only 8 per cent of
Assembly members are under 40, whereas in the
Legislative Council 18 per cent of the members are
under the age of 40. In the Legislative Assembly
79.5 per cent of members are in the 40 to 60 age group.
Contrast that with the upper house, where 75 per cent of
members are in that age bracket. In the over-60s stakes,
11.4 per cent of the Assembly members are over 60
whereas in the Legislative Council only 6.8 per cent are
over 60. So if one applies that statistical evaluation, the
upper house is not a retirement village.
The next myth I turn to is that the upper house term is
the longest anywhere. This is disputed by the fact that
the fixed four-year term in New South Wales was
introduced by the Labor government. The next relates
to the suggestion that the reforms will increase
efficiency and save money. However, under Labor’s
announced proposals the reduction in the number of
MPs would not mean reduced costs in the running of
the upper house. The next myth is that the Liberal Party
endorses the Constitution Commission of Victoria. The
facts are that the minority Bracks Labor government
chose the commissioners and set the terms of reference
for the commission without consulting the opposition.
The next myth is that the upper house is not a genuine
house of review. There is a detailed analysis of the
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process of reviewing legislation in the upper house. In
addition, there is reference to the active involvement of
the joint parliamentary committees in investigating a
range of matters. They include the Drugs and Crime
Prevention Committee, the Environment and Natural
Resources Committee, the Family and Community
Development Committee, the Law Reform Committee,
to which I alluded earlier — the contributions of upper
house members, including those on the other side, are
invaluable to the work of that committee — the Public
Accounts and Estimates Committee, the Road Safety
Committee and the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations
Committee, which has a proactive role in the scrutiny
of legislation.
That represents a summation, within the time available,
that refutes some of the arguments that have been
advanced on this debate.
In concluding I will return to where in part I started. It
is very important that as a legislature there is no
disparity between promise and performance. The Labor
Party’s failure in the last three years to address the
circumstances it went to the people of Victoria on
between 1996 and 1999 in speeches to the law institute
and in this particular chamber is a indictment of it, and
the form of the Constitution (Parliamentary Reform)
Bill represents a lost opportunity.
Mr NARDELLA (Melton) — I will deliver three
messages in speaking on this very important bill. The
first is that without any shadow of a doubt the upper
house needs reform. The members of the Legislative
Council are very privileged — and I should know,
because I was there. They are privileged because they
have eight-year terms — sometimes they are a bit
shorter — and a lot of them do not do much work.
Some do, and honourable members on the other side
talked about that before, but others do not need to do
much at all. Certainly when the Kennett government
was in office a large number of them did absolutely
nothing at all while they were in that place.
So there is a need for change. The last change occurred
in the early 1980s with the concurrence of the Liberal
Party, which brought this place up to the standard of the
day — that is, maximum four-year terms with fixed
three-year terms before the upper house has the ability
to block supply. It is now time for further reform, which
is what this bill is about — that is, fixed four-year terms
for the upper house. It takes away the right of the upper
house to block supply, but there is a dispute resolution
process for disputed bills and a provision for
proportional representation voting.
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The second message is that the upper house is a house
of review only when Labor is in office. That was the
situation under the Cain and Kirner governments, and it
is now the situation under the Bracks Labor
government. We want to strengthen the upper house as
a house of review because it was not a house of review
and did not care about the devastation the Kennett
government was wreaking when it closed 176 country
schools and 360-odd schools in Victoria in total,
12 country hospitals and 5 country rail lines. We had
the ludicrous situation of the National Party saying that
it wants greater representation for country Victorians
when its members stood idly by — I was in the upper
house at the time — when those five country rail lines
were closed. And they continued, apart from the
honourable member for Murray Valley, to keep their
mouths shut and to concur with the Liberal Party every
step of the way.
Look at the privatisation they agreed with: Heatane LP
gas, the Gas and Fuel Corporation, public transport,
electricity and insurance. Imagine if we had retained an
insurance company under this government; imagine
how we could have had some influence in the problems
being experienced at the moment. But no, they agreed
with it because it was not a house of review.
In my seven years in the Legislative Council there was
not one amendment, not one select committee, not one
bill rejected by the upper house, not one motion during
general business adopted by the upper house, and not
one private members bill adopted by the upper house.
How much of a house of review is that?
Suddenly now we have two select committees, changes
to question time with supplementary questions, taking
notes of answers and a whole raft of changes where the
sessional orders have been modified to suit the Liberal
opposition. I remember when the sessional orders were
changed in 1992 to disadvantage the Australian Labor
Party. The Honourable David White and the
Honourable Bill Landeryou took part in the debate at
the time, and the situation was an absolute disgrace. If
the Legislative Council were a genuine house of review
we would not have had the KNF affair; the corrupt
Crown Casino tender process; or the FOI laws being
emasculated under the Libs. We would have had
protection for the Auditor-General and real controls
over poker machine proprietors and pokie kings would
have occurred during the coalition’s term of office.
Reform would give the balance of power to
Independents or third parties like the Lib Nats or the
Greens, and would at least give minor parties
representation and provide better democracy.
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Lastly, honourable members need to be elected fairly in
the upper house. It sticks in my craw that in the 1996
state election for the Legislative Council the ALP got
46 per cent of the vote but only ended up with 33 per
cent of the seats — that is, 10 out of the 22 seats that
were up for re-election at the time. Proportional
representation is the fairest system of voting in the
world. It is used in the Senate. It would protect
democracy in Victoria for the long term, not for the
political expediency at the time. That is why I support
the bill before the house.
Mr ASHLEY (Bayswater) — I join in debate on the
Constitution (Parliamentary Reform) Bill to give a
critique of the review as my way of critiquing the bill,
but first of all I want to lay to rest the view that
somehow the upper house is not representative because
its election outcomes are different from those of the
lower house.
The truth of the matter is that there are far less
candidates and far fewer parties that contest upper
house electorates. The result of that is that votes are not
dissipated away from the major parties as they are in
lower house elections. This means that each of the
major parties holds greater numbers of primary votes
than happens in the lower house. Thus in many ways
upper house voting produces a cleaner indication and a
truer picture of where people’s primary interests lie.
The Constitution Commission of Victoria’s 2002
report, A House for Our Future, is a document of
limited scope. This is probably the direct consequence
of the terms of reference imposed upon it by the
government. The commission had two objectives; it
sought the fulfilment of two primary objectives through
upper house reform. The first was expansion of the
community’s spectrum of represented political opinion,
and the second was the permanent destruction of
single-party majorities brought about by the presence of
what would amount to a more or less neutral third
force.
The commission accepts the allegation that over recent
decades Victorian governments have become
progressively less responsible. That is its basic position.
It is not so much that the upper house is not necessarily
an effective house of review; it is that the lower house
is not an effective house of legislation. Victorian
governments, it says, have become progressively less
responsible. It claims that the lower house is now
incapable of holding government to account. It implies
that the expansion of party discipline during the
20th century was so pervasive that it has effectively
rendered reform of the Assembly a non-starter, a lost
cause.
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So the basis of real reform goes missing from the very
outset, because the lower house is a lost cause. The
commission clearly considers that the adoption of
hardened forms of party discipline and party
government — these are the words it uses — have
created an unsatisfactory state of legislative affairs. To
resolve this it proposes that a system of election to the
Legislative Council be introduced which would deny
governments and oppositions outright majorities and,
thus, control of the upper house.

facilitate or to obstruct the passage of legislation. It is
extraordinary stuff!

The reforms it proposes would facilitate the election of
minority interest groups. That is what this is about: the
election of minority interest groups, parties or
individuals — and individuals will be rare — to the
upper house with the express purpose of preventing
either a government or an opposition from dominating
outcomes in that chamber.

Given the nature of politics, whatever the make-up of a
legislative chamber governments, including minority
governments, would continue to be well placed to offer
incentives to any group prepared to pledge the level of
support necessary to maintain stability of office. We
have the perfect example here. Just three minority
members, and they influence all the outcomes. There is
no reason why it would not happen in the upper house.

The commission contends that the inability of either a
government or an opposition to impose its will on an
upper house would, of itself, go a long way towards
ensuring accountability of governments — something
rendered non-achievable in an electoral college-style
lower house. Those are the commission’s words. It
certainly argues that denial of control to either
government or opposition by the presence of sufficient
non-government and non-opposition members would
facilitate the transformation of the upper house into an
effective house of review. That is its argument for a
house of review characterised by inclusive decision
making and transparent processes of disclosure.
The commission goes on to make a dubious leap of
faith based on the premise of denying the virtue of
control of the upper house to either governments or
oppositions. This faith, I believe, is quintessentially
naive and at odds with the reality of organised political
life and behaviour.
The commission gets perilously close to admitting the
thin ice upon which it skates when it comments:
But to simply confine the upper house to a review role would
render it ineffective. An authoritarian government could
ignore it.

Its words again. Enhancing the powers of an upper
house to initiate and amend legislation is similarly
unlikely to stop a wilfully authoritarian government
from rejecting its initiatives and amendments — in
other words, we are not getting any further forward.
It is astonishing that the commission does not canvass,
even hypothetically, the likely consequences of a group
of non-government or non-opposition members forging
a coalition with a government or an opposition either to

Though pragmatically more checks and balances may
be brought into play by the election of minority group
representatives the report advances no compelling
reason whatever why strategic voting — hedging —
would not still take place to overcome either a
government’s or an opposition’s lack of an upper house
majority.

Political realities and pressures would almost certainly
dictate that in the new world of the upper house
envisaged by the commission conventional internal
party disciplines would be recast and applied just as
effectively to alliances. It is hard to see how such
outcomes would equate with the degree of operational
independence the commission confers upon its
preferred model. There is a lot of rhetoric around stuff
that is just as likely not to get anywhere. It goes on to
say that the reason it wants proportional representation
and the reason it favours multimember electorates is
simply that they are the devices by which you get
minority groups into the upper house. There is no other
reason for it. It is to get minority groups to take away
the possibility of a majority from either a government
or the major opposition party.
The commission is quite adamant about its preference
for what it regards as equality of proportionality over
community of interest — this is another problem —
despite the fact that this severely undermines prospects
for a clearly delineated urban and rural representational
divide to match Victorian reality. The report makes
sympathetic noises about rural representation. For
instance, it says:
… the commission encountered —

these are its words —
strong concern from non-metropolitan Victoria that its
representation in the Legislative Council should be
maintained and should continue to be separate from city
representation. The commission understands and accepts
these views.

That is what it says, but in reality the commission does
not do any such thing, not at least in terms of accepting
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it. The commission rejected the opportunity to
recommend the creation of distinct urban and rural
constituencies, arguing that the notion of a
geographically based community of interest is rapidly
giving way to less territorial forms of shared interests,
often state wide or even global.
The story of the 1990s is a quite different story as
experienced at least in regional Australia and rural
Victoria. There is now a heightened concern in
non-urban constituencies that political processes must
be seen to seriously and adequately acknowledge and
respond to distinctly rural and regional priorities. The
resistance of country Victoria to what it perceives as the
systemic distortion of political outcomes through the
dominating influence of metropolitan interests is
nothing new. What does appear to be new is the
clamour with which country people have been reacting
to the prominence given to city-centric agendas and the
accompanying tendency to push regional and rural
issues into the shadows.
Country Victoria will not take kindly to the
commission’s decision to summarily reject three and
five-member electorates in pursuit of uniformity. It is
absolutely possible to have three distinctly rural
regional electorates — one of three members for
Gippsland; two five-member electorates for the
northern and western rural and regional areas; Geelong
would not be involved; the Mornington Peninsula
would not be involved; and you could create four urban
electorates with seven members each. If you had four
urban electorates with seven members each you would
have greater diversity. But the government really has
not taken this issue of diversity as seriously as the
commission. In fact, it wants to crimp diversity.
In pursuit of its equality of proportionality line the
commission is quite prepared to dilute the link of
shared vital interests between representative and
constituent. The best it can offer is a little gratuitous
advice to political parties that if they fail to factor the
significance of the sense of shared interests into the
preselection processes they indulge in, they will, to use
its words:
… risk losing … to a regionally resident candidate with a
different affiliation.

Given the nature of attachment to party there is
precious little evidence to suggest that this will have
much leverage given the past experience that we have
had with upper house electorates that have been an
amalgam of urban and rural areas.
I guess I have to speed on towards the end. In my
conclusion I will say this: in summary the report fails
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on two counts. Firstly, it assumes the lower house to be
irredeemably a party house and beyond reform.
Secondly, it assumes that the reform of the upper house
into something markedly different from the
Assembly — into an interactive so-called people’s
house — is eminently achievable, essentially through
the introduction simply of wider spectrum voting. Both
arguments are flawed, and even if the latter were to be
realised it raises the question of the nature of the
Council’s ongoing relationship with what the
commission regards as a culturally recalcitrant and
resistant lower house. New wine into old bottles won’t
go.
What will probably happen is that we will simply enter
a new era of protracted feuding between one house and
the other with all the ministerial clout having been
taken out of the upper house, and so arguably it ending
up with lowered status. This in fact would be a
self-fulfilling prophesy for the Attorney-General. It
would end up being a pussy-cat house. It would end up
being a retirement village, because there would be no
ministers there to give it clout. It would not be a house
of review, it would be a house of frustration.
Ms DAVIES (Gippsland West) — I desire to move:
That all the words after ‘That’ be omitted with the view of
inserting in place thereof the words:
‘this house refuses to read this bill a second time until
such time as a plebiscite has been held in Victoria on the
questions of whether the Legislative Council should stay
in its present form, if it should be reformed or whether it
should be abolished’.

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Savage) — Order!
Is there a seconder for the motion?
Ms DAVIES — If nobody is going to second it, I
will leave it.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Savage) — Order!
The motion will lapse if there is no seconder.
Ms DAVIES — I wish to speak on this Constitution
(Parliamentary Reform) Bill. I have been a strong
supporter of Legislative Council reform for a very long
time, and I have now spoken on this issue several times
in this house. That is the reason I wanted to move the
motion I moved, for which I was unable to get a
seconder, asking that this bill be withdrawn.
Legislative Council reform was an issue detailed in the
Independents charter. The formation of the Constitution
Commission of Victoria to enable community
discussion was also part of the charter, as was the
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notion of the plebiscite. The motion which I put, or
wished to put, before the house says in part:
… that this house refuses to read this bill a second time until
such time as the plebiscite has been held in Victoria on the
questions of whether the Legislative Council should stay in its
present form, whether it should be reformed, or whether it
should be abolished.

I did that as an expression of the reality that this bill, as
it has been framed and put before this house, will fail. I
firmly believe we need Legislative Council reform. I
just as firmly believe all sides of Parliament need to
participate in negotiations on the detail of that reform. It
is very sad and ultimately self-defeating for one side of
the Parliament to continue to refuse to take part in any
negotiations.
I note that the honourable member for Bentleigh made
the point, with which I would agree, that a plebiscite
vote on this issue is necessary to properly resolve it. I
believe people should be given the simple choice, with
a ballot paper at the next election, of deciding what
option of Legislative Council reform they would prefer.
A plebiscite during an election campaign would ensure
a proper debate and discussion. During the election
campaign it would be easy for both government and
opposition to provide in the public arena basic
arguments of their points of view.
If the current members of the Legislative Council were
able to see after a plebiscite just how many people in
this state believe the upper house should be either
abolished or reformed, I believe they would then feel
compelled into reform. Only then is there potential for
proper negotiation to take place.
I do not support all the elements of this bill as it has
been framed. The proposal that a joint sitting of the
Parliament, which would be numerically totally
dominated by parties, choose a substitute Independent
to fill a casual vacancy formed by a departure of any
Independent is ridiculous in the extreme. It is obviously
far preferable and completely appropriate to do a
countback. That would ensure that whoever was chosen
to fill that casual vacancy had actually been through the
electoral process.
I understand why the parties would want to insist that
they fill a casual vacancy with a member of their own
party, and I accept that since the individual member of
the party is a relatively trivial part of that person’s
representation, it does not matter that it is filled with a
party nominee. It is obviously completely inappropriate
to do that with an Independent. Even if the countback
resulted in a party member as the person who filled that
casual vacancy, that would be a more clear
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demonstration of the democratic will of the people of
the state than any nomination chosen out of thin air by
the parties.
However, I support the main thrust of this bill. I
commend the work of the Constitution Commission of
Victoria in adding to community awareness on the
issue. I also commend some of the innovative ideas that
the constitution commission came up with. One of the
very clear ideas that it projected was the notion of
regional committees. People across the state would find
it very appealing to have a regional committee where
all members of Parliament, regardless of their party
status, sat down together with a very clear focus that it
was their region’s interests that they were looking at in
their committee work and their region’s interest to
which they were committed to finding joint solutions.
The commission’s notion of ensuring that candidates
for election need to state their address on the ballot
paper is also a very useful idea. I know there are some
who would prefer to vote for people who lived in their
particular area, and in this way it would be much harder
for parties to import people from outside for positions.
I have heard many arguments in this house against
proportional representation, and those arguments fail. I
do not support proportional representation in the main
house of any government. One honourable member
gave examples from overseas saying that this was
proportional representation and that it resulted in
unstable government. The overseas examples were of
proportional representation in the main house of
government. However, I do support proportional
representation in a house of review.
Three representatives are not necessary for any one
particular area. The local member of the Legislative
Assembly represents one geographic area, which in this
state is not an impossible area to manage. Although
there are some honourable members, my Independent
colleagues in particular, who have large geographic
areas to cover, the numbers of people they are
representing are not outrageous. Area representation in
both the lower house and upper house is not necessary.
What is needed in the Parliament, specifically in the
upper house, is the representation of a wider range of
views, a wider range of interests and a wider range of
issues in proportion to the views held within the
electorate. That means proportional representation.
One of the truly superfluous aspects about our current
set-up is that many areas have multiple representatives
and they all come from the same party. That is not
democracy; that is winner takes all. Basically it is
useless. In the new part of my new seat of Bass every
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one of the current representatives is from the same
party. They all vote the same way and they all think the
same way — they may as well be one person with
several legs — yet the population of that area is quite
diverse. There are many views and many interests, and
I am sure if we had proportional representation in the
upper house a wider range of views would be
represented.
The original seat of Gippsland West used to be
represented by the representatives of one party. The
consequence of having the representatives of both the
lower house and upper house from the one party is that
you have invisible members of the Legislative Council
who do not campaign in elections. They sit there for
seven or eight years doing nothing, being invisible, and
members of the public never see them. We never saw
the MLCs from Gippsland West before I was elected.
One of the major achievements that resulted from my
election in 1997 was that it got a couple of MLCs off
their backsides and working, particularly in the rural
part of the electorate.
Both the MLCs were based in the metropolitan part of
that province and they never bothered coming into the
rural area. It is a pity that one of those MLCs in
particular has not yet learnt to work in a more positive
way. I have been trying to demonstrate by example, but
he is a bit of a slow learner and he is not very good at it.
I will not be supporting the splitting of the bill as
proposed by the honourable member for Gippsland
East. As with the Liberal Party and the government I
have agreed not to support the splitting of the bill. I can
see there is a logic in the wish of the government and
the opposition to deal with both four-year terms and
Legislative Council reform together. I acknowledge that
the government’s response to the Independents charter
joined the two issues together, and I think we can look
at that as a lesson to be learnt in the framing of future
documents.
The current Legislative Council, while we have a Labor
government, is acting in some ways as a house of
review. I accept the Legislative Council’s role in
amending and even rejecting legislation where the
amendments and rejections are based on genuine
differences of views and arguments. I do not accept the
rejections when they come for fairly trivial reasons.
Some of the amendments that have come back to the
lower house have been trivial or have been for the sake
of grandstanding and territory marking. However, I
accept that if you have two houses of Parliament, it
should be the right of the upper house to reject and
amend legislation.
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I would like to see voting be much more conscience
based and much less party dominated. We can live in
hope on that one, but it is much more likely to happen
with proportional representation than it ever will when
one party always dominates. So yes, at the moment the
Legislative Council operates as a house of review.
Unfortunately the danger comes when you have a
Liberal government and once again you are operating in
a Parliament where you do not have negotiation,
amendments or different points of view being
represented. You just have one direction, one view,
many mouths speaking the same words and no proper
Parliament. That is the scary bit, and that is why it is
essential that we ultimately have this reform in the
upper house.
I believe the government has made an error bringing
this legislation back into the Parliament when it knows
it is going to fail again. I have said many times, and I
will continue to repeat it, that the most successful way
to ensure that we have Legislative Council reform is to
go to the people with a plebiscite. Give them a clear
choice and clear arguments. They know the Legislative
Council does not function properly or represent a wide
enough range of views. I believe there is great wisdom
in the people and if it went to a plebiscite we would
then see the upper house being shamed into agreeing to
reform itself. So I continue to urge the government to
not go on bringing in legislation when it knows that two
parties in the house will continue to not even consider it
and will refuse to negotiate on the issue. Go to a
plebiscite and encourage them to listen to what the
people of Victoria say — that is, that the upper house at
the moment costs a lot of money, is not representative
of the wider views in the community and should be
reformed.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr KOTSIRAS (Bulleen) — It is a pleasure — —
Ms Davies — On a point of order, Mr Acting
Speaker, an honourable member over there was casting
aspersions on me, talking about me somehow costing
millions of dollars in this state. I ask them to withdraw.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Savage) — Order!
Which member specifically?
Ms Davies — I think it was the honourable member
for Sandringham.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Savage) — Order!
The honourable member for Sandringham is not
present.
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Mr Perton — On a point of order, Mr Acting
Speaker, what sort of —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Savage) — Order!
I am dealing with this first.
Mr Perton — On a point of order, Mr Acting
Speaker, what is the stunt? I did not know that
interjection is prohibited in this house, nor a comment
that is accurate. The honourable member is so
befuddled that she is identifying a member who is not
even in the chamber. I would ask you just to cease to
hear her on this matter.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Savage) — Order!
The honourable member is entitled to ask for a
comment to be withdrawn if she finds it offensive. If
the honourable member for Gippsland West can
identify the member I will ask them to withdraw the
remark.
Ms Davies — Unfortunately I heard it from over
that way. I did not actually see the member. I have
asked for the honourable member who made the
comment to acknowledge that they made the comment.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Savage) — Order!
The honourable member for Bulleen, continuing his
remarks.
Mr KOTSIRAS — It is a pleasure to contribute to
debate on the Constitution (Parliamentary Reform) Bill.
In lieu of the fact that it is late and for the safety and
wellbeing of honourable members and parliamentary
staff I will be brief.
This bill is a grab for power. It is nothing more than a
request for Parliament to grant Labor a blank cheque. I
was amused to read in the second-reading speech that
the provisions in this bill permit the government to
review the operation of the Legislative Council to truly
make it ‘a house for our future’. It should read,
however, ‘to truly make it a house for the Australian
Labor Party’s future’. It is all about self-preservation
and total control of the upper house. Why would you
want to sabotage the upper house if you had control?
The upper house is working well. It is democratically
elected, and it is elected on the basis of one vote, one
value.
I refer to clause 5, which attempts to entrench the
freedom of information (FOI) provision. As honourable
members know, I make numerous FOI requests to
acquire documents from the government. Let me tell
the house that despite the fact that the government has
promised to be open and accountable, it is making it
very difficult for me to access documents under FOI.
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So I think this again is rhetoric, and instead of putting
its words into practice the government is avoiding
being open and accountable.
Recently I distributed my newsletter throughout my
electorate, and in it I raised the government’s attempt to
sabotage the upper house. I received some feedback on
all the issues raised in that newsletter, including the
upper house. I must say there was not one person who
felt the ALP was right in trying to dismantle and
sabotage the upper house. They were concerned about
law and order, planning, roads and transport, but they
felt the upper house is working well. Why fix
something that works? My constituents see this as a
means of bringing about this government’s social
agenda and having a trigger for an early election.
The reason that many constituents in my electorate feel
this way is that they believe the upper house behaves
responsibly. On any objective analysis it is there to
perform the check-and-balance role. Without the upper
house, as I said, the government would be given a blank
cheque, and no-one would be allowed to review its
actions. The upper house has not become obstructionist.
In fact the upper house has considered 286 bills,
defeating only 6. It has amended 25 bills; 51 bills have
been scrutinised in committee; and it has initiated
35 bills, including 9 private members bills. More than
97 per cent of the bills presented have been passed. The
bills that have not been passed include those dealing
with drug injecting rooms, home detention for criminals
and increases to union powers. I must say the
community supported us on all those occasions.
To make the upper house more relevant there have been
recent improvements. Unfortunately this government
wants to take it further, so it set up a commission. The
Premier is also the Minister for Multicultural Affairs. I
point out that the government is meant to spend 5 per
cent of its advertising budget on ethnic advertising. I
never heard one advertisement on any Italian or Greek
radio program, yet the Premier can sit in this chamber
and claim he is the Minister for Multicultural Affairs.
He is supposed to spend 5 per cent across all
departments on ethnic advertising. How can you set up
a committee and ask people to come in and put forward
their views when it is reaching only two-thirds of the
population?
The plan for the upper house is simply to allow
minority interest groups to hold the balance of power.
We all remember the problems with One Nation. If this
bill goes through people like Pauline Hanson will be in
the upper house and might even control it. If that is the
type of Parliament we would have I am disappointed
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that the Premier, who is also the Minister for
Multicultural Affairs, is approving it.
If the Premier wishes to use this debate as a trigger for
an early election the Liberal Party is more than happy
for him to do so. I will not be supporting this bill. My
constituents do not support it, and it should be thrown
out.
Mr JASPER (Murray Valley) — I am pleased to
join the debate on the Constitution (Parliamentary
Reform) Bill and indicate from the outset that I am a
strong supporter of the current system of government in
Victoria — the constitutional monarchy and the
democratic processes that have operated in this
Parliament since I have been the member for Murray
Valley.
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representatives of whatever party they might belong to,
and the upper house members — with four of the lower
house seats forming an upper house province — are
also well known.
Mr Mildenhall interjected.
Mr JASPER — I can understand a metropolitan
member not understanding what goes on in
north-eastern Victoria, but I suggest to the honourable
member for Footscray that he too should visit
north-eastern Victoria on occasions, particularly my
electorate of Murray Valley. If he did he would
understand that a lot of progress is going on in that
electorate.
Mr Batchelor interjected.

It is interesting to note that over the years I have been in
Parliament there has been quite a lot of rhetoric and
criticism. In fact in the 1980s the Labor government of
the day introduced legislation to reform the upper
house. I have to say that I think former Premier John
Cain was probably appreciative of the fact that he did
not have a majority in the Legislative Council as well as
in the Legislative Assembly, because I think that
protected him from the extremist views of some people
in his party and indeed in the union movement.
Although I have no evidence of this — he has not told
me personally — from what I have read in his book and
from examining what happened at that time, I think he
was quite happy about the situation where there was a
majority of conservative members in the Legislative
Council.

Mr JASPER — The Minister for Transport did visit
the Murray Valley electorate recently. He also opened
the very successful rail trail in north-eastern Victoria
and — listen to this! — when he did the opening he
gave credit for the fact that the rail trail was approved
for funding by the previous government, which
amounted to $1.5 million. The trail is a great success
for north-eastern Victoria. I applaud the fact that the
minister came along. We were both able to get on
bicycles and take part in the opening of the rail trail, but
the minister looked better than I did because he was in
some special cycling gear. I did not have the special
gear provided to me. It was all marked ‘Vicroads’, so I
guess it was a Vicroads outfit that he was wearing. He
could have provided one to me — I would have
appreciated having that as well.

As I said at the outset, I am a strong supporter of the
current system of government in Victoria, with the two
houses of Parliament, and a strong supporter of the
constitutional monarchy and the democratic processes
that exist. I have also seen no evidence among the
general public of the need for change in the system of
government we have in Victoria. The government
believes it needs change because it regards the upper
house as not being of assistance to it in what it wants to
do. The government instituted the review. I think it has
been an obsession of the Premier and the Labor Party in
government to see a change in the Legislative Council
because in their view the system does not work. So far
as I am concerned the two houses of Parliament have
worked well, and they produce a very good system.

That highlights the point I make: in country Victoria the
people identify who their local members are. The
situation may not be the same in metropolitan
Melbourne, but if you go into the north-eastern part of
country Victoria you will see that we are identified in
those electorates, as are the upper house members. In
fact my strong support for this system comes from the
fact that it has worked well in terms of the composition
of the houses of Parliament, with four lower house seats
forming an upper house province that is represented by
two members.

As would any member of Parliament who represents a
country electorate, I believe the system has worked
well. When I consider the representation in
north-eastern Victoria, I believe the lower house
members are well identified as the political

I listened with a great deal of interest to the contribution
to the debate of the honourable member for
Sandringham. I thought he presented to the house an
excellent statistical analysis of the situation relating to
the bills debated in Parliament and the bills debated in
the Legislative Council. I see the situation quite clearly,
with the two houses of Parliament and with the upper
house being a house of review.
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Over the years I have frequently seen legislation
debated appropriately in this house, the Legislative
Assembly, with issues of concern being raised by
members who saw a particular clause as not
appropriate. But time for consideration was provided
while the bill was between the two houses. The
Legislative Assembly debated and completed the
legislation and then transferred it to the upper house. In
fact, with the span of a few weeks between the debates
in the two houses there was time to further assess the
legislation and provide us with better legislation. The
upper house has operated well as a house of review.
Yes, it is not perfect — no system is perfect.
On my recent parliamentary study tour I visited five
other parliaments, getting a comparison between their
operations. In some of those parliaments with a unitary
system of government — that is, where they have one
house — they have instituted systems of committees.
Legislation is reviewed either before or after it gets to
Parliament, going through a committee to protect the
system. We do not need that protection so much,
although the committee system works well in those
places. In Victoria we have two houses of Parliament
and legislation can be scrutinised when it is between the
two houses.
As I indicated, over the years I have been in the
Parliament on many occasions I have seen legislation
improved dramatically because of the operation of the
Legislative Council. The bills have come back to our
house reviewed, changed and improved. That is one of
the pluses. The statistical information presented by the
honourable member for Sandringham needs to be read
by all of us to enable us to understand the number of
bills that have been debated in the upper house and the
small number of bills that have been rejected. I believe
that the community at large would not accept the bills
that have been rejected. The Legislative Council has
been most effective.
I listened to the views of the honourable members for
Bendigo East and Seymour. I have mentioned in this
house before that they have rose-coloured glasses on
and they are blinkered. Time and again I hear members
of the government saying, ‘Nothing’s happened in
country Victoria’. Okay, it has not been perfect. It is
tough, particularly at present because of the dry
conditions in many parts of the state. But members
should never say that nothing has happened within the
state of Victoria.
The Leader of the National Party indicates that I should
present the strongest views possible in detailing to the
house my opposition to this legislation and the genuine
concerns I have put forward. We need to say that
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because those two honourable members I mentioned
have come into the house and been very critical in
general statements of things that have happened.
Members should not make general statements but make
sure they know what they are talking about. They
should not say that nothing has happened in country
Victoria.
I challenge the honourable members for Bendigo East
and Seymour to come up to Murray Valley. If they visit
us they will see that we have had development in
north-eastern Victoria. I do not know how that was
wound into debate on the bill, but I listened to the two
views. The honourable member for Seymour seemed to
say that what has happened in Seymour since he has
become the member has something to do with the
proposed changes to the upper house. I think what he
was saying was, ‘I’m known as the member for
Seymour, but the upper house members aren’t’. I
challenge him again, as I believe that many people in
north-eastern Victoria know the two members who
represent us in the upper house. That is important in
looking at the legislation.
We have talked about the issues in relation to the upper
house and the two houses. I have identified reasons
why we need to continue with the Legislative Council.
There are many reasons why the bill should be rejected,
and I want to mention just a couple of those. The
proportional representation system is mentioned in
A House for Our Future, the report prepared and
submitted by the Constitution Commission of Victoria.
It indicates that the government supports model 3,
which provides for eight regions of five members each.
If you look at the map you will see the province in the
northern part of the state reaches from the upper
reaches of the Murray River to the South Australian
border, goes across the northern part of the state and
right down into the northern parts of Melbourne — to
Sunbury and close to the Calder Highway. That is a
huge area and as far as I am concerned you cannot
expect people to represent it appropriately. The system
we have at present works well in being able to get
people to represent those areas. That is another reason
why I would oppose the legislation — the system
proposed in the report that has been prepared.
There is no doubt that if you refer to page 25 of the
report you will see why the Legislative Council needs
to be there and operating and why its members need to
be able to present their views so that we can get what I
see as balance in the operation of the Parliament. As far
as I am concerned this legislation should be rejected. I
do not believe that the people of Victoria really want to
see changes, because we have an effective system. Yes
it can be improved, but the system has worked well and
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will work well into the future. We can make it more
efficient if we work on it.
Mr PERTON (Doncaster) — In the Premier’s
words, this is the most important piece of legislation
that he has brought to the Parliament. If you looked at
the gallery you will see that there are two public
servants and two members of the public there. There is
not a journalist from a newspaper of record or a
television or radio journalist. There is in fact no-one
here demonstrating any interest at all in this piece of
legislation.
This is a piece of proposed constitutional reform. One
would think that a piece of major constitutional reform
could come to this house through a tripartite process
bringing reforms that reflected a new millennium and
century. Instead, we have a process that is utterly
flawed. We have two former members of the Liberal
Party, who many years ago I would have counted
amongst my friends, allowing themselves to be used for
a political process that is utterly flawed. The bill is
transparently designed to transfer power in the upper
house from one side of politics to the other without
achieving any other end.
In this day of the Internet and when we are trying to
raise the standards of the Parliament and to get greater
public participation in politics, there is nothing in this
bill about greater participation by the public.
There is nothing in this bill that contains any deeper or
richer legislative process. The Canadians, for instance,
have a process where after its first reading legislation
goes to a parliamentary committee for a deep and rich
public debate in which members of the public and
organisations participate, and legislation is drafted to a
higher standard with the confidence of the people.
This bill purports to entrench the freedom of
information principles. They are still principles of the
1970s — paper based, slow and designed for the
convenience of the minister rather than the convenience
of the public. What better ways could we have
designed, had the three parties worked together to
achieve this end, to actually enrich the process by
which information is passed from the Parliament to the
public and from the executive to the public? Instead the
Premier, in an utterly cynical move obviously designed
by his campaign committee — the Feeneys of the
world — has brought to this house a bill that does not
reflect the wishes or needs of the Liberals, the
Nationals, two-thirds of the Independents or, indeed,
the public.
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The great indictment of this piece of legislation is that
the public has demonstrated no interest in it
whatsoever. The honourable member for Warrnambool
told us of the lack of participation in the process. The
honourable member for Wimmera told us clearly that
only a dozen people, including his own staff, attended
the consultation for the whole of the Wimmera. This
process was purely a creature of the Labor Party, and
the bill is purely a creature of the Labor Party. It is
designed for only one purpose — to prop up a poor
excuse for an early election. It is not a blueprint for
better democracy, it is a cynical and contemptible
doctrine. In stating your views, Mr Acting Speaker, you
expressed a wish to split the useful parts from the
political parts. You were at least trying to salvage
something from this awful document, which is a slap in
the face to Victorians. It does not reflect the views of
the Victorian public but reflects the views of one sordid
faction of the Labor Party.
The opposition will oppose the bill because it is
designed not to enhance our democracy but to defeat it.
Mr BRACKS (Premier) — I thank the
28 honourable members who have spoken — the
honourable members for Malvern, Swan Hill,
Footscray, Warrandyte, Burwood, Brighton, Geelong
North, Cranbourne, Gippsland East, Warrnambool,
Mornington, Essendon, Frankston, Seymour, Glen
Waverley, Mildura, Wimmera, Bendigo East,
Bentleigh, Ballarat East, Sandringham, Melton,
Bayswater, Gippsland West, Bulleen, Murray Valley
and Doncaster — for participating in the debate on this
important reform bill, which has come before this house
for a second time.
The government has identified this as a major bill, but it
is also a reform that is well overdue. It does several
things which are crucial and essential to having a
modern upper house that is a true house of review and
not simply a replica of the lower house but with a
stagnant mandate, which the upper house currently has.
The key tenets — —
Mr Perton interjected.
The SPEAKER — Order! The honourable member
for Doncaster has just had his opportunity to debate the
question.
Mr BRACKS — The Liberal Party finds it hard to
accept that it lost the election.
Mr Perton interjected.
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The SPEAKER — Order! I ask the honourable
member for Doncaster to cease interjecting. He has just
made his contribution to the debate.

Council and the Legislative Assembly, particularly by
the forming of a committee between the two houses to
resolve deadlocks.

Mr BRACKS — The reform is well overdue. It is
important and proper to have an appropriate house of
review, but the tenets of the reform go to establishing a
much more democratic, representative and appropriate
house of review. The first is the alignment of the terms
of office between the lower and upper houses, with
concurrent four-year terms. That is the most
fundamental of the reforms because it will mean that
the views expressed by the public at an election will be
reflected in both houses of Parliament, not separately or
not with a lag effect, with one election lagging after
another, effectively producing a stale mandate. That
will serve enormously to express the will of the people
at any one election, and by itself it is an important
reform.

This is an essential, appropriate reform, and it means
that the will of the people expressed at the one election
will be expressed in both houses of Parliament. That is
an important aspiration for the public to have. As I said,
this bill also entrenches the independence of certain
office-holders in the constitution, which cannot be
changed by a simple majority but only by a three-fifths
majority. Why would the house reject those proposals?
Why would the house reject the independence of the
Auditor-General being enshrined and entrenched in the
constitution? It is a matter that we have fought very
hard for on this side of the house, and we will continue
to fight for it.

The second part is proportional representation, which is
common in almost every upper house in every
jurisdiction in the country, including the
commonwealth Parliament. That will effectively mean
the upper house will have a different form of
representation to the lower house, which will enhance
its capacity to be a real house of review and not a
replica house, which the Legislative Council is with its
stale mandate.
I congratulate the Constitution Commission of Victoria
for recommending over and above those matters that go
to the direct reform of the upper house other
constitutional reforms. The entrenchment powers which
are recognised in this bill, which are the third important
part of this reform, require a three-fifths majority so that
a simple majority of both houses cannot change the
constitution on certain matters. That is an important
reform, because it will enshrine in the constitution
entrenchment powers relating to local government, the
Auditor-General, the Director of Public Prosecutions,
the Ombudsman and the Electoral Commissioner.
The effect of not supporting this reform agenda and this
piece of legislation is to reject their entrenchment in the
constitution. It is a vote against the Auditor-General,
against the Director of Public Prosecutions and against
the independence of the Ombudsman and the Electoral
Commissioner. Effectively their entrenchment will be
rejected if the bill is rejected.
Additionally the bill seeks to prohibit the Legislative
Council’s ability to block supply, an aim which most
jurisdictions have sought and which is recommended in
the report. The bill also has a sensible system for the
resolution of deadlocks between the Legislative

From the outset the government had a choice, after the
last piece of legislation was defeated in this house, of
seeking to reintroduce this reform or looking at
abolishing the upper house. We have chosen to seek to
reform the upper house, because we are committed to
the notion of having a check on the executive
government and a proper house of review. I hope this
bill will pass. If it does not we will pursue this reform
further in the future. The government has a mandate for
this change, and as I said, it is something we will seek
to prosecute again in the future.
I congratulate those who worked hard as a secretariat
for the Constitution Commission of Victoria in
compiling the report. The house is indebted to the
three-person constitution commission comprising the
Honourable George Hampel, QC, the Honourable Ian
Macphee and the Honourable Alan Hunt, all of whom
have considerable experience and expertise and all of
whom had a considerable weight to bear.
This is a blueprint for a democratic upper house. I
implore honourable members to pass this bill so we can
finally have a democratic and representative upper
house in this state.
The SPEAKER — Order! The question is that the
bill be now read a second time. As there are not
45 members present in the chamber and the bill is
required to be passed by an absolute majority, I ask the
Clerk to ring the bells.
Bells rung.
Members having assembled in chamber:
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(i)

House divided on motion:

“A Bill to amend the Constitution Act 1975 and
the Electoral Act 2002, to provide for the election
of members of the Legislative Council by using a
proportional representation system and for other
purposes.”;

Ayes, 46
Allan, Ms
Allen, Ms
Barker, Ms
Batchelor, Mr
Beattie, Ms
Bracks, Mr
Brumby, Mr
Cameron, Mr
Campbell, Ms
Carli, Mr
Davies, Ms
Delahunty, Ms
Duncan, Ms
Garbutt, Ms
Gillett, Ms
Haermeyer, Mr
Hamilton, Mr
Hardman, Mr
Helper, Mr
Holding, Mr (Teller)
Howard, Mr
Hulls, Mr
Ingram, Mr

Kosky, Ms
Langdon, Mr (Teller)
Languiller, Mr
Leighton, Mr
Lenders, Mr
Lim, Mr
Lindell, Ms
Loney, Mr
Maddigan, Mrs
Maxfield, Mr
Mildenhall, Mr
Nardella, Mr
Overington, Ms
Pandazopoulos, Mr
Pike, Ms
Robinson, Mr
Savage, Mr
Seitz, Mr
Stensholt, Mr
Thwaites, Mr
Trezise, Mr
Viney, Mr
Wynne, Mr

(ii)

McIntosh, Mr
Maclellan, Mr
Maughan, Mr (Teller)
Mulder, Mr
Napthine, Dr
Paterson, Mr
Perton, Mr
Peulich, Mrs
Phillips, Mr
Plowman, Mr
Richardson, Mr
Rowe, Mr
Ryan, Mr
Shardey, Mrs
Smith, Mr (Teller)
Steggall, Mr
Thompson, Mr
Vogels, Mr
Wells, Mr
Wilson, Mr

(iii)

1.

Purpose
The purpose of this Act is to amend the
Constitution Act 1975 and reform the
Parliament of Victoria based on
recommendations made by the Constitution
Commission Victoria by —
(a) recognising the principle of Government
mandate;
(b) providing for the entrenchment of certain
legislative provisions;
(c) providing for a fixed 4 year term for the
Council;
(d) re-constituting the Legislative Council to
consist of 40 members elected from 8
regions each returning 5 members;
(e) providing for the filling of casual vacancies
in the Legislative Council by a joint sitting
of the Legislative Council and the
Legislative Assembly;
(f)

2.

providing for the election of members of the
Legislative Council by using a proportional
representation system with optional
preferential voting.

Commencement
(1) This Part comes into operation on the day
on which this Act receives the Royal
Assent.
(2) Divisions 1 and 2 of Part 2 come into
operation on the coming into existence of
the Legislative Assembly first elected after
this Act receives the Royal Assent.

Read second time.

Instruction to committee
Mr INGRAM (Gippsland East) — I move:

(a) A Constitution (Council Reform) Bill being the
Constitution (Parliamentary Reform) Bill with the
following changes:

Part 1 and Clauses 1 and 2 as follows:
“PART 1 — PRELIMINARY

Motion agreed to by absolute majority.

That it be an instruction to the committee that they have
power to divide the Constitution (Parliamentary Reform) Bill
into two bills as follows:

Short title as follows:
“Constitution (Council Reform) Act 2002”;

Noes, 40
Asher, Ms
Ashley, Mr
Baillieu, Mr
Burke, Ms
Clark, Mr
Cooper, Mr
Dean, Dr
Delahunty, Mr
Dixon, Mr
Doyle, Mr
Elliott, Mrs
Fyffe, Mrs
Honeywood, Mr
Jasper, Mr
Kilgour, Mr
Kotsiras, Mr
Leigh, Mr
Lupton, Mr
McArthur, Mr
McCall, Ms

Long title as follows:

(3) Divisions 3, 4 and 5 of Part 2 and Parts 3
and 4 come into operation on 1 July 2003.”;
(iv)

Heading to Part 2 of the Bill;

(v)

Divisions 1 and 2 of Part 2 of the Bill;

(vi)

Heading to Division 3;

(vii)

Clauses 8, 9, 11 and 12(3) and (4) of Division 3
of Part 2 of the Bill omitted;
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(viii) Clause 10, omitting proposed section 28(3);

(i)

(ix)

Clause 12, omitting clause 12(3) and (4);

(x)

Divisions 4 and 5 of Part 2 of the Bill, omitting
clause 15;

(xi)

Divisions 6 and 7 of Part 2 of the Bill omitted;

“A Bill to amend the Constitution Act 1975 to provide
for fixed four year terms for the Assembly (unless the
Assembly is dissolved sooner) and to establish a dispute
resolution process for deadlocked Bills and for other
purposes.”;

(xii)

Part 3 of the Bill, omitting clause 23(1), (5), (6)
and (7);

(xiii) Part 4 of the Bill;
(xiv) Clause 10 renumbered 8, clauses 12 to 14
renumbered 9 to 11 and clauses 20 to 23
renumbered 12 to 15;
(xv)

Clause 23(2), (3), (4) and (8) renumbered 15(1),
(2), (3) and (4);

(xvi) Clauses 24 to 48 renumbered 16 to 40;

Long title as follows:

(ii) Short title as follows:
“Constitution (Fixed Term) Act 2002”;
(iii) Part 1 and Clauses 1 and 2 as follows:
“PART 1 — PRELIMINARY
1.

Purpose

The purpose of this Act is to amend the
Constitution Act 1975 and the Electoral Act 2002
to reform the Parliament of Victoria based on
recommendations made by the Constitution
Commission Victoria by —

(xvii) Clause 5, in proposed sections 94E(7), 94F(7)
and 94G(a), (b) and (c), omit “Constitution
(Parliamentary Reform) Act 2002” and insert
“Constitution (Council Reform) Act 2002”;

(a) providing for a fixed 4 year term for the
Assembly unless the Assembly is dissolved
sooner; and

(xviii) Heading to Division 3 of Part 2 of the Bill, omit
“Fixed 4 year term” and insert “Duration of
Council”;

(b) removing the power of the Legislative
Council to block the Annual Appropriation
Bill; and

(xix) Clause 8, consisting of clause 10 of the
Constitution (Parliamentary Reform) Bill as
renumbered, omit “section 10 of the
Constitution (Parliamentary Reform) Act
2002 ceases to exist on that commencement” and
insert “section 8 of the Constitution (Council
Reform) Act 2002 ceases to exist on the day of
the dissolution or other lawful determination of
the Legislative Assembly next occurring after
that commencement”;

(c) establishing a procedure to deal with disputes
concerning Bills between the Legislative
Assembly and the Legislative Council.

(xx)

Clause 9(1), consisting of clause 12(1) of the
Constitution (Parliamentary Reform) Bill as
renumbered, omit “Sections 2(4), 2(5), 4(1), 4(2),
66, 67 and 68 of the Constitution Act 1975 are”
and insert “Section 4(1) of the Constitution Act
1975 is”;

(xxi) Clause 34, consisting of clause 42 of the
Constitution (Parliamentary Reform) Bill as
renumbered, omit “section 42 of the
Constitution (Parliamentary Reform) Act
2002” (wherever occurring) and insert “section
34 of the Constitution (Council Reform) Act
2002”;
(xxii) Clause 36, consisting of clause 44 of the
Constitution (Parliamentary Reform) Bill as
renumbered, omit “section 42 of the
Constitution (Parliamentary Reform) Act
2002” and insert “section 34 of the Constitution
(Council Reform) Act 2002”;
(b) A Constitution (Fixed Term) Bill being the Constitution
(Parliamentary Reform) Bill consisting of:

2.

Commencement

(1) This Part comes into operation on the day on
which this Act receives the Royal Assent.
(2) Division 1 of Part 2, other than section 6(2),
and Division 4 of Part 2, other than section
11(2), come into operation on the day of the
dissolution or other lawful determination of
the Legislative Assembly next occurring after
the day on which this Act receives the Royal
Assent.
(3) Sections 6(2) and 11(2) come into operation
on the day that Division 3 of Part 2 of the
Constitution (Council Reform) Act 2002
comes into operation.
(4) Divisions 2 and 3 of Part 2 come into
operation on the coming into existence of the
Legislative Assembly first elected after this
Act receives the Royal Assent.”;
(iv) Heading to Part 2 as follows:
“PART 2 — AMENDMENT OF THE CONSTITUTION
ACT 1975 AND THE ELECTORAL ACT 2002”;
(v) Heading to Division 1 of Part 2 as follows:
“Division 1 — Fixed 4 Year Term”;
(vi) Clauses 8, 9 and 11;
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(vii) Heading to clause 12 and clause 12(1) and (2) as
follows:
‘12. Consequential amendments
(1) Sections 2(4), 2(5), 4(2), 66, 67 and 68 of
the Constitution Act 1975 are repealed.
(2) In section 38A(1) of the Constitution Act
1975, as proposed to be inserted by section
5 of this Act, for “writ issued under the
Electoral Act 2002 for a simultaneous
election” substitute “writs issued under the
Electoral Act 2002 for a general
election”.’;
(viii) Clause 12(3) and (4);
(ix)

Divisions 6 and 7 of Part 2 of the Bill;

(x)

Following clause 19, heading to Division 4 of
Part 2 as follows:

“Division 4 — Amendments to the Electoral Act 2002”;
(xi)

Heading to clause 23 as follows:
“23. Writs and voting centres”;

(xii)

Clause 23(1);

(xiii) Clause 23(2) as follows:
‘(2) In section 61(1) of the Electoral Act 2002, as
proposed to be substituted by section 11(1) of
this Act, for “simultaneous election”
substitute “general election”.’;
(xiv) Clause 23(5), (6) and (7);
(xv)

Clauses 8 and 9 renumbered 3 and 4 and clauses
11 and 12 renumbered 5 and 6;

(xvi) Heading to Division 6 of Part 2 of the Bill
renumbered 2;
(xvii) Clauses 16 and 17 renumbered 7 and 8;
(xviii) Heading to Division 7 of Part 2 of the Bill
renumbered 3;
(xix) Clauses 18 and 19 renumbered 9 and 10;
(xx)

Clause 23 renumbered 11 and clause 23(5), (6)
and (7) renumbered 11(3), (4) and (5);

(xxi) Clause 3, consisting of clause 8 of the
Constitution (Parliamentary Reform) Bill as
renumbered, omit “Constitution
(Parliamentary Reform) Act 2002” and insert
“Constitution (Fixed Term) Act 2002”;
(xxii) Clause 5, consisting of clause 11 of the
Constitution (Parliamentary Reform) Bill as
renumbered, in proposed section 38, omit
“section 11 of the Constitution (Parliamentary
Reform) Act 2002” and insert “section 5 of the
Constitution (Fixed Term) Act 2002”;
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(xxiii) Clause 5, consisting of clause 11 of the
Constitution (Parliamentary Reform) Bill as
renumbered, in proposed section 38A(1), omit
“writs issued under the Electoral Act 2002 for a
general election of the second Assembly elected
after the commencement of section 11 of the
Constitution (Parliamentary Reform) Act
2002” and insert “ writ issued under the
Electoral Act 2002 for a simultaneous election
of the second Assembly elected after the
commencement of section 5 of the Constitution
(Fixed Term) Act 2002”;
(xxiv) Clause 11(1), consisting of clause 23(1) of the
Constitution (Parliamentary Reform) Bill as
renumbered, omit “general” and insert
“simultaneous”.

(c) That each Bill may be ordered to be printed and reported
separately to that House.

Owing to the late hour I will make a brief contribution
to explain why I have moved this motion. It has been
fairly obvious that the legislation as proposed was
unlikely to gain the support of the National Party and
the Liberal Party in this debate. They have made that
quite clear in the past, and we have been down this
track a couple of times.
One of the main reasons I moved this motion is that it
splits the Constitution (Parliamentary Reform) Bill into
two separate bills, one that has a number of purposes —
the majority of the government’s bill — and the other
part providing fixed four-year terms, fixed four-year
dates of elections and dispute-resolution processes in
the Parliament. I believe it would be very good for us to
achieve that outcome — to actually get fixed four-year
terms. It would reduce the endless speculation we have
in the current parliamentary debates, and that is
something we really need to do.
Unfortunately I have not had a lot of support for the
motion. I encourage all honourable members to give it
their full consideration. I think the idea of fixed
four-year terms has wide support from large numbers of
individual members, and I would like to think we could
break down the partisan nature of politics so that those
who support this notion would support it in the house
today.
I would like to achieve something out of this debate,
and I believe real parliamentary reform could start with
one simple thing: fixed dates of elections. Once that
happened I am sure no party in this place would ever
change it back.
The SPEAKER — Order! I have examined the bill
and have found that it lends itself to such division as
explained by the honourable member. The motion
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therefore is in order. Are there any further speakers for
the motion?
Mr MILDENHALL (Footscray) — The
government’s package is an integrated one. It has been
developed over a long period from the excellent work
of the constitution commission. All the parts fit together
like a very neat jigsaw puzzle. One of the very real
prospects if this motion is carried is that we will lock
the upper house into a fixed eight-year term, and that
would indeed be an outcome that many in this place
would not want to see occur. It would continue and
exacerbate the lack of accountability and the stale
mandate that characterises the upper house. I urge the
honourable member for Gippsland East to reconsider
his motion, and I urge the house to reject it.
Dr DEAN (Berwick) — We think it is perfectly
appropriate for the Independent to move his motion,
and we are absolutely fascinated by the government’s
response.
House divided on motion:

Hulls, Mr
Jasper, Mr
Kilgour, Mr
Kosky, Ms
Kotsiras, Mr
Langdon, Mr
Languiller, Mr
Leigh, Mr

Committed.

Committee
Clause 1

Mr SAVAGE (Mildura) — In view of our loss of
the last division, I wish to withdraw my amendments.
Clause agreed to; clauses 2 to 9 agreed to.
Clause 10

Mr BRACKS (Premier) — I move:
1.

Savage, Mr (Teller)

Leighton, Mr
Lenders, Mr
Lim, Mr
Lindell, Ms
Loney, Mr
Lupton, Mr
McArthur, Mr
McCall, Ms
McIntosh, Mr
Maclellan, Mr
Maddigan, Mrs
Maughan, Mr (Teller)
Maxfield, Mr
Mildenhall, Mr
Mulder, Mr
Napthine, Dr
Nardella, Mr
Overington, Ms
Pandazopoulos, Mr
Paterson, Mr
Perton, Mr
Peulich, Mrs
Phillips, Mr
Pike, Ms
Plowman, Mr
Richardson, Mr
Robinson, Mr
Rowe, Mr
Ryan, Mr
Seitz, Mr
Shardey, Mrs
Smith, Mr (Teller)
Steggall, Mr
Stensholt, Mr

Clause 10, lines 8 and 9, omit “ceases to exist on that
commencement.” and insert —
“—

Noes, 84
Allan, Ms
Allen, Ms
Asher, Ms
Ashley, Mr
Baillieu, Mr
Barker, Ms
Batchelor, Mr
Beattie, Ms
Bracks, Mr
Brumby, Mr
Burke, Ms
Cameron, Mr
Campbell, Ms
Carli, Mr
Clark, Mr
Cooper, Mr
Davies, Ms
Dean, Dr
Delahunty, Mr
Delahunty, Ms
Dixon, Mr
Doyle, Mr
Duncan, Ms
Elliott, Mrs
Fyffe, Mrs
Garbutt, Ms
Gillett, Ms
Haermeyer, Mr
Hamilton, Mr
Hardman, Mr
Helper, Mr
Holding, Mr
Honeywood, Mr
Howard, Mr

Thompson, Mr
Thwaites, Mr
Trezise, Mr
Viney, Mr
Vogels, Mr
Wells, Mr
Wilson, Mr
Wynne, Mr

Motion negatived.

Ayes, 2
Ingram, Mr (Teller)
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(a) continues to exist subject to section 28(1) as in
force before that commencement, if the first
general election after that commencement is held
before 1 July 2003; or
(b) ceases to exist on the dissolution or other lawful
determination of the Assembly, if the first general
election after that commencement is held after
1 July 2003.”.
2.

Clause 10, lines 10 and 11, omit “(other than the Council
to which sub-section (1) applies)” and insert “(including
the Council in existence after the first general election
held after the commencement of section 10 of the
Constitution (Parliamentary Reform) Act 2002)”.

Amendments agreed to; amended clause agreed to.
Clause 11

Mr BRACKS (Premier) — I move:
3.

Clause 11, page 22, line 34, omit “the previous
Assembly” and insert “it”.

Amendment agreed to; amended clause agreed to; clauses
12 to 14 agreed to.
Clause 15

Mr BRACKS (Premier) — I move:
4.

Clause 15, line 16, omit “section” and insert
“sections 28(1)(a) and”.
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Clause 15, line 17, omit “Section” and insert
“Sections 28(1)(a) and”.
Clause 15, line 17, omit “is” and insert “are”.

Amendments agreed to; amended clause agreed to.
Clause 16

Mr BRACKS (Premier) — I move:
7.

Clause 16, line 26, after “rent” insert “, return”.

8.

Clause 16, line 30, after “rent” insert “, return”.

Amendments agreed to; amended clause agreed to;
clause 17 agreed to.
Clause 18

Mr BRACKS (Premier) — I move:
9.

Clause 18, page 33, line 11, omit “30 days” and insert
“the period of 30 days or the period of 10 sitting days
(whichever period is longer)”.

Amendment agreed to; amended clause agreed to;
clauses 19 to 48 agreed to.
Reported to house with amendments.
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Noes, 42
Asher, Ms
Ashley, Mr
Baillieu, Mr
Burke, Ms
Clark, Mr
Cooper, Mr
Dean, Dr
Delahunty, Mr
Dixon, Mr
Doyle, Mr
Elliott, Mrs
Fyffe, Mrs
Honeywood, Mr
Ingram, Mr
Jasper, Mr
Kilgour, Mr
Kotsiras, Mr
Leigh, Mr
Lupton, Mr
McArthur, Mr
McCall, Ms

McIntosh, Mr
Maclellan, Mr
Maughan, Mr (Teller)
Mulder, Mr
Napthine, Dr
Paterson, Mr
Perton, Mr
Peulich, Mrs
Phillips, Mr
Plowman, Mr
Richardson, Mr
Rowe, Mr
Ryan, Mr
Savage, Mr
Shardey, Mrs
Smith, Mr (Teller)
Steggall, Mr
Thompson, Mr
Vogels, Mr
Wells, Mr
Wilson, Mr

The SPEAKER — Order! As only 44 members
have signified their assent to the third reading of this
bill, in accordance with section 18(3) of the
Constitution Act 1975 the bill is therefore void as the
third reading was not carried by an absolute majority.
Question negatived.

Report adopted.

Third reading
The SPEAKER — Order! The question is:
That this bill be now read a third time.

House divided on question:

Ayes, 44
Allan, Ms
Allen, Ms
Barker, Ms
Batchelor, Mr
Beattie, Ms
Bracks, Mr
Brumby, Mr
Cameron, Mr
Campbell, Ms
Carli, Mr
Davies, Ms
Delahunty, Ms
Duncan, Ms
Garbutt, Ms
Gillett, Ms
Haermeyer, Mr
Hamilton, Mr
Hardman, Mr
Helper, Mr
Holding, Mr (Teller)
Howard, Mr
Hulls, Mr

Kosky, Ms
Langdon, Mr (Teller)
Languiller, Mr
Leighton, Mr
Lenders, Mr
Lim, Mr
Lindell, Ms
Loney, Mr
Maddigan, Mrs
Maxfield, Mr
Mildenhall, Mr
Nardella, Mr
Overington, Ms
Pandazopoulos, Mr
Pike, Ms
Robinson, Mr
Seitz, Mr
Stensholt, Mr
Thwaites, Mr
Trezise, Mr
Viney, Mr
Wynne, Mr

COMMISSIONER FOR ECOLOGICALLY
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 12 September; motion of
Ms GARBUTT (Minister for Environment and
Conservation).
Government amendments circulated by
Mr BATCHELOR (Minister for Transport) pursuant to
sessional orders.
Independent amendment circulated by Mr INGRAM
(Gippsland East) pursuant to sessional orders.

Mr THOMPSON (Sandringham) — The state of
Victoria has one of the greatest natural environments in
the world, ranging from its alpine regions through to the
Victorian coastline. It also has an outstanding and
unique range of flora and fauna. The bill before the
house this evening, and the early hours of the morning,
concerns the Commissioner for Ecologically
Sustainable Development.
I would like to ask a number of questions at this
juncture, noting that one of the key environmental
platforms of the Labor Party in 1999 was that if elected
it would appoint a Commissioner for Ecologically
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Sustainable Development. Where is that commissioner?
Where is he? Where is the report on the state of the
environment? Where have been the annual strategic
audits and preparation of reports in relation to the
environmental management systems? Where have been
the public education programs? Where has been the
encouragement for the adoption of practices and
procedures for good government at a state government
level and also a local government level? Importantly,
where has been the advice to the minister on any other
matter of ecologically sustainable development? Where
has been the assistance in the development of policies
which will advance sustainability principles in
Victoria?
As I indicated earlier, this policy promise was made in
September 1999, and there has been no development
towards its implementation until now, in the closing
hours and days of this parliamentary sessional period.
The opposition in fact supports this legislation, but
there are a number of issues we would like to raise in
relation to it. Sustainable development is the key
objective, but the question that has been asked is
whether this will be the key mechanism to achieve
outcomes, noting that nothing has been achieved in the
last three years. In February 2001 the government
advertised for the appointment of a commissioner, and
any international academic or expert on the
environment who had an interest in that position would
be unlikely to wait a further 18 months to take up the
proposed role.
No annual reporting will be realised in this term of
government, and the government is now trying to rush
through this legislation so it cannot be accused of not
meeting a promise it made to the people of Victoria in
1999. It might be noted that the legislation in fact is
without any muscle as well. A very important
recommendation by the all-party Public Accounts and
Estimates Committee was to ensure that the role and
powers of the commissioner included the
recommendation that he report directly to the
Parliament. What has the Labor Party done? It has
overlooked this important recommendation by an
all-party committee and has allowed him to report
directly to the minister.
I also note for the parliamentary record that there was a
budgetary allocation of $1 million a year in the
financial period 1999–2000, 2000–01 and 2001–02.
Noting that there are serious environmental threats in
the state of Victoria, where has that money been
expended?
In closing I draw attention to there having been a failure
by the government to properly address some of the
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serious environmental threats that Victoria confronts.
Two examples are the northern Pacific seastar in Port
Phillip Bay and the relocation of the bats from the
Royal Botanical Gardens, where money has been
expended but nothing has been achieved. The
opposition is concerned about this legislation and the
failure of the government to fulfil a key plank in its
environmental policy.
Mr KILGOUR (Shepparton) — I rise to state the
National Party’s position on the Commissioner for
Ecologically Sustainable Development Bill. First of all,
the National Party does not oppose this legislation, but
it has a number of concerns. We suggest that there is
really not a great necessity for the bill. Rather than
saying what the National Party thinks about it, I could
do nothing better than quote from a letter received from
the Victorian Farmers Federation. The president of that
federation gave us information after we advised him of
the bill. He wrote:
The Victorian Farmers Federation does not believe that this
legislation is necessary for Victoria.

The National Party concurs with that view. He goes on:
It … is designed to introduce another level of unnecessary
bureaucracy to this state.
The role of the commissioner … as specified in section 8 of
the introductory bill is already undertaken, or could
reasonably be undertaken by existing government
departments and agencies.

As far as the commissioner preparing a report on the
state of the environment of Victoria is concerned, there
is no doubt, he writes, that:
… Victoria already has a range of government organisations
with a reporting mechanism to government on the state of the
environment.
Catchment management authorities are required to report on
the health of their catchment regions and develop regional
catchment strategies to outline environmental priorities for
each region. This is prepared every five years.
Each catchment management authority is overseen by the
Victorian Catchment Management Council. Every five years
the Victorian Catchment Management Council is required to
prepare a catchment condition report. This report is designed
to be a ‘report card’ on the health of the Victorian catchments.

So why do we need another bureaucracy? In regard to
the audits the Victorian Farmers Federation president
wrote:
Agencies and public authorities should be responsible for the
implementation of environmental management systems for
their own agency or department. The VFF agrees that the
audit process should be external, but there is no reason why
this function could not be undertaken as part of the EPA role.
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They already audit private industry on its environmental
performance.

As far as public education is concerned, he wrote:
Many government departments and agencies already provide
public education programs on the environment.
…
EPA acts as a watchdog for industry and individuals
encouraging the uptake of ecologically sustainable
development practices.
… Local councils have employed environmental officers to
deal with planning and environmental issues in relation to
development.

As far as the advice to the minister is concerned, the
VFF president wrote:
There are already enough government departments and
agencies skilled in environmental management issues that
would be able to adequately assess and provide advice on
matters relating to ecologically sustainable development.

In regard to the administration, he wrote:
The introduction of this legislation will only serve to fragment
the issue of environmental management further giving some
responsibility for environmental management outcomes to yet
another government agency. What is needed is better
coordination of the existing government departments and
agencies throughout the state. This will be of far more value
to encourage and promote ecologically sustainable
development in Victoria.

Whilst the National Party agrees with the Victorian
Farmers Federation that it is really not necessary to
have this new level of bureaucracy — another
agency — it will not vote against the legislation. We
will watch its implementation with interest.
Mr HOWARD (Ballarat East) — I am pleased to be
able to briefly put the government’s case regarding the
Commissioner for Ecologically Sustainable
Development Bill. It puts in place a very key part of
this government’s sustainability agenda. It is in line
with the 2010 vision, the Growing Victoria Together
vision, that the Bracks government has put before the
people of Victoria.
To sum up, the role of the Commissioner for
Ecologically Sustainable Development will include
three key things. The first is to do reporting on the state
of the environment, which is vitally important to set
benchmarks to enable us to analyse how we are
progressing as a government and as a community in
addressing environmental issues by establishing
sustainability processes as part of our ongoing
development.
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The other aspect of the role of the commissioner is to
do annual strategic auditing of the implementation of
environmental management systems by government
agencies. So it is important that each of the government
agencies at a lower level is able to be reviewed in terms
of its sustainability auditing processes.
The third role of the commissioner is one that is very
much supported by local government — that is,
conducting public education programs to promote
across the community ecologically sustainable
development as a concept that the community can
understand and can take personal and joint action to
help to promote and respond to. These are three very
significant roles that the commissioner and his or her
office will be able to carry out.
The government is very pleased to be able to bring in
these various aspects of the role of the commissioner. It
has been done following extensive consultation both by
putting out a discussion paper, to which 67 responses
were received, and through various discussions with
government agencies as well as through targeted state
stakeholder consultations with local government and
environmental groups. This bill has been well worked
through with a range of groups across the community.
We believe it will provide a significant advancement in
sustainability in this state into the future.
Mr INGRAM (Gippsland East) — The principle
behind the Commissioner for Ecologically Sustainable
Development Bill is sound. We already have
state-of-the-environment reporting. This bill sets up a
commissioner position and requires that reporting to be
done in a more structured manner.
How do we measure ecologically sustainable
development? I think it is one of those bureaucratic
loser phrases that seem to get put up from time to time.
I fully support the principle of it, but how do you
measure it? There have been state-of-the-parks reports,
state-of-the rivers reports and catchment reports. They
do a good job, but really in the end they are irrelevant
unless the government ensures that the money is there
to implement the necessary changes to protect that
environment.
The amendment I have prepared also requires the
commissioner in that report to focus not only on the
state of the environment but also on the state of
ecologically sustainable development — the social and
economic factors as well. I commend the bill to the
house.
Ms GARBUTT (Minister for Environment and
Conservation) — I thank the various members who
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have contributed to this significant debate. The
government believes in leading by example when it
talks about commitment to the environment and to
ecologically sustainable development, and the role of
the commissioner includes measuring the work of the
government and reporting on it.
The state-of-the-environment reports are restored to
Victoria by this bill. Victoria was the first state in
Australia to have a state-of-the-environment report. The
previous government abolished the office of
Commissioner for the Environment and abolished
reports on the state of the environment.
It will be this government’s proud record that it has
brought back state-of-the-environment reports and a
Commissioner for Ecologically Sustainable
Development. I thank honourable members for their
contributions and commend the bill to the house.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.
Committed.

Committee
Clauses 1 to 16 agreed to.
Clause 17

Ms GARBUTT (Minister for Environment and
Conservation) — I move:
1.

Clause 17, line 5, after “Victoria” insert —
“prepared at intervals not exceeding —
(a) 5 years; or
(b) if the framework for environmental reporting
specifies a shorter period, the shorter period”.

The amendment requires that a report on the state of the
environment be prepared no later than every five years.
That does not mean that it cannot be prepared in two or
three years or one year. A shorter timeframe is
acceptable, but the intervals must be no longer than five
years. It is a sensible requirement, and I do not think it
is of a controversial nature at all.
Amendment agreed to.

Mr INGRAM (Gippsland East) — I move:
Clause 17, line 8, after “reporting” insert “which focuses on
the state of ecologically sustainable development”.

I briefly raised this point earlier. It includes the
ecologically sustainable development principles as part
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of that reporting, and the amendment fits in well with
the principles of the bill. It would improve the nature of
the reporting by including the social and economic
impacts and the environmental impacts in the
state-of-the-environment reports.
Ms GARBUTT (Minister for Environment and
Conservation) — The government does not believe this
amendment adds a lot of value. Reports on the state of
the environment are well recognised, and every other
state in Australia produces a state-of-the-environment
report. They set benchmarks for various environmental
indicators, whether they are for native vegetation, soil
health or rivers, and allow measurement of progress or
lack of progress on each of those indicators at the time
of the next state-of-the-environment report. They build
a platform for us to measure our efforts against and test
whether our policies are working or not.
To change the nature of the report as the honourable
member has proposed completely alters the type of
information that would be provided in that report and
would focus on ecologically sustainable development
objectives such as intergenerational equity and progress
towards that, and protection of social welfare,
biodiversity and so on. They are a quite different range
of indicators and would not allow us to measure the
success or lack of success of our environmental efforts
and policies. The government does not believe this
amendment will add anything and would prefer to stay
with state-of-the-environment reports.
Amendment negatived.

Ms GARBUTT (Minister for Environment and
Conservation) — I move:
2.

Clause 17, line 22, after this line insert —
“(5) If a Report on the State of the Environment of
Victoria includes recommendations made by the
Commissioner, the Minister must, not later than the
first sitting day after the period of 12 months since
the sitting day on which the Report on the State of
the Environment of Victoria was laid before each
House of the Parliament, cause a statement of the
response of the Government to be laid before each
House specifying the action (if any) proposed to be
taken by the Government with respect to the
recommendations.”.

This is a requirement to table any recommendations
that the commissioner makes. The response must be
tabled no later than the first sitting day after a period of
12 months since the state-of-the-environment report
was laid on the table. So it is just a reporting back
mechanism by the government on recommendations
made by the commissioner.
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Amendment agreed to; amended clause agreed to;
clauses 18 to 22 agreed to.

at the comments of the government when we debated
time.

Reported to house with amendments.

The fact is that the opposition has been shown to be
absolutely correct. The government is now in the
embarrassing position at 1 o’clock on Thursday
morning — having sat until 3.30 on Wednesday
morning — of still being short two bills which it could
not possibly cover. The opposition has accommodated
the government with two major bills. It has allowed the
government to get through a couple more bills
tomorrow which it otherwise would not have been
allowed to do. That is because the Liberal Party
attempts to make the business of this house appropriate.
But it is important to point out at this stage that the next
time the government brings in a totally ridiculous
program it might listen to some of the comments of the
opposition, which warned that it could not do it.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE
Program
Mr BATCHELOR (Minister for Transport) — I
move:
That the government business program resolution agreed to
by this house on Tuesday, 8 October 2002, be amended by
omitting the orders of the day, government business, relating
to the Travel Agents (Amendment) Bill and the Business
Licensing Legislation (Amendment) Bill.

I will be mercifully brief. This is a change to the
government business program to accommodate an
agreed way forward in dealing with the government
business program. It means that we will be doing six
bills this week, rather than the intended eight. The
major pieces of government legislation that we wanted
to progress this week will be accommodated within the
outcome that this amendment provides.

Motion agreed to.
Remaining business postponed on motion of
Mr BATCHELOR (Minister for Transport).

ADJOURNMENT
Mr BATCHELOR (Minister for Transport) — I
move:
That the house do now adjourn.

Dr DEAN (Berwick) — It is amazing how you can
put a twist on something if you have a really good wrist
and you can turn the ball to make something which is
decidedly dull and rather unattractive into something
that looks a bit shiny. The truth of the matter is that
members of the opposition stated right from the
beginning — even before the sitting started — that
there was far too much legislation for this house to
handle in one week. It appeared on the front page of the
Age on Tuesday, before we started. We made it clear to
the government all along that there was far too much
legislation that it was trying to rush through this house
unnecessarily, particularly when it had another five or
six weeks left in this sitting. One has to ask why on
earth the government would be doing such a crazy
thing.

Ms McCALL (Frankston) — I would like to raise
an issue with the Attorney-General, or in his absence
the Minister for Housing. I am quite happy to supply
the minister with any information he may require. It
relates to a road rage incident that occurred outside my
office in Frankston at 4.30 on a Saturday afternoon.
Without going into too many gory and graphic details
of the incident, it was an alleged murder. Someone died
as a result of being stabbed by the man in the car
behind. The victim was a man named David Van
Velzen. The supposed murderer was a person called
Paul Winter, who was bailed in the Supreme Court last
week after having been charged.

It is pure incompetence on the part of the government
to try to get through a legislative program of 10 bills, all
of which are major bills. When the timetable was
debated we said there were too many bills to be done,
and we debated it vigorously. What did we get from the
government? The response was, ‘Oh no, there are just
eight bills. You did seven the last sitting week, so this is
no problem at all’. I invite honourable members to look

The local community viewed this with some interest,
because it asked why you would bail someone who had
been charged with murder. The reason given was that
owing to the backlog of work in the Supreme Court the
case will not be listed for trial until late 2004. The
community is enormously concerned that whether or
not the individual is found guilty of murder, there is an
issue of closure for the families concerned. They must

Courts: judicial appointments
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now wait anything up to two years for a potential
closure or settlement of a very serious incident.
I therefore ask the Attorney-General to consider
looking at an additional appointment, because there is
clearly a current shortage of judges in the Supreme
Court. I would like him, without interfering with
anything to do with legal process — that would be quite
inappropriate — to consider measures he might take to
avoid any member of the community or any family
members who have been disadvantaged in such a way
having to wait anything up to two years for the matter
to be resolved.

Drought: government assistance
Ms ALLAN (Bendigo East) — I wish to raise a
matter with the Minister for Agriculture. I ask that the
minister take action to ensure that farming communities
and individual farmers who are experiencing drought
conditions, particularly in the north-western part of the
state, understand the real challenges involved in
achieving a successful exceptional circumstances
application.
This follows the announcement last week by the
Premier of a $27.7 million drought relief package from
the state government. I was very pleased to join the
Premier at the Elmore Field Days, held just north of
Bendigo. I note that the Leader of the National Party
was also present. We had a lovely day, and I
acknowledge the positive feedback. The Leader of the
National Party welcomed the announcement of the
drought package. It was great to see that support, and I
have received tremendous feedback from a number of
quarters on the announcement of this package.
However, this leads to the next stage where many
people have to go through the process of making
exceptional circumstances applications. This process
involves the federal government. It is my understanding
that the following steps need to be taken in order for an
exceptional circumstances application to be successful,
and it is important to note them. Yes, the process is
initiated by the state and that also involves the local
communities and farming bodies. The state government
then prepares the submission and submits it to the
federal government for its consideration. The federal
Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry will
then refer the application to the National Rural
Advisory Council.
Honourable members should note that at this stage
there is an automatic trigger for welfare payments to be
provided for a time while the application is considered.
The National Rural Advisory Council advises the
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federal minister if the application meets the exceptional
circumstances criteria and the minister makes the final
determination of an exceptional circumstances
declaration.
Members can appreciate that this is a lengthy and
detailed process. It is of the utmost importance that the
minister ensure that country people in these
drought-affected areas who are thinking of applying for
exceptional circumstances relief understand this
process. The impact of the drought in north-western
Victoria is stressful for farmers and the local
communities. It is very worrying for the whole
community stretching right up through north-western
Victoria. It is important that people understand this
process, because it is another process that has to be
followed and it is quite detailed. I would like to reiterate
that the state government is providing enormous
support through the $27.7 million drought relief
package announced by the Premier last week.

Victorian respiratory support service
Mr RYAN (Leader of the National Party) — I raise
a matter for the consideration of the Minister for Health
on behalf of Mrs Marjorie Cavedon of Porepunkah. I
recently visited Mrs Cavedon and her husband at their
home in beautiful Porepunkah and discussed with them
the matter I now bring to the attention of the minister.
The best way to summarise these matters is to outline to
the house a letter which Mrs Cavedon sent to the
Minister for Health, the Premier and a number of other
ministers on 5 March 2001. In the course of that letter
Mrs Cavedon said:
I understand that the government is considering funding for a
specialist respite care centre on the site of the disused
Darebin–Thornbury secondary school in Darebin.
May I plead with you to consider this issue very deeply, as
there is a great and increasing need in the community.
My son-in-law has two nights respite every fortnight to
enable my daughter to have two nights uninterrupted sleep.
He currently goes to Pendle Street, Box Hill, which I
understand is a Yooralla facility. However, they cannot accept
him during school holidays, as children have preference at
these times. Admission to Bowen ward at the Austin hospital
is often difficult and can be cancelled at the last minute, and a
lack of staff there makes his stay very uncomfortable for him.
I must point out he is totally incapacitated, needs everything
done for him and is on a ventilator 24 hours a day.
Please give your utmost consideration to this proposal as it is
a very urgent and necessary step for disabled people in
general and my daughter and son-in-law in particular. Provide
funding in the 2001 budget so that this work can commence
without any more time being wasted.
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Please make this project a priority in 2001.

In response to that heartfelt plea, Mrs Cavedon received
a letter dated 16 July 2001 from Dr Chris Brook in his
role as the director of acute health for the department. I
will not read out that letter in its totality. I think the
responsible summary of it is that Dr Brook indicated to
Mrs Cavedon that work was under way with a view to
establishing the sort of facility she had requested in her
initial correspondence to the Minister for Health.
No more was done about this for some considerable
time, and so it was that Mrs Cavedon was referred to
me for the purpose of a further inquiry being made. I
made that inquiry on her behalf earlier this year. The
Minister for Health wrote back to me to in a letter dated
19 April this year. In the course of the letter the minister
indicated that there was a commitment by the
government to establishing what is called the Victorian
respiratory support service residential and respite care
development. He indicated that land in the nature of
that described by Mrs Cavedon was being acquired by
the government for the purpose. I ask the minister to
confirm progress on this very worthy project.

Ballarat Learning Exchange
Mr HOWARD (Ballarat East) — I wish to raise an
issue for action by the Minister for Education and
Training. It relates to some misinformed statements
made by the shadow minister for education when he
was in Ballarat recently. On that occasion the shadow
minister called a news conference at which he criticised
government actions relating to the establishment of the
new $5 million Ballarat Learning Exchange.
At that news conference he stood in front of a building
which he wrongly believed to have been purchased for
the exchange. He also presented some misguided
information about the purchase price and then
suggested that as the building was purchased for less
than $5 million the government must be shifting the
money elsewhere rather than spending it all on the
project. He was wrong again! Clearly the shadow
minister had not done his homework and had been
receiving misinformation from his local candidate.
I therefore ask the minister to provide the shadow
minister with a map showing him the exact location of
the building that has been purchased for the Ballarat
Learning Exchange — perhaps a compass might also
be of use — and to provide the shadow minister with
the material relating to what is planned for the centre.
Although that information has been made publicly
available through both the range of potential user
organisations in Ballarat and the pages of the Ballarat
Courier, somehow or other the shadow minister has not
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been provided with that information by his local
candidates or people on the ground in Ballarat, so it is
appropriate for the minister to take action to ensure that
the shadow minister has the relevant information.
The Ballarat Learning Exchange is a very exciting
project. The centre will provide information about the
range of education and training options that are
available not just for young people but for people of all
ages in the Ballarat region. Its facilities will include
state-of-the-art technology for computer networking
and a multimedia centre. Something like $1 million will
be spent on equipment which individual schools or
training organisations would not be able to provide. The
centre will also have facilities to help young people
who are no longer at school to gain basic confidence
and skills training to get them either back into some
formalised form of education and training or into the
work force.
If the shadow minister had seen the correct building, he
would have seen that it involves basketball courts. A lot
of money will be spent on upgrading those.

Disability services: Redlands placement
Mrs ELLIOTT (Mooroolbark) — I ask the
Minister for Community Services to agree to meet with
family representatives of the 28 people with intellectual
disabilities who have been living at Redlands in
Wandin. Some of those family representatives came to
see me recently and I subsequently received
communication from them.
They feel that their family members and friends who
are being moved out of the Redlands site at Wandin —
and they have agreed to that — will be disadvantaged
by being split up into community residential units. They
feel very deeply that these people, who have been
together for 30 years, have established very strong
friendships and that to split them up would be cruel.
The maintenance of those friendships would become
very difficult; it would depend on staffing levels being
sufficient for them to be taken between the residential
units so they could visit each other.
They also contend that the residents would be in a
lock-step development in community residential units,
so that if one was sick then the whole group would have
to stay home or they would all have to go together.
They would not be able to walk between the houses as
they are currently able to do at Wandin. They also say
that a range of recreational facilities can be made
available on a single site but that those facilities are not
necessarily available in the community for people with
intellectual disabilities.
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These people have been asking for a meeting with the
minister since she became the minister early in 2002.
So far, through public servants and the Department of
Human Services, there has been no agreement to a
meeting. I was impressed by their sincerity and their
very strong belief that the social and emotional
wellbeing of their mainly relatives but also friends will
be affected if they are forced to move into community
residential units, so I am simply asking that the minister
find the time to meet with these people.

to address this issue by constructing a third lane along
this incomplete section of road to alleviate congestion
during peak periods and also, and more importantly, to
promote safer access and egress for people travelling
along Cheltenham Road towards Dandenong from the
direction of Dingley — that is, people travelling in an
easterly direction from the west — and I ask that action
be taken as soon as possible.

Cheltenham Road, Keysborough: safety

Mr COOPER (Mornington) — I ask the Minister
for Health to reconsider his refusal to provide adequate
funding to the Peninsula Continence Service. I wrote to
the minister a couple of months ago asking him to
double the funding to the Peninsula Continence Service
from $200 000 to $400 000 to cut the current waiting
list from six months down to zero. In his response the
minister rejected my request. He used the spurious
excuse that the government has no money available and
said that I should try and get the federal government to
bail out the state government. Honourable members
have heard the Premier and the Treasurer assert in
question time over the last two days that the
government has plenty of money available, and
therefore the excuse put forward by the Minister for
Health about this miserly $200 000 is certainly
spurious. It boils down to the fact that the Minister for
Health obviously could not care less about the genuine
needs of senior Victorians who live on the Mornington
Peninsula.

Mr HOLDING (Springvale) — I raise with the
Minister for Transport the matter of a section of
Cheltenham Road, Keysborough, in my electorate. The
action I seek is that the minister act in conjunction with
Vicroads to address the construction of the missing
third lane along the stretch of Cheltenham Road
approximately adjacent to the Springers Leisure Centre
in Keysborough. As it stands, Cheltenham Road
narrows from three lanes to two for a 1.5-kilometre
section on the north side of Cheltenham Road. That
section of road can be quite dangerous, as bottlenecks
can occur during heavy traffic periods and at other
times cars can drift inadvertently into the non-sealed
section and come to grief on the gravel.
Of greater concern, however, is that recently a bike lane
has been added to that section of the road, creating an
even more severe narrowing. This road takes an
enormous amount of traffic, including local traffic from
the Keysborough area travelling to Dandenong or the
Parkmore shopping centre or traffic from further
afield — for example, commuters or freight carriers
travelling through Dandenong from Dingley and
beyond. Several local residents have contacted me in
recent weeks to express their concern about this section
of road and in particular about the bike lane that has
recently been added.
I have raised the matter with the Vicroads regional
office, and I have also formally written to Vicroads in
town to express my concerns about this portion of
Cheltenham Road. The regional office was aware of the
problem and was very helpful in providing information
about progressing a solution. I have had the opportunity
of investigating this section of road on many occasions.
On one occasion I investigated it with the Minister for
Transport and the local ward councillor, Dale Wilson,
from the City of Greater Dandenong. I know from my
discussions with him at the time that the minister shares
many of my concerns.
I particularly ask that any action addresses the new bike
lane. I ask that action be taken as soon as is practicable

Peninsula Continence Service

This matter was drawn to my attention by the
Mornington Peninsula Legacy Widows Club. When it
wrote to me about it and asked me to pursue the
Minister for Health on the issue, it stated that
continence services should be available to all within a
reasonable time instead of people being placed on a
long waiting list due to insufficient funds and staff. I
would suggest that every member of this house would
have people within their electorates who are in need of
these services.
The shadow Minister for Health, the honourable
member for Bennettswood, advised me today that there
are many patients who are in nursing homes occupying
nursing home beds simply due to continence problems
and that if the continence services such as the Peninsula
Continence Service were provided with the relatively
small amounts of money to be able to deliver the proper
services to people in their own homes then there would
be a significant number of nursing home beds released
for patients who need them.
I ask the Minister for Health to reconsider his rejection
of this request, to double the funding to the Peninsula
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Continence Service from $200 000 to $400 000 and, in
doing so, to see the waiting list cut from its present six
months down to zero.

Consumer affairs: soccer clinic
Mr ROBINSON (Mitcham) — I raise through the
Minister for Housing for the attention of the Minister
for Consumer Affairs a matter concerning an
organisation called the Australian Soccer Scouting
Organisation (ASSO). I initially raised this matter with
the minister some time ago. I am seeking the minister’s
assistance to instruct Consumer Affairs Victoria to
continue its involvement and to assist people to obtain
refunds for soccer clinics that have been run by the
organisation.
The background to this matter is that the ASSO placed
advertisements in local newspapers across Melbourne
earlier this year advertising soccer clinics for children.
These clinics were promoted in a way that encouraged
parents to think that the ASSO could organise these
clinics and promote opportunities for children and
teenagers to play soccer internationally. It turned out
that there were a number of unfounded claims in the
promotion, including references from international
players that could not be substantiated, and there was an
undisclosed relationship with an organisation called the
European Football Institute, which was in fact set up by
the same directors as the ASSO.
I appreciate the prompt action taken by the minister
earlier in dealing with this matter and her enlistment of
Consumer Affairs Victoria in sitting down with the
company and demanding explanations. The company
was later required to put out some advice to people who
were participating in the clinics advising that claims
were being amended.
I am concerned, however, that the company is still not
in line with community attitudes about what is a fair
deal here. I spoke last week with a woman who is
seeking a refund from the company. She read some
newspaper reports, rang the company and requested a
refund. The company, instead of complying with what I
understand was an agreed position with Consumer
Affairs Victoria, gave her a reasonably hard time and
tried to insist that the claims it was making were
genuine and this was all some effort by a rival soccer
organisation to discredit it.
It is important that this company comply with
community standards and that Consumer Affairs
Victoria continue to investigate its activities and to
assist people such as the woman I spoke to who are in
all good faith seeking refunds for services and claims
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which have not been delivered and are not capable of
being delivered at this point in time.

Templestowe Valley Primary School
Mr KOTSIRAS (Bulleen) — Through the Minister
for Housing I raise for the attention of the Minister for
Education Services in another place the need for
Templestowe Valley Primary School to construct an
assembly area to accommodate the increase in student
numbers at the school. I ask the minister to investigate
the possibility of providing sufficient funds to the
school to construct an amphitheatre.
I received a letter from the principal of the school on
21 June in which he writes:
The purpose of this letter is to request some additional
funding to build an amphitheatre at Templestowe Valley
Primary School. Since my arrival in April 1999 our student
enrolments were 170. We now have around 245 students. We
are growing a grade each year and will continue for the next
four years. Unfortunately, we do not have a general meeting
area where we can meet collectively. My general-purpose
room can only fit 200 with a tight squeeze. Next year, 2003,
we are expecting enrolment figures to be around 270 to 280.
The year 2004, student enrolments of 300, and in 2005 I am
expecting enrolments of 350.
The … committee with the assistance of architect … has
drawings for a new amphitheatre and car park facilities. The
cost of the amphitheatre is around $50 000 to $60 000. The
car park facilities are around $25 000 …
The amphitheatre can be built with seating for 350 with a
concrete stage, landscaping at the sides and an all-weather
roof.

I wrote to the minister on 9 July 2002. I have not
received a response as yet, so I would appreciate it if
the minister could respond to me in writing.

Consumer affairs: e-commerce
Mr SEITZ (Keilor) — I raise with the Minister for
Consumer Affairs the issue of a relatively new industry
that is developing — that is, e-commerce. We are
heading now for that time of the year when people are
starting to buy Christmas presents on the Internet. Last
year various scams involved purchasing goods either on
the Internet or with your mobile phone, with the
purchase being charged to your mobile phone account.
Consumer Affairs Victoria has been working on a lot of
those issues to establish protection for interstate and
international transactions. I ask the minister to bring the
risks to the attention of our community and to warn
members of the general public that when they trade
electronically the bills do come and that sometimes,
particularly when there are scams involved, it is very
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hard get redress or a refund if you are dissatisfied with
the goods. This is particularly so once you have handed
out your credit card number to people who can access
your account from a different country and charge the
goods to you.

She then goes on to say that this road:

Consumer Affairs Victoria has done a lot of work
developing safeguards for the general public. I ask the
minister and Consumer Affairs Victoria to start up a
progressive campaign leading up to the Christmas
period this year warning people about the dangers so
that they will not find themselves disappointed and
disillusioned with the spirit of Christmas.

Many members of the Labor Party in this place may not
want to hear it, but the locals who are Labor are saying
to the Labor Party they are ashamed of you and that
your treachery is an outrage.

In my own area we have been receiving material in the
letterbox basically saying, ‘If you buy something on the
Internet or by mobile phone you will get a discount.
Order now to be able to cash in on this offer’. Now is
the appropriate time to take action and warn our
community because there are always people who try to
make a fast buck and run scams, in particular with some
of those email addresses that are not even based in
Australia but are based offshore.
I recall that last year the newspapers and the television
stations were running ads and stories about how easy it
was to shop on the Internet. It might be a good way to
purchase your groceries from Coles, but I would not
recommend it for purchasing expensive items,
particularly if you get your purchase sent to you and
you then find it is faulty and you try to exchange it or
get it repaired. It is a very difficult thing to do if you do
not have warranties or guarantees in place.
It is a very important issue. It is something that society
is not really aware of as yet, and I do not want to see
families getting disappointed at Christmas time.

Dingley bypass
Mr LEIGH (Mordialloc) — I raise tonight the
continuing treachery of the Bracks Labor government
towards the south-eastern suburbs and our now united
stand — both Liberal and Labor — against the
government’s decision to cancel the Dingley bypass
and move the money to the Burwood tramline.
As of this week the City of Kingston, which is not
normally noted for being close to me — it is a majority
Labor council — put out its news sheet across the city
with the heading ‘Council continues lobbying for lost
Dingley bypass funding’. The mayor is quoted as
saying:
We have to act now as a united community to convince the
government that the construction of the Dingley bypass is
essential for Kingston and the wider region …

… would provide a vital east-west route through the city and
would ease traffic congestion on local streets as well as
reduce delivery time and increase productivity for the many
manufacturing industries in the area.

I call on that minister, who is often too cowardly to
come in here at night and answer what is going on. The
fact is we now know that this treachery was even
greater because the honourable member for Carrum
knew one and a half months before the decision was
taken that it was going to be cancelled, and then she
pretended to wash her hands like some sort of Pontius
Pilate as she sold out our community. This outrage has
continued.
What people now know in the south-eastern suburbs is
that if you vote for Labor in the future, whenever it may
be, it is a vote for putting the money to the Burwood
tramline. Our community is not going to wear this, the
Labor Party locally is not going to wear it. As much as
the tin-pot dictators from the factions of the Labor Party
want to carry on about it, the fact is that they have sold
us out. We know Scoresby freeway is dead under this
government. Three years later the Eastern Freeway
extension is dead under this government. Yet these
were the roads that were supposed to save us.
I call on the minister, who I know is out there: come in,
you coward, and answer it. Where are you? The
honourable member for Carrum’s treachery, and a few
others members of the Labor Party — —
The SPEAKER — Order! The honourable
member’s time has expired.

Responses
Ms PIKE (Minister for Housing) — I thank the
honourable member for Mooroolbark for raising with
me the matter of the future of residents in the Redlands
community. She has articulated a number of concerns
that members of that community have about their
future. The relocation of people at Redlands has been
an ongoing process which was begun a number of years
ago. People from the Department of Human Services
have been working very hard to find appropriate
placements, to purchase new properties, even to build
new properties and locate people appropriately.
On top of that, Sue Tait, the chair of the Intellectual
Disability Review Panel, has had conversations with all
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individual residents, with their supporters and with their
families to ascertain the most appropriate future
location for the residents. Members of my staff and
officers of the department have met with family and
friends. I am happy to look at the possibility of having a
further meeting with family and friends, but I want to
reassure the honourable member that this matter has
been, I believe, handled with the utmost care and
compassion. The site at Redlands is old, it is
inappropriate and it is actually quite dangerous. We
want to work to find the best possible outcomes for
these families.
A matter for the Attorney-General was raised by the
honourable member for Frankston, regarding a road
rage incident.
A matter for the Minister for Agriculture was raised by
the honourable member for Bendigo East regarding the
federal response to the drought.
Matters for the Minister for Health were raised by the
Leader of the National Party, regarding an individual
client, and by the honourable member for Mornington,
regarding the Peninsula Continence Service.
A matter for the Minister for Education was raised by
the honourable member for Ballarat East, regarding the
Ballarat Learning Exchange.
Matters for the Minister for Consumer Affairs were
raised by the honourable member for Keilor, regarding
e-commerce scams, and by the honourable member for
Mitcham, regarding the Australian Soccer Scouting
Organisation.
Matters for the Minister for Transport were raised by
the honourable member for Springvale, concerning the
missing third lane on the Cheltenham Road, and by the
honourable member for Mordialloc, concerning the
Dingley bypass.
A matter for the Minister for Education Services was
raised by the honourable member for Bulleen
concerning an amphitheatre at Templestowe Primary
School.
All of these matters will be referred to the relevant
ministers, who will all respond accordingly.
Motion agreed to.
House adjourned 1.34 a.m. (Thursday).
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The SPEAKER (Hon. Alex Andrianopoulos) took the
chair at 9.35 a.m. and read the prayer.

DRUGS AND CRIME PREVENTION
COMMITTEE
Motor vehicle theft
Mr JASPER (Murray Valley) presented report, together
with appendices and minutes of evidence.
Laid on table.
Ordered that report and appendices be printed.

PAPER
Laid on table by Clerk:
Subordinate Legislation Act 1994 — Minister’s exemption
certificate in relation to Statutory Rule No. 92.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT (UPDATE) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Received from Council.
Read first time on motion of Mr CAMERON (Minister
for Local Government).

MEMBERS STATEMENTS
Schools: maintenance
Mr HONEYWOOD (Warrandyte) — The Labor
Party is back to its old Cain–Kirner governments habits
when it comes to school capital works and school
maintenance. According to the Auditor-General, in
1992 the previous Liberal government inherited an
audited $650 million backlog for school maintenance
requirements.
In 1999, after seven years of good economic
management, the previous government brought that
backlog from $650 million down to $136 million. But
now, according to freedom of information documents
that took seven months to obtain from the government,
it is back to $355 million — about a $200 million
blow-out. We have gone back to the old Cain–Kirner
days.
On a recent visit to the Lowan electorate in Horsham, at
Horsham College, the school principal was so
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concerned about his maintenance backlog that he took
me around the school. According to the Labor Party’s
own figures on Horsham College, there was a
$1 204 000 outstanding maintenance bill. Of this the
school has received only $130 000 for fire service
remediation, yet the lowest tender quote for that alone
is over $200 000 — it cannot even afford to meet
occupational health and safety needs.
At Nhill College there is an outstanding maintenance
bill of $651 000. In my own electorate, Norwood
Secondary College has been waiting for three years for
a technology unit upgrade. It is clear that schools
need — —
The SPEAKER — Order! The honourable
member’s time has expired.

St Albans Catholic Regional College
Mr SEITZ (Keilor) — I wish to place on record my
congratulations and commitment to the St Albans
Catholic Regional College, which is celebrating its
silver anniversary, because the Catholic college in
St Albans was something that the people of my
electorate of Keilor had long been looking for. In
particular, since it was part of my parish, Sacred Heart,
and as you, Honourable Speaker, would also know as
you are familiar with the location, providing secondary
education for the community in the St Albans area at
that time was very important. Then there was the
construction of the regional senior college at
Sydenham, which developed a Catholic regional
network of secondary education.
It was a great attendance at the celebration that took
place on 8 September — with a mass and afternoon
tea — for a reunion of the former students of the
St Albans Catholic Regional College because too often
people leave school and get lost in different areas and
districts. For the school to survive that long and have
200 people attending that function is a milestone; and it
shows the support that the school has and the high
esteem it is held in in my electorate of Keilor. It also
shows the development of a community: it is very
important to have a local secondary college based on
different backgrounds.

Rural and regional Victoria: sport and
recreation funding
Mr KILGOUR (Shepparton) — I want to report to
the house how this government is ripping off sports
funding from country sports facilities in favour of
Melbourne. We have a cutback in sport and recreation
facility funding. And if members opposite want to
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check the web site of the sports department they can do
that and find that major facilities funding has been cut
back by $1.25 million. The Better Pools funding has
been cut back by $5.3 million. So we have major
facilities funding cut from $35 000 per council last year
to $19 000 per council this year. If members opposite
can count they will find spending has been cut back.
Ask the Greater Bendigo City Council about it; it will
be really happy about it.
This government can give $77 million to the
Melbourne Cricket Ground in lieu of funding that
should have come from the federal government, and it
can give $1.5 million to the State Netball and Hockey
Centre. I want to support elite sport, but what we see
here is rural sports-associated facilities — the lifeblood
of rural communities — being cut back by this
government, which is supposed to be supporting rural
Victoria. We will lose much-needed facilities because
of this city-centred, money-grabbing government.

Australian Opals
Ms ALLAN (Bendigo East) — I wish to
congratulate the Australian Opals for their outstanding
performance at the recent world championships in
China. The Opals won bronze, defeating Korea 91 to
63, and were superbly led by their captain, Bendigo
player Kristi Harrower.
However, I put on record the enormous disappointment
felt by myself and many other basketball supporters
around Victoria that the world championships were not
televised in any way, either on free-to-air or pay TV. I
telephoned Basketball Australia in Sydney, because I
was very keen to watch the Australian Opals on
television, to check why it was not being televised, and
was told that no television network was covering the
event.
We had to rely on radio and newspaper updates, which
were reasonable in that they provided the score but little
other details on the outstanding performance of the
Australian Opals. These are top Australian athletes, but
unfortunately again a women’s sport has been relegated
to the briefs section of the media. The Opals were the
team that won Australia’s first ever basketball medal at
an international level and the team has received a medal
in every major championship since the 1996 Olympic
Games. But do basketball fans get to see our best
performing international team on television? No, we do
not, which is absolutely disgraceful.
Contrast this telecast of the Opals at their world
championships with the coverage of the soccer World
Cup championships recently in Korea and Japan where
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there was no Australian team participating but we had
saturation coverage. That is disappointing for many
basketball supporters.
The SPEAKER — Order! The honourable
member’s time has expired.

Schools: Bayswater
Mr ASHLEY (Bayswater) — The condition of
government school infrastructure in the Bayswater
electorate is under threat from the virtual freeze on the
maintenance funding practised by the Bracks
government during this Parliament. According to the
most recently available audit information of the
physical resources management system the total PRMS
maintenance needs recorded against primary schools in
the Bayswater electorate are as follows: Bayswater,
$431 000; Bayswater South, $524 000; Bayswater
West, $124 000; Great Ryrie, $42 000; Heathmont
East, $131 000; Maroondah, $103 000; Regency Park,
$452 000; Templeton, $129 000; Wantirna, $119 000;
Wantirna Heights, $46 000; and Yawarra, $143 000 —
a total of $2 227 000 in primary schools needs.
PRMS needs of four of the five secondary colleges in
the Bayswater seat are as follows: Bayswater,
$672 000; Fairhills, $292 000; Wantirna, $139 000; and
Ringwood, $320 000 — a total of $1 423 000. I have
omitted Heathmont Secondary College because of its
commitment to consolidate two campuses on to the one
site. Without a prompt action program the current total
PRMS backlog — —
The SPEAKER — Order! The honourable
member’s time has expired.

Joseph Potocnik
Mr LANGDON (Ivanhoe) — I rise to give
testimony to the life of Joseph Potocnik who
unfortunately passed away after a long illness on
21 September this year. Joseph’s life is proof of what
migrants can do in Australia. He was born in Slovenia
on 24 November 1921. As a child he experienced life in
many countries including Austria to which his family
moved to find work. In 1943 during the Second World
War Joseph was drafted into the German army where
he served in Norway. In 1944 when he was transferred
to the frontline in Italy he grasped the opportunity to
escape and desert the German army, where he
surrendered to the Canadian forces. He was transported
to England, where he was accepted into the Czech
army, after which he went back to the war on their
behalf. In 1945, shortly before the end of the war, he
was in Italy. He married his wife Sandra in 1947 in
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Italy, and in 1949 he and his brother were arrested and
went to a concentration camp. In 1950, with the
assistance of an international refugee organisation, he
boarded a ship to Australia.

maintenance. I encourage people to ring their school
principals, as I did, and I was pleased with the response:
a $330 000 backlog according to the Deputy Leader of
the Opposition; zero according to the school.

It is very much a history of what many people did in
coming to Australia during that period. He worked for
the Slovenian community and broadly took on various
leadership roles, and I commend his life to the house. I
pay my condolences to his family: his wife, Sandra, and
children, Alex, Sonja and Andrew and their partners
and families.

This morning I sing the praises of the Gisborne
Bulldogs, who won the real grand final the weekend
before the AFL Grand Final. It was a beautiful day in
Bendigo at the Queen Elizabeth Oval where we
watched Gisborne win the grand final in the under-18s,
the reserves and the seniors. We won the trifecta. The
streets of Gisborne were paved with the colours of the
Bulldogs for the entire week. Every business got behind
the team in the week leading up to the grand final. All
the shopfronts, including the chemist and my office,
were decorated with streamers and balloons. It was
fabulous and was a tribute to the Gisborne team.

Newcomb Secondary College
Mr SPRY (Bellarine) — With regard to school
facilities I wish to draw the attention of the house to the
appalling treatment of one of the two government
secondary schools in my electorate, Newcomb
Secondary College, a school with a record of high
student achievement and exemplary staff and
community commitment. Newcomb Secondary College
hosted the merger of nearby James Harrison Secondary
College when student enrolment forecasts made the
future of the James Harrison Secondary College
unsustainable. It was a clean, cost-effective merger
which enjoyed broad community support.
One of the key elements of that support was based on a
commitment from the Labor government that the
vocational training facilities that were a feature of
James Harrison would be re-established and enhanced
for the benefit of students transferring to Newcomb
Secondary College. That was not an unreasonable
expectation, given that a $2.5 million general upgrade
earmarked for James Harrison was no longer necessary
and that money was expected to be available for
Newcomb Secondary College. That was two years ago.
Since then, despite Bellarine Liberal candidate Frank
Kelloway’s advocacy and my advocacy on its behalf,
Newcomb Secondary College has so far received from
this Labor government for this project a mere $50 000.
Labor’s performance under successive education
ministers, the Honourables Mary Delahunty and Lynne
Kosky, is a disgrace. These ministers’ commitment to
the students and school community at Newcomb
Secondary College is now non-existent. That school has
waited patiently for two years to no avail under the
Bracks Labor government, and its patience has expired.

Gisborne Football Club
Ms DUNCAN (Gisborne) — There are many things
to speak about this morning, including the untruths that
have been told by the Liberal Party about school

I mention the coach, Mick McGuane — honourable
members may recognise that name — the president,
Roger Toll, the teams, their supporters, families and
friends. We had a great bash afterwards at the
Bullengarook recreational reserve, which is a terrific
place to have a football grand final celebration. It was
packed and everyone was extremely excited. Everyone
who thinks country football is dead should have been in
Bendigo.

Schools: maintenance
Mr ROWE (Cranbourne) — School maintenance in
the electorate of Cranbourne and its adjoining
electorates is in dire need of urgent funding. One need
only to look at the report handed down by the
Auditor-General to see that there is nearly $8 million
worth of funding backlog for schools in Cranbourne
and adjourning electorates: Cranbourne Park Primary
School, $206 000; Cranbourne Primary School,
$195 000; Cranbourne Secondary College, $419 000;
Cranbourne South Primary School, $137 000;
Cranbourne West Primary School, $331 000;
Rangebank Primary School, $155 000; Rowellyn Park
Primary School, $220 000; Carrum Downs Primary
School, $131 000; Skye Primary School, $245 124;
Lyndhurst Secondary College, $765 000.
When we look next door to the Frankston East
electorate we find Monterey Secondary College with a
massive $2.1 million backlog of maintenance, of which
$1.3 million is urgent.
Mr Nardella interjected.
Mr ROWE — The honourable member interjects
that it was us. We spent $3 million upgrading the
school, you idiot! This government has allowed the
Monterey Secondary College to run down to a
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deplorable state. This must be addressed immediately
for the benefit of the students in that secondary college.
The SPEAKER — Order! The honourable member
for Burwood has 40 seconds.

Waverley hockey and Ashburton soccer clubs
Mr STENSHOLT (Burwood) — Next weekend I
will have the pleasure of assisting with the presentation
days of Waverley Hockey Club juniors and Ashburton
Soccer Club juniors. Both these clubs do a great job
providing the opportunity for hundreds of local girls
and boys to play sport. In particular I congratulate the
Waverley Hockey Club under-13 girls pennant
premiership team and runner-up teams, the under-17
South boys, the under-13 pennant and the
under-13 South.
I also congratulate the Ashburton Soccer Club premiers
under-15 Arrows and under-11 United teams, both
premiers in the Victorian Churches Soccer Association.
State representatives at Ashburton were Anthony
Stabelos and Shmsuddin Shahabbi. Waverley Hockey
Club state representatives were Laura Farrell, Michael
Ortlieb, Leigh Iacovangelo, Lachlan Mikronis, Laura
Paton, Mandy Dudgeon, Stuart Ritchie, Sam Eddy,
Neerav Verma, Allisa Robertson, Eliza Larter, Cassie
David, Brenton Perry and Stephen Jarvis.
The SPEAKER — Order! The honourable
member’s time has expired. The time set down for
members statements has expired.

ESTATE AGENTS AND SALE OF LAND
ACTS (AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Ms CAMPBELL (Minister for Consumer
Affairs) — I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

The bill amends the Estate Agents Act 1980 and the
Sale of Land Act 1962 to deliver substantial
improvements in the protection afforded to consumers
when purchasing real estate and in their dealings with
estate agents generally. The bill will also implement a
number of proposals arising from the national
competition policy review of the Estate Agents Act and
will make a number of other amendments necessary for
the efficient operation of the legislation.
For most Victorians, purchasing a home is the largest
and most significant financial commitment they will
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make. Home buyers, and indeed other investors in the
Victorian real estate market, are entitled to approach
purchasing property with confidence, particularly when
buying at auction. For this reason, the government is
committed to ensuring that the auction process is fair
and transparent, and that Victorian consumers and
investors can put their hand up at an auction confident
that they are not bidding against a tree or a dummy
bidder.
The amendments to the Sale of Land Act will introduce
new rules governing the conduct of real estate auctions
that will ensure fairness and transparency, and which
will benefit prospective purchasers, honest vendors and
honest estate agents.
The amendments to that act will require that all bids
made by the vendor be made via the auctioneer. The
auctioneer will be required to declare that a bid is a
vendor bid by using the words ‘vendor bid’
immediately after making a bid on behalf of the vendor.
The auctioneer will be prohibited from acknowledging
a bid that he or she knows was not made, or was made
by, or on behalf of, the vendor. The auctioneer will also
be required to announce, during the course of the
action, when the vendor’s reserve price has been
reached — indicating to everyone at the auction that the
property is ‘on the market’ and will be sold to the
highest bidder.
The bill will provide for substantial financial penalties
for an individual or corporation who fails to comply
with the new provisions. In addition, an estate agent
who is found to have engaged in the dishonest auction
practices prohibited by the bill could be subject to
disciplinary proceedings at Victorian Civil and
Administrative Tribunal. VCAT could, if it considered
it appropriate to do so, cancel or suspend the agent’s
licence.
The bill will also give a purchaser, who believes he or
she has been a victim of prohibited auction practices, a
right to make an application to VCAT for
compensation for any loss or damage he or she has
suffered as a result. The tribunal will be able to order a
vendor to pay compensation to the purchaser where the
tribunal is satisfied that dummy bidding occurred and
that the purchaser suffered loss or damage as a result of
that dummy bidding. In order to protect honest vendors
from unfounded claims for compensation, a purchaser
who is found to have made a vexatious or frivolous
application for compensation, or a claim without
substance, could be held liable for any loss the vendor
may have incurred as a result of the application.
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In addition to creating new rules for the conduct of real
estate auctions, the bill also improves consumer
protection in relation to sales of residential real estate
by private treaty. The bill will remove the $250 000 cap
on the right to cool off that exists under section 31 of
the Sale of Land Act. Given the recent substantial
increase in house prices, this cap effectively means that
a large number of Victorian home buyers do not have
the protection afforded by the right to cool off.
Rather that simply increase the cap, which will again
become outdated, the government has decided to
extend the protection afforded by the right to cool off to
all purchasers of residential land, regardless of the
purchase price. The government does not believe that a
purchaser should be denied adequate consumer
protection simply because the price of the property he
or she purchases exceeds an arbitrary set amount. The
right to cool off will still not apply to auction sales or to
where the purchaser has obtained legal advice prior to
signing the contract of sale or has entered into a similar
contract with the vendor for the purchase of the same
land.
The bill will also amend the Estate Agents Act to
prohibit the practices of underquoting and overquoting.
The bill will prohibit an estate agent or agent’s
representative making a false representation to a
vendor, or prospective vendor, as to the agent’s true
estimated selling price of the vendor’s property. This
provision is designed to stamp out the practice, engaged
in by some dishonest agents, whereby the agent gives
the vendor an inflated estimate of the property’s value
in order to obtain the vendor’s listing. The bill will
require the estate agent to record his or her estimated
selling price in the authority or agency agreement
signed by the agent and the vendor.
The bill will also prohibit an estate agent or agent’s
representative from underquoting the estimated sale
price to a prospective purchaser. This provision is
designed to stamp out the practice, also engaged in by
some dishonest agents, whereby the agent gives
prospective purchasers a low estimate of the selling
price in order to encourage interest in the property and
attendance at the auction. This practice can, in some
cases, result in purchasers spending money on architect
or builders inspections or on legal fees when, in reality,
the property is beyond their means.
Under the new provisions the director of Consumer
Affairs Victoria will be able to require an estate agent
or an agent’s representative to provide evidence of the
reasonableness of his or her estimated selling price.
Substantial penalties will apply for a breach of the new
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provisions, and an estate agent or agent’s representative
who fails to comply may find him or herself subject to
disciplinary proceedings at VCAT.
The bill also introduces new requirements regarding
advertising rebates and other payments received by
some estate agents in relation to outgoings purchased
on behalf of their clients. The bill requires that these
payments be passed on to the agent’s client. It will be
an offence for an estate agent to fail to pass on a rebate
to the client or to charge their client more for the supply
of goods or services than the estate agent paid to the
supplier.
The government is committed to working with industry
to improve the quality of services provided by estate
agents, as well as ensuring that they comply with their
legal obligations. To this end the bill will establish a
framework for the development of a system of
continuing professional development for estate agents
and agents representatives. The bill will amend the
Estate Agents Act to require estate agents and agents
representatives to undertake further training and
development activities, designed to improve their
knowledge and understanding of the law and their
obligations to consumers. Consumer Affairs Victoria
will work closely with industry bodies such as the Real
Estate Institute of Victoria and the Estate Agents
Council to develop an appropriate continuing
professional development system that will benefit
individual estate agents and agents representatives,
consumers of estate agency services and the real estate
industry as a whole.
The bill will also enable the regulations to specify
consumer protection information that must be given by
estate agents to consumers of estate agency services.
This information will cover matters such as negotiating
the agent’s commission, entering into a contract with an
agent to sell or manage a property, warnings about
engaging in prohibited auction practices, and advice on
underquoting and overquoting, rebates and dispute
avoidance and resolution processes. It is hoped that,
through the provision of this information, consumers
will be better informed of their rights and
responsibilities when engaging the services of an estate
agent.
The bill makes a number of further amendments to the
Estate Agents Act, including:
amendments resulting from the national competition
policy review of the act;
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amendments designed to update the trust accounting
requirements to take into account modern accounting
software;

Relations, there is no doubt that absolute agreement
should apply in a unitary system of industrial relations
in Victoria.

amendments to bring the qualifications for auditors
of estate agents trust accounts into line with the
qualifications require for auditors of solicitors trust
accounts;

One of the advantages Victoria has over other states is
that, firstly, it does have a unitary system, in that in
1996 the state government referred industrial relations
powers to the commonwealth Parliament, and Victoria
is now essentially governed by the Australian Industrial
Relations Commission and the law promulgated by the
commonwealth Parliament. Secondly, a strong
agreement exists between all parties in that when we
talk about industrial relations our principal goal is to
provide a degree of accord between major parties and
employers and employees in relation to the maximum
amount of flexibility that can be built into the system of
wage determination and employees’ entitlements to
ensure maximum flexibility in the jobs of ordinary
Victorians at individual workplaces. Thirdly, our
industrial relations system should also have built into it
a mechanism to say that maximising jobs should not
come at the expense of substantial disadvantage to
people working for inappropriate pay or unacceptable
terms and conditions; there must be some form of
safety net.

introducing a capacity for infringement notices to be
issued for certain prescribed offences; and
tightening up the provisions regulating the purchase
by an estate agent of a property he or she has been
engaged to sell.
This bill represents a substantial and significant
package of reforms to the laws governing the sale of
real estate and the regulation of estate agents in
Victoria. Industry and consumer groups, individual
estate agents and consumers have been consulted on
and had input into the bill. The key consumer
protection measures contained in the bill have
widespread community and industry support and are
supported by the Real Estate Institute of Victoria and
the Estate Agents Council. The majority of honest
estate agents are keen to see dishonest practices
eliminated from the industry and will support the bill.
The bill will provide increased protection to consumers,
will increase consumer confidence in the market and, as
a result, will ensure that Victoria has a healthy and
vibrant real estate market.
I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr PERTON
(Doncaster).
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 24 October.

FEDERAL AWARDS (UNIFORM SYSTEM)
BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 12 September; motion of
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Industrial Relations).
Government amendments circulated by Mr HAMILTON
(Minister for Agriculture) pursuant to sessional orders.

Mr McINTOSH (Kew) — I say at the outset that
the opposition opposes this bill. In saying that, the
opposition has some genuine understanding of what the
government is attempting to do. From the government’s
announcement in the second-reading speech and from
discussions I have had with the Minister for Industrial

The opposition takes the view that there is no need for
this bill to pass for those three things to be achieved;
there is no need for the bill to take the matter further.
The bill is about trying to suggest that the current safety
net provisions — and that is what they are — under
schedule 1A of the federal Workplace Relations Act are
not extensive enough and they should effectively
become the 20 allowable items under a federal award
system. That is the only real disadvantage that has been
identified in all of the material I have come across.
Sure, there are disparities between wages and
entitlements and between different workers, but that is
part of the process; people are paid at different rates.
Even in this place people are paid at different rates that
reflect degrees of responsibility, levels of experience
and the level of esteem in which they are held by their
respective parties or otherwise. Those pay rates and
entitlements are built into the system. It is all part of the
situation that exists generally with industrial relations.
Importantly, if there is genuine disadvantage the
opposition would be about trying to achieve some
degree of conformity with community standards as to
what would be expected, but the most important thing
is that the safety net is precisely that: schedule 1A of
the federal Workplace Relations Act provides the
essential safety net and protects and provides a base for
all Victorian workers.
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If a person chooses to enter into a bargain, an
Australian workplace agreement, participate in an
enterprise agreement or an agreement covered by a
federal award, it may extend beyond the 5 allowable
items in the safety net to perhaps up to 20 allowable
items. However, just because there are 20 allowable
items under a federal award system does not necessarily
mean that a person has to be covered by all of those
20 items; they are part and parcel of an entitlement.
If people enter into common-law contracts they can
extend or be flexible enough to move outside those
20 allowable items. It is all part of the negotiation and
collective bargaining process, which is all part of the
Victorian industrial relations system. The most
important thing is that the bill attempts to effectively
make the provisions of schedule 1A of the federal
Workplace Relations Act, which as I said are the safety
net provisions of that act, otiose or obsolete in Victoria.
In this situation the bill does a number of things. First
and foremost it provides a referral of one aspect of
industrial relations which does not apply in Victoria. It
provides the mechanism of referring power to the
commonwealth Parliament to have the ability to make
laws with respect to common-rule orders.
Common-rule orders effectively provide a common set
of rules governing wages and entitlements that would
apply across an industry sector irrespective of the
nature of individual workplaces, individual
relationships between employer and employee, what is
produced, where it is produced or the geographical
location — all of those matters — and this power is
being referred.
It is an extension of the act which was passed here in
December 1996 that referred the state’s industrial
relations power to the commonwealth Parliament. It is
important to note that in 1996 the ability to make
common-rule orders was specifically excluded from
that referral. I will be dealing with this in due course,
but it was done on the basis that that would provide the
maximum amount of flexibility in the job market in
Victoria to ensure one of the principal goals of
industrial relations — the creation of jobs. This
flexibility was to be at the individual enterprise level.
What was crucial about the passage of the
commonwealth legislation, the Workplace Relations
Act, was that it provided a focus for the workers
entitlements and wages to be determined at an
enterprise level. That was the whole crux of it. There
were, of course, other provisions relating to things like
freedom of association, but one of the principal goals of
the Workplace Relations Act was to ensure that wages
and entitlements of employees would be determined at
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an enterprise level, rather than having industry sectors
where you might have different enterprises with
different layers of different types of awards applying.
The confusion and the costs of administration of all of
those things would be eliminated if wages and
entitlements were determined at an enterprise level.
In this particular aspect this bill refers the power to
make common-rule orders to the commonwealth
Parliament. My party when in government specifically
excluded common-rule orders. We considered and still
believe that provides the maximum amount of
flexibility in Victoria and should not be referred. If the
bill were carried and the referral was made, the
commonwealth Parliament would have to introduce a
bill within a reasonable time. At the briefing the
minister more or less indicated that the bill would have
to be in place and ready to be introduced into the
commonwealth Parliament by the beginning of the
autumn sitting of the commonwealth Parliament.
There are two steps. Firstly, the federal government
would have to introduce legislation creating a
mechanism to determine common-rule orders into the
commonwealth Parliament by the autumn sitting —
that is, within a reasonable time. Secondly, the
Governor in Council, which is essentially an instrument
of the executive government, would have to certify that
that bill met the limits and spirit of that referral.
There are a number of anomalies in this bill. I highlight
just one that may cause a Liberal government in
Canberra some concern. I do not speak on behalf of
Tony Abbott, the federal minister, but this is a matter I
have taken on board that may cause the federal
government some concern. In a state-based system,
which is delineated, the Victorian Civil and
Administrative Tribunal can make common-rule orders
in the alternative.
If it is demonstrated that the employer-employee
relationship is based upon a workplace in Victoria and a
federal award applies, VCAT must make a
common-rule order. It is that obligation — effectively a
lack of discretion to look into the financial
circumstances or otherwise — that causes some
concern. If the federal legislation suggested that the
Australian Industrial Relations Commission, for
example, may make a common-rule order in those
circumstances that may be something that may offend
the government in Victoria and occasion the whole bill
not to be certified and therefore it would have been a
waste of time and effort. We would then default to a
state-based system.
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Most importantly, in the state-based system that we
have in the alternative, if that bill were certified as
being acceptable we would default to a state-based
system. At the moment that state-based system is based
on particular VCAT provisions. VCAT is, of course, a
very effective body. There has been a lot of debate,
particularly here as well as in the public arena, whereby
there is a suggestion that VCAT is not properly
resourced at the moment, although it has been indicated
by the minister’s advisers at a briefing that adequate
resources would be provided to VCAT, including the
appointment of extra members to deal with the
opportunity to make common-rule orders.
Importantly, in the alternative, if the bill introduced into
the commonwealth Parliament were not acceptable, the
state-based system would default into operation. The
bill is essentially asking the commonwealth
government to introduce a bill, but with a gun pointed
at its head and the state government saying, ‘Unless
you do the right thing completely by us, we will default
to the state-based system’. I will say more about the
state-based system in a moment, but it is a matter of
some concern, as I said at the outset, that the very
principle of a unitary system would start to be
diminished or dissolved. Then the very goal that both
the government has announced and the opposition
would adhere to — that is, the unitary system — would
necessarily be broken down.
Firstly, the opposition is terribly concerned that once
there is a chink in the armour of the creation of a
state-based system, at VCAT or otherwise, that
responsibility could easily be taken away from VCAT
and we would have our own state-based industrial
relations tribunal — and that would be something
within the legislative purview of this Parliament.
Secondly, even if the responsibility were not taken from
VCAT, I am concerned that while the advice we are
getting from the government is simply that it is not
going to be terribly onerous — a few resources and an
extra member or two at VCAT would probably see us
out — I think it is a much more complicated system
than what first meets the eye. I expect that legislation
will be introduced relatively shortly to extend the
amount of resources and the number of members that
would have to be appointed to VCAT, or indeed for
separation from VCAT.
Thirdly, the bill provides for the minister to appoint
what are called information services officers. The
opposition takes the view that this is an Orwellian term,
because those information services officers will be part
of the inspector process which caused so much angst in
the debate on the Fair Employment Bill. While the
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government has been very clever in the way it has
watered down some of the more onerous parts of the
inspector provisions of the Fair Trading Act, what we
have here is essentially the same sort of vice. The
minister will appoint the inspectors. Again, the advice
from the government and the minister is that it is
anticipated that no more than 10 information services
officers will be appointed.
The information services officers will ensure
conformity and compliance with the act and will inform
both employers and employees about the provisions of
the act. As I said, one of the other things that offends
about the bill — and this is the real rub about the
appointment of the information services officers — is
that it provides for compliance with this act and any act.
God knows what other acts we are talking about.
I am terrified that that could include occupational health
and safety standards — not because we are concerned
about occupational health and safety because in fact we
support the opportunity for all workers in Victoria to be
protected. The most important thing is that if you look
at the Cole royal commission you see that one of the
findings that has already been made by Terence Cole,
QC, in his first report is the use of occupational health
and safety standards as an industrial tool — that is, they
are used not to protect workers, and there is a comment
about that, but are used by rogue unions such as the
Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy Union to
bash employers over the head.
As I said, in the hands of a rogue union like the
Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy Union
(CFMEU) occupational health and safety will be used
as an industrial tool. What is an information service
officer doing in forcing compliance with this referral
bill and other bills such as those dealing with
occupational health and safety standards? Certainly the
government has given no indication that that should be
limited in any way.
The other thing is the power of the information service
officers. Again I reflect that the government has been
clever in the way it has watered down some of the more
onerous provisions that appeared in its initial drafts and
perhaps even the more onerous provisions of the
inspectorate under the Fair Employment Bill. I
acknowledge it is done by way of consent. There is
provision to enforce that, and I will go into that in a
moment, but it is essentially directed at consent entry of
information service officers into the premises where
there is a reasonable belief that work is being carried
out that should be covered by a common-rule order —
a reasonable belief. That is a fairly broad term, and in
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the hands of an expert information service officer it
could perhaps be padded out to enable entry anywhere.
If we are talking about schedule 1A workers, as the
minister has pointed out in his second-reading speech
and elsewhere, we are perhaps talking about people
who are on the lower end of the pecking order, some
350 000 employees at the lower end of the pecking
order on the minister’s figures — not that I accept all of
those figures absolutely, but that is the figure he has
used. What we are talking about therefore is many
workplaces, not only a factory, a shop or a dairy but
also a home. Essentially the information service officer
could have right of access to any workplace where there
is a reasonable belief that work is being carried out that
should be covered by a common-rule order.
In the hands of a rogue union that could be a fairly
draconian step. The inspectors could of course enter
those premises with consent, and the most important
thing is that they can inspect the premises, they can take
samples of the goods that are being produced on the
premises, they can interview employees and they can
look at and take copies of any document. Most
importantly, it is done by way of — —
Mr Cooper interjected.
Mr McINTOSH — I will get to the police in a
moment. The issue is that the inspectors can do all of
these things, but essentially it is done by way of
consent. There is a process whereby Martin Kingham in
his retirement could be appointed as one of these
information service officers. He could get a big badge
and turn up and say, ‘I am an information service
officer. Let me have a look at your books’, and take it
from there. It has to be done by way of written consent,
and the onus is on the information service officer to get
that written consent to the entry of the premises. The
officer would enter the premises and do whatever they
do. Alternatively, there is a mechanism to obtain a
search warrant through the Magistrates Court, which is
a fairly dramatic step in itself that may lead to
substantial angst in some small workplaces, particularly
if it is a home.
The worst thing about this matter — and I do not quite
understand why it is necessary — is that the
information service officers have the power to call in
the assistance of the police. The only thing I could
imagine is that perhaps this time Martin Kingham could
have the police standing behind him if he was
appointed information service officer with his big
sheriff’s badge and he could be saying, ‘Let us into
your premises’. Well, it would be interesting to see
what would happen there.
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The fourth and perhaps major step in the bill concerns
the provision relating to victimisation. Of course it
mirrors to some extent the commonwealth legislation,
but it is essentially designed — we have been briefed
about this — to prevent the victimisation of an
employee who is seeking to exercise their rights and
entitlements under this bill. There is a curious provision
in clause 27(1), which states:
An employer, a registered organisation … must not victimise
a employee.

I do not see why that would be necessary, given the fact
that the whole purpose of this is to prevent
victimisation of a employee. It is a very broad term, and
I think it is too onerous. As I said, it seems to be
unnecessarily broad in the context of this bill, when it is
clearly designed, and we have been briefed that it was
so designed, to prevent victimisation of an employee
seeking to exercise their rights.
The bill contains a set of offences and also a
mechanism for enforcing both civil and criminal
sanctions, if you like. There is also a mechanism for an
employee to exercise any of their rights to seek
recovery through the Magistrates Court. As I said, we
have been fully briefed on those matters and I will not
take them any further. They are, briefly, the main items.
As I said, it is not a totally exhaustive list but they are
the major items and the major thrust of the bill.
The next step is the unitary system. Can I say at the
outset that it is my belief that the unitary system would
be broken down. It is fair to say a practical consequence
of the passage of this bill is that we would have a
state-based industrial relations system. I say ‘a practical
consequence’; I am not saying ‘theoretical’. While
there may be an expectation that the federal minister is
likely to adopt this referral power to introduce a
commonwealth legislation implementing common-rule
orders, the most important thing about this is that I do
not believe the federal minister wants this power. I do
not believe he wants it because this particular power is
specifically excluded from the original reference. The
coalition government in 1996 wanted to maximise
flexibility.
If the commonwealth minister did not want the power
then, in my view — I do not speak on behalf of the
federal minister — he is unlikely to take the referred
power and introduce legislation. I reckon that is for two
reasons: first, I do not think he, from a philosophical
point of view, would want to have commonwealth
orders applicable again here in Victoria; and second,
perhaps it would lead up to a terrible political fight
about the line-by-line-by-line items in the federal bill if
it were introduced by the commonwealth government.
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As I said, if that is the case you would then default to a
state-based system. I am saying that as a practical
consequence of the passage of this bill, because I do not
think the federal minister wants to have common-rule
orders apply here in Victoria and is unlikely to adopt
the referral and because there is likely to be a fight
about the terms of the bill — there would no doubt be a
substantial discussion which would end up as a political
brawl — we would have a state-based system by about
the beginning of March or April of next year. That
would eliminate the first and primary goal of both the
opposition and the government, which is a unitary
system of industrial relations in Victoria, and would be
the first chink in the armour leading to going back to
the bad old days.
The next problem would be substantial job losses
following the passage of this bill. Two industries have
now gone on the record opposing this bill. The
Australian Retailers Association suggests that as many
as 2500 jobs could be lost. The Victorian Farmers
Federation has indicated that 2400 jobs could be lost in
agricultural industries around this state. Indeed, the
VFF highlights the dairy industry, which accounts for
some 7935 farms in Victoria. There are some 22 694
dairy workers in the state, and Victorian dairy
production accounts for 64 per cent of the total
Australian production.
As we have seen, as the dry climate assessment task
force has come up with and as the Premier has finally
admitted, there is a drought in Victoria. We have finally
come to that conclusion! That drought, coupled with a
reduction by some 25 per cent of the commodity price
for dairy products internationally, could have a severe
impact that could be substantially greater than the
10 400 jobs that the Victorian Farmers Federation talks
about.
Ms Beattie — That is just scare tactics!
Mr McINTOSH — It is not just me
scaremongering. People such as Bryan Donegan from
the Australian Retailers Association say that. In a recent
press release he states:
If it had been passed —

that is, the Federal Awards (Uniform System) Bill —
the bill could have imposed penalty rates for weekends as
well as restrictions upon rostering staff on Sundays, resulting
in extra costs to business, potential business closures and job
cuts.
Given the deregulated trading environment in Victoria, these
two issues could have crippled businesses, in particular small
retailers who operate on reduced margins and have few
staff …
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…
We were also extremely concerned about the proposed
powers for information service officers which would have
given them greater powers than the current federal legislation
and would have enabled them to enter any workplace.
The ARAV believes the opposition has made a fiscally
responsible decision which will positively impact upon
thousands of small businesses.

Indeed, the VFF has estimated that there could be as
many as 10 400 farm jobs lost, not counting the
multiplier effect because of the consequence of the
drought and other matters. I would have thought that a
government supposedly committed to rural and
regional Victoria would have taken this on. Most
importantly, the VFF says in a press release:
More than 1 in every 10 farm employees could lose their jobs
if the Labor government’s industrial relations legislation is
passed through the Victorian Parliament.

Mr Lenders interjected.
Mr McINTOSH — I will repeat that, Mr Acting
Speaker, because the minister has obviously just
pricked up his ears and is now listening. As a result of
your bill, Minister, 1 in every 10 farm employees could
be losing their job.
I quote again from the recent news release from the
Victorian Farmers Federation:
Victorian Farmers Federation Industrial Association
chairman, Alan Bowman, said the new industrial relations
legislation would cripple Victoria’s farm sector and slash
rural jobs by imposing higher costs on farm employment.

The most important thing here is that the practical
consequence of the passage of this bill will be, firstly, a
state-based industrial relations system, severing the
unitary system. Secondly, there will be a major impact
on jobs in certain sectors such as the retail sector and
the agriculture sector, particularly the dairy industry in
my view.
The flexibility provided by the current industrial
relations system will be undermined — take the retail
traders, for example. Victoria has some 35 000 retail
businesses. It is not just Coles Myer, not just David
Jones, not just the fashion houses that the honourable
member for Burwood obviously shops at, but also a
number of other small strip-shop businesses, not only in
metropolitan Melbourne but in rural and regional
Victoria. There are 35 000 of them.
The Australian Retailers Association tells me that
95 per cent of its members have less than 20 employees
and that 53 per cent of its members have less than
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5 employees. Of those 35 000 retail businesses some
5000 are covered by federal awards.
There are all sorts of differences in the way retail
outlets operate. Some small shops at train stations may
want to operate from about 5 o’clock in the morning
through to about 10 o’clock in the morning and then
may come back for the peak hour later in the day. There
may be a fashion house in Collins Street, someone who
sells swimming pool equipment in Kew, or there may
be a large retailer. They are as different, Mr Acting
Speaker, as you and me and as every individual here is
from each other. We have different aspirations,
different requirements and different needs.
Mr Lenders — You are all peas in a pod!
Mr McINTOSH — The minister says we are all
peas in a pod. The minister sees everything as defined
descriptively: ‘You are all peas in a pod’. That is what
you want. I take the view that the individual is
important and individual businesses are different, as
different as I am from you, Mr Acting Speaker, and as I
am from the honourable member for Burwood and
others. I am proud of what I am and I am sure the
honourable member for Burwood has got used to what
he is.
Mr Lenders interjected.
Mr McINTOSH — As I said, there are a number of
federal awards — —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Nardella) —
Order! The honourable member for Burwood is out of
his place.
Mr Cooper — And his mind!
Ms Asher — And his depth!
An Honourable Member — Strike 3!
Mr McINTOSH — Talk about job losses! What
about Arnotts? Indeed, what we have here is, for
example, the National Fast Food Retail Award. It
would be interesting to see how you could apply a
federal fast food award to the swimming pool shop in
Kew or to the person who sells cigarettes, lollies and
chocolates and newspapers at a train station. Yet
apparently if there is a federal award in an industry
sector then VCAT must apply that award. Perhaps
something like the shop interim award would also be
applicable. Not all of them cover all 35 000 of these
people.
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I am informed that prior to 1995 there were something
of the order of 30 awards or common-rule orders —
these are just state-based awards under the previous
system — that could apply to the retail sector. I imagine
it would be very easy for each and every one of us,
including the honourable member for Burwood, to list
all sorts of different types of retail shops, different types
of locations and different sorts of needs and
requirements to open at different times.
Mr Lenders interjected.
Mr McINTOSH — I know these awards do not
apply anymore, as the minister has just prompted across
the table. I am just saying that these awards applied
prior to 1995. There were 30 of them, and trying to
define each and every business prescriptively would be
an almost impossible task and would, in the end, be a
detriment to small business. You can bet your bottom
dollar that these would have been designed to improve
the lot of some of the larger retailers at the expense of
smaller retailers.
As I said, awards like the shops award or the national
fast foods award do not and could not apply
prescriptively to all types of diverse groups of retailers
in different sectors in different locations carrying on
different tasks with different trading hours. With a
common-rule order you would also have an enormous
difficulty with the payroll system. You could clearly
have different types of federal awards moving across
different enterprises. As I said at the outset, one of the
great things about the federal Workplace Relations Act
is that workers entitlements and wages should be
prescribed vertically — that is, within an enterprise —
to remove any anomalies between different types of
workers. But with different awards or common-rule
orders travelling across different industry sectors, it is
not beyond the realms of possibility to think of a
particular type of workplace that would have many
different awards.
I was thinking about that this morning, and I recalled
that when I was a young man at university I had a job at
Christmas in a large retail wood store over in Clayton. I
was just a shop assistant helping out in the retail area,
and I would have been covered by a retail common-rule
order.
Mr Lenders interjected.
Mr McINTOSH — I proudly was never a member
of the union, and neither was I asked to be a member of
the union. I was a retail assistant in a large wood store
in Clayton, and as part and parcel of its business the
store delivered wood. It had a number of large trucks
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that were driven by employees who may have been
covered by the transport sector. There was also a
sawmill. It did not cut up the big raw logs but it
certainly cut large logs that had been delivered to the
wood store into smaller planks that were then dressed in
the store, and that process might have been covered by
something like the forestry or sawmillers award. They
had a small factory out the back with about five or six
employees who put together things like windows and
framing for houses on request from builders, and they
may have been covered by the manufacturing sector or
a skilled labour sector such as the carpentry sector, or
even the building industry, because they were putting
together house frames and windows to be used in the
building sector.
All those different types of industry awards would have
been applicable to that store. The administrative costs
and the differences in the payroll would have been
substantial and would indeed have added substantially
to the cost of running that business, possibly in the end
at the expense of jobs.
The amount of flexibility provided by common-rule
orders could cost jobs. A lack of flexibility in the way
you go about appointing staff in the retail industry may
be very important. I will take myself as an example —
and you may be similar to me, Mr Acting Speaker, I do
not know — but when I need to do something around
the house I am the first to admit that my carpentry and
other skills are not flash, so I will go down to the local
hardware store and perhaps even ask for advice before I
buy a hammer and some nails or whatever. I usually do
that on a weekend, and the fact that there is a hardware
store down at Kew junction that is open between
10.00 a.m. and 4.00 p.m. on Saturday and Sunday is of
enormous value to me. Because of the family-friendly
hours we now have in this place, it is rare that I can get
down there during the course of the week, and perhaps
now because of the massive legislative program we
have to get through we will be here during weekends as
well.
I quite like the fact that the hardware store is open on
the weekends, and it would appear that many of my
fellow residents in Kew and elsewhere like the
hardware shop being open on the weekends. That is
fine, but it is only a very small hardware shop in the
scheme of things. Indeed a close friend of my family
has another hardware shop a few miles up the road that
I often try to get to from time to time. That is even
smaller, but it is required to be open on the weekends
because it is part of the type of industry that needs to
open then and it has a lot of people coming through on
the weekends.
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But if you impose an absolute requirement that says,
‘You have to have some form of penalty loading and
you cannot roster on permanent staff on a Sunday’, you
start to break down the flexibility — notwithstanding
that the employees may be quite happy to work on a
Sunday and notwithstanding that they may be happy to
perhaps work three days rather than five days to get
their entitlements up if that could be dealt with at an
enterprise level. But common-rule orders would apply,
and they would prescriptively dictate what the
employer has to do, and that would reduce their
flexibility.
Mr Lenders interjected.
Mr McINTOSH — The minister yells out across
the table, ‘If they don’t have an enterprise agreement’.
The problem with the enterprise agreement is that it
probably suits a large corporation that has the time, the
energy and the opportunity to provide an enterprise
agreement, but 53 per cent of Australian Retailers
Association members have less than five employees.
They do not necessarily have the capacity and the
financial wherewithal to drive an agenda where they
can get an enterprise agreement. But that is not the
purpose of schedule 1A, which is just there to provide
what is a reflection of the basic minimum standards.
Importantly the opportunity to provide the flexibility in
the retail sector to negotiate and deal with your
employees on a one-to-one level has a profound benefit
not only for the workplace and not only for jobs but for
the broader community generally.
I turn to another profound concern in relation to this bill
which goes to the issue of the opportunity of the union
movement to get into those workplaces where they
have not traditionally been involved. This could be a
direct consequence — indeed, if I were cynical I would
be saying that it is one of the primary aims of the
Minister for Industrial Relations — of getting union
power up in the state of Victoria. We have seen union
numbers in this state drop from 60 per cent in the
halcyon days of the 1950s — 60 per cent of the work
force was unionised — to below 25 per cent now.
Indeed the most important thing about this bill is that it
is driving the agenda for the union — it is a sop to the
union — and everyone knows it. The union movement
is clearly on the nose right around the country. The
Australian Labor Party was tearing itself to bits last
weekend trying to do something about ALP
representation. That may be the case, but they seem to
have done an effective job. They dropped it from 60 to
50, they increased the representation at the national
conference to 50 per cent when it was 0 per cent before,
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and they are looking glowingly at someone like Tony
Blair in England, who has removed the union
domination of the Labour Party completely. I am sure
the Minister for Industrial Relations would love to see a
Victorian ALP free and devoid of any influence from
the union movement, but that is not my point. This bill
is about union power. This bill is driving the agenda
that could see the unionisation of small traditional
workplaces that have never had any form of
unionisation in them before.
We have seen with the Cole royal commission the
opportunity for the union movement to use an agenda
for all sorts of adverse effects right around our
workplaces in Victoria. To see that one has only to look
at the extra costs associated with the Woolworths bond
store in Broadmeadows, where because of the
intervention of the trade union movement seven months
has been added to the length of construction, and
compare that with the situation in New South Wales,
where exactly the same sort of bond store on exactly
the same type of land and in the same type of country
has been built. It took longer by seven months in
Victoria, and hundreds of thousands of dollars in extra
costs have been put on the thing.
We have also seen the involvement of this government
in the Melbourne Cricket Ground development.
Importantly, in relation to the MCG we had $90 million
of commonwealth money being offered as its
participation in the Commonwealth Games, which
everybody in this house would support, including the
government. It was prepared to offer $90 million, but it
came at a single price — that is all. ‘We want you to
subscribe to the national building code’. The rub was,
‘You are going to have to provide access to the Office
of the Employment Advocate’, who could go in there to
ensure that the law of this land, the Workplace
Relations Act and the enshrined provisions relating to
freedom of association, was being complied with.
What this government could not stand was to have the
Office of the Employment Advocate checking to make
sure that the freedom of association provisions were
being adhered to and that the MCG site was not a
closed shop. I believe the government was very
concerned that the office would discover that it was a
closed shop and therefore in breach of the law. What
you have is the government forgoing $90 million worth
of commonwealth money on that sole basis. It rejected
the commonwealth money because its mates in the
union movement were going to be caught out, who got
$77 million tipped in by the state government —
$77 million that could easily have been spent
elsewhere.
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The most important thing here is that you could have
the potential involvement of the union movement if this
bill passes, and this is the thing that terrifies me. I used
the example of a retired Martin Kingham taking on the
job of an information services officer with the right of
access, the right to determine what books he looks at
and what he can take away, talking with the
interviewees. It could be a home-based industry; it
could be a retail premises; it could be a dairy. For the
first time you are going to have access by the union
movement, officially sanctioned by this government,
going in and using something like occupational health
and safety standards as a mechanism, or an industrial
tool.
It is not as if it is anything new. The Cole royal
commission has already made the finding that
occupational health and safety standards are used as an
industrial tool. Once you get this in place you could
potentially have every single workplace unionised
easily.
Let’s have a look at the other thing that could come
about. The Shop Distributive and Allied Employees
Association (SDA) at the moment is trying to get a
rope-in award of some 17 000 retailers here in Victoria.
It has spent four years trying to rope them all in. It is
having difficulties because, as we know, retailers come
and go, and it is a problem to define who is in and who
is out. There are 17 000 retailers it wants to rope in.
If this bill comes in, all of the union’s problems are
over and done with. Every single employee and
industry sector would be roped in under the
common-rule orders. What I am saying is that with this
bill the government of the day is essentially doing the
bidding of the SDA so it does not need to go through all
of this trauma to try to rope in, with all the difficulties
that may incur and indeed with no real prospect of
success in relation to a general award. The union would
be back in town. It would be ready to spread its
tentacles right across every single retail premises in
Victoria. You can see the unionisation of the retail
sector, and even the traditionally non-unionised labour
force on our farms right throughout Victoria —
something that causes the Victorian Farmers Federation
an enormous amount of angst, as it specially mentioned
in the comments I read out.
I mention also what should be happening. The minister
says that because there is a safety net and a minimum
standard is prescribed under that safety net — a
minimum standard prescribed by a minimum wage
order under each of the five items of the Workplace
Relations Act — and because you have the minimum
standards prescribed by schedule 1A you necessarily
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have a safety net, because apparently everybody wants
to share in the 20 allowable items, whether they are in
or out of any award or individual agreement or
otherwise. But what this minister should be doing is
working within the law. What is wrong with going to
Tony Abbott and saying, ‘Let’s extend the provisions
of schedule 1A.’?
At the moment we have introduced into the federal
Parliament the Workplace Relations (Improved
Protection for Victorian Workers) Bill, which is due to
be debated this month. Tony Abbott has already
introduced legislation that will see the extension of
schedule 1A provisions to carer leave and to
bereavement leave and allowing an extension of the
38-hour week for payment beyond a 38-hour week —
all those matters. If there is any concern about people
wanting to share in the joys of the 20 allowable items
under a federal award, perhaps what we should be
doing is extending the provisions of schedule 1A, not
going through long and tortuous processes to get rid of
the unitary system, because we will have a state-based
system and we will have information services officers
going around the place. What should be happening is
that the government should be treating with the
commonwealth government to extend those provisions
of schedule 1A, not going through this long and turgid
process. If the government is fair dinkum about this bill
and wanting to maintain a unitary system, that is what
should be happening. The government should not be
introducing this bill, which would do nothing more than
introduce the state-based system and destroy flexibility.
I recently had an opportunity of talking to a couple of
people from Jobwatch who came to see me. They
expressed concern about the fact that there is a disparity
between the 20 allowable items. They talked about
carers leave and bereavement leave. They wanted to
have penalty rates; that may cause some angst. They
wanted to have an annual leave loading. Apparently
someone is disadvantaged because they do not get an
annual leave loading. I do not know whether the
honourable member for Mornington gets an annual
loading.
Mr Cooper — I do not.
Mr McINTOSH — I do not know whether the
minister gets an annual leave loading. The honourable
member for Brighton may get an annual leave loading.
In fact, Mr Acting Speaker, I do not know whether you
get an annual leave loading as well. Apparently this is
so important that it should be in the extended
schedule 1A. But that is a matter on which the
government can treat with the commonwealth
government.
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The other thing is — and I think this is a legitimate
concern if it is true, and I do not maintain it is true
because I have not read the article — I am told that the
community standard for redundancy should be eight
weeks. That is a matter for negotiation. Perhaps we
need to build into this system an appropriate level of
redundancy, but that is a matter for an amendment of
the commonwealth act. I am sure the federal minister,
Tony Abbott, would be more than willing to discuss
with the state Minister for Industrial Relations an
extension of those safety nets. As I have said, he has a
bill in the commonwealth Parliament which is due to be
debated in the House of Representatives this month that
relates to an extension of the very provisions of
schedule 1A.
Mr Nardella interjected.
Mr McINTOSH — In concluding my remarks I
refer to the three principles that I started with. The
practical consequence of the passage of this bill will be
the destruction of the unitary system of industrial
relations. I do not believe the federal minister wants the
power but even if he does and exercises the power by
introducing a commonwealth bill it is unlikely that it
would be passed. We would have a state-based system
by about March or April.
The second point I make is that the passage of the bill
would have the result of destroying jobs because it
would reduce flexibility. That is the most important
thing about this measure. It is not something that we
would put up with.
The opposition will ensure that flexibility is preserved
by not passing the bill. In conclusion, the Liberal Party
believes a job should underpin an individual and the
family’s economic wellbeing. The ability to share in the
benefits of economic growth is crucial to this. If people
have a job they have the opportunity to participate in
the benefits of economic growth, so that should be a
fundamental core driver of government.
The best safeguard of a job for Victorians and their
families is to have a flexible and vibrant labour market
where all can participate in the benefits of economic
prosperity. Importantly, industrial relations have to
remain flexible and vibrant and not be killed off with
the dab hand of the union movement, not killed off by
the inflexible approach of the state-based system that
the bill will create. When the economy declines jobs
will be lost and opportunities will evaporate. We have
to preserve the economy, but essentially people need to
have a job and anything that impacts on jobs should be
condemned. Accordingly, this bill will see a loss of
jobs, an inflexible system built up, and a state-based
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industrial relations system. As a consequence the
opposition will oppose the bill.
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Finance) — I
withdraw the amendments circulated in my name.
Mr Jasper — On a point of order, Mr Acting
Speaker, I ask the minister for an explanation for the
withdrawal of the amendments. It is the usual practice
in this house that proposed amendments are circulated
to honourable members so they can be assessed during
the second-reading debate and prior to the committee
stage.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Kilgour) — Order!
My understanding is that the amendments were
circulated but were not moved.
Mr LENDERS — I thank the honourable member
for Murray Valley for allowing me the opportunity to
comment on the withdrawal of the amendments.
Yesterday the honourable member for Kew distributed
a press release which said that the opposition could not
support the bill because of the information services
officers. Because the opposition did not move
amendments the government thought if that was the
sole reason for this good legislation being opposed by
the opposition that impediment would be removed.
Clearly the opposition is now opposing the bill for a
series of other reasons. To save the time of the house I
have withdrawn the amendments.
Mr Cooper interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Kilgour) — Order!
The honourable member for Mornington should not be
interjecting.
Mr JASPER (Murray Valley) — I acknowledge the
minister’s comments in relation to the amendments.
From my point of view as the National Party
spokesman on this legislation I am disappointed that in
making my contribution I do not have the amendments
so that I am able to assess and comment on them.
Additionally, we could have a situation that the debate
on this legislation may not be concluded by 4.00 p.m.
today and the amendments would be moved and
adopted without any consideration by members of the
Legislative Assembly. In those circumstances we
would be relying on members of the Legislative
Council to assess the amendments. During the debate
on the Constitution (Parliamentary Reform) Bill the
opposition parties criticised the proposals to change the
operation of the Legislative Council for the very reason
that the other place is able to assess amendments that
are not able to be assessed appropriately in this house.
The Legislative Council is able to properly debate and
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comment on the merits of amendments. I express my
disappointment that the amendments have not been put
before the house, as is the normal practice and that
honourable members cannot comment on them during
their contributions.
I have listened with a great deal of interest to the
contribution of the honourable member for Kew. I
indicate that the National Party will also oppose the bill.
Mr Nardella interjected.
Mr JASPER — The honourable member for
Melton will be aware that during the debate on the Fair
Employment Bill in November 2000 I led the debate
for the National Party. I indicated at that time our
concern with the legislation and that we would oppose
it. We opposed that legislation on a number of grounds
but mainly because of the high cost in setting up a new
tribunal in Victoria and duplicating the system. We
believe there would be a major increase in the power of
unions in Victoria, which would lead to major problems
for employers and employment within Victoria. We
also noted at that time that schedule 1A of the
Workplace Relations Act 1996 covered workers within
Victoria with minimum awards. I also noted that the
workplace relations legislation transferred powers from
the state government to the federal government.
The National Party is concerned about the implication
of the legislation we are debating today. I have listened
to the comments made by the honourable member for
Kew and his assessment of the legislation. There are
differences in the payments made to employees under
the federal award and those under state awards, but
there are a range of protections provided and
approximately 20 allowable items under the federal
award that are part of the negotiations for employment.
As is normal with the National Party, we contacted a
range of organisations that we believed would have a
view on the legislation so we could understand their
views and the implications of the legislation. On
reading the second-reading speech I was initially
supportive of the thrust of the legislation. In his
second-reading speech the minister states:
Stage 1 involves a referral of further industrial relations
power to the commonwealth so it can legislate to apply
federal award standards (the 20 minimum conditions) to
Victorian schedule 1A workers.

I believed at the outset that the proposal would support
the thrust of the 1996 legislation, which transferred
state industrial relations powers to the federal
government, so it had some appeal. I changed my
thinking when I read the stage 2 process. The warning
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signs went up straightaway. I was concerned about the
implications of the legislation, which on the surface
was appealing.
In seeking responses from a range of organisations the
National Party contacted country organisations and
farming communities and businesses in country
Victoria. They included the Victorian Farmers
Federation, the Northern Victorian Fruit Growers
Association, a number of chambers of commerce in
country Victoria and the Victorian Employers Chamber
of Commerce and Industry, which provided only brief
comments on the legislation. I refer to some of the
problems with the legislation that were brought to our
attention. I refer to some extracts from the September
edition of Business Forum.
The article is headed ‘Labor renews push for industrial
relations reform’. I will pull out a couple of sections
that I feel are important to read into Hansard. The
article states:
While more limited in scope than the Fair Employment Bill,
the new bill does have the potential to impose a significant
cost impact on many small employers in Victoria operating
outside the federal award system, particularly in regional
areas.

Further on:
An ‘incapacity to pay’ option and the phasing-in of any
changes would be obvious options in this year.

They are not included in the legislation. I also received
a detailed response to the legislation from the Victorian
Farmers Federation. I refer to a number of the
paragraphs from the VFF submission:
The bill has been drafted in such a way that allows Labor’s
objective for the common-rule power in applying federal
awards to Victorian non-award workers by either of the
following routes:
to refer to the commonwealth further industrial relations
powers; or
to provide for federal award conditions to apply to
non-award covered Victorian employees following an
application to, and decision by, the Victorian Civil and
Administrative Tribunal.

Of great concern to the National Party is the second
stage of this legislation which would involve the
Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal, which we
believe would have an adverse effect on people living
in Victoria, particularly in relation to employment.
The VFF document goes on to refer to the referral of
powers:
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The VFF is opposed to the referral of power because it is the
state Labor Party’s intention to use the common-rule power to
apply and implement federal award conditions to those
Victorian employees whose minimum terms and conditions
of employment are underpinned by schedule 1A of the
Workplace Relations Act 1996. Currently, Victorian
employees who are not covered by federal awards or
agreements have five minimum conditions or safety net terms
in relation to their employment. These minimum conditions
consist of 4 weeks annual leave, 5 days sick leave, maternity
leave and paternity leave, notice of termination to a maximum
of 5 weeks, and an hourly rate of pay for an employee under a
particular industry section.

That has been highlighted as a concern from some
quarters, where under the federal system there are
20 areas of allowable and referrable areas for
negotiation.
I am reading from the submission because it
summarises the VFF view, a view to which the
National Party strongly adheres:
Moreover, while the VFF supports a uniform industrial
relations system, it is opposed to a forced federal
common-rule approach as outlined by the uniform bill. The
VFF submits that it is opposed to a common-rule application
to federal awards for Victorian workers since there is no
allowance for entitlements to be linked to productivity or to
have enterprise flexibility at the workplace. Victorian farmers
compete on the international market, and it is very important
for wage increases to be tied to productivity. Nothing in the
uniform bill has linked entitlements to productivity.
Employers and employees should be allowed to negotiate at
the workplace on their own terms and conditions without an
outside party enforcing uniform conditions on them.

The National Party is concerned for country people.
The present drought conditions across many parts of
country Victoria are bringing more pressure to bear on
employers, particularly the farming community in
country areas. It not only affects the farming
community but goes into the small towns and cities that
operate in country Victoria.
My investigations reveal that the tightening of the
drought conditions, particularly over the last month, is
having an effect on the country cities and towns, where
business people tell me there is a genuine slowing in
those businesses activities. They then have the option of
asking what they can do. The farming community faces
a very difficult situation in managing their farms
through these times. What do employers in the towns
then do? Many are small employers. Do they start
reducing staff? Do they look at trying to be ecumenical
in making sure they maintain those employees, even
though they may have a reduced turnover due to the
lack of business in those country areas?
I say again to people who live in metropolitan
Melbourne that you have to live in country Victoria to
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understand country people and country conditions. I
often listen to other speakers in the Parliament,
particularly those who have no idea of the
circumstances faced by those of us living in country
Victoria. We need to have a proper understanding of
those circumstances.
This legislation shows little understanding of the
specific concerns of those of us who live in country
areas. It is highlighted now by the current conditions in
country Victoria and the subsequent drop in production
and income for primary producers, which is carrying
through to country communities. There is no doubt in
my mind that if the drought conditions continue and we
get adverse effects in country Victoria, those effects
eventually will be felt in metropolitan Melbourne.
Yesterday we were briefed by Goulburn-Murray Water.
It indicated its concerns about the reduced inflow of
water into the water storages, particularly highlighting
the reduced water storage at Eildon. That storage is in a
drastic situation, because it did not receive the inflow of
water that was anticipated during September. The
people from Goulburn-Murray Water expressed great
concerns for the future availability of water and their
being able to provide it down through the Goulburn
Valley for the farming community and those living in
country cities and towns. Over the next month
conditions will be watched very closely to see if there is
any change in the water supply, not only into Eildon
Reservoir but into all the other water storages across
country Victoria.
I note in passing that many people, particularly
conservationists and those in the green movement,
express concern that we have water storages built in
country Victoria across our waterways. Those of us
who live in country areas would be faced with a drastic
situation if we did not have the major storages we have
at present. The saviour for the farming community, the
irrigators and those living in country Victoria has been
not only the water contained within the Snowy scheme
but the large water storages across Victoria. We are
facing a situation where many of these storages are at
their lowest levels on record after a six-year shortage of
water, which is evident across Victoria and across
Australia. I make those comments in relation to this
legislation because that has an enormous effect on those
of us living in country areas.
I refer to further extracts from the VFF submission,
which talks about small business:
Small business operators who employ relatively few
employees will be the most vulnerable to Labor’s latest
legislative proposals, since they will have to compete with
large employers who are able to afford the federal award
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conditions. Many family farm businesses will have to put off
employees, or alternatively not employ labour because of the
cost impact the uniform bill will have on employment.

As I said earlier, that is an important issue not only for
those of us living in country areas but for all people
operating within small businesses, which could and will
feel the effects of the legislation.
Another paragraph from the Victorian Farmers
Federation submission goes on to say:
Recently the VFF had three meetings with the Victorian
Government and had been given the opportunity to read the
Federal Award (Uniform System) Act 2002. In essence the
VFF believes that the uniform bill is essentially flawed. From
reading the uniform bill, it lacks practical application for the
appropriate industrial relations processes to be implemented.

That summarises the views of the organisation. The
victimisation provisions are of concern to the National
Party, and the VFF submission also mentioned its
concerns in this area, stating:
The victimisation provisions contained in division 2 provide
for severe penalties and can be applied to prospective
employees and employers where there has been no legal
binding employment contract. These provisions are biased
against the employer and are questionable on the ultra vires
doctrine.

The concluding summary of the VFF’s submission
indicates that it is opposed to the legislation. It makes
two comments: that the Victorian opposition should be
rejecting the Federal Awards (Uniform System)
Bill 2002 and that the federal government should reject
any referral of powers to it.
I also refer to the attachments to the submission from
the VFF which gives a comparative case study of a
dairy farmer under the current industrial relations
system and the system proposed in this legislation. It
provides the rate of pay for an employee on a dairy
farm with reference to four weeks annual leave, sick
pay, standard public holidays and the overtime that may
be worked, and compares the totals for the two systems.
The potential increase in employment costs for the
dairy farmer under the proposed system would be
21 per cent, indicating that he would need to find over
$7000 additional funding, with all the difficulties that
would bring.
Some people in the government would say, ‘If that is
the case they should pay the federal award and we
would have no difficulties’. But other things happen
when we employ people, particularly in country areas
and in the farming sector. One of the issues not taken
into account in this calculation is that in most cases the
employee’s accommodation is provided for in the
contract. So the employee would have a particular
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award under the current system, schedule 1A, but
would be provided with other benefits by the farmer or
whoever employs him — and often there would be
other benefits for him and the family living on the farm.
We need to take into account all those other issues
when we are looking at this legislation.
Many people are saying that country communities
should be prepared for droughts. There is some merit in
that view, that the farming community and those
involved in farming should be able to accept the
prospect of an occasional drought. But in talking to a
farmer recently I said, ‘You have had some good years
recently; you should be able to accept the fact that this
is going to be a difficult year’. His comment was, ‘The
problem is that we have had many, many years over the
past 20 years when the farming community has had to
battle for survival’. Again we see a situation where this
government has brought legislation before the
Parliament without any real understanding of many of
the difficulties that face us in country Victoria or the
total impact of this legislation, should it be
implemented.
As I said earlier, my concerns are based not only on the
fact that this legislation has been brought before the
Parliament but on the implications of what it involves.
First of all the government is saying that this would be
referred to the federal industrial relations system, but if
the federal government did not accept that as stage 1, it
would go on to stage 2, which, as the minister indicated
in his second-reading speech, would be implemented if
the commonwealth refuses to legislate to adopt the
proposed referred powers.
It involves federal awards applying on application by
common rule under Victorian legislation. In other
words, stage 2 would be implemented if stage 1 fails
due to a lack of cooperation on the part of the
commonwealth. That is of great concern to us in the
National Party. Should the federal government say it is
not prepared to accept this situation from Victoria —
and presumably it may — that would lead to the
position where the Victorian Civil and Administrative
Tribunal (VCAT) would be brought into play to assess
particular cases in Victoria and provide award
conditions which may not be — and probably would
not be — acceptable to those of us living in Victoria.
What we need is flexibility where you can get
arrangements made between employers and employees
which are effective and which work. As I have
indicated, we have seen it work within the farming
community. There is a particular award in the state
system which through schedule 1A in the Federal and
Industrial Relations Act is not as lucrative and does not
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provide the same conditions as the award under the
federal system, but other actions are taken by the people
within that employment area to negotiate an appropriate
system and appropriate support for the employees.
Again I indicate to the house that the wealth of Victoria
is created by employers in private enterprise who are
able to employ people. There is no doubt that if you put
conditions on employers which are not acceptable and
which they cannot live within while remaining
profitable, they certainly will not be employing people.
I have great concerns with the legislation before us, not
particularly with stage 1 but with the other parts,
including the implementation of stage 2 in relation to
VCAT. The National Party agrees with the information
that has been provided to it by the farming community
and farming organisations that this would create
extreme difficulties for many of the employers in
Victoria and that the legislation is flawed in many
respects.
In summary, members of the National Party oppose the
legislation for what they believe are very good reasons,
including the effects it would have in particular on the
people that we represent in country Victoria. I suggest
that other issues should be looked at. Some government
members asked: what would you do in the
circumstances? We would be prepared to go along,
perhaps, with achieving a single system of industrial
relations in Australia but there are some provisos as far
as members of the National Party are concerned. We
would be seeking a new and reviewed mechanism to
run capacity-to-pay arguments, which need to be a basis
of all negotiations. As indicated by the honourable
member for Kew, the unions are creating problems for
employers in the state of Victoria. We are seeing a new
situation where employers are being put under more
and increased pressure by unions, which is making
profitability even more difficult. We want to see a new
and improved mechanism to run capacity-to-pay
arguments.
If there were any changes, we would like to see a
phasing-in period, so that you could get some flexibility
in being able to implement changes, but also by
agreement. There could also be perhaps some transition
by way of assistance from the state government,
particularly to small business. Small business is, of
course, critical to the operations of the state of Victoria.
I include in small business not only the farm
community but business operations in small country
towns and cities in Victoria and indeed right across
Melbourne — that is, the whole state. The government
could consider giving some relief in Workcover,
perhaps over the next two years, to assist small
businesses to get through what is a difficult time.
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Added to that we have at present the extremely difficult
conditions being faced by country Victorians generally
and the drought conditions being faced by the farming
community in particular.
Members of the National Party are opposing the
legislation. We believe it is not in the best interests of
the state of Victoria. We trust there can be some further
discussions and negotiations on the matter. The
legislation before the house is not acceptable to the
National Party.
Ms BEATTIE (Tullamarine) — The bill represents
another key component of the Bracks government’s
commitment to fairness. There, I have said it in the
chamber — the f-word, fairness — because members
of the government firmly believe in fairness.
The Labor Party does not believe that some classes of
Victorian workers should be treated as second-class
citizens and that their conditions should be lower than
workers in the rest of the country and the territories.
Indeed, most members of the Liberal Party do not
believe that. Tony Abbott does not believe that and
Peter Reith never believed that. But members of the
Victorian Liberal opposition, now joined by members
of the National Party, believe Victorian workers
somehow are second-class citizens.
Unlike the Kennett government’s approach to industrial
relations, this bill has been developed by a proper
process. There was consultation with employer groups,
unions — yes — and employers and employees. That is
the approach members of the government take — again
unlike the Kennett government’s approach, which was
for the minister responsible to consult a bottle of
Scotch!
There is a need for a unitary system and that has been
acknowledged because since 1996 the gap between
employees covered by federal awards and agreements
and those under schedule 1A of the Workplace
Relations Act has steadily increased. That gap is
widening and workers under schedule 1A are falling
behind. Employees are under schedule 1A as a result of
the scrapping of state awards by the Kennett
government in 1992.
Honourable members will recall that there was a lack of
commitment by the federal government to take on these
employees. The Bracks government then introduced the
Fair Employment Bill, but that was rejected. Where? It
was rejected just along the corridor — by the
Legislative Council, that disgraceful place that is really
not representative, as was well canvassed during debate
yesterday. That place is sometimes known as the red
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morgue, probably unkindly, as I have seen some — not
many but some — signs of life there. I do not want to
cast aspersions on that other place. For seven years
people sat there mute and did nothing while Kennett
and his gang stripped away the rights of Victorian
workers.
Honourable members will recall that the Fair
Employment Bill had significant support from unions,
employers and community groups, as well as the
Victorian Automobile Chamber of Commerce, the
Housing Industry Association, the Victorian Road
Transport Association and the Master Builders
Association of Victoria.
In the year 2000 the independent industrial relations
task force identified 561 000 Victorian employees who
were covered by the Workplace Relations Act but were
treated differently from other employees. Those
561 000 employees were treated as second-class
citizens just because they were Victorians. Members
will recall that one former Premier loved to call people
un-Victorian, but some people are treated as
second-class citizens just because they are Victorians.
That is shameful.
I refer to some of the clauses of the bill. Firstly, the bill
refers to the commonwealth the power to make
common-rule orders. That will allow the
commonwealth to legislate for federal awards and to
bind all Victorian workplaces to a consistent and more
appropriate award safety net without undue legal and
administrative technicality. Again, it goes to the very
heart of fairness. The bill also allows for the Victorian
Civil and Administrative Tribunal to have the power to
make orders on application applying federal award
conditions as common rules in Victoria if the
commonwealth does not accept the referral of power to
make common-rule orders. It also allows for a
common-rule order made by VCAT to have legal force
and to apply to employers and employees within the
scope of the order and protection against an overlap of
common-rule orders applying in respect of the same
work.
The bill also provides for the process in the making of
various common-rule orders, including public
advertisement, receipt of submissions, public hearings,
publication of decisions and orders and a capacity for
employers to seek an exemption based on an incapacity
to pay increased wages and conditions flowing from the
VCAT order. It also provides for many other things.
I want to turn to the opposition’s attitude to the bill.
Members of the opposition are running a scare
campaign, saying that hundreds of thousands of
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workers will be put out of work if the bill is introduced.
The bill is not a scary monster. Even Tony Abbott and
Peter Reith — the bovver boy of federal politics and the
phone card meister — think this is quite a fair thing.
They seem reasonable, compared with the members of
the Victorian Liberal Party.
Yesterday we saw an hysterical outburst by the
honourable member for Kew. He said that a solicitor
had sent some workers a letter and he implied there was
some extortion in that. If solicitors sending people
letters were extortionist, half the members of this
Parliament would be labelled extortionist — for
sending letters to people! I do not know where the
extortion comes in, but those are the hysterical
atmospherics and ideology surrounding a debate in this
place on anything to do with workers.
It shows a complete lack of understanding of working
men and women. They should get out there in the
factories and shops for a little while. They would then
observe the conditions some people work under and see
why there is the necessity for unions. In a perfect world
we would all be working in perfect conditions and
employers would all be paying a fair rate. That is where
the necessity for unions comes about, to bring people in
and have checks and balance on rogue employers.
There are many fine employers out there — there is no
doubt about that — and they have no problem with this
legislation, but rogue employers do.
When you look at Victorian working men and
women — and indeed with some of the legislation
brought in by the Liberal opposition when it was in
government — is it any wonder that Victorian working
men and women ousted the Kennett government? I do
not think it is any wonder, but still those on the other
side of the house just do not get it.
By rejecting this bill, which is not a scary monster but
is about fairness and equity, the Victorian Liberal Party
is saying, ‘We were right in 1992, we were right in
1996, we were right in 1999, and we are still right’. As I
said, even Peter Reith and Tony Abbott think the bill is
reasonable and fair. Again, they think workers should
have some rights, that there should be fair and equal
access to carers leave, bereavement leave and the right
to redundancy. Even Tony Abbott thinks there should
be a right to redundancy — eight weeks in the case of
Ansett workers who had clocked up 20 or 30 years.
Although they have not yet been paid, the federal
minister does believe in a minimum of eight weeks.
What we have here is a bill that is not being properly
debated; we have an opposition that is desperate for
publicity, desperate for popularity and absolutely
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desperate for some leadership. We saw the desperation
yesterday and we saw how lazy opposition members
are. At question time when a sum of money going to
the state Labor Party was mentioned — —
An Honourable Member — What has that got to
do with the bill?
Ms BEATTIE — It has nothing to do with the bill,
but it has everything to do with the laziness of the
opposition. Opposition members did not bother to
check it up. They just came in here, floating figures —
as the honourable member for Geelong North knows —
and made absolute fools of themselves because they are
too lazy to check out these things. That goes to the heart
of it. Again, I can talk about that laziness because if the
Victorian Liberal Party really had problems with the
bill it should have moved some amendments. Has it
used that opportunity? Not at all! Liberal Party
members should get some advice from Peter Reith.
They should pick up their phone cards and ring Peter
Reith, or perhaps borrow Peter Reith’s phone card.
Mr Loney — On reverse charges!
Ms BEATTIE — Yes, and talk to Tony Abbott as
well, because he and Peter Reith would say, ‘Look,
come on, Victorian Liberals, pass this bill, get on with
it; you are making fools of yourselves and of the rest of
the party around the nation’. But again, like in other
debates we have seen this week, the state conservatives
say they agree with their federal colleagues but when
they come to a vote they act differently to their
colleagues. They cannot get it together. It is called
discipline and unity, but as we saw yesterday, at the
moment they do not have any discipline and unity so
they will vote this bill down.
They have already said that, and the National Party
members are hanging off their coat-tails — and they
will pay again at the next election, just going along with
whatever the Liberal Party master says. They will be
like a little dog with its tail wagging. They will run out
there, wag their tails and say, ‘Yes, master’ and go
along with him. They will reject this legislation not
because is it is the right or the decent thing to do, not
because they actually believe it — it is about political
expediency. They want to go to an election. They want
to get it over and done with because they are bleeding
all over the place.
Mr Loney — So they can get a new leader.
Ms BEATTIE — As the honourable member for
Geelong said, so they can get another new leader. They
are looking for solutions all over the place.
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This bill is extremely important to the Bracks
government. We are absolutely resolute in our
determination that Victorian workers should be treated
equally with other workers in Australia. We do not
believe Victorian workers are second-class citizens. We
believe in the dignity of labour. We come from the
trade union movement, and we are not ashamed. These
people seem to have a thing about Martin Kingham.
They cannot get over the Kingham factor, but we
believe in the dignity of labour.
In summary, I know there are lots of other people on
our side who want to fully debate this bill —
reasonably, not with hysterical nonsense and words;
they want to debate this reasonably. So in closing my
contribution I say that this is a bill about justice,
fairness and equity. Again, I will shock you all and say
the f-word again in this house — fairness: that is what
this is about. We are absolutely resolute and we will
keep bringing bills into this house which are about
fairness and equity and decency for Victorian workers.
We do not believe Victorian workers are second-class
citizens. Unfortunately those on the other side believe
they are. I commend the bill to the house.
Ms ASHER (Brighton) — This bill wishes to refer
common-rule orders to the commonwealth Parliament.
Failing that, the government’s alternative position is to
have the Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal
make orders applying federal award conditions as
common rules.
The honourable member for Kew has gone into some
considerable detail about what is contained in the bill,
and I wish to make a couple of comments on it as well.
Firstly, this bill is in the same style as a series of bills
we have seen come before this Parliament and all have
been rejected by the opposition in the upper house. We
will continue to reject bills that we regard as
unreasonable and that we believe cost Victorians jobs.
It is not just the opinion of the Liberal Party, it is the
opinion of peak associations that this bill will cost jobs.
That is the reason this bill will not get through this
Parliament.
The Labor Party started initially with its so-called Fair
Employment Bill, this ideological attempt to impose its
pro-union framework on Victorian employers and on
the Victorian community. On the figures of the
so-called independent industrial relations task force,
2000 jobs would have been lost as a consequence of
that bill. On employer figures, 40 000 jobs were going
to be lost over three years, so the so-called Fair
Employment Bill was rejected in the upper house by
the Liberal opposition.
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The government then moved to introduce so-called
industrial manslaughter legislation, again with some
serious consequences for employment in this state. So
we had another ideological attempt to impose
unnecessary pro-union legislation on the Victorian
community, and that bill was also rejected.
Then as a stunt prior to the last federal election the
government prepared the Commonwealth Powers
(Industrial Relations) (Amendment) Bill, and that bill,
once the federal election was over with the Liberal
government being re-elected in Canberra, was never
even put before this chamber — clearly evidence that it
was a stunt again. However, now we have the Federal
Awards (Uniform System) Bill 2002. This bill is again
in the same context. It is a pro-union and union-driven
bill which will cost jobs, and the opposition will reject
it.
I will make a couple of comments about schedule 1A
employees. That category was created in 1996 as a
consequence of the Kennett government’s referral of
industrial relations powers to the commonwealth. But a
significant problem for the Labor Party is that one of
the key supporters of that bill is none other than the
now Premier. When that bill, that transferral of powers,
was debated before this chamber the shadow
spokesperson at the time, the honourable member for
Williamstown, said:
The opposition supports in principle the concept of a single
national system of industrial relations.

And it always has.
It can deliver benefits to both employees and employers
by creating a uniform national framework for dispute
resolution and the application of minimum employment
standards that can be more easily complied with and
enforced. That is the problem for the Labor Party. The
now Premier supported that transfer of powers. The
issues the Labor Party raised in the Fair Employment
Bill, in industrial manslaughter legislation and in the
bill before the house were never raised at the time of the
transfer of industrial relations powers, because its
current leader supported that transfer of powers. Today
we are seeing an ideological attempt by the ALP simply
to pander to its trade union base.
However, the most insidious part of the bill, and the
aspect of the bill over which the Minister for Finance
put on an extraordinary little prima donna-like
performance earlier, is these information services
officers (ISOs). The bill provided for information
services officers. And who are these officers? Who are
these people the Labor Party wants to give entry into
every workplace?
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Mr Cooper — Bracks’s Gestapo!
Ms ASHER — Bracks’s Gestapo, it has just been
suggested. I need to tell the house what these
information services officers are. The primary function
of information services officers, according to the bill, is:
… to provide information about the operation of this Act to
employers, employees, registered organisations, interested
organisations, peak bodies and other interested members of
the community.

As to powers, they are going to have the function of
ensuring compliance with this act and ‘any other
functions conferred by or under this or any other act’. In
other words, these ISOs are going to do what they like
in workplaces in Victoria.
The appointment of information services officers is to
be made by the minister. Can you imagine a Labor
minister with the power to appoint information services
officers to go into every workplace and do basically
what they like in the state of Victoria? I asked how
many of these people they would have, how many
members of the Gestapo are going to be recruited. I was
told ‘Initially less than 10’. Initially?
They will have identity cards and they will have
significant powers. They will be able even to call on
police help. You can see in the bill that the Labor Party
was obviously aware that these people might get a little
robust in their inspection of premises. I refer to
clause 18:
18. When may powers be exercised?
…
(2) In exercising powers under this Part, an
information services officer must —
(a) cause as little harm and inconvenience or
damage as possible …

They know who these ISOs are going to be. They know
who the thugs are. They are even telling them to cause
as little damage as possible.
There are two kinds of power of entry. One is where the
poor little small business owner consents to it because
he or she does not know what is happening: you flash
your identity card, you get in and you do what you like.
The other is where the entry is non-consensual. You
can go to a magistrate to get access to people’s business
premises.
The powers of entry for these ISOs are extensive. On
exercising a power of entry the information services
officer may:
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(a) inspect any work, material, machinery, appliance,
article, facility or other thing —

in other words, inspect everything in the workplace.
(b) take samples of any goods …
(c) interview any employee …

It does not even have to do with whatever the reason for
the inspection is!
(d) require a person having the custody of, or access to, a
document relevant to the purpose of determining
compliance with a common rule order …
(e) inspect, and make copies of or take extracts from, a
document …

The most extraordinary and most offensive part of the
bill relates to these ISOs, who have been recommended
by the industrial relations task force.
The ALP has a considerable mantra on schedule 1A
employees. I note in the second-reading speech that
schedule 1A employees ‘receive fewer conditions and
entitlements than other employees’. Those conditions
and entitlements are spelt out in the second-reading
speech. However, I wish to put on record part 2 of the
report of the Victorian industrial relations task force.
The task force was set up by the Minister for Industrial
Relations to recommend and justify the Fair
Employment Bill. Part 2 of its report, however, contains
results of statistical research into the Victorian labour
market. The research was compiled by the Australian
Centre for Industrial Relations Research and Training.
It is important to examine the facts about schedule 1A
employees. According to the data schedule 1A
employees have interesting pay rates. With regard to
average minimum hourly rates, mean minimum hourly
rates and median minimum hourly rates the task force
found the following, and I quote from page 16 of the
report:
When looking at averages it is useful to apply both the mean
and the median, since the former is sensitive to extreme
values. Looking first at mean minimum hourly rates, the most
startling impression is the consistency of the industry pattern.
With the exception of agriculture and infrastructure, the mean
minimum hourly rates are all higher for workplaces with
schedule 1A coverage than those with federal coverage.

I put the data on the record. Table 22 of the report
shows mean minimum value rates by industry as
follows: under federal awards agriculture gets $13.72
and under schedule 1A, $11.45; under federal awards
mining and construction gets $14.57, and $16.22 under
schedule IA; manufacturing gets $12.64 under federal
awards and $14.47 under schedule 1A; under federal
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awards wholesale and retail get $12.64, and $12.81
under schedule 1A; hospitality, recreation and services
under federal awards get $12.64 and $12.97 under
schedule 1A; infrastructure, $14.23 federal and $13.2
under schedule 1A; education, health and community
services, $42.44 federal and $15.90 for schedule 1A;
other, $14.06 federal, $16.18 schedule 1A; and the total
mean minimum was $13.47 for pay under federal
awards and $14.40 for pay under schedule 1A.
Likewise the same pattern emerges for median hourly
rates by industry. Let’s set the record straight: we are
not talking about pay, we are talking about conditions
that the government wishes to regulate.
There are significant arguments against this particular
bill. The first one is that it eliminates flexibility in the
workplace, which is something the Labor Party does
not wish to see. However, in smaller businesses it is
easily important to have flexibility in the workplace.
The Retail Traders Association of Victoria is extremely
concerned about this bill and claims there will be a loss
of 2500 jobs.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Kilgour) — Order!
The honourable member for Geelong North and the
honourable member for Burwood should not be
conducting conversations from one end of the house to
the other, as it makes it extremely hard to hear the
honourable member for Brighton. The honourable
member for Brighton, without help from the opposition
and government benches.
Ms ASHER — I refer to a letter dated 18 September
2002 put out by the Australian Retailers Association of
Victoria headed ‘Crisis in the retail industry’. It states:
The state government is proposing legislation, the Federal
Awards (Uniform System) Bill 2002, which will see award
conditions apply automatically to all businesses. The
legislation will result in small business suffering increases of
up to 25 per cent in labour costs.

This is not what the Liberal Party is saying; this is what
the retailers association is saying.
Turning to the Victorian Retailer magazine of
September 2002, the retailers go on to say:
The ARAV is opposed to the Victorian government’s
approach to this issue, as retail is one of the industries most
likely to be affected if the new laws are introduced. We are
continuing to make your concerns known to the Minister for
Industrial Relations.

That obviously was not effective. The retailers go on to
outline the fact that they expect that 2500 jobs will be
lost in retail as a direct consequence of the bill before
the house.
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The Victorian Farmers Federation has also forecast that
if this bill were to pass there would be increases in
labour costs, and it estimates that running costs in the
dairy industry would increase by 21 per cent. It also
argues that over 10 000 jobs could be lost as a direct
consequence of this bill.
I have some sympathy for low-paid workers who need
improvements in their conditions, and I note that the
federal industrial relations minister, Tony Abbott,
shares those views. Indeed, in the federal Parliament on
Thursday, 9 August 2001, he moved the Workplace
Relations Amendment (Minimum Entitlements for
Victorian Workers) Bill 2001, and I will indicate what
Tony Abbott wanted to do, which is very much in line
with the sentiment of some of the speeches from
members of the ALP. This is what the minister said in
his second-reading speech:
This bill will amend the Workplace Relations Act 1996 to
enhance the legislated safety net entitlements in schedule 1A
for employees in Victoria not covered by federal awards or
agreements.

He then itemised those areas. The commonwealth
government was and is perfectly happy to amend
legislation to ensure that the conditions we are talking
about — we are not talking about pay, we are talking
about conditions — that are listed for schedule 1A in
the federal bill could apply to Victorian workers. What
happened to that bill? It was rejected by the Senate, and
Tony Abbott will reintroduce it. It is very clear from a
Liberal perspective that the federal government has
been prepared, is prepared and will be prepared to
protect the rights of Victorian workers, but within a
unitary system. There are very, very clear advantages in
having one industrial relations system operating across
Australia. I suggest to members of the ALP that they
talk to a couple of senators to get them to support what
Mr Abbott is trying to do in the Workplace Relations
Amendment (Minimum Entitlements for Victorian
Workers) Bill rather than taking the approach in the bill
before the Parliament today.
I am conscious of the fact that a number of people wish
to speak on this bill, so I will reiterate in conclusion that
Labor has introduced this bill for purely ideological
reasons. Labor will do what the unions want. That is the
simple equation. That is what you get with this
government, and that is what you get with this Premier,
who is beholden to the trade union movement for his
job.
The Liberal Party will reject this legislation because it
will cost jobs. The Liberal Party has listened to the
retailers association and the Liberal Party has listened
to the Victorian Farmers Federation. The Liberal Party
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will not allow damaging legislation to pass through this
Parliament; it will not allow the loss of jobs in the dairy
industry; it will not allow the loss of jobs in the retail
industry; and it will not allow information services
officers — bovver boys — to come into small business
premises and home-based businesses to inspect books
and do whatever they like. This legislation is
unacceptable to the members of the Liberal Party, and
we oppose it.
Mr LONEY (Geelong North) — The first thing to
be said is that the Victorian Liberal Party, had it been
around at the time, would have opposed Lord
Shaftesbury’s legislation to improve the lot of children
in workplaces on the basis that it would have cost jobs!
This is a mob who cannot see anything at all that
justifies fairness in the workplace. Having listened to
the honourable member for Brighton, I have some
sympathy for her because it was a tough job she was
given. I assume the speakers notes for this bill were
prepared by the honourable member for Kew, based on
his research, and we saw the quality of his research
highlighted yesterday, so I sympathise with the
honourable member for Brighton and other members of
the opposition for having to make their contributions
based on notes provided by the honourable member for
Kew based on his research. We know he is, at best, a
very sloppy researcher indeed. Today was the day he
was going to try to rebuild some credibility through his
speech in this debate after yesterday’s debacle at
question time, but he has not got there. The credibility
of the honourable member for Kew is still zero.
The one thing on which I agree with the honourable
member for Brighton is that this legislation shows the
clear difference between the government and the
opposition on employment matters. That clear
difference is that we have an opposition in Victoria
which for three years now, following seven years in
government, has shown that it just does not care about
workers in general, but in particular it does not care
about low-paid workers. The very clear difference is
that it is a party that does not care.
On every occasion on which legislation is brought into
this place to improve the lot of low-paid workers the
Liberal Party and the National Party reject it. They vote
against it and reject it. One of the arguments raised
here — I will not go through it point by point — was
about the powers of the information services officers,
how extensive these powers are and how incredibly
draconian they would be, as the honourable member for
Brighton said. I say this to her: the powers of the barley
marketing inspectors are far more extensive than the
powers of information services officers under this
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legislation, yet the Liberal and National parties rushed
to give barley marketing inspectors those powers! They
will not even support the powers for low-paid workers
inspectors that the barley marketing inspectors have.
They are a mob that is prepared to defend grains of
barley crossing the borders, but low-paid workers in
Victoria can forget about getting any support from
them.
This is where they come from. This is the way they go
every time. The National Party, of course, pretends that
it tries to represent and protect the interests of rural and
regional people. In fact most of the lower paid workers
in Victoria are in rural and regional areas, and they tend
to be concentrated in small workplaces in certain
industries. You would think this is an issue on which
the National Party would say, ‘Here is somewhere
where we can state a clear difference between ourselves
and the Liberals’. They are the Melbourne-centric
party; they do not care. National Party members could
stand up for rural and regional workers — but no, they
will not. They will sell them out again.
What is being proposed here is very simple. It is that all
workers in Victoria should have the same proper safety
net for their work. This is pro-worker legislation, and
that is what they hate about it, because in the deep and
dark corners of their hearts they hate workers. It is a
simple proposition — that workers who are not covered
by federal awards should be given the same terms and
conditions as those on federal awards. But no, they
cannot support that simple proposition that Victorian
workers, regardless of where they are in the state and
who they are, should have the same terms and
conditions applied to them. They try to pretend they are
standing up for Victorians everywhere. It is rubbish.
This legislation is about putting in place a fair system of
employment conditions for all workers. It is the
principle of one system for all Victorians. Why should
it be — and I have not heard this argument from any of
them — that 356 000 Victorians, 21 per cent of the
Victorian work force, who rely on schedule 1A should
not have the same terms and conditions as the
remaining 79 per cent of the work force? Why
shouldn’t they be entitled to that? But members
opposite say, no, they should not be. They are prepared
to just wipe off 21 per cent of the work force and say,
‘You are somehow lesser Victorians. You are not
entitled to the protection of this Parliament. You are not
entitled to the protection of a fair employment
legislation’. That is what they are saying. That is what
they are telling those 356 000 workers today. They are
saying to hundreds of those workers in Colac, ‘I don’t
care about you’. Are the people at Corio and Colac not
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entitled to get the same wages and conditions as people
do elsewhere?
Mr Mulder interjected.
Mr LONEY — I take up the remark of the
honourable member for Polwarth. The Corio area, as he
well knows, has had the best employment results in the
state under this government. We certainly could not say
that about the government the member for Polwarth
supported, which created not one new full-time job in
the whole Barwon–south-western region in seven years.
An honourable member interjected.
Mr LONEY — You are talking about figures. Go
and have a look at them.
Some 235 000 Victorians receive only minimum rates
under industry sector orders. Those 235 000 workers
are not going to get a fair deal from members on that
side of the house today. They are going to say, ‘We
don’t care about you’. They do not care at all! The rates
that were being talked about before are not completely
relevant, because 8 per cent of our work force is on
under $10.50 an hour. But they say that is fair: ‘We do
not care about them. We don’t want to do anything
about them. We are happy to leave them there’. As I
said, heaven help Lord Shaftesbury if he had been
about today and had to face the Victorian Liberal Party.
On top of that, of course, are the terms and conditions.
They say that all of those people should have no right to
carers leave. They say they should have no right to
bereavement leave. That is what schedule 1A means —
no right to those things. They say they should have no
entitlement to redundancy. We know the Liberal Party
view on that. The only workers in Australia entitled to
redundancy are those who work for the Prime
Minister’s brother, so I guess they are consistent on
that!
There is no entitlement under schedule 1A for workers
to be paid for hours worked in excess of 38 hours a
week. They say, ‘That is all right. We don’t care about
that one’. The sick leave benefits under schedule 1A are
prescribed at lower levels than they are for federal
awards, but again that is all right. ‘We do not care about
these things’, the Liberal Party and the National Party
say. ‘As far as we are concerned, those 21 per cent of
Victorian workers are not entitled to those things. We
will not support them. They do not deserve a fair go in
their employment’.
This bill is about giving them a fair chance and a fair go
in their employment. I am happy to stand here and say
that I will support Geelong workers who are in that
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position. I challenge the honourable member for
Bellarine and the honourable member for South
Barwon to do the same — stand up for low-paid
Geelong workers and say, ‘We are prepared to give
them a fair go today’. I can tell you I will be supporting
it, and I know the honourable member for Geelong will
support it. The acid test is on them. We will see what
they do.
One of the other interesting things is that we had a
debate last night in which we heard speaker after
speaker from the other side tell us about the
independent house of review across Queen’s Hall. We
saw today how very independent it is as a house of
review when the honourable member for Brighton
announced in this place a few minutes ago, ‘We will
reject it’. It is a very independent house of review
across there!
We know, of course, that that is perfectly consistent,
because Liberal members of the upper house have a
fine tradition of wanting to do anything for the worker
but become one. That is the way they see all those
things. We have over there amongst the Liberal Party
upper house members a motley collection of blockers
and blockheads. That is what they are and that is their
total role — blockers and blockheads. Just like their
colleagues in this place they will not give Victoria’s
low-paid workers a fair ago. They will not do it. The
mob in here will not do it, but the government will
continue to stand up for those 21 per cent of workers
not currently getting a fair go because of actions of the
previous Liberal government. We will keep doing it.
The legislation will be supported by the government,
and Victorian workers will be told that one side of this
place is prepared to say they will get a fair go — the
test is for the other side.
Mr COOPER (Mornington) — The honourable
member for Geelong North said that he was all for
preserving the rights of workers. He made out that he
was the only person to do that. One of the things the
honourable member did not say was that he was about
the creation and protection of jobs. This legislation is a
re-run of the government’s discredited Fair
Employment Bill, and it will cost jobs. That has been
said by the Retail Traders Association and the Victorian
Farmers Federation. This bill will cost jobs if it is
passed.
The honourable member for Geelong North, who is
leaving the chamber, should pay some attention to those
two peak organisations and to the comments of
Victorian Employers Chamber of Commerce and
Industry (VECCI), which says that the bill has the
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potential to impose a significant cost burden on many
small employers in Victoria operating outside the
federal award system, particularly in regional areas.
The honourable member for Geelong North represents
one of those regional areas in this Parliament, yet he is
again ignoring the advice of a peak organisation that
says the bill has the potential to impose significant extra
costs on small businesses in regional areas.
The upshot of any imposition of increased costs is that
employers look at how they can handle those increased
costs, and job losses are an inevitable outcome of
increased costs. The honourable member for Geelong
North, while putting his hand on his heart — I imagine
he is genuine — says he is on about protecting workers.
The honourable member should understand that in
supporting the bill he could be signing the
unemployment notices of many of the workers in his
electorate. He needs to understand that and vote
accordingly, although I am not under any
misapprehension that he will change the way he will
vote.
I now comment on the petulant decision by the Minister
for Finance to withdraw the proposed amendments
when the honourable member for Kew completed his
contribution. When the minister was asked by the
honourable member for Murray Valley why he was
withdrawing the amendments he said he had had a
discussion with the honourable member for Kew prior
to the debate and that the honourable member had said
a significant problem for the opposition was part 3, the
information services officers provisions. The minister
said his amendments would remove those provisions
from the bill. That was an outright lie that he put to the
house in his attempt to justify his withdrawal of the
amendments. The amendments do not do that at all.
At the time I challenged him by way of interjection. I
said that he was not telling the truth to the house.
Indeed, he was not telling the truth because the
amendments do not do what he says they would do.
Three of the amendments change the word ‘inspectors’
to ‘officers’. They do not withdraw part 3 of the bill.
Almost 30 per cent of the bill deals with the
establishment of information services officers. For the
minister to say in this house after hearing the official
announcement by the opposition — the opposition had
already said outside the house that it would oppose the
bill — that he would withdraw the amendments is
unbelievable. He was untruthful. The reality probably is
that the minister has received advice that his
amendments are a load of garbage and that is why he
has got rid of them. He has used the comments of the
honourable member for Kew as a reason to do it.
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It would have been the decent thing for the minister to
be honest in telling the house why he withdrew the
amendments. He has not been honest or truthful to the
house. I had a higher regard for the credibility of the
minister. I thought he would not stoop to that kind of
low performance, and I am very disappointed that he
has done this. As I said, I had a higher regard for him
until today. It appears he has low standards, and he has
displayed them to the house today in a very distasteful
way.
As I said, 30 per cent of the bill is devoted to the
information services officer provisions — as the
honourable member for Brighton said, and I think she
may have been responding to my interjection, ‘Bracks’s
Gestapo’. That is the only way to describe them,
especially when you look at the powers they will be
given under the bill. It is incredible that the honourable
member for Geelong North could have said today that
other people have greater powers than the potential
powers to be given to information services officers. The
powers to be given to them are wide ranging and are
powers that were tested and thrown out by the
Parliament when they were included in the Fair
Employment Bill. This bill is a re-run of the Fair
Employment Bill. It is couched in different language,
and the government has tried to make it softer, but at
the end of the day the inspectorate will be a body of
people who will have almost unlimited powers to enter
business premises and business offices and seize
whatever they wish to and extend their investigations
far beyond what one would have thought would be
reasonable for an investigatory body.
The bill shows how important it is for the government
to set up an inspectorate that will have wide-ranging
powers that enable entry into premises inspectors
believe are workplaces or offices. I note the
government wanted to change the word ‘inspectors’ to
‘officers’ in its now withdrawn amendments. It is a
further attempt to hose it down and make the bill seem
a lot nicer. The word ‘inspector’ has a nasty overtone.
The minister would have said, ‘We will change that to
“officers”, because it sounds so much nicer. When
people have their doors kicked in by officers wearing
black or brown shirts who say they are not inspectors
but officers they will feel much better about it’. That is
the reality, because the powers under the bill, as the
honourable member for Brighton said, set out in clause
18(2)(a) will allow these people to:
… cause as little harm and inconvenience or damage as
possible …

Isn’t that lovely! The words ‘as possible’ are wide
open. They can turn up at someone’s house that is the
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registered office of the business at 3 o’clock in the
morning — that is a good time to look at documents
because people are sleepy and might say, ‘Come in and
do it’. There is no restriction on the times they may
enter premises. If they come through the front gate and
find a Rottweiler walking around the premises they can
cause as little harm and inconvenience or damage as
possible!
That could be interpreted as, ‘We had to shoot the dog,
otherwise we would never have got up to the front
door’. This is the sort of thing that will happen. I know
the Minister for Agriculture would feel bad about that,
considering the story in the paper yesterday about that
little puppy! The Minister for Agriculture might be a
dog lover, but he cannot guarantee that the goons that
would be employed under this act would feel any sort
of conscience about dealing with a dog that is trying to
protect its home.
People might say this is hyperbole and overstatement.
The reality is in writing, in the bill. Once these people
are put into operation the reality is that they will have
unlimited powers to gain access, and they will be able
to take members of the Victoria Police with them to
ensure that. The Victoria Police will have their already
stretched resources stretched even further in supporting
these characters going into somebody’s home and
demanding that they open filing cabinets and present to
the inspectors all the documents they might want to see.
The inspectors will have the power to either copy the
documents or take them away. It is nice to know that if
they take the documents away the owner of the
documents — that is, the business proprietor — can
still have access to the documents, wherever they may
be with the inspector, and photocopy them if they need
them for the continuation of their business. It is nice to
know that the employer is being thought of even at
these times!
However, there will be a massive invasion of business
premises by these inspectors based on what they say is
reasonable belief. Their reasonable belief will allow
them to enter premises, causing as little harm and
inconvenience or damage as possible, and then to not
remain on the premises any longer than is reasonably
necessary. How long is reasonably necessary? That
could be a couple of weeks. It could certainly be several
hours. There is no limit whatsoever on the time of
entry.
The government says its proposals are reasonable.
Those proposals are totally unreasonable, and that was
made clear to the minister by the honourable member
for Kew, who said that although it was not the only
issue it was a major one. As a result we got an appalling
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performance by the minister this morning when he
withdrew his amendments. The enforcement officer
provisions are draconian. They are nothing more than a
re-run of the Fair Employment Bill, which has already
been rejected by this Parliament.
I find it difficult to deal with legislation where there has
clearly been inadequate consultation with employers.
This is an important bill: anything to do with
employment, continuation of employment, and
employment conditions is important. That would be
accepted by all honourable members, regardless of their
political membership. But it is very difficult when a
government introduces legislation where there has been
totally inadequate consultation with employer groups
and individual employers and where their views are
wiped aside and no attention is paid to them.
This bill bows to the trade union movement. For
example, it will allow, as the honourable member for
Kew said, the Shop Distributive and Allied Employees
Association (SDA) to rope in 17 000 retailers in
Victoria. They do not have to go out there and sell their
services to these businesses and give reasons for saying
it is important that their employees be represented and
have those reasons accepted by employees and
employers. This bill allows them to rope in those
businesses and shanghai those people into the union.
That is not the way of reality in the workplace. It is
certainly not something that anyone who espouses
democracy would see as reasonable.
At the present time declining union membership is
simply a fact of life in this country. Obviously it is a
worry to members of the Labor Party, but the way to
deal with declining union membership is not to use
legislation to force people to join unions. If unions have
a place in this world, then they have to establish that
place fairly and democratically and not do it this way.
But that is what this bill does. It simply bows down to
the demands of the union movement, which has been
incapable of maintaining its numbers and has seen a
decline in its membership. So the union movement says
to this government, because it is compliant and
obedient, ‘We want legislation that will enable us to be
able to haul people into our unions whether they like it
or not’.
The words, advice and concerns of employers and
employer organisations are given no truck whatsoever
by this government and this minister. I was only told
this morning that recently a group of employers went to
see the Minister for Industrial Relations and his
advisers. They had only been in the room talking to the
minister for 3 minutes when he and his adviser fell
asleep. Eight employers went to see this minister to
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discuss an important issue and he and his adviser fell
asleep while they were talking! What kind of a minister
and a government have we got when that sort of thing
happens? What sort of a message does that send to
employers throughout the state? The message it sends is
that they are not really interested. They will pay
lip-service and turn up, but ‘Hey, talk your head off, we
will have a snooze’.
The minister might have had a big week, a big night or
a big lunch, but it does not matter how big a moment he
had in his life: he should have at least displayed some
manners and some ability to be able to talk to a group
of employers.
An honourable member interjected.
Mr COOPER — When was this? It was just
recently. That is the sort of attitude we see from the
government. The minister fell asleep at a meeting, and
he stood here this morning not telling the truth about
why he is withdrawing his amendments. Is it any
wonder that there is a huge question mark over the
ability of this minister to do his job — and not only to
do his job but to tell the truth about his job? Is it any
wonder that we say this minister needs to have a bit of a
reality check? His government does as well.
Who is in charge of the asylum over there? When the
Premier talks you wonder what the hell he is talking
about most of the time. He does not even know what he
is talking about. Now we have ministers falling asleep
at meetings. It is not a government; it is a disgrace. Is it
any wonder that employer groups in this state are all
saying that they are not getting a fair go out of this
government? The government does not even pretend to
give them a fair go.
The major unions in the state get a fair go. As the
honourable member for Kew said earlier, the Martin
Kinghams and the Brian Boyds of this world will be
given an armchair ride. People who lead
demonstrations against employers and use thuggery and
standover tactics get along all right. They walk in the
door and they get heard. I bet the Minister for Industrial
Relations does not fall asleep in front of Martin
Kingham and Brian Boyd. If he did they would wake
him up very quickly!
It takes me back to the days when the transport unions
wanted to see transport minister Peter Spyker. They did
not even bother about opening the door. They used
sledgehammers to get through. Down at Transport
House they took a sledgehammer to one of the doors
and walked straight into the minister’s office. They
know how to deal with this government and how to get
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its attention, like dealing with a crazy mule. Get a piece
of four-by-two and give them a good whacking
between the eyes and then they concentrate on you.
This is what this bill is designed to do to employers.
Give them a whack between the eyes and make their
eyes water, and make them comply. It is a bill designed
to bring employers to heel; it is a bill that will cost jobs
and it is not in the best interests of Victoria.
Mr Smith — Where is Lenders now?
Mr COOPER — He’s asleep.
Mr STENSHOLT (Burwood) — This is a bill
about fairness and equity. This bill aims to provide all
workers in Victoria with the same protection, rights and
awards. To reiterate for members opposite, it is called
the Federal Awards (Uniform System) Bill. It could be
mistaken, listening to some of the contributions, for
something completely different. This bill seeks to cover
those who have fallen outside the federal system, the
schedule 1A workers.
I must admit I find the opposition’s stance and that of
the National Party on this bill quite offensive. The old
Country Party used to look after people. It used to be
talked about many years ago as agrarian socialism,
looking after the ordinary people against the big
squatters who used to be the supporters of the
archconservative party. And the old Liberals used to
have a sense of fairness towards the individual,
acknowledging the rights of people and enhanced by a
belief in noblesse oblige. They do not believe in that
now. They do not believe in fairness or in looking after
people. They do not believe in the level playing field
and they are happy to allow the continuation of a
system that permits the exploitation of workers.
This is what we have had: they are trying to protect
these old bastions of conservatism and have no regard
for the ordinary working people. I am also concerned
about the continual myth making of the Liberal Party in
this chamber. We have had a whole lot of myth making
in contributions this morning and indeed this week. We
heard yesterday the vindictive and vituperative speech
by their leader on the Constitution (Parliamentary
Reform) Bill. In this debate we saw the honourable
member for Kew myth making on this bill. He talked
about this bill as if it was going to be tantamount to
setting up a new industrial relations system in Victoria.
This creation of myth is a weaving of webs, imagining
things which are not there. I know the opposition is a
bit sensitive on this issue of industrial relations. After
all, we had a government here in Victoria that took the
unusual step — and earlier we had a lecture from the
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honourable member for Kew about the functions of
government — of sacking judges, as they sacked the
old industrial relations tribunal here in Victoria. So
much for the respect for institutions among these
so-called new Liberals. We have had further myth
making over employment and potential losses. What
we are talking about here is a fair day’s pay for a fair
day’s work. We are talking about bringing it all into
one system. As I said before, it is the Federal Awards
(Uniform System) Bill we are looking at here today.

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Phillips) — Order!
Interjections are disorderly, and though this is a debate
that will bring out the passions in people, the
honourable member for Burwood sat fairly quietly
during the earlier debate, yet here he seems to be being
attacked from all sides. The Chair enjoys a genuine
debate, but the level of noise was far too great. I ask the
honourable member for Burwood to continue and
honourable members to interject in a reasonable
manner.

What else has the honourable member for Kew found
under his bed, in terms of myth making? If he looked
closely he would probably find Peter Reith and Tony
Abbott, because this is what we are looking at here:
uniform with the federal system. What did he find
under his bed in Kew? He found potential payroll
problems. Here we have it, from the payroll expert from
Kew. We heard him yesterday, proving what an expert
he is on payrolls and on payroll deductions. He got it all
wrong. He does not understand what standard
deductions are and what it is all about. He does not
understand what transparency is, unlike the Liberal
Party and their Cormack Foundations and their secret
slush funds.

Mr STENSHOLT — Thank you, Mr Acting
Speaker. It is good to see the Chair is exercising its
function. May I suggest that my colleagues on the
opposition benches check with the Prime Minister and
the Honourable Tony Abbott when they are at Geelong
this weekend trying to contemplate their navels on how
the federal award actually works. While they are there
talking to John and Tony they should perhaps say to
them, ‘This is quite excellent. We can bring them all
under one system, and that particular federal system
should operate’.

We have had other myth making about inspectors. I
commend to members of the opposition an excellent
report recently tabled in this house by the Law Reform
Committee on the power of inspectors, about the terms
of entry, search and seizure. A very comprehensive
examination was made of the powers of inspectors in
several hundred acts in our jurisdiction in Victoria.
These are very common powers, which have already
been alluded to, that have been provided to inspectors
to make it work. There is no great myth on this one:
you are trying to create some more shibboleths and
castles in the air. But here it is, it is just ‘Powers of
inspectors’. It is no greater than, just similar to, those
exercised by members of the federal Department of
Employment and Workplace Relations inspectorate.
There is nothing in it. You have found Tony Abbott and
Peter Reith under the bed, that is what you have found.
There is nothing there, nothing different. Maybe you
want to check it out this weekend when you are down
at Geelong. Go and ask John Howard and Tony Abbott
this weekend, what it is all about. Check it out down at
Geelong when you are going — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Phillips) — Order!
The honourable member for Glen Waverley!
Mr STENSHOLT — He’s not even in his seat
either.

Essentially the bill covers two stages, in that the
government is looking for the workers to come under
the federal jurisdiction. The assumption is that the
federal government would agree to other Victorian
workers being covered by the federal system. In the
event that the federal government proves to be
obstreperous the bill contains some fail-safe provisions.
I urge opposition members to use their time at Geelong
to convince their federal colleagues.
Ms Beattie interjected.
Mr STENSHOLT — That is true. Try to convince
them, so that when this bill goes to the Legislative
Council its members will have the assurances of both
the Prime Minister and the Honourable Tony Abbott,
whom they found under the bed in Kew, which are
necessary for the Liberal Party. They can then ring the
National Party and convey those messages to its
members, perhaps via the Honourable John Anderson,
to ensure that they can support this bill.
As I said before, the bill restores fairness and equity to
all Victorian workers. This is what the Bracks Labor
government stands for: fairness and looking after all
Victorians. The bill brings justice back to Victoria,
which is what the Labor Party was elected to do. That is
its mandate, and the bill does that with great fairness.
Mr VOGELS (Warrnambool) — I have been
listening to the debate, and I suggest that members of
the Bracks Labor government tell their federal
colleagues in the Senate to pass the federal Victorian
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workers bill and the problem will be solved. I do not
know why the Labor Party is getting so upset; that is all
it has to do.
This bill seeks to refer power to make common-rule
orders to the federal Parliament. If that power is not
adopted a common-rule order will be run by the
Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal, and the
worst part will be the appointment of information
service officers. We all know those officers will be
straight-out unionists who will turn up to give people a
hard time.
Small businesses, small retailers and farmer groups are
implacably opposed to this bill. It is obvious that most
people on the other side of the house have never
employed anyone. Once upon a time when a person
was employed it was necessary — and rightly so — to
pay a fair day’s pay for a fair day’s work. I am sure we
all agree with that. What the Labor Party now wants to
do is have a raft of commitments to ensure that the
social life of employees is also looked after as well as
their retirement. It does not worry about the small
business operators who must deal with financial
institutions to keep their businesses going, face
droughts such as they are facing at the moment and
work probably 80 hours a week — that does not matter.
The Labor Party only wants to ensure that the workers
are provided with superannuation, sick leave,
long-service leave and maternity or paternity leave and
that if there is a bereavement in the family they can
have three weeks off.
Ms Beattie — You don’t agree with those
conditions?
Mr VOGELS — I am talking about what used to
happen as compared with what is happening now.
Small business owners just battle on regardless.
Information service officers will be able to come onto
the farms or enter small business premises to look
through books, laptops or diaries. As the honourable
member for Mornington said, they have a reasonable
time in which to do that; it may be a day or they may
stay a week.
Mr Mulder interjected.
Mr VOGELS — Hopefully they might fit in a
milking or two if they turn up at a dairy farm, but they
won’t be there for that. You can bet your bottom dollar
they will be there from 9.00 a.m. until 5.00 p.m.
If the bill is passed it will eliminate flexibility in
workplaces, because it makes no allowance for
entitlements to be linked to productivity or to have
enterprise flexibility in a workplace. For small business
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it will be a real disincentive to negotiate
enterprise-specific terms and conditions.
Retail traders, the Victorian Farmers Federation (VFF)
and numerous lawyers make the point that an industrial
relations system which has the power to make
common-rule orders provides large enterprises with a
competitive advantage over smaller businesses, because
if someone does not turn up for work one day it does
not matter so much because there may be 100 or 200
employees and everybody covers for one another.
The VFF estimates that the implementation of the bill
will increase labour costs. For example, dairy farmer
labour costs — and there are 22 000 farm jobs in dairy
at the moment — will increase by 21 per cent. If you
add the serious drought conditions suffered in northern
Victoria, together with a 25 per cent fall in the
international price for dairy produce, you see that job
losses will be inevitable.
As I said, I cannot understand why the government
does not tell its federal colleagues in the Senate to
support the federal workplace industrial relations
amendment bill which is specifically for the protection
of Victorian workers. It has been in the Senate once
already, maybe twice, and I think I heard someone say
it might be coming on again shortly.
The first attempt to extend schedule 1A failed, as the
Senate did not pass the bill. The federal Victorian
workers bill extends the schedule, which already
contains minimum conditions relating to paid annual
leave, sick leave, maternity leave, minimum wage,
notice of termination, bereavement leave, carers leave
and entitlements to payment for working in excess of
38 hours a week. It also enables disabled employees to
access a supported wage system. It is all sitting there
waiting to be passed, and I cannot understand why that
does not happen.
This legislation will simply add another layer of
bureaucracy to Victorian industrial relations. The
employment conditions this bill purports to address
would be better dealt with by making appropriate
amendments to the commonwealth act. A move back to
two industrial relations systems, which is what the
inevitable result will be if the bill is passed, will hit
smaller employers in agriculture and hamper the
growth of rural jobs. I keep repeating: the government
should negotiate with the federal government so we can
retain a single system of industrial relations.
In conclusion, agriculture and most small businesses
are different from the huge and middle-size companies
out there. They are not 9-to-5 operators, and the last
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thing they need is heavy-handed so-called information
services officers — unionists — interfering or meddling
in family-run businesses. Many of those business are
actually run from home with local family members. For
example, I employ about five people at home who are
all family members — and I think they are all quite
happy. The last thing I need is an information services
officer wandering around telling them what they should
or should not be doing.
Mr HARDMAN (Seymour) — I am pleased to
speak on the Federal Awards (Uniform System) Bill.
But once again I am disappointed by the members of
the conservative parties, who are again attempting to
block the bill.
The current industrial relations system in Victoria is an
indictment of Victorian society. Once again members
of the conservative Liberal and National parties are
failing to represent the whole of their electorates. They
forget that they are letting down the workers who in
many cases vote for them. Those workers have only the
vital minimum conditions under schedule 1A, which
makes them the workers who are the worst looked after
in the whole of Australia.
Currently 235 000 Victorians have the lowest pay,
conditions and entitlements of workers in the country. It
is a shame and a disgrace. In 2002, going into 2003, we
live in a society that is supposed to look after people
and be caring. In Victoria we are going back to the
1890s: all that the members of the conservative Liberal
and National parties want to do is put down workers,
the people who vote for them and whom they pretend
to look after. It is an absolute shame!
Mr Steggall interjected.
Mr HARDMAN — I beg your pardon! The bill will
not provide huge wages or harm employers. It will
make it fairer for employees and small businesses,
because people across the state will be employed on the
same terms and conditions. I do not see what is wrong
with that. I know from talking to people in business that
they want to work on a level playing field with other
businesses in conducting their activities. It is really time
that members of the conservative Liberal and National
parties really listened to the people in their electorates
instead of playing political games. As I said, the bill
provides for balancing the rights of employers and
employees. That should be recognised by the
opposition, because it is even recognised by their
counterparts in Canberra.
In conclusion, it will be a shame if this bill goes down.
It is a very reasonable bill that recognises all Victorians.
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It is important to make sure that our society is fair and
equitable.
Mr SMITH (Glen Waverley) — I am pleased to
join this debate today. If it is passed this bill will put
back the industrial relations scene in Victoria by years.
The bill brings out the inflexibility of the industrial
relations scene. Already retail traders say it will cost
2500 jobs in Victoria, and the Victorian Farmers
Federation says that 10 000 jobs will be lost in rural
Victoria. These are not idle claims but are made by
organisations whose members know what they are
talking about. They realise that the inflexibility in the
bill and the return of the powers of the unions will not
do all the things we have been hearing about from
members of the Labor Party today. It will not return
jobs for the workers.
Some honourable members, including the honourable
member for Geelong North, said that members of the
opposition do not care about jobs.
Mr Haermeyer — You don’t!
Mr SMITH — We have the minister saying we do
not care. We care because we want to ensure that the
engine room of the economy, which is the private
sector, is enhanced by a system of industrial relations
that will not go backwards. Members of the Labor Party
do not realise that. They think they can milk the system.
Mr Spry interjected.
Mr SMITH — That is exactly what it is about: they
will kill the goose that laid the golden egg.
Let’s look at the marvellous part of this bill that turns
everybody on — the appointment of information
services officers and the powers they will have. They
will be able to go unrestricted into people’s houses to
follow up investigations. What amazes me is that the
bill does not set out a uniform for them!
The bill provides for their appointment and says what
powers may be exercised. Listen to this bit: clause 18
provides that they must:
… cause as little harm and inconvenience or damage as
possible.

What are they going to do when they are making an
entry? Are they going to enter with crowbars or
battering rams? All that is missing from this is the dress
code and regulations, the type of brown shirt and
insignia they are going to wear. Will they wear
jackboots? What type of forage caps are they going to
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have for the union thugs who are going to be called
information services officers!

question asked how much money, and why is the
taxpayer subsidising a private business project?

Honourable members on this side know that as soon as
this type of legislation is brought in we will be back to
the bad old days of union thuggery like we have never
known it before. Why do members opposite want to do
it? The government is under the control of the Labor
Party, and its members want to ensure that their union
thugs are allowed to go unfettered into the workplace
relations system. That is what it is on about in this bill.
That is shown by the fact that it has had to spell out in
clause 18(2) that in exercising their powers information
services officers must:

The SPEAKER — Order! I do not uphold the point
of order.

(a) cause as little harm and inconvenience … and
(b) not remain on premises any longer than is …
necessary.

Members on this side are aware of where the
government is going with this. We know that this type
of legislation is nothing more than scandalous!
Business interrupted pursuant to sessional orders.

Mr BRACKS — Why are we doing this? Because it
will mean some 10 000 extra people coming to Victoria
from interstate and overseas. It will mean something
like $20 million extra in the Victorian economy.
It is part of a broader strategy. When we came to office
we changed the Melbourne Major Events Company to
the Victorian Major Events Company. We broadened
its focus to the regions and we also made sure that we
looked for other than sporting activities.
Mr Rowe — On a point of order, Mr Speaker, the
Premier is debating the question. Why is he hiding
another financial deal from the people of Victoria?
The SPEAKER — Order! The latter part of that
point of order is clearly out of order. I ask the Premier
to come back to answering the question.

Sir Paul McCartney concert

Mr BRACKS — As I was saying, we were intent
on broadening the focus of major events from sport to
art and other activities. That is why we have secured the
Mercedes International Fashion Week and the AFI
Awards. I am very pleased we have secured this
concert; it will be the only Australian event of the tour.

Mr DOYLE (Leader of the Opposition) — I ask the
Premier: how much money has the government put into
the Sir Paul McCartney concert, and why is the
taxpayer subsidising what will be a hugely successful
and profitable private business investment?

As honourable members know, we have a budget
provision of $35 million as an overall amount for major
events. We do not immediately disclose individual
amounts because all it does — and this has been a
long — —

Sitting suspended 1.00 p.m. until 2.03 p.m.
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Mr BRACKS (Premier) — I will briefly indicate to
the honourable members behind me that that was that
dorothy dixer, so please don’t ask that one!
I am pleased that the Leader of the Opposition has
asked the question, and I thank him for that. Today I
was very pleased to announce, together with the head of
the Victorian Major Events Company, Steve Vizard,
who is in the USA, that Sir Paul McCartney will be
coming to the Telstra Dome in Melbourne on
23 November. That is a great boon for Victoria. This is
the only Australian event in the South-East Asian tour.
Part of the opposition leader’s question was what were
the benefits to Victorians of such an event.
Mr Doyle — On a point of order, Mr Speaker, on
the question of relevance, the Premier might be able to
make up the answer but he cannot make up the
question. That was not a part of the question. The

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr BRACKS — This has been a long-term practice
of successive governments, the only reason being that
the bid price for these events does not go up because it
is a very competitive environment. I am very pleased
that this event is coming to Melbourne. It will be a great
event for Victoria, and I look forward to many
Victorians enjoying it. I look forward to the value that
will come from the extra business it will attract to our
state as well.

Inglewood and Districts Health Service
Mr RYAN (Leader of the National Party) — It’s
been a hard day’s night, Mr Speaker! I refer the
Minister for Health to a letter sent to him by the
Inglewood and Districts Health Service dated
12 August in which the hospital states that it has:
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… a projected deficit of $364 000 —

largely as a result of:
A shortfall in funding for the nurses enterprise bargaining
agreement …

And further that:
We have looked at alternatives such as closing our emergency
department between 11.00 p.m. and 7.00 a.m. …
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No issues raised! In relation to whether they are in
surplus, the hospitals have advised that in fact Seymour
has a surplus of $381 000.
Mr Ryan — On a point of order, Mr Speaker, the
question was directed to the Inglewood hospital
specifically, and I would ask that the minister respond
to the issue insofar as it has been raised with him by the
Inglewood hospital in a letter of 12 August this year.

Will the minister now admit that country hospitals are
in financial strife because of his funding shortfalls?

The SPEAKER — Order! I ask the minister to
come back to answering the question.

Mr THWAITES (Minister for Health) — The
Leader of the National Party has zero credibility. The
question he has raised today, like the question he raised
yesterday, is false, wrong and untrue. Yesterday he
made the same claim when he said in this house, and I
quote:

Mr THWAITES — The honourable member has
claimed that the Inglewood hospital would have a
deficit of some hundreds of thousands of dollars. What
he has not done is produce the response from the
department and the subsequent agreement with the
hospital that that is not so. The hospital is not closing
services. In fact, the deficit — and there is one — is
$9000, which represents 0.2 per cent of total revenue. I
might also say that when ABC radio today asked the
National Party leader to justify his claims, he was not
available.

… numerous country hospitals are in serious financial
difficulty because they have not been properly funded by the
government and that at least eight of those hospitals will be
involved in emergency meetings with the department
tomorrow to avert possible cuts to services.

I was somewhat surprised by that question. One of
those hospitals was Inglewood, so I made inquiries
about whether there was to be such a meeting. There
was no such meeting at all. None at all!
Mr Doyle interjected.
Mr THWAITES — Wait, listen to this. The
hospitals that were referred to were Dunolly,
Inglewood, Kyneton, Seymour, Kyabram, Numurkah,
Wonthaggi and Lakes Entrance. That was the claim that
was made by the Leader of the National Party.
He went out to the press and said that those country
hospitals were involved. It is in his press release.
Indeed, prior to the press release going out one Danny
O’Brien, the media contact person, contacted the
Victorian Hospitals Industrial Association to find out if
this was so and was told that it was not so. Yet, despite
that he went on with the press release.
This morning the ABC spoke to these hospitals that the
honourable member has asked about and they
expressed surprise at the claims by the Leader of the
National Party because they said the services operated
on a tight budget but they are not in trouble. They went
on to say:
… from our point of view the funding that we’ve got we
haven’t raised any issues with the department about at all …

Mr Ryan — On a point of order, Mr Speaker, I was
interviewed on ABC radio this morning at 9.40 a.m.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! I warn the honourable
member for Bentleigh! That was clearly not a point of
order taken by the Leader of the National Party.
Mr THWAITES — This honourable member
claimed in this house yesterday that there was this
meeting with the department. There was no such
meeting at all. I call upon the honourable member to
apologise to the house for claiming that there was a
meeting when there was not, that hospitals have
financial problems when they have indicated they are in
substantial surplus, and also to explain how it is that
there is this sudden change of view after seven years
when this member sat on his hands and allowed — —
The SPEAKER — Order! I ask the minister to
come back to answering the question and to conclude
his answer.
Mr THWAITES — Hospitals in country Victoria
under the Bracks government have received a massive
injection of funds, something they did not have in seven
years of Liberal and National party governments. The
Leader of the National Party was wrong yesterday, he is
wrong today, and he ought to get his facts right.
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Employment: government performance
Mr NARDELLA (Melton) — Will the Premier
inform the house about the latest employment statistics
and explain how the actions of the government have
contributed to this outcome?
Mr BRACKS (Premier) — I thank the honourable
member for Melton for his question. The labour force
statistics came out today, but while they were coming
out there was also some other very good news in
relation to engineering construction work for the June
quarter, which was up 10 per cent in Victoria while it
was going down by 2 per cent across the country.
When it comes to the question the honourable member
for Melton raised, today’s labour force statistics showed
that Victoria now has the lowest unemployment in
Australia — the lowest unemployment in the country.
Over the last three years we have generated
142 000 new jobs in Victoria, and that represents a
greater job growth rate than the figure for the whole of
the nation. The national job growth figure is 5 per cent;
Victoria’s growth rate is at 6.4 per cent. The lowest
unemployment in the country and the biggest job
growth in the country — the lion’s share of all the job
growth — has been in Victoria over the last three years.
That has occurred while our population has been
growing, stimulating demands for goods and services
and housing and other construction activity. In
construction we are seeing some 33 per cent of all the
construction activity in the country occurring here in
Victoria — not only in Melbourne, but right across
country Victoria. Victoria represents 25 per cent of the
economy, but it has 33 per cent of all the building
activity.
Last year we had a record $12.1 billion in new building
approvals; in each month of this year we have had more
than $1 billion in building approvals. Victoria has the
lowest unemployment in the country, and it has
population growth. Compared with every other state in
Australia, as has been assessed by both Moody’s and
Standard and Poor’s, Victoria’s is the standout
economy in Australia.

Central City Studios: Docklands tender
Dr DEAN (Berwick) — I refer the Premier to the
Docklands studio debacle and note that the government
has signed over the commercial cluster development
not to Central City Studios Pty Ltd, the company that
won the tender, and not to Central Studios Holdings Pty
Ltd, which the government said it was dealing with, but
to yet another company, CCS Properties Group Pty Ltd,
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60 per cent owned and controlled by Mr Sino Guzzardi.
I ask: why did the government sign over Crown land to
a third separate company belonging to Mr Sino
Guzzardi, who was never part of the tendering process
but who will now reap millions of dollars in profits that
would and should have gone to the company that won
the tender?
Mr BRACKS (Premier) — A lot of errors were
made in the question of the honourable member for
Berwick. First, the land was sold for the
Valuer-General’s valuation. The allegation of some
handover of land is incorrect. The Valuer-General’s
valuation was the price set for the land, which was
contracted. Mr Guzzardi is a financier who is providing
finance for the project. The person to whom the
honourable member for Berwick is talking is obviously
someone who has left the original consortium, who did
not provide the finance and who has therefore been
totally unsuccessful.
I am very pleased that we will have a world-class studio
for Melbourne and Victoria. The government has put
film and television back on the map, and we will have
the capacity to entice new films in the future with a
contract, which will mean we will stop losing out as we
lost out to Sydney and Brisbane under the previous
government. This contract and this arrangement for a
studio are first class, which will be good for film and
television in Victoria.

Bushfires: emergency services
Mr HELPER (Ripon) — Will the Minister for
Police and Emergency Services advise the house about
the state of preparation of Victoria’s emergency
services and other agencies for a major bushfire event?
Mr HAERMEYER (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services) — The honourable member for
Ripon has taken a very strong interest in the issue of
fire exposure, risk and preparedness in his electorate,
and I commend him for that.
As we all know, south-east Australia, which covers all
of Victoria, is one of the most fire-prone areas
anywhere on earth, and this year we are confronting
probably the worst fire season we have experienced
since the Ash Wednesday bushfires of 1983. According
to the fire authorities the risk may be even worse than it
was in that particularly horrid year.
The risk this year does not cover just Victoria and
South Australia, it extends across the whole of
Australia — Western Australia, Tasmania, Queensland
and New South Wales, as well as South Australia and
Victoria — which means we are going to — —
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Honourable members interjecting.
Mr HAERMEYER — The members opposite
obviously think that bushfire is a laughing matter. That
is very unfortunate.
Mr Doyle interjected.
Mr HAERMEYER — That smart-alec interjection
from the Leader of the Opposition just goes to show the
sort of scant regard they have for these sorts of issues.
Last year the Country Fire Authority and the
Department of Natural Resources and Environment
were able to help out in New South Wales, and their
efforts were very much appreciated by New South
Wales, but this year if there is risk across the whole of
Australia, and especially here in Victoria, our resources
will be particularly stretched. When this government
came to office it found that the CFA had had its budget
pretty much frozen for the seven previous years, so as a
matter of urgency it provided the CFA with a 40 per
cent budget boost.
Its budget has gone from $113 million to $156 million.
Part of that was funded out of the strategic resource
initiative, which is a $100 million project over four
years and which goes to the heart of training our
firefighters. The project is also about providing our
CFA brigades with better appliances and equipment
and providing career firefighters in growth areas, and it
is about volunteer support and that all-important focus
we now have on prevention and fire awareness.
This year the CFA has 17 532 firefighters who are fully
qualified and trained in fighting wildfires, so we are
doing everything we can to ensure there will be no
more Lintons. My colleague the Minister for
Environment and Conservation has also been very busy
in recruiting and training additional firefighters in the
Department of Natural Resources and Environment,
where a lot of effort is going into prevention and
preparedness as well.
We also realise that fire prevention is something that
starts at home. Very shortly the CFA and all the fire
authorities will be launching their fire awareness
campaigns. We will be starting preparedness campaigns
for the fire season early this year. Every one of us needs
to know what we can do to reduce the risk of fires.
One of the things that came out of the New South
Wales fires last year was the success of the Erickson
sky crane — something that Victoria has taken the
initiative in. We lease it for about 12 to 16 weeks a
year, because that is the period over which we need it. It
would be pointless trying to maintain it for a whole year
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when you do not need it during the whole of the year.
After the success of that appliance in New South Wales
the Prime Minister cut in and said he is going to buy
three of these — $90 million worth. He did not talk to
any of the state governments. He did not talk to any of
the fire authorities, particularly to the Department of
Natural Resources and Environment. He had no idea
what he was talking about.
After he made those statements, Wilson Tuckey, his
minister, commissioned a $50 000 strategy report from
the Australian Fire Authorities Council. It
recommended that as part of a national firefighting
strategy we lease as a national resource four Erickson
sky cranes. It recommended that we also lease a
number of medium-lift helicopters and two specialised
fixed-wing Canadian fire bombers and that the
commonwealth be asked to contribute towards a total
cost of $22 million to $23 million. The states are
prepared to do that, but obviously the opposition is not.
Mr Doyle — On a point of order, Mr Speaker, not
only is this not succinct, it is dull.
The SPEAKER — Order! The latter part is clearly
not a point of order. I ask the minister to conclude his
answer.
Mr HAERMEYER — I can understand that a
city-centric toff from Malvern thinks bushfire is dull,
but — —
The SPEAKER — Order! I will not permit the
Minister for Police and Emergency Services to go
down the path he has chosen to comment upon. The
minister, coming back to answering the question and
concluding his answer.
Mr HAERMEYER — We regard this as a very
serious matter. The commonwealth has now come up
and said it is prepared, having committed to $90 million
for three Erickson helicopters, to offer $5 million. All
that we actually gain are two more helicopters in New
South Wales. That is the commonwealth government’s
commitment to a national firefighting strategy. I have to
say that that rings true with the Liberal Party per se.
Yesterday we had the Leader of the Opposition get up
in this house and say, ‘I refer the Premier — —
Dr Dean — On a point of order, Mr Speaker, the
minister has decided to move on from not being
succinct to starting to debate the question. I would ask
you to ask him to sit down.
The SPEAKER — Order! I uphold the point of
order, and I ask the minister to conclude his answer.
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Mr HAERMEYER — The 17 000 bureaucrats he
referred to included firefighters, ambulance officers,
nurses and police officers, so we know what they would
do if they got back into government. They would cut
police, cut firefighters; they would cut the emergency
services to ribbons like they did previously.

Bushfires: Gippsland
Mr INGRAM (Gippsland East) — Since we are
likely to see an extreme bushfire season this year, I
direct the attention of the Minister for Environment and
Conservation to the 1999 Department of Natural
Resources and Environment Gippsland fire protection
plan, which recommends fuel reduction and an
ecological burning regime of 120 000 hectares per
annum in Gippsland’s national parks and state forests to
reduce the risk and devastation of uncontrolled summer
wildfires. I ask the minister to explain why the annual
target has never been reached and why the department
has only ever reached an average ecological and fuel
reduction burning regime of 50 per cent of the target
since implementation of the plan.
Ms GARBUTT (Minister for Environment and
Conservation) — I thank the honourable member for
his question and for the opportunity to outline to the
house the work undertaken by the Department of
Natural Resources and Environment in its preparations
for the fire season. It supplements very well the
comments and information provided by my ministerial
colleagues on the Country Fire Authority preparations.
In reference to the honourable member’s question, fuel
reduction burning depends almost entirely on the
weather conditions. It has been too dry, as we would all
know, and the opportunity of undertaking safe fuel
reduction burning has not been there. But I am happy to
provide the house with other information about fire
preparedness and fire prevention undertaken by the
department.
We have brought preparations forward and increased
funding. We have specifically spent $14 million on fire
prevention and $30 million on fire preparedness and
suppression, which would include the activities the
honourable member referred to. In addition, there has
been a further $4 million this year to bring our
equipment up to date. That includes the modernising of
67 fire towers across Victoria. I am sure the honourable
member will be interested to know that 15 of those are
in his electorate of Gippsland East.
There is a bit of a story to tell here. During the
1990s the budget for the Department of Natural
Resources and Environment’s fire preparation went
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plummeting down. By 1999 it was just $34 million.
Last year it was $49 million. We have increased it by
the $4 million I just mentioned. But there is more!
There is an additional $18 million this year for
750 seasonal firefighters and additional resources. That
brings our total to $76 million. That includes
24 specialised aircraft and of course the Erickson sky
crane known as Elvis. So Elvis will be returning shortly
to combat fires this fire season!
I can tell the house that at the moment there are no fires
out of control across Victoria. However, one was
brought under control just 30 minutes ago east of
Mildura. That is a great credit to our firefighters, and I
say a big thankyou and pay them a great compliment on
behalf of all Victorians. We are very well prepared. We
are well equipped for fighting what could potentially be
a very dangerous fire season.

Central City Studios: Docklands tender
Ms McCALL (Frankston) — I ask the Premier to
confirm that the principal of CCS Properties, Mr Sino
Guzzardi, who will be the majority owner of the
Docklands studio, is in the film distribution business
and that his company distributes such titles as Franzy,
Enter the Dragon Lady, Black in the Saddle and
Sensual Obsession. Is this the film industry the Premier
envisages for Docklands?
Mr BRACKS (Premier) — The answer to the
question is: I am not familiar with those titles.
An honourable member interjected.
Mr BRACKS — Absolutely not! But what I can
give the house an assurance on is that the necessary
financial arrangements are in place with this investor
for this film and TV production house to go ahead.

Public sector: infrastructure
Ms LINDELL (Carrum) — Will the Treasurer
inform the house about details released today showing
the government’s record investment in public
infrastructure and explain why this has been necessary?
Mr BRUMBY (Treasurer) — Today I am releasing
Budget Information Paper No. 1 — Public Sector Asset
Investment Program 2002–03. The paper shows the
details of all the asset investments made across Victoria
over the forward estimates period.
I am delighted to say to the house that today’s budget
paper details public asset investments made by the state
this year of $1.8 billion. Over the three years of the
Bracks government we have seen total expenditure on
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capital works of $5.148 billion. It is noteworthy that I
was asked why this is necessary. Under the last three
years of the former Kennett government total asset
investment expenditure was $2.98 billion. So this
represents an increase of more than 70 per cent in
capital works across the state.
All of this 70 per cent increase has been funded without
$1 of debt. What does this mean to Victorians? It means
that over the last three years one in three government
schools has benefited from infrastructure funding —
either in general maintenance or asset investment;
around 40 per cent of hospitals in Victoria have
benefited from infrastructure funding for upgrades; and
we have committed to build 65 new police stations, of
which 26 have already been completed.
What this means to Victorians is that whether you are a
student at Chelsea Heights Primary School, Ararat
Primary School, Benalla College or Frankston High,
you will benefit from government infrastructure
investment in your school this year. If you live in towns
like Bunyip, Cressy, or Inglewood — —
Dr Dean — On a point of order, Mr Speaker, on
relevance, it is important to know whether in reading
the statistics the Treasurer is including the figures today
that show that we have invested less in capital projects
than Tasmania.
The SPEAKER — Order! The honourable member
is clearly not taking a point of order but is making a
point in debate. The Chair does not tolerate such points
of order. There is no point of order.
Mr BRUMBY — They say the honourable member
for Berwick will be moving to Tasmania.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Treasurer,
addressing the question.
Mr BRUMBY — Malcolm Mackerras was reported
in yesterday’s Geelong Advertiser as saying that there is
a perception in Victoria that the Liberals are hopeless.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Treasurer, coming
back to answering the question.
Mr BRUMBY — They are hopeless. Quod erat
demonstrandum — it is demonstrated, as evidenced by
the honourable member.
If you live in towns like Bunyip, Cressy or Inglewood
you will benefit from government infrastructure
investment in your local police station this year. If you
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live in Narre Warren, Epping or Laverton you will
benefit from government infrastructure investment in
major road improvements this year. If you live near the
Lorne Community Hospital, the Stawell District
Hospital or the Dandenong Hospital you will benefit
from government infrastructure investment to improve
your local hospital this year.
These are just some examples, but this document is full
of them. It details $1.8 billion of works this year, which
brings the total under the Bracks government to
$5.1 billion in three years. The paper is full of examples
of government at work across the state of Victoria. It is
a great document. It confirms our commitment to grow
the whole of the state and illustrates that the
government is making a major improvement to the
quality of life and economic opportunities of all
Victorians.

Water: rural rates
Mr MULDER (Polwarth) — I refer to the Premier
the Treasurer’s claims on infrastructure spending in the
house today and also to the Australian Bureau of
Statistics data released today which reveals that there
has been a massive $218 million or 55 per cent fall in
investment in water storage and sewerage works since
the government came to office. Will the Premier
guarantee that this lack of infrastructure spending will
not result in a rise of 20 per cent in rural household
water and sewerage charges, as reported in yesterday’s
Weekly Times? Who is right, the Treasurer or the
bureau?
Mr BRACKS (Premier) — I thank the honourable
member for Polwarth for his question. The matters he is
referring to relate to engineering construction for the
June quarter 2002, is that correct?
Mr Mulder interjected.
Mr BRACKS — I want to check that we are
reading from the same sheet.
The SPEAKER — Order! The honourable member
for Polwarth has posed his question. I have called the
Premier to answer it, and I ask him to address his
remarks through the Chair.
Mr BRACKS — As a new shadow minister, it is
sometimes difficult to understand the Australian Bureau
of Statistics data. I turn to the statistics, which say that
engineering construction work in the June quarter 2002
was up 10 per cent in Victoria from the previous
quarter. In comparison the national figure was down
2 per cent. Victoria rose 10 per cent while the nation
went down 2 per cent!
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Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! I warn the honourable
member for Narracan and the honourable member for
Burwood.
Mr BRACKS — Victoria’s share of national
engineering construction work was 17 per cent in the
June quarter compared with the 10-year average — this
is the ABS figure — of 17.8 per cent. So overall
engineering construction work is 10 per cent up while
the rest of the country is down. Get yourself in deeper,
it is a good idea.
Mr Mulder — On a point of order, Mr Speaker, on
the issue of relevance, I asked whether spending had
dropped 55 per cent since the government took over —
yes or no. Clearly the statistics say it has.
The SPEAKER — Order! the honourable member
for Polwarth is repeating his question.
Mr BRACKS — The opposition has put these
misleading figures in the house. I will tell you another
one which is absolutely misleading and which is often
quoted in Liberal Party advertisements which were
taken off the air at one stage.
Dr Dean — On a point of order, Mr Speaker, you
can see that the Premier is in a difficult position in
answering the question and is now debating another
question to get out of it. He should not be debating the
question by using other statistics.
The SPEAKER — Order! I do not uphold the point
of order. I ask the Premier to come back to answering
the question.
Mr BRACKS — If you look at the overall activity
you see that we are 10 per cent up and the
commonwealth is 2 per cent down. The same figures
were released today. If you look at the misleading
nature of the opposition on these figures you realise that
on previous occasions it has quoted a figure for
construction in the public sector compared to other
states in a situation where the previous government sold
off all the state assets, and that has distorted that
picture. Transport, gas and electricity, which are in the
public sector, have been sold off. Of course there is no
public sector spending in those areas when they were
sold off by the previous government. They have misled
in the past; they will mislead in the future. Looking at
engineering overall, we have had a significant increase
of 10 per cent.
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Automotive industry: tariffs
Mr LONEY (Geelong North) — In light of the
Productivity Commission’s inquiry into assistance to
the automotive industry, will the Minister for
Manufacturing advise the position of the Victorian
government and how this position differs from that of
the Howard government?
Mr HULLS (Minister for Manufacturing
Industry) — I thank the honourable member for his
question, and I acknowledge his interest in the
automotive sector. The automotive industry is critical to
Victoria’s economy. This industry employs some
27 000 Victorians and tens of thousands more in the
supply chain. It turns over more than $9 billion per year
and is now one of our largest sources of export dollars.
The Bracks government’s position on this is clear. It is
consistent with our position when we were in
opposition. It is also consistent with the former Kennett
government’s position. In fact it is was from this
dispatch box on 9 April 1997 that former Premier Jeff
Kennett was reported as saying:
If the federal government moves to lower tariffs … it will
threaten the very existence of the car industry in this country.

In a media release dated 29 May 1997, former Minister
for Industry, Science and Technology, the Honourable
Mark Birrell in the other place, said:
Any immediate moves by the federal government to further
cut the automotive tariff rate would devastate the industry and
sacrifice employment, skills and exports.

The government agrees. However, we do not just take
notice of former politicians. I have also been speaking
to a number of leading players in the industry. A senior
executive from a European car part maker told me that
the most important thing is the rules of the game. He
said that if the federal government changes the rules his
parent company will not invest in Australia. A senior
executive from a northern American car maker told me
that if we do not keep the automotive competitiveness
and investment scheme (ACIS) and the 10 per cent
tariffs his company will start preparing its exit strategy
from Australia. It is an important issue.
We have been accused by the federal government of
being alarmist. That is because we are alarmed and we
are being told very alarming things.
I note that the Victorian Liberal Party state council is
meeting in Geelong on the weekend, and the Prime
Minister will be at that meeting. An independent report
shows that in Geelong 1900 vehicle industry jobs are
under threat as a result of the Productivity
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Commission’s recommendations. The car industry is
not even on the conference’s agenda, despite the fact
that it is being held in Geelong. What is on the agenda?
They have time to discuss poor polling results in recent
state elections, with particular reference to Victoria, and
attracting quality candidates, but they do not have time
to discuss tariffs in the auto sector in Geelong.
I conclude by saying that unless the Liberal state
council in Geelong comes out with a strong motion
condemning the Productivity Commission’s
recommendations and supporting the car industry in
this state and in Geelong, the Liberal state council and
the Leader of the Opposition will have certainly
betrayed the people of Geelong.

FEDERAL AWARDS (UNIFORM SYSTEM)
BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed.

Mr SMITH (Glen Waverley) — In addressing the
Federal Awards (Uniform System) Bill before lunch I
said that a state-based industrial relations tribunal will
be set up as a division of the Victorian Civil and
Administrative Tribunal. If the government gets its way
then the dead hand of the union movement will again
ensure that jobs in Victoria are destroyed. The bill looks
innocuous enough, but it is just as devastating for jobs
and the creating of employment as the previous bill
introduced and defeated this year, the Fair Employment
Bill. The provisions of the bill are a disincentive for
small business owners and also a disincentive for
people thinking of setting up small businesses in
Victoria.
Before the luncheon break I was talking about the
appointment of information services officers and just
what sort of people these officers would be. This is one
of the concerns of both the Victorian Farmers
Federation and the Australian Retailers Association.
The VFF believes that as a result of the bill up to
10 400 jobs would be lost, and the Australian Retailers
Association believes between 2500 and 3000 jobs
would be lost. What a bill to be bringing in here!
The sad part about it is that what worries people in
small business and people who are setting up
businesses is the type of people who would be working
in these so-called information services officer roles.
When we look at the rules for these people we see that
it is nothing more than again allowing loose the
thuggery of the union movement on small operators
trying to set up their businesses.
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I have been speaking now for nigh on 8 minutes. So
that the business of the house can be completed I will
wind up. This bill is nothing more than a dressed-up
version of the Fair Employment Bill, and it ought to go
down screaming like the last one did.
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Industrial
Relations) — In closing I thank honourable members
who have contributed to the debate. A number of
honourable members have spoken to the bill. It has
been a passionate debate, as debates on industrial
relations issues tend to be in this place. I will briefly go
through a few of the issues raised.
The debate has essentially been over this legislation,
which is obvious, but there has been a
misapprehension. The government has been seeking in
a cooperative manner to give to Victorians the same
legislation that Peter Reith and Tony Abbott think is
good enough for the other seven jurisdictions in this
country; nothing more, nothing less.
Firstly, the opposition has been getting quite hysterical
and emotional about information services officers. The
concept of information services officers in Victoria is
the same as that operating under the federal act.
Obviously Peter Reith and Tony Abbott do not think
they are a threat to the rest of the country, so why
would they be a threat in Victoria? So that is furphy
no. 1 that needs to be dealt with.
Secondly, what this is also about is that there are a
number of people, some hundreds of thousands, who
have fallen through the net in Victoria because of the
referral of powers some years ago. We are seeking to
remedy this. Despite opposition members saying that
the commonwealth government is trying to restore
some benefits to these people, the easiest way for
benefits to be restored is for this bill to be passed and
for the federal government to accept the referral of
common rule. We will then have in this state exactly
the same procedures as apply in both the territories and
de facto in all other jurisdictions. The opposition either
does not understand or is more mean spirited than Peter
Reith and Tony Abbott.
I will close by simply referring to the information
services officers and clarifying a statement I made
earlier in the house. Firstly, the shadow Minister for
Industrial Relations, the honourable member for Kew,
was reported in the rural media yesterday as saying that
the objection the opposition had to this bill was the
information services officers. I would have invited him
to move an amendment to delete in toto all reference to
those officers if that was his whole concern about this
legislation. The opposition chose not to do that. It is
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ironic after a long debate the day before about the great
review role of the Legislative Council that the
opposition did not avail itself of the opportunity to
make amendments to this legislation to improve it if it
had a problem.
In view of that criticism, some amendments in my
name had been circulated in the house to deal with a
number of technical issues, including a mention of
information services officers. I also intended to bring in
further amendments to assist the shadow minister so
that if he was not willing to propose the amendment we
could at least offer them to him. I inadvertently referred
to them when I was withdrawing other amendments.
Nevertheless the issue before the house is that the
opposition could have attempted to improve this bill,
either in this place or in another, but it chose not to. Its
objections were solely based on things which it was in
its own hands to improve.
By voting against this bill today the opposition is voting
against giving to Victorian workers the same rights and
conditions under the same terms that Peter Reith and
Tony Abbott think are good enough for the rest of the
country. Yes, it is those dangerous, radical, left-wing
figures, Peter Reith and Tony Abbott, who have
obviously been hunting reds under the beds
unsuccessfully. The opposition is saying, ‘Peter Reith
and Tony Abbott think this is good enough for the rest
of the country but it is too generous for Victoria’. They
are mean spirited. I urge the bill to be supported and I
give notice that we as a government will pursue this bill
again and again, year after year, until we restore justice
to Victorian workers.
House divided on motion:

Ayes, 44
Allan, Ms
Allen, Ms
Barker, Ms
Batchelor, Mr
Beattie, Ms
Bracks, Mr
Brumby, Mr
Cameron, Mr
Campbell, Ms
Carli, Mr
Davies, Ms
Delahunty, Ms
Duncan, Ms
Garbutt, Ms
Gillett, Ms
Haermeyer, Mr
Hamilton, Mr
Hardman, Mr
Helper, Mr
Holding, Mr
Howard, Mr

Kosky, Ms
Langdon, Mr (Teller)
Languiller, Mr
Leighton, Mr
Lenders, Mr
Lim, Mr
Lindell, Ms
Loney, Mr
Maddigan, Mrs
Maxfield, Mr
Mildenhall, Mr
Nardella, Mr
Overington, Ms (Teller)
Pandazopoulos, Mr
Pike, Ms
Robinson, Mr
Seitz, Mr
Stensholt, Mr
Thwaites, Mr
Trezise, Mr
Viney, Mr
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Hulls, Mr

Wynne, Mr

Noes, 41
Asher, Ms
Ashley, Mr
Baillieu, Mr
Burke, Ms
Clark, Mr
Cooper, Mr
Dean, Dr
Delahunty, Mr
Dixon, Mr
Doyle, Mr
Elliott, Mrs
Fyffe, Mrs
Honeywood, Mr
Jasper, Mr
Kilgour, Mr
Kotsiras, Mr
Leigh, Mr
Lupton, Mr
McArthur, Mr
McCall, Ms
McIntosh, Mr

Maclellan, Mr
Maughan, Mr (Teller)
Mulder, Mr
Napthine, Dr
Paterson, Mr
Perton, Mr
Peulich, Mrs
Phillips, Mr
Plowman, Mr
Richardson, Mr
Rowe, Mr
Ryan, Mr
Shardey, Mrs
Smith, Mr (Teller)
Spry, Mr
Steggall, Mr
Thompson, Mr
Vogels, Mr
Wells, Mr
Wilson, Mr

Motion agreed to.
Read second time.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

CRIMES (PROPERTY DAMAGE AND
COMPUTER OFFENCES) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 12 September; motion of
Mr HULLS (Attorney-General).
Opposition amendments circulated by Mr PERTON
(Doncaster) pursuant to sessional orders.

Mr PERTON (Doncaster) — Given that the time is
now 10 past 3 and the house will cease dealing with this
business at 4 o’clock, I shall speak very briefly.
The bill implements components of the Model Criminal
Code Officers Committee report entitled Damage and
Computer Offences, published in January 2001. The bill
has been very slow in getting to this Parliament. For
instance, the computer crime provisions of this bill,
which the Premier has strangely said is one of the most
vital bills in his legislative agenda, were introduced into
the New South Wales Parliament in April 2001 and
passed in May 2001. So in respect of computer
offences, while the opposition supports the provisions
and notes that they come from the model criminal code,
the government has been very slow on the uptake.
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The third component of the bill relates to sabotage
offences and is directed at individuals who damage
publicly or privately owned public facilities. In respect
of those provisions my colleague the honourable
member for Frankston will speak about those issues at a
suitable time.
The area which is in controversy in this debate is a new
bushfire arson offence which, in the words of the
Attorney-General, is directed at those individuals who:
… intentionally or recklessly cause a fire and who are
reckless as to the spread of the fire to vegetation on property
belonging to another person.

The Model Criminal Code Officers Committee made it
quite clear that this clause is very special in the
Australian context, and it referred to Ash Wednesday,
Black Friday and a number of other events which make
this sort of offence resonate so strongly in the
Australian psyche.
One of the amendments I have circulated intends to lift
the maximum penalty for that offence to 20 years. That
is identical to the offence as introduced in South
Australia and rightly and properly puts it in the
Victorian system halfway between arson and arson
causing death. As I have indicated in a number of
public statements, it would be quite absurd that the
sentence for starting a bushfire that crosses the border
between South Australia and Victoria would be
determined according to whether the offender was
presented in a Victorian or South Australian court.
More will be said about that topic in the committee
stage, when my colleagues the honourable member for
Evelyn, the honourable member for Benambra and the
honourable member for Warrnambool will make
further comments on this matter. Suffice it to say that
the comments the Liberal Party has made in respect of
extending the maximum penalty to 20 years have been
very well received across the community.
Indeed members of the Liberal Party have heard strong
views expressed by people that there ought to be a
minimum sentence for this offence. Our amendment
will include a five-year minimum sentence, subject to
the discretion of the judge in certain circumstances.
Mr Hulls — You are a disgrace!
Mr PERTON — Speaking of a disgrace, I note the
interjection of the Attorney-General.
Mr Hulls — Read it into Hansard!
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Plowman) —
Order! The Attorney-General!
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Mr PERTON — I note that he has sent me a most
contemptible letter. The criticisms he makes are of me
quoting from the Model Criminal Code Officers
Committee report, so his attacks on me are an attack on
his own officers and the other public servants.
The position we have taken publicly on this has been
very well received right across Victoria, especially in
rural and regional areas. I will read the last few words
of a letter from Mr Hulls to me I received today. He
treats ‘those views of the public with the contempt’, he
says, ‘they deserve’.
Mr RYAN (Leader of the National Party) — The
National Party does not oppose this legislation; in fact,
we support its main thrust. I do not intend to dwell upon
its general terms, as they have been outlined by the
shadow Attorney-General. The bill broadly
encompasses issues regarding penalties pertaining to
the inappropriate and criminal use of computers. It also
deals with the very important issue of sabotage.
The third area is the one upon which I want to
concentrate my comments, and that is to do with
bushfires. From a country Victorian perspective this is
an area of critical importance, and it is of equal
significance to all Australians.
The general thrust is to try to penalise those who are
involved in intentionally or recklessly causing a
bushfire. I commence by raising a couple of issues for
consideration. The first is that the term ‘bushfire’ is not
used throughout the legislation. There tends to be a
general usage of the word ‘fire’, and inasmuch as
anything is to be made of the distinction it perhaps
needs to be clarified. The side note to clause 4, which
inserts new section 201A(1), refers to ‘intentionally or
recklessly causing a bushfire’, whereas the body of the
provision only talks about fire. I simply ask the
Attorney-General to examine that matter.
In essence the provision then states that a person who
intentionally or recklessly causes a fire is going to be
guilty of certain offences and that a person who is
reckless as to the spread of the fire will also be guilty of
the offence which is described in the legislation. The
prescribed period of imprisonment is a maximum of
15 years, and the Liberal Party has proposed that that be
amended to 20 years. We are not opposed to the Liberal
Party amendment, but whichever is to apply, suffice it
to say that this is a substantial period of imprisonment.
It therefore highlights the fact that we will all need to be
very careful in the interpretation of this provision.
New subsection (2) provides an exemption, if you like,
where a person who is involved in an activity which
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might be otherwise regarded as intentional or reckless
or who might otherwise be regarded as having
recklessly contributed to the spread meets the
circumstances referred to.
I direct the attention of the Attorney-General to the
terms of that exemption, because subsection (2) states:
For the purposes of subsection (1)(b), circumstances in
which a person is not to be taken as being reckless as to
the spread of a fire include the following —
(a) the person caused the fire in the course of carrying
out a fire prevention, fire suppression or other land
management activity …

That is understandable, but then importantly there
appears the word ‘and’:
(b) at the time the activity was carried out there was in
force a provision made by or under an Act or by a
Code of Practice approved under an Act, that
regulated or otherwise applied to the carrying out
of the activity …

My query is what happens where an event such as that
contemplated by this legislation occurs outside a period
of time when any form of permit is required? In other
words, there are times of the year, as I understand the
legislation, when a person can burn off or can
undertake fire-suppression activities on their property
without the necessity of having to get a permit or do
anything by way of what is contemplated by this
legislation. What happens in such a situation, given the
permitting of people who are required under an act to
be undertaking the course of conduct referred to here?
The side note in section 37 of the Country Fire
Authority Act gives the general prohibition against
lighting open-air fires. It states:
A person shall not light a fire in the open air in the country
area of Victoria … during a fire danger period unless
authorised or directed …

In the definition provisions ‘fire danger period’ is
referred to as:
… in respect of the country area of Victoria or any part
thereof … the period declared pursuant to this Act to be the
fire danger period in respect of the said country area …

What happens if a person who is burning off in a period
which is not a fire danger period is involved in the sort
of activity which this legislation contemplates? It seems
to me that the ‘and’ linking those two subsections
potentially creates a problem just on a literal reading. A
person who may quite innocently be involved in some
sort of fire-suppression activity on their property and
finds that the fire gets away may otherwise satisfy the
other terms set out in this new section, even though at
the time they are carrying out the particular activity
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they are not doing so pursuant to a provision made by
or under an act or by a code of practice approved under
an act. As I understand the law, it is possible that a
person can be acting within the law and yet not be
burning off in a way which is contemplated by the
exemption provisions set out in the legislation.
If it were ‘either/or’, or if there were any other
construction except that involving the use of the word
‘and’, which means the two subsections must be linked,
I do not think there would be a problem; but having the
word ‘and’ there potentially creates the difficulty. I ask
the Attorney-General to give some attention to that
issue in the course of his commentary and perhaps
while the bill is between houses, if it comes to it.
The other issue is the definition of ‘spread of fire’. I
think I understand the general intent, because it states
that a person will be guilty of an offence or be reckless
as to the spread of fire if the unforeseen event occurs
and the fire gets away. ‘Spread of fire’ is defined as
meaning the spread of fire beyond the capacity of the
person who caused the fire to extinguish it.
If I have that right, I wonder what would happen in the
situation where the capacity of a person to extinguish a
fire could relate to more than the efforts of that
individual. Let’s say, for example, that you are the
captain of a crew manning a truck and you have five
people on the vehicle yet the fire gets away. What is the
relativity of the fact that you have this foursome massed
around you as opposed to just you as an individual
having the capacity of the person who caused the fire to
extinguish it? I would be grateful to the
Attorney-General if he could look at those couple of
issues.
I understand there will be more discussion about the
amendment proposed by the Liberal Party. The
expression contained within the amendment — I will
not dwell on this — is that the 15 years prescribed by
the bill is to be increased to 20 years. The National
Party has no particular objection to that happening. It is
a substantial period in either event.
Then there is the other qualification that the court, in
the event of a determination of guilt, is to impose a
sentence of imprisonment for a term not less than five
years unless there are exceptional circumstances.
Having looked at this carefully and thought about it
long and hard, I have concluded that from the
perspective of the National Party we do not oppose the
amendment in the form that it appears. I wish to make it
clear that I am an opponent of mandatory sentencing; I
do not favour mandatory sentencing.
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There is a potential issue here with the definition of
‘exceptional circumstances’. As I understand it, it is
intended by the Liberal Party that those words are to
take their literal dictionary meaning, if you like, and to
be applied as a matter of commonsense by a court
involved in the interpretation of this issue. In the end,
having weighed these matters carefully, and bearing in
mind that I for one and my party generally are opposed
to the principle of mandatory sentencing in the scheme
of things, we do not oppose the proposition that is being
advanced by the Liberal Party.
Mr WYNNE (Richmond) — I rise to support the
Crimes (Property Damage and Computer Offences)
Bill. In doing so I want to make a few brief comments
because I think the important aspects of this legislation
are supported by both sites — save and except for the
amendment which has been foreshadowed by the
shadow Attorney-General. It can only be seen in one
context, which was rightly signalled by the Leader of
the National Party, the context of mandatory
sentencing. We will come to that issue in a moment.
I think there is an inherent inconsistency in the position
the Leader of the National Party takes. He rightly says
he and his party do not support mandatory sentencing;
yet, as I think honourable members will see elaborated
in the debate when we get into the committee stage, that
is exactly what the shadow Attorney-General is
proposing with this amendment.
The substantive bill proposes three new offences on the
basis of the model criminal code report. The Damage
and Computer Offences report of January 2001 is the
first aspect of that and it has taken some time for us to
bring the whole thing together into a more coherent
package. Nonetheless I think each of the three aspects
of the bill is important in its own right. They include
new offences to be included in the Crimes Act 1958
pertaining to bushfire offences, computer offences and
sabotage offences. These new offences, as I indicated,
are based on the model provisions. The model offences
established a framework for a coordinated and uniform
national approach to these serious crimes, and it is
important to indicate that there is national agreement to
implement the model offences. Indeed, a couple of
states have already implemented aspects of the model
legislation. We would argue that it is critical that we
have a national response to these offences as they occur
across the nation because the impact of some of these
offences, particularly the sabotage ones, know no state
boundaries.
We are fast approaching the bushfire season and every
year we know Victoria faces that horrendous threat. We
saw on the news during the last couple of nights the
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dreadful damage that has been done in New South
Wales. Over the last 12 months this government has
sent a clear and unequivocal message of its abhorrence
of people who go out and light fires deliberately and
cause such massive devastation to people’s property —
and, in the most dreadful circumstances, cause tragic
loss of life. We well remember the Ash Wednesday
fires when a tremendous number of people were killed
by fire.
The bushfire offences we are indicating in this bill
cover a gap in existing Victorian law and will
complement existing offences. They will be punishable
by a maximum penalty of 15 years imprisonment,
which is consistent with every other state with the
exception of South Australia, which has a 20-year
maximum period of imprisonment.
I intend that when we get to the committee stage we
will have to debate the substance of the amendment
because that is what today’s debate needs to be about.
In substance, however, it is clear that the scope of the
legislation is obviously supported by both sides of the
house. We have nevertheless the most severe
reservations about the amendment being foreshadowed
by the shadow Attorney-General. It is mandatory
sentencing, let us be absolutely clear about that.
I am pleased that the Leader of the National Party has
indicated his party’s position on mandatory sentencing.
The house will see as this debate starts to emerge why
we are so permanently opposed to any course of action
that suggests mandatory sentencing, which is indicated
in the amendment to be dealt with in committee shortly.
Mr HULLS (Attorney-General) — In summing up
before this bill goes into committee I would like to
thank all honourable members for their contributions.
The Leader of the National Party raised some issues, in
particular concerning burning off outside a permit
requirement period and whether the word ‘and’ should
be replaced by the word ‘or’. I am more than happy to
have a look at that matter while the bill is between the
houses.
I notice that an amendment is being proposed to the bill
by the shadow Attorney-General. This is, as all
members who have spoken on this bill are aware,
legislation based on the model criminal code. To be
suggesting that this bill ought be used as a vehicle for a
trumped-up law and order debate and a mandatory
sentencing debate is totally inappropriate.
What concerns me about this matter and the comments
made by the shadow Attorney-General is that he was
always considered — by himself and by many other
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conservatives — as a civil libertarian who stood up for
the underdog. The first comment he made as shadow
Attorney-General was that the government had gone
too far in relation to asset confiscation legislation. No
doubt he was hauled before his leader over that matter
and reminded, ‘Hang on, we need to trump up this law
and order debate, mate. You’d better not be going and
saying those sorts of things. We want you to toe the
let’s-be-tough-on-sentencing line, otherwise we could
be in trouble’.
There has certainly been the most extraordinary
transformation in the shadow Attorney-General. He has
gone almost overnight from being a civil libertarian to
being a hang’em-high sheriff, complete with lasso,
leather chaps, spurs and cowboy mask, ready to hang
anyone in the main street of town. It really is quite
extraordinary.
It is true that I have written to the shadow
Attorney-General about this matter. He wrote to me and
said he proposed moving an amendment to increase the
maximum penalty that applies to these offences in
virtually every other state under the model criminal
code from 15 to 20 years, and he asked me what my
views were on mandatory sentencing. I made it quite
clear to him that his amendments are ill conceived and
simply political grandstanding. I also made it clear to
him that this bill is part of a model criminal code. I told
him that apart from being surprised about his failure to
understand the national agreement on this model
bushfire offence, I was extremely surprised to learn that
he believes — you have to understand that this is what
his amendments do — and I assume the Liberal Party
believes and the National Party, if it supports his
amendments, believes, that causing damage to
vegetation is more serious than destroying people’s
homes. That is the message those who support this
preposterous amendment will be singing loud and clear.
We as a government certainly understand the harm and
devastation that bushfires can cause, but in determining
the appropriate maximum penalty the shadow minister
seems to have forgotten that it is important to consider
similar offences to ensure that maximum penalties
across all offences are as consistent and as comparable
as possible. I advised the shadow Attorney-General in
my letter that the proposed maximum penalty of
15 years as set out in this bill is, as the Leader of the
National Party said, a very substantial term of
imprisonment and is consistent with the existing
penalties for other Victorian criminal offences with
similar levels of culpability — for example, recklessly
causing serious injury, setting fire to an aircraft and
drug trafficking in a non-commercial quantity.
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The shadow Attorney-General mentioned to me — and
he mentioned it in debate just a short time ago — the
South Australian experience. I pointed out to him and I
point out to the house that the South Australian bushfire
offence will be punishable by a maximum penalty of
20 years imprisonment, but that state is in a different
position from Victoria in relation to its existing
legislation. In South Australia the offence of arson
provides for a maximum penalty of life imprisonment
where the damage exceeds $30 000, so it would be very
difficult for South Australia to maintain parity with its
existing offences by adopting the model bushfire
maximum penalty of 15 years.
I also made some comments to the shadow
Attorney-General about Ash Wednesday, and I am sure
he will look at that letter long and hard and take a good
hard look at himself now, wearing his cowboy boots,
his spurs, his leather chaps and his hang’em-high
attitude. He does more flips than Nadia Comaneci, this
bloke!
My views on mandatory sentencing are well known,
and the views of this government are well known. We
oppose mandatory sentencing in any guise. You can
disguise it by calling it mandatory minimum terms, but
the reality is it is mandatory sentencing, and what
mandatory sentencing means is: let’s not have faith in
our judiciary, let’s allow politicians — let’s allow the
Victor Pertons of the world — to act as judge, juror and
executioner!
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Plowman) —
Order! The Attorney-General shall refer to the
honourable member by his correct title.
Mr HULLS — Let’s allow the shadow
attorneys-general of the world to act as judge, juror and
executioner. Let’s take sentencing away from our
independent judiciary. In fact, let’s interfere with the
independence of our judiciary. That is what mandatory
sentencing does. It was discredited in the Northern
Territory, and we are not going down that path here in
Victoria while Labor is in government.
Politics is about leadership and it is about doing the
right thing. It is not about just swingin’ in the breeze
and changing your philosophy about matters from time
to time. It is not about going on radio programs and
being asked what your view is about somebody who
has received seven life terms and then saying, ‘Don’t
know. I’ll get back to you’, and in an hour’s time
coming up with a policy. That is not what leadership is
about. That is what swingin’ in the breeze is about and
trying to appeal to the lowest common denominator.
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For a person who portrayed himself as a civil libertarian
who stood up for the underdog, this transformation on
the road to mandatory-sentencing Damascus has been
quite extraordinary. The shadow Attorney-General,
when he has a quiet moment on his own to examine the
path he is now embarking upon, will be ashamed of
himself.
You live and die by your reputation in this game, and
we all have reputations, rightly or wrongly, but if you
are true to yourself, if you are true to your beliefs and if
you are true to your social justice philosophy, it does
not matter how much pressure comes upon you and it
does not matter what people might run around and say
about you, the fact is you can look at yourself in the
mirror and say, ‘I took the hard decision. Yes, it was
difficult, but I have been absolutely consistent’.
The fact is that the shadow Attorney-General, by now
going down this extraordinary path, has not been true to
himself — either that or he has been living a lie in his
civil libertarian guise for far too long. Will the real
Victor please stand up? Will the real shadow
Attorney-General please stand up? We on this side are
vehemently opposed to policy on the run — this Forrest
Gump and Run Victor Run type of policy making. We
believe it is not only inappropriate but unethical. We
will be opposing these amendments when the bill goes
into committee; I will not say too much more. We will
be vehemently opposing these amendments because
they are nothing more than a shabby attempt to reignite
the old law and order debate.
I was in Queensland at the time when Bjelke-Petersen
tried to do this during the 1989 election campaign. He
was gone for all money, and he knew it, so he pulled
out the law and order trump card. They had these most
extraordinary ads with blood running down the
television screens saying, ‘If you vote for Goss, that is
what will happen. There will be blood in the streets’.
This type of nonsense is not much different from that. It
is the model criminal code in every other state and the
Prime Minister says the most appropriate penalty for
this offence is 15 years, but the shadow
Attorney-General says, ‘Nah, let’s go one better. Let’s
go 20!’. If the model criminal code said 20 years, he
would have said, ‘Let’s make it 25! Let’s just show that
we are tougher on law and order’.
You can argue about what the appropriate maximum is,
but we believe it ought to be 15 years because, as I said,
we already have a number of bushfire offences,
including the offence of arson causing death, which has
a maximum penalty of 25 years, and we believe
bushfires that cause damage to vegetation should not be
put in a more serious category than bushfire offences
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that cause damage to people’s homes. We believe the
balance is right in this legislation and we are not
prepared to go down this path.
I will just touch on what the Leader of the National
Party had to say. I have a fair amount of time for the
Leader of the National Party, who says he has given
this a great deal of thought. He said that he is opposed
to mandatory sentencing, but he is going to support this.
We all have people we talk to from time to time who
say, ‘I am not a racist, but’ — and then away they go. ‘I
am opposed to mandatory sentencing, but we are going
to support it’. It is just not on. He has a legal
background, so does the shadow Attorney-General. I
have to say that we are not prepared to go down this
path. So having made that brief contribution on the bill,
I understand we will now go into committee.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.
Committed.

Committee
Clauses 1 to 3 agreed to.
Clause 4

Mr PERTON (Doncaster) — I move:
1.

Clause 4, lines 12 and 13, omit all words and
expressions in these lines and insert —
“is guilty of an offence and liable to imprisonment
for a term not exceeding 20 years and, unless there
are exceptional circumstances, not less than
5 years.
(2) If the court is satisfied that there are exceptional
circumstances, it may impose a sentence of
imprisonment for a term less than 5 years and, if it
does so, the court must —
(a) give reasons for its decision; and
(b) cause a note of the reasons to be entered in the
records of the court.
(3) Nothing in this section affects Division 7 of Part 4
of the Children and Young Persons Act 1989 or
Subdivision (4) of Division 2 of Part 3 of the
Sentencing Act 1991.
Note: Under Division 7 of Part 4 of the Children
and Young Persons Act 1989 the
maximum period for which a child may be
detained is 1 year in a youth residential
centre or 2 years in a youth training centre.
Under Subdivision (4) of Division 2 of
Part 3 of the Sentencing Act 1991 the
County Court or the Supreme Court may
direct that a young offender be detained in a
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youth training centre or a youth residential
centre for a maximum period of 3 years.”.

Mrs FYFFE (Evelyn) — Sadly this vast continent
has a surprisingly large number of bushfires —
something we are all very conscious of. The majority of
these bushfires are started by lightning, but they are
very closely followed by fires that are deliberately lit. I
will quote from the Department of Natural Resources
and Environment web site statistics. These statistics
cover a 20-year period and show the average number of
fires each year. Deliberately started fires total 145 each
year, in comparison to lightning fires of 149. Fire burn
escapes, which happen where there are burn-offs,
account for only nine fires each year.
I would like to highlight a few of the serious fires that
we have had as I do not have time to mention all of
them. In 1968 there was a fire in the Dandenong
Ranges where 53 houses and 10 other buildings were
destroyed. On 8 January 1969 we had what have been
commonly known as the Lara fires, where
250 000 hectares of bush was burnt and 23 people died.
In that fire 230 houses, 21 other buildings and 12 000
stock were also destroyed.
On 16 February 1983, Ash Wednesday, there were over
100 fires, and it seemed as though the whole of the
eastern seaboard was on fire. We had 76 fatalities, and
2000 houses were lost and 27 000 stock destroyed. I
remember those fires vividly, because I lived then at
Yarra Junction. It seemed as though the whole
mountain range was on fire and townships and
hundreds of people’s lives were endangered.
On 21 January 1997 we had another Dandenong
Ranges bushfire — and the fire was deliberately lit.
Three lives were lost, and there was a loss of property,
including 43 homes. But apart from the terrible loss of
life and property, the people who survived also lost.
They lost their memorabilia, they lost their
photographs, they lost their clothing and they lost their
children’s toys. They lost every personal possession in
that fire — which, as I said, was deliberately started.
I was a commissioner with the Shire of Yarra Ranges at
that time, and I remember visiting there the day after to
talk to people to see what we could do to help. I met
this sobbing four-year-old child in the street with his
mother. Naturally I stopped to chat and said how sad it
was. He was so worried and upset about the possums he
had put food out for every night. I lied, Madam Chair: I
told him that possums, like lots of animals, are far
cleverer than human beings; that they can smell smoke;
that they know about fire long before we do; and that
his possums would have had time to run away. But
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these are the sad things that are caused by these
arsonists.
There have been numerous fires started in New South
Wales. Twenty-two people were arrested over the last
Christmas period, and 15 of these were boys aged
between 9 and 16. This amendment does not refer at all
to the Children and Young Persons Act; it does not
affect that at all. The 15 boys aged between 9 and 16
were dealt with in juvenile courts, as would happen
here.
This is not, as the Attorney-General said in his
extravagant language, mandatory sentencing. This is
minimum sentencing for adults who start fires that
damage property. The loss of life is covered already by
the law, but there is also damage, loss of property and
the devastation that occurs. I was helping people to find
somewhere to live and trying to get basic clothes for
them and basic toiletries — for example, taking a
woman to a chemist to buy the sanitary pads she needed
because she had no money as everything had gone.
These people who deliberately or recklessly light fires
deserve the maximum sentence.
It is very hard not to get emotional about it when you
think about the victims’ faces. They did not have
toothbrushes and they did not have toothpaste. There
was nothing left, because an individual had deliberately
lit a fire at the bottom of a gully knowing which way
the wind blew and knowing about the maximum
devastation it could cause.
This maximum of 20 years is a long time, but so it
should be. This is one of the most serious crimes you
can do. Man cannot stop a bushfire. It is impossible
when the wind is blowing so strong. All people can do
is try to control it and hope the weather changes and it
dies down. Yes, there is a minimum of five years, but
with exceptional circumstances the judge or the
magistrate can make it less than that, as long as he gives
reasons for his decision.
We have had a strong public response to our
consultations. There are no crime statistics generally
available in our courts, and it does appear that arsonists
are treated leniently. If the Attorney-General has any
other information I would gladly welcome his proving
to us otherwise. We have strong support for this within
the community. People are asking for this sort of
sentencing. It is very important. We are going to face
our driest period possible, and in the next couple of
years we could have an horrendous time with possibly
lots of bushfires.
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Mr WYNNE (Richmond) — I rise to make a brief
contribution in relation to the amendment, given the
time available to us and the fact that there are another
couple of speakers who would like to make a brief
contribution as well.
I reiterate the very basic but no less appropriate
comment made by the Attorney-General, which goes to
the very genesis of this amendment. It is drawn from
that dark well of law and order campaigns which the
opposition has so inappropriately dipped into. This
amendment is driven by that agenda. Clearly you can
dress it up in whatever clothing you like, but the
nakedness of it is clear to us all. Read the amendment:
it refers to a minimum sentence. What is being
suggested is that the fundamental discretion that must
be available to the court should be taken away, which
takes away the notion that the circumstances of each
offence must be judged by the court freely and
impartially and that the sentence should be
appropriately brought to bear on the offender.
The bill refers to a 15-year sentence, and that is a
serious sentence in anybody’s terms. It is part of a
national framework. We should not be playing politics
with these sorts of issues, particularly when you have a
national response to it that is shared between the
commonwealth and the states.
I would have hoped that the shadow Attorney-General,
as indeed the Attorney-General did when he
congratulated the shadow Attorney-General on his
appointment, would have taken a reasoned approach to
these issues and the law and order issues, but
unfortunately he has gone done this path of the law and
order campaign.
This is a debate that nobody wins. We need to have a
fair and reasoned approach. This amendment is in every
way mandatory sentencing. We need to be clear about
that. You cannot dress it up in any other form, and that
is why we oppose it.
Mr VOGELS (Warrnambool) — There is no doubt
that if you live in rural Victoria one of the major fear
factors is bushfires. Every year, as summer approaches,
you find people who do not leave home on total fire ban
days because they are fearful of bushfires.
I went through the 1983 Ash Wednesday bushfires. I do
not know how many other honourable members did. It
is absolutely devastating for people to see the damage,
witness the death of loved ones and see firefighters lose
their lives. If arson is worth 15 years, then deliberately
lighting a bushfire is worth 20 years. No one who lights
a fire on a total fire ban day, a 40 degree Celsius day
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with northerly winds, knows where that fire will go. A
person who lights a fire on those sorts of days deserves
to be thrown away for life. They are trying to do as
much damage as possible. They have picked their spots.
Last year in New South Wales people deliberately lit
fires.
I would have thought the five-year minimum sentence
would be a deterrent. If a person is found guilty by a
court of lighting a fire on purpose with no exceptional
circumstances he would know the minimum sentence
he would receive is five years. What is wrong with
that? I have no problem with it, but the Labor Party
obviously has.
We all know that we are facing probably the worst fire
season since 1983, which was also a drought year, and
the damage could be enormous. I commend the shadow
Attorney-General for bringing these amendments to the
house.
Mr PLOWMAN (Benambra) — The cartoon in
today’s Herald Sun says that it will be a bad fire season
this year and the question underneath is ‘Where?’. I can
tell you where: in all the forest areas, largely in my
electorate, in Gippsland and across through western
Victoria. We have already seen the start of fires around
Sydney. I appeal to the Attorney-General and the
honourable member for Richmond, because nothing is
more frightening than being involved in a major fire. I
have been in charge of a fire brigade with five men on
the truck when we were caught in a fire, and we nearly
lost men on that fire truck. I can promise you, if an
arsonist had started that fire, it would not have been a
five-year term, it would have been much worse than
that if the person had been caught. It is the most serious
crime I can imagine in country Victoria. I appeal to
both of you to reconsider your position. This issue
ranks as high as anything that I am concerned about for
country Victorians.
I give a couple of reasons why that is so. I again say to
the Attorney-General that the opposition is appealing
for a heavier sentence and a minimum sentence because
this is always the worst state for fires in Australia. Over
the last few years New South Wales and Sydney have
experienced bad fires, but Victoria is always the worst.
I think with our experience we should make a
judgment. We need a deterrent that will work, and I
believe the increased penalty is such a deterrent. To
suggest this is mandatory sentencing ignores the words
‘exceptional circumstances’. Members of the
government should have faith in our legal system and
the judges to determine whether those exceptional
circumstances will be interpreted appropriately. I think
they underestimate their own judiciary.
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I believe the sentence in the amendment proposed by
the shadow Attorney-General is appropriate for this
crime.

in its reactionary opportunism. I do not back away one
iota from what I said last week. The government will
reject mandatory sentencing in any of its guises.

Mr PERTON (Doncaster) — This amendment is
brought to the house recognising that this offence is
more serious than what one would call the ordinary
crime of arson but ought to have a lesser penalty than
arson causing death. There has been extraordinary
public support for the amendment. Such support indeed
that there has been a strong public call for a minimum
sentence.

Committee divided on amendment:

It is not just in the context of this debate that this has
occurred. The Attorney-General is introducing a
number of amendments to the Sentencing Act, and one
of the extraordinary things about that is that Professor
Arie Freiberg, who wrote the report on which the bill is
based, says that the Attorney-General himself ought to
be able to ask the Court of Appeal for a guideline
judgment, but the Attorney-General has left that out of
the bill. The only way the Attorney-General and the
Parliament can have an impact on the sentencing
system is to do what ought to be done: to make clear in
legislation what the maximum term is and, where the
offence is serious, to set out a recommended minimum
sentence — in this case five years — subject to judicial
discretion on what is to be done in exceptional
circumstances.
This is appropriate. This is the sort of way the
Parliament must show its determination that offences
like this need to be treated strongly. In those
circumstances it is appropriate. The opposition has said
that it will introduce recommended minimum sentences
for a number of other serious offences, but when the
Sentencing Council is in place that will be the
appropriate body to help the Parliament make these
sorts of determinations.
Mr HULLS (Attorney-General) — I have said most
of what I wanted to say. I addressed a criminal law
conference last week or the week before at which I said
that no matter what insidious terminology is used to
describe minimum sentences in our criminal justice
system they are merely mandatory sentencing by
stealth — a device politicians use when jostling for a
law and order agenda. I also said that any attempt to
curb the judiciary’s discretion is an attack on its
autonomy under another guise.
Mandatory sentencing subverts the integrity of our legal
institutions and their ability to address the causes of
crime. I said then and I say now that this is a
malevolence that must be resisted. I said then and I say
now that it is the enemy of a humane society manifest
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Amendment negatived.
Business interrupted pursuant to sessional orders.

The CHAIRMAN — Order! The time has now
been reached for the cessation of government business.
Clauses 4 to 15 agreed to.
Reported to house without amendment.
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Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

ROAD SAFETY (RESPONSIBLE DRIVING)
BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 9 October; motion of
Mr BATCHELOR (Minister for Transport).
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.

Circulated amendments
Circulated government amendments as follows agreed to:
1.

Clause 5, page 5, line 8, after “licence” insert “or, if the
holder incurred 12 or more demerit points within any
3 year period but not 5 or more within any 1 year period,
a learner permit or probationary driver licence”.

2.

Clause 5, page 5, line 11, after “licence” insert “if the
holder incurred 5 or more demerit points within any 1
year period”.

3.

Clause 10, lines 10 and 11, omit paragraph (b) and
insert —
“( ) sub-sections (2) and (3) are repealed;”.

4.

Clause 10, lines 12 and 13, omit paragraph (c) and
insert —
‘( ) in sub-section (3A) omit “, suspended or
suspended and disqualified”;
()

5.

in sub-section (4) omit “, suspension and extension
of probation under sub-section (2) or suspension
and disqualification under sub-section (3)”;’.

Clause 10, after line 13 insert —
‘“( ) in sub-section (5) —
(i)

omit “or suspension”; and

(ii) omit “or suspended”;’.
6.

Clause 13, page 14, line 3, omit “(2) and (4)” and insert
“(2), (3), (4) and (5)”.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.
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TRANSPORT (HIGHWAY RULE) BILL
Second reading
Mr BATCHELOR (Minister for Transport) — I
move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

This bill aims to restate in legislative form, and as an
interim measure only, the former rule of common law
known as the ‘highway rule’, which was overturned by
the High Court last year in the case of Brodie and
Singleton Shire Council.
In the longer term, the government proposes to bring in
legislation to facilitate better road management and that
will provide greater certainty in relation to the legal
duties of road authorities. In the meantime, the
temporary return to the former law will overcome the
retrospective effect of the court’s ruling, and will
provide breathing space to enable road authorities to
adjust their policies and programs to their new legal
duties.
Mrs Peulich — On a point of order, Mr Acting
Speaker, there are nine pages in the second-reading
speech and only five pages in the bill. The
second-reading speech is longer than the bill!
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Lupton) — Order!
The honourable member for Bentleigh can read the
second-reading speech herself. The Minister for
Transport, without interruption.
Mr BATCHELOR — I ignore her.
What was the highway rule, why was it abolished
and what has been the result?
The Chief Justice of the High Court summarised the
highway rule in Brodie’s case in the following terms:
The essence of the rule is that a highway authority may owe
to an individual road user a duty of care, breach of which will
give rise to liability in damages, when it exercises its powers,
but it cannot be made so liable in respect of a mere failure to
act.

In other words, under the former law, a highway
authority could be sued for poor performance, which
was called ‘misfeasance’, but not for non-performance,
which was called ‘nonfeasance’.
The court decided to abolish the highway rule by a
majority of four to three. However, it is important to
note that all of the justices acknowledged the defects of
the former highway rule.
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First, the rule did not work well in practice. It was often
unclear whether or not the highway rule applied. For
example, in principle the rule applied only to the road
itself and not to non-road infrastructure, but it was often
hard to tell which was which. Further, the rule only
applied when the authority was acting as a highway
authority, not in some other capacity, but the distinction
was sometimes hard to draw. Finally, the line between
poor performance, or misfeasance, and
non-performance, or nonfeasance, was often blurred.
Secondly, a number of the justices considered that the
rule was out of keeping with general legal principles. It
gave road authorities special exemption for wrongs that
other persons do not have and could result in injustice
in cases of clear-cut negligence on the part of a road
authority. And the uncertainty of the rule and its many
qualifications and exceptions had the effect of
encouraging rather than discouraging litigation and
reduced the rule’s practical benefit for authorities.
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of them and the resources available to carry out their
functions.
The way forward
In the government’s view, reinstatement of the highway
rule is not a viable long-term option. Its uncertainty and
unfairness was not in the best interests of either
highway authorities or road users. Reinstating the
highway rule would not lead to the best results in terms
of providing a safe road network.
What the community needs is a system that provides
roads that best meet the needs and priorities of the
community to the highest practical standard given the
available resources. The law should facilitate this
outcome.
For this reason the government intends to bring in
legislation next year to deal comprehensively with road
management and related issues.

If the former rule did not work well, criticisms may also
be made of the current law. First, there is a lack of
certainty in relation to the standard of care that a
highway authority must exercise when carrying out its
road management functions such as design,
construction, inspection, repair and maintenance. Roads
vary widely in the standard of their construction and in
the type and volume of traffic that uses them. So do the
resources and priorities of the various road authorities
and the communities they serve. In determining
priorities and allocating resources, authorities have
regard to their system-wide responsibilities. Under the
current law, however, what standard the authority
should have applied, what should have been done, falls
to be decided by the courts after the event on a case by
case basis. Road authorities need to know in advance
what standard of care the law expects of them so that
they can allocate resources and set priorities
accordingly. It is one thing for an authority to be
accountable for not carrying out its legal obligations,
but those legal obligations need to be clear.

An important principle is that the assessment of needs
and the setting of priorities are tasks that are best
carried out by publicly accountable bodies.

Another difficulty with the current situation is that, for
practical purposes, the highway rule was abolished
retrospectively. This exposed councils, Vicroads and
other highway authorities to claims for past events,
during a period in which everyone concerned believed
the highway rule applied and arranged their affairs
accordingly.

Councils and other road authorities would have clear
accountability for how well they carry out their
functions. But they would also determine standards that
best suit their local needs and priorities, and could plan
accordingly in the knowledge that they would be
protected from legal liability if their standards are
reasonable and they adhere to them in practice.

The result has been that highway authorities face
increased exposure to claims and lack certainty in
carrying out their functions. Rural municipalities in
particular face a growing gap between what is expected

It is not possible to have one set of standards that
applies to all roads across the State. The diversity of
roads and of road authorities is too great. However, it is
proposed that the legislation provide a framework for
the development and implementation by individual

At a local level this means councils, elected by and
accountable to their local communities. At a state level
it means state government agencies, such as Vicroads,
that are ultimately accountable to this Parliament.
Consistent with the proposals set out in the discussion
paper published by the Department of Infrastructure in
June, this new legislation would provide a framework
by which authorities would develop and publish
management plans. These plans would articulate the
policies, budgets and operating standards for roads
under the authority’s control.
The courts would then be required to have regard to
these management plans in determining whether the
road authority had or had not been negligent in the
performance of its functions in any particular case.
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authorities of road management plans. This framework
would be set out in a code of practice or guidelines, to
be approved by the relevant ministers and tabled in
Parliament. These would not specify actual legal rights
and duties. Rather they would set benchmarks for good
practice and would provide guidelines and principles to
be followed in carrying out road management functions
and in preparing management plans. While a code of
practice would not be legally binding, it would be a
relevant consideration if it were suggested a road
authority had been negligent.
In general terms, it is expected that the code of practice
or guidelines would be similar to the Code of Practice
for Maintenance Management which is published by
the United Kingdom Institution of Highways and
Transportation.
I should point out that this approach is broadly similar
to the recommendations of the recent report of the New
South Wales Legislative Assembly’s Public Bodies
Review Committee on the effects on government
agencies of the abolition of nonfeasance immunity.
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no reasonable authority could have made such a
decision.
The conclusions and recommendations of the panel’s
report are therefore consistent with the direction being
taken by the Victorian government in relation to
highway authorities.
The new legislation will also contain a number of other
measures to reform the law relating to the management
of roads. These include ensuring that road authorities’
powers match their responsibilities, and that utilities
and other bodies that carry out roadworks are subject to
similar principles.
The contents of this bill
The government will be carrying out further
consultation over the detail of this new approach, with a
view to bringing in legislation next year.

The issue of liability of public authorities was also
considered by the panel appointed by the
commonwealth government in July to review the law of
negligence, which was chaired by Justice Ipp of the
New South Wales Court of Appeal. The panel’s final
report was recently published. That report did not
support the reinstatement of the highway rule, which it
said was ‘subject to many qualifications which were
difficult to apply or to justify in a principled way’.

In the meantime, road authorities are grappling with the
effects of a major change to the law that was not only
made with no notice, but retrospectively. What is
needed is breathing space so that the transition to the
new arrangements can be conducted and managed in an
orderly fashion. To this end this bill proposes to confer
on road authorities a statutory immunity from civil
liability in respect of non-performance of their
functions in relation to inspection and repair of roads. It
is intended that, as near as practicable, this statutory
immunity will have the same effect as the former
common-law highway rule.

However, the panel’s report also concluded that the
abolition of the highway rule had had some undesirable
consequences. Courts have to consider whether, in the
words of the report, ‘the authority’s conduct in relation
to the risk in question was reasonable given the other
demands on the resources available to the authority’.
The panel considered that this was undesirable in at
least three respects. To quote the report again:

This is an interim measure only. The statutory
immunity will sunset on 1 July 2004. It is intended that
the new road management legislation, outlined earlier,
would also take effect on that date. This will give
councils and other road authorities time to put in place
management arrangements that reflect the new law,
including the adoption of management plans under the
proposed new legislation if they wish.

First, courts are not well qualified, either in terms of expertise
or procedure, to adjudicate upon the reasonableness of
decisions that are essentially political in nature. Secondly,
courts are inappropriate bodies to consider the reasonableness
of such decisions because they are neither politically
representative nor politically responsible. Thirdly, proper
consideration of the reasonableness of such decisions may be
very expensive and time-consuming.

The panel recommended that new legislation should
embody the principle that a policy decision based
substantially on financial, economic, political or social
factors or constraints cannot support a finding of
negligent performance or non-performance of a public
function unless the decision was so unreasonable that

As already mentioned, the High Court’s decision in
Brodie’s case was retrospective in its practical effect.
This is a significant problem for councils and other road
authorities, which had arranged their affairs in good
faith on the basis of the former law. For this reason, the
bill proposes that the new statutory immunity will apply
to all legal proceedings, including those where the
cause of action arose prior to the legislation taking
effect. However, this will not apply where legal
proceedings had actually begun prior to the introduction
of this bill into Parliament, so as to avoid
disadvantaging plaintiffs who have already begun
proceedings in reliance on the law as expressed in
Brodie’s case.
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Section 85 statement
I wish to make a statement for the purposes of
section 85 of the Constitution Act 1975.
Clause 3 of the bill proposes to insert a new
section 37A into the Transport Act 1983. That new
section will provide that certain persons and bodies
carrying out functions of a highway authority will not
be liable in any civil proceedings for failing to repair, or
keep in repair, a highway or for failing to inspect it for
that purpose. Clause 5 of the bill proposes to insert a
new section 255F into the Transport Act 1983, which
states that it is the intention of the new section 37A to
alter or vary section 85 of the Constitution Act 1975.
The reasons for this proposal are as follows. In the case
of Brodie and Singleton Shire Council, the High Court
held that the rule that highway authorities were not
liable in damages in respect of failure to repair a
highway no longer formed part of the common law of
Australia.
The change in the law in this manner has had a number
of undesirable consequences. The decision had
retrospective effect for practical purposes, applying to
causes of action that arose before, as well as after, the
court’s decision. Further, road authorities had arranged
their affairs on the basis of the law as it was formerly
understood and have had difficulty in adjusting their
arrangements to the new requirements.
To overcome these undesirable consequences, the
amendments will provide statutory immunity in similar
terms to the former highway rule. This immunity will
apply to all causes of action, whether arising before or
after the commencement of the legislation, so as to
negate the retrospective effect of the judgment. The
immunity will continue until 1 July 2004, but will not
apply to causes of action arising on or after that date.
This will provide a transitional period during which
highway authorities may continue to manage their
affairs on the basis of the former law whilst having time
to make appropriate arrangements to carry out their
responsibilities under the new law.
Conclusion
The High Court decision in Brodie’s case made plain
the defects of the former highway rule. The new law,
however, provides road authorities with insufficient
certainty. Councils and similar bodies make their
decisions on the allocation of limited public moneys
amongst competing priorities and across the whole
range of their responsibilities. Any assessment of
whether an authority has been negligent in a particular
case needs to take into account these wider issues. To
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this end the law needs to provide a better framework for
road management, one that optimises the best outcomes
having regard to local needs and priorities. The
government is committed to developing and
implementing such a framework.
In the meantime, under this bill, councils and other road
authorities will be able to carry out their functions on
the basis of the former law.
I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mrs ELLIOTT
(Mooroolbark).
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 24 October.

TRANSPORT (TAXI DRIVER STANDARDS
AND OMBUDSMAN) BILL
Second reading
Mr BATCHELOR (Minister for Transport) — I
move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

The bill introduces amendments to the Transport Act
1983 which are designed to further improve Victoria’s
public transport system. The changes will improve
taxidriver standards, clarify the powers of the Victorian
Ombudsman to investigate the actions of authorised
enforcement officers and facilitate the operation of a
public transport industry ombudsman scheme.
The improvements to taxidriver standards contained in
the bill will enable the licensing authority — that is, the
Secretary of the Department of Infrastructure — to
declare that a person who has been convicted of a
serious criminal offence be disqualified from obtaining
a drivers certificate for a specified period of time. The
provisions will apply to current drivers, new applicants
for a drivers certificate and to drivers seeking to renew
their certificate every three years.
The provisions will also apply to drivers of hire cars
and buses used for public transport and will reinforce
the existing provisions that safeguard the standards for
driver eligibility.
The provisions cover criminal offences involving
violence — such as murder, armed robbery and serious
assault; sexual offences — such as rape or sexual
assault against children; drug offences; and offences
involving theft, fraud or damage to property.
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Where the holder of a certificate is convicted of a
serious criminal offence the licensing authority will
have the ability to suspend or revoke the drivers
certificate and to prevent the driver being granted a new
certificate for a specified period.
Drivers whose certificates are suspended or revoked are
able to appeal to the Magistrates Court consistent with
current legislative protections.
Consistent with the current legislative framework there
will be no recourse to a court or tribunal to appeal
against a refusal by the licensing authority to grant a
drivers certificate. Existing administrative law rights
will not be interfered with.
The bill also introduces a requirement for a person
holding or applying for a drivers certificate to notify the
licensing authority of any conviction or charge for any
criminal offence which is relevant for the purposes of
these provisions.
These new provisions will only apply to offences
committed on or after the date these provisions come
into effect.
As honourable members are aware, the government has
previously announced that it is working with the public
transport operators and groups representing passengers
and consumers to establish a public transport industry
ombudsman. This initiative will restore rights of
recourse that passengers lost when public transport was
franchised in August 1999.
To facilitate the operation of a public transport industry
ombudsman, the Transport Act will be amended to
allow information relating to passenger and
enforcement matters which is protected by privacy
provisions, to be given to a public transport
ombudsman for the purposes of investigating and
resolving complaints made by members of the public.
To safeguard privacy, the Secretary of the Department
of Infrastructure must certify that the public transport
industry ombudsman has an appropriate privacy
protection policy consistent with the requirements of
the Victorian Privacy Commissioner.
The bill also clarifies the power of the Victorian
Ombudsman to investigate complaints about the
behaviour and actions of authorised enforcement
officers who are employed by public transport operators
and are performing public transport-related functions.
This amendment will give clear power to the Victorian
Ombudsman to investigate and make recommendations
to the operator and to the Minister for Transport
regarding law enforcement on public transport in cases
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where there is an alleged misuse of statutory power by
enforcement officers.
It is anticipated that the public transport industry
ombudsman will also investigate complaints about the
conduct of authorised officers, and that the industry
ombudsman and the Victorian Ombudsman will have
an agreement to cover the practical processes for
dealing with the interface of their respective
jurisdictions. It is expected that the majority of
complaints relating to authorised officers will be dealt
with by the public transport industry ombudsman;
however, it is recognised that more serious cases
involving alleged misuse of statutory power may be
appropriate for investigation by the Victorian
Ombudsman. The clarification of the Victorian
Ombudsman’s powers will ensure a high level of
accountability and transparency in the exercise of
powers vested in authorised officers by the state.
The bill includes an amendment to the Rail
Corporations Act 1996 which will ensure that the
Victorian Rail Track Corporation and the Spencer
Street Station Authority are able to participate in a
public transport industry ombudsman scheme.
The bill also contains an amendment to the Public
Transport Competition Act 1995 to repeal a number of
obsolete provisions.
I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mrs ELLIOTT
(Mooroolbark).
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 24 October.

RETAIL LEASES BILL
Second reading
Mr BRUMBY (Minister for State and Regional
Development) — I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

The purpose of the bill is to establish a new regulatory
framework for retail tenancies that promotes greater
certainty, fairness and clarity in the commercial
relationship between landlords and tenants of retail
premises.
The deficiencies of the Retail Tenancies Reform Act
1998 — both in terms of legal anomalies and the
inadequacy of the legislation in addressing the most
important concerns of small business — means that it
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has been necessary to create an entirely new regulatory
framework.

its superior information and negotiating power to the
detriment of the other party.

Before detailing the key elements of the bill, I wish to
briefly outline the broader context within which the
legislation has been developed.

One of the key issues to clearly emerge from the
industry consultations is the need for improved
education of both tenants and landlords on the
implications of a lease before it is entered into, to help
prevent disputes arising during the term of the lease.
The industry also emphasised the importance of
seeking to resolve disputes in an informal, timely and
cost-effective manner.

Retailing is a vital part of the Victorian economy. The
industry is comprised of over 35 000 retailers, which
are mostly small businesses. It employs over
350 000 Victorians, half of whom are young people.
Victoria has a diverse and vibrant retail industry,
ranging from world-class shopping centres to specialist
outlets in laneways. The strong presence of small
businesses in the industry underpins Melbourne’s
reputation as the shopping capital of Australia. With
most retailers choosing to lease a premises rather than
buy a shop, the rent payable and other terms of a lease
have a major impact on a tenant’s business.
The government came to office with a commitment to
conduct a comprehensive review of Victoria’s retail
tenancy laws to better protect small and medium-size
retail tenants by abolishing the 1000-square-metre rule,
ensuring more effective disclosure statements,
providing reasonable security of tenure and introducing
a low-cost and responsive dispute resolution
mechanism.
The bill delivers on the government’s commitments in
full.
The review consulted extensively with the industry. It
released an issues paper and discussion paper for
comment and conducted a series of public forums and
industry workshops. Most recently, an exposure draft of
the bill was circulated for public comment.
The government thanks those people who contributed
to the development of the bill by making submissions
to the review or attending meetings. The feedback from
these consultations has been critical to ensuring the
government has developed legislation that represents a
fair balance between the interests of tenants and
landlords and is also legally sound.
If all parties to a lease adopted good and fair business
practices, there would be little need for the regulation of
retail tenancies. Unfortunately this is not always the
case. Governments across Australia have recognised
this and have introduced retail tenancies legislation that
establishes minimum requirements to promote fair
outcomes. This legislation is intended to encourage an
environment of fairness so that landlords and tenants
mutually benefit. The government has legislated to
ensure that a party does not unfairly take advantage of

A major government initiative included in the bill is the
establishment of a Retail Industry Commissioner. The
commissioner will have the power to arrange mediation
between disputing parties to avoid formal legal action
proceeding, undertake education campaigns and, if
necessary, run test cases. The commissioner will play a
role in the broader retail industry, with the power to
investigate compliance with the packaged liquor
industry code of conduct and the capacity to intervene
in unconscionable conduct disputes between businesses
under the Fair Trading Act 1999. The role of the
commissioner is pivotal in the government’s overall
strategy of promoting a competitive and fair business
environment.
The bill represents best practice retail tenancies
legislation in Australia and harmonises laws by
adopting a number of sensible provisions from other
states.
I now turn to the key elements of the bill.
Certainty and clarity
The bill introduces major improvements to how the
coverage of the legislation is determined so that small
and medium-size tenants are not unfairly excluded. As
promised by the government, the 1000-square-metre
rule — a provision that is unfair and creates legal
uncertainty — has been abolished. The review assessed
a range of alternatives and concluded that a rent
threshold is a fairer means of determining coverage.
The rent threshold figure will be prescribed by
regulation following final consultations with the
industry.
The current provision that excludes public corporations
works against small businesses that operate under a
company structure. The bill introduces a more readily
identifiable means of distinguishing between small and
large companies by excluding listed corporations and
their subsidiaries. The bill also corrects an anomaly in
the current legislation whereby a franchisee who is a
party to a lease is not protected if the franchisor also
happens to be the landlord. These changes deliver on
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the government’s commitment to ensuring that the
public corporations and franchise provisions of the
legislation do not unfairly exclude small and
medium-size tenants.

where a tenant seeks a shorter term and has been
informed by the Retail Industry Commissioner about
the implications of waiving their right to a five-year
term.

The bill also provides greater protection for tenants who
are on short-term leases, as they will be covered once
the tenant has continuously been in possession for one
year. This ensures that schemes such as 364-day leases
that contain a 25-year option are covered by the
legislation. The bill maintains existing provisions
regarding the type of retail activity that is covered by
the legislation.

A major initiative under the legislation is the inclusion
of unconscionable conduct provisions aimed at
protecting a tenant or landlord from unfair practices by
the other party to the lease. The bill includes a
non-exhaustive list of matters, drawn from
section 51AC of the Trade Practices Act 1974, that the
Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal may have
regard to in determining whether a party has engaged in
conduct that is, in all the circumstances,
unconscionable. Similar provisions already operate in
New South Wales and Queensland.

The government considers that the most effective way
of minimising retail tenancy disputes is to ensure that
the parties have sufficient information to make a sound
business decision about entering into and renewing a
lease.
The bill includes improved provisions that require the
landlord to give the tenant a disclosure statement at
least seven days before entering into the lease. Tough
penalties will apply where a landlord fails to give a
disclosure statement or provides one that is misleading,
false or incomplete. The content of disclosure
statements is to be prescribed by regulation and will
include the improvements suggested by the industry
during the course of the review. Notification
requirements in regard to a tenant’s option to renew are
enhanced.
A major obstacle to informing landlords and tenants of
their rights and obligations under retail tenancies
legislation is that there is no systematic means by which
to contact them. All jurisdictions except Victoria
require leases to be registered. While the government
has chosen to minimise the compliance burden on
business by not adopting the interstate model of
registering leases, the bill does require the landlord to
notify the Retail Industry Commissioner of basic
contact details of the parties to the lease within 14 days.
This is a negligible impost on landlords, but the details
will be invaluable for the commissioner to ensure that
all landlords and tenants covered by the legislation have
access to relevant retail tenancy information.
Fairness
The bill delivers on the government’s commitment to
deliver reasonable security of tenure for tenants. It
provides that all tenants, not just first-time tenants as is
currently the case, have a right to a five-year term. This
reform brings Victoria into line with interstate regimes
and is an important improvement in a tenant’s security
of tenure. However, this provision does not apply

However, those matters based on the Trade Practices
Act are generic and so the bill includes some specific
matters to ensure greater clarity as to the application of
the concept of unconscionable conduct to the
landlord-tenant relationship. These specific matters
relate to:
the extent to which the landlord or tenant was not
reasonably willing to negotiate the rent under the
lease;
the extent to which the landlord or tenant
unreasonably used information about the turnover of
the tenant’s or a previous tenant’s business to
negotiate the rent; and
the extent to which one party required the other party
to incur unreasonable fit out costs.
This provision will benefit both landlords and tenants.
It in no way represents a broadening of the existing
principle of unconscionable conduct. The government
received advice on this matter from Dr Clyde Croft, SC,
an expert in retail tenancy legislation and trade
practices matters, and is satisfied that the specific
matters included in the bill do not broaden the concept
of unconscionable conduct and would not create legal
uncertainty regarding the interpretation of
unconscionable conduct or constrain businesses from
engaging in normal commercial behaviour.
The unconscionable conduct provisions should
encourage a cultural change and the adoption of good
business practices. This gives tenants greater security,
without imposing prescriptive requirements on
landlords.
Certain actions by a landlord in managing the building
can have a significant adverse effect on a tenant’s
business. The bill strengthens the current provisions
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relating to relocation of a tenant’s business and
introduces new protections to deal with alterations,
refurbishments, demolition and damaged premises.
Depending on the circumstances, the tenant may be
entitled to reasonable compensation, a right to terminate
the lease or an entitlement to be offered a new lease on
the same terms and conditions. These reforms provide
significant improvements in security to tenants during
the term of the lease.
The bill contains important improvements in regard to
the conduct of rent reviews. Under the current
legislation it is possible for landlords to purposefully
delay the timing of a rent review in the expectation of a
more favourable outcome. The bill addresses this unfair
practice by providing that rent reviews are to take place
as early as practicable within the time provided by the
lease. If the landlord has not initiated the review within
90 days after the end of that time, the tenant may
initiate the review.
Where a lease provides for a rent review to be made on
the basis of the current market rent and agreement on
the amount cannot be reached between the tenant and
landlord, the bill requires the valuation of current
market rent to be determined by a specialist retail
valuer. If the tenant and landlord cannot agree on the
appointment of a specialist retail valuer, the bill
provides for the Retail Industry Commissioner to
appoint one. In such cases the landlord is obliged to
supply relevant information to the valuer. Penalties
apply if the landlord fails to do so.
The bill also ensures that tenants are treated fairly in
regard to outgoings. Landlords can currently pass on
their land tax liability to the tenant as part of outgoings.
However, land tax is an expense that bears little relation
to the tenant’s activities. In light of this the bill provides
that a provision in a new or renewed lease is void to the
extent that it makes the tenant liable to pay land tax. In
regard to existing leases, the bill ensures that tenants
have a reasonable time to budget for land tax payments
by requiring the landlord to give written notice to the
tenant of the liability within 21 days of receiving the
assessment notice. The bill also gives tenants more
certainty regarding management fees in shopping
centres by generally limiting increases during the term
of the lease to no more than CPI.
The new legislative framework will apply to new leases
and renewals of existing leases. However, the bill
ensures that tenants on old leases are not left behind and
benefit from the government’s reforms. The Retail
Tenancies Act 1986 and Retail Tenancies Reform Act
1998 are amended to ensure consistency with
procedural requirements under the bill. These
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provisions relate to matters such as the confidential use
of turnover information, outgoings statements and
notices for upcoming renewals and options.
The bill also extends the jurisdiction of the Victorian
Civil and Administrative Tribunal to enable it to hear
and determine disputes arising under or in relation to
retail premises leases, whether or not those disputes
arose under leases subject to the common law, the 1986
act, the 1998 act or the bill. This is of significant
importance to tenants under pre-1998 leases, who
currently cannot have disputes heard by VCAT.
Dispute resolution
The bill establishes the Retail Industry Commissioner
to investigate complaints, mediate retail tenancy
disputes and undertake a range of other statutory
functions. A dispute must first be referred for mediation
before being the subject of proceedings before VCAT.
Interstate experience suggests that this model will be
effective in resolving disputes and therefore avoid the
need for formal legal proceedings.
Furthermore, a tenant seeking relief against forfeiture
must currently make an application to the Supreme
Court. This imposes a significant cost burden on small
tenants. The bill rectifies this situation by investing
VCAT with concurrent jurisdiction in relation to relief
against forfeiture, so that a tenant can choose to apply
to either the Supreme Court or VCAT.
Section 85 statement
I wish to make a statement of the reasons why it is the
intention of the bill to alter or vary section 85 of the
Constitution Act 1975.
Clause 97 of the bill states that it is the intention of
section 89(4) to alter or vary section 85 of the
Constitution Act 1975.
Section 89(4) restricts the jurisdiction of the Supreme
Court in regards to retail tenancy disputes so that
disputes (with some exceptions) can generally only be
justiciable before the Victorian Civil and
Administrative Tribunal. This ensures that parties in
dispute have access to a low-cost and timely forum to
resolve disputes. A similar provision applies in the
1998 act.
In conclusion, the bill is a major reform package that
delivers on the government’s commitment to bring
greater certainty, fairness and clarity to Victoria’s retail
tenancy legislation.
I commend the bill to the house.
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Debate adjourned on motion of Dr DEAN (Berwick).
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 24 October

GAS INDUSTRY (RESIDUAL PROVISIONS)
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Mr BRUMBY (Treasurer) — I move:
That the bill be now read a second time.

The purpose of this bill is to amend the Gas Industry
(Residual Provisions) Act 1994 (the act) to provide for
the transfer of certain property, rights and liabilities
from Gascor to another state-owned entity.
Gascor acts as a gas wholesaler. It purchases gas from
Esso/BHP-Billiton and on-sells it to private sector gas
retailers Origin Energy (Vic.) Pty Ltd, AGL Victoria
Pty Ltd and TXU Australia Pty Ltd. Until the onset of
full retail contestability (FRC) on 1 October 2002, each
of the retailers had an exclusive right in a geographical
area to supply gas as an agent of Gascor to
non-contestable customers. The retailers paid agency
fees to Gascor in return. On commencement of FRC the
retailers’ obligation to pay agency fees to Gascor
lapsed.
When the Bracks government came to power in
October 1999 the gas industry (apart from Gascor) had
passed to private ownership. Pre-existing contractual
arrangements established as part of the reform process
provided the state with options exercisable until
31 December 2002 to transfer one third of the shares in
Gascor to each of the retailers.
The government is currently reviewing its position with
respect to the options and will reach a decision on
whether to transfer Gascor to the retailers after
consultation with stakeholders. In addition, certain steps
are required before the government is in a position to
exercise the options should it determine to do so. In
particular, under the options the state warranted that if
and when Gascor is transferred to the retailers it would
have no contingent, accrued or prospective liabilities
(apart from certain defined liabilities related to its
respective contracts with Esso/BHP-Billiton and the
retailers).
Gascor (together with 15 other state entities) is a party
in the Longford class action. These proceedings arose
over fire and explosions at the Esso/BHP-Billiton gas
processing plant at Longford on 25 September 1998.
This incident resulted in the tragic death of two Esso
workers and the injury of several others. The class
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action is a claim by gas users and stood-down workers
for damages relating to the 10-day cessation of gas
supplies, which followed the events at Longford. As the
matter is before the court I do not propose to comment
further, except to say that the state denies any liability
in relation to the class action.
The purpose of this bill is to transfer Gascor’s Longford
class action interests, including any liability, to another
state entity. This will ensure that if the government
elects to exercise the option to transfer Gascor to the
retailers the state will not be in breach of warranties
contained in the options. Similarly it will ensure
preservation of the interests of the state with respect to
the class action.
I will now provide an outline of the bill.
Clauses 1 and 2 of the bill contain preliminary
information including a statement of the purpose of the
bill, which is to provide for the transfer of certain
property, rights and liabilities of Gascor.
Clause 3 of the bill inserts in the act a new part 14
entitled ‘Transfer of certain property of Gascor’.
New section 116 includes definitions of the property,
rights and liabilities of Gascor to be transferred. In
summary these are items arising out of or in connection
with the fire and explosions at Longford on
25 September 1998 and the class action that followed
these events. Collectively these are referred to in the bill
as ‘Longford assets’ and ‘Longford liabilities’. They
include insurance rights, contractual rights,
compensation rights, documents, any liabilities arising
in connection with proceeding no. 5538 of 2001 and
proceeding no. 5975 of 2001 in the Supreme Court, any
similar proceedings, and any appeal from such
proceedings.
New section 116(2) enables the minister to fix the date
of transfer.
New section 117 provides that it is the intention of
part 14 to provide for the transfer as a bundle in one
transaction of the whole of the Longford assets and
Longford liabilities to a transferee nominated by the
minister. This provision has been included to make it
clear that the state intends that Longford assets and
Longford liabilities transferred under part 14 are not to
be unbundled or separated from each other.
New section 119 provides that on the date fixed by the
minister the Longford assets vest in the transferee and
the Longford liabilities become liabilities of the
transferee.
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The government is committed to ensuring that
Victorians enjoy the benefits of a competitive and
efficient gas industry, including the lowest sustainable
gas prices and high standards of service. The market
structure and independent regulatory arrangements
allow industry participants to compete on an equal
footing and protect consumers at the same time. The
Essential Services Commission and the ACCC have the
ability to oversee pricing arrangements, while Vencorp
also acts as an independent system operator for market
participants.
The government intends to firmly establish whether
there is public benefit in transferring Gascor to the
retailers in order to decide whether to exercise the
options. Passage of the bill is necessary in order to
enable the state to exercise the options if it decides to
do so.
I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Dr DEAN (Berwick).
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 24 October.

PLANNING AND ENVIRONMENT
(METROPOLITAN GREEN WEDGE
PROTECTION) BILL
Second reading
Ms DELAHUNTY (Minister for Planning) — I
move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

The purpose of the bill is to amend the Planning and
Environment Act 1987 to establish a greater control —
involving approval by each house of Parliament —
over planning scheme amendments which have the
effect of increasing the subdivision potential of land in
the metropolitan green wedges.
The Premier has recently made announcements about
the implementation of Melbourne 2030, the
metropolitan strategy. Implementing Melbourne 2030
will involve actions across a range of government
portfolios and departments.
One of the initiatives of Melbourne 2030 is to reinforce
the principle of maintaining green wedges between
areas of urban development. Melbourne’s ongoing
development in urban corridors separated by green
wedges has been a planning principle at least since
1971. Where the term ‘green wedges’ was previously
used to define the areas between the growth corridors of
metropolitan Melbourne, its current usage in
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Melbourne 2030 relates to the whole non-urban area
within the metropolitan region. While the protection of
the green wedge areas has been generally supported by
all governments since the inception of the concept, land
within the green wedges has been subject to continuing
pressure for closer subdivision and for various forms of
urban and semi-urban development.
Unless a firm line is taken on further subdivision in the
green wedges, some of them will disappear entirely.
Melbourne 2030 includes initiatives to support the
green wedges, including definition in planning schemes
of an urban growth boundary, which will be the subject
of extensive consultation over the coming months.
The government is committed to undertaking this
extensive consultation, but unless immediate action is
taken it does create a risk of land speculation and
owners of land in the green wedge, perhaps seeing the
possibility of more intensive development being
limited, applying pressure to planning authorities and
the government to implement last-minute amendments
to increase subdivision potential. Firm measures are
needed to avert this situation, and this bill is one of
those measures.
First, the recently implemented planning scheme
amendment VC16 defines the urban growth boundary.
There may be points where this does not quite reflect
local detailed planning, and the final definition of this
boundary will be part of the ongoing consultation
process on Melbourne 2030. The boundary as defined
now is the starting point.
This bill is the second element of the initiative to
manage this interim situation. It provides that any
planning scheme amendment which would have the
effect of increasing land subdivision potential in the
area outside the urban growth boundary as defined by
the planning scheme as it existed on 8 October 2002
(that is, including the changes made by
amendment VC16) will be considered in the usual way
but can come into effect only if ratified by each house
of Parliament. The approval of not just the minister of
the day but of Parliament will be required.
This process is similar in effect to that which was put in
place by the previous government for amendments to
the Upper Yarra Valley and Dandenong Ranges
Strategy Plan. It gives effect to recommendations made
by a task force — under the leadership of
Professor Michael Buxton — which was established by
the Premier earlier this year to review issues related to
green wedge protection. It is being introduced as a
quick interim measure, pending consultation on more
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enduring arrangements which will form part of the
implementation of Melbourne 2030.
To avoid any misunderstanding, I also need to note
what this bill does not do.
First, it is not a freeze on subdivision or development in
the green wedges. While some may wish to see such a
freeze applied, to do this would not be fair to
landowners with legitimate expectations of using and
developing their land in accordance with approved
planning schemes. Applications to use and develop land
within the green wedge areas in accordance with the
approved planning schemes will continue to be
considered by responsible authorities in the usual way.
Secondly, it is not a ban on well-thought-out scheme
amendment proposals. A planning authority can
prepare and exhibit an amendment, review
submissions, and submit it for the minister’s approval,
in the usual way, but an amendment which affects
subdivision potential in the green wedges will not come
into operation until approved by Parliament.
Amendments which affect subdivision potential include
those which change the specific provisions of zones
relating to minimum lot sizes and lot excision in the
zones which specify subdivision requirements. This
relates particularly to the rural zones and the low
density residential zone. Amendments to exclude land
from one of these zones and include it in another zone,
or which specify particular subdivision standards for a
project area, would also require approval.
However, an amendment to change land from one
urban zone to another in one of the green wedge
townships — say, from residential to business — would
not change subdivision requirements and so would not
require approval by Parliament.
The government intends to introduce legislation needed
to implement Melbourne 2030 next year. The form of
this will be decided taking account of issues raised in
the consultation process about Melbourne 2030. This
bill does not pre-empt this consultation process or
decisions about Melbourne 2030 implementation, and
in particular does not indicate a finalised approach to
land management in green wedges, or the location of
the urban growth boundary. The procedure provided in
this bill is intended to be an interim arrangement to hold
existing scheme provisions pending the outcome of
consultation.
As I have already noted, the special approval procedure
applies only to land outside the defined urban growth
boundary. This is provided for in the proposed
section 39B of the Planning and Environment Act
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1987, as proposed to be included by clause 3 of this
bill. I have available here a plan which indicates the
urban growth boundary and the green wedge areas over
the whole metropolitan area. While this gives an
overview of the area of application, it is, of course, of
too small a scale to show exact boundaries. These are
shown on the maps of the recently approved planning
scheme amendment VC16, and I have arranged for a
set of these maps to be available in the parliamentary
library.
I commend the bill to the house.
Applause from gallery.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Lupton) — Order!
The gallery will remain silent during the debate.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr BAILLIEU
(Hawthorn).

Ms DELAHUNTY (Minister for Planning) — I
move:
That the debate be adjourned for two weeks.

Mr BAILLIEU (Hawthorn) — I move:
That the word ‘two’ be omitted with the view of inserting in
place thereof the word ‘four’.

The green wedge concept is one that evolved from the
efforts of the Hamer government in the 1970s and it has
endured and earned the support of Melburnians.
Nevertheless the proposition put to us is complex. It has
an impact on a very large number of individuals and
land-holders and also involves a number of councils.
There are 23 councils involved in the documents
produced under the urban growth boundary material of
the metropolitan strategy released on Tuesday, and I
note that there are some 17 councils involved in
proposed section 39A that will be inserted by the bill by
way of fringe planning schemes.
It is a complex item. It is a complex bill. Every situation
is different. I have already had representations from a
large range of land-holders inquiring as to the potential
impact on their properties. It is difficult to arrange
consultations with all of those stakeholders at the best
of times, let alone in a two-week period where the
house is sitting. All we are seeking from the
government is an extension to four weeks so we can
ensure fair and equitable consultation with those
property holders and with those councils.
In addition, I also ask the minister for an undertaking
that before this bill is discussed in the house the
land-holders and property holders who are impacted by
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this bill receive correspondence to that effect from the
government. Obviously we are not in a position to do
that, but the government is. Those who are only now
coming to grips with the legislation and the proposals
are doing so via the media at present, and we would ask
that the government correspond to that effect with all of
those land-holders.
There is a strong historical and warm consideration of
green wedges as they have been by way of concept in
Melbourne in the past. No doubt those views will
continue. There are nevertheless those property holders
who are impacted and they deserve the opportunity to
understand the proposals that are being put forward to
them. There are zones involved which are new and they
are complex. Every situation, as I said, is different.
The minister said that this bill is an interim measure. I
think she used the words in her second-reading speech
that it is a quick interim measure, but I do note there is
no sunset clause in the bill, unless I have misread it, and
hence obviously the legislation would stand, so there is
permanency about it. All we are asking is that those
upon whom an impact is likely to fall have the
opportunity to fully assess the position. Therefore I
have moved that the adjournment period should be four
weeks.
Ms DELAHUNTY (Minister for Planning) (By
leave) — This is another example of Liberals in limbo.
We have offered a briefing on this bill to the opposition,
to the shadow planning minister. Opposition members
have not availed themselves of that opportunity to
understand what this bill is about, and they now come
into this house saying that they need more time to deal
with a bill that will provide immediate interim
protection for the green wedges that they claim they
were the fathers of. This is another example of the
Liberals being lazy, the Liberals not spending the
amount of time it needs to read the documentation and
to accept a briefing on the bill. My office offered an
opportunity to the shadow planning minister on
Monday and again yesterday — —
Mr Baillieu interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Davies) — Order!
The opposition spokesman has had his say. I ask him to
hear the minister.
Ms DELAHUNTY — They have not accepted the
opportunity to be briefed on this bill, and they now
come into this house seeking to frustrate the clear
support that the government has to implement
protection immediately for these green wedges.
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Let me run through the support that the community has
shown since the Premier announced that we would
legislate to protect the green wedges. Professor Michael
Buxton, professor of environment and planning at
RMIT University — —
Dr Dean — On a point of order, Madam Acting
Speaker, this debate is to be about time, not about the
bill and the various aspects of the bill and how the bill
was put together. It is just on the fact that the opposition
believes it needs four weeks and the government thinks
it can do it in two. That is what it is all about.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Davies) — Order! I
uphold the point of order. I ask the minister to speak on
the issue of time.
Ms DELAHUNTY — Let’s go exactly to the issue
of time because it is relevant. The time began when the
Premier announced some weeks ago that this
government would introduce legislation to the house to
protect the green wedges. We received no calls from
the opposition — absolutely nothing, dead silence on
this — seeking information or any explanation of how
the government proposed to protect the green wedges
through legislation introduced in the spring session.
They were supine and silent. Then we came into this
house this week and introduced the bill, and again we
offered briefings on the detail of the bill — and again
silence. They are supine, silent, lazy. That is the
problem.
Mr Baillieu — On a point of order, Madam Acting
Speaker, the minister has now on a number occasions
suggested we have been offered a briefing. I am sure
we will get a briefing, but we have not been offered a
briefing at all.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Davies) — Order!
There is no point of order.
Ms DELAHUNTY — This is clearly embarrassing
for the opposition because it does not have a policy.
Will opposition members support interim green wedges
or oppose them? Delaying the bill for an extra two
weeks does not change the fundamental fact that the
opposition does not have a policy. I repeat, twice this
week my office offered the shadow planning minister
an opportunity to be briefed. They are the facts.
The opposition has finally discovered that it must make
a policy decision. It is a bit like Basslink; it has not got
a policy on green wedges and now it is scrabbling
around trying to discover what its position should be on
a piece of legislation that has overwhelming support
across the community. The shadow planning minister
said the opposition needed extra time for further
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consultation with the 31 councils involved. We have
had so much consultation with councils I do not know
how much more we can do. We had 80 000 ideas, most
of them from local councils. We have had chief
executive officer forums, mayors forums and public
forums for the past 18 months.
Further, after the Premier announced the government’s
intention to introduce the legislation to the house we
wrote to councils about the provisions of Melbourne
2030 that would apply from day one. I know this is a
complex document but it would assist if the shadow
planning minister actually read the document or part of
it. We know from his email, which was not sent to his
colleagues but to the government side, that his
illumination on Melbourne 2030 was, ‘This will have a
major impact on planning issues in Melbourne’. Hello,
a major impact! Even since he sent that riveting and
illuminating email — —
Mr Smith — On a point of order, Madam Acting
Speaker, I ask that you bring the minister back to the
debate on the question of time. This is not an
opportunity for the minister to debate the bill.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Davies) — Order!
There is no point of order. I ask the minister to continue
her remarks on the issue of time.
Ms DELAHUNTY — On the issue of time and
councils wanting more consultation, we had written to all
councils about the planning processes that would apply
from day one, 8 October, on Melbourne 2030, when the
Premier announced the Melbourne 2030 plan. In addition
to the forums that I have outlined we have had detailed
briefings with every council affected in small regional
groups and individual briefings with individual councils
on the issue of the urban growth boundary and the
protection of the green wedges — which is really the
subject of this legislation. Further, we have had final
briefings with all the councils and stakeholders affected
by the urban growth boundary and this interim
legislation protecting green wedges — —
Mr Perton interjected.
Ms DELAHUNTY — Aren’t they people?
Mr Perton interjected.
Ms DELAHUNTY — Victor, you are
embarrassing.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Davies) — Order! I
ask the Minister for Planning and the honourable
member for Doncaster to address their remarks through
the Chair.
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Ms DELAHUNTY — On the day of the launch of
Melbourne 2030 we had an invitation to all interested
parties, be they planners, citizens, or green wedge
coalition members and councillors. I was under the
impression that councillors were citizens, but
apparently not in the view of the Liberal Party. They
came on the morning of the launch for formal briefings
and details. I know the opposition does not understand
the dialogue; it does not understand a conversation. We
have had a conversation for weeks and months and it
has been so detailed. We have seen that the councils
were extremely well informed. Last night in Queen’s
Hall — I know members of the opposition were
mingling with their local councils, which we welcome
and I hope they learnt of the councils’ support for the
metro strategy and Melbourne 2030 — —
Dr Dean — On a point of order, Madam Acting
Speaker, is this on time? I am putting the question to
you because I do not believe it is. I do not believe the
minister is talking on time.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Davies) — Order!
There is no point of order.
Mr Perton — You are joking!
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Davies) — Order! I
suggest that the honourable member for Doncaster be
more respectful of the Chair. The format of that point of
order was not such that it needs to be ruled on as a point
of order. I ask the honourable member for Doncaster to
be more respectful. I ask the minister to continue on the
issue of time. I ask her to be attentive to the topic of the
debate and to focus on that narrow topic.
Ms DELAHUNTY — I am trying to address that
because the point made by the honourable member for
Hawthorn was that the opposition required a further
two weeks so that it could consult with local councils
about the implementation — —
Dr Dean interjected.
Ms DELAHUNTY — I am getting to that. The
honourable member first referred to councils and then
talked about landowners. The opposition does not want
to hear about the range of consultations that we have
had just in the last week on this detailed legislation.
Last night in Queen’s Hall we had a full complement of
metropolitan councils, mayors, chief executive officers
and members of Parliament discussing the fine detail,
not just of this legislation on green wedges but the
Melbourne 2030 plan.
Further to the question of time and the amount of time
that the opposition needs to suddenly develop a policy
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on this, all councils affected by the green wedge
legislation and the urban growth boundary had a
specific briefing with the metropolitan strategy unit of
the Department of Infrastructure on 30 September. That
detail of the green wedge legislation being introduced
to the house this week was given to those councils on
30 September!
Mr Baillieu interjected.
Ms DELAHUNTY — You can say that it was not,
but you have not read the documents. Look at your
emails. You have no idea what is in the legislation.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Davies) — Order! I
ask the Minister for Planning to address her remarks on
this narrow debate through the Chair. I ask her to
continue to do that in the proper form or I will cease to
hear her.
Ms DELAHUNTY — I will try to avoid the
spurious interjections. What the opposition fails to
understand — and the honourable member would
understand if he had accepted our offer of a briefing —
is that there is no immediate change to the
responsibilities of existing landowners in the areas
affected. That is in the second-reading speech. It is
quite clear this is interim legislation to stop any
speculation that would increase the subdivision
potential of land designated as a green wedge.
It does not change their existing rights. Of the groups
that represent landowners and land interests and
property interests, I refer to the Property Council of
Australia, which you would consider would represent
both landowners and property interests in the broader
sense. It is welcoming this government’s Melbourne
2030. More than welcoming it, it is calling on the
opposition to get behind it and give it bipartisan
support. It has had enough time to examine the detail of
this legislation.
Mr Vogels — On a point of order, Madam Acting
Speaker, I am fairly new to this game, I understand that,
but I do not believe this is debating time. The minister
said two weeks; the shadow minister asked for four.
The simple answer is yes or no, then we can get on to
the next second reading and go home.
Mr Hulls — On the point of order, Acting Speaker,
I take up the honourable member’s remark. This is a
narrow debate on the issue of time, but the minister is
clearly saying that two weeks is enough. The opposition
is arguing it needs four weeks. The minister is saying
two weeks is enough and she is giving reasons why two
weeks is enough. She is saying that there is enormous
support and that consultation has already taken place.
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There has been enormous support, so the opposition
does not need four weeks, it needs two weeks. The
minister is explaining, excellently in my view, that the
property council has been consulted with and supports
the bill and urges the opposition to do so, so two weeks
is more than enough. Let’s get on with it. This is an
important piece of legislation. Why delay it for four
weeks?
Mr Honeywood — On the point of order, Madam
Acting Speaker, my electorate is one of the electorates
that predominantly features a green wedge. Every one
of these green wedges is different in character and each
of them is deserving of close consideration to make
sure the government has the boundaries right.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Davies) — Order!
The honourable member needs to speak on the point of
order and not debate the question.
Mr Honeywood — On the point of order on time,
the fact remains that the maps of the now 12 green
wedges have only just arrived in the Parliamentary
Library. Many members of Parliament — —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Davies) — Order! I
ask the honourable member to direct his comments
specifically to the point of order raised by the
honourable member for Warrnambool.
Mr Honeywood — On the question of time — —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Davies) — Order!
The honourable member for Warrnambool raised a
point of order, and I ask the honourable member for
Warrandyte to refer specifically to that point of order
and not to debate the issue.
Mr Honeywood — The point of order, as I
understand it, was that the minister was not referring to
the issue of time. On that point of order I support the
honourable member for Warrnambool, that the
minister, in bringing this legislation on, needs to be
aware that there are many issues that have to be
considered rather than rushing it through.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Davies) — Order! I
have heard enough on the point of order. It is possible
to go around in circles on this issue for a long time. The
debate at hand is on the issue of time. I hear what the
honourable member for Warrnambool stated. The
honourable member knows that the Chair cannot
control the words that a minister will use to deal with
an issue. I do not find that there is a point of order. I ask
the minister to continue her remarks on this very
narrow issue.
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Ms DELAHUNTY — There is clearly a
misunderstanding of this legislation because the
opposition has not taken the trouble to take a briefing.
This is interim legislation. There will be, as I said in the
second-reading speech, full consultation on the final
legislation. The final legislation will be introduced into
the house next session. This is immediate protection to
stop inappropriate subdivision in the green wedges.
Why hold it up?
I know that at the Liberal state council on Saturday a
resolution will be moved asking that the Liberal Party
define in legislation the environmental values of the
green wedges, so let’s just get on with it and do it.
Dr DEAN (Berwick) — I am sorry that the minister
decided to turn what was a fairly subdued request into
some sort of mud-slinging competition.
The SPEAKER — Order! Is the honourable
member speaking on a point of order?
Dr DEAN — I am speaking on time.
The SPEAKER — Order! Has the minister
concluded her remarks?
Ms Delahunty — I have concluded my remarks.
The SPEAKER — Order! The honourable member
for Berwick, my apologies.
Dr DEAN — I am sorry the minister turned the
debate into some sort of abusive slanging match by
referring to the opposition as lazy, scrabbling and
incompetent, because all that has done is to turn a
proposed amendment, which was proposed in very
polite terms and very quietly, into something that is
now slightly out of control. That should not have
happened, and it is because the minister has a tendency
to not be able to look at things professionally.
I will go one by one through the points raised by the
minister and will respond to them. I will not hurl abuse
or anything like that. The first point the minister made
was that there had been no briefing. Of course there has
been no briefing. You introduce a bill, and then you get
a briefing. The bill has just been introduced, so of
course there has been no briefing. I do not know what
the minister was talking about there.
Then the minister said there has been plenty of
consultation. There may have been consultation with
other people, but there has been no consultation with
the opposition. The opposition has to now put its point
and work out where it stands. That is why we are
saying we need extra time.
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The minister then said the metropolitan strategy has
now been introduced. It was introduced on Tuesday.
No invitation was offered to the opposition. When the
opposition staffer attended he was told he could not
have a copy of the metropolitan strategy. That was
another consultation opportunity last Tuesday.
Then there was a reference to the fact that the councils
had been advised about the background of the bill some
time ago. The minister said 30 September. The minister
is referring to the document that appears on the Web.
This is apparently another opportunity where the
government has consulted with the opposition and
given the opposition the opportunity. Of course there
has been no briefing yet, because the bill has only been
introduced. If putting something on the Web is
supposed to be an opportunity for consultation with the
opposition — and most of it refers to alternative
processes and not the processes that have just come
on — that is very surprising indeed.
The minister then referred to the fact that there had
been consultation with councils and so forth. The
shadow minister just made a very polite point, I
thought, and that was that we need time to consult with
the stakeholders, with the property owners. The bill has
just arrived. It covers massive areas of geography. It
covers massive numbers of stakeholders. We need time.
It may be that the government has consulted with every
single one — well done! — but we, the opposition,
have to come to our position, and we need to consult. If
it is true that the minister has been doing this consulting
over a long period, all that shows is that we also need
some time to go through that process because we have
to come to our position.
But I must say that when the minister says she has done
the consultation it is rather strange to read in the
second-reading speech that the government is
committed to undertaking extensive consultation. Either
the consultation has happened or it has not. From the
government’s own second-reading speech it appears
that it has not. Maybe the government itself would like
more time to do the consultation it is talking about.
When it comes down to it I am not making accusations,
as the minister was, about laziness or scrabbling or
incompetence. All I am doing is saying a very simple
thing: this is an extensive bill which has only — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The honourable member
for Springvale is not assisting proceedings.
Dr DEAN — The only request we are making is
that the adjournment be expanded for another two
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weeks. Why would a government that came into power
on the basis of allowing the processes of Parliament to
work properly not say, ‘We have just second read
another 11 or 12 bills. You have copped two weeks on
every single one of them, and you have asked for four
weeks on one which is quite extensive in terms of
geography. All right, that is no problem.’? Why would
it not do that, you have to ask yourself.
This is a government which only last night had to ditch
its program in a rather embarrassing way because it had
put too much into one week. The government is putting
a lot of legislation through the Parliament; it has already
had to back off from 2 pieces of legislation; and it has
just added another 12. Is the government really saying it
must have all these bills debated in two weeks? If it is,
this is an impossible situation. It could not possibly do
that, as we found out this week. Here is an excellent
opportunity with at least one of the bills for it to say,
‘All right, we will put that one over to four weeks’. But
no, there is none of that, just abuse and ‘How could you
possibly want to have four weeks?’.
I am very sorry that when we ask for two weeks on one
of its 12 bills the government is unable to accommodate
us. It has not really explained why; it has given reasons
none of which is correct. We believe the government
will certainly incur the effects of the inquiring mind of
the electorate when it determines that the government
would not give the opposition an extra two weeks on
this important bill when it was asked quite politely to
do so.
Mr BRACKS (Premier) — The system which
operates here and which has operated here for a long
time is that bills are adjourned for two weeks. You
really have to ask why in this case the opposition has
sought to go longer than two weeks when it has known
for some time that the government has had a policy to
protect green wedges. I refer back to Monday,
30 September, when a press release was issued, which
no doubt the opposition would have. It goes on to other
fax sheets, to the work that was undertaken and to the
policy which has now come in as legislation here today.
Ten days ago the government was clear and explicit
about its policy to bring in legislation and clear, also,
that this was coming up.
You have to ask yourself what the nervousness over
there about making a decision about green wedges is
about? What are they nervous about?
The SPEAKER — Order! The honourable member
for Springvale!
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Mr BRACKS — It is hard to imagine why the
Leader of the Opposition is so agitated about this
matter. What has he got to hide? What has he got to
protect? What is he so concerned about that he cannot
resolve this matter in his own party? Let’s face it, we
know what the problem is here: he wants to avoid a
blue and a battle in his own party about this matter.
There is an absolute lack of commitment to green
wedges. He knows there is going to be division in his
own party, and he wants to avoid that division. This
procrastination is all about putting off the decision on
whether the opposition supports green wedges.
I refer the opposition back some 30 years ago to a
previous Premier, Sir Rupert Hamer, who had the
foresight to establish green belts around Victoria and
the metropolitan area. You would have thought that
was a portent of what should happen now, Mr Speaker.
This is a policy that has been enunciated for some time.
The opposition has known it was coming. This
legislation is based on extensive consultation right
across the community, which has driven this outcome.
There is only one reason why this extension of time is
being sought: the Liberal Party cannot determine its
position on green wedges. It does not have a policy; it
has division in its own ranks and that division is
something it wants to avoid. We have seen that division
before on the marine parks — —
Dr Dean — On a point of order, Mr Speaker, I do
not think the Premier realises this is a debate on time.
He is nowhere near the question of time at the moment.
I do not see how any fictitious divisions in the Liberal
Party have anything to do with the question of time.
The SPEAKER — Order! This is indeed a narrow
debate on the question of time in relation to the motion
that has been moved and the amendment to the
particular time frame. I ask the Premier to restrict his
comments to the motion.
Mr BRACKS — Regarding the question of time,
the government does not see any reason to vary the
arrangement for the two-week adjournment on this bill
compared with other bills. This has been subject to
extensive consultation, including the preparation of the
legislation itself. The legislation has been anticipated by
policy that the government has determined. If they have
a difficulty and are concerned about getting access to
proper and appropriate briefings, I can give an
assurance to the opposition and the shadow minister
that we will make sure we make available a full
briefing on this matter so there is no lost opportunity
over the next two weeks to allow this to happen.
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We on this side do not support an extension of four
weeks. We will facilitate briefings, and we believe the
appropriate adjournment should apply in this case.
Mr MACLELLAN (Pakenham) — The usual
adjournment of the debate is for two weeks. On this
occasion the opposition has asked for four weeks and
the shadow minister has explained why. I think the
shadow minister indicated that he would accept and be
pleased to have a briefing. The Minister for Planning
claimed that a briefing had been offered. The shadow
minister has indicated by way of interjection and point
of order that he has not been offered a briefing at least
up until now. Now the Premier has made such a offer.
The question before the Chair is whether the
adjournment should be for two weeks or four weeks.
These things are cured in a number of different ways.
Sometimes it is agreed between the parties on both
sides of the house that it will be two weeks with
additional time if required. Of course that would take
some strength of character and broadness from the
government.
One might almost suspect from the tone of this debate
that there was an election in the wind. One might be
tempted — strictly on the question of time, as to
whether it is two weeks or four weeks — to get a
distinct impression that there might be another agenda
in the background to this. The Premier, on the question
of time, suggested that there are divisions within the
parliamentary party of the opposition. I would have
thought that if he really believed that then he would, on
the question of time, be wanting to have four weeks so
that the divisions could mature. I would have thought
that an adjournment of four weeks would have been
much better to allow any divisions to show up, if indeed
they exist.
On the question of time, I got the impression from the
minister that she actually is looking to the opposition to
support this legislation. I know some members of the
government party would not share that view, because
they would be hoping the opposition might oppose it.
She was taking the principled stand that she is bringing
this legislation in and seeking support from the
opposition for it.
If support for this bill is more likely, given the
opportunities to consult both municipalities and citizens
on the now known legislation — and this is the time for
the opposition to consult — then I think the usual
approach at this stage of the sitting would be for the
minister to say, ‘I would prefer that the adjournment be
for two weeks but I can give an undertaking that
additional time will be available if required by the
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shadow minister’. There is nothing surprising about
that, but the atmospherics of this debate clearly show
there are agendas quite different from whether the
opposition will or will not support this legislation. The
agendas have gone beyond what has been said in the
words from the minister and the Premier.
If the Premier and the minister are hoping, on the
question of time, to get some political advantage out of
this, I think they are missing the point. The point would
be that Victorian citizens should get protection and an
adequate statement from Parliament and perhaps on a
bipartisan basis a view about green wedges.
Ms Lindell interjected.
Mr MACLELLAN — I do not know that it is
helpful for you to interject. It tends often to make the
debate more acrimonious rather than more friendly. I
was merely suggesting a mechanism by which the
government and the opposition might reach agreement
at a quarter to 6, rather than reach disagreement. If the
honourable member is anxious to have a difference on
this question resolved by a vote, then I suppose it would
be a good idea if she continued to interject or indeed
spoke in the debate.
I am suggesting the minister might like to say, ‘The
government would like to insist upon a fortnight’s
adjournment but would be willing to give additional
time if required by the opposition spokesman’. There is
nothing unusual in that approach.
Mr CARLI (Coburg) — On the matter of time, the
general practice in this house is to have an adjournment
of the debate for two weeks. I see no reason why that
should be varied, partly because I do not see any
enhancement of the debate or the whole consultation
process. We have already seen what happened this
week with the metro strategy, which had been out there
for years. The shadow minister made no contribution to
that debate. The other night when we had the mayors in
Queen’s Hall talking about green wedges and metro
strategies, again — —
Dr Dean — On a point of order, Mr Speaker, the
honourable member for Coburg is not talking on time.
He is talking about all sorts of things that maybe the
opposition did or did not do. This debate is very
narrow, and it is on time.
The SPEAKER — Order! I ask the honourable
member for Coburg to come back to the motion before
the Chair.
Mr CARLI — On the question of time, the process
is not enhanced by adjourning the debate for another
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two weeks. All it does is let the shadow minister off the
hook. This is not a difficult debate. It is not a difficult
issue: we know what the green wedges are. Extra time
for the shadow minister will not enhance the debate.
The protection of green wedges is in fact a Liberal
Party vision going back to Rupert Hamer, who 30 years
ago had the vision about green wedges, and the
government is putting that into practice now. It will not
be assisted by this time wasting on the part of the
opposition. The government wants to bring this on.
These are interim measures. There will be consultation
afterwards in the overall process.
What is presented to the house is not difficult. There is
plenty of time in the two weeks to do the consultations
and whatever is needed by the shadow minister to get
on top of the issue. He needs only two weeks. He will
be properly briefed. He will be able to deal with the
stakeholders. We will be able to have a good debate,
have the interim measures put through in this legislation
and save the green wedges.
Mr LUPTON (Knox) — I wish to speak on this
motion on the matter of time. The honourable member
for Hawthorn has indicated that he has never received a
briefing from the government. The minister has
indicated briefings have been offered. In discussions
with the honourable member for Hawthorn this
morning it was quite apparent that he had received no
offers made by the government for a briefing on this
matter. The honourable member for Coburg has just
come into this house and in talking about time has said
that we can go into consultation after this has been
legislated. There is not much point in doing that.
There is a lot of concern in the suburbs and other areas,
and members of the opposition do not know what the
community has said because they have not been able to
consult. Although we are asking for an extra two
weeks, in fact we are seeking only one additional week.
If you look at the parliamentary sittings you see that we
sit next week, the second week would be the off week,
and then, in accordance with the minister’s motion, we
would be able to look at it in the third week. All we are
asking for is an additional week. I cannot see that that is
going to create a problem.
Members of the government must have something to
hide if they are not prepared to allow us to consult with
the community. In real terms we are asking for an
additional week, even though the amending motion
says four weeks. As I said, that is because of the
parliamentary sitting dates.
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Mrs MADDIGAN (Essendon) — I believe we have
had enough time wasting from the opposition on this
matter. Therefore I move:
That the question be now put.

The SPEAKER — Order! As this is a narrow
procedural motion on the question of time, and as there
have been seven speakers on the question, I am
prepared to accept the motion.
Mrs Maddigan’s motion agreed to.

The SPEAKER — Order! The minister has moved
that the debate be adjourned for two weeks, to which
the honourable member for Hawthorn has moved an
amendment that the word ‘four’ be substituted for the
word ‘two’. The question is that the word proposed to
be amended stand part. Those supporting the
honourable member’s amendment should vote no.
Amendment negatived.
Motion agreed to and debate adjourned until Thursday,
24 October.

DANDENONG DEVELOPMENT BOARD
BILL
Second reading
Ms DELAHUNTY (Minister for Planning) — I
move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

The main purpose of the bill is to establish the
Dandenong Development Board which is a cooperative
effort between the state government and the City of
Greater Dandenong.
Dandenong is one of the state government’s five
announced metropolitan transit cities projects. The
Transit Cities program is an important component of
Melbourne 2030 as it implements a number of the
initiatives stemming from the strategy.
On 12 March 2002 the Premier announced that the
government would establish the Dandenong
Development Board and, as part of that announcement,
the Premier advised that the board will have seed
funding of $1 million.
This funding allocation was confirmed in the state
2002–03 budget where $4 million was allocated over
four years to the board
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With the establishment of the board the government is
honouring its commitment to setting the vision for
tackling the economic, social and environmental
challenges in Dandenong.
The function of the board will be to promote the
development of Dandenong as a key centre for
employment and services in the south-east metropolitan
area. The board will aim to refocus the Dandenong
town centre and encourage activities which lead to the
creation of an economically vibrant, safe and attractive
centre.
In order to help the board to achieve its objective it will
include representatives from the Greater Dandenong
City Council, the local business community, the
Department of Infrastructure, the Department of
Innovation, Industry and Regional Development and
the Urban and Regional Land Corporation.
The board will assist in the facilitation of economic,
cultural and community development and employment
growth in Dandenong. The board will also make
recommendations on infrastructure and other works
considered necessary to stimulate development and
cultural activity in Dandenong. The board, however,
will not have powers to undertake borrowings or
acquire land.
In order to implement the government’s Transit Cities
program to revitalise Dandenong, the board will assist
by:
providing opportunities for increased private
investment and business innovation in Dandenong;
improving the overall quality of place and
encouraging sustainable development;
encouraging the development of higher density
housing at strategic locations near transport nodes;
encouraging diversity of housing types and
promotion of design innovation, while protecting
residential character;
focusing higher density mixed-use development
around the key transport nodes;
undertaking the planning of a development site and
facilitate appropriate demonstration projects;
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20 per cent of metropolitan trips by public transport
by 2020;
creating and improving pedestrian/cycling linkages
with transport interchanges;
reducing the pressure to develop on the urban fringe;
safety through community building and design;
better access to services;
whole-of-government response to development
issues.
The Dandenong Development Board will actively liaise
with agencies/instrumentalities such as TAFEs,
hospitals, Department of Justice (Crime Prevention
Victoria), police, Vicroads and Victrack so as to
coordinate government expenditure and actions to
achieve a safe urban design and built form and
functionality for Dandenong.
I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr WILSON
(Bennettswood).
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 24 October.

VICTIMS OF CRIME ASSISTANCE
(MISCELLANEOUS AMENDMENTS) BILL
Second reading
Mr HULLS (Attorney-General) — I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

As part of the government’s commitment to
strengthening support services to victims of crime, the
Department of Justice has undertaken a review of
services to victims of crime to:
examine how those services are currently being
delivered; and
determine the best way of delivering services to
victims in the future.

building communities that offer fair access for all to
services and employment opportunities;

The Review of Services to Victims of Crime Report was
released in February 2000. It found that although a
wide range of services is available to victims of crime,
service delivery is fragmented and requires greater
coordination.

improving public transport usage and the integration
of transport services and will assist in delivering

The report made a number of key recommendations
about how services to victims of crime can be improved
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and better coordinated. A victims services task force
has been established to implement these non-legislative
recommendations.
The report also made recommendations about the
potential to improve and streamline the current
processes at VOCAT in order to make it more
accessible and responsive to victims of crime.
Implementing these recommendations will help redress
the current imbalance in the provision of counselling
services. This imbalance has occurred as a result of the
ease with which victims have been able to obtain
counselling through the VRAS-administered victims
counselling scheme and the delays that victims seeking
counselling have experienced at VOCAT.
The Victims of Crime Assistance (Miscellaneous
Amendments) Bill will amend the current legislation
by:
removing the current legislative restrictions on
making interim awards and enabling some to be
made by registrars of VOCAT;
correcting an anomaly in the legislation by widening
the circumstances in which childhood victims of
sexual assault may be awarded special financial
assistance;
enabling VOCAT to determine a matter without a
hearing if it relates to making an interim award or if
the applicant’s consent has been obtained; and
empowering the Chief Magistrate to make guidelines
in relation to non-procedural matters.
Interim awards — providing urgent assistance to
support victims
Currently, in order to be satisfied that an applicant is
entitled to a final award, applicants are required to
provide the tribunal with a series of documents,
including police and medical reports and any other
relevant supporting material. It is also preferable that
any injury sustained by an applicant has stabilised prior
to the tribunal making a final award. In some cases, it
may take many months before a final award can be
made. For this reason, the tribunal has the power to
make interim awards.
When making interim awards under the current
legislation, magistrates must be satisfied that the
applicant will be, or is likely to be, entitled to receive a
final award under the act. To date, a number of
magistrates have been reluctant to make interim awards
on the basis that if a final award is not made, the act
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states that the amount of the interim award becomes a
debt due to the state.
This bill will make it easier for magistrates to make
interim awards by removing these requirements in the
act and providing magistrates with a discretion. An
interim award will only become a debt due to the state
if the tribunal considers it appropriate to make such an
order.
This bill will also give registrars of the tribunal the
power to make interim awards up to a prescribed limit.
This limit will be detailed in regulations. This will
enable the tribunal to deal with interim applications
more quickly, especially where applicants are seeking
urgent counselling or relocation. Registrars who
undertake these functions will receive appropriate
training.
Childhood victims of sexual assault
When this government restored compensation for pain
and suffering for victims, it recognised the special
position of childhood victims of sexual assaults.
The rationale for providing assistance to child victims
was explained at the time the original amendments
were introduced. It was intended that special financial
assistance be made available to victims of childhood
sexual assault as they are among the most vulnerable
victims in society. Because of the nature of child sexual
abuse, cases are often not reported for years. Offenders
are often known to the victim and are often in positions
of power and trust. Children are generally weaker than
their assailants and are often dependent on them.
Providing special financial assistance to these victims
acknowledges and recognises the courage shown by
them in reporting the crime to police and the suffering
they have experienced.
The original amendments provided that victims of
childhood sexual assault would be eligible for special
financial assistance in the following situations:
where the abuse occurred between 1 July 1997 (the
date when compensation for pain and suffering was
abolished by the Kennett government) and 1 July
2000 (the date the government reintroduced
compensation for pain and suffering); and
where a sexual offence was committed against a
child at any time prior to 1 July 1997 if a person has
been (on or after 1 July 1997) committed or directly
presented for trial on a charge for a relevant sexual
offence.
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This criteria has unintentionally excluded certain
childhood victims who were intended to come within
the scheme.

It is not intended that guidelines made under this clause
will fetter the discretion of magistrates who constitute
the tribunal.

The bill corrects the anomaly in the legislation by
extending the situations in which victims may apply for
special financial assistance to include those where a
person has, on or after 1 July 1997, been charged with a
relevant offence and:

Evidence of deemed injury

those charges are heard and determined in the
Magistrates or Children’s Court; and
the person dies without the charges having been
determined.
The amendments will ensure that victims who fit within
these categories will be able to apply for special
financial assistance.
Determining applications without a hearing
This bill provides that the tribunal can determine or
make a decision in relation to an interim application
without conducting a hearing, unless the tribunal
considers that a hearing is necessary or desirable.
This amendment recognises that the number of interim
applications received by the tribunal has markedly
increased. Giving the tribunal the power to determine
interim applications without a hearing will increase the
efficiency of the tribunal and enable it to be more
responsive to victims who present with urgent needs,
for example, those victims who require urgent
counselling or relocation.
The tribunal does not have the power to decide on a
final application without conducting a hearing, unless
the applicant has consented in writing to the tribunal
doing so.
If an applicant is not satisfied with the tribunal’s
decision in relation to an interim award, they have a
right of review to the Victorian Civil and
Administrative Tribunal.
Guidelines
This bill will give the Chief Magistrate the power to
issue guidelines for the tribunal in relation to the
matters that may be taken into account in determining
whether expenses of a specified kind are reasonable.
Guidelines which set out what is reasonable will help to
promote consistent practice within the tribunal and
assist in managing the expectations of victims. They
may also be used as a means of disseminating
information to applicants and potential applicants.

The bill amends the current legislation to provide that
the tribunal may rely on psychological evidence as well
as medical evidence in determining whether a person is
deemed to be suffering from an injury as the result of
trauma associated with an act of violence. This
amendment recognises that evidence from a
psychologist is often the best evidence in determining
whether a victim has suffered psychological injury.
Conclusion
This bill is a further example of this government’s
commitment to improving services for victims of crime.
It will ensure that the system in place is responsive to
the particular needs of victims and assists them in
recovering from the impact of violent crime.
I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr PERTON
(Doncaster).
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 24 October.

CRIMES (STALKING AND FAMILY
VIOLENCE) BILL
Second reading
Mr HULLS (Attorney-General) — I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

Stalking is a relatively recent crime in Victoria. The
essence of stalking behaviour is intentionally following,
harassing or threatening a person, loitering outside or
near the person’s home or place of work, or keeping the
victim under surveillance. This government is
committed to protecting victims of crime. It recognises
the seriousness of stalking and the harm, both physical
and emotional, that can be caused to victims of stalking
behaviour.
The current stalking provisions in the Crimes Act 1958,
which were introduced in 1994, provide that a person
stalks another person if he or she undertakes a course of
conduct with the intention of causing harm,
apprehension or fear in another person or a third party.
In order to prosecute a stalker the victim must have
been actually harmed or in fear for their safety.
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The key aspect of stalking behaviour is that it is
unsolicited and unwarranted.

posting false information about a person on the
Internet;

The Crimes (Stalking and Family Violence) Bill
amends the current stalking provisions in three key
ways. First, it provides that previously unregulated
online stalking conduct is now an offence. Second, it
removes the requirement in the offence that the victim
be aware of the stalking conduct. Third, the bill
recognises the virtual nature of online stalking by
giving the stalking provisions extraterritorial operation.

assuming the identity of a person on the Internet;

Cyberstalking
Stalking has taken on new dimensions in recent years
due to the development of computer technology. The
number of people who now own and use computers has
increased dramatically, as has the number of people
who use the Internet for a wide variety of purposes.
People are becoming increasingly reliant on technology
when going about their everyday business and are
increasingly proficient in their use of technology.
Along with this increasing use of technology and access
to information on the Internet comes an increasing risk
of abuse and threat to personal information and privacy.
The term ‘cyberstalking’ has emerged in recent years as
a result of the use of technology by stalkers to locate,
pursue or harass their victims. Cyberspace is appealing
to stalkers as it provides them with the means to
communicate immediately and directly with their
victims whilst maintaining physical distance.
Despite the virtual nature of cyberstalking, the effects
of such behaviour on its victims can be just as
distressing as those experienced by victims of
traditional stalking behaviour. These effects can be
physical or emotional and are often serious and long
term.
Although all states in Australia have stalking
legislation, Victoria is the first state to respond
specifically to the developments in technology which
are being used by stalkers.
The current definition of stalking will be expanded to
provide that if cyberstalking forms part of a course of
conduct undertaken with the intention of causing harm,
fear or apprehension of fear, it will be an offence.
The amendments will cover a range of cyberstalking
conduct, including:
sending obscene, threatening or harassing emails;

uploading doctored images or other material relating
to a person;
tracing a person’s use of the Internet; and
causing an unauthorised computer function in a
person’s computer.
The bill is an indication of how seriously this
government views cyberstalking and the effect it has on
its victims.
Removing the requirement as to the actual effect of
stalking
The current stalking provisions require that to prove the
offence of stalking the victim must have actually been
harmed or be in fear of the stalking behaviour.
There are individuals who secretly watch, photograph
and film other people and case other people’s homes
prior to the possible commission of a more serious
offence.
Certain types of cyberstalking activity can take place
without the knowledge of the victim. A number of
threatening or offensive emails may be sent to a person,
but that person may not log on to their computer for a
number of days and therefore not see the emails. A
victim may also not be aware that someone has
uploaded images or information about them on to the
Internet.
In all these situations the potential offender cannot
currently be charged with stalking because the victim is
not actually aware that the stalking behaviour is
occurring.
The bill will amend the current definition of stalking to
remove the requirement that the victim actually be
harmed or experience apprehension or fear. The offence
of stalking should focus on the behaviour of the
offender rather than the response of the victim. The evil
in the offence is in the actual stalking. The intention on
the part of the offender to cause fear, or the fact that the
offender ought to have understood that their target
would be frightened, is the key factor that should make
the behaviour criminal. The fact that a target of stalking
is unaware or is not easily frightened should not prevent
prosecution of the offence.
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Extraterritorial operation of the offence
Whilst cyberstalking can be seen as an extension of
traditional stalking, it is conducted in a virtual
environment as opposed to a real-life environment.
Cyberspace provides stalkers with anonymity that they
cannot achieve in real-life circumstances. A person may
stalk their victim from a digital address, and that
address may be hidden or altered. Stalkers may use
programs to send messages to their intended victim at
random intervals without even being present at their
computer when the message is sent. A stalker may stalk
their victim from anywhere in the world, but the victim
may not know if the stalker is in another country, state
or simply around the corner from their home.
This aspect of cyberstalking presents challenges for
those enforcing the stalking laws, which up until now
have been restricted by jurisdictional boundaries.
This bill recognises the virtual nature of cyberstalking
by giving the stalking provisions extraterritorial
operation. The provisions will therefore apply to people
overseas or interstate stalking a person in Victoria, and
a person in Victoria stalking a person overseas or
interstate.
The amendments will apply to stalking conduct which
is alleged to have taken place on or after the
commencement of the act.
People have the right to conduct their personal and
professional lives free of harassment and threats either
to themselves or others who are close to them.
Cyberstalking behaviour should not be treated any less
seriously than traditional stalking behaviour. Empirical
evidence suggests that the effects of cyberstalking are
just as serious and sometimes more serious than
traditional stalking.
This bill recognises the serious nature of stalking and
the various ways in which technology can now be used
by stalkers. It sends a clear message to the general
public that cyberstalking is an offence. It also enables
police to intervene where stalking behaviour is
occurring without the knowledge of the intended
victims to prevent the possibility of serious harm to
those victims. In doing so the bill promotes the
government’s commitment to providing all Victorians
with safe streets, homes and workplaces.
Amendments to the Crimes (Family Violence) Act
The Crimes (Family Violence) Act 1987 provides for
the making and enforcement of intervention orders.
Intervention orders may be granted to protect a person
from a family member in cases of domestic violence.
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The court can make the order if it is satisfied on the
balance of probabilities that there has been an assault or
a threat of assault or similar harassing behaviour.
Intervention orders may also be granted to protect
people from stalking type behaviour.
An intervention order protects an aggrieved person by
prohibiting or restricting approaches by the defendant
to the aggrieved person or access to the premises where
the victim lives, works or frequents. A breach of an
intervention order is a criminal offence.
Prior to 28 June 2002, if the defendant did not oppose
the making of an intervention order the court could
make the order without having to hear evidence about
the behaviour that led to the application for the order.
This provided a quick and efficient way in which the
courts could make orders to provide ongoing and
effective protection to victims of domestic violence and
stalking.
However, on 28 June 2002 the Supreme Court ruled in
the case of Stephens v. Melis that an intervention order
made solely on the basis of consent of the parties may
be invalid and therefore unenforceable.
As a result, even where two parties consent to the
making of an intervention order between them, the
court must still hear evidence. This has made the
making of intervention orders a much longer process, as
evidence may need to be heard, and a more difficult
process, as defendants have the opportunity to
challenge that evidence. This has significant resource
implications for the Magistrates Court.
The decision in Stephens v. Melis has also cast doubt
over the validity of past orders which were made solely
on the basis of consent of the parties.
This has placed the community in a situation where it
cannot know whether consent orders made in the past
in this manner are invalid and therefore unenforceable.
Considering that between 1 July 2001 and 7 June 2002
alone there were 6029 intervention orders made in this
manner, which is nearly half of the total number of
intervention orders made during that period, the matter
has raised considerable concern in the community.
This bill address these issues in two ways. Firstly, it
provides that intervention orders may be made solely
on the basis of the consent of the parties.
Secondly, it ensures that all intervention orders granted
by consent before the Supreme Court decision of
Stephens v. Melis are valid, so that it is clear that
breaches of these orders can be enforced.
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I make the following statement under section 85(5) of
the Constitution Act 1975 of the reasons why it is the
intention of new section 25AB(1) of the Crimes
(Family Violence) Act 1987 being inserted by clause 8
of the bill to limit the jurisdiction of the Supreme Court.
Defendants who, before the commencement of this bill,
may have been able to appeal to the Supreme Court
against a conviction for a breach of an intervention
order on the grounds that the intervention order was
made solely on the consent of the parties and is
therefore invalid, will no longer be able to appeal on
that ground after the commencement of this bill.
This limitation is necessary in order to ensure that all
existing intervention orders that were made before the
commencement of this act on the basis of the parties’
consent will, in the event of a breach of that order, not
be invalid merely because of the way in which they
were made. This protection needs to apply from the
time the order was made — regardless of when the
order may have been breached.
Without this provision, those who are protected by
intervention orders face the risk that, if there has
already been a breach of the order, on an appeal against
a conviction for that breach the order could be ruled to
be invalid on the grounds that it was made based on the
consent of the parties.
These amendments will bring Victoria’s legislation into
line with the legislation already in place in the majority
of other states and its practice over many years prior to
28 June 2002. Further, this amendment will allow for
the making of intervention orders to be a quicker and
less complicated process.
These measures are in keeping with the government’s
commitment to provide safe streets, homes and
workplaces by ensuring the integrity of existing
intervention orders.
I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr PERTON
(Doncaster).
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 24 October.

COURTS LEGISLATION (JUDICIAL
PENSIONS) BILL
Second reading
Mr HULLS (Attorney-General) — I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.
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The purpose of this bill is to remove unnecessary
barriers for appointment to judicial office and to further
the government’s commitment to ensuring that there is
a wide pool of candidates, representing the best and
brightest legal minds in the country, from which to
make judicial appointments.
Currently there is a serious disincentive for judges of
commonwealth and interstate courts to accept an
appointment to the Victorian bench. This is because the
legislation that governs these appointments does not
enable judicial service in another Australian jurisdiction
to be taken into account for the purpose of accruing a
pension entitlement. Such an entitlement arises in
Victoria after 10 years of judicial service and upon
attaining the age of 65 years (or 60 years if appointed
prior to 18 May 1995), or after 20 years judicial service.
At the present time any interstate or commonwealth
judges who then agreed to join the Victorian Supreme
or County Court benches would have to start again in
terms of their eligibility for a judicial pension. This
would be unfair, since by accepting a judicial
appointment in Victoria they would have usually
forfeited the pension entitlement they had been
accruing in the other jurisdiction.
This bill seeks to bring Victoria into line with a number
of other jurisdictions, including the commonwealth and
New South Wales. Those jurisdictions recognise prior
judicial service in another jurisdiction and so are in a
position to recruit Victorian judges for positions
interstate.
The bill amends the Constitution Act 1975 and the
County Court Act 1958 so that a person who has served
as a judge in a commonwealth or interstate court can
have that service taken into account for the purpose of
accruing an entitlement to a judicial pension in Victoria.
This means that judges of the Supreme and County
courts will be entitled to a pension calculated from the
date upon which they were first appointed as a judge,
whether in Victoria, the commonwealth or interstate.
As the Chief Magistrate has the same entitlement to a
pension as a County Court judge, he or she will also be
able to have any prior periods of service as a judge in
another commonwealth, state or territory court taken
into account for the purpose of accruing an entitlement
to a Victorian pension.
However, this entitlement will only be available to
those individuals who were judges in other jurisdictions
immediately prior to their appointment to judicial office
in Victoria. This will promote continuity in judicial
service and is consistent with existing requirements
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governing appointment to the Victorian bench from
designated statutory offices in Victoria, such as the
position of Solicitor-General or Director of Public
Prosecutions.
The bill is also fiscally responsible, in that it prevents
any possible double dipping in relation to judicial
pensions. It provides that if a judge is entitled to a
Victorian pension upon retirement and is also eligible
for a pension from another jurisdiction, the Victorian
pension is then reduced by the full amount of the other
pension.
The bill will assist in ensuring that candidates with the
experience and expertise to make a significant
contribution to Victoria’s justice system are not
discouraged from seeking appointment to the Victorian
bench. The bill is another way that the government is
realising its vision of a fair, accessible and
understandable justice system.
I commend this bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr PERTON
(Doncaster).
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 24 October.
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since at least 1958. It is out of date, is no longer
used, and can be repealed.
There have been many developments since 1958
that have overtaken the relevance of the section.
In particular, it is out of date with the curriculum
and standards framework and the eight learning
areas in schedule 2 of the Education Act 1958.
The curriculum standards framework provides
the basis for curriculum planning in Victorian
schools from preparatory–year 10 (age 5–16)
and for reporting on student achievement. It sets
out the major areas of learning to be covered and
describes learning outcomes to be achieved by
students. Its content is organised into the
following eight key learning areas agreed
nationally:
the arts
English
health and physical education
languages other than English (LOTE)
mathematics
science

EDUCATION AND TRAINING
LEGISLATION (MISCELLANEOUS
AMENDMENTS) BILL
Second reading
Ms KOSKY (Minister for Education and
Training) — I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

The bill implements a range of important measures to
address anomalies in existing legislation; to remove
outmoded provisions; to strengthen existing provisions
disqualifying teachers convicted or found guilty of
sexual offences from teaching in schools; as well as
empowering TAFE institutes to seek accreditation to
offer undergraduate degrees and other miscellaneous
amendments.
In summary the bill will implement the following
changes.
1. First, it will repeal section 27 of the Education
Act 1958. This section lists the subjects that may
be studied in high schools or higher elementary
schools. The section has been in its current form

studies of society and environment
technology.
2. Secondly, the bill will update the delegation
sections in the Teaching Service Act 1981 and
Education Act 1958. These sections enable the
secretary and minister to delegate powers and
functions under those acts. It has long been an
accepted principle of management that
government could not operate efficiently unless
ministers and secretaries are able to delegate
their various powers and functions, with
ministers being answerable to Parliament on
those delegations.
The current delegation powers of the secretary
and minister under the Teaching Service Act
1981 and Education Act 1958 only enable
delegations to officers and employees, or
professional officers, teachers or other officers,
or persons employed in the administration of the
act, or persons employed in the administration or
execution of the act.
The changes are being sought so as to provide
consistency in the various delegation sections; to
overcome the difficulties covered by the
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interpretation of words such as ‘administration
or execution’; and to widen the scope of the
power to allow delegations to persons other than
persons already employed in the administration
of the act. As examples, the changes will:

convicted. The main change this
implements is that the provision is
retrospective to cover any such conviction,
irrespective of when it occurred, and makes
a dismissal mandatory.

(i) clarify that the Minister for Education and
Training could delegate powers to another
minister or parliamentary secretary, or other
person as appropriate.

(ii) Next the bill will amend the Victorian
Institute of Teaching Act 2001 to provide
that a person convicted of a sexual offence
against a child is, irrespective of the date of
the conviction, disqualified from being
registered with the Victorian Institute of
Teaching. As the act presently provides that
a person must be registered with the
Victorian Institute of Teaching before they
can teach in a school, this amendment will
prevent such teachers being employed in
schools. Again, the main change this
implements is that the provision is
retrospective to cover any such conviction,
irrespective of when it occurred.

(ii) Enable the secretary to delegate discipline
and other powers to experts such as retired
judges or retired tribunal members to hear
discipline matters and make
recommendations to him, or for other
appropriate matters.
Limitations are inserted in the bill so that neither
the regulation making power nor the compulsory
acquisitions power can be delegated. The bill
also prevents the delegate from being able to
further subdelegate the same power.
3. Next, the bill strengthens the provisions dealing
with teachers who are convicted or found guilty
of a sexual offence against a child or refused
registration by, or are deregistered by, the
Victorian Institute of Teaching. In relation to
sexual offences against children, a degree of
trust is needed between parents, teachers and
students. The trust referred to is the trust that
every parent must have in his or her child’s
teacher to look after the child and to care for the
child. That trust enables parents to send their
child to school knowing that his or her child will
be well looked after.
Similarly the department is legally responsible
for the day-to-day care of the children in its
schools. Paedophilia is the antithesis of this
responsibility, as well as being abhorrent and
offensive to the general public. The bill
strengthens the current provisions by the
following changes.
(i) The bill will amend the Teaching Service
Act 1981 and the Education Act 1958 to
state that a person convicted of a sexual
offence against a child is, irrespective of the
date of the conviction, ineligible for
employment in the teaching service, and to
state that the secretary, or if employed by a
school council then the school council, must
terminate the employment of any teacher so

(iii) Also the bill provides that a teacher whose
registration by the Victorian Institute of
Teaching is refused, cancelled or suspended,
can be suspended by the secretary or a state
school council without pay, and that if the
teacher remains unregistered for
12 continuous months, then that person’s
employment is automatically terminated. As
the Victorian Institute of Teaching Act 2001
presently states that a teacher cannot be
employed in a school unless registered, this
provision appears sensible and reasonable
given that if unregistered, the teacher will
not be able to perform the duties for which
he/she was employed. The 12 continuous
months will not include periods of approved
leave from employment, so that, for
example, a teacher on seven years family
leave who lets his or her registration lapse
for 12 months or more will not be
dismissed.
(iv) The secretary, in respect of employment in
the Teaching Service, and the Victorian
Institute of Teaching in respect of
registration with it, will have the right to
grant an exemption to a teacher who is
disqualified owing to a conviction for a
sexual offence against a child. I would like
to make it very clear that this power to grant
an exemption is expected to be used very
sparingly, and the only situation that the
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government can presently envisage in which
it might be used is in the case of a person
who before they became a teacher, had at
say the age of 18 or 19, a consensual
relationship with a 15-year-old. That
technically would be an offence, but
extenuating and subsequent circumstances
(for example, the subsequent marriage or
cohabitation of the parties), might justify
granting an exemption.
4. Next the bill updates the Children and Young
Persons Act 1989 by replacing the reference to
‘a person registered as a teacher under part III of
the Education Act 1958 or permitted to teach
under that part to refer to a person registered as a
teacher under the Victorian Institute of Teaching
Act 2001 or permitted to teach under that act’.
This is a consequential amendment arising from
the transfer of the registration of teachers from
the Registered Schools Board to the Victorian
Institute of Teaching.
5. Another change the bill implements is to enable
advertisements for and provisional appointments
to positions under the Teaching Service Act
1981 to be published on the Internet. This will
enable the department to post and keep updated
on a site the positions available. It also amends
the Victorian Qualifications Authority Act 2000
to make its provisions dealing with the payment
of members consistent with the Victorian
Curriculum and Assessment Authority Act
2000.
6. The bill will also make two amendments to the
Victorian Qualifications Authority Act 2000.
Firstly, to include a fit and proper person test for
applicants for registration as registered training
organisations, and secondly, to clarify what a
registered training organisation can and cannot
do when its registration is suspended.
7. Next the bill, in line with the Ministerial
Statement on Knowledge and Skills for the
Innovation Economy amends the Vocational
Education and Training Act 1990 to allow
TAFE councils the opportunity to provide
specialised, high-level vocationally oriented
undergraduate degree qualifications to match the
skill needs of emerging occupations and
industries. It is expected that the degrees would
be offered in niche areas of aquaculture,
viticulture, information technology and
biotechnology. Degrees will be delivered in
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areas where a TAFE institute already has
extensive expertise and can identify strong
student and industry demand.
TAFE institutes will be able to make
submissions to deliver degrees in niche markets
on a fee-for-service basis under the same
processes that currently apply to any other
providers approved to deliver higher education
courses under the Tertiary Education Act 1993.
Under this initiative TAFE institutes will be
required to meet the statutory standards that
apply to all non-universities proposing to offer
higher education awards. The Higher Education
Advisory Committee process will ensure that the
content, standard and outcomes of the degree
course are of the same calibre as degrees offered
by universities and other higher education award
providers.
The right to deliver higher education awards will
be limited to undergraduate degrees at this time.
To ensure this it is necessary that the minister is
empowered to issue directions to TAFE councils
relating to the provision of higher education
awards. The directions would address matters
such as the types of qualifications and degrees
that could be offered, fees to be charged and
other relevant matters. TAFE institutes will not
be able to confer honorary degrees or higher
education awards other than degrees.
The initiative will not involve public funding for
delivery (state or commonwealth), but will
provide TAFE institutes with better
opportunities to market themselves to business
and individual students (including overseas
students) generate additional income and
encourage greater innovation and flexibility.
8. Finally, in order to provide greater flexibility in
meeting emerging needs for customising
training and courses of study for TAFE institutes
and registered training providers, the bill will
provide the Victorian Qualifications Authority
(VQA) with the ability to delegate to the council
of a TAFE institute and other registered training
providers the power to accredit courses and
determine their own scope of registration
pursuant to section 16 of the Victorian
Qualifications Authority Act 2000.
The Ministerial Statement on Knowledge and
Skills for the Innovation Economy focused on
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the challenges and contributions that the
vocational education and training sector can
make to the innovation and knowledge
economy. One of the key concepts in that
statement focused on providing an environment
where the Vocational Education and Training
sector can be responsive to the emerging needs
of its clients.
The bill will empower the VQA to delegate to
those providers who are able to satisfy the VQA
as to the quality and standards that the provider
is able to meet, the power to determine their own
scope of registration and to accredit their own
courses.
The Victorian Qualifications Authority Act 2000
already allows the VQA to delegate these
powers to certain bodies or organisations that are
listed in the act. The bill will allow the same
powers to be delegated to providers who, in the
view of the VQA, have been able to demonstrate
the appropriate level of quality and standards.
There will not be a blanket right to the
delegation; providers will need to satisfy the
VQA of relevant matters.
I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr HONEYWOOD
(Warrandyte).
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 24 October.

MELBOURNE CRICKET GROUND
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS (Minister for
Gaming) — I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

It is with pleasure that I introduce this bill, which will
further facilitate the northern stand redevelopment of
the Melbourne Cricket Ground in time for the
Commonwealth Games.
As was noted during the second reading of the
Commonwealth Games Arrangements Bill last year,
the Melbourne Cricket Ground holds a special place in
the hearts of all Victorians, and not since the Olympic
Games of 1956 has Victoria been host to such an
important sporting event as the 2006 Commonwealth
Games. Accordingly, this bill further facilitates the
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government’s determination that ‘our successful bid
must now be followed up by an organising effort that is
fully representative of the Victorian community and
ensures the building of all necessary facilities’.
The bill contributes to the government’s commitment to
Growing Victoria Together by:
providing a safe and healthy environment for both
participants and spectators;
redeveloping the MCG as the people’s ground and
providing greater seating capacity for major events;
and
strengthening Victoria’s sport, recreation, major
event and tourism base and encouraging and
supporting its contribution to economic and social
development.
The proposed bill also fulfils this government’s election
commitments to:
encourage the MCG to improve the Olympic Stand
to maximise the MCG’s place as the people’s
ground; and
foster the sport and recreation sector as a provider of
greater employment opportunities for Victorians.
The purpose of this bill is to provide amendments to the
Melbourne Cricket Ground Act 1933 that facilitate the
redevelopment of the MCG and ensure that the
management of the northern stand project and MCG
meet agreed outcomes.
The bill also provides for an increase in trust
membership from seven (including the chairman) to a
maximum of nine. This will enable a greater mix of
experience in sports, sports administration, business and
financial affairs to be available to the trust. This
delivers on the government’s promise to redress
concerns that there is insufficient flexibility and
diversity in the skills available to the trust following the
substantial reduction in membership by the previous
government in 1989.
The proposed bill permits the trustees, with the
approval of the minister to delegate any part of the
functions or powers of the trustees, other than the
power of delegation, to the Melbourne Cricket Club
(MCC) and enables the MCC to subdelegate these
functions and powers.
The reinstatement of these powers is supported by the
MCG Trust and MCC and will provide the MCC with
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certainty regarding its management relationship with
the trust given its substantial investment in the facility.
This will in effect overturn the amendments made by
the previous government, which have made it difficult
to distinguish the trust from the MCC in some
circumstances.
A business plan is to be prepared by the MCC as
ground manager, for approval by the trust. The bill
proposes to reinforce the role of the MCC in the
reporting process to government and clearly articulate
the trust’s power to delegate its management
responsibility to the MCC.
The bill proposes to permit the MCC to receive and
retain all gate receipts and other revenue arising in the
course of its management of the MCG while the MCC
continues to be the lessee and the manager of the MCG
in accordance with the agreement between the club and
the trust.
The bill also proposes to amend the description of the
land in the schedule to the Melbourne Cricket Ground
Act 1933 to provide for the identification of an
additional part of Yarra Park as being part of the MCG
with subsequent trade-off as follows:
land relinquished at the corner of Jolimont Street and
Jolimont Terrace totalling 750 square metres;
additional land required for the practice wicket area
of 107 square metres; and
additional land required in Yarra Park near Jolimont
Street of 502 square metres.
This trade-off is achieved with no net loss of public
open space.
The bill also provides ‘relevant stratum’ for the
northern stand development for those parts of the new
stand which project beyond the current boundary line
above ground level.
The bill will ensure that the MCG continues to be
Australia’s premier sporting venue for major events.
Victoria as a whole stands to benefit from the
redevelopment of the MCG, not only for its world-class
capacity to host major events but importantly for its
accessibility as the people’s ground.
The government is delighted to present this bill as a
substantial contribution to improved standards and
management arrangements for our premier sporting
facility.
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I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr HONEYWOOD
(Warrandyte).
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 24 October.

MAJOR EVENTS (CROWD
MANAGEMENT) BILL
Second reading
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS (Minister for
Gaming) — I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

It is with pleasure that I introduce this bill to promote
the safety and enjoyment of participants and spectators
at major sporting events.
The government has previously stated that it would
introduce measures to curb misbehaviour at major
events that spoils the enjoyment of others and places
Victoria’s sporting reputation in jeopardy.
There is increased concern in the community regarding
the adequacy of crowd control at major events.
Spectators often pay a considerable premium to view
these major events and expect that they will be able to
enjoy the event without undue disruption.
There is also increasing concern by athletes to ensure
that their safety is guaranteed prior to agreeing to
participate in events. This is highlighted by the
International Cricket Council’s stance on security for
players and spectators at venues.
There is also an increasing incidence of inappropriate
items being brought into sporting venues which
presents authorities with significant concerns regarding
the safety of patrons.
This bill contributes to the government’s commitment
to Growing Victoria Together by:
providing a safe and healthy environment for both
participants and spectators;
improving the general amenity and enjoyment for
spectators at major events while reducing the
incidence of misbehaviour;
strengthening Victoria’s sport, recreation, major
event and tourism base and encouraging and
supporting its contribution to economic and social
development; and
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providing powers and processes to ensure the safety
of participants and spectators that are transparent,
fair and equitable.
The proposed bill also fulfils this government’s election
commitments to:
improve the rights of spectators and players of sport
through reducing misbehaviour and ground invasion
at major sporting events by increasing fines; and
foster the sport and recreation sector as a provider of
greater employment opportunities for Victorians.
The purpose of this bill is to:
ensure the safety of both participants and spectators;
provide a deterrent against potential offenders;
provide powers and processes to control activities
which are transparent, fair and equitable;
ensure a duty of care by venue operators; and
increase public awareness.
The bill provides for major sporting venues such as the
Melbourne Cricket Ground and Telstra Dome to be
declared venues for the purposes of the legislation
along with adjacent land where necessary.
In addition, the bill provides for some major events to
be immediately declared under the legislation with
other major events declared through a system of
ministerial orders.
The bill authorises officers to undertake the functions
required under the legislation to detect contraband
items and manage behaviour.
Part 3 of the bill provides uniform conditions of entry at
declared venues, including the inspection of bags,
baskets and receptacles to ensure that prohibited items
are not brought into the venue.
These searches are undertaken by properly authorised
venue staff or security agents on behalf of management
and the legislation proposes to formalise this process.
Similarly, patrons may be asked to submit to security
screening at events.
The bill uniformly prohibits the possession of certain
items while providing flexibility to prohibit additional
items. These include:
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animals other than guide dogs;
skateboards/bicycles/rollerblades.
These are either dangerous or unacceptable at events
with large crowds.
In the case of alcohol it will be at the discretion of the
venue manager as to whether it is permitted to be
brought into the venue.
The bill provides uniform forfeiture provisions in
relation to the prohibited items including disposal
procedures, which address public concerns regarding
the security of their goods while ensuring that
management is provided with a clear mechanism for
the disposal of items.
The government will not tolerate troublemakers at
sporting events and the bill provides increases in
penalties to deter potential offenders. These include
requiring individual patrons that disrupt or interrupt an
event to leave the venue and not re-enter.
The bill also deals with unapproved entry onto a
playing field. As this practice of disrupting events is
both dangerous to the contestants and the offender the
offence will carry a significant penalty of up to $6000.
It is also proposed that the ground invasion offence may
be subject to an infringement notice served by a police
officer.
Following a first offence or in the case of a serial pest
the bill proposes to enable the banning of repeat
offenders from entering venues for the period of an
event at a magistrate’s discretion. This will ensure the
event can be staged without these offenders interrupting
proceedings and placing at risk Victoria’s reputation for
holding major events in safety.
The collective provisions of this bill will result in the
community being protected from offenders that ruin the
enjoyment of others at major events and provide
certainty to management and event organisers that
spectators and participants will be afforded a suitable
level of protection from inappropriate behaviour.
The government is pleased to present this bill as a
substantial contribution to improving the standards and
management arrangements for our premier sporting
events.
I commend the bill to the house.

laser pointers;

Debate adjourned on motion of Mr WELLS (Wantirna).

whistles/loud hailers;

Debate adjourned until Thursday, 24 October.
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COUNTRY FIRE AUTHORITY
(VOLUNTEER PROTECTION AND
COMMUNITY SAFETY) BILL
Second reading
Mr HAERMEYER (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services) — I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

The purpose of this bill is to provide for better and more
certain compensation and civil liability immunity
protection for volunteer Country Fire Authority
firefighters, and to further improve community safety in
times of high fire danger through a number of
amendments to the Country Fire Authority Act 1958.
Volunteer protection
The Country Fire Authority Act 1958 has in the past
provided limited civil liability immunity protection for
volunteers who, through actions authorised under the
act, happen to cause damage or injury to a third person.
This protection has always been limited to those
volunteers who have not acted negligently or in wilful
default.
The government is concerned that this protection may
not be adequate for protecting Country Fire Authority
volunteers in certain limited situations, and hence
discourage the outstanding involvement of community
members in this fine organisation. In order to encourage
continued community involvement in the Country Fire
Authority and volunteerism in general the act will be
amended to provide stronger civil liability protection
for volunteer firefighters and other members of the
Country Fire Authority.
The act’s legal protection provisions will be changed to
now only require the volunteer to carry out his or her
duties in ‘good faith’ for the civil liability protection to
apply. This change will ensure a volunteer will no
longer be disqualified from legal protection for a minor
negligent act or omission, if this occurs in the conduct
of their Country Fire Authority duties. The government
believes this improved civil immunity protection is
required in an environment that is perceived as being
increasingly litigious. This change will greatly improve
the current situation where a volunteer firefighter
would, for example, only have to forget to close a gate
while travelling to a fire for the current legal protection
to fail. The current act could leave the volunteer
firefighter personally liable to claims from others for
any damage (i.e., the loss of livestock) that may result
from leaving a gate open.
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This amendment will protect volunteer firefighters from
claims for civil damages so long as they have acted in
‘good faith’ in the course of their duties, so even when
a volunteer has failed to perform an act (i.e. closing a
gate) from which foreseeable damage could emanate
they will still be protected under the new provision.
The act will be amended to ensure that all volunteers,
including those who perform administrative functions,
interstate firefighters assisting CFA members in
Victoria, paid firefighters and anyone else acting under
an authorised direction given under the act will be
afforded the same civil liability protection.
The immunity provision does not prevent people who
may have suffered damage or loss from obtaining
compensation for damage suffered as a result of
activities performed by volunteers on behalf of the
Country Fire Authority. The provision merely transfers
the liability for such damage to the authority, rather
than allowing the individual volunteer to be held
personally liable.
Compensation for volunteers
The provision of compensation for volunteers and their
families has always been an essential element of
volunteer firefighter protection. The government
provides volunteers and other Country Fire Authority
members with appropriate compensation in the event of
death, personal injury and the loss of personal property.
The Country Fire Authority Act 1958 will be amended
to expand the eligibility of family members,
dependants, spouses and domestic partners to receive
compensation in the unfortunate event of an incident
causing the death of a volunteer whilst on duty.
This change supports the government’s commitment to
reducing inequalities and building cohesive
communities by providing compensation to those
persons most affected by the death of a volunteer — not
just dependants. The amended compensation provision
will provide a regulation-making power which will
enable an expansion of the existing Country Fire
Authority compensation scheme to provide
compensation for family members, domestic partners
and spouses as well as dependants.
An important element of promoting and encouraging
volunteerism is to ensure that any expenses or loss
incurred by individual volunteers whilst undertaking
volunteer duties or other activities associated with
volunteer community service are met by the volunteer
organisation. The benefits to the community in having a
fully supported complement of volunteer firefighters
working in country and urban Victoria far outweigh the
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small cost of providing appropriate compensation for
expenses or loss incurred by volunteers in providing
this community service.
The act will be amended to increase the maximum
amount of compensation payable to volunteers for loss
of wearing apparel, personal vehicles or equipment
from $600 to an amount determined by the authority
(the authority have indicated that the amount will be
increased to $1000 in the first instance). The Country
Fire Authority will also be able to provide a greater
amount if there are extenuating circumstances. This
will allow the authority to compensate volunteers who
suffer damage or loss in excess of the determined
amount where they have, for example, had their own
personal protective equipment destroyed while engaged
in the suppression of a fire or a road rescue authorised
under the act.
Charitable organisations
Our community is fortunate to have charitable
organisations that provide support to those members of
the community who are experiencing difficulty or are
for whatever reason unable to provide for themselves
and their families. In order to provide this support
charitable organisations often conduct fundraising
activities that involve the preparation and sale of food
to the public. Many charitable organisations are
dependent on the funds raised through these activities to
provide daily support to the community.
The act will be amended to ensure that community
charity organisations are able to continue with their
fundraising work involving the preparation and sale of
food even if there is a total fire ban in place. The
government has been alerted to an anomaly in the
Country Fire Authority Act 1958 which does not allow
such organisations to apply for exemption permits to
allow cooking of food outdoors on total fire ban days.
The act will be amended to ensure that charitable
organisations are able to apply for exemption permits
under the total fire ban provisions of the act.
It should be noted that the ability for charities to apply
for an exemption does not mean that they will
automatically be granted an exemption permit.
Applications will be assessed by the authority to ensure
that there are appropriate safeguards in place to reduce
the risk of fire. The exemption permits, if granted, may
also contain a number of conditions which the
charitable organisation will have to comply with in
order to conduct their food-selling activities on a total
fire ban day. This amendment will give charitable
organisations in our community the same status as
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private businesses that carry out similar activities on
total fire ban days.
Special recognition award
The government has had many inquiries from
individuals and community groups regarding
recognition of outstanding community work carried out
by individual Country Fire Authority brigades. This
work has had a very positive impact on families,
individuals and the community in general and has
largely gone unrecognised. In order to acknowledge
and recognise the value of the contributions that
Country Fire Authority brigades make to the
community and individuals within it the act will be
amended to provide the authority with the power to
present a statutory special recognition award to
deserving brigades.
The Country Fire Authority will have complete
discretion to make a special recognition award. In
making the award the authority will be able to seek
nominations or receive nominations at any time from
members of the public. Individuals will be provided
with a statutory right to nominate brigades for the
award at any time.
Prohibition of high fire-risk activities
The Country Fire Authority Act 1958 already provides
for the restricted use of some appliances in the country
during a fire danger period. There are a number of other
activities which may be classified as high fire-risk
activities because of their nature or the manner in which
they are carried out. These activities may include:
the use of agricultural or industrial equipment,
the welding, cutting or grinding of metals,
the use of gas flame-off equipment,
hot-air ballooning, or
the use of fireworks.
The act will be amended to allow for the making of
regulations to prescribe activities that will be
considered high fire-risk activities for the purposes of
the act. The regulations may prohibit the carrying out of
a prescribed high fire-risk activity, place conditions on
the carrying out of a high fire-risk activity or require a
person carrying out a high fire-risk activity to obtain a
permit. Regulations made under this provision would
only apply in a declared fire danger period. This
provision will ensure that the Country Fire Authority
has the powers and tools necessary to more
comprehensively protect the community for fire risks
during fire danger periods.
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Regulations prescribing high fire-risk activities will be
developed and subject to the public regulatory impact
statement (RIS) process before they are made by the
Governor in Council.
Miscellaneous
There are in addition a small number of minor
amendments of a technical nature which will assist in
the management of the Country Fire Authority and
assist it to carry out its duties and obligations under the
act.
I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr WELLS (Wantirna).
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 24 October.

OUTWORKERS (IMPROVED
PROTECTION) BILL
Second reading
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Industrial
Relations) — I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

The Outworkers (Improved Protection) Bill is a key
part of the government’s commitment to ending the
exploitation of clothing outworkers and is a significant
step towards a uniform industrial relations system for
clothing manufacturers.
The Outworkers (Improved Protection) Bill aims to
ensure that outworkers in the Victorian clothing
industry receive their lawful entitlements and to provide
a consistent regulatory regime for the industry across
those states where the majority of clothing manufacture
is undertaken, namely, Victoria and New South Wales.
It is difficult to determine how many outworkers there
are in Victoria. Estimates vary markedly between
20 000 to 140 000 outworkers. It is estimated that
Victoria accounts for approximately 40 per cent of the
work undertaken by outworkers across Australia.
I would like to thank the Family and Community
Development Committee for its work with respect to
the Inquiry into the Conditions of Clothing Outworkers
in Victoria. There have been many similar inquiries
across Australia that have looked into the situation
facing outworkers in the clothing industry. The Family
and Community Development Committee report
contains recommendations that would improve the
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conditions of clothing outworkers and the government
welcomes the report.
The government has provided the Parliament with a
considered response to all the recommendations of the
committee. In addition, Industrial Relations Victoria
has undertaken extensive preparatory work in this area
to be able to respond in a timely manner to the
recommendations made by the inquiry. A significant
number of the recommendations are therefore
addressed through the Outworkers (Improved
Protection) Bill.
Clothing outworkers are typically migrant women.
Their ages vary and many come from
non-English-speaking backgrounds and have poor
English language skills. They find it difficult to find
other forms of employment.
Clothing outworkers are among the most vulnerable
members of our community. They are often subject to
low wages and long hours of work. In many cases,
clothing outworkers suffer from chronic underpayment
and non-payment of remuneration and poor workplace
health and safety practices.
There is some evidence that not all outworkers are
exploited. Moreover, there is no suggestion that all
retailers or all clothing manufacturers exploit
outworkers. However, the most recent research into
outworkers in Melbourne, conducted by Dr Christina
Cregan of the University of Melbourne, which was
considered by the parliamentary inquiry, indicates that
there continues to be significant exploitation of
outworkers in Victoria.
Dr Cregan’s 2001 study, involving 119 clothing
outworkers in Melbourne, found that the average hourly
rate of pay amongst these workers was $3.60 per hour
and their average weekly wage was only $300 per
week. They work 12 hours per day for six to seven days
per week.
The majority of the clothing outworkers involved in the
study earned only $5 per hour, well below the
minimum hourly rate of $11.35 provided for by the
Australian Industrial Relations Commission in the
Victorian industry sector wage orders.
Eighty percent of the clothing outworkers in the study
reported that their wages were not paid on time and
nearly 50 per cent reported instances of not being paid
at all for work completed.
Dr Cregan’s research confirms that clothing outworkers
are among the most disadvantaged workers in Victoria.
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Both the New South Wales and Queensland
governments have implemented strategies to end the
exploitation of outworkers. This legislative proposal
essentially replicates the provisions relating to
outworkers in the NSW legislation, thereby creating a
consistent regulatory regime across the two major
economies.

agreement and provide them with greater power to
recover unpaid remuneration.

The proposals in the Outworkers (Improved Protection)
Bill will be supported by an education campaign that
will focus on community language media targeted
towards the communities in which outworkers and their
employers are located. The campaign will provide
information to outworkers and their employers on their
employment rights and obligations.

The bill will provide all Victorian clothing contractors
and manufacturers with the same regulatory regime as
their counterparts in New South Wales.

The government will also appoint bilingual information
services officers under the Federal Awards (Uniform
System) Bill 2002. The officers will have an
understanding of the particular cultural issues that face
many migrant outworkers and will provide direct
assistance and advice to outworkers and investigate
legislative breaches and assist individuals in
undertaking action to recover under and non-payment
of wages.

Outworkers as employees

Purpose of the bill
The principal purpose of the bill is to improve the
protection for outworkers by ensuring they receive the
same entitlements as employees and have access to a
simple, low-cost way to recover unpaid wages and
remuneration.
It proposes to increase voluntary compliance within the
industry and to focus responsibility at the top of the
production chain to ensure outworkers receive their
lawful entitlements. It will achieve this through
establishing principal contractor liability for the
payment of outworkers entitlements and the
establishment of the Ethical Clothing Trades Council to
monitor and foster self-regulatory mechanisms in the
industry.
Who does the bill apply to?
The Outworkers (Improved Protection) Bill will
provide protection for all clothing outworkers in
Victoria.
It will provide all outworkers in Victoria greater
employment protection by ensuring they are subject to
the same standards as employees in respect of long
service leave and occupational health and safety.
It will also improve the protections for those
outworkers not covered by a federal award or

Clothing outworkers are defined as workers who
complete sewing and related tasks for another person
from their home or other premises rather than in a
factory.

It will establish an advisory body for retailers,
manufacturers, employees and the community for the
benefit of the clothing industry.

One of the central issues for outworkers is whether they
are employees or independent contractors. The
parliamentary inquiry noted that often outworkers are
lead to believe they are independent contractors when
in practice they are actually employees. In such cases
an outworker may be called an independent contractor,
but the actual practice of the employment relationship is
that of employer and employee. The effect of this
confusion means that outworkers are denied their
employee entitlements.
The nature of work in the clothing industry and the
circumstances of the employment of outworkers
indicate that outworkers should be considered as
employees rather than independent contractors.
The bill will define outworkers in Victoria to be
employees for the purposes of the Long Service Leave
Act 1992, the Occupational Health and Safety Act 1985
and for the purposes of the Federal Awards (Uniform
System) Bill 2002, currently before the Parliament.
This is consistent with both New South Wales and
Queensland, where outworkers are deemed to be
employees for the purpose of industrial legislation.
By defining outworkers to be employees for the
purposes of this industrial legislation the uncertainty
surrounding their employment status will be resolved,
and it will be clear that outworkers are entitled to all the
protections afforded to other employees.
Recovery of payments
Currently outworkers are faced with complex and
largely inaccessible mechanisms for recovering unpaid
wages and other forms of remuneration. Outworkers
are subject to complex enforcement procedures,
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prohibitive costs when taking action and lack an
enforceable employment agreement.
In addition to these problems, complex production
chains often make it difficult for outworkers to identify
who their employer is.
The Outworkers (Improved Protection) Bill will
establish a system for the recovery of unpaid
remuneration that is simple to use and low cost.
The recovery of unpaid remuneration system
established by the bill will operate in a way that
unravels the complex chain of production to reveal
those contractors in the chain who bear responsibility
for the payment of entitlements to the outworker.
The provisions in this bill will replicate the New South
Wales recovery of unpaid remuneration provisions,
ensuring there is consistency across the states.
Under the recovery of unpaid remuneration process, an
outworker makes a claim for unpaid remuneration by
serving a statutory declaration, with supporting details,
on the person that the outworker believes to be their
employer. The claim must be served within six months
of the completion of the work.
The person served with the claim, known as the
apparent employer, may not be the person that the
outworker directly deals with. The bill provides that the
outworker may serve a claim on the person who they
believe is their employer. In practice this person could
be anywhere along the production chain, from the
intermediary delivering and collecting work to the
principal manufacturer.
Once served with a claim for unpaid wages by an
outworker, the apparent employer has 14 days in which
they can refer the claim to the actual employer. If the
actual employer cannot be identified or does not accept
liability within 14 days, the person served with the
claim is liable for payment of the outworker’s unpaid
remuneration.
Where an actual employer has not accepted liability and
the apparent employer has paid the outworker for the
claim, the bill enables the apparent employer to deduct
the amount paid to the outworker from any money that
the apparent employer owes to the actual employer.
This will ensure fairness in situations where the
apparent employer is higher up the production chain
than the actual employer.
In the event that a claim for unpaid remuneration is not
resolved through this process, recovery will be through
the industrial division of the Magistrates Court. In such
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proceedings an apparent employer will be liable for
payment unless they can show that the work was not
done or that the amount claimed is incorrect.
The bill establishes an offence where a person uses
intimidation to prevent, hinder or discourage an
outworker from making a claim for unpaid
remuneration. It will also be an offence under the bill to
make a false or misleading statement in a notice
regarding liability for a referred claim; and to refer a
claim to a person where it is not known or there are not
reasonable grounds to believe that the person is the
actual employer of the outworker. The maximum
penalty for these offences will be $12 000.
Principal contractor liability
In addition to establishing a simple, low-cost process
for outworkers to recover unpaid wages and
remuneration, the Outworkers (Improved Protection)
Bill establishes principal contractor liability in order to
focus greater responsibility for outworkers’
entitlements at the top of the supply chain.
Outworkers currently bear the burden when a
contractor in the production chain disappears or refuses
to pay an outworker after the work has been completed.
There is no mechanism by which an outworker can
pursue unpaid remuneration from a person who is
higher up the supply chain than their direct employer.
The principal contractor liability provisions in the bill
will enable outworkers in this situation to claim the
unpaid remuneration directly from the principal
contractor. The provisions are the same as those already
operating in NSW.
The principal contractor will be liable for any unpaid
wages unless they have a written statement from the
contractor that all wages to outworkers have been paid.
The principal contractor will be able to withhold any
money owed to a contractor until such a statement is
provided, without penalty.
The principal contractor is not liable for payment of the
outworkers’ remuneration where the subcontractor is in
receivership or the course of being wound up or, in the
case of an individual, is bankrupt and payments made
under the contract are made to the receiver, liquidator
or trustee in bankruptcy.
Enforcement of a claim for unpaid wages on a principal
contractor will also be through the industrial division of
the Magistrates Court.
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Ethical Clothing Trades Council
A key feature of the Outworkers (Improved Protection)
Bill is the establishment of an Ethical Clothing Trades
Council of Victoria. This council, modelled on the
NSW Ethical Clothing Trades Council, will be the
primary means of achieving voluntary compliance
within the industry.
The council’s chairperson will be a person with
relevant knowledge of the clothing industry, and
members of the council will include representatives of
retailers, manufacturers, employees and the community.
The primary role of the council initially will be to
enhance voluntary compliance by the clothing industry
as a means of ensuring that outworkers receive their
lawful entitlements. If voluntary compliance is
unsuccessful then the council will advise the minister
on the need for a mandatory code.
The council will enhance voluntary compliance by the
industry through facilitating consultation with relevant
clothing industry organisations and promoting
self-regulatory mechanisms within the industry.
The council will promote industry agreements and
codes such as the home workers code of practice, a
self-regulatory code that seeks to regulate and monitor
the production chain from the retailer to the home
worker.
It is welcoming to see the pioneering work being
undertaken by the NSW council, which has recently
brokered a landmark agreement between the Australian
Retailers Association and the Textile Clothing and
Footwear Union of Australia. The Victorian council
will be required to consider the work of the NSW
council, to further the consistency between NSW and
Victoria.
The council will provide quarterly reports on whether
outworkers are receiving their lawful entitlements and
make recommendations. The council will also report on
the activities of the industry with respect to the home
workers code of practice and other industry agreements.
During the initial 12-month period, the council will
evaluate the effectiveness of the actions taken by the
industry to improve compliance with the obligation to
ensure that outworkers receive their lawful
entitlements. At the end of 12 months, the council will
report its findings to the minister.
After consideration of this report, the minister may
establish a mandatory code of practice for the industry.
A mandatory code would be established if it is
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determined that the current self-regulatory mechanisms
are inadequate to achieve improvements in the level of
compliance or that the persons engaged in the clothing
industry are not attempting in good faith to negotiate
improvements of extensions to those voluntary
self-regulatory mechanisms.
If established, the mandatory code may require
employers and other persons engaged in the clothing
industry to adopt specified standards of conduct and
practice with respect to outworkers. Failing to comply
with the mandatory code without reasonable excuse
will be subject to a maximum penalty of $12 000.
The bill provides that the regulations may provide for
an exemption to the operation of the code for specified
persons or classes of persons.
It is incumbent on the clothing industry to take
responsibility for ensuring that clothing outworkers
receive their lawful entitlements and the Ethical
Clothing Trades Council will provide them with every
opportunity to take relevant action in this regard.
Information services officers
The bill includes provisions that provide for additional
powers of entry for information services officers under
the Federal Awards (Uniform System) Bill.
The clothing industry is typified by complex
contracting practices that may mean that some
contractors avoid liability for outworkers’ entitlements.
The additional information services officers powers
will assist in reducing the level of exploitation currently
experienced by many outworkers by enabling
information services officers to more effectively
determine and facilitate compliance in the clothing
industry.
The powers enable an information services officer to
enter, without force, any premise where there are
reasonable grounds for believing that outwork under a
common-rule order is being, or has been, performed or
there are documents being kept that relate to the
contracting out of work in the clothing industry that are
relevant for the purpose of determining compliance
with the act or a common-rule order.
The bill outlines the manner in which an information
services officer should exercise their powers. Entry
must be during ordinary working hours and an
information services officer must cause as little harm
and inconvenience as possible.
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On entry, an information services officer will be able to
inspect work, take samples, interview employees or
require the production of documents.
Information services officers are not empowered to
enter any part of premises used solely for residential
purposes without the informed consent of the occupier.
The bill creates offences for actions that obstruct an
information services officer in the exercise of their
powers.
Right of entry for authorised industrial officers
Outworkers are often reluctant to take individual action
against their employer for fear of reprisals, so they rely
more heavily on the ability of the union to investigate
and prosecute employers for breaches of their award.
In New South Wales (NSW) an industrial officer of a
registered organisation has powers to enter premises to
hold discussions with employees and to investigate
suspected breaches of the award. Unions are then able
to prosecute for any breaches of the award that they
find.
The Outworkers (Improved Protection) Bill includes
provisions which replicate the NSW right of entry
provisions.
The provisions enable authorised industrial officers to
enter premises without force during working hours
where outworkers under a common-rule order are
engaged or where records relating to the employment of
outworkers are kept, for the purpose of holding
discussions with outworkers or for investigating
suspected breaches of a common-rule order or the act.
Before exercising their power of entry, the authorised
industrial officer must provide the employer with
24 hours notice or 48 hours notice in cases where the
records or documents are kept away from the
employer’s premises.
There is no power for authorised industrial officers to
enter any part of premises used for residential purposes
without the consent of the occupier.
The industrial division of the Magistrates Court will
issue instruments of authority on application by an
industrial officer. An industrial officer is required to
produce their authority on request.
If an authorised industrial officer intentionally hinders
or obstructs an employer or employees in their working
time or acts in an improper manner in the exercise of
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their power under the act, the Magistrates Court will be
able to revoke the instrument of authority.
The bill creates an offence where an authorised
industrial officer intentionally hinders or obstructs an
employer or employees in their work or where a person
deliberately hinders or obstructs an authorised industrial
officer in the exercise of their power or fails to comply
with a requirement of an authorised industrial officer in
accordance with the act without lawful excuse.
The bill provides the textile clothing and footwear
union with the power to prosecute an employer for a
breach of the act, to facilitate their ability to ensure that
outworkers receive their lawful entitlements.
Review of act
The bill provides for the act to be reviewed by the
minister within five years of commencement, or as
soon as possible thereafter. The review would
determine whether the policy objectives of the act
remain valid and whether the terms of the act remain
appropriate for securing those objectives. The report of
the review will be tabled before both houses of
Parliament.
A similar review is to be conducted of the NSW
legislation by the NSW Minister for Industrial
Relations.
Summary
The Outworkers (Improved Protection) Bill will
provide overdue protection for some of the most
vulnerable workers in Victoria.
It will extend to clothing outworkers the same
protections and entitlements as other employees and
provide them with a simple, low-cost way of recovering
unpaid wages and remuneration.
It will empower information services officers to ensure
compliance with the provisions in the bill and the
entitlements of common-rule orders applying to
outworkers.
Importantly, employers in Victoria will face the same
regulatory regime as their counterparts in NSW.
The bill will ensure that companies at the top of the
production chain take responsibility for ensuring that
outworkers receive their lawful entitlements. The
Ethical Clothing Trades Council provides the clothing
industry with the opportunity to make significant steps
towards voluntary compliance.
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The proposals in this bill, in conjunction with the
proposals contained in the Federal Awards (Uniform
System) Bill 2002, deliver on this government’s
commitment to end the exploitation of outworkers.
The Federal Awards (Uniform System) Bill 2002 will
enable outworkers in Victoria to receive the same
entitlements as other employees under the federal
award. It will take the first step towards ending the
exploitation of outworkers by providing them with a
higher standard of entitlements.
The Outworkers (Improved Protection) Bill will take
the next step by affording them improved protection to
ensure they receive those entitlements.
This bill creates a uniform system between Victoria and
New South Wales, the two states that account for the
majority of clothing manufacturing, and will be of
benefit to those in the industry currently dealing with
two vastly different regulatory regimes.
It is a matter of record that the NSW legislation was the
outcome of a bipartisan approach on the issue of
outworkers and I would hope that the same approach
could apply in Victoria.
I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr McINTOSH (Kew).
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 24 October.

CHILD EMPLOYMENT BILL
Second reading
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Industrial
Relations) — I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

Governments and communities throughout Australia
accept that children under the age of 15 should be
engaged in compulsory education. The Bracks
government believes that education should remain the
priority for children under the age of 15. This
government also believes that children should have the
opportunity to be children and to participate in social
and leisure activities with their families and their peers.
Having said that, we acknowledge that children under
the age of 15 do work. And this work is not limited to
babysitting and paper rounds. The growth in part-time
and casual work in the retail and service sectors has
meant that children are being employed in a wider
range of jobs than ever. There is also an increasing
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trend for children who are still at school to treat work as
a source of personal income and so the desire for paid
employment is growing.
Child employment in Victoria is already regulated by
the Community Services Act 1970. The child
employment provisions have not, however, been
substantively amended in 30 years. Not surprisingly
then, these provisions do not recognise the changed
nature of work for children under 15 and the challenges
this presents.
Employment presents risks to children that differ from
those that may be faced by adults in the workplace. In
contrast to adults, children are physically, emotionally
and mentally immature. They have less life experience
to draw upon and may find it hard to voice their
concerns in an appropriate or effective way. This can
mean that children are exposed to greater occupational
health and safety dangers when they work. It is
alarming to note that, according to Workcover statistics,
approximately one child under 15 is seriously injured in
the workplace every two weeks.
In 1999 the Australian Labor Party committed to
eliminating child labour exploitation in Victoria, as well
as to increasing penalties to up to $10 000 or 12 months
imprisonment and to coming down hard on those
people who breach our child employment laws.
In order to identify the best ways to protect children
from risks associated with employment, the
government conducted a review of child employment in
Victoria. Extensive community consultation formed
part of this review. Members of the public attended six
round tables held in regional and metropolitan Victoria,
and 37 written submissions were made. Consultation
indicated that, whilst the employment of children under
15 is acceptable, it is acceptable only to the extent that
work does not interfere with a child’s education and
development opportunities and does not expose
children to physical or moral dangers.
Purpose of the bill
The purpose of the Child Employment Bill is to
establish a system of child employment regulation that
accommodates some capacity for work for children
under 15 whilst ensuring that work does not adversely
affect a child’s education and protects the health, safety
and moral welfare of children at work.
In the first instance the Child Employment Bill seeks to
repeal the child employment provisions from the
Community Services Act and enact a new statute — the
Child Employment Act 2002. The government believes
that establishing a new act will play an important role in
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improving community understanding of the child
employment laws.
The bill retains the current definition of employment.
That is, employment occurs when a child takes part or
assists in any business, trade or occupation carried on
for profit. This participation can be paid or unpaid, and
the child may be engaged as an employee or as a
contractor.
The bill also highlights a number of activities that do
not constitute employment. These are participating in a
church service or religious program, participating in an
occasional entertainment or project for a school or
church, performing any work for a non-profit
organisation and participating in a sporting activity. I
should also note that babysitting, except where
conducted through an agency, is not considered to be
employment.
The bill has four key elements. These relate to the
permit system; general limitations on child
employment; offences and penalties; and information
and compliance.
The permit system
The Community Services Act currently provides for a
system of child employment permits. Under this
system, with some exceptions, children are required to
have a permit in order to work.
The Child Employment Bill retains the permit system,
but with some modification. The primary change has
been to extend the current exemption for children who
work with their parents in a shop that is attached to the
family home. This exemption has now been extended to
all children who work with their parents in a family
business, including on a family farm.
Members may recall that public concerns were
previously raised that the government would be
introducing a requirement for children working with
their parents on the family farm to obtain a permit.
These people were operating under the misconception
that farming parents are currently exempt. This is not
the case — the Community Services Act, under
provisions enacted by the Bolte government, does not
exempt farming parents.
Under the Child Employment Bill, however, children
working with their parents on the family farm will not
require a child employment permit. I will return to the
broader issue of children working in a family business
shortly.
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Another modification, designed to ensure that a child’s
moral welfare is protected, is the introduction of a
requirement for a police check of the criminal record of
those people supervising children in the workplace.
This check must be conducted prior to the issuing of a
permit.
Under the bill permits will remain free of charge and
parents will remain responsible for applying for the
permit. The bill does require, however, the child’s
prospective employer and school to sign the permit
application. Furthermore, the employer will be required
to provide details on the application form regarding the
child’s intended duties and hours of work.
General limitations on child employment
The Child Employment Bill also provides for a number
of general limitations on child employment. Broadly
speaking, these relate to the minimum age of
employment, and the types and hours of work a child
can perform.
Minimum age of employment
The Child Employment Bill is underpinned by the
principle that the minimum age of employment is 15.
However, in recognition of the fact that some children
under 15 may obtain some benefits from working, the
bill permits the employment of children aged between
13 and 15, subject to certain conditions of employment.
This government also recognises that there may be
some circumstances in which children under the age of
13 should be permitted to work. The first concerns the
delivery of newspapers and pamphlets and deliveries
for pharmacies. As a long-accepted form of
employment for children, the Child Employment Bill
allows children aged between 11 and 15 to undertake
these forms of employment. This employment will,
however, remain subject to the general conditions of
child employment and the requirement for a permit.
The second concerns children who work in the
entertainment industry, an industry that employs
children of all ages. Due to the nature of this industry,
age restrictions will not apply. This is not to say,
however, that children employed in the entertainment
industry are unregulated. Rather, the Child
Employment Bill makes separate provision for the
regulation of children in this industry. I will return to
this point shortly.
The final exemption to the minimum age of
employment concerns children who work in family
businesses.
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Type of work

Hours of work

An important provision of the Child Employment Bill
is that children can only be engaged in employment that
falls within the definition of light work.

In order to ensure an appropriate balance between
school and work, the bill restricts the number of hours a
child can work. These provisions reflect the
government’s philosophy that a child should not be
required to work for long hours following a school day
or for longer than they would be required to attend
school. The current provision restricting children from
working during hours of school attendance has also
been retained.

Light work covers any work that firstly, is not likely to
be harmful to a child’s health, safety or moral or
material welfare and secondly, will not prejudice a
child’s attendance at school or their capacity to benefit
from instruction. This is the definition of light work
provided by the International Labour Organisation
(ILO) Convention on the Minimum Age of
Employment.
Work that is inherently dangerous or that is performed
in dangerous circumstances is not light work.
To aid in the interpretation of the definition of light
work, the bill provides some examples of activities that
may constitute light work. Amongst other things,
working in the entertainment industry, newspaper
deliveries, working as a sales assistant and
farming-related chores will be considered light work,
where they accord with the broader definition.
The bill also takes the step of making it an offence to
engage in particular forms of employment: children are
prohibited from working in door-to-door sales, in
deep-sea fishing and in the building and construction
industry. The government considers that these forms of
employment present such a risk to children that
employment should be prohibited in all circumstances.
These prohibitions complement existing statutory
prohibitions on children working in the mining
industry, in prostitution or on licensed premises. So as
to ensure that the prohibited forms of employment
reflect contemporary circumstances, the bill also
provides the Governor in Council with the power to
declare other kinds of employment prohibited.
I should also note that the Child Employment Bill, for
the most part, does not regulate work experience. At
present, however, permission from the Secretary of
Innovation, Industry and Regional Development is
required where a child wishes to undertake a work
experience arrangement in a declared high-risk industry
according to the provisions of the Education Act. The
Child Employment Bill therefore amends the Education
Act to clarify that a child employment permit is
required in these situations. In all other respects,
however, the Child Employment Bill has no application
to work experience arrangements.

The Community Services Act currently prevents
children from working after 11.00 p.m. Reflecting
community concerns with this provision, however, the
Child Employment Bill amends the provision to limit
children to working up to 9.00 p.m. The government
further considers that children should be prevented
from engaging in street trading at night for health and
safety reasons and so the bill introduces a new
provision restricting street trading to daylight hours.
Finally, to recognise that children cannot work safely
for the same unbroken period of time as adults, the bill
provides for a 30-minute rest break after 3 hours of
work. Furthermore, children must have at least 12 hours
break between finishing one shift and commencing the
next.
Children working in family businesses and on
family farms
I mentioned previously that the existing, although
limited, exemption for children working with their
parents in a shop attached to a dwelling has been
extended to all family businesses, including family
farms.
The government recognises that children of all ages
may work with their parents and that this should not be
prohibited. The provisions concerning the minimum
age of employment that I outlined earlier will not,
therefore, apply to children assisting their parents in
family businesses. The bill also exempts parents from
the general conditions relating to hours of work,
although a parent cannot employ their child during
school hours.
Children working in family businesses and on family
farms have been exempted in this way because the
government believes that, when it comes to employing
their own children, all parents have both a responsibility
for and an ability to protect children from health and
safety risks, and to ensure their child’s education is not
adversely affected.
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That said, the government believes that children
performing work for their parents should be protected
by some minimum standards. A key provision of this
bill restricts employment to light work — a provision
we believe should apply to all people who employ
children. Consequently, parents employing their
children may only employ their children in light work.
Moreover, this work must be directly supervised. To
employ a child in contravention of these conditions will
be an offence.
Children working in the entertainment industry
The entertainment industry is a significant employer of
children of all ages. It is also an industry where children
may need to be employed during school term and late at
night. Consequently, a number of the provisions I have
outlined may require adjustment for this industry.
In order to more appropriately regulate the employment
of children in the entertainment industry, the Child
Employment Bill provides for the development of a
mandatory code of practice. This code will be
developed in consultation with industry, union and
government stakeholders and will come into effect
within 12 months of the bill being enacted. It is worth
noting that the employment of children in the
entertainment industry in NSW is also regulated by a
mandatory code of practice.
Although most of the general conditions of
employment will not apply to the entertainment
industry, the permit system and the light work
restrictions will regulate the employment of children in
the entertainment industry. Whilst the code is being
developed, the child employment officer will continue
to regulate child employment.
Offences and penalties
At the outset I noted that the Bracks government
promised to increase penalties for breaching child
employment laws. The Community Services Act
currently makes it an offence to employ or allow a child
to be employed without a permit. The penalty for this
offence is a paltry $100 — a penalty that highlights the
outdated nature of these child employment provisions.
The Child Employment Bill provides a range of
offences with appropriate penalties. Offences include
failing to have a permit and breaching the general
conditions of employment, whilst the maximum
penalties for offences under the act range from $1000
for more minor offences to $10 000 for serious
offences. The maximum penalty for an offence
committed by a person is $6000: for a corporation it is
$10 000.
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Information and compliance
Community consultation revealed that there is a
considerable lack of community awareness of the
nature of child employment laws in Victoria. Concerns
were also raised about the lack of compliance.
The bill provides for the appointment by the minister of
suitably qualified child employment officers. Under the
bill, their primary function is to provide information
about the operation of the legislation. The child
employment officers will have a particular focus on the
development of educational materials regarding the
child employment system and in relation to the
employment of children in family businesses, including
on family farms.
The child employment officers will, however, also be
responsible for ensuring compliance with the
legislation. To this end, the bill provides child
employment officers with a number of powers to
determine compliance with the act. These powers
include a right of entry to inspect a workplace and the
right to require production of documents.
In terms of prosecutions, prosecutions for breaching the
child employment legislation will be heard by the
industrial division of the Magistrates Court. This is as
provided for by the Federal Award (Uniform System)
Bill 2002, introduced into the house in September.
Summary
The Child Employment Bill recognises that whilst
some employment of children under 15 is acceptable,
by community standards it is acceptable only to the
extent that work does not interfere with a child’s
schooling or expose children to physical or moral
dangers.
The Child Employment Bill also balances allowing
children to obtain benefits from working with the fact
that education remains the priority for children under
the age of 15.
Lastly, the bill recognises that the employment of
children should not be treated in a uniform fashion.
That is, there needs to be capacity to regulate the
employment of children in family businesses and in the
entertainment industry differently to the employment of
other children.
The antiquated provisions of the Community Services
Act cannot continue to regulate child employment in
Victoria. This bill represents an important opportunity
to ensure that the employment of our children is
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regulated in a way that reflects the realities of modern
day life.
I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr McINTOSH (Kew).
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 24 October.

Thursday, 10 October 2002

The Bentleigh traders are concerned that scheduling
resurfacing works before Christmas will continue the
congestion and business difficulties that they have
experienced over the last year and a half. They cannot
afford to lose any further custom. They ask the minister
to see that the work is rescheduled for the quieter period
after Christmas. They welcome the works but the
scheduling is very important to their livelihood.

RESIDENTIAL TENANCIES
(AMENDMENT) BILL

North East Catchment Management Authority:
funding

Council’s amendments

Ms ALLEN (Benalla) — I raise for the Minister for
Environment and Conservation the very important issue
of salinity and water quality throughout the north-east. I
want the minister to take action to ensure that the North
East Catchment Management Authority is able to
continue the excellent programs it has been undertaking
in salinity and water quality management works. The
North East CMA covers the management of the
magnificent towns and areas of the Ovens, Kiewa and
Mitta Mitta rivers throughout Victoria’s beautiful
north-east. This catchment contributes a large
proportion of high quality water for Victoria, New
South Wales and South Australia.

Returned from Council with message relating to
amendments.
Ordered to be considered next day.
Remaining business postponed on motion of
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Finance).

ADJOURNMENT
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Finance) — I move:
That the house do now adjourn.

Centre–Tucker roads, Bentleigh: traffic control
Mrs PEULICH (Bentleigh) — I draw to the
attention of the Minister for Transport, through the
Minister for Finance, the announcement last week of
the resurfacing by December of a stretch of Centre
Road, Bentleigh, between Tucker Road and Francesco
Street. In the article there was some criticism by some
local traders about it, raising other issues of concern.
I welcome the funding. I believe it is much needed and
long overdue. However, the local Bentleigh traders
have some concerns about the scheduling of the works
before Christmas. For close to two years there has been
a bit of a debacle about the modification of the
intersection of Centre Road and Tucker Road — —
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! I ask
honourable members to resume their seats so we can
hear the honourable member for Bentleigh!
Mrs PEULICH — It caused enormous angst to
businesses, and traffic along Centre Road was
congested. A number of businesses were in serious
financial difficulty as a result of the works which were
poorly handled by Vicroads. Admittedly it was not all
its fault, but a substantial part of it certainly was,
particularly in relation to costings, the placement of
Telstra cables and so forth.

The north-east region had previously been eligible for
funding through the Murray-Darling 2001 program, but
that source of funding is no longer available, which
seriously limits the pools of funding that the region can
access. This funding stream has stopped and the
north-east region is not eligible for funding through the
national action plan for salinity management.
The Premier wrote to the Prime Minister several
months ago asking him to match the Victorian offer of
$5 million to make the North East CMA a region. To
date the Victorian government has had no reply. Why
are we not surprised?
The North East CMA is eligible for funding through the
Natural Heritage Trust but because the federal
government has insisted that funding for the
Wimmera–Mallee pipeline come out of Victoria’s
regional NHT funding stream, Victoria’s CMAs are
going to miss out. This stubbornness by the federal
government means there is insufficient funding for all
other CMAs including the north-east to provide
important on-the-ground environmental works.
The significantly reduced NHT funding will result in
the complete stoppage of the integrated vegetation
program and a significant decrease in river health and
water quality programs throughout the north-east. Three
Department of Natural Resources and Environment
project officers and one or two CMA staff could be
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retrenched. This is a disaster for north-east Victoria.
The federal government is developing a tendency to
disregard Victoria’s natural resource management
needs. This neglect has to stop!
To this end the federal member for Indi, Sophie
Panopoulos, has done absolutely nothing. She should
get on the phone to the Honourable Warren Truss, the
Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry, and the
Honourable David Kemp, the Minister for the
Environment and Heritage, to ensure that Victoria, and
in particular north-east Victoria, is not done over by the
miserable bean counters in Canberra. I urge the minister
to take action by insisting that the federal government
ensures that Victoria and the north-east get their fair
share of commonwealth funding.

Northern Grampians: council structure
Mr STEGGALL (Swan Hill) — I ask the Minister
for Local Government to agree to the desire of the
Northern Grampians Shire Council and the Northern
Grampians community and maintain the status quo with
the shire’s internal boundary arrangements.
Recently the Northern Grampians shire gave notice of
its intention to change its internal riding representation
from four and three councillors — there are two
ridings — to five and two councillors. The shire council
then consulted its community and did all the things that
the Labor Party likes it to do. The result was that it then
changed its recommendation from five for the Stawell
area and two for the St Arnaud area to the status quo,
which is four for the Stawell area and three for
St Arnaud.
I draw the minister’s attention to section 220 of the
Local Government Act, which provides two tests for
internal boundaries. One is the 10 per cent rule —
which we are aware of — and the 10 per cent variation.
The second test is the fair and equitable rule, which was
put in by the Labor government in 1989 and which was
very strongly debated in this house because of the same
type of issue we now face. The third issue is that the
council has a decision to make as to whether the
alterations are desirable or not. The council went
through the consultation process in the shire, and as a
result has changed its position to the status quo of four
and three.
Labor put section 220 into the 1989 act so as to be able
to consider fairness and equity, and it is something
many in this house would agree with. Most of us in the
country have trouble with the one vote, one value
concept when it is put in place rigidly in these areas.
We ask the government to consider the advertising and
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consultation process and the decision of that council to
rescind its initial decision. We seek from the
government four councillors for Stawell and three for
St Arnaud and the rural areas so that the council can,
with fairness and equity, have a properly managed and
properly running area.
This provision in our laws has never been tested. It was
only really tested in this house when the Honourable
Jim Simmonds, the then minister, introduced it and
argued for what we have just put. I ask that the Minister
for Local Government give serious consideration to the
wishes of the Northern Grampians Shire Council and to
the communities of Stawell and St Arnaud and their
request for this solution.

Weapons: air taser demonstration
Mr MAXFIELD (Narracan) — I raise an issue for
the Minister for Police and Emergency Services. I want
to know what action the minister can take to determine
whether an offence was committed, or if anyone aided
and abetted the commission of an offence, in the
demonstration of air tasers on the Channel 7 news last
week.
I understand that any entitlement to import, possess,
carry or use prohibited weapons requires the approval
of the Chief Commissioner of Police and is strictly
conditional. Members of the opposition apparently
engaged in some activities last week which were aired
on Channel 7, and as someone who believes very
strongly in law and order I think it is very important for
us politicians to show an example to the community.
We have to be careful that we comply with the law,
because the issue of law and order is very strong and is
close to the heart of a member of Parliament. We have
seen this with the government, where it has deployed an
extra 800 police to provide a safe environment. For
example, in my own town of Warragul we have gained
an additional 10 police since Labor came to power,
meaning that there are now police on the beat. People
can go down the Warragul streets secure in knowing
that they have many extra police providing a safe and
secure environment.
We in this house should cherish being part of a
law-abiding society. Certainly we cannot allow the
situation to develop where people can break the law —
where we have drug dealers breaking the law, crooks
breaking into banks and people hitting old ladies over
the head — and we cannot have politicians thinking
they can break the law whenever they feel like it
because the law is for the little people and they are
above it. If you were a shadow minister for police and
emergency services you would think you would want to
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obey the law rather than just showing total and utter
disregard for it.
We should hold close to our hearts the idea that we
should strive in our society to be law-abiding citizens.
If we are engaging in activities we should ensure that
they are legitimate and legal. It is really sad that I have
to be talking about this issue in the house today.
We have to set an example in public life. As politicians
we should say to the community that we stand up for
law and order.

Police: Prahran
Ms BURKE (Prahran) — I raise a matter for the
attention of the Minister for Police and Emergency
Services. A month or so ago the minister was briefed by
my local police in Prahran when he went for a walk
down Chapel Street. Winter is always a little quieter for
police than summer there, although Chapel Street has as
many people at 1 o’clock in the morning as at 1 o’clock
lunchtime. Other areas of Prahran, such as Grattan
Gardens, are suffering the same problems.
I do not believe police can run a sustainable operation
over a number of weeks without, firstly, the resources
and, secondly, a requirement to hold licensed premises
accountable in and outside the venues. There is
evidence that there are party drugs in a number of the
licensed premises. While this may be seen as a health
issue, it is also part of the whole problem of law and
order concerns in my electorate.
The amenity uses that are promoted in the area as a
tourist precinct are in complete conflict with the
planning and the amenities of inner suburban living.
The two are not compatible. The causes and effects are
generally planning matters that exacerbate the police
problem. However, in the meantime the community is
most uncomfortable with the situation. Youths are
coming into the area racing cars up and down the
streets, drinking until all hours of the morning, breaking
into people’s properties, using samurai swords and
machetes, breaking furniture, chopping trees down and
being a complete nuisance, knowing all the time that
they will most likely get away with it because there are
few police in the area.
I call on the Minister for Police and Emergency
Services to increase police resources in the Prahran
district to make those who are destroying the area
realise that it is no longer acceptable and that something
will be done about it.
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Automotive industry: tariffs
Mr LONEY (Geelong North) — I raise a matter for
the consideration of the Minister for Manufacturing
Industry. I refer the minister to the recent
recommendations of the Productivity Commission that
the Howard government cut automotive industry tariffs
by up to 10 per cent by 2015 — recommendations that,
if implemented, have the potential to wipe out an
industry that in Victoria employs 27 000 workers and
has a turnover of $9 billion every year. This, of course,
is the direct impact on the Victorian auto industry. The
multiplier effect would lift that to a further flow-on
effect of around 50 000 jobs.
Geelong is the headquarters of the automotive industry
in Victoria and has 1900 jobs directly in jeopardy and
another 4000 jobs indirectly. In spite of this, however,
and in spite of offers of state government support, no
coordinated campaign has yet been commenced in
Geelong. The City of Greater Geelong quietly made a
submission to the Productivity Commission, but since
its recommendations were announced about six weeks
ago all has been silent. I note that auto industry
councils, including those in Maroondah, Greater
Bendigo, Kingston, Greater Dandenong, Wodonga and
many others, have publicly supported the state
government’s position of seeking to have the
commission’s recommendations rejected. But the City
of Greater Geelong has not done so.
This is in stark contrast to the position of the City of
Greater Geelong when it was last faced with this threat.
Then it mounted a massive community campaign to
save auto jobs and was the lead force in both Victoria
and Australia. And it succeeded. The successful
blueprint is still in Geelong city hall just waiting to be
dusted off and implemented.
So why has it not been? Is it because of a succession of
recent Liberal anti-manufacturing mayors? Is it because
the Liberal-dominated council does not want to
embarrass the Howard Liberal government, particularly
with its state council on in Geelong this weekend? Is it
because two Liberal candidates sit on the council and a
campaign against the Howard government to save auto
jobs might expose them, as neither has said a word or
moved a motion at council in support of Geelong’s
major industry? Has the dominant group on council put
the party before the people?
I call on the minister to wait no longer for the council to
act and to move immediately to use his office to
convene a campaign in Geelong calling all interested
parties together, including the City of Greater Geelong
if it wishes to be involved, to fight for Geelong jobs. I
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can assure him that the honourable member for
Geelong and I will be there ready to lead on behalf of
our community.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The
honourable member’s time has expired.

Bolton Street, Eltham: reclassification
Mr PHILLIPS (Eltham) — I ask the Minister for
Transport to support me, as the member for Eltham,
and the councils of Banyule and Nillumbik in having
Bolton Street in Eltham reclassified as a main road.
Bolton Street is a through road between Greensborough
and Doncaster-Templestowe, and further to Ringwood,
carrying enormous amounts of traffic. It is a road that is
a boundary between the municipalities of Banyule and
Nillumbik.
Both those councils are supportive of the road being
reclassified to a main road, and they would then seek
funds for the upgrade and reconstruction of that road. I
believe the majority of residents support the upgrade.
Enormous amounts of traffic are using Bolton Street.
The topography is very steep, so certainly earthworks
would have to be done. Originally it was a residential
street — probably a government road — but over the
years it has become a main thoroughfare between
Greensborough and Doncaster-Templestowe. The
residents have been suffering because of increased
traffic. There are no footpaths, gutters or shoulders, and
it is very steep.
I would like the minister to advise Vicroads to support
the road being upgraded to a main road. It would have
unanimous support from both Banyule and Nillumbik
councils. Banyule council wrote to me again as recently
as October seeking a commitment from me in the
lead-up to an election, and it certainly would be seeking
a commitment from both major political parties that this
will take place. It is something that has been raised
previously. I ask the minister to support the Nillumbik
and Banyule councils and me, as the member for
Eltham, in having this road reclassified and upgraded.

Greater Geelong: rates
Mr TREZISE (Geelong) — I have an issue for the
Minister for Local Government that revolves around
the extensive increase in rates inflicted on many
ratepayers of the City of Greater Geelong. With the
latest round of rates many ratepayers have experienced
rate increases of up to 100 per cent. Of course, the
pages of the local papers have been full — —
Honourable members interjecting.
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The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! I ask
members of the opposition to be quiet.
Mr TREZISE — The best thing that is happening
in my campaign is that this riff-raff is coming to
Geelong on Saturday, I can assure you of that.
The pages of the local papers have been full of hardship
stories, and I can also assure this house that my
electorate office phone and my home phone have been
running hot with distraught and upset ratepayers.
The action I seek from the minister is that he take steps
to ensure that the City of Greater Geelong is actively
investigating all means by which the burden of rate
shock is minimised, especially as the increased rates
apply to the elderly and pensioners. Sharp and
exorbitant increases in rates can have a devastating
effect on ratepayers, but especially the elderly and
pensioners. Many elderly people, as members on this
side of the house realise, can be asset rich but cash
poor, and their homes can be subject to steep valuation
increases. This is very much the case in a number of
areas within the Geelong electorate, and the resultant
sharp increases in rates can have a devastating effect on
elderly people.
I am concerned that in my area the City of Greater
Geelong has done nothing — absolutely nothing — to
ease the burden on ratepayers afflicted with what I
would describe as rate shock. For example, despite calls
from many sections of the community, including
members of the government — that is, members on this
side of the house — the City of Greater Geelong has
refused to do anything. It has, for example, refused to
match the government’s $135 rebate payment. The City
of Greater Geelong could, in one fell swoop, assist
pensioners in Geelong by providing that $135 rebate.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The
honourable member’s time has expired.

Scoresby freeway: access ramps
Mr WELLS (Wantirna) — I raise a matter of
concern with the Minister for Transport. We have a
ludicrous situation in the outer east which has been
proven just recently by the state Labor government’s
commitment — or non-commitment — to the Scoresby
freeway. We have a $1.2 billion project yet this
government has not committed itself to building the
two major ramps connecting the Monash Freeway to
the Scoresby freeway.
We have a situation where you will be able to drive
down the Scoresby freeway but there will be no ramp
turning right onto the Monash Freeway, and we have
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the reverse situation where you will be able to travel
east along the Monash Freeway but there will be no left
turn onto the Scoresby freeway. These are the two main
connecting points in the entire eastern and outer-eastern
freeway network, yet this Bracks Labor government
does not believe those ramps are necessary. It smacks
of the time when the Cain–Kirner government put
traffic lights on the South Eastern Freeway!
But the situation gets even worse, because the
spokesperson for the state government, a
Ms McKinnon, is reported as saying:
Virtually nobody would want to travel up the Monash …
Freeway from Dandenong and turn south down the Scoresby
or travel south down the Scoresby and turn west up the
Monash.

It is the single most stupid thing I have ever heard in
10 years of politics that the government does not
believe it can connect the two freeways. It has total
contempt for the outer-eastern suburbs, and that is why
it knows politically that it is in danger of losing more
seats out there. The government knows it will not win
any seats, and it is not committed to the Scoresby
freeway. And to say that the two major ramps
connecting the Monash Freeway and the Scoresby
freeway are not necessary shows that it is out of touch
with the needs of the outer-eastern community.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! What action
does the honourable member want the minister to take?
Mr WELLS — Fix it!

Consumer affairs: health club contract
Ms BARKER (Oakleigh) — I ask the Minister for
Consumer Affairs to take action to ensure that the
fitness industry complies with the industry code of
practice, particularly where it relates to cooling-off
periods on contracts.
I have been approached by a 19-year-old constituent
and his father for advice and assistance. As a result of
telemarketing this young man, who is a full-time
student, visited the Genesis Health Club in Oakleigh to
further discuss whether or not he would join up for a
course. He indicated that he was a full-time student, that
he did not have any income and that if he was going to
sign up to this contract he would have to check with his
parents to see whether they would assist him with the
monthly payment.
He was given a verbal undertaking from the person
who was trying to sell him the membership that if he
signed the document it would not be processed until he
had confirmed with his parents that the payments could
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be met. He said he did not, unfortunately, examine the
terms and conditions of the contract, as he clearly felt
he would not be committed to it until he had called the
health club back to confirm.
He returned home, which took only about 5 or
10 minutes, and of course on checking with his father to
see whether he would pay the $68.10 monthly for
20 months he found his father declined the offer. My
constituent tried on several occasions to call the
Genesis Health Club and speak to the person he had
spoken to. He was told on a number of occasions that
the person who had sold him the contract was busy, but
he was also told that the message that he would not
proceed with the contract would be given to that person
and that the contract would not be processed.
He then received a letter from a specialist billing
company which said, ‘Thank you for this, this is how
much you owe for 20 months’. He wrote to them and
they said, ‘It is not our problem, you have to go back to
the others’. When they approached me my office
contacted Genesis. We were told, ‘We have no
responsibility for it, the recruiting company is
responsible for it’. The recruiting company is Life
Force. We then approached the recruiting company and
someone there said, ‘He is an adult, he has signed a
contract, he has agreed to all the terms and conditions,
and he is liable for the payments’.
We could say that my constituent was rather foolish in
what he did, but he believed that the contract would not
be processed until he had called the health club back. I
have raised this issue with the minister previously, and I
understand that some action has been taken and some
progress has been made. Cooling-off periods are
provided for in many other areas of society, and I think
it is only appropriate that it apply to the fitness industry
and that recruiting companies, as they call themselves,
have a look at the way they are encouraging — and I
think it is a gentle word — people to sign up for
contracts they cannot afford.

Beach Road, Beaumaris: traffic control
Mr THOMPSON (Sandringham) — The matter I
wish to raise is for the attention of the Minister for
Transport. It concerns Beach Road, Beaumaris, among
other roads in the area.
Mr William Chamberlain, a resident of Beach Road,
Beaumaris, dices with death every time he has to access
and leave his property in Beach Road, which was once
a beach track and has now been made into a road that
carries a high volume of traffic.
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In part as a consequence of the failure of the Labor
government to commit to the building of the Dingley
bypass there remains an increasing volume of traffic
along Beach Road, Beaumaris. It is unfortunate that
Mr Chamberlain sustained a serious accident in recent
times and incurred some $5000 damage to his motor
vehicle.
The police who advised him at about the time of the
accident initially thought that he may have been errant
in his driving, but upon closer examination — the
police, in fact, were passing by — they formed a view
that his house and his driveway were in such a position
that it was impossible to leave the premises and the
property in a safe manner without placing
Mr Chamberlain and his passengers at considerable
risk.
There are a number of avenues that I recommended to
Mr Chamberlain could be pursued in this matter. They
include contacting Road Safety in the South-East, an
excellent organisation under the chairmanship of
Mr John Moller, where some excellent work is
undertaken on road safety initiatives in the south-east.
There are excellent collaborative organisations that
engage with traffic planners, road user associations and
organisations such as the Motorcycle Riders
Association, the Royal Automobile Club of Victoria
(RACV) and the local traffic operations group, where
there is an excellent dialogue and forum for review of
safety issues.
I ask the Minister for Transport to facilitate a review of
Beach Road, Beaumaris to provide whatever advice is
available to be given. Perhaps he may even institute
remedial measures in that area that may provide a safer
form of access and egress for Mr Chamberlain. Some
suggestions may include a realignment of the road to
stop the merging of traffic in the area. Another solution
may be the location of a mirror on the other side of the
road so that as Mr Chamberlain leaves his premises, he
can do so safely.
This matter has been raised with the local council, the
RACV and the local police. Every person who has
looked at it has recognised the extreme danger that
Mr Chamberlain and his family encounter when they
leave their property, in part as a consequence of road
remediation works that were undertaken last year in
Beach Road, Beaumaris.
It is more important in the light of the failure of the
government to — —
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The
honourable member’s time has expired. The time for
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raising matters on the adjournment debate has also
expired.

Responses
Mr HAERMEYER (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services) — The honourable member for
Narracan raised the issue of a demonstration of a device
called an air taser on the Channel 7 news on 3 October.
The demonstration he referred to was in fact conducted
by personnel from a firm called FBIS at what was
described by the reporter as a secret location. It was in
front of a small group of people, none of whom
appeared to be police officers. Certainly three of them
were eminently recognisable: the honourable members
for Wantirna, Mornington and Knox.
The taser was demonstrated on two members of the
public, including the journalist. The permit to FBIS to
allow it to demonstrate tasers is a very specific one. It
enables it to demonstrate tasers for the purposes of
showing them to state and territory police forces in
Australia, and that is the only purpose under which it is
entitled to demonstrate tasers. It would appear that the
demonstration was conducted outside the terms set
down by the chief commissioner to FBIS under the
Control of Weapons Act. If that is so it would possibly
constitute an offence under that act.
I have requested that the Chief Commissioner of Police
investigate this incident, because it is a very serious
matter. If companies that are in a position of trust are
importing, distributing, selling and demonstrating what
is effectively a weapon, and potentially a very
dangerous one, in the wrong circumstances, then we
have to have confidence that they are doing so under
the terms and conditions under which those authorities
are given. I have asked the chief commissioner to
determine the circumstances of the demonstration,
whether an offence under the act may have been
committed, and whether other participants in the
demonstration may have aided and abetted the
commission of a criminal act under the Control of
Weapons Act.
Victoria is very keen to explore a number of
comparative or different alternatives so far as non-lethal
force is concerned, and that includes tasers, neck guns
and other devices. The news report was incorrect when
it said the Victorian government and Victoria Police
were refusing to consider the use of tasers. They will be
evaluated across a variety of fronts. They will be
evaluated comparatively against other items of
equipment to determine whether they are safe to use.
The one demonstrated emits some 50 000 volts. I am
not aware that it is currently being used by patrol level
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police in an operational sense anywhere. We are still
trying to find that out.
We are very keen to explore non-lethal alternatives to
the equipment we give our police. However, we also
need to make sure it is practical, that it fits into their
operational requirements, and that it is safe. We are
interested in looking at tasers. That said, we are
certainly not keen to be doing that when the company
that is distributing them is flagrantly flouting the
conditions under which the permit was issued. I can
assure the honourable member that that matter has been
referred to the police for investigation.
The honourable member for Prahran raised the issue of
Chapel Street. Unfortunately most of what she said is
absolutely true, but it has been drawn to my attention
already on numerous occasions for quite some time by
a Mr Tony Lupton. As a result of those representations,
I accompanied members of Victoria Police on a street
walk through Chapel Street some weeks ago on a
Friday night, although having tried to drive through
Chapel Street on some occasions around the same hour
on Friday nights, it certainly was not the busiest night
on which I could have had a look at it, I must say.
However, there are certainly issues there.
There is a licensing issue, not just a policing issue. It is
not going to be solved by just more police, it needs to
be solved on a whole variety of fronts. There are traffic
management issues, planning issues and licensing
issues. It also involves in particular some of the
licensees. A lot of them are very responsible but some
of them are not responsible at all. Some of them will
have to start taking responsibility not just for what goes
on in their premises but for what goes on in the street
altogether, because at the end of the day if the street
develops a bad name, as did King Street, that is going
to affect their businesses as well.
I got together with Tony Lupton, Sally Davis, the
mayor of Stonnington, and Hadley Sides, the chief
executive officer, and we will be calling together a
forum of all the relevant stakeholders to try to take a
multipronged approach to this and develop solutions to
all the dimensions of the issues that exist there.
Unfortunately for the honourable member for Prahran I
have to hark back to the words of that old song ‘Sorry,
you’re a little too late’.
Mr HULLS (Minister for Manufacturing
Industry) — Thank you very much indeed. That is a
hard act to follow, but we will do our best.
The honourable member for Geelong North raised a
very important issue about auto tariffs. He suggested
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that as the Minister for Manufacturing Industry I should
wait no longer for the Greater Geelong City Council to
act and asked that I immediately use my office to
convene a campaign in Geelong, calling interested
parties together.
As the honourable member pointed out, this is a very
serious matter because the proposals of the Productivity
Commission to reduce auto tariffs down to 5 per cent
and ultimately to zero, and to slash the automotive
competitiveness and investment scheme (ACIS) — the
assistance scheme to the auto sector — will be
devastating right around Victoria, and certainly in the
Geelong area, where economic modelling shows that
there will be something like over 1900 jobs lost.
I am surprised that a whole range of councils have got
behind the state government’s campaign in relation to
this matter, but I am just as surprised that the Greater
Geelong City Council has not been loud in its support
for this campaign. I find that extraordinary, particularly
in light of the fact that a former mayor, who I
understand is a Liberal candidate in the Geelong area,
ought to understand the importance of the effect of the
reduction in auto tariffs on employment in Geelong.
I would be asking Mr Kontelj to stretch himself to get
behind this campaign and stop remaining silent on this
very important issue. Does he support the approach of
John Howard and Mr Macfarlane that will see jobs lost
in Geelong or does he support the Bracks government?
He has a stark choice: he can support John Howard and
his reduction in tariffs and therefore the loss of at least
1900 jobs in Geelong or he can support the Bracks
government’s position — that is, tariffs at 10 per cent,
no reduction in ACIS and therefore a healthy and
vibrant auto sector.
However, if this campaign is to have bipartisan
support — and we hope it does — it is very important
that the honourable members for Bellarine, South
Barwon and Geelong Province also get behind the
Bracks government’s campaign. So far they have been
very silent on this issue as well. They are fast becoming
known as the Three Stooges of Geelong — the Moe,
Larry and Curly of the Geelong area — who are not
prepared to act in a serious way on a very serious
matter. But the issue can come to a head on Saturday,
because the Prime Minister will be in Geelong on
Saturday.
Here is the opportunity for the honourable member for
Bellarine to give his swan song. He is on his way out.
This can be his swan song. He can stand up to John
Howard and move a motion on Saturday. Here is an
opportunity for the honourable member for South
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Barwon to stand up for employment in Geelong or
kowtow to Little Johnny. They are the choices he has.
He can stand up for the people of Geelong, for those
1900 jobs that are under threat, or he can simply be a
sycophant and tug his forelock to John Howard when
he is at the conference.
The same goes for the honourable member for Geelong
Province in another place who is a member of the
Liberal Party. He can hide behind the coat-tails of the
Prime Minister and do nothing about jobs in Geelong,
or he can actually stand up and move a motion. My
suggestion is that the honourable members for
Bellarine, South Barwon and Geelong Province and
Mr Kontelj all get together and put a combined motion
to be taken to this conference on Saturday, because
when you look at the program you find there is not one
mention of or one motion dealing with the car industry,
not one motion dealing with Geelong. That is quite
extraordinary! Here is a great opportunity for the Three
Stooges and Mr Kontelj to put together a motion. I am
prepared to draft the motion for them.
This is the motion they should be putting:
That this council calls on the federal government:
to reject the proposals of the Productivity Commission
to reduce tariff levels to 5 per cent and eliminate or
reduce industry assistance;
to maintain a package broadly similar to the Australian
Competitiveness and Investment Scheme;
to provide certainty on tariff levels by maintaining them
at 10 per cent until 2010 and after unless there are
substantive reductions in automotive and non-tariff
barriers by other countries;
to gain access to new markets, particularly in the Asian
region, through bilateral and multilateral negotiations
to encourage innovation within the industry by
reviewing current measures to ensure appropriate
support for research and development; and finally,
to encourage a collaborative, non-adversarial workplace
environment by working with all key stakeholders.

That is the motion. They do not even have to go away
and work it up themselves; I have done it for them. All
they have to do is put this motion to the Liberal
Geelong council on Saturday. If they fail to do that they
would indeed be turning their backs on the people of
Geelong. They are betraying the people of Geelong,
and they are betraying the thousands of people who
work in the auto sector right around Victoria, but
particularly those in Geelong. So Saturday is D-day for
these people. D-day!
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Mr CAMERON (Minister for Local
Government) — The honourable member for Geelong
raised sensible issues concerning rate movements.
Certainly there are existing flexibilities within the Local
Government Act. One of the things the government
would like to see, and something it is presently
legislating for, is for councils to undergo a rate impact
statement process so that two key groups in
municipalities have an understanding as to what will
occur with rates.
Although it did not come up during the local
government update, there is a suggestion that there
could be additional flexibilities, and the government is
very prepared to examine them and contrast them with
the existing flexibilities under the Local Government
Act to determine whether the additional flexibilities can
work and why the present flexibilities are not
sufficiently flexible. As I said, we are very prepared to
work through that issue, provided that what it brings
about is a better rating strategy. That is what rate impact
statements are all about.
The honourable member for Swan Hill raised a matter
concerning the Northern Grampians Shire Council.
Honourable members will be aware that this
government believes, as did the previous government,
in one vote, one value when it comes to local
democracy, and for that reason there is a 10 per cent
tolerance.
If we could apply proportional representation to
municipalities that would bring about a situation of an
undivided council and an even distribution of people.
You would be aware, Deputy Speaker, that the former
Liberal–National Party coalition supported proportional
representation in the past when it came, for example, to
the City of Melbourne. On 4 July on WIN Television I
saw the National Party spokesman talking about the
Local Government (Update) Bill and broadly
supporting those initiatives. One of the key provisions
referred to was proportional representation. I must,
however, advise the house that the National Party has
not come good. It has turned its back on country
councils despite their pleas, and it has denied the
opportunity by voting down the very thing which most
country councils would have liked to see, and that is the
additional flexibility of proportional representation.
Notwithstanding the fact that that has been cast aside by
the National Party, notwithstanding its past record and
that it was more than prepared to have that apply in
Melbourne, I advise the house that on radio today the
mayor said the council was examining the issue of the
number of councillors in the municipality to bring
about a situation where the numbers can be made up. I
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understand there is a desire to have three councillors in
the St Arnaud area. There is no reason why that cannot
happen provided other arrangements are made
concerning the rest of the municipality.
The honourable members for Bentleigh, Benalla,
Eltham, Wantirna, Oakleigh and Sandringham raised
matters for other ministers, and I will refer those
matters to the ministers.
Motion agreed to.
House adjourned 8.18 p.m.
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